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Dear Reviewer:

The draft environmental impact statement (EIS) supplementing the 1979 final
environmental statement for the federal coal management program is submitted
for your review and comment. Please keep the draft EIS, as we may print only
an abbreviated final supplemental EIS that will be an addendum to this draft .

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) will prepare the final EIS, considering
the comments received on the adequacy of the draft through the public review
process

.

All written comments on the draft EIS should be sent to Jack Edwards, at the
address on the cover sheet by April 9, 1985. A series of public hearings will
be held to receive oral comments. On the basis of discussions with western
governor's representatives, the following places and times have been selected:

Date Location Time

Monday, March 18, 1985 Bismarck (to be announced)
Tuesday, March 19

Wednesday, March 20

Thursday, March 21

Friday, March 22

Tuesday, March 26

Billings (to be announced)
Albuquerque (Convention Center)
Denver (Clarion Hotel)
Salt Lake City (Salt Palace)
Washington, D.C.

(Interior Bldg. Auditorium)
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Federal Register .
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A copy of the final supplemental EIS will be sent to all who provide
substantive comments on the draft EIS or who request a copy.

In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations of
November 29, 1978, this draft incorporates a number of other documents by
reference. The locations of these other documents are noted in the References
Cited section.

Please note that the adoption of the proposed action does not authorize the
potential impacts presented in this draft supplemental EIS. This EIS does,
however, present impacts that could occur if the Proposed Action is adopted.
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Abstract

This supplemental environmental impact statement (BIS) assesses the environmental consequences of continuing the

federal coal management program and three alternatives to this existing program: No New Federal Leasing, Preference

Right and Emergency Leasing, and Leasing by Application.

The analysis focuses in particular on six federal coal regions: Fort Union (Montana, North Dakota); Powder River

(Montana, Wyoming); Green River-Hams Fork (Colorado, Wyoming); Ulnta-Southwestern Utah (Colorado, Utah); San Juan

River (Colorado, New Mexico); and the Southern Appalachian, Alabama Subreglon (Alabama).

This EIS supplements the 1979 Federal Coal Management Program Final Environmental Statement (1979 FES). It analyzes

the conditions that formed the basis for the 1979 analysis and that may have changed during the past 6 years. The

analysis is conducted In the context of the 1979 federal coal management program, which has evolved over the years and

continues to evolve.

This document analyzes the impacts of high, medium, and low levels of coal production associated with federal leasing

measures against the same levels of coal production associated with No New Federal Leasing In 1990, 1995, and 2000 for

each region.

On the basis of the Issues and concerns Identified during scoping, this supplemental EIS focuses on the following
categories of potential impacts: socioeconomics, transportation, health and safety, Native American issues, air

resources, soils and vegetation, agriculture, wildlife, visual resources, recreation resources, wilderness, cultural

resources, mineral and paleontologlcal resources, and water resources.

Comments on this EIS should be directed to

Jack D. Edwards, Project Leader
Bureau of Land Management, Division of BIS Services

555 Zang Street, First Floor East, Denver, Colorado 80228

(303) 236-1080 FTS 776-1080

Date Supplemental EIS Hada Available To EPA and the Public

February 8, 1985

pate by Which Comments Must be Received

April 9, 1985
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PREFACE

The purpose of this supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS) is to

analyze the potential environmental consequences of continuing the federal

coal management program or of implementing three alternatives to it. This

document has been prepared to supplement the 1979 Federal Coal Management

Program Final Environmental Statement (1979 FES) (BLM 1979a) because many

changes have occurred or are proposed in the coal program and because of

changes in energy market conditions that formed the basis for the 1979

analysis

.

This supplement contains seven chapters and six appendixes.

• Chapter 1, the introduction, discusses relationships between this

supplemental EIS and the 1979 FES, the history and background of the

federal coal leasing program, and major federal and state laws

mitigating coal-related impacts.

• Chapter 2 discusses the purpose of and need for the Proposed Action

and describes the Proposed Action and three alternatives: No New

Federal Leasing, Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, and Leasing

by Application.

• Chapter 3 presents coal production forecasts for the United States and

the six federal coal regions under study and discusses the assumptions

upon which the forecasts are based.

• Chapter 4 describes the affected environment and documents the impact

analysis for the Proposed Action and alternatives.

• Chapter 5 presents a comparative analysis of impacts of the Proposed

Action and alternatives.

• Chapter 6 discusses the trade-offs and irreversible and irretrievable

commitments of resources resulting from implementing the Proposed

Action or alternatives.

• Chapter 7 discusses the scoping process and the consultation and

coordination involved in preparing this supplemental EIS.

The six appendixes provide background information, including data and

methodologies used to conduct the analysis documented in the text.
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SUMMARY

Under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended, the Department of the

Interior has responsibility for leasing federal coal lands. Until 1960,

little demand existed for federal coal, and little leasing occurred. In the

1960s, leasing greatly increased. In 1971, the Department imposed a

moratorium on coal leasing in response to public concerns that the lands were

being leased mainly for speculation rather than development. The moratorium

was lifted in July 1979, when the Department issued regulations implementing

the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 (FCLAA).

Before issuing its coal leasing regulations, the Department prepared a final

environmental statement for its federal coal management program (BLM 1979a)

(1979 FES), which was released in April 1979. This 1979 FES listed three

issues that justified the need for a program to manage federal coal: (1) the

need to address the Nation's serious energy problem, (2) the need to reduce

the Federal Government's historically passive role in coal leasing decisions,

and (3) the need to respond to critical review of coal managment by the

executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal Government.

In the 6 years since the 1979 FES was published, many changes have been made

to or proposed for the federal -coal management program, and a supplemental E1S

is needed because economic and environmental conditions have changed.

LOCATION OF COAL REGIONS

The 1979 FES used 12 federal coal production regions (Map 1-1) as basic units

for analysis. These regions were delineated by similar geology and coal

characteristics and with reference to markets for coal reserves developed

within the regions. These same 12 regions, which have over 92 percent of the

total coal reserves of the 48 conterminous states and account for over 97

percent of the Nation's 1976 federal coal production, are the basis for

analysis in this supplemental EIS.

Of the 12 coal production regions analyzed in the 1979 FES, 6 regions and 2

subregions were formally identified as containing federally owned coal of

major importance. Regional coal teams, however, found a lack of interest in

federal coal leasing in the Denver-Raton Mesa Region and the Oklahoma

Subregion, and thus this supplemental EIS concerns the following five regions

and one subregion (Map 1-2) (Bureau of Mines 1976):

Fort Union Region--21,101 million tons of recoverable reserves in 13

eastern Montana and 23 western North Dakota counties,

Powder River Region--142, 524 million tons of recoverable reserves in 10

northeast Wyoming and 7 southeast Montana counties,

Green River-Hams Fork Region- 15,543 million tons of recoverable
reserves in five northwest Colorado and six southern Wyoming counties,
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Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region-~7 ,177 million tons of recoverable
reserves in 8 western Colorado and 18 eastern and southern Utah counties,

San Juan River Region—4,164 million tons of recoverable reserves in 12
northwest New Mexico and 5 southwest Colorado counties,

Alabama Subregion of the Southern Appalachian Region—2,213 million tons
of recoverable reserves in three west-central Alabama counties.

MAJOR ISSUES

Five major issues emerged from the Department's analysis of public comments on
the scope of the supplemental EIS. These issues and the Department's response
in this supplemental EIS are outlined in the Decision on the Scope of the
Supplement to the 1979 Federal Coal Management Program FES (Appendix 6) and
are summarized below.

• Relationship of the supplemental EIS to ongoing changes in the coal
program. The supplemental EIS is being proposed to assess the impacts of
the federal coal leasing program and will include impacts of all changes
proposed for adoption as a result of program reviews. All proposed
changes are described in Chapter 2 and consolidated in Appendix 6.

Environmental assessments on certain proposals and findings of no
significant impacts to the human environment were published.

• Scope of market analysis. To underscore the importance of supply and
demand analysis, coal production forecasts are highlighted in Chapter 3 of
the supplemental EIS and are supported by a separate report-

-

Coal
Production Forecast Technical Report (BLM 1985b).

• Assessment of reclamation success on surface mined western coal lands.
A technical appendix (Appendix 5) on reclamation and erosion control on
surface mined lands was developed for the supplemental EIS to present
current results based on research and experience from existing mines.

® Impacts of the Department of the Interior's policy to carry out coal
exchanges. The explanation in the major program events section of
Chapter 1 of this supplemental EIS addresses this topic.

• Need to analyze a full range of alternatives in the supplemental EIS.
The alternatives analyzed are described in Chapter 2. Other alternatives
considered and the rationale for not including them in the supplemental
EIS are also discussed in Chapter 2.

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) analyzed seven major alternative coal programs, not
all of which are now feasible or reasonable alternatives to the existing
program. This Supplemental EIS analyzes the Proposed Action to continue the
federal coal management program and three alternatives: (1) Leasing by
Application, (2) Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, and (3) No New
Federal Leasing— the no action alternative. These alternatives differ in the
level of involvement of federal and state agencies and the public and, in most
cases, the amount of federal coal that would be considered for leasing.
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For each alternative, this supplemental EIS analyzes impacts at three coal

production levels—low, medium, and high—and for three target years— 1990,

1995, and 2000.

The Proposed Action would continue the federal coal management program and

would include the following major elements presented in the 1979 FES:

planning systems, market analysis, sales procedures, enforcement of lease

terms and conditions, management of existing leases, preference right lease

application (PRLA) processing, use of regional coal teams, integration of

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures, and emergency sales

procedures. In addition, the Proposed Action would incorporate revisions to

the program made in 1982 and 1983 and changes proposed in 1984 and 1985.

Under the Leasing by Application Alternative, the Department of the Interior

would consider offering federal coal for lease sale only in response to an

application for a specific amount of coal in a specific location. All federal

coal would be offered through competitive sales, but regional activity

planning would not be part of this program. Although no long range market

analyses would be conducted, regional coal teams could be retained to carry

out consultation with states and to review temporal market conditions before

lease sale decisions.

Under the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative, federal coal

leasing would be limited to coal deposits needed to meet emergency situations

or to coal deposits applied for in preference right lease applications (PRLAs)

filed before 1976. Activity planning and market analyses would not be

components of this program alternative.

Under the No New Federal Leasing Alternative—the no action alternative—no
program would be in place to analyze the need for leasing or to respond to

lease applications. No federal coal would be offered at competitive lease

sale, leased through approval of PRLAs, or leased through exchanges, and the

supply of federal coal would be limited to that already under lease. The

Department of the Interior could either request that Congress provide relief

to preference right lease applicants to eliminate the need to further process

outstanding PRLAs or indefinitely postpone this processing. BLM coal program

activities would be limited to supervision of terms and conditions of existing

leases

.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This supplemental EIS is scoped to assess broad and general program-level

impacts. It has not involved site-specific analysis of regions, which will be

conducted in later NEPA compliance documents such as regional coal EISs.

The impacts of any of the alternatives would be directly related to the amount

of coal production and would mostly result either directly or indirectly from

the following factors, all of which would increase or decrease with changes in

the quantities of coal mined: (1) land disturbed during mining, (2) workers

needed to mine and process the coal, (3) water needed to process the coal, (4)

safety and health hazards of mining and processing coal, (5) particulates

(dust) stirred up by coal operations, and (5) transportation capacity needed

to haul coal from mines.

S
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Although production forecasts are the same for given production levels and
target years, impacts would not necessarily be the same. To maintain
production levels, new leases would have to be substituted for old leases, new
operations for old operations, and large mines for small mines. Such
substitutions could result in variations in impacts and production shifts from
one region to another.

In this supplemental EIS, No New Federal Leasing—the no action
alternative— is used as the baseline against which all impacts of the other
alternatives are compared. Because an existing overcapacity in coal supplies
is expected to continue for the next 5-15 years, production attributable to
new federal leasing is not expected to cause any difference in production
among alternatives for certain production levels in certain years. Therefore,
the impacts of different alternatives are similar for many resources or
conditions. Because federal coal production under Leasing by Application
would be essentially the same as under the Proposed Action, the two
alternatives are assumed to have similar impacts.

The main thrust of this summary is to present a general comparison of impacts
projected for the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) Preferred Program at the 1990 medium
production level to impacts projected for this supplemental EIS (1985)
Proposed Action at the 1990 medium production level. The major factor
influencing these differences is the substantially reduced coal production
estimates in 1985 (see Figure 3-1). Differences can also be attributed to the
limited scope of the 1985 analysis (not including downstream coal use) and
differences in loading factors or multipliers used for impact assessment. The
following sections quantitatively or qualitatively compare impacts projected
in 1979 to those projected in 1985 for the six coal regions combined by the
resources discussed in this supplemental EIS. Because the 1979 FES did not
discuss Native American issues and visual resources, their projected impacts
cannot be compared between 1979 and 1985.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Impacts to employment, population, and royalty and severance tax revenues in
1990 at the medium production level under the 1985 Proposed Action would be
about 80 percent lower than the impacts projected for the 1979 Preferred
Program for the same production level and target year (Table 4-7). Under the
1985 Proposed Action, the following socioeconomics impacts would occur: (1)
coal-related employment in the five coal regions that can be compared would be
51,300, which is 18 percent of the 291,000 employment projected for the 1979
Preferred Program; (2) coal-related population would be 127,400, which is 23
percent of the 557,600 population projected for the 1979 Preferred Program;
and (3) coal-related royalty and severance tax revenues would be $519 million,
which is 24 percent of the $2,135 million projected for the 1979 Preferred
Program.

TRANSPORTATION

Because the 1979 FES and this supplemental EIS use different approaches and
scopes, projected impacts to transportation cannot be directly compared.
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Projected coal production under the 1985 Proposed Action at the medium
production level in 1990 would be about half that projected for the same

target year and at the same production level under the 1979 Preferred

Program. Therefore, projected impacts to transportation would be lower under

the 1985 Proposed Action than under the 1979 Preferred Program.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Coal mining is and will continue to be a high-risk occupation. Miners and

plant workers will continue to be exposed to health hazards such as dust,

harmful fumes, stress, and excessive noise. Health and safety hazards under

the Proposed Action, however, should decline in the future for two reasons:

(1) the shift in production from subsurface mines to surface mines, whose

hazard rates are about only a tenth of those of subsurface mines, and (2) new

technology in pollution control and mine safety and the enforcement of

existing federal dust and safety standards.

The 1979 FES projected a six-region annual total of 4,284 accidents for the

Preferred Program at the 1990 medium production level, as compared to 3,318

accidents projected for the 1985 Proposed Action for the same target year and

production level.

AIR RESOURCES

Total suspended particulates (TSP) calculated in the 1979 FES and in this

supplemental EIS cannot be directly compared because (1) the 1979 FES did not

include underground mines as a TSP source, and (2) this supplemental EIS does

not include the conversion of coal to other energy forms as a TSP source. By

reconciling those two minor differences, projected annual TSP under the 1979

Preferred Program medium production level for 1990 would be 720,400 tons,

whereas annual TSP projected for the 1985 Proposed Action would be 333,200

tons, a 54 percent reduction from the 1979 projection.

SOILS AND VEGETATION

Under the 1985 Proposed Action medium production level for 1990, 65 percent

less land would be disturbed than would be disturbed under the 1979 Preferred

Program. Because specific sites to be mined or reclaimed are not known at

this level of analysis, land disturbance impacts are discussed in general

terms. Actual reclamation potential highly depends on characteristics of

specific areas to be reclaimed. Coal development in all regions would affect

lands with varying potentials for reclamation. In both the 1979 FED and this

supplemental EIS land disturbance by surface mining and coal benef iciation is

combined. Since coal development is being extended on the basis of a

significant downturn in the 1979 forecasts, coal operations are expected to

benefit from reclamation studies and practices that might not otherwise have

been available. Therefore, land disturbance from surface mining may be more

readily mitigated in the future. Other local disturbances from

transportation, conversion, and consumption facilities have not been measured.



SUMMARY

AGRICULTURE

Land disturbance under the 1985 Proposed Action would differ in the following

ways from land disturbance under the 1979 Preferred Program at the medium

production level for 1990: cropland--l percent less, rangeland— 12 percent

more, and woodland--13 percent less. These estimates were calculated from

figures only for areas with known coal deposits.

WILDLIFE

Direct losses of wildlife habitat resulting from coal production in 1990 at

the medium production level would be about 54 percent less under the 1985

Proposed Action than under the 1979 Preferred Program. Losses of individual

animals would also be 54 percent lower but could be significantly higher or

lower than that figure depending upon the location of the mines. Indirect

impacts to wildlife caused by coal-related human population increases would

also approach the 54 percent lower figure, assuming a directly proportional

relationship.

RECREATION RESOURCES AND WILDERNESS

The greatest impact on recreation resources and wilderness would be the

increased or decreased demand for these resources caused by coal-related

population changes. Because the location of population changes was unknown

for both the 1979 and 1985 analyses, no direct comparison can be made.

Population impact comparisons between the 1979 Preferred Program and the 1985

Proposed Action (see the the comparison of socioeconomic impacts) provides an

approximation of recreation and wilderness impacts.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

At the medium production level in 1990, the 1985 Proposed Action would involve

54 percent less coal production than the 1979 Preferred Program.

Consequently, coal-related land disturbance and population increase under the

1985 Proposed Action would be be similarly less than under the 1979 Preferred

Program. Land disturbance and population increases in specific areas,

however, could be significantly higher, depending upon the location of mining.

MINERAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

BLM's policy and industry's preference generally are to avoid developing two
mineral resources in the same area. As demand for both resources grows and

areas with fewer conflicts are mined out, avoiding conflict areas becomes
increasingly difficult. As current mining continues and new areas are opened,

more conflicts with other mineral development are expected. Coal production
rates under the 1985 Proposed Action in 1990 at the medium production level
would be about half of those projected for the 1979 Preferred Program, and

fewer future conflicts are expected between coal and other minerals under the

Proposed Action than under the Preferred Program.



SUMMARY

Impacts to paleontological resources can be directly related to the acreage

being disturbed, which in turn depends upon the rate and location of coal

production. Overall coal production as projected by this supplemental EIS

would be about half of that projected by the 1979 FES, and beneficial and

adverse impacts to paleontological resources should be much less for the 1985

Proposed Action than for the 1979 Preferred Program. The reduction of

impacts, however, would be less than the percentage drop in coal production

because proportionately more of the drop in coal production would occur in

regions with less significant paleontological resources.

WATER RESOURCES

Impacts to the hydrologic system are related to the amount of area disturbed

and the closeness of the disturbance to major surface and ground water

bodies. In a program-level analysis, neither the 1979 FES nor this

supplemental EIS can accurately assess the proximity factor because of a lack

of specific locations of coal mining. The 1985 Proposed Action would involve

about half the coal production of the the 1979 Preferred Program, and thus the

1985 Proposed Action's impacts of sedimentation, total dissolved solids, and

ground water disruption would be about half of those of the 1979 Preferred

Program.

Annual water use projections for all six regions are 77,500 acre-feet in this

supplemental EIS and 796,000 acre-feet in the 1979 FES for the Proposed

Action/Preferred Program in 1990 at the medium production level. These

projections show a 90 percent drop in water use for a 50 percent drop in coal

production. The difference mostly results from the 1979 FES's including water

used by powerplants and the supplemental EIS's not reporting on this use.

This reduction would be greater in regions where mine-mouth use is common

(Fort Union) than in regions from which large amounts of coal are exported

(Powder River) . The remainder of the difference is due to the reduced coal

production and different per capita and per ton water use factors.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF SUPPLEMENTAL EIS

This supplement to the April 1979 Final Environmental Statement (FES) for the
Federal Coal Management Program (BLM 1979a) is prepared to analyze the
cumulative impacts of leasing federal coal under an existing program and three
alternative programs. It provides the top level of analysis for NEPA tiering
of the federal coal management program. Its coverage is limited to the
effects on the human environment of continuing a federal coal management
program whose main components are based on land use planning and include
activity planning and coal lease sales. It reviews the changes in coal market
conditions and regional environments in the 6 years since publication of the
1979 FES. To that end, the programmatic alternatives express different
amounts of federal coal that would be considered for leasing and different
management approaches to structuring the coal program. Above all, this
supplemental EIS serves as a timely update of environmental, coal market, and
program developments that have occurred since the 1979 FES was published.

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The 1979 FES listed three broad issues that, taken together, identified a need
for a program to manage federal coal. As set forth in Chapter 1 of the 1979
FES, the general purpose of coal management policy included the following:

• to address the Nation's serious energy problem of declining domestic
oil and gas resources and limited alternatives;

• to reduce the Federal Government's historically reactive role in coal
leasing decisions, the failure of earlier coal management to address
modern concerns, and the potential for serious impacts to the
socioeconomic infrastructure and the environment of expanded coal
production and use; and

• to respond to critical reviews of coal management by the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal Government.

Viewed in 1985, the federal coal management program has evolved from the
Preferred Program of the 1979 FES. Furthermore, enough federal coal has been
offered at competitive lease sales since 1979 to allow energy and mining
companies to increase their inventories of federal reserves under lease. This
inventory can now provide a variety of coal deposits for potential development
as the need arises.

In proposing to continue the federal coal management program, the Department
of the Interior is guided by five important management objectives:

• to have in place a flexible mechanism that can analyze the need for
leasing at a given time and place and can respond no matter how small
or great that need is;

11



INTRODUCTION

• to promote economically efficient and environmentally sound patterns
of multiple resource use in western states;

• to maintain an orderly, predictable system that facilitates
long-range planning by state and local governments, coal industry and
affiliated groups, and other groups and individuals affected by or
interested in federal coal development;

c to regionalize most decisions on coal leasing and to grant to state
governments a major role in formulating and consenting with such
decisions; and

• to promote competitive markets in western coal states where federal
coal ownership is significant.

This supplemental EIS examines four federal coal management program
alternatives: (1) No New Federal Leasing, (2) Preference Right and Emergency
Leasing, (3) Leasing by Application, and (4) the Proposed Action—the program
described in the 1979 FES as modified by later regulatory, procedural, and
policy changes. These changes include recommendations adopted from reports
published by the Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal
Leasing (Linowes and others 1984) and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA
1984). Chapter 2 describes in detail the Proposed Action and all program
alternatives. Chapter 3 provides estimates of future coal production for the
different alternatives. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 analyze in detail the impacts to
the national and regional environments of adopting the Proposed Action and
each of the alternatives.

LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO COAL REGIONS

The 1979 FES used 12 coal supply regions as basic units for analysis. These
regions were defined by similar geology and coal characteristics and with
reference to markets for coal reserves developed within the regions. These
same 12 regions, which contain over 92 percent of the demonstrated federal
coal reserve base in the 48 conterminous states and account for over 97

percent of the Nation's current federal coal production, are the basis for
analysis in this supplemental EIS (Map 1-1).

Of the 12 coal supply regions analyzed in 1979, six were formally identified
as containing federally owned coal of major significance. The description of
the boundaries of these regions was published in the November 9, 1979, Federal
Register (44 FR 65196-97). These six regions include Fort Union (Montana and
North Dakota) , Powder River (Montana and Wyoming) , Green River-Hams Fork
(Colorado and Wyoming), Uinta-Southwestern Utah (Colorado and Utah), San Juan
River (Colorado and New Mexico) , and Denver-Raton Mesa (Colorado and New
Mexico). For two other regions, Southern Appalachian and Western Interior,
smaller subregions (Alabama and Oklahoma) were defined for federal coal lease
planning.

Since the November 9, 1979, Federal Register notice, the Denver-Raton Mesa
Region and the Oklahoma Subregion of the Western Interior Region have been
removed from consideration for Department-initiated regional coal leasing.

12



LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

That decision followed recommendations of the associated regional coal teams
(RCTs) and was based on low demand for coal leasing. Recent discussions in
the Department have examined other potential adjustments to the status and

Map 1-1 Twelve Coal Supply Regions of the United States

configuration of the remaining coal regions and the substitution of
tract-by-tract application procedures on an as-needed basis in place of
BLM-- initiated regionwide tract delineation and lease sales. Any change in

status of RCTs would need to be proposed by RCTs before being approved by the
Department of the Interior.

The major focus of this supplemental EIS is the Department of the Interior's
program to lease federal coal (including all methods of leasing) within the
five regions and one subregion where BLM-initiated leasing will most likely be
needed to meet management objectives in the next few years (Map 1-2). The
analytical base for this supplemental EIS also reflects federal coal leasing
from preference right lease applications (PRLAs) and lease by application
procedures outside these designated federal coal production areas, as well as

from emergency leasing that may result by the year 2000. Because federal coal
ownership outside the five federal coal production regions and one subregion
is scattered and of small contiguous acreages, the scope and depth of analysis
for leasing in these areas are usually limited to the immediate area affected
by the issuance and later development of a lease.

13
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RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP TO THE 1979 FES

The 1979 FES evaluated seven coal management alternatives, including a

preferred program. Each alternative focused on different administrative and

policy limitations on the level of federal coal leasing to be achieved. This

supplement to that FES revisits the assumptions and projections described in

the 1979 FES and describes several program changes made in 1982 and 1983 and,

more recently, changes made in response to the Report of the Commission on

Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes and others 1984)

and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report, Environmental Protection
in the Federal Coal Leasing Program (OTA 1984). With this supplemental EIS
as one of the bases for decision, the Secretary of the Interior may choose to
continue the existing program with the changes made in response to the Linowes
Commission and OTA reports, or he may decide to select a different program.

The 1979 FES was the foundation document for the Secretary of the Interior's
July 1979 decision to adopt and implement a comprehensive coal management
program. In August 1980, the Green River-Hams Fork Regional Coal Final EIS
(BLM 1980c) was published, the first of six regional Round I EISs (Table 1-1)

evaluating the effects of leasing specified amounts of federal coal in

specific tracts. These regional EISs are the next level of tiering to the

1979 FES, focusing on narrower cumulative and site-specific impacts. These
regional EISs were used by regional coal teams and the Secretary of the

Interior in (1) deciding whether to offer federal coal for lease and (2)

determining which tracts to offer in regional sales between 1981 and 1983.

Results of Round I federal coal leasing are discussed in the next section of

Chapter 1.

Round II of coal activity planning was begun in five of the six regions.
Round II final EISs for the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region (BLM 1983i) and the

Alabama Subregion of the Southern Appalachian Region (BLM 1983d) were
published in October and December 1983. A draft EIS for Green River-Hams Fork
Round II coal leasing (BLM 1983b) was released for public comment in August
1983. Similarly, a draft EIS for Round II of leasing in the Powder River
Region was published in January 1984 (BLM 1984d) . In addition, a call for
expressions of leasing interest was issued for Round II coal leasing in the

Fort Union Region in April 1983 and January 1984. New tract delineation has
been completed for that region.

Completion dates for Round II final regional coal EISs for the Green
River-Hams Fork, Powder River, and Fort Union regions were postponed in

February 1984 following publication of the Report of the Commission on Fair
Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes and others 1984).
Likewise, all regional coal lease sale schedules have been suspended.
Regional coal sales will be resumed only if the Secretary of the Interior
decides in favor of a federal coal management program based on regional
activity planning.

APPROACH OF SUPPLEMENTAL EIS AND RELATIONSHIP TO ONGOING REGIONAL EIS'S

This supplemental EIS assesses the program-level impacts of the Proposed
Action and the three alternatives in five coal regions and one subregion
(referred to in this supplemental EIS as the six coal regions) (Map 1-2) and
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TABLE 1-1

ROUND I REGIONAL COAL FINAL EIS'S

Region

Final EIS Publication Reference

Date Citation

Fort Union
Powder River
Green River-Hams Fork
Uinta-Southwestern Utah

San Juan River
Southern Appalachian (Alabama)

February 1983
July 1981

August 1980
February 1981

March 1984
January 1981

BLM 1983a
BLM 1981b

BLM 1980c
BLM 1981d

BLM 1984c
BLM 1981c

will form part of the basis for a decision by the Secretary on the need for

and form of a federal coal management program. As a supplement to the

initial, broadly generic EIS in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

tiering process, this supplemental EIS does not address specific tracts but

focuses on possible interregional effects and relationships and impacts at the

national level. The progressively more site-specific environmental analysis

needed to address these actions will be covered in later regional lease sale

EISs, EISs or environmental assessments (EAs) on individual lease

applications, and EISs or EAs on mine permit applications if the Proposed

Action or one of the other action alternatives is selected.

Three levels of coal production (low, medium, and high) for three target years

(1990, 1995, and 2000) are used as a basis for impact assessment to predict a

range of impacts that could result from implementing the Proposed Action and

each alternative. The Department of the Interior developed coal production

forecasts using the Department of Energy's National Coal Model (NCM) . Impact

estimates relied on regional multipliers related to given amounts of coal

production and were derived for each appropriate element of the human

environment using recent regional coal EISs.

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MLA) , the Department of the Interior
has responsibility for federal coal leasing. Until 1960, little demand
existed for federal coal, and little leasing occurred. In the 1960s, leasing

greatly increased. In 1971, the Department imposed a moratorium on coal

leasing in response to public concern that the lands were being leased mainly
for speculation rather than development. The moratorium was lifted in July

1979 when the Department issued regulations implementing the Federal Coal

Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 (FCLAA).

The 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) describes in detail the development of the federal
coal management program before January 1979. The following sections in

Chapter 1 update Section 1.2 of that document by describing major program
events, regulatory changes, and litigation since January 1979.
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MAJOR EVENTS SINCE 1979

Coal Leasing

Table 1-2 lists the regional lease sales held since January 1979. The first
regional lease sale under the new program was held in the Green River-Hams
Fork Region on January 13, 1981, in Denver, Colorado, and on January 14, 1981,
in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Since that time, regional sales have been held in the
Fort Union, Powder River, Southern Appalachian, and Uinta- Southwestern Utah
regions. In all, 67 coal tracts with 3.7 billion tons of coal reserves were
offered at regional lease sales, 47 lease tracts were sold, and 43 leases were
issued as of December 15, 1984. The lease tracts sold covered 82,754 acres
and contained 2,143.9 million tons of recoverable coal reserves. Eight tracts
were offered in the September 1983 Fort Union sale. Bids were accepted on
three tracts covering 7,091 acres and involving 96.5 million tons of
recoverable coal reserves, but a court order prohibited the issuance of coal

TABLE 1-2
LEASES SOLD IN ALL REGIONAL SALES

(January 1981 through February 1984)

Total
Regions Date of No. of Acres Re :overable Total High

Sale Tracts Re serves Bonus Bids
(millions
of tons)

Fort Union 9/83 3* 7,091 96.5 $773,310

Green River- 1/81 6 11,283 87.9 1,730,277
Hams Fork 4/81 2 5,572 64.4 9,013,430

10/81 1 5,974 62.7 1,792,227
4/82 2 4.262 112.4 23,164,125

Total- 11 27,091 327.4 $35,700,060

Powder River 4/82 10 16,554 1,089.6 43,484,434
10/82 2 5.176 471.6 23,689,632

Total- 12 21,730 1,561.2 67,179,066

Southern 6/81 6 5,040 24.3 180,537
Appalachian 12/81 4 3,629 7.3 623,605

9/82 3 1.520 1.1 247,114
Total— 13 10,189 32.6 1,051,256

Uinta- 7/81 5 10,854 79.7 14,200,410
Southwestern 2/82 1 160 2.3 158,400
Utah 5/82 1 640 7.5 5,216,000

2/84 1 4,999 36.7 9.542.041
Total- 8 16,653 126.2 24,116,851

Total All Reg,ions 47 82,754 2,143.9 $133,820,543

SOURCE: BLM 1984a.
NOTE: Data may not add up to totals shown due to independent rounding.
*Leases have not been issued as of January 18, 1985.
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leases on those tracts. (See Litigation section in Chapter 1.) Another tract

was later reconfigured and offered and leased under the emergency provisions

of the coal management regulations (43 CFR 3425.1-4). The bid for this tract

had been rejected in the September 1983 sale.

Table 1-3 lists coal leases sold under the lease-by-application procedures of

the 1979 federal coal management program. Since January 1979, the Department

has held 50 lease-by-application sales and sold 43 leases involving 31,810

acres and 398.66 million tons of recoverable coal reserves.

As of November 30, 1984, 137 coal preference right lease applications (PRLAs)

were pending, a reduction of 47 since 1979. Six more prospecting permits in

Utah, reinstated by the court, may become coal PRLAs once drilling is

completed under the terms of the permits. From January 1979 to the present,

23 PRLAs, covering 58,209 acres and containing 383.32 million tons of

recoverable coal reserves, have become 13 leases. These preference right

leases are located in Alaska, Colorado, Oklahoma, Utah, and Wyoming. During

this period, 24 PRLAs were withdrawn by the applicant or rejected by BLM for

failure by the applicant to show the existence of coal in commercial
quantities. In March 1984, Secretary of the Interior William Clark concurred

with Recommendation III-6 of the Linowes Commission, emphasizing the

processing of outstanding PRLAs.

Exchanges

The Department processes two types of exchanges involving transfers of coal

resources: fee coal exchanges and coal lease exchanges. Fee coal exchanges

are authorized under Section 206 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA) , when the Secretary of the Interior determines that transfer of

ownership of the land or the underlying mineral resources on the land is in

the public interest. The regulations governing fee coal exchanges are found

in 43 CFR Group 2200 governing all land exchanges. Although fee coal

exchanges are not part of the federal coal management program, a number of

commenters on the scope of this supplemental EIS believed that exchanges have

a major impact on western coal development. In response to this concern,

regional coal teams will solicit public comments on and evaluate the effects
of any proposed fee coal exchanges on regional competitive lease sales.

Coal lease exchanges involve the relinquishment of an existing Federal or
Indian coal lease in exchange for issuance of a new coal lease of equal
value. These exchanges must be specifically authorized by Federal statute
because the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 removed the
Secretary's general authority to issue coal leases without competition.
Regulations governing coal lease exchanges are found at 43 CFR 3435. Table
1-4 summarizes the status of existing authorized lease exchanges and fee coal
exchanges since 1979. A discussion of the relationship and coordination
between fee exchanges and coal leasing activities appears in Chapter 2.

An exception to the Secretary's lack of general authority to initiate coal
lease exchanges is alluvial valley floor (AVF) coal lease exchanges,
authorized by Section 510(b)(5) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
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TABLE 1-3

LEASES SOLD IN ALL LEASE-BY-APPLICATION SALES
(January 1979 through September 1984)

No. of Acres Total Recoverable Total High

State Tracts Reserves* Bonus Bids

Alabama 1 520 0.72 $ 13,078.00

Colorado 12 5,286 35.82 323,042.00
Kentucky 3 2,571 5.23 235,488.00

Montana 4 1,428 46. Z0 35,700.00

New Mexico 2 4,016 96.06 118,592.00

North Dakota 4 2,288 23.07 89,500.00

Oklahoma 5 1,688 3.81 227,186.50

Utah 6 4,191 45.87 3,995,117.00
Virginia 1 251 0.30 27,610.00

Wyoming _5 9.571 141.58 1.702.078.00

Total all States 43 31,810 398.66 $ 6,767,391.50

Source: BLM 1984a
* Million tons

Act (SMCRA) and implemented by the regulations in 43 CFR 3436. If an AVF
lease exchange proponent meets the qualification requirements set forth in

SMCRA, the proponent may be granted a federal coal lease of equivalent value
without competition.

Section 510(b)(5) of SMCRA also authorizes and mandates AVF fee coal
exchanges. After the qualifications have been met, AVF fee coal exchanges are

carried out under Section 206 of FLPMA and the regulations of 43 CFR 2200. As

of November 30, 1984, the Department is processing one AVF fee coal exchange
(see Table 1-4)

.

Fair Market Value

The history of the Department's procedures to certify receipt of fair market
value since January 1979 is summarized in the Decision Document and Background
Material Relating to Fair Market Value for Federal Coal Leases (BLM 1983n)

.

In the June 1979 Secretarial Issue Document on the Federal Coal Management
Program (USDI 1979a) , Secretary Andrus directed a multidisciplinary task force

to examine issues and options concerning the receipt of fair market value for

federal coal leases. The task force report, Final Report and Recommendations
for the Secretary on Fair Market Value and Minimum Acceptable Bids for Federal
Coal Leases (USDI 1979b), was completed in December 1979. In May 1980, the

Secretarial Issue Document on Fair Market Value and Minimum Acceptable Bids

for Federal Coal Leases (USDI 1980) presented a series of decisions on

appraisal methodology for lease tracts, lease sale procedures, and minimum bid

strategies. These decisions were amplified in a memorandum by Undersecretary
of the Interior James Joseph in December 1980 to provide more- detailed policy
guidance for evaluating tracts too small to stand alone as efficient or
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TABLE 1-4

EXCHANGES INVOLVING COAL

TYPO
Legal

Authorization Description Status

Fee title exchange Public Law 95-553 Directed the Secretary of the Interior
to determine if acquisition of lands
around Lake DeSmet, Wyoming would be

in the public interest. Acquisition
would be by fee title exchange,
exchange of coal interests, or
exchange of federal coal leases.

Id July 1979 the Assistant
Secretary determined that this
exchange was not in the public
interest.

Coal lease exchange Public Law 95-554 Authorized Secretary to issue coal
leases for relinquishment of 8 PRLAs
in Utah and 9 leases in Wyoming. The
9 Wyoming leases are affected by
Interstate Highway 90 (1-90).

In June 1981 the Utah exchange
was rejected because the 8 PKLAs

had insufficient value for
exchange purposes.

Lease exchanges were completed
with two 1-90 lessees in FY 82

and 83. Negotiations continue
with the 4 other leases.

Coal lease exchange/
certificates of

bidding rights

Public Law 96-401 Authorized the Secretary to issue non-
competitive coal leases or certificates
of bidding rights in compensation for
relinquishing coal leases or permits
on the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation. Leases would be issued
or bidding rights given after cancel-
lation agreements are agreed to by

the Secretary, the lessee or permittee,
and the Northern Cheyenne Tribe.

Cancellation agreements were
reached with 4 of the 6 lessees
and permittees by the statutory
deadline—January 1, 1982. The

other 2 permittees have to seek,

compensation in the U.S. Court
of Claims. One lease was issued
as a result of cancellation
agreements to date.

Coal lease exchange Public Law 96-475 Directed the Secretary to exchange 2

federal coal leases in the Bisti
Wilderness Area for other federal
coal leases in New Mexico.

Exchange coal lease issued in

September 1984.

Alluvial valley floor
fee coal exchange

Section 510(b), SMCRA Whitney Benefits qualifies for a fee
title exchange of its coal-bearing
lands in Campbell County, Wyoming, for
title to public lands elsewhere.

Application submitted June 1981.
Negotiations continue on the

exact location and value of the
lands selected by Whitney
Benefits.

Fee mineral exchange Public Law 96-476

certificates of bidding
rights

Provided for acquiring nonfederal
interests within Rattlesnake
National Recreation Area in Montana
by exchange, purchase or gift, or

exchange for bidding rights or lease
modification.

On November 19, 1983, a certifi-
cate of bidding rights was
issued to the affected party in

the amount of $14.3 million.

Fee mineral exchange Section 206, FLPMA Meridian Land and Mineral Co. proposed
to exchange fee title to some of its

coal-bearing lands to BLH for the fee

title to some of BLM's coal-bearing
lands near Circle, Montana, to con-
solidate land and resource ownership
within checkerboard ownership area.

Exchange became final in

September 1983, subject to

pending litigation.

Fee mineral exchange Section 206, FLPMA Rocky Mountain Energy (RME) proposed to

exchange private inholdings in

Grand Teton National Park for public
coal-bearing lands in the Corral Canyon
area, Wyoming.

Titles were exchanged on June
24, 1983. To equalize land
values, RME agreed to pay
$1.5 million to BLM.

Fee mineral exchange Section 206, FLPMA The Fish and wildlife Service proposes
to acquire Teton Valley Ranch property
for National Elk Refuge in exchange for
coal-bearing public lands in the Leucite
Hills area, Wyoming. The public lands
are next to RME's Prospect Point Coal Mine.

Negotiations continue on this-

land exchange.

Monetary credits Public Law 96-466 Directed the Secretary to acquire all
nonfederally owned coal within the
Cranberry Wilderness Area, West Virginia
Monetary credits would be given in

exchange for the interests.

Negotiations continue on
the value of interests being
acquired.

Fee mineral exchange Section 206, FLPMA Santa Fe Pacific Railroad proposes to

exchange their mineral interests in

lands in McKinley County, New Mexico
with publicly owned minerals in the
private-public checkerboard ownership
area. Lands involved total over
45,000 acres.

Negotiations continue on this
exchange proposal.

Fee mineral exchange Section 206, FLPMA Santa Fe Pacific Railroad proposes to

exchange its private lands within
Chaco Culture National Historical Park,
New Mexico, where coal mining is pro-
hibited, for public minerals next
to an area planned for coal mining.

Processing continues on this
exchange.
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economical mining units. This decision, known as the Joseph memorandum, was

informally suspended upon the publication of interim coal lease sale

procedures on September 13, 1982, and was formally rescinded in June 1983.

In April and October 1982, coal lease sales were held in the Powder River

Region of southeast Montana and northeast Wyoming. Immediately before the

April 1982 lease sale, procedures were adopted to define a system of postsale

analysis to determine bid acceptance or rejection. In earlier lease sales,

the Department had published its estimates of tract value in the notice of

lease sale. For the Powder River sale in April 1982, entry-level bids were

published in the sale notice. These entry level bids were below the presale

appraisal values for some tracts to lower barriers to bidder participation at

the lease sale.

In the weeks following the sale, criticism of the sale procedures and results

mounted, amid widespread allegations-- by members of the press, Congress, and

public interest groups- that the government had received less than fair market

value for the Powder River coal leases.

In July 1982, the Department issued final regulations that raised minimum bids

from $25 to $100 per acre and eliminated the use of oral bidding in lease

auctions. Procedures were somewhat changed in September 1982, on an interim

basis, to allow the Department to publish representative market value
estimates in the lease sale notice for production maintenance tracts where, in

all likelihood, only one bidder would compete at the lease sale. The postsale
appraisal methodology was also modified in these interim procedures.

In May 1983, the General Accounting Office issued a report that criticized the

procedures used in the Powder River sales ( Analysis of the Powder River Basin
Federal Coal Lease Sale: Economic Valuation Improvements and Legislative
Changes Needed ; GAO/RCED-83-119; May 11, 1983) (GAO 1983). In July 1983,
Secretary Watt approved a revised set of coal lease sale procedures governing

(1) presale evaluation of tracts, (2) the use of sealed bidding with no

indication of the government's value estimates in the sale notice, (3) the

averaging of serious bids for determining bid acceptance standards postsale,
and (4) guidelines for reoffering tracts that fail to receive an acceptable
bid.

In August 1983, Congress established the Commission on Fair Market Value
Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes Commission) to review the
Department's procedures to value federal coal tracts. Congress directed the
Secretary of the Interior to appoint members to the commission to study the
following issues:

• The method of estimating fair market value, including economic
valuation methods, presale versus postsale analysis, and the value of
independent review of appraisals.

• The impact on competition and on achieving fair market value of
leasing large amounts of coal, particularly under depressed market
conditions, versus a more moderated leasing schedule.

• Whether the leaseholder should share more in the risk of holding the
lease by increasing rental rates on a regionally adjusted basis.
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• Whether the public should share in the increase in value of its

resources by imposing a tax on transfers of surface or lease rights.

• The methodology for assigning value to maintenance tracts, on the

basis of the coal's value in the ground to the adjoining mine owner

rather than as a competitive lease tract, when no competitive

interest is expected.

• Possible methods of increasing competition, such as changing tract

delineation methods, requiring meaningful fees to accompany

expressions of interest, adopting intertract bidding procedures, or

requiring a minimum number of bids for a competitive sale.

• Methods of evaluating tracts to reflect regional differences in coal,

and establishing cents-per-ton minimums on a regional basis.

• Whether presale planning procedures are adequate, particularly with

regard to land use planning, public participation, and the role of

regional coal teams in determining the timing and amount of leasing.

• Methods of carrying out authorized exchanges so as to reduce adverse

effects on sale competition.

The Linowes Commission published a report in February 1984 (Linowes and others
1984), which made 36 recommendations and several judgments and conclusions.

On March 19, 1984, Secretary of the Interior Clark released his response to

the commission's report. He accepted and agreed to implement 35 of the

commission's recommendations (Table 1-5). An environmental assessment (BLM

1984a) (June 29, 1984) of adopting these proposals led to a finding of no

significant impact to the human environment (Appendix 6). Final procedures

will be developed on the basis of these comments. On October 31, 1984 and

November 5

,

1984, proposed guidelines and regulations that would permit the Department to

implement the accepted Linowes Commission recommendations were published for

comment in the Federal Register .

Environmental Concerns

Soon after Congress established the Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for

Federal Coal Leasing, it directed the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) to

study whether the Department's program to lease federal coal was compatible

with nationally mandated environmental protection goals. The report,

Environmental Protection in the Federal Coal Leasing Program (OTA 1984), was

completed on May 24, 1984. It contains options in the following 10 areas of

environmental concern:

• reducing leasing rates,
• decentralizing decisionmaking authority,

• improving the effectiveness of public participation,
• ensuring that comprehensive area planning is completed before a lease

offering,
© developing a means of improving the data base and access to it,

• providing guidelines and standards for assessing the adequacy of the

data base,



HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
TABLE 1-5

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON FAIR MARKET VALUE POLICY FOR

FEDERAL COAL LEASING AND DEPARTMENTAL PROPOSALS

Coinmlanlon Recommendation Department of the Interior Proposals

The government should establish and announce • coal

leasing schedule to promote predictability of

of leasing actions. (III-l)

The states, through their participation on the

regional coal teams (SCTs), should continue to

assist In establishing leasing levels and In

setting leasing schedules. (III-2)

The government should not seek to raise the price

above the competitive market level nor lease so

much as to flood the market. (III-3)

The Department would continue to maintain a 5-year

schedule and would ensure that the need for the

sale was reviewed at multiple decision points.

The Federal-State Advisory Board would review the

schedule at Its annual meetings.

The Department would continue to support state

representation on the Federal-State Coal Advisory

Board and the RCTs.

In setting leasing levels, the Department would

direct the RCTs to consider past lease sales, coal

production capacity, coal reserve Inventory,

Industry expressions of Interest, minimum leasing

and competition for new supply contracts. All

factors would be weighed against public policy

needs.

The government should seek to maintain adequate

diversity In the quantity and quality of federal

coal lease holdings. (III-4)

The amount of coal leased should achieve a fair

return consistent with other public policy

objectives. (III-5)

Coal Preference Right Lease Applications should

be rapidly processed to a decision point. (III-6)

Tracts should be selected to enhance attainment

of fair market value. (IV-1)

More drilling should be sponsored and cooperative

drilling should be encouraged. (IV-2)

Cooperative leasing procedures are desirable.

(IV-3)

The exchange of federal and nonfederal coal

should be pursued more vigorously. (IV-A)

Leasing policies should distinguish between new

production tracts and maintenance and bypass

tracts. (V-l)

The government should continue to rely on bonus

bidding. (V-2)

Intertract bidding should be used to lease some

federal coal. (V-3)

Minimum submlssable bids should be established

on a regional basis and expressed as some

amount per ton. (V-5)

The government should have the authority to

negotiate a fair price for federal coal

leases where competition has failed. (V-6)

Industry bids received on tracts with extensive

competition, along with the government's

presale appraisals, can constitute important

sources of information for postbid acceptance

and rejection decisions. (V-7)

To promote diversity, tracts in many coal regions

would be offered. Tracts would be chosen for

production maintenance and new production In

accordance with tract delineation guidelines.

Policies and procedures for land use planning would

continue to consider coal along with other competing

uses. During activity planning, tracts would be

ranked by RCTs and then analyzed In EISs. Goals

other other than maximizing revenues would be

carefully considered.

The Department will continue to process coal PRLAs

as quickly as possible and will prepare monthly

coal PRLA Btatus reports.

The factors affecting the degree of competition will

be studied and listed. Procedures for analyzing

alternative tract configurations will be offered

for public comment.

The Department will sponsor more drilling and

encourage cooperative drilling.

BLM will actively pursue opportunities for

cooperative leasing.

Fee coal exchanges should continue to be pursued

carefully and prudently. Department of Justice

review of fee coal exchanges would be requested.

Definitions for new production, maintenance and

bypass tracts would be prepared and would

distinguish between captive (single bidder) and

potentially competitive tracts.

The Department will continue to employ bonus bids

with fixed royalties.

Guidelines would be published for review and

comment.

Comments will be solicited on establishing minimum

bids on a regional cents-per-ton basis.

The Department will study the Issue and work with

Congress to determine whether a feasible approach

could be defined.

Industry bids will continue to be used In

acceptance and rejection procedures.

Note: Commission recommendations and Department of the Interior proposals are abridged.

see March 19, 1984 Review of Federal Coal Leasing (USDI 1984b).

RCT - regional coal team.

For the full text
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TABLE 1-5 (concluded)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON FAIR MARKET VALUE POLICY FOR

FEDERAL COAL LEASING AND DEPARTMENTAL PROPOSALS

Commission Recommendation Department of the Interior Proposals

Security of confidential data before the lease sale
should be assured. (V-8)

Procedures for data security will be strengthened
for lease sales.

Model design, input data and analysis for estimating
fair market value should be Improved. (VI-1)

The use of Monte Carlo techniques would be evaluated
and compared with CREV and other similar models.

The small business tax adjustment should not be used
in computing appraisal value. (VI-2)

The use of the small business tax adjustment has
been eliminated.

The comparable sales adjustment should include
factors identified as appropriate on the basis
of comprehensive review. (VI-3)

Professional comment would continue to be sought on
appraisal techniques in the areas of economies of
scale, production rate, and royalty severance tax
adjustments

.

Estimates of tract value for noncompetitive tracts
tracts should be based on value to the adjoining
coal owner or mine. (VI-4)

Public comment will be sought on how best to
evaluate captive tracts.

Regulations should require lessees to report
details of lease assignments. (VI-5)

Bidders should provide data on prices and other
terms of private coal transactions for
comparability analysis. (VI-6)

Public comment would be sought on specific guidance
to field offices on what details should be required.

Recommendation not accepted.

The Department's capacity to perform appraisals
should be enhanced. (VI-7)

The nunber of highly qualified mineral appraisers
would be increased, professional capabilities of
existing personnel would be enhanced, and the use
of private sector appraisers would be considered.

Congress should consider allowing a 10-year
extension on the diligence requirement for
post-FCLAA leases. (VII-1)

The Department would work with Congress on this
issue.

For pre-1976 coal leases, advance royalties
should be paid beginning at the time of the
next lease readjustment. (VII-2)

Similar Incentives should exist for pre- and
post-FCLAA lessees.

Congress should examine the need for limiting
payments for surface owner consents. (VII-3)

Congress should consider giving the Secretary
authority to lower royalty rates before a coal
lease sale. (VII-4)

No change or review of this issue should begin
until Congress finishes examining it.

The Department would be pleased to work with
Congress on this issue.

The basis for calculating federal royalty
payments should be the F.O.B. price minus all
state and local severance taxes. (VI-5)

This Issue was deferred to Congress.

Congress should consider a review to assess
whether shippers of coal are adequately
protected from anticompetitive or

discriminatory practices. (VII-6)

No position was taken on this issue.

Tract delineation teams should have an
economic analysis capability. (VIII-1)

Economic analysis capability would be added to
tract delineation teams.

A centralized economic appraisal function should
be organized for policy, and policy should be
Implemented on a regional basis. (VIII-2)

This reorganizing effort is now being undertaken.

The centralized coordination group should
develop a uniform appraisal method. (VIII-3)

Appraisal procedures would be continued to be
defined.

The sale panel should have appraisal expertise
(VIII-A)

Qualifications for sale panel members would be
published for review and comment.

The Inspector General should conduct periodic
audits of the coal program. (VIII-5)

The Inspector General would conduct periodic audits
and a complete review of the program.

Note: Commission recommendations and Department of the Interior proposals are abridged. For the full text,
see Review of Federal Coal Leasing (USDI 1984b) .

RCT - regional coal team.
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TABLE 1-6

A SUMMARY OF OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT REPORT OPTIONS AND DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSES

Option

1. Reduce leasing rates

Response

a. RCTs will consider existing resources, and amount of data gathering

and analysis needed to resolve issues when developing long-range

schedules

.

b. Decisions on leasing levels and final sale offerings will be based

on a variety of factors, Including market conditions and

environmental concerns.

c. Market conditions and environmental concerns are to be weighed by

the RCTs In making recommendations to the Department.

d. Smaller and more frequent sales, to gauge the market better and

obtain Information to use in later sale decisions.

2. Decentralize decisionmaking

authority

3. Improve effectiveness of

public participation

4. Ensure that comprehensive

area planning is com-

pleted before offering

leases

.

S. Develop a means of

improving the data base

and access to it.

a. The Department will accept RCT recommendations unless a clear

reason exists not to do bo, and will explain this reason In writing.

b. The RCT chairman will be the BLM state director from the atate

primarily Involved.

a. BLM will develop and release land use planning and activity

calendars, Identifying points for public involvement.

b. The public will be Invited to participate In the call for coal and

other resource information at the onset of land use planning.

c. Availability of maps and other information describing the

application of the unsultabllity criteria will be announced to the

public

.

d. Activity planning will begin with an RCT meeting to review a market

analysis and the summary of the land use planning data and decisions.

e. The notice for the first RCT meeting in activity planning will also

announce the availability of the market analysis report and summary

information at least 45 days before the RCT meeting.

f. All decision documents will specify the nature of the decision, the

key factors leading to it, supporting Information (or a reference to

the document containing It), and an easily understood summary.

g. RCTs will use representative working groups, Including all segments

of the community, to develop information for RCT consideration,

h. RCTs will use representative working groups, including all segments

of the community, to develop Information for RCT consideration.

1. BLM manuals and regulations will specify minimum timeframes for

public comments, which will be no less than 30 days for a land use

planning or activity planning document.

a. BLM will expeditiously complete Resource Management Plans (RMPs)

and initiate new coal activity planning only for areas where RMPs

have been completed. For areas outside coal production regions

and where regions are abolished, management framework plan coal

amendments may be used for coal leasing decisions where no RMP is

completed.

b. Before tract delineations, RCTs will use eiUtlng land use plans as

a base to identify Issues to be addresses and data to be gathered as

part of activity planning.

c. BLM will take the needed steps to ensure better coordination with

the ForeBt Service.

d. BLM will Improve coordination with other federal agencies, state and

local governments, and private organizations.

a. BLM will prepare supplemental program guidance to clarify

program-Bpeclf ic resource management planning requirements.

b. BLM will prepare, in consultation with other agencies, data adequacy

standards and guidelines.

c. BLM will investigate new sources of data, such as exploration

licenses for hydrologlc and soils data.

d. A BLM/OSM working group will suggest ways to search, extract, and

apply mine plan data.
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TABLE 1-6 (concluded)

A SUMMARY OF OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT REPORT OPTIONS AND DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSES

Option Response

6. Provide meaningful guidelines
and standards for assessing
the adequacy of the data base.

BLM will refine end Integrate various systemB (such as ALMRS, CIS,
ESIS, IHICS) to increase their availability.

At the beginning of land use planning, BLM will include a call
for other resource information to aid In evaluating lands for
evaluating lands for possible lease sale.

Information from the call for resource Information, along with BLM
data bases, will be used to eliminate lands of little Interest for
development or land that has limited coal resource but appear to
have a large number of resource conflicts and limited data to
resolve them.

A single summary of all land use plans to be used in a round of
regional coal activity planning will be prepared for the Initial
RCT meeting end be available to the public before the meeting.

Tract profiles will include assessments of the coal and noncoal
information and other data needed to adequately evaluate the tract.

RCTs will use data assessments In tract profiles In ranking tracts
before their selection for regional coal leasing EIS. Tracts
lacking large amounts of data will be ranked as less desirable and
may be dropped altogether.

In their final recommendations, RCTs will separately identify ahy
tracts not recommended because data is insufficient to adequately
assess the tract (except data normally acquired at the mine
permitting stage)

.

RCTs will Identify tracts with data problems without considering
the EIS alternative(s) in which the tract was analyzed or of the
effect a tract's deletion would have on the recommended leasing
level.

7. Incorporate cumulative
impact assessments in pre-

sale planning decisions.

After consulting the other members, the RTC chairman will appoint
three science advisors to serve as ei officio members on a test
basis to assist the RCT in evaluating data.

OSM will assist BLM in evaluating data to assure that tracts leased
will have a high probability of meeting SMCRA requirements.

BLM will apply the four coal screens sequentially from the top
down, except where 11 appears to be more efficient to apply them
In another order.

In their review of cumulative Impacts of coal development, the RCTs
will consider any threshold analysis performed during land use
planning and will expand this analysis, where appropriate, to the
broader area.

BLM will review the effect of 1982-83 unsultablllty criteria rule
changes, asking interested parties for their concerns and for
Information of the effects of the changes and reporting on the need
for revisions. A report will present BLM's findings and
conclusions for procedures, guidelines, and data adequacy. (See
Appendix 6 for the Notice of Availability of a report on this
subject .

)

Establish policies and
procedures for environmental
lease exchanges.

9. Evaluate policies and proce-
dures for leasing on split
estate and checkerboard areas.

BLM will work with other organizations to refine the threshold
concept and make any proposed guidance available for public comment.

BLM will reinstate the consideration of threshold analysis In the
coal management regulations.

The Department will direct a thorough review of the BLM Land
Exchange Manual and. If needed, provide more detailed guidelines
on land and lease exchanges.

The Department will explore, with Congress, the possibility of
providing the Secretary with general lease exchange authority.

Review of split estate and checkerboard land Issue should be
sponsored by Congress.

10. Establish uniform procedures
for environmental evaluation
of preference right lease
applications.

a. BLM will prepare monthly reports to document the status of each
PRLA.

b. RCTs will receive a copy of the PRLA monthly report and will
consider the amount of coal in PRLAs in making regional coal
leasing recommendations.

Note: OTA recommendations and Department of the Interior proposals are abridged. For the full text, see
USDI 1984a.
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• incorporating cumulative impact assessments in presale planning

decisions

,

• establishing policies and procedures for environmental lease

exchanges

,

• establishing uniform procedures for environmental evaluation of

PRLAs , and

• evaluating policies and procedures for leasing on split-estate and

checkerboard lands.

On July 9, 1984, the Department responded to the OTA report by stating that it

would consider making changes in the areas of concern reported by OTA. Table

1-6 briefly describes these changes. A draft environmental assessment (EA) on

these changes was circulated for comment to major interest groups in November

1984. The EA was signed by the Director on December 26, 1984 (Appendix 6).

The Acting Assistant Secretary—Land and Minerals Management concurred with a

finding of no significant impact on the human environment on January 5, 1985

and adopted the proposals that do not require rulemaking.

In August 1982, the National Wildlife Federation (NWF) filed a Freedom of

Information Act request to obtain copies of all environmental documents (then

numbering 40) prepared on all outstanding coal PRLAs and on the recently

issued coal preference right leases. On the basis of a review of these

documents by NWF and the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) in NRDC v.

Berklund , the NRDC and NWF wrote letters citing what were, in their view,

serious deficiencies in those documents and in the overall processing of coal

PRLAs. In a May 1983 correspondence, an attorney representing NRDC stated

that NRDC would file a contempt of court citation unless the Department took

"constructive steps leading to compliance" with NRDC v. Berklund .

In March 1983, BLM evaluated the environmental documents prepared for the coal

PRLAs for compliance with NEPA and with the order in NRDC v. Berklund . As a

result of that review, BLM directed that further environmental work be done on

all PRLAs except those covered by the following documents: the San Juan River

Regional Coal Second Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1983e); the

Savery Coal Environmental Statement (BLM 1983o) ; the Final Decision Record and

Environmental Assessment of Coal PRLAs—Beans Spring. Table, and Black Butte

Creek Projects (BLM 1982e); the Environmental Assessment of North Fork Mining

(BLM 1982f); and the Fort Union Coal Regional Final Environmental Impact

Statement (BLM 1983a).

Discussion began with the environmental groups in May 1983 and included the

following issues:

• depth of treatment in EISs to be prepared of alternatives to

preference right lease issuance discussed in NRDC v. Berklund ;

• form of mitigation required, i.e., design criteria or performance
standards

;

• degree of public review and participation in PRLA processing: initial

showing, environmental assessment or EIS preparation, final showing

determination, issue lease or reject application;
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• how to comply with the language in the district court's opinion that
EISs ought to contain estimated costs of compliance with recommended
mitigation.

As of January 1985, negotiations are continuing between the Department's
Solicitor's Office and environmental groups.

Regulatory Changes

In July 1979, the Department of the Interior issued federal coal management
regulations in 43 CFR 3400, incorporating the provisions of the Federal Coal
Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAA), the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA), and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) (44
Federal Register 42584-42652). The regulations were reviewed in 1981 and 1982
to achieve three objectives: (1) to eliminate excessive, burdensome, and
counterproductive regulations, procedures, and policies; (2) to promote a
"good neighbor" policy, in which participation by state governments is
encouraged; and (3) to develop publicly owned resources in a manner that is
both environmentally sound and responsive to market demands.

The 1981-82 review resulted in revisions to the July 1979 regulations. Changes
in regulations governing the submission of written consent to lease of owners
of surface land overlying federal coal were made in March 1982, and the other
revisions were promulgated in July 1982 (47 Federal Register 33114-33151) and
clarified in August 1983 to further achieve the objectives. In December 1983,
Unsuitability Criterion 7 was revised. Table 1-7 summarizes the changes.
Environmental assessments were completed and rule changes were found not to
significantly affect the human environment.

Litigation

Although the adequacy of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) was not challenged in court,
other aspects of the program were. The discussions below summarize the major

lawsuits brought against the Department of the Interior on various aspects of
the federal coal management program.

Preference Right Lease Applications. In NRDC v. Berklund, et al. (609 F. 2d
553) the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld the
ruling of the U.S. District Court (458 F. Supp. 925, D.D.C. 1978) on November
9, 1979. The District Court ruled that the Secretary of the Interior has no
discretion to refuse to issue a preference right lease if a prospecting
permittee shows a discovery of coal in commercial quantities. The District
Court also ruled that the Secretary should consider environmental costs as
part of the commercial quantities determination, and that NEPA's environmental
process applies to the full proposed action of lease issuance, even though
lease issuance is not discretionary. Current negotiations over the processing
of PRLAs are described above.

Powder River Sale. Two lawsuits challenged the 1982 regional coal lease
sale for the Powder River Region. In Northern Cheyenne Tribe v. Watt , Civil
No. 82-116 (D. Mont.), the tribe asserted that the EIS prepared for the sale
was deficient because of its alleged failure to adequately discuss the effects
of the proposed regional leasing on the plaintiff's reservation.
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TABLE 1-7

COMPARISON OF JULY 1979 REGULATIONS AND 1982/83 REGULATIONS

1979 RULES 1982/1983 RULES

A. Land Use Planning

No special call for coal resource Information

was issued during land use planning.

Leasing considerations were confined to

areas with high or moderate coal development

potential.

BLM will issue a call for coal resource Information

during land use planning to aid in early consideration

of lands with coal potential.

The restriction to considering only lands with high or

moderate development potential is removed allowing

all areas with coal development potential to be

considered.

Purpose : To obtain more and better coal resource data earlier in the planning process and to attain

the flexibility to meet the coal production needs of a region.

B. Leasing Levels

Leasing targets were based on Department

of Energy projections of national energy

needs (demand for production and other

factors) in a target year approximately

10 years later.

The regional coal team (RCT) recommended

to the Secretary a single leasing target,

usually Involving a narrow range.

Leasing levels will be based on various factors

that may include land use planning data, regional and

national market Information, coal resource information,

and advice from effected State governors.

After receiving alternative leasing levels and a

recommended leasing level from an RCT, the Secretary

will set a leasing level in a broadly defined range.

Purpose : Leasing levels represent a more market-oriented approach to approximating need for leasing

than the leasing target approach with its attempt to closely match coal lease supply to projected

demand for coal production In the target year approximately 10 years later.

C. Presale Consultation

The Secretary consulted in writing with

governors in states where lease sales were

proposed before making a coal lease sale

decision.

The Secretary consults in writing as before but also

published in the Federal Register his reasons for

accepting or rejecting governor recommendations.

Purpose : To show the Department's commitment to coordination and consultation with the states that

bear the impacts and obtain much of .the financial benefits of federal coal leasing.

Unsuitability Criteria

The rules established a series of 20

unsuitability criteria to be applied to

lands being considered for leasing, to

PRLAs, and to existing leases.

The leasing of federally owned coal for

surface mining was prohibited if coal

was overlain by districts, sites,

buildings, structures, or objects

included on or eligible for Inclusion

on the National Register of

Historic Places.

Purpose : To eliminate an unneeded regulation, because the application on existing leaBes had nearly

always been postponed until mine plan review. The criterion of amendment conforms with Office of

Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement crltierla for designation of lands as unsuitable during mine

plan review and reflects court decisions on the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA).

Unsuitability criteria will no longer be applied to

existing leases during land use planning, but the

mandatory criteria under SMCRA will still be applied

to these leases during mine plan review.

Automatic prohibition against coal leasing was removed

for eligible properties. National Register sites are

still protected, however.

Emergency Leasing

Lease applicants had to meet certain

criteria before being able to bid at

emergency lease sales.

State governors were notified through the

RCT of pending applications for coal lease

sales.

The revised regulations eliminate the requirements

that (a) a lease applicant have a mine In production

2 years before filing an application; (b) a lessee be

restricted to one emergency lease per operation, and

(c) competition for leases Bold under the emergency

criteria be limited only to bidders meeting those

criteria.

State governors are doubly notified of pending lease-

by-appllcatlon actions through the RCT and separately.

Purpose : To follow the Intent of Congress that all coal be leased competitively and to present more

evidence of the Department's commitment to work with the states.

Surface Owner ConBent

Surface owners determined to be

unqualified under section 714 of SMCRA

used the regular appeal channel through

Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA).

Purpo se: To speed up the decision process.

Surface owner appeals now go to the BLM state

director and then to the BLM Director. Surface

owners cannot appeal to IBLA.
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TABLB 1-7 (concluded)
COMPARISON OF JULY 19 79 REGULATIONS AND 1982/83 REGULATIONS

1979 RULES 1982/1983 RULES

G. AlluvUl Valley Floor Exchangee

Alluvial valley floor fee coal exchanges Alluvial valley floor fee coal exchanges are mandatory
were discretionary. rather than discretionary.

Purpose; To provide stronger recognition of the rights of lessees and owners of alluvial valley
floors. The changes make the regulations consistent with the court's decision In Texaco and NCA v.
Andrus.

"

H. Lease Sales

Competitive lease sales could be held by All competitive lease ealeB must be held by sealed bid
sealed bid only or sealed bid followed only,
by oral auction.

Minimum acceptable bid was $25 per Minimum acceptable bid of <100 per acre,
acre.

Puroose: To provide more assurance of the public'! receipt of fair market value for the coal reaource.

I . Diligence

All nonproduclng coal leases Issued before Pre-FLCAA lessees will have 10 years from the date of
August 1, 1976 (the effective date of the first lease readjustment after August 4, 1976, to
FLCAA-- the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments be producing coal In commercial quantities.
Act) had to be producing coal in commercial
quantities by June 1, 1986.

Purpose: To address concerns that the 1979 rulemaking was a unilateral adverBe change In fundamental
lease terms (diligent development obligations) and had a poor legal basis to be enforceable before
readjusting thoBe leases. The 1986 deadline set forth In the 1976 regulations as the time requiring
production for all pre-FCLAA leasee may have resulted In many leases falling to meet diligence simply
because the market could not absorb that much production by 1986. The Department would be left In the
situation of cancelling leases that could not meet diligence In 1986 and then face a shortfall in
federal lease development in the early 1990s. Now, all leases will not be due to produce by 1986 but
will be spread out between 1986 and 2005.
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In National Wildlife Federation v. Burford , Civil No. 82-117 (D. Mont.) the

plaintiff groups challenged the presale procedures and the sale itself. The

plaintiffs alleged that the land use plans underlying the sale acreage were

formulated in violation of Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA)

planning standards and that the Secretary's rules (and resulting plans) on the

treatment of reclaimability in the federal lands review under Section 522(b)

of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) are legally

deficient. The plaintiffs further alleged that the Department failed to

receive fair market value for the lease tracts sold.

The cases were originally filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of

Columbia, where a motion for a restraining order against the lease sale was

denied. On the government's motion, the cases were consolidated and

transferred to the federal court in Montana. The State of Wyoming and several

lessees have intervened as defendants. The court heard arguments in December

1982 on cross motions for summary judgment and motions to dismiss specific

allegations. The court has not yet issued its decision.

Coal Leasing Rules. In Natural Resources Defense Council v. Burford , Civil

No. 82-2763 (D.D.C.), eight groups have joined to challenge the July 1982

revisions to the July 1979 coal program rules. The suit seeks (1) to prohibit

the Department from implementing the revised coal regulations, (2) to declare

the revised regulations improperly issued, and (3) to prohibit any future coal

lease sales until the reclaimability standard of Section 522(a)(2) of SMCRA is

applied to the lease tracts before a sale. In support of their lawsuit, the

plaintiffs allege that the Department, in amending the rules, violated the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and various provisions of the Federal

Coal Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAA) , FLPMA, and SMCRA. The parties have filed

and fully briefed cross motions for summary judgment. The court has made no

decision on this matter.

Fort Union Sale. On August 3, 1983, the House Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs adopted a resolution directing the Secretary of the Interior

to withdraw lands in the Fort Union Coal Region (North Dakota and Montana)

from coal leasing. Several tracts studied and covered by the resolution were

scheduled for sale on September 14, 1983. The committee cited section 204(e)

of FLPMA, 43 U.S.C. 1714(e), as authorizing the committee to command the

Secretary to make an emergency withdrawal that would prevent or delay the

scheduled sale.

The National Wildlife Federation brought suit to prohibit the Secretary from

conducting the scheduled sale until he had complied with the August 3, 1983,

resolution— National Wildlife Federation v. Watt , Civil No. 83-2648 (D.D.C.).

In a letter of September 9, 1983, to the Chairman of the House Committee, the

Secretary explained that he was not complying with the committee resolution

because it was an unconstitutional attempt to legislate, in violation of the

legislative procedures in Article I of the U.S. Constitution. The Secretary

relied on the recent Supreme Court decision in INS v. Chadha , 358 U.S. 358,

103 S. Ct. 2764 (1983). Chairman Udall intervened as a plaintiff, and various

bidders intervened as defendants.

The District Court issued a permanent injunction, holding that the Department

of the Interior was obligated by its own withdrawal rules to make a withdrawal

when the House of Representatives made an emergency withdrawal resolution.
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The court did modify its injunction to conform with the committee resolution
to allow an emergency lease sale of a bypass tract. The court did not
consider the constitutional issue, and the Department chose not to appeal the
injunction. The injunction will remain in effect until the committee revokes
its resolution, the Department, after notice and comment, repeals its
withdrawal regulation, or any of several similar contingencies occur.

Permanent Surface Mining Regulation Litigation II. Several groups
challenged the Secretary of the Interior's federal lands regulations in 30 CFR
Parts 740-746, issued to implement SMCRA. The regulations allow states to
assume regulatory authority for surface coal mining and reclamation on federal
lands. The Secretary retains his responsibility to approve mining plans on
federal lands, to designate certain federal lands as unsuitable for mining,
and to regulate other activities on federal lands. A mining plan is defined
as the plan required under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MLA) to mine
leased federal coal. The plaintiffs argued that these rules illegally

delegate the Secretary's responsibilities under MLA and SMCRA. On July 6,
1984, the District Court for the District of Columbia ruled that the Secretary
is required under MLA to review the operation and reclamation plan components
of a SMCRA permit application for a federal coal lease and that he may not
delegate this authority to the states. The regulations in 30 CFR 740-746 were
returned to the Department for revision to reflect the court's ruling. The
Department has appealed this decision.

Alluvial Valley Floors and Unsuitability Criteria. Texaco, Inc. and the
National Coal Association filed suits challenging the alluvial valley floor
(AVF) provisions of the federal coal program regulations (43 CFR 3435),
certain unsuitability criteria, and the application of the unsuitability
criteria to leased lands. These suits were joined by the court and are
referred to as Texaco and NCA v. Andrus. et al . . Civil No. 79-2448 (D.D.C.
August 15, 1980). The challenges were based on the regulation's exceeding
SMCRA' s authority.

On August 15, 1980, the U.S. District Court entered its judgment. The court
generally upheld the bases of the unsuitability criteria, ruled in favor of
the Department of the Interior on some points, and rejected others. It
returned several regulations to the Department for revisions, consistent with
its opinion.

1. The court held that AVF fee coal exchanges authorized by Section
510(b)(5) of SMCRA are mandatory, but the Secretary of the Interior
retains discretion to determine whether the values of the tracts to
be exchanged are equal and to determine which particular tract of
federal land will be disposed of through exchange. The court further
held that fee coal owners are entitled to the benefits of an exchange
even though they have not made substantial financial and legal
commitments toward developing their coal resources.

2. The court held that SMCRA amended the Endangered Species Act and that
the Eagle Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act were
consistent with SMCRA, so that coal operators who invested
substantial financial and legal commitments before SMCRA are exempt
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from the provisions of these acts. With respect to the Endangered

Species Act, the court's decision of October 1, 1984, in In Re:

Permanent Surface Mining Regulation Litigation , Civil No. 79-1144, at

62-63, makes it apparent that a coal operator is not exempt from the

Endangered Species Act. Rather, the 1980 decision means only that

the Endangered Species Act cannot be the basis for the Secretary to

ignore substantial financial and legal commitments when he makes

unsuitability determinations under Section 522 of SMCRA.

3. The court declared invalid that portion of Unsuitability Criterion 1

that made land under study for inclusion in a federal land system,

such as the National Wildlife Refuge System, unsuitable for coal

leasing. The court held that SMCRA authorizes an unsuitability
determination only when the lands are actually included in the

federal lands system and that the Secretary cannot establish an

unsuitability standard contrary to clear congressional intent.

4. Floodplains Criterion 16 was declared to be unauthorized because it

makes floodplains unsuitable for coal leasing unless coal mining on

floodplains can be shown not to pose a threat of loss of life or

property. The court held that the Secretary must establish that a

threat of loss of life or property exists before a floodplain can be

deemed unsuitable for coal leasing.

5. Criterion 17, dealing with municipal watersheds, was returned to the

Department for revision because the exception that would allow coal

leasing where the municipal water supply would be adequately

protected required the concurrence of officials of the affected local

government. The court held that this concurrence requirement was

unauthorized by SMCRA and was therefore unlawful.

6. Finally, the court held that only those unsuitability criteria listed

in SMCRA may be applied to lands that had been leased before SMCRA.

These revisions were made to the federal coal management regulations when they

were changed in July 1982.

Alton Litigation . In Utah International v. Watt , Civil No. 81-0090W (D. Utah)

(consolidated) the plaintiff challenged Secretary Andrus's decision to

designate certain lands in the Alton coal field in southern Utah as unsuitable

for surface mining under Section 522 of SMCRA. The lawsuit represented the

first challenge to the Secretary's designation of lands as unsuitable for

surface coal mining. Utah International holds several federal coal leases

affected by the designation.

On cross-motions for summary judgment the District Court disposed of several

issues in this challenge (553 F. Supp. 872 (D. Utah 1982)). The District

Court held that SMCRA' s designation procedures require that the unsuitability

hearings be legislative rather than adjudicatory. The court also held that

SMCRA authorizes the designation of lands outside national park boundaries and

that the Secretary's designation is not void because the decision was not

issued within 60 days after the unsuitability hearing record was closed.

Finally, the court found nothing in SMCRA or its legislative history that

requires the Secretary to compile a data base and inventory before designating
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federal lands as unsuitable,

As a result of a May 1984 hearing on the substantive issues of the case, the
court dismissed Utah International's portion of the suit. Utah International
may still enter a claim for damages with the Court of Claims, but as of
September 30, 1984, it had filed no such claim.

Other portions of the suit, brought against the Department by the Sierra Club
and the Environmental Defense Fund, remain unsettled. The unsettled issues
include (1) whether the decision refusing to designate a portion of the
petition area should be set aside because of failure to consider other fragile
lands near Bryce Canyon National Park, (2) the cumulative significance of
individual adverse impacts, and (3) whether slurry pipeline transport of coal
constitutes an unsuitable surface mining operation within the petition area.

FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTRAINTS ON AND AUTHORITIES FOR
A COAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Section 1.3.1 of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) discusses in detail the major laws
affecting the federal coal program, including the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
and Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976; the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976; the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands; and the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977. Other authorities are
cited in less detail to provide a perspective on factors that may directly
influence the demand for federal coal and the location and intensity of coal
development and related activities. Many other relevant laws regulate aspects
of coal development and energy conversion. The most pertinent of these laws
are summarized in Table 1-8.

INTERAGENCY RELATIONSHIPS IN FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT

Department of Energy

The Department of Energy (DOE) was established in October 1977, following
enactment of the Department of Energy Organization Act (DOE Act). Under the
DOE Act, many of the energy-related functions of several agencies were
consolidated in a single department. See the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a),
Introduction and Background, for the history of DOE's early authority and
responsibility in the federal coal leasing program.

On December 23, 1981, Congress enacted Public Law (PL) 97-100 (Appropriations
for the Department of the Interior and Related Agencies for FY 1982), which
returned certain functions related to the leasing of federal lands to the
Department of the Interior. Specifically, PL 97-100 transferred to the
Secretary of the Interior the authority to issue regulations for the following
purposes:

• to foster competition for federal leases,

o to establish diligence requirements for coal development operations
on federal leases,

• to implement alternative bidding systems for the award of federal
leases,
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FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTRAINTS

TABLE 1-8

FEDERAL LAWS AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENEKCV CONSERVATION

Popular tjame Public Law/U.S. Code Citation Purpose Major Relevance

American Indian Religious
Freedom Act of 1978.

Antiquities Act of 1906

95-341, 42 U.S.C. 1996

59-209; 16 U.S.C. 431

Establishes the policy to

protect and preserve
American Indian religions.

Regulates antiquities
excavation and collection
(including fossil remains).
See FLPHA.

Mitigates potential harm to
American Indian religious
sites.

Mitigates potential harm to

historical, archaeological,
and paleontologlcal resources.

Protect historical values on

public land.

Archaeological and
Historical Preservation
Act of 1974; Archaeological
Salvage Act

Bald Eagle Protection
Act of 1969, as amended

93-291, 86-523; 16 U.S.C. 469

Clean Air Act

86-70; 16 U.S.C. 668

95-95; 42 U.S.C. 7401

Provides for recovery of

data from areas to be

affected by federal actions.

Provides for preservation of
data (Including relics and
specimens) at every federal
construction project.

Protects bald and golden
eaglet.

Establishes requirements
for areas falling to attain
National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS).

Provides for prevention of

significant deterioration
of areas where air is

cleaner than NAAQS.
May require a Federal
permit where conflicts with
coal development exist.

Mitigates potential harm to
historical and archaeological,
resources

.

Mitigates potential harm to

historical and archaeological
resources.

May make certain coal lands
unsuitable for development.

Limits Industrial development
within and adjacent to areas
exceeding NAAQS and areas
preserving clean air quality.
Reduces commercial attrac-
tiveness of low-sulfur western
coal as new source standard
changed to percent emissions
reduction.

Clean Water Act of 1977 95-217; 33 U.S.C. 1251

Modifies provisions of the Clean
Air Act amendments of 1970
regarding federal facilities,
enforcement strategies, coal
use Impacts, and Interstate
air pollution.

Establishes effluent limita-
tions for new and existing
industrial discharges Into

U.S. waters.

Sets Limitations for public
treatment discharges, with
pretreabment by industrial
users .

Provides mechanism to

restore and maintain
integrity of the nation's
waters

.

May reduce development
options in areas where
anti-degradation policy
restricts discharges into
high quality waters.
Treatment facilities in

areas with rapidly expanding
infrastructures must meet
water quality standards.

Effluent standards apply to

coal mining point sources.

Endangered Species Act
of 1973, as amended

93-205; 16 U.S.C. 1531 Protects endangered and
threatened species and
critical habitat from
federal activities. Requires
prior consultation with Fish
and Wildlife Service.

May make certain coal lands
unsuitable for development.

Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act of

1934

85-624; 16 U.S.C. 661 Requires consultation about
water resources development
actions that might affect
fish or wildlife.

Mitigates potential federal
coal development Impacts on

water resources and wildlife
habitat.

Historic Preservation Act 89-665; 16 U.S.C. 470.

of 1966 94-429; 16 U.S.C. 1609
See also Establishes system of classi-

fying properties on or
eligible for Inclusion on
National Register of
Historic Places.

Mitigates potential harm to

historic and archaeological
values.

Mandates federal agency con-
sultation with Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation and State Historic
Preservation Officers.
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TABLE 1-8 {concluded)

FEDERAL LAWS AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENERCY CONSERVATION

Popular Name Public Law/U.S. Code Citation Purpose Major Relevance

National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969

91-90; 42 U.S.C. 4321 Hakes environmental protec-

tion part of the mandate of

every federal agency.

Provides legislative authority

to control energy development

on environmental grounds.

Requires EISs for major
federal actions with poten-
tially significant impacts.

EIS process must be Integral

part of coal leasing system.

Mining and Minerals
Policy Act of 1970

91-631; 43 U.S.C. 21 Declares congressional
minerals policy.

Provides broad,

principles for mineral

resource development.

Noise Control Act of 1972 92-574; 42 U.S.C. 4901 Requires publication of

Information on limits of

noise required to protect
public health and welfare.
Preempts local control of

railroad equipment and yard

noise emissions.

Regulations may be proposed
to control coal mining noise

disturbances.

Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976

94-580; 42 U.S.C. 6901 Establishes guidelines for
collection, transport,

separation, recovery, and

disposal of solid waste.

Mining locations may be

affected by EPA regulations
governing disposal of coal
mining wastes.

Creates major federal
hazardous waste regulatory
program.

Coal industry faced with

stringent permit requirements
if coal wastes are classified
as hazardous by EPA.

Provides assistance to

establish state or regional
solid waste plans

.

Safe Drinking Water Act

of 1977

95-190; 42 U.S.C. 300 Establishes mechanism for

National Primary Drinking
Water Standards

.

EPA conducting study of the

impacts of pits, ponds,

lagoons, etc. on underground
water supplies for public
water systems.

Soil and Water Resources

Conservation Act of 1977

95-192; 16 U.S.C. 2001 Requires Secretary of

Agriculture to appraise
information and expertise
on conservation and use of

soils, plants, and woodlands.

Provides opportunity for

expanded data base.

Multiple-Use Sustained

Yield Act of 1960

86- 519; 16 U.S.C. 528 Requires management of

national forests under
principles of multiple use

so as to produce a sustained
yield of products and

services.

Mandates land management
principles similar to those
required under FLPMA

Forest and Rangeland
Resources Planning Act

of 1974

93-378; 16 U.S.C. 1600-1614 Provides for a comprehensive
system of land and resource
management planning for
National Forest System lands.

Key factor in the Department
of the Interior's deter-
mination of where coal leasing
would occur

.

National Forests
Management Act of 1976

95-233; 16 U.S.C. 472a Provides for a comprehensive
system of land and resource
management planning for
National Forest System lands.

Key factor In the Department
of the Interior's deter-
mination of where coal leasing
would occur.

Department of Energy
Organization Act of 1977

95-91; 42 U.S.C. 7101 Transfers authority to issue

some coal regulations from
Department of the Interior
to Department of Energy
(DOE), including production
regulations

.

Limits coal management
authority exercised by the

Department of the Interior.

DOE determines long-term
national coal production
goals

.

Requires program to establish
proper coordination
mechanisms

.

Act of September 28,
1976

94-429; 16 U.S.C. 1908 Provides for regulating
mining within and repeals
the application of mining
laws to, areas of the

National Park System
and for other purposes.

Requires recognition and pro-
tection of nationally signifi-
cant natural areas as they
relate to surface mining.
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• to set rates of production for federal leases, and

• to specify procedures, terms, and conditions for the acquiring and
disposing of federal royalties taken in kind.

The changes mandated by PL 97-100 left DOE with no major, direct functional
role in the federal coal management program. Although DOE continues to
administer programs related to energy development and use, its only direct
relationship to the federal coal program involves formal consultation on
alternative regional coal leasing levels.

Department of the Interior

Until January 1982, the Department of the Interior's functions and
responsibilities for managing federal coal were divided among the Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) , the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) , and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) . At that time, the Secretary
of the Interior created on an experimental basis the Minerals Management
Service (MMS) , which assumed all major coal-related functions of the USGS
Conservation Division. This organizational structure remained in place until
December 3, 1982, when the Secretary, under Secretarial Order No. 3087,
consolidated primary onshore mineral operations and leasing functions of the
MMS into BLM. That Secretarial order also made permanent the creation of the
MMS.

This organizational structure authorized BLM to supervise all aspects of
leasing and production of coal resources and gave BLM the responsibilities to
enforce diligent development, assure maximum economic recovery and
conservation of mineral resources, and evaluate the economics of mining. The
MMS retains responsibility for rental, royalty, and bonus collection for
onshore minerals. Table 1-9 shows the division of functions and
responsibilities among Department of the Interior agencies. See Table 1-9 of
the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) for pre- 1982 division of coal management
responsibilities

.

BLM has the main responsibility for implementing and administering the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, and is the lead agency responsible for
managing federal minerals, including resource conservation, diligence, and
royalties. Under a variety of federal statutes, BLM is also responsible for
managing and protecting all surface resources on public lands. BLM can set
postmining land use and establish performance bond limits to assure protection
of these resources. The Forest Service is responsible for managing and
protecting surface resources on National Forest System lands.

Except for surface lands within the National Forest System, BLM prepares the
required land use plans or conducts land use analyses where federal interests
are not great enough to justify a land use plan. BLM has the responsibility
to delineate, rank, and select lease tracts and to consult with surface owners
over federal coal. BLM also conducts hearings on leasing proposals and
prepares the needed environmental analyses. BLM carries out certain functions
under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA), including the
initial review of federal lands to determine which lands are unsuitable for
all or certain types of coal mining.
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TABLE 1-9

DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT
BETWEEN OSM AND BLM

FUNCTION

PRIME
RESPONSIBILITY

JOINT
RESPONSIBILITY

IN CONSULTA-
TION WITH

CONCURRENCE

FROM

PRELEASINO FUNCTIONS

Evaluate coal resources. BLM

Petition process for
designating federal
lands unsuitable for all

or certain types of

surface coal mining.

Federal coal lands

review.

Prepare regional
EIS or slte-speelf 1c

prelease EIS concerning
leasing.

OSM -Receives
petitions
-Conducts hearings
-Issues decisions.

BLM -applies cri-
teria in determin-
ing suitability.

FS -applies cri-
teria in determin-
ing suitability on

NFS lands.

BLM (unless other
agency is designated
as lead agency.

Surface management
agency and other
state and local
agencies.

OSM and other
surface management
agencies.

Fish and Wildlife
Service, governor,
or other appropriate
agency.

OSM, USGS,
other agencies,
and state and

local Interests.

Prepare special lease
terms and conditions.

BLM or surface
managing agency.

OSM (responsi-
bilities under
SMCRA to adminis-
ter protection
requirements of

act); BLM
(responsibilities
under MLA)

.

FWS, Governors

Forest Service

Act as Secretary's BLM
official representative
in dealing with lease
applicants.

Surface owner consent. BLM

POSTLEASING-PREMINING FUNCTIONS

Prepare recommendations
on applications for use
of federally owned sur-
face over leased coal
for rights not granted
in federal coal lease.

BLM OSM (BLM receives OSM, after
applications).- permit is

approved.

Delineation of "permit
area."

None until a permit
application plan is

approved. Then OSM
assumes responsibility
with concurrence of BLM.

BLM

Review, approval of

permits and major
modifications;
lead agency for prepar-
ing site-specific
EA/EISs and coordinating
with other agencies
outside the Department
of the Interior.

Exploration on leased
coal lands outside a

permit area.

BLM

BLM receives appli-
cation and super-
vises operations
for all exploration
outside a permit
area.

BLM, for require-
ments relating
to protecting
natural resources
BLM regarding
responsibilities
relating to devel-
opment, production,
and resource recov-
ery requirements.

OSM

BLM, on pro-
duction and

recovery
requirements

.
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TABLE 1-9 (concluded)

DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT
BETWEEN OSM AND BLM

FUNCTION

PRIME
RESPONSIBILITY

JOINT
RESPONSIBILITY

IN CONSULTA-
TION WITH

CONCURRENCE
FROM

Responsibility for all BLM
non-lessee activity on

lease land before
operations.

Responsibility for deter- OSM
mining performance bond

BLM or surface
managing agency

FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES DURING MIMING OPERATIONS

Act as Secretary's
representative in

dealing with lessees
or operators during
operations.

OSM/BLM (shared) BLM oversees pro-
duction functions;

OSM assumes environ-
mental enforcement
functions. BLM
retains nonminlng
functions outside the
permit area, Including
rights-of-way and an-
cillary activities
related to mining. BLM
coordinates Inspection
functions with OSM
Inspections (ex-

cept BLM inspections
outside the permit
area) . MMS makes
royalty audits and
other nonfleld in-

spections independently
of OSM.

Take needed action In

emergency environmental
situations.

OSM OSM has primary
emergency author-

ity; BLM and MMS
have such authorltly
when OSM Inspectors
cannot take action
before significant
harm will occur.

Conduct inspection
before abandonment
and specify and
approve abandonment
procedures.

OSM (main author-
ity to approve
abandonment pro-
cedures and

abandonment of

operations)

.

OSM, BLM, or
surface managing
agency have

abandonment
Inspection
responsibility.

Private surface
owner in case of

private surface

BLM or surface
managing agen-
cy concurrence
In approval of

compliance,
special re-
quirements for

protection of

natural
resources and

post-mining

land use of

affected land.

BLM concur-
rence In com-
pliance with
production and
coal resource
recovery
requirements.

Release of reclamation
bond

OSH BLM or surface
managing
agency
concurrence.

Release of lease bond BLM BLM or surface
managing
agency
concurrence.

BLM » Bureau of Land Management
USGS » U.S. Geological Survey
MMS Minerals Management Service

OSM > Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
SMCRA Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
MLA « Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended
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Regulations governing OSM's permanent regulatory program were originally
published on March 13, 1979 (44 Federal Register 14902-15463). These

regulations, which were revised from 1982-83, establish minimum environmental
performance standards for surface mining on both private and federal lands.

OSM's regulations also outline permit and bonding requirements, provide for

the designation of lands unsuitable for all or certain kinds of surface coal

mining, and permit states to assume responsibility for mining on federal

lands. See OSM's supplemental EIS on revisions to the OSM regulatory

program, Proposed Revisions to the Permanent Program Regulations Implementing
Section 501(b) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (OSM

1983) and the Introduction and Background section of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a)

for more discussion of SMCRA and its implementing regulations.

With the concurrence of BLM and the Forest Service, OSM submits
recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior on the approval or

disapproval of permit application packages. Applicable federal, state, and

local agencies retain surface protection authority for mines that might
adversely affect any public park or site listed on the National Register of

Historic Places.

SMCRA provides that where mining occurs on federal lands in a state that has

entered into a cooperative agreement with the Department under Section 523 of

SMCRA, regulatory responsibility for reclamation requirements of federal coal

development will be shared with that state. Both SMCRA and MLA, however,

prohibit the Secretary's delegating to the states his responsibility for

protecting the Federal Government's proprietary interest in developing federal
coal. Under the state-federal cooperative agreements, the states may review
and approve applications for mining permits concurrently with the federal
review and approval of the operation and reclamation plan required by MLA. If

the State so desires, the cooperative agreements will also transfer to the

state, authority to inspect mines on federal lands and to cite any
violations. See Litigation section of Chapter 1 for a discussion of the

permanent program.

MMS has the responsibility to audit leases and to collect all rents,
royalties, and bonuses due the Federal Government on the sale and production
of federal coal.

Other Department of the Interior agencies with fewer direct coal-related
responsibilities are the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geological
Survey, Bureau of Mines, and Bureau of Reclamation. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service conducts surface mining studies and monitors work related to

impacts on wildlife in general and on endangered species in particular. These
studies are used to assess and predict the effects of coal-related activities
on fish, wildlife, and their habitats on federal, state, and private lands.
For particular requirements on Endangered Species Act consultation, see 50 CFR
402, 43 Federal Register 870.

Coal activities of the U.S. Bureau of Mines include conducting advanced coal
mine health and safety research and demonstration projects on backfilling and
subsidence. The U.S. Geological Survey provides technical assistance for
hydrologic studies and administers a coal exploratory program that provides
maps, local and regional stratigraphy and correlation networks, and coal
resource assessments.
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Other Federal Agencies With Coal-Related Responsibilities

Table 1-8 of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) summarizes relevant coal management
functions within the federal structure. Most significant of these functions
and responsibilities are the following:

• Under the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAA) , the Secretary
of Agriculture must consent to federal leases under Forest Service
jurisdiction and may add terms and conditions to the lease to protect
environmental values.

• The Department of Justice must review lease proposals to ensure
compliance with antitrust laws.

MAJOR FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS MITIGATING COAL-RELATED IMPACTS

This section reviews the major laws and regulations that control the
development of federal coal resources, placing the main emphasis on statutes
that directly control leasing and mining. Other authorities are cited in less
detail to provide a perspective on coal development and related activities.

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MLA) and Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of
1976 (FCLAA)

MLA, both before and after enactment of FCLAA, gave the Secretary of the
Interior considerable discretion in formulating and including stipulations for
federal coal leases. These stipulations are designed to protect other
resources and to mitigate environmental impacts. The ultimate mitigation is

the Secretary's discretion under MLA in regard to leasing.

In FCLAA, Congress ratified the BLM practice of preparing land use plans
before issuing competitive leases. FCLAA also raised state shares of federal
coal leasing revenues (bonuses, rents, and royalties) from 37.5 to 50 percent
with the strong suggestion that the new portion of the monies be used to

provide an increased range of public services and facilities in areas affected
by federal coal development. Finally, public bodies were entitled to have set
aside a reasonable number of leasing tracts for their own production and use.

Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA)

Enacted in October 1976, FLPMA provides for the use and management of the
federally owned lands administered by the Secretary of the Interior through
BLM. Title II of FLPMA provides BLM with a statutory mandate for land use
planning for public lands. In the development of land use plans, BLM must

• apply the principles of multiple use and sustained yield;

• give priority to the protection of areas of critical environmental
concern (such as historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and
wildlife resources);

• consider present as well as future uses of public lands; and
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• coordinate planning with that of federal, state, and local agencies.

FLPMA changed the use of mineral revenues by states and local governments.
First, FLPMA provided that the entire 50 percent of the funds received by the
Federal Government for developing leasable minerals on federal land, which
FCLAA had provided to the states, could be used for any public purpose.
Second, FLPMA established a program to provide low-interest loans to state and
local governments to be affected by mining on federal land. Congress,
however, has not funded such a loan program.

FLPMA also requires the Department of the Interior to review all BLM lands for
potential wilderness designation. The major steps in the process are
inventory, identification of wilderness study areas, presidential
recommendations, and formal congressional designation. Proposed procedures
and requirements for the Department of the Interior's management were
published in 44 Federal Register 2699 (1979).

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)

Congress approved the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)
(Public Law 95-87, 30 U.S.C. 1201 et seq..) in August 1977. SMCRA establishes
a detailed national program for addressing the environmental effects of coal
mining. Of particular importance are the act's requirements that surface coal
mining be conducted in accordance with environmental protection performance
standards (Sec. 515) and that federal lands be reviewed to determine their
suitability for all or certain types of surface mining, either as part of land
use planning at the federal, state, and local levels, or as a result of an
unsuitability petition (Sec. 522). Through the BLM unsuitability criteria
screening process, the Department seeks to determine acceptability for leasing
during land use planning. SMCRA requires operators to post a bond to ensure
that the mined land is reclaimed.

The performance standards of Section 515 are minimum standards that apply to
mining and reclamation. Under SMCRA, the states may impose standards that are
more stringent. Among other things, the standards require the following:

• obtaining the maximum use and conservation of coal being recovered,
• restoring disturbed land to original or better conditions,
• restoring land to the approximate original contour of the land

surface,
• stabilizing and protecting all surface areas,
• protecting prime farmlands through specific reclamation techniques,
• reducing disturbances to the existing hydrologic balance, and
• restricting mining on steep slopes.

Section 522 of SMCRA establishes a procedure for designating lands as
unsuitable for all or certain types of coal mining. The Secretary of the
Interior determines unsuitability for federal lands, and states have authority
over nonfederal lands. Section 522(e) provides specific unsuitability
criteria that define categories of land that must be protected from or during
mining (incorporated in BLM's land use planning regulations as Criteria 1, 3,
and 7). Interested parties may also petition the permitting agency (OSM or a
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state regulatory agency in states with approved programs) to have areas
designated unsuitable. The petition must be granted if reclamation of
disturbed lands is determined not to be economically or technologically
feasible. Unsuitability status may also be granted if, as a result of the
petition, it is determined that mining would

o conflict with existing land use plans,

o significantly affect important fragile or historic lands,

• result in substantial loss or reduction in the productivity of
renewable resource lands that produce food or fiber, or

o substantially endanger life and property in natural hazard
lands- -areas subject to frequent flooding and areas of unstable
geology.

States. Each of the western states with significant coal reserves had
enacted surface mining legislation in the 1970s before the passage of SMCRA.
The stringency of the pre-SMCRA state programs varied significantly. All
western states have revised their programs to comply with SMCRA, have received
approval of their permanent regulatory programs, and have qualified for
assuming primary regulatory jurisdiction over surface mining and reclamation.

Thus, the states have assumed primary responsibility for permit compliance and
enforcement of SMCRA' s requirements. States with approved permits that have
entered into a cooperative agreement with the Department of the Interior also
have the authority to regulate mining on federal lands within their
boundaries. The Secretary of the Interior, however, retains the authority to

approve or disapprove coal mining on federal lands and to designate federal
lands unsuitable for mining.

State Permit Programs. To accomplish its goals, SMCRA mandated state permit
programs for surface mines and for surface operations of underground mines.
Each application for a surface coal mining and reclamation permit must include
detailed information on the type and method of coal mining and the engineering
techniques and equipment to be used; the probable hydrologic consequences of

the mining and reclamation, both on and off the mine site; any manmade
features or significant archaeological sites that may be affected by mining;
the geological and physical characteristics of the coal, including a chemical
analysis of potentially acid- or toxic- forming strata; a soil survey of

potential prime farmland; and the reclamation plan.

The probable hydrologic consequences of mining and reclamation must be
determined relative to the hydrologic regime and the quantity and quality of
surface and ground water systems, including dissolved and suspended solids
under seasonal flow conditions. Enough data must be collected to enable the

regulatory agency to assess the probable cumulative impacts on hydrology and
water availability of all mining in the area.
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The reclamation plan must describe the condition of the land before mining,

including its existing and potential land uses, its productivity, and its

average yield of food, fiber, forage, or wood products under optimum
management. The plan also must specify the proposed postmining land use and

describe in detail how this use will be achieved, including the engineering

techniques and equipment to be used, the cost per acre of reclamation, and a

detailed timetable for accomplishing reclamation. In addition, the plan must

describe the means of compliance with applicable air and water quality and

health and safety regulations.

All surface mining permits issued under SMCRA must require that coal mining
meet all applicable environmental protection performance standards. These

standards govern the maximum recovery of coal; restoring the land to its

approximate original contour; use of explosives; waste disposal, including the

use of waste piles as dams or embankments; building of access roads; and

revegetation. Additional, more stringent standards apply to environmentally

sensitive areas, such as prime farmland, steep slopes, alluvial valley floors,

and timber lands.

Underground mining also requires the mine operator to prevent subsidence to

the extent possible, seal all openings to the surface, and prevent acid or

other toxic drainage.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act established a national system of air quality regulation and

gave the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the responsibility for

implementing federal regulations and standards. States were mandated to

devise state implementation plans. In the absence of state action, federal

intervention is required.

The central feature of the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments is the requirement
that EPA issue National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) . The NAAQS
define air quality by the ambient concentration of pollutants.

The amendments provide for two types of ambient air quality standards: (1)

primary standards designed to protect human health and (2) secondary standards
designed to safeguard public welfare.

EPA has identified six pollutants as having potentially adverse effects on
public health and welfare and has established primary and secondary NAAQS for
each. These pollutants are sulfur oxides, particulate matter, nitrogen
dioxide, photochemical oxidants (from the combination of hydrocarbons and
ozone), carbon monoxide, and lead.

To enable pollution control programs to be managed locally, 247 air quality
control regions (AQCRs) were designated. Each AQCR is classified as to
whether it meets national standards. The classification of an area with
respect to ambient air quality has important consequences. Regions that EPA
finds to be in non- attainment status are subject to a particular set of
restrictions (offset requirements) under the act. Nondegradation regions
(where air is cleaner than the standards), are subject to a different set of
regulations, which are intended for Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD)

.
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In 1974, PSD regulations were issued and incorporated into all state
implementation plans. In 1977, these regulations were incorporated into the

Clean Air Act with some changes.

In general, the PSD program divides clean air areas into three classes.
Certain national parks, wilderness areas, and monuments that existed when the

act was passed were immediately designated as Class I areas. Class I areas

are subject to the lowest PSD increments and are mainly valued for their
scenic beauty. All other clean air areas were designated Class II. In Class
II areas, some additional air pollution and moderate industrial growth are

allowed. Individual states or Indian tribal governing bodies can redesignate
some Class II areas as Class III areas where major industrial development is

foreseen. In Class III areas, air pollution up to half the level of the

secondary standards is permitted. The states or Indian tribes also can

redesignate Class II areas as Class I. Either type of redesignation is

subject to EPA approval and to hearings and consultations with the managers of

affected federal lands or states in the case of Indian action.

All state implementation plans must specify emission limitations and other
standards for each class area. Maximum allowable concentrations for a

specified period of exposure must not exceed the applicable primary or

secondary NAAQS, whichever is stricter.

To obtain a permit for a facility in a nondegradation area, a special
preconstruction review must show that the facility will pollute the air in

excess of NAAQS or PSD standards more than once per year in any air quality
control region. Best available control technology (BACT) must be used for all

pollutants regulated by the act, and the effects of the emissions from the

facility on the ambient air quality that could result from any growth
associated with the facility must also be analyzed. The PSD impact
projections are cumulative for the region of the source. More assessments of

the. effects on visibility in Class I areas and on air quality-related values

must be included in the PSD review.

New source review for PSD permits under the Clean Air Act is now required for

all projects that fall within the 30 industrial categories on EPA's list (28

of which were specified by the Clean Air Act itself) and emit at least 100

tons per year of any air pollutant regulated under the Clean Air Act.

Uncategorized sources are also subject to review if they emit more than 250

tons per year unless they exceed this level only because of fugitive

emissions. On October 26, 1984, EPA reaffirmed its regulation that includes

fugitive emissions in the determination of whether a listed source needs a PSD

permit. At the same time, EPA also proposed to add surface coal mines to the

list of 30 industrial categories.

Almost all surface coal mines in the West emit more than 100 tons per year
because of unpaved haul roads, draglines, graders, scrapers, blasting, coal

loading and storage, and other functions of surface mining. Thus, if this

proposal is made final, most new mines would be subject to new source review
for PSD permits.

On March 20, 1984, EPA also proposed changing the primary (health) NAAQS from
a total suspended particulate (tsp) to a "PM-10" (diameter of 10 microns or
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less) standard. Most particles from surface mine fugitive dust exceed that

size, but surface coal mines would also have to meet secondary tsp standards.

The ultimate effect on surface coal mining cannot now be determined because

these are only proposals and may be cancelled or changed. For example, EPA

may decide not to list surface coal mines because the costs could outweigh the

benefits, or EPA may decide to sublist only mines which could affect Class I

areas or only those which could affect Class I and Class II areas. EPA is

evaluating possible effects of this proposal as part of the rulemaking process,

Clean Water Act

OSM and EPA are the main federal agencies responsible for review of water
resource impacts of coal mining. Water resource data is a major component of

a mine permit application, and compliance with water resource performance

standards must be shown before an application can be approved. Section 515(b)

of SMCRA establishes performance standards for water resource impacts,

including

o control of discharges from mining and reclamation,

o control of erosion and attendant water pollution,

c impoundment of water on mining sites, and

o protection of ground water recharge capacity.

Discharges from mining and reclamation are regulated by OSM, the state
regulatory authority, and the agency responsible for implementing the Clean
Water Act in each state. The Clean Water Act requires mines to obtain
discharge permits and to comply with EPA or state effluent limitations. The
Clean Water Act permit system, however, applies only during the active phase
of mining. SMCRA regulates all water discharged as a result of coal mining
and reclamation. Effluent limitations established by OSM are similar to those
adopted by EPA.

In addition, OSM regulations require sediment control measures using the "best
technology currently available" and minimum standards for permanent and
temporary impoundments as part of reclamation. Permanent impoundments may be
built only if size and design criteria will ensure stability, safety, and
access. SMCRA also requires that the recharge capability of the mined area be
restored to the approximate premining condition and that mine operators
monitor ground and surface water quantity and quality in the permit and
surrounding area before, during, and after mining.

SMCRA gives special protection to alluvial valley floors (AVFs) in the western
United States because of their agricultural and hydrologic importance. The
more significant AVFs are protected from coal mining and its associated
disturbance. The less important AVFs may be mined, but standards for
reclamation are higher than for other types of mined areas.

Section 510(b)(5) of SMCRA allows the Secretary of the Interior to issue
leases for unleased federal coal reserves in exchange for existing leases that
cannot be mined because of AVF designations, provided that coal is not yet
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being produced from the mine and the operator had made a substantial legal or

financial commitment to develop a mine before January 1, 1977. (See the

discussion of Exchanges in Chapter 1.)

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands governs leasing on federally
acquired lands for coal as well as other minerals covered by the Mineral
Leasing Act. The act requires the consent of the head of the federal agency
having administrative jurisdiction over the lands before BLM can lease for
coal. The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act grants similar veto authority
to the surface managing agency with regard to nonacquired lands. Otherwise,
leasing and operations provisions are the same as those for nonacquired lands.

State Policies, Constraints, and Mitigation

State policies and legislative actions may influence the development of
federal coal. This section does not attempt to compile a comprehensive list
of laws or permits but to show the main controls on coal development
established by state legislation. Table 1-6 in the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) lists
some of these laws and briefly states their purpose and the state office or

agency responsible for their administration and enforcement.

Since the 1979 FES, New Mexico has repealed its version of the National
Environmental Policy Act. In 1981, Colorado passed a hazardous waste act,

which is administered by the Colorado Department of Health. New York has

recently enacted an acid rain statute to reduce sulfur emissions within the

state; other northeastern states may pass similar laws. The impact of such
state or federal laws is difficult to predict. Such laws could result in

installation of stack gas scrubbers to reduce emissions, purchase of more
western low-sulfur coal, or the development of innovative coal preparation and

combustion technology.

Table 1-10 lists the main coal mining-related laws of states within the six
coal regions, briefly states their purpose, and identifies the state office or

agency responsible for their administration and enforcement.
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TABLE 1-10

STATE LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota State
Department of Health

North Dakota Air Pollution Establishes and administers
Control Act air quality standards.

Solid Waste Management and Establishes solid waste
Land Protection Act disposal standards.

Environmental Health North Dakota Water
and Engineering Services Pollution Control Act

Establishes and administers
water quality standards.

Environmental Control North Dakota Century Code Protects air quality.
(NDCC 23-25)

NDCC 23-29

NDCC 61-28

North Dakota State Water NDCC 61-04

Commission

NDCC 61-02

NDCC 61-16

North Dakota State
Industrial Commission
State Geologist

North Dakota State
Engineer

North Dakota Land
Development

North Dakota Public
Services Commission

NDCC 38-121

NDCC 61-04

NDCC 61-01

NDCC 15-05

North Dakota Surface
Owners Protection
Act NDCC 38-18

NDCC 38-14

Manages solid waste disposal.

Protects water quality.

Administers water use.

Administers water use.

Provides for data recovery.

Administers water use.

Administers water use.

Protects and administers
coal resources.

Protects surface
owner rights.

Protects surface
owner rights.

Requires plans to issue
permits to build, install,
modify, use, or operate any

air contaminant source.

Required to approve or
disapprove permits for solid
waste disposal plans. Also
enforces North Dakota New
Source Performance Standards.

Responsible for establishing
and administering standards to

prevent or abate pollution of

state waters.

Provides means of preventing
significant deterioration of

state air quality as related
to energy development.
Involves review of application
for permit to build or
operate facilities and
monitoring of facilities in

operation.

Requires permits for solid
waste disposal facilities.

Responsible for establishing
and administering standards to

prevent or abate pollution of
state waters. Requires
application for and receipt of
a permit to discharge mine
water.

Permits must be secured for
all appropriations of water
for industrial uses greater
than 5,000 acre-feat.

Permits must be obtained with
the approval of the local
water management district for
building of dikes or dams
for water storage greater than
12.5 acre-feet.

Requires a permit for coal
and requires the filing
of coal exploration data
with the State Geologist

Permits must be secured for
all appropriations of water
for industrial use less than
5,000 acre-feet.

Permits must be obtained with
the approval of the local
water management district for
drainage

.

Responsible for leasing
state coal. Also authorized
to coordinate leasing with
federal leasing to prevent
speculation.

Requires approval by surface
owners before permitting
mining plans. Issues permits
for surface mining.

Requires application for and
receipt of a permit for coal
surface mining and reclamation.
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STATU LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENEKUY. CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

NORTH DAKOTA (continued)

NDCC 49-22 Protects surface

owner rights.

Regulates siting of conversion
and transmission facilities
through the North Dakota
Facility Siting Act. Requires
application for and receipt
of (1) certificate of site
compatibility (2) certificate
of corridor compatibility
and (3) route permit for

transmission facility within
the corridor.

North Dakota Coal

Development Impact
Office

House Bill 1262,

Section IS

Mitigates coal

related Impacts
Authorized to Issue state
funds to aid areas
affected by coal
development

.

NDCC 57-62 Authorized to issue financial
grants to affected taxing
districts that show
extraordinary expenditures
caused by coal development and
related growth.

MONTANA

Department of Natural
Resources and

Conservation

Montana Major Facility
Siting Act

Provides for review and
regulation of major
facilities.

Vests In the department the
authority to require and

review long-range planning by

certain utilities, to give
approval to energy generation
and conversion plantsltes and
associated facilities, and to

require preconstructlon
certification of such
facilities.

Environmental Quality
Council

Montana Environmental
Policy Act

Declares a state policy to

encourage productive and

enjoyable harmony between
man and his envlornment.

To promote efforts to prevent
or eliminate damage to the
environment and biosphere and
stimulate human health and
welfare; to enrich the under-
standing of the ecological
systems and natural resources
Important to the state; and

to establish an environmental
quality council.

Montana Department of

Health and Environmental
Sciencea

Montana Water Pollution
Control Law

Montana Water Quality
Criteria

Montana Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Permit

Montana Solid Waste
Management Act

Montana Refuse Disposal
Regulations

Montana Clean Air Act
Montana Air Quality

Regulations

Protects the environment. All these laws and regulations
are designed to reduce con-

tamination and pollution and

maintain the quality of the

environment by establishing
standards and maximum amounts
of deviation of pollutant
substances .

Montana Department of

State Lands
Protects resources
and the environment.

The Department of State Lands
prepares a detailed site-

specific E1S for all coal mine
permit applications and may
grant or deny surface mining
permits

.

Montana Strip and Under-
ground Mine Reclamation
Act

Protects resources
and the environment.

The act and promulgated rules
contain detailed standards for

the method of mining,
blasting, subsidence

stabilization, water control,
backfilling, grading, highwall
reduction, topsoiling, and
reclaiming lands affected by

proposed mining.
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STATS LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENKKCY CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

MONTANA (continued)

Strip Mined Cotl
Conservation Act

Protects resources and
the environment.

The act'a Intent la to

prevent waste of marketable
coal.

State Antiquities Act
Chapter 25 of Title 81,

8. CM. 1947

Protects resources

and the environment.
Administered by the Department
of State Lands and the Board

of Land Commissioners, this

act provides for the

registration and protection of

historic, prehistoric,
archaeologic, palenontologlc

,

scientific, or cultural sites

and objects on state lands.

WYOMING

Wyoming Department of

Environmental Quality

—Land Quality Division
—Water Quality Division
—Air Quality Division

Wyoming Industrial
Siting Administration

Commissioner of Public

Lands

Wyoming Environmental
Quality Act of 1973

—Land Quality Rules
and Regulations , 1975

--Water Quality Standard
for Wyoming, 1973

--Wyoming Ambient Air
Quality Regulations

--Solid Waste Management
Rules and Regulations,

1975

Wyoming Industrial
Development Information
and Siting Act, 1975

sb amended 1977 & 1981

W.S. 35-12-101
through 35-12-121

Title 36 Wyoming Statute
1977

Protects land, air,

and water quality.

Protects Wyoming's
environment

.

Protects and manages
state lands.

Haa authority relating to air
quality, solid wastes, water
quality, mining, and mine-
land reclamation. The Land
Quality Division Issues
permits and licenses to mine
upon approval of a mining and

reclamation plan. Mlned-land
reclamation provisions of the
mining and reclamation plan

are administered and enforced
by the Land Quality Division.
The Air Quality Division
Issues permits to build and

operate coal mines after
approval of applications with
regard to plans for monitoring
and controlling air
contaminants. The Water
Quality Dlvlson issues permits
to build settling ponds and
waste water systems and issues

NPOES permits for
dlscharing waste water. The
Solid Waste Division issues

construction fill permits and

industrial waste facility
permits for solid waste
disposal during building and

operation of coal mines.

Requires furnishing extensive
Information and a state permit
before certain facilities can

be built. Affects such
developments as gasification
or electric generation
proposals. Control does not

apply to public properties
except as provided by law.

Commissioner is responsible
for administering, leasing
and managing state lands.
Utility lines, roads, and

railroad spurs crossing state

land require easements from
the Commissioner.

Land Use Administration Land Use Planning Act

Wyoming State Engineer Wyoming Idustrlal
Department
Information and Siting Act

W.S. 35-12-107

W.S. 41-*, 4-10,
41-26 to 41-46.

and 41-121 to 41-147

Protects and manages
state lands.

Administers and protects
state waters.

The act requires county land
use plans, which could conflict
with or modify some energy
development proposals.

Any storage, impoundment
or use of surface or ground
water for mining and coal
processing requires a

permit from the State Engineer.
Water pipelines and diversion
structures that could affect
other users also require a

permit.
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TABLE 1 10 (continued)

STATU LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

COLORADO

Colorado Department of

Health
—Water Quality

Control Commission

Colorado Water Quality
Control Act

Establishes and administers
water quality standards in

state waters.

Requires site review and
permit Issuance for projects
involving water, sewage, and
waste disposal. Establishes
criteria for erosion control
dams

.

--Air Pollution Control
Commission

Colorado Air Pollution
Control Act

Establishes and administers
air quality standards.

Requires mines to use dust
preventive measures in all

mining procedures, including
construction,

Stat* Land Use

Commission
House Bill 1041

Colorado Land Use Act

of 1974

Protects the utility,
value, and future of

all lands within the

state, including the

public domain and

privately owned land.

Local governments have the

duty to identify, designate,
and administer such areas

and activities of state

interest, including mineral
resource areas and mining.

Colorado Antiquities
Act of 1973

Provides for the protection
of historical, natural, or

archaeological values and

for data recovery.

Establishes areas containing
or having significant impacts
on historical, natural, or

archaeological resources as

being of state interest. BLM

must coordinate with State
Historic Preservation Officer
before approving mining plans
or rights-of-way.

Colorado Department of

Natural Resources
Division of Mines

Mining Employees Safety
Act

Provides for mine safety. Monitors mine safety
practices .

Mined Land Reclamation
Board

Colorado Mined Land
Reclamation Act of 1976

Provides for the reclamation
of land subjected to surface
disturbance by mining,
thereby conserving natural

resources, protecting wildlife
and aquatic resources, and

establishing recreation, home,

and industrial sites to

protect and perpetuate the

taxable value of property.

Mine operation must obtain a

permit. A plan of operations
must be submitted, which
Includes a reclamation
section. The board must hold
public hearings and the

involved county must approve
issuance of a permit.

Colorado Mined Land
Reclamation Act of 1979

Mitigates impacts, assures
reclamation, perpetuates
existing regulations, and

ensures that Colorado can
carry out the intent and

purposes of SMCRA.

Provides strict timeframes
for administering permitting
provisions. Performance
standards require restoring
disturbed lands to a condition
equal to or better than before
mining; returning disturbed
lands to the approximate
original contour; stabilizing
and protecting all surface
areas during and after mining;
reducing disturbances to the

prevailing hydrologic balance;
and protecting alluvial valley
floors. In addition, the
Colorado act applies to

"surface operations and
surface Impacts incident to an

underground coal mine."
Underground operations must
comply with most of the
detailed performance standards
for surface mines even though
special performance standards,
such as preventing material
damage by subsidence, are

developed for some aspects of

underground operations
(Colorado Revised Statutes

1979).
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TABLE 1 10 (continued)
STATE LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

Air Conservation
Committee

Utah Bureau of Water
Quality

Utah Air Conservation
Regulations
Utah Coda Annotated
Section 26-13-6

Water Quality Standards
for Utah
Utah Code Annotated
26-11-8

Protects air quality.

Protects water quality.

State Historic
Preservation Officer

Utah State Antiquities
Act (HB 366, 197?)
Utah Code Annotated
63-18-25

Protects historical,
natural, paleontologlcal,
or archaeological values
and provides for data
recovery.

Division of Oil,

Gas, and Mining

Department of Community
and Economic Development

Utah Code Annotated
40-8 13 (Supp. 1981);
Rule M-3

Utah Code Annotated
63-51-10 (Supp. 1981)
(S.B. 170)

Protects surface
resources

.

Mitigates socioeconomic
impacts.

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico Environmental
Improvement Division

Environmental Improvement
Act of 1971
NMSA 12-12 through 14

Establishes responsibilities
for environmental management
and consumer protection
programs

.

New Mexico Coal Surface
Mining Commission

Air Quality Control
Regulation 201

New Mexico Air Quality
Standards and Regulations,
Section 672

New Mexico Surface Mining
Act of 1979, Rule 80-1,
Part 20

Establishes and enforce
regulations to prevent
or abate air pollution.

Establishes and enforces
regulations to prevent
or abate air pollution.

Establishes and enforces
surface mining regulations.

Approves notice of intent to

build sources of air
pollution, including Prevention
of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) permit.

Important prescribed standards
Include those specifying
maximum permissible
concentrations of dissolved
solids, minimum permissible
concentrations of dissolved
oxygen, and permissible
temperatures of state waters.
Also establishes antldegrad-
atlon policy and effluent
standards.

Requires a paleontologlcal
survey before mining can
begin. No mining or rights-
of-way will be approved until
the surface management agency
has coordinated professional
cultural resource (Including
archaeological, architectural,
and historical remains)
surveys with the State
Historic Preservation Officer.

Issues notices of intention to
begin exploratory drilling and
mining. Could make some areas
unsuitable for mining.
Requires a reclamation plan.

Requires the submittal of a

financial impact statement
and a plan to mitigate
socioeconomic impactB.

ProgramB Include food protec-
tion, water supply, and
pollution as provided in the
Water Quality Act; liquid
and solid wastes; air quality
management as provided in the
Air Quality Act; radiation
control; noise control;
nuisance abatement vector
control; occupational health
and safety; sanitation of
public buildings.

Requires submission of plans,
specifications, and other
relevant Information before
Issuing a permit for the
building or modification
of any new source of air
contamination

.

Requires that coal handling
machinery be equipped
and haul roads be sprayed to
prevent particulate matter
from becoming airborne.

Requires that a full range of
coal mining protection be
established on affected areas
and that diverse and permanent
vegetation cover capable of

self-regeneration at least
equal in extent to natural
vegetation be established on
affected areas.
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FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTRAINTS
TABLE 1-10 (concluded)

STATE LEGISLATION AFFECTING COAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Lead State Agency Legislation Purpose Major Relevance

NEW MEXICO (continued)

Rule 80-1. Part 20-41

State of New Mexico Senate

Memorial 31

Establishes and enforces
surface mining regulations

Provides for the recovery
of paleontologlc data.

Requires that surface coal

mining be planned and

conducted to reduce adverse

changes in water quality and

quantity.

Requires mines on state lands

to notify the State of New
Mexico, Dept. of Finance and

Administration, Office of

Cultural Affairs, if important
fossils are found.

State Gome Commission

State Historic
Preservation Officer

Regulation 563

Cultural Properties Act,

as amended, 1969

Provides for protecting
state endangered species

and subspecies.

Provides for protecting
historical values and

recovering of data.

May make certain coal lands

off-llmlts to development.

Regulates antiquities
excavation and collection
and protects historical values

on public, Indian trust, and

Btate lands.

Water Quality Control
Commission

Water Quality Control Act

State Engineer of

New Mexico

N.M. State Annotated
(1953 Compll. ) , Section
72-2-1

Protects surface

and ground water.

Provides for the general

supervision, measurement,
appropriation, and distri-
bution of state waters.

Responsible for the

safety of all state
and private dams and for

providing guidelines to

counties for formulating
local regulations.

Establishes and administers a

comprehensive water quality
program and develops a continu-
ing planning process, including
adoption of water quality stan-
dards as a guide to water
pollution control. Also certi-
fies permits to the U.S. Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency for

the discharge of any water con-

taminant either directly or

indirectly Into water. Has
ground water regulations for

strip or tunnel mines.

Any person drilling a mine
lode discovery hole or mine
drill hole to a depth of 10

feet more, and finds a

water body or water-bearing
stratum must report it to

the State Engineer. Any

person wanting to engage In

mine dewaterlng In a declared
underground water basin must

apply to the State Engineer
for a permit.

ALABAMA

The Alabama Department
of Environmental
Management

Alabama Law (Reg. Session

1982) ACT No. 82-612 S. 47-

Hr. White & Mr. Holmes

CODE OF ALABAMA:

Title 22, Chapter 22

Pollution Discharge
Elimination System Permit

Provides for the

management of state

resources in a manner
compatible with the

environment and the health
and welfare of state

residents .

All laws and regulations
designed to reduce contamin-

ation and pollution and main-

tain the quality of the

environment by setting
standards and maximum amounts

of deviation of pollutant

substances

Alabama Air Pollution
Control Act of 1971

Surface Mining and

Reclamation Commission

Solid Waste Disposal Act

of 1969. Hazardous Waste
Management Act of 1978

Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act Of

1977, as Revised

Regulates coal mining. Regulations pertaining to

water flow and quantity;
top soil conservation
and replacement; high wall

reduction; burying or

neutralizing of toxic waste;

revegetation for beneficial
use, and land use planning.

•NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
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CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

PURPOSE AND NEED

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) provides the

framework and guiding principles for operations of the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) . Section 302 of FLPMA requires that the Secretary of the

Interior manage the public lands under principles of multiple use and

sustained yield in accordance with the land use plans developed under Section

302 of FLPMA. Any management of resources on the public lands must,

therefore, consider the other resources on public lands in program activities

and balance those uses for the public interest. The Department of the

Interior believes a program is needed to meet the mandate of Section 302 of

FLPMA, to provide the Secretary of the Interior with a framework within which

to consider the proper management of federal coal while giving due

consideration to other uses of the public lands.

The 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) on the federal coal management program identified an

immediate need for new federal coal leasing. Regional coal leasing since 1981

has resulted in the issuance of leases for 2.6 billion tons of federal coal,

which may have satisfied immediate needs. The issue in this supplemental EIS

is thus not the immediate need for leasing as such. Rather, the issue is the

national importance of having a program through which the Federal Government

can (1) identify future leasing needs and (2) respond by offering coal for

lease in a timely manner to capture the benefits derived from such leasing.

These benefits include the following:

« Promoting more economically and environmentally desirable patterns of

coal development.

e Providing the opportunity for industry to acquire federal coal leases

as a means of addressing the Nation's energy needs.

• Meeting legal requirements and providing administrative advantages.

o Promoting competition within the coal industry.

• Supporting other factors in the national interest.

PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT

The Federal Government controls about 60 percent of the western coal reserve

base and indirectly affects the use of at least 20 percent more due to

checkerboard land ownership patterns. Because of the government's dominant

reserve holdings in the key western coal regions, mines of inefficient size

and configuration could likely result if only nonfederal coal could be mined.

For example, in areas of checkerboard ownership, development would focus on

alternating nonfederal sections and five-section nonfederal blocks centered on

state sections. If such development occurs, efficient mining patterns would

be distorted, mining costs would increase, and the most efficient or

environmentally desirable patterns of coal mining could not be achieved.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Without procedures to consider the need for federal coal leasing, unleased
federal parcels lying in the path of active mines could be bypassed at a cost
to consumers and the government. Such operations would then forgo the
opportunity to produce relatively low-cost coal, and the coal parcels bypassed
would generally be too small to be mined independently at a later date.

Without the opportunity to lease federal coal, some existing mines may have to
shut down because they cannot obtain needed coal and fulfill contracts. BLM
has estimated that over the next 10 years at least 26 emergency coal leases
must be issued to maintain production at existing mines. These 26 coal leases
will involve 100 million tons of federal coal. In addition to the
inefficiencies and hardships associated with premature closing of active
mines, other unwanted side effects might include a shift of coal mining to
previously undeveloped locations. New mining facilities, roads, housing, and
public services would be needed if such shifts occur, and the amount of land
adversely affected by coal mining might increase.

The Department of the Interior expects future federal leasing to displace
development on some existing leases, including those that emerge from the
processing of outstanding preference right lease applications (PRLAs). Leases
dating before the initial coal leasing moratorium in May 1971 were issued with
little or no attention to land use planning and environmental considerations,
as were the prospecting permits associated with outstanding PRLAs. Shifting
coal development from the sites of these existing leases and leases that may
be issued from PRLAs to future federal lease sites selected through a process
of comprehensive planning and environmental screening could foster
economically and environmentally improved development patterns.

From a national perspective, damaging interregional and intraregional shifts
in coal development would result from a policy of no future federal coal
leasing. The resulting altered patterns of coal development, which are
summarized in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, might have adverse environmental
consequences and might decrease the current interregional economic efficiency
in coal production.

The scale of interregional and intraregional shifts in coal development that
might result if the government cannot consider the need for future federal
coal leasing cannot be precisely estimated. The extent of such shifts would
depend on many site-specific considerations and the particular requirements of
existing and proposed mines. BLM has, however, projected some interregional
shifting using forecasts of the Department of Energy's National Coal Model
(NCM) (see Chapter 3). Without provisions for considering new federal coal
leasing, BLM estimates that the Powder River Region would have the greatest
potential for intraregional and interregional shifting of production. This
shifting would represent a departure from the most economically optimal
production patterns. Under one modeled scenario, production that would occur
with further federal coal leasing in the Wyoming portion of the Powder River
region would be shifted to midwestern mines and the Montana portion of the
Powder River region by the year 2000. The assumptions of this scenario
include enactment of national acid rain legislation and relatively low
transportation costs.
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PURPOSE AND NEED

Under assumptions that include escalating transportation costs, the Fort Union

Region would undergo a transfer of production into the Powder River Region and

the Midwest without further federal leasing. Under several scenarios, the

Uinta- Southwestern Utah Region would experience short-term shifts of 3 to 4

million tons per year into Wyoming without further federal coal leasing. For

the Green River- Hams Fork and San Juan River regions, no interregional

shifting was detected under the tested scenarios. See Chapter 3 for tables on

regional production shifts under varying production levels for 1995 and 2000.

ADDRESSING THE NATION'S ENERGY NEEDS

A critical point identified in the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) was the need to lease

federal coal to avoid a projected shortage in the coal supply. Later events

have dispelled concerns of a shortage, marking the major shift in the

program's emphasis since 1979. The market demand for coal, as with any

commodity, will always be satisfied in a competitive market. As long as the

pricing mechanism is allowed to function, federal and nonfederal mines will

produce enough coal to meet market demands. Current analysis reveals that a

policy of no future federal coal leasing would probably not cause a nationwide

coal shortage. The price of coal, however, would probably increase. Without

future federal coal leasing, coal will be developed to meet consumer demand,

but it will be developed on coal tracts that have a higher development cost.

Without the ability to consider the need for new federal coal leasing, the

Federal Government cannot provide the opportunity to satisfy the market demand

for the acquisition and development of new federal coal leases. BLM's

planning process must be able to respond both to today's demands and to future

needs

.

Forecasts of future energy demands and supplies are subject to many

uncertainties, which increase as the forecasts are extended into the future.

As events since 1979 have shown, it is difficult to predict accurately how

energy users and suppliers would respond to greater energy scarcity, new

energy and environmental legislation, and changing energy prices, or to what

extent users would adopt conservation measures or be willing to change their

behavior patterns. Information about current and expected future energy

reserves is often inaccurate or unreliable. Changes in technology may

greatly alter the relative economics of different energy sources. Changes in

government regulations can also cause important shifts in the relative

desirability of one energy source compared to another.

Even with their uncertainties and weaknesses, production forecasts and

capacity estimates are appropriate sources of information. At the medium

production level, 410 million tons per year of coal would be needed from the

West by 1995, an increase of 46 percent over 1983 coal production for western

regions. Over that same period, the productive capacity could increase by 16

percent without any future federal coal leasing. The current productive

capacity of active coal mines in the federal western coal regions is now at

170 percent of the current coal production. By 1995, the overall projected

productive capacity will have dropped to 130 percent of forecasted coal

production, and by the year 2000, capacity in some regions will be eclipsed by

demand.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The discussion in the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) heavily emphasized supply and
demand forecasts almost to the exclusion of what was even then recognized as
the real cost of no future federal coal leasing. As stated in the 1979 FES
the main effect of leasing less federal coal than is needed to meet national
energy objectives is likely to be altered patterns of coal development at both
national and regional levels. Total national coal production is not likely to
be significantly reduced, but coal production costs and coal prices would rise.

Coal production in the western United States is constrained by a lack of
markets and is therefore relatively unaffected in the aggregate by leasing
levels.

^
In other words, although a policy of no new federal coal leasing

might tighten supplies and increase costs, it would not lower coal
production. Similarly, a policy of overleasing would not lead to increased
coal production levels. Overleasing can, however, lead to uncertainty as to
where coal will be mined in the future.

LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FACTORS

Procedures to consider the need for future competitive leasing make up only
one component of a federal coal management program. The Department of the
Interior has no existing statutory alternative to processing PRLAs and, for
those applicants able to show commercial quantities of coal under appropriate
environmental controls, must either issue a noncompetitive lease or offer an
exchange, purchase, or other suitable compensation. A continuation of federal
coal leasing, at least to the extent of issuing noncompetitive leases for
PRLAs meeting this test, thus appears necessary absent legislative relief A
formal program would be required at least to process the PRLAs; to conduct
land use planning required by law before leases can be issued; to assess
environmental impacts of preference right leasing; and to consider whether
exchange, displacement through new competitive leasing, or other approaches
are appropriate for dealing with environmentally unsatisfactory PRLAs.

COMPETITION

A particularly critical requirement for a market or industry to be competitive
is that enough buyers and sellers exist so that no individual or small group
of buyers or sellers can significantly influence a commodity's price. The
national importance of the coal industry has generated much concern about its
competitiveness. One of the goals of federal coal management is to ensure
that enough lease tracts are available for development to further healthy
competition in coal markets, especially for utility contracts. This goal has
also been an ongoing concern of the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice.

A decision not to offer federal coal would inhibit competition in the western
coal industry. Coal purchasers would have to obtain coal from companies
holding existing federal leases or nonfederal reserves. The 15 largest coal
companies account for over 40 percent of the Nation's current coal
production. Of the Nation's estimated 6,300 active coal mines, the 50 largest
mines account for 30 percent of total production. Past federal coal leasing
has also been somewhat concentrated in that 38 percent of the acreage under
lease and 63 percent of leased federal reserves are controlled by 11 firms



PURPOSE AND NEED

Of the 32 new production tracts leased competitively since 1981, about 57

percent were acquired by companies with no previous federal coal lease

holdings. Only one new production lease offered since 1981 was acquired by a

company listed among the 15 largest federal coal lessees.

The dominant use of western coal is for generating electric power. The

Department of the Interior believes that it is in the national interest to

lease enough coal to allow several potential suppliers to bid on new utility

contracts. By providing a mechanism for future federal coal leasing, the

Federal Government will give new firms the opportunity to enter a region as

potential coal suppliers. More firms operating in a region will also force

coal suppliers to compete for new utility contracts.

Though the benefits derived from more competition within the regional coal

industry cannot be measured, competition among suppliers in a market situation

will in general tend to reduce the cost of that product or service and the

price paid by consumers.

OTHER FACTORS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST

Continuation of the federal coal management program would provide management

flexibility to deal with changing market and political circumstances. It

would not necessarily result in new competitive leasing. Rather, it would

provide a mechanism to regularly study the need to lease. If coal were needed

for future development, the program could respond to that need. If coal

leasing were not needed, the program would provide a mechanism for a decision

not to lease. If rational energy needs should sharply escalate in the future

due to international political events, this management flexibility could

provide national security benefits.

The ability to lease in a timely manner can also promote job stability by

allowing existing mines the opportunity to purchase coal reserves when needed

to continue their operations. This ability also promotes the social stability

of mining communities.

Federal and state governments would also benefit from the added bonuses and

royalties that could be obtained from sales of new federal leases. From

fiscal year 1981 through 1983, $130 million was bid in total high bonuses for

federal coal leases sold. Half of these revenues were provided to the states

and another 40 percent placed in the reclamation fund. During the same period

$81 million more in production royalties and rentals were distributed to

states

.

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES—INTRODUCTION

The 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) analyzed seven major alternative coal programs. The

alternatives analyzed in this supplemental EIS are (1) the Proposed Action to

continue the current coal management program, (2) Leasing by Application, (3)

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, and (4) No New Federal Leasing- the no

action alternative. These alternatives differ in the level of involvement of

the public and of federal and state agencies, as well as in the amount of

federal coal that would be considered for leasing. Table 2-1 summarizes the

main features of these alternatives.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES

ACTION INITIATOR

PROPOSED ACTION

TABLE 2-1
COMPARISON OP ALTERNATIVES

LEASING Slf

APPLICATION

Department of the
Interior end the states
through the BCTa, in
analyzing market
forecasts, land uae plana,
and expressions of
Interest.

Industry, through
individual
application!.

PREFERENCE RICKT
AND EHEKCENCT
LEAS INC

Industry, through
individual emergency
lease applications.
Dept. of the Interior,
through processing of
PRLAs

NO NEW FEDERAL
LEASIHG

HAJOK OBJECTIVES Provide opportunity
for new sntranta;
promote mors efficient
development of the
federal coal resource;
provide stability in
the demand/supply equi-
librium for national
security objective.

EXTENT OP STATE
SOLE

Pull participation
through HCTs, FSCAB,
consultations with
governors.

TsTES OF TRACTS AB7 type: new pro-
duction, non-emergency
production maintenance,
bypass, and emergency
production maintenance.

LAND-USE
PLANNIJM

PREFERENCE RIGHT
LEASE APPLI-
CATIONS (PRLAs)

Future rounds would
require resource
management plans.
Applications could
be based on amend-
ments to management
framework plans, if
data adequacy standards
ore met.

Expedited processing
within 2 years (eiecpt
those with wilderness
conflicts).

Provide stability
in supply/demand
equilibrium; provide
opportunity for new
entrants. Reduce
regionwide activity
planning coats.

Consultation with
governors.

Any type, determined
by applicant.

Future applications
could be based on
amendments to
management frame-
work plans.

Expedited processing
within 2 years (except
those with wilderness
conflicts).

Encourage development
of PRLAs, continuation
of existing operations,
and avoidance of coal
bypass.

Consultation
with governors.

Encourage development of
leases already issued.

Consultation with
governors.

Limited quantity with
short-term need for
emergency least tracts;
production maintenance or
new production for PRLAs.

Future applications
could be based on
amendments to

management frame-
work plana.

AVF exchanges and
leaae modifications
could be based on
management framework
plan amendments.

Expedited proceaalng
within 2 years (oxcept
those with wilderness
conflicts) .

Indefinite deforral of
processing, exchange for
noncoal lease or monetary
credits, or request for
legislative relief.

RCT • Regional Coal Team FSCAB » Federal-State Coal Advlaory Board AVP . alluvial valley floor

None of these alternatives would significantly alter the level of coal
production required to meet the Nation's energy needs. Development patterns
to meet that need (i.e., mining of federal versus nonfederal coal) could vary,
however, depending on the program alternative selected.

In addition to its Preferred Program, the 1979 FES considered six major
alternatives:
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES-INTRODUCTION

• allow no new federal leasing until at least 1985;

• process and lease only outstanding preference right lease applications

(PRLAs)

;

• lease only bypass coal and coal needed to maintain existing operations

(emergency leasing);

• lease to meet the coal industry's indication of need;

• allow state determination of leasing levels; and

• lease to meet Department of Energy coal production goals.

Not all of these are now feasible or reasonable alternatives to the current

Proposed Action. Some of the 1979 alternatives are incorporated into the

present alternatives, but under a different title. Circumstances have changed

since 1979, and these changes have made certain other alternatives

unworkable. The following discussion clarifies disposition of each 1979 FES

alternative

.

o

o

o

No New Federal Leasing Until at Least 1985 : This 1979 alternative is

incorporated into the No New Federal Leasing Alternative.

Process and Lease Only Outstanding; Preference Right Lease

Applications : This 1979 alternative has been incorporated into the

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative.

Lease Only Bypass Coal and Coal Needed to Maintain Existing Operations

( Emergency Leasing) : This 1979 alternative has been incorporated into

the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative.

Lease to Meet the Coal Industry's Indications of Need : This 1979

alternative has been incorporated into the Leasing by Application

Alternative. Coal lease sales would be held in response to

applications by industry nominations, and the number of tracts and

amount of coal offered at lease sales would vary by the number and

location of applications.

Allow State Determinations of Leasing Levels : Events have made this

1979 alternative a moot issue. Implementing the 1979 coal program in

the intervening years has involved extensive state government

participation in determining the amount of coal offered for lease

sale. Furthermore, changes in the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board

Charter in 1984 (Appendix 2) have strengthened the role of the western

coal states. As stated in the charter, the lease sale recommendations

of the RCT will be accepted by the Department except for instances of

overriding national interest. As a result, no attempt has been made

to design a separate alternative along these lines.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

• Leasing to Meet Department of Energy (DOE) Coal Production Goals : The
DOE no longer provides production goals but does prepare demand
projections. This 1979 alternative is not included as a separate
alternative for environmental impact analysis because the impacts of
this type of program are treated either in the No New Federal Leasing
Alternative (on the assumption of no demand for coal), or treated in
the Leasing by Application Alternative (on the assumption that demand
for coal does or will exist). DOE demand projections are also taken
into account in determining leasing levels under the Proposed Action.

During scoping for this supplemental EIS a commenter suggested that a "Leasing
for Need" alternative be studied. Such study would involve identifying need
as follows:

• assessing the need for coal production based on consumer demand and

• assessing likely coal production from existing and planned mines.

Both of these items are included as features of market analysis in the
Proposed Action. Furthermore, the Proposed Action calls for periodic and
topical re-evaluations of the outlook for federal coal and the appropriate
number of tracts to be offered to assure compatibility with market
conditions. The major difference between the Proposed Action and the Leasing
for Need alternative is that the Leasing for Need alternative proposes that
the Department adopt a specified fixed, discretion-limiting policy on the
setting of leasing levels. This is a question of policy related to
implementing a specific program component, not a separate program design
alternative. The Proposed Action includes most of the significant points in
the Leasing for Need alternative proposal, and the remaining minor differences
are not believed sufficient to warrant a separate alternative in this
supplemental EIS.

Some commenters suggested that the supplemental EIS have the 1979 program as
one alternative, the program as changed in 1982-83 as another alternative, and
the program as changed in 1984-85 as yet another alternative. The Department
does not believe that such an approach is needed or desirable because these
programs do not differ enough in their essential components (the procedural
steps and the regulatory standards for what kinds of lands will be studied and
delineated, and for decision on how much coal should be leased) to constitute
reasonably contrasting alternatives. Furthermore, all of the program changes
adopted since 1979 have been addressed and analyzed in environmental
assessments and none of them have been found to have significant environmental
impacts. The recently proposed implementation items from the Linowes (Linowes
and others 1984) and OTA (1984) reports similarly appear to lack measurable
environmental impacts. None of these adopted or proposed changes would
disturb the basic land use planning, regional activity planning, and lease
sale procedures of the 1979 program. Therefore, the Department has not
accepted the suggestion to analyze the three programs identified with changes
in 1979, 1982-1983, and 1984-1985.
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PROPOSED ACTION

The Proposed Action would continue the federal coal management program. On

June 1, 1979, the Secretary of the Interior established this program, which

was described in the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) as the Preferred Program. The

following major elements were presented in the 1979 FES:

© planning systems,
• need for leasing (market analysis),

• sales procedures,
« enforcement of lease terms and conditions,
9 management of existing leases,

• preference right lease application (PRLA) processing,
• integration of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures, and

o emergency sales procedures.

The program was implemented mainly through regulations published in July

1979. The regulations were amended in 1982 and 1983 (see Table 1-9). More

amendments to the regulations and revisions in procedures through internal

instructions and manuals have been proposed in 1984 and will be proposed in

1985. Some of these latest revisions restore regulatory provisions deleted

from the 1979 rules in 1982. The 1979 FES on the coal management program and

the environmental assessments on later changes are incorporated by reference

into this supplemental EIS (Table 2-2).

Appendix 6 contains current versions of the 1984-85 proposed program
revisions, some of which have been published in the Federal Register for

public comment. Other items in Appendix 6 will appear in the Federal Register

in the coming months in slightly revised form for more public comment.

Comments on the draft supplemental EIS addressing Appendix 6 proposals will be

analyzed in the final supplemental EIS and will be considered in the decision

record for the specific proposal commented upon.

Certain elements of the Proposed Action would also be part of the other
alternatives providing for federal coal leasing because of statutory or policy

requirements. For example, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976

(FCLAA) requires that no federal coal be offered in a lease sale unless the

lands containing the coal deposits have been included in a comprehensive land

use plan and all tracts sold receive not less than fair market value. Thus,

the descriptions of the alternatives to the Proposed Action are briefer than

the description of the Proposed Action because those elements common to all

alternatives are described only for the Proposed Action. The essential
elements of the current program are summarized below, under headings similar

to those in the 1979 FES.
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TABU 2 2

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

Titl«/D4t« Description

Final Environmental Statement
Foderal Coal Management Program

April 1979 (BLM 1979a)

Env i ronmental Assessment for

Revision b to the Federal Coal
Management Rules July 1982

(BLH 1982d)

Environmental As cessment for

peclslon on Fair Market Value

for Federally Owned Coal

July 1983 (BLH 1983J)

Environmental Assessment foe

Amendments to the Federal
Coal Management Rules
pnaultabllity Criterion Number ]_

(A3 CFR 346.1(g))
March 1983 (BLH 1983k)

Environmental Assessment for

proposed Revisions to the Federal
Coal Management Rulea and

Procedures . June 1984 (BLM 1984a)

Environmental Assessment for
Proposed Rev i sion of the

Federal Coal Management
Rules and Procedures

January 1985 (BLM 1985a)

This KIS considered the environmental impacts, on a national and interregional

basis of seven alternatives, including a Preferred Program. The preferred
program provided for the administration of existing leases, PRLA processing, review

of federal lands, and other coal management activities to establish standards and

procedures for determining when, where, and how the right to mine federal coal

should, through competitive sales, be leased. Site-specific and intrareglonal

impacts were deferred to the regional EISs in the tiering process.

This KA considered the potential environmental Impacts of final rules designed to

eliminate burdensome and outdated provisions and to streamline the rules for both

preleaae and postlease activities. Language was also clarified to conform with

court decisions, such as Texaco, Inc. v. Andrus, and to correct editing errors.

Because the basic structure of the program was unchanged and the Proposed Action
would increase procedural efficiency, the only alternative considered was No

Action. The Department of the Interior concurred with the finding of no significant
impacts on July 1, 1982.

This KA analyzed the potential impacts on the human environment of the procedural

changes in determining fair market value for coal leasing, resulting from criticism

of the Department of the Interior's procedures in 1982 Powder River Basin federal

coal lease sales. It found that the proposed procedures would not affect the number

of tracts offered or, ultimately, the number of tracts developed. The finding of no

significant Impacts was approved by the Department on July 26, 1983.

This BA considered the potential effects on the human environment of the revision in

Criterion 7 (unsultabillty of sites for the National Register of Historic Places)

resulting from the need to remove unneeded limitations on land use decisions and

bring preleaslng regulations into consistency with recent court decisions and legal

interpretations and the criteria proposed by the Office of Surface Mining for
designating lands unsuitable during mine plan review. The Department of the

Interior concurred with the finding of no significant impacts on May 30, 1983.

This EA examined the potential impacts on the human environment of proposed revisions

In the coal management regulations and Internal instruction documents to implement
proposals made by the Secretary of the Interior (In Review of Federal Coal Leasing )

In response to recommendations by the Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for

Federal Coal Leasing. The Department of Interior concurred with the finding of no

significant Impact on June 29, 1984. The draft rulemaking for these proposals was

published in the Federal Register in November 5, 1984. Other, non-rulemaklng
proposals have been published in the Federal Register for public comment before

implementation.

This EA examined the potential impacts on the human environment of proposed
revisions In the coal management regulations and Internal instruction documents

made by the Secretary of the Interior (in Review of Planning Considerations In

Federal Coal Leasing USDI 1984). The review was in response to options presented by

the Office of Technology Assessment (in Environmental Protection In the Federal Coal
Leasing Program OTA 1984). Draft proposals were discussed with certain groups in

December 1984 and January 1985. Proposed rules are expected to be published in the

Federal Re gi ster in April 1985. The Department concurred with a finding of no

significant impacts on January 5, 1985, and adopted those proposals that do not

require rulemaking.
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PLANNING SYSTEMS

Land Use Planning

For the federal coal management program, the major contribution of land use

planning is to identify lands acceptable for further consideration for coal

leasing. Coal development on specific tracts is not considered during land

use planning but during activity planning (see next section). The major steps

in BLM land use planning are shown in Figure 2-1.

The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 and the

National Forests Management Act of 1976 (Table 1-8) provide the statutory

basis for land and resource management planning for National Forest System

lands. Land resource management planning regulations (36 CFR 219) set forth

planning requirements for mineral resources. Forest Service Manual
1900- -Planning- -provides guidance on developing forest management plans.

At the onset of land use planning, the July 1982 rulemaking added a call for

the public to submit coal resource information. A 1985 proposal would also

include a call for relevant noncoal data. Information obtained in this manner

would be used along with existing data bases to make a number of land use

planning decisions, especially in applying the four coal screens. These

screens are as follows:

• Development Potential . Under the 1979 coal management regulations,

only those areas with high to moderate development potential coal

deposits were considered acceptable for further consideration for

leasing. This requirement was changed in the July 1982 rulemaking to

include all areas with development potential. Lands without

development potential are dropped from further consideration for coal

leasing.

e Unsuitability . Twenty unsuitability criteria, most of which reflect

provisions of federal legislation, such as the Surface Mining Control

and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and the Endangered Species Act, are

applied to screen out land unsuitable for all or certain specified

methods of surface mining. Criteria 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14,

16, and 17 were modified or refined by rulemaking in July 1982 and

December 1983 (Appendix 1).

m Multiple Use Trade-off . All coal and noncoal resources are identified

for the lands being studied. Areas may be eliminated from further

consideration for coal leasing to protect a noncoal resource that is

locally important or unique, where coal mining would preclude use or

protection of a valuable noncoal resource not included in the

unsuitability criteria and the noncoal resource is of greater value

than the coal.
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Endnotes for Figure 2-1

1. Modified step. The call for coal resource information, required in 43 CFR
3420.1-2 is expanded to include a call for all resource information (Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA)* Option 3).

2. Modified step. The screens are applied sequentially unless earlier
application of later screens eliminates lands with no more expenditure of

money or personnel resources (OTA Option 5).

3. Modified step. By Federal Register notice, the public is invited to
comment on the application of the unsuitability criteria. The regulations in

43 CFR Subpart 3461 are revised to reflect this opportunity for public comment
(OTA Option 3)

.

4. Modified step. The decisionmaker considers thresholds at this point in a

manner presently under study in BLM (OTA Option 7).

5. New step. As an early assessment of the need for coal leasing, a long-
range market analysis is prepared for the regional coal team (RCT) for use in

deciding whether to initiate activity planning (OTA Option 3 and FMV III-l).

A land use plan summary provides data and guides further data collection (OTA

Option 3)

.

6. New steps. The regulations are changed to require activity planning to

begin with an RCT meeting to review the need for further coal leasing in the

region. The public has access to the market analysis and land use plan

summary at least 45 days before the meeting (OTA Option 3).

The RCT chairman is the BLM state director in the state for which coal leasing
is proposed. The composition of at least one RCT is modified on an

experimental basis to include three science advisors (one in renewable
resources, one in nonrenewable resources, and the third in reclamation) to

advise the RCT on scientific matters (OTA Option 6).

7. Modified step. Procedures are developed to screen the expressions
received for seriousness of intent (OTA Options 2 and 6).

8. Modified step. Procedures for delineating alternative tract
configurations are developed (FMV** IV-1) . Formal definitions of the terms

"new production tract," "bypass tract," "non- captive, unlimited tract" are

developed for use in tract delineation (FMV V-l) . The tract delineation team,

appointed by the BLM state director, is interdisciplinary, and its work is

reviewed by a review council (FMV IV-2).

* OTA refers to recommendations in the U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment report-

-

Environmental Protection in the Federal Coal Leasing
Program (OTA 1984).
** FMV refers to recommendations in the Report of the Commission on Fair
Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes and others 1984).
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Endnotes for Figure 2-1 (continued)

9. Modified step. Procedures are modified to include formal consideration
in the paper of the level of expected leasing from coal PRLAs and the screened
expressions, i.e., indications of demand (OTA Option 9).

10. Clarified step. The Department has stated that the RCT recommendations
are rebuttable presumptions, which the Secretary of the Interior will accept
unless acceptance is not in the public interest (OTA Option 2) .

11. Modified step. The regulations are revised to study a proposed action
and alternatives rather than a preferred alternative and alternatives (FMV
III-l). As part of the cumulative analysis, each regional EIS will consider
impact thresholds (OTA Option 6).

12. Modified step. As part of this step, the RCT will consider the current
market and tract marketability analysis and the use of phased sales in the
region, on the basis of phased sale guidelines (FMV III-l)

.

13. New step. The comments on FMV and MER are used, along with the current
market and tract marketability analysis, to affirm or modify the previous sale
decision (FMV III-l; OTA Option 3).

14. Modified step. Several new or modified bidding systems are used as
appropriate- -cooperative leasing (FMV IV-3); and experimental auction
techniques, including intertract bidding (FMV IV- 5 and V-3). Minimum bids are
set on a regional basis and expressed as either dollars-per-acre or
cents-per-ton (FMV V-5). For single bid tracts the announcement of the amount
of the bids is delayed pending the outcome of evaluation on the multiple-bid
tracts (FMV V-7)

.

15,16. Modified steps. Guidelines for composition of the sale panel are
being developed (FMV VIII-4). The 25 percent rule is being reviewed for
effectiveness (FMV V-7).

17. New step. See endnote 15 above.
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• Surface Owner Consultation . For split estate lands (private surface
over federal coal) , surface owners who may be qualified under Section
714 of SMCRA are asked to state their opinion for or against surface
coal mining on their land. Areas where a significant number of such
owners oppose surface mining of federal coal are eliminated from
consideration for this mining method, unless no other lands are
available.

Originally, the screens were applied in the above order, but the sequential
requirement was eliminated in the July 1982 rulemaking. In a 1985 proposal,
these screens would again be applied sequentially as listed except where the
authorized officer feels that applying screens in a different order would be
more efficient. Thus, there would be no need to apply all the screens on
lands eliminated by the first screen applied.

Threshold levels, as defined in the BLM land use planning manual, are specific
defined levels of resource use, production, or conditions established as

maximum or minimum constraints in the land use plan. For example, a minimum
amount of winter wildlife habitat might be essential for the survival of a

herd or a minimum level of coal production might be essential for supporting
existing transportation systems. Thresholds are usually established for
defined geographic areas but are not necessarily site specific. Thresholds
were also part of the 1979 coal regulations for land use planning but were
eliminated in the July 1982 rulemaking as redundant because they are also a
component of the general land use planning regulations. Regulation changes
will be drafted in 1985 to reinstate the threshold concept in the coal
regulations

.

Public notice and opportunity to participate in resource management plan
preparation will be appropriate to the areas and people involved and will be
provided at the following points in the planning process:

• review of the proposed planning criteria,

• publication of the draft resource management plan and draft EIS,

• publication of the proposed resource management plan and final EIS,
which triggers the opportunity for protest, and

• public notice and comment on any significant change made to the plan
as a result of action on a protest.
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Activity Planning

The major feature that distinguishes the Proposed Action from the other
alternatives is regional activity planning, the process in which specific coal

tracts in the six coal production regions are delineated, analyzed for

environmental impacts, ranked, and selected for possible lease sale at the

initiative of the Department. A key feature of activity planning is the

federal-state relationship.

Coal program activities in each coal region will be guided by a regional coal

team (RCT) , an advisory group of five voting members (three in Alabama),

chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act. These members will

include the governors of the states involved in the region (or their

representatives) and BLM state directors of the involved states. The fifth

member (third in Alabama) was originally a BLM state director from a state

outside the region, who, as the BLM Director's representative, served as

chairman. The revised Federal-State Advisory Board Charter (Appendix 2),

signed in 1984, designates as chairman the BLM state director in the state

with the greatest direct concern. The fifth member (third in Alabama) was

changed to a representative of the BLM state director in that same state.

Representatives of several federal and state agencies with special expertise
or jurisdiction in topics discussed by the RCT serve as ex officio members. A
proposal adopted in 1984 calls for three science advisors also to serve on a

test basis as ex officio members to advise the RCTs on data adequacy in their

respective areas: renewable resources, nonrenewable resources, and

reclamation and mitigation techniques. A BLM Washington Office representative
will also serve as an ex officio member.

Another change adopted in principle in 1984 is the use of working groups that

would include all segments within the community. These groups would develop
information requested by the RCT.

The RCTs provide the mechanism for Department of the Interior-state
consultation and coordination in all other major coal program proposals in the

region and will serve as the Secretary's major forum for balancing regional
and national interests. RCTs make recommendations to the Secretary of the
Interior through the BLM Director on a variety of decisions, with the leasing
level and final sale decisions being the most visible. Under a 1984 proposal,
the RCT sale recommendation would separately identify tracts lacking data for

adequate resource and economic assessment. Also added in the charter in 1984

is a requirement that the Secretary accept RCT recommendations except in the

case of an overriding national interest or in the case that the Secretary
accepts the advice of a state governor. For instances where the Secretary
does not accept an RCT's recommendation, a written explanation will be
provided to the RCT and to the public.
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The RCT members make up the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board (FSCAB), an
advisory group also chartered under provisions established by the Federal
Advisory Committee Act. The BLM Director or his designated representative is

the chairman of the FSCAB. The FSCAB meets at least once each year to review
long-range planning schedules and other federal coal management issues of
national interest. A responsibility added in 1984 was to review and comment
on the Department's long-range market analysis used for developing long-range
lease sale planning schedules (see Market Demand Analysis section below).

The RCTs and the FSCAB will also serve as the forum for coordinating
information pertaining to coal leasing and fee coal and coal lease exchanges
as stated in the FSCAB Charter (Appendix 2). The RCTS will review coal
exchange proposals to evaluate their effects on competitive leasing and will
use new market analyses or review tract delineation and selection or final RCT
recommendations to the Secretary as needed. Although the responsible BLM
state director will continue to approve or reject coal exchanges, the RCTs
will have the opportunity to advise the state directors about the impacts of
the exchanges on competitive coal leasing before the exchanges are approved.

A 1984 decision by the Secretary would require that any new activity planning
be initiated only for areas where a resource management plan (instead of a

management framework plan) has been completed. Although many changes have
been made in the details of activity planning, the overall process remains the
same as described in detail in the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a). The major steps are
shown in Figure 2-1.

The following are major features of activity planning:

« reviewing summaries of land use plans to identify unresolved issues
and data needed to be gathered to permit tract delineation assessment
of impacts, and determination of fair market value (to be adopted in

1985).*
• conducting market analyses of need to consider leasing (proposed in

1984.)
• calling for expressions of interest and other resource information,
• delineating coal tracts (including review of data adequacy),
• ranking coal tracts,
• selecting tracts for analysis in an EIS
• establishing leasing levels for analysis in regional EISs,
• conducting analyses of site- specif ic and cumulative impacts through

tract profiles and a regional EIS,
o recommending tracts for lease offering, and
• designating timing of sales and types of offering, including issues

such as special leasing opportunities (public body), phased sales,
intertract bidding, and cooperative leasing.

*Under the 1979 regulations, qualified surface owners were provided an

opportunity to submit a statement of refusal to consent to surface mining
during activity planning. A statement of refusal to consent was binding on

the Federal Government and on the surface owner for the life of the land use
plan unless the land changed ownership. The land was thus excluded from
further consideration for leasing. The July 1982 rulemaking changed that time
period to the activity planning cycle and thus allowed the surface owner to
change his or her mind at an earlier date.
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Public participation is encouraged throughout activity planning by the

following means:

• comment on market analyses (proposed in 1984),

• response to calls for expressions of leasing interest,

• review of tract profiles (site-specific analyses and summary of

delineation reports),

• review of regional EISs,

• comment on tracts to be considered in RCT final recommendations for

lease offering (being proposed in 1985),

• comment during RCT meetings,
• working groups to advise RCTs (being proposed in 1985),

• comment on factors to be used by RCTs in ranking tracts, and

• comment on initial leasing level paper, before RCT meeting to consider

leasing level alternatives (proposed in 1984).

Upon receipt of the RCT sale schedule recommendations, the Secretary of the

Interior consults with the governors of the states in which tracts are

located, any affected Indian tribes, and the U.S. Attorney General. If any

tract is within the National Forest System, consent to lease must be obtained

from the Secretary of Agriculture, who may also prescribe the terms and

conditions in any lease for those tracts. The January 1983 rulemaking also

allows the governors to propose lease stipulations.

The Secretary of the Interior's final sale schedule decision is based on a

variety of factors, including market and environmental analyses and the

results of these consultations. Should a need arise later, the Secretary may

revise the list of tracts to be offered or the timing of the sale. Procedures

being proposed in 1985 would require the Secretary to consult first with all

affected parties before such revision. Under procedures established by

rulemaking in 1983, the Secretary may reoffer unsold tracts if the RCT reviews

the sale schedule and the Secretary consults with the governor(s).

LEASING OUTSIDE COAL PRODUCTION REGIONS

The above procedures were intended to apply to federal coal lands within any

of 12 proposed coal regions. Only six federal coal regions and two subregions

were established; one region and one subregion were later cancelled because of

the lack of enough interest to justify regional leasing (see description in

Chapter 1) .

Outside the existing five federal coal production regions, federal coal may be

leased upon application. Within designated federal coal production regions,

lease by application is permitted only for emergency leasing. Such leasing

outside the regions does not have to meet emergency criteria. Under leasing
by application, an applicant must meet the same qualifications as any bidder
in regional lease sales. Upon receipt of a valid application, the Department
of the Interior notifies the governor of the state in which the coal deposit
is located, ensures that a comprehensive land use plan is completed, prepares
an environmental analysis on the proposed action, and determines lease terms
and conditions and fair market value.
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Where no federal interest exists in the surface or where coal deposits are
insufficient to justify the costs of a federal land use plan, a land use
analysis, which consists of applying the four coal screens (described under
the land use planning section above) may be prepared for the area. The land
use plan of another agency may be used if a review of the plan finds that it
satisfies essential BLM requirements.

Public participation occurs through a hearing on the environmental document,
the proposal to offer the federal coal in a lease sale, and the fair market
value and maximum economic recovery of the designated tract (as specified in
43 CFR 3425.1-4). The governor is consulted before the decision on whether to
hold the lease sale. As in regional leasing, if the tract lies within the
National Forest System, consent to the sale and the lease terms is required
from the Secretary of Agriculture. If federal coal leasing on the land is
administered under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, consent is
required from the head of the federal agency with administrative jurisdiction
over the lands. Sales procedures are similar to those described below.

MARKET DEMAND ANALYSIS (NEED FOR LEASING)

Before any decision is made to hold a regional lease sale, the need for
leasing is determined from an analysis of national and regional coal markets.
Thorough market analyses will be conducted at three points in the activity
planning process. (1) A long-range market analysis (proposed in 1984) would
be used as input to the long-range planning schedule (proposed in 1984)
recommended by the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board and also used as an input
in the RCT decision to begin coal activity planning. (2) The regional market
analysis, expanded in 1984, is used as input to the leasing level decision.
The leasing level becomes the basis for the proposed action in the regional
EIS. (3) The final market demand analysis, proposed in 1984, would be the
current market and tract marketability analysis provided to the RCTs before
they formulate lease sale schedule recommendations for specific tracts. In
approving the lease sale schedule, the Secretary of the Interior would also
have the information from this current market and tract marketability analysis.

Long-Range Market Analysis

The Federal-State Coal Advisory Board would use long-range market analysis as
one consideration in arriving at a long-range lease sale planning schedule.
Long-range market analysis will mainly address coal production forecasts and
coal productive capacity estimates for the regions. The purpose of this
market analysis is to assess the need to begin activity planning using trend
information, not to establish any particular leasing level.

Regional Market Analysis

The regional market analysis assesses the levels of leasing needed to meet
certain objectives. Using this analysis and other information, the RCTs
recommend to the Secretary a leasing level range defining the limits within
which the Proposed Action of the regional EIS must fall. The objectives of
the leasing level include (1) promoting competition within the coal industry
for utility contracts, (2) providing the opportunity for industry to acquire
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lower development cost federal coal leases to meet the Nation's energy needs,

and (3) fostering a stable coal market. Six mathematical algorithms have been

developed to calculate a level of leasing that would satisfy an array of

objectives. (See market analysis section in Appendix 6.)

In the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a), an objective in establishing the "leasing target"

was to set a level of leasing that would satisfy Department of Energy

production goals, which were directly linked to the coal production forecasts

from the National Coal Model. In 1982, the term "leasing target" was changed

to "leasing level." In addition to forecasted production needs, the revised

leasing level process considers a variety of factors, including market

stability, competition, and demand for coal reserves.

Current Market and Tract Marketability Analysis

The proposed current market and tract marketability analysis would provide
topical information about coal markets and the marketability of federal coal

tracts being considered for lease sale. This information would be used by the

RCT and the Secretary of the Interior in evaluating if and when lease sales

should be held and which tracts, if any, would be most likely to draw an

acceptable high bid. As with the use of the earlier analyses of market
demand, the current market and tract marketability analysis is only one

component of the Secretary's decision on selecting tracts for lease sale and

on setting a schedule to offer these tracts.

For lease sales to be held more than 120 calendar days after the lease sale
schedule is set, the current market and tract marketability analysis would be

reviewed and results provided to the Secretary to assure that the market
information and the Secretary's decision remain timely. If the results show
some revision might be needed in the planned sale(s), the Secretary would
consult with all affected parties.

SALES PROCEDURES

Chapter 1 includes a summary of major events in the evolution of the

Department of the Interior's procedures to determine fair market value for
coal lease tracts since 1979.

No federal coal proposed for surface mining and lying under surface estate
owned by a private owner (as defined in Sec. 714 of SMCRA) may be offered in a

lease sale unless BLM obtains evidence of the surface owner's written consent
to mining. Each tract selected by the Secretary for lease sale is advertised
at least 30 days before the sale. Public comment on fair market value and

maximum economic recovery is also solicited at least 30 days before the sale
notice on fair market value and maximum economic recovery. BLM also performs
presale analysis to estimate tract values. Fair market value is determined on
a tract-by-tract basis in postsale analysis. In December 1984, a draft
handbook on coal lease tract appraisals was released for public comment. This
handbook sets forth Department procedures and policies on the evaluation of
competitively offered coal lease tracts.
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Figure 2-1 shows the major lease sales procedures under the Proposed Action
and their relationship to land use and activity planning. Sales procedures
have been uniform from state to state. Lease sales are conducted by sealed
bid and originally allowed follow-up oral bidding. In 1982, procedures were
changed by regulation to eliminate oral bidding, and the minimum bid was
raised from $25 to $100 per acre. A 1984 proposal in response to the
Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing would allow
the minimum bonus bid to be set on a region-by- region basis and to be
expressed in an amount per ton of coal. Another 1984 proposal would permit
the Department of the Interior to experiment with lease auction techniques
that would optimize the receipt of fair market value. Future regulatory
changes would be necessary to implement either proposal.

Some tracts may be set aside for special leasing opportunities for small
businesses or public bodies such as rural electric cooperatives. In these
sales, bids are accepted only from bidders who meet the special qualifications
of the set-aside offering. No bids of less than fair market value are
approved.

The Department may offer tracts through single- tract offering, in which the
Department intends to issue a lease for every tract offered if the high bidder
passes the fair market value test, clears Department of Justice review, and
meets the other requirements of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended.
The Department is also considering several options for intertract bidding, in

which more tracts would be offered than the Department intends to lease. The
tracts receiving the highest bids would be leased. The other tracts may be
reoffered later or not at all, depending on the criteria for choosing this
method and the bids received. A proposal defining circumstances in which
intertract bidding would be used was published for public comment on October
31, 1984 (Appendix 6).

The Department may offer tracts in conjunction with a sale of nonfederal coal
through an arrangement called cooperative leasing. In the areas of
checkerboard land ownership in the West, where alternating sections contain
federal and nonfederal coal, cooperative leasing has the potential to

encourage the efficient development of both federal and nonfederal coal by
providing bidders with all the terms and conditions of mining all lands in a

checkerboard tract before the lease auction. On October 31, 1984, the
Department requested comment on its policies and procedures for cooperative
leasing (Appendix 6) but so far has not held such a sale.

SUPERVISION OF EXISTING LEASES

The Department of the Interior is responsible for approving operation and
reclamation plans for federal coal leases under the requirements of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended (MLA) . BLM exercises the Secretary of
the Interior's authority to manage federal exploration and mining in

compliance with MLA requirements. Regulations codified in 43 CFR 3480 clarify
the postlease enforcement procedures described in the 1979 FES by (1)

separating Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (0SM)
responsibilities from those of BLM; (2) retaining and clarifying BLM and
Minerals Management Service (MMS) responsibilities for exploration,
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production, development, resource recovery and protection, and royalties; and
(3) revising and clarifying the existing requirements of the Federal Coal
Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAA) for exploration, maximum economic recovery,
resource recovery and protection plans, commercial quantities, diligent
development, continued operation, and logical mining units.

An existing memorandum of understanding among OSM, the U.S. Geological Survey,
and BLM concerning the division of agency responsibilities is under review to

reflect organizational changes brought about by Secretarial Order No. 3087,
which merged MMS onshore minerals management responsibilities into BLM. The

BLM--MMS Memorandum of Understanding of December 15, 1983, details the division
of responsibility between the two bureaus relating to information exchange,
audit and inspection interface, regulations review, and royalty reductions.

DILIGENT DEVELOPMENT

Regulations published in May 1976 established diligence requirements before
enactment of FCLAA on August 4, 1976. Those regulations mandated each federal
coal lease to be a logical mining unit (LMU) and required, among other things,
a diligent development production of 2.5 percent of the recoverable reserves
within 10 years of the effective date of the regulations. In December 1976,
regulations were developed that established the diligence requirements for
leases issued after enactment of FCLAA. Both sets of regulations defined
continued operation as production of 1 percent of recoverable reserves on a

3-year average after the achievement of diligent development.

The Department of Energy (DOE) Organic Act of 1978 transferred to DOE the
authority to issue diligence regulations. DOE did not assert this authority
until 1981, when a joint DOE-BLM taskforce met to develop proposed regulations
to implement the 1976 FCLAA diligence requirements. With the passage of the
Department of the Interior Appropriations Act for fiscal year 1982, the
authority to issue FCLAA diligence regulations was transferred back to the
Department of Interior whose final diligence regulations became effective on
August 30, 1982.

FCLAA subjects coal leases to diligent development and continued operation and
requires coal to be produced in commercial quantities within 10 years of the
issuance of the lease. FLCAA, however, does not specify the amount of coal
production needed to satisfy these requirements. The 1982 regulations
codified in A3 CFR 3483 retained the December 1976 diligence requirements for
post-FCLAA leases.

These regulations changed the diligence requirements for pre-FCLAA leases by
generally defining diligent development as production of 1 percent of the
recoverable coal reserves within 10 years of lease readjustment. BLM is
responsible for establishing recoverable reserves upon which the diligent
development and continued operation requirements are based. BLM is also
responsible for enforcing these requirements.
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PROPOSED ACTION

ENVIRONMENT AND RECLAMATION

Since enactment of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA), the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) has been
responsible for enforcing the environmental and reclamation aspects of surface
coal mining. Surface mining permits must reflect the environmental
stipulations of the leases. Where a cooperative agreement has been signed
with a state, certain SMCRA responsibilities have been delegated to the
state. OSM and the appropriate agency within a cooperating state are largely
responsible for enforcing environmental stipulations set forth in the coal
lease as well as those in the permit. The environmental and reclamation
requirements of SMCRA are codified in 30 CFR Chapter VII.

Where leases are within the National Forest System, the Forest Service may
require special stipulations to be attached to the permit. The Forest Service
may be responsible or share responsibility for inspecting and enforcing
special stipulations and environmental and reclamation requirements.

LEASE MANAGEMENT

The management of existing leases (issued before 1976) includes both
administrative and adjudicative functions. The Department of Interior applies
the unsuitability standards of SMCRA to existing leases, respecting valid
existing rights and substantial financial and legal commitments, Mineral
Leasing Act requirements, and other applicable laws. Applying the standards
and criteria is an integral part of the approval of new mines and of changes
to previously approved mines.

When a mining plan is submitted for approval or change, BLM will review the
proposal to determine compliance with MLA requirements and consistency with
current planning and other requirements, including compliance with existing
lease stipulations and the need for any more stipulations based on resource or

land use considerations. At the same time, OSM (or the state) will review the

proposal for compliance with SMCRA environmental and reclamation
requirements. The Forest Service participates in the review of operations on

leases within the National Forest System.

Figure 2-2 outlines BLM's functions in the management of leases. Note that in

Case "C" leases issued before the enactment of FCLAA are governed by lease
timeframes, not FCLAA timeframes. Upon the first lease readjustment or lease
modification after August 4, 1976, the lessee would have 3 years to submit a

resource recovery and protection plan and 10 years to achieve diligent
development. Pre- FCLAA coal leases are not subject to the 1982 regulatory
diligence provisions until they are readjusted or modified to add acreage or

recoverable coal reserves, whichever occurs first, after August 4, 1976.
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Figure 2-2

PRLA PROCESSING

In accordance with NRDC v. Berklund , the Department of the Interior continues
to process PRLAs that are based on coal prospecting permits issued under MLA

before the enactment of FCLAA in 1976. Although FCLAA abolished this

noncompetitive leasing program, it recognized valid existing rights; the

Department is committed to completing the processing of outstanding PRLAs.

Decisions on whether an applicant has demonstrated the discovery of coal in

commercial quantities and is thus entitled to a lease are expected within 2

years for PRLAs not in conflict with areas being studied for wilderness

designation. Further details of processing are outlined in 43 CFR 3430. The

Department analyzes the potential environmental impacts during PRLA
processing. A September 9, 1983, BLM instruction memorandum (No. 83-822),

consistent with the judge's order in the NRDC v Berklund litigation, offered

guidance to BLM field officials on how to promote uniform application of coal

regulations for PRLA processing (see Litigation section in Chapter 1). Later

discussions with environmental organizations in 1983 and 1984 led to a BLM

commitment to prepare site-specific or regional EISs for most remaining

PRLAs. (See further discussion in Chapter 1.)
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LEASING BY APPLICATION ALTERNATIVE

Where the land for the PRLA is not included in a resource management plan or

management framework plan amendment for coal, the Department conducts a land

use analysis. PRLAs are exempt from the surface owner consent requirement of

SMCRA, but surface owners may be afforded some protection through the applying

of unsuitability criteria, especially Criterion 3. Surface owners are also

provided compensation under the act transferring title from the government to

private individuals.

NEPA PROCEDURES

Environmental analysis to meet the requirements of the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) is an integral part of all stages of the federal coal

management program. Environmental analyses are prepared on (1) resource

management plans, (2) individual delineated tracts, (3) the combinations of

tracts representing leasing level alternatives, (4) exploration licenses

issued for federal coal, (5) mining permits, and (6) special cases such as

lease applications.

Environmental documents for land use planning and leasing of coal on National

Forest System lands are prepared as part of national forest land use plans.

The regional EISs analyze impacts expected from mining a particular amount of

coal in specific tracts in that region. A 1984 proposed rule change would

delete the reference to a preferred alternative in an EIS and replace it with

a requirement for identification of one combination of tracts as the proposed

action

.

EMERGENCY SALES PROCEDURES

As the 1979 FES anticipated, certain situations arise in which the Department
of the Interior must respond to a need for federal coal leases more quickly

than the full activity planning system allows. The Proposed Action thus

provides for the emergency leasing of small amounts of federal coal needed by

an applicant to maintain an existing level of production, to meet contract
obligations, or to prevent a bypass of federal coal. Bypass refers to the

situation in which a deposit of federal coal would later be rendered
economically unmineable because an ongoing operation (on an adjacent federal

lease or adjacent nonfederal coal) mined around it. The most federal coal

that can be leased under this form of competitive leasing is the amount
needed to support 8 years of production at the rate maintained by the

applicant at the time of application. Details of the qualifications for

applying for emergency leases are published in 43 CFR 3425.

LEASING BY APPLICATION ALTERNATIVE

Under the Leasing By Application program alternative, the Department of the
Interior would consider offering federal coal for lease sale only in response

to an application for a specific quantity in a specific location. All federal
coal would be offered through competitive sales, but the regional efforts of

activity planning would not be part of this program. Although no market
analyses would be conducted, RCTs could be retained to carry out consultation
with the state before lease sale decisions. Figure 2-3 shows the major steps

in this alternative.
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Figure 2-3 Flow Chart of Leasing by Application



LEASING BY APPLICATION ALTERNATIVE

PLANNING

In accordance with section 3(3) (A) of FCLAA, no federal coal would be offered
unless the lands containing the coal are included in a comprehensive land use
plan. All land use planning procedures would be the same as those described
for the Proposed Action, except that amendments to management framework plans
could still be used to support coal leasing decisions for areas where resource
management plans have not been completed. In a few cases, a land use analysis
may be prepared as described in the Leasing Outside Coal Production Regions
discussion for the Proposed Action.

Under Leasing By Application, regional coal leasing would be replaced by a
process of application leasing within each coal state. The Federal-State Coal
Advisory Board and the regional coal teams (RCTs) might continue in their
advisory role to the Secretary of the Interior, but this alternative would
eliminate national market analyses, calls for expressions of interest,
establishment of leasing levels, and selection of tracts for lease offering.
The duties and scope of the board and the RCTs would thus be greatly reduced
from those under the Proposed Action. General procedures under Leasing by
Application, including consultation with the states, are described in the
Leasing Outside Coal Production Regions discussion for the Proposed Action.

SALES PROCEDURES

Sales procedures under Leasing by Application would be similar to those
described for the Proposed Action. Tracts might be offered through intertract
bidding under either of the following conditions: (1) if several applications
are received in an area and the environmental analysis shows that if all

areas/tracts applied for are offered for sale and developed, a threshold level

(for example, socioeconomic impacts on a community) might be exceeded or (2)

if two or more applications are received that overlap but are not identical.
The Department might also offer some federal coal through cooperative leasing
and in special leasing opportunities for public bodies (as provided in Section
2 of FCLAA) or small businesses.

LEASE ENFORCEMENT/MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Procedures for enforcement of lease terms and conditions and for lease
management described for the Proposed Action would also be used for the

Leasing by Application Alternative.

PRLA PROCESSING

Outstanding PRLAs would be processed as a priority under Leasing by
Application as under the Proposed Action.

NEPA PROCEDURES

Environmental analyses under Leasing by Application would originate with and
focus on individual applications. If several applications are received for
one general area at the same time, the Department could combine them in one
NEPA document. Cumulative analysis would be accomplished through the
"with-and-without" approach now used by the Department, involving analysis of
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

expected coal and noncoal development both with and without applications.

Alternative tract configurations and timing of proposed lease tract offerings

could be incorporated as other alternatives for consideration.

PREFERENCE RIGHT AND EMERGENCY LEASING ALTERNATIVE

Under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, federal coal leasing would be

limited to coal deposits needed to meet emergency situations (as described for

the Proposed Action) and coal deposits applied for in PRLAs . Activity

planning and market analyses would not be components of this program

alternative.

PLANNING

The Department would continue to offer only that coal in the West on lands

included in a comprehensive land use plan, as described for the Leasing by

Application Alternative. Federal coal in the East would be offered by using a

land use analysis. Regional coal teams would be abolished, and coordination

with the states would be as described for Leasing Outside Coal Production

Regions in the Proposed Action discussion.

SALES PROCEDURES

Sales procedures under this program would be similar to the procedures
described for the Leasing by Application Alternative.

LEASE ENFORCEMENT/MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Enforcement of lease terms and conditions and lease management procedures for

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would be the same as that described for

the Proposed Action.

PRLA PROCESSING/NEPA PROCEDURES

PRLA processing would be the same as that described for the Proposed Action.
NEPA procedures would also be the same as those described for the Proposed
Action.

NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING (NO ACTION) ALTERNATIVE

Under No New Federal Leasing, no program would be in place to analyze the need
for leasing or to respond to lease applications. No federal coal would be

offered at competitive lease sales, leased through approval of PRLAs, or

leased through exchanges, and the supply of federal coal would be limited to

that already under lease. The Department of the Interior could either request
that Congress provide relief to preference right lease applicants to eliminate
the need to further process outstanding PRLAs, or indefinitely postpone this

processing. BLM coal program activities would be limited to supervision of
terms and conditions of existing leases.

The No New Federal Leasing Alternative is viewed as the no action alternative
pursuant to the interpretation by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
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LEASING BY APPLICATION ALTERNATIVE

of its regulations published in the Federal Register on March 23, 1981, 46
Fed. Reg., 18026. Although CEQ did not address the situation where an agency
is supplementing an existing E1S and the Proposed Action is a continuation of
the program, CEQ's discussion of the situation where an agency is required by
law to act is analogous. CEQ stated that a no action alternative would be
required to provide "a benchmark, enabling decisionmakers to compare the
magnitude of environmental effects of the action alternatives." All "action"
alternatives in this case involve in some form the continuation of a coal
leasing program.
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CHAPTER 3

PRODUCTION FORECASTS

ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY

This chapter has three sections in addition to this introduction. The first

section describes how coal production forecasts were derived and the major

assumptions behind these forecasts. The next section presents the forecasts

and briefly explains their significance. The final section compares these and

other recent forecasts with forecasts compiled for the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a).

Chapter 3 summarizes a technical report (BLM 1985b) that presents the

forecasting methodology and results in greater detail, describes the

sensitivity analysis used as the basis for the production levels, and provides

more information on the derivation of the regional capacity estimates. Copies

of the Production Forecast Technical Report may be obtained from the BLM

Washington Office, Office of Solid Leasable Minerals (641), 18th and C Streets

NW, Washington, DC 20240.

Coal demand forecasts used in this supplemental EIS were derived through a

cooperative effort between BLM and the Department of Energy (DOE). Developing

the forecasts involved combining the detailed historical and near-term (to

1995) energy data and coal outlook from DOE's Energy Information

Administration (EIA) ; the broader, long-term (2000 and beyond) energy

projections of DOE's Policy and Fossil Energy offices; and the BLM field

staff's regional and mine-specific evaluation of coal production capacities

through the year 2000. A major tool used in this analysis is the DOE's

National Coal Model (NCM) . Chapter 3 describes the NCM and its use in this

effort, includes a brief discussion of the major economic and energy

assumptions behind the three production levels, and discusses how alternative

assumptions were incorporated into the analysis.

The coal demand forecasts show that the alternative federal coal leasing

programs analyzed in this supplemental EIS may affect patterns of U.S. energy

production and consumption in the future. Table 3-1 shows the range of the

forecasts in the three DOE coal-producing aggregated regions of the United

States and the effect on these aggregated regions of the Proposed Action

versus No New Federal Leasing alternatives. More detailed tables later in

this chapter show the effects on the individual federal coal production

regions

.

The Leasing by Application Alternative is not shown in Table 3-1 because this

alternative's production forecasts are the same as those of the Proposed

Action. The Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative is not shown

in Table 3-1 because Table 3-1 is intended to present a range of forecasts and

this alternative falls within the range between the Proposed Action and No New

Federal Leasing.
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ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY

TABLE 3-1
REGIONAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS

(million tons/year)

Aggregated
Low

Production Level
Medium

Production Level
Regions 1985* 1990 1995 2000 1990 1995 2000

High
Production Level
1990 1995 2000

PROPOSED ACTION

Total U.S. 909 1030 1180 1350 1076 1304 1580 1100 1350

Appalachian 460 520 575 615 552 632 725
Midwestern 193 210 275 350 222 307 405
Western 256 300 330 385 302 365 450

NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING

Appalachian 460 520 575 615 552 632 725
Midwestern 193 210 275 350 222 307 410
Western 256 300 330 385 302 365 445

*1985 production is based on DOE/EIA's fall 1984 estimate.

1800

560 650 800
200 250 385

340 450 615

Total U.S. 909 1030 1180 1350 1076 1304 1580 1100 1350 1775

560 650 810
200 250 415
340 450 550

In Table 3-1, the Appalachian regions include Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, eastern Tennessee, the Carolinas,
Georgia, and Alabama. The Western regions consist of the northern Great
Plains, the Rocky Mountain states, the Southwest, the Northwest, and Alaska.
The Midwestern regions consist of all states between the Appalachian and
Western regions, including Texas. The Alabama Subregion is in the Appalachian
regions, the Oklahoma Subregion is in the Midwestern regions, and the
remaining regions are in the Western regions.

Table 3-1 generally reflects what happens among coal-producing regions of the
Nation at low, medium, and high production levels. At the low production
level, the Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing do not significantly
differ. At the medium production level, differences do not appear until 2000,
but even then only a limited area and small tonnages are affected. At the
high production level, differences are significant and widespread by 2000,
especially in the Western and Midwestern regions. These differences are shown
in Figure 3-1.

The final section of Chapter 3 compares the current BLM and other forecasts
with those in the Federal Coal Management Program Final Environmental
Statement (1979 FES) (BLM 1979a). The current forecasts show lower growth
rates for coal demand than projected in the 1979 FES. The 1979 forecasts
reflected the general wisdom at the time, which did not anticipate the huge
leap in world oil prices and the depressing effect of that leap on the United
States and world economies.
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COAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS

Proposed Action versus No New Federal Leasing
High Production Level in Year 2000

. .1 .:=

No New Federal Leasing

3-1 Coal Production Forecasts, Proposed Action Versus No New Federal

Leasing

FORECASTING METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in forecasting involves (1) generating regional energy

demands given a set of assumptions and then (2) finding the lowest cost of

supplying that energy, given regional coal availability and existing/planned

transportation networks. In practice, this process becomes quite complex.

The following discussion summarizes that process and the main assumptions

used. A more detailed discussion of the methodology and the sensitivity

analysis used to derive the production forecasts presented later in Chapter 3

appears in the Production Forecasts Technic al Report (BLM 1985b).

BLM has been providing regional coal production forecasts to the regional coal

teams (RCTs) for their use in estimating appropriate levels of federal coal

reserves to be offered at lease sales. BLM's preparation of these forecasts

has involved close cooperation with the BLM field staff and DOE/EIA. BLM has

been using the National Coal Model (NCM) , but has modified the model's supply

regions in the West to correspond directly to BLM coal leasing regions.
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ENERGY AND ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

In preparing forecasts for the RCTs, BLM starts with EIA f
s Annual Energy

Outlook scenarios as base cases but usually makes changes to analyze issues of
particular concern to the Western regions.

Updating the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a), however, presents forecasting problems
beyond those of recent years. The analysis for this supplemental EIS needs to
look beyond 1995 to the year 2000. Because this supplemental EIS is designed
to guide the choice of a coal program over the next 5 years, the resulting
impacts of leasing coal from 1985 through 1990 would not occur until after
1995 because of the 8 to 10 year lead time needed to develop a lease into a
producing mine. EIA is mandated to publish forecasts only through 1995, but
DOE's Policy Office looks beyond 2000 and is concerned about the long-term
effects of the federal coal leasing program. Although the Policy Office's
forecasts are conducted on a national rather than a regional basis, national
forecasts can provide the main economic and energy assumptions needed for the
regional analysis.

EIA and DOE's Policy Office have provided much help in extending current
forecasts to 2000. Another important aspect of the overall analysis—the
regional production potential under different federal leasing policies—has
been provided by BLM's field staff.

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

The following sections summarize the primary assumptions used in the supply
and demand analysis. The impact analysis of this supplemental EIS uses three
production levels: low, medium, and high. These levels correspond to levels
of coal production in the West and to low, medium, and high total U.S. coal
production. Because of shifts in production from one part of the U.S. to
another under alternative assumptions, a subregion's (such as the Montana
portion of Powder River) low, medium, and high production forecasts do not
necessarily correspond to the overall U.S. low, medium, and high production
levels. Particular instances of these disjunctive effects are explained in
the forecast discussions. The main assumptions that affect demand forecasting
are as follows.

NUCLEAR GENERATING CAPACITY

A key factor affecting the future demand for coal for electricity generation
is projected growth in nuclear generating capacity. Table 3-2 shows that the
highest nuclear capacity is used in the model for the low coal production
level. This nuclear capacity forecast assumes that all plants that are more
than 30 percent built now will be operating by 2000. The medium coal
production level nuclear capacity assumes that all plants that are more than
50 percent built now will be operating by 2000. The high coal production
level nuclear capacity assumes that only those plants that are now more than
80 percent built will be operating by 2000. All cases assume that several
small, older nuclear power plants will be shut down at the end of 30 years of
operation.

WORLD OIL PRICES

World oil prices play a major role in the demand for coal. Low oil prices
stimulate economic growth, which in turn (1) increases the demand for
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TABLE 3-2

NUCLEAR CAPACITY ASSUMPTIONS FOR PRODUCTION FORECASTS

(in gigawatts*/year)

Production
Level 1990 1995 2000

Low
Medium
High

107
107

103

113
113

109

115
110
107

*1 gigawatt == 1 billion watts

.

electricity, (2) fuels the industrial demand for coal, and (3) stimulates the

demand for coal exports. This effect of oil prices far outweighs the effect

of substituting coal for oil when oil prices are high. The use of coal to

manufacture synthetic fuels becomes a factor only under high oil prices, but

the use of coal to make synfuels is still small compared to the drop in coal

use resulting from lower economic growth and electricity demand caused by high

oil prices. Boiler fuel will still be switched from oil to coal unless the

price of oil drops below $20 per barrel. Such switching will probably be

slower at lower oil prices than at higher oil prices, but this effect is also

relatively insignificant. Thus, as is shown in Table 3-3, low oil prices

correspond to high electricity (and thus coal) demand.

Table 3-3 also shows that electricity demand stays even with gross national

product (GNP) growth at the medium production level, trails GNP growth at the

low production level, and leads GNP growth at the high production level.

TABLE 3-3

WORLD OIL PRICES AND U.S. GROWTH RATES

Wor!

(1983

1990

$32
29

26

.d Oil Prices
dollars/barrel)

1995 2000

Percent Annual Growth
(1985-2000)

Production
Level

Gross National
Product

Electricity
Demand

Low
Mid
High

$45

37

35

$57

45

36

2.6%
2.9

3.2

2.3%
3.0
3.5

ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are also used in the analysis.

© At the high production level, coal generating capacity fulfills a large

proportion of new capacity needs, partly because of the decline in the

nuclear industry and the assumption that industry can build the needed
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coal-fired generating plants in time. At the low production level, coal
lags due to energy conservation, refurbishing of existing oil and gas
plants, and the slightly higher nuclear capacity.

Thehighproduction level assumes the passage of national acid rain
legislation, allowing utilities a choice between using low sulfur coal or
installing scrubbers. The low and medium production levels do not make
this assumption.

• The high production level also assumes relatively lower transportation
costs for the Wyoming portion of the Powder River Region.

SUPPLY ASSUMPTIONS

In the supply analysis for the Proposed Action, potential production capacity
is assumed to be restricted only by the economics of developing the
demonstrated reserve base (DRB). This assumption also models what could
happen under the Leasing by Application Alternative. Although both program
alternatives assume that any economically developed federal coal needed to
meet demand would be leased in time to do so, the timely meeting of demand
would depend upon the foresight of the regional coal teams, industry, or
both. Coal not in the DRB is assumed not to have any significant effect
before 2000. A similar assumption for new mining technology is supported by
DOE's Policy Office and DOE's Fossil Energy Division.

The opposite case from the Proposed Action and Leasing by Application is No
New Federal Leasing, which could result from a deliberate policy not to lease
any federal coal or from a program that makes leasing so procedurally
difficult as to prevent coal from being mined when it is needed. Table 3-4
summarizes the regional production capacities from existing and projected
mines under No New Federal Leasing as estimated by the BLM field staff. These
capacity figures represent a baseline against which to estimate impacts of the
other three program alternatives.

Where the BLM field staff revealed a range of possible mine capacities, the
analysis used the lower end of the range to highlight and contrast the
differences in environmental impacts of the leasing program alternatives in
this supplemental E1S. In Alabama, the proportion of federal coal is small,
and the nature of the market is such that federal leasing will not
significantly affect potential capacities. In the Western regions, the BLM
field staff included all private, state, Indian, and federal coal that could
be mined without more federal leasing. The estimates include only properties
that could be economically mined under current conditions if the demand
existed. As they are terminated, federal leases that the staff expects will
not meet diligence requirements are eliminated from consideration as potential
capacity. The capacities account for depletion and represent long-term rather
than short-term peak capacities. Actual mine plan information was used where
it existed. Properties lacking mine plans were compared to similar properties
having mine plans

.

The Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative adds potential
production capacity to the No New Federal Leasing Alternative as an outgrowth
of the issuance of preference right and emergency leases. Emergency lease
tracts are small, with enough reserves to support only a few years'
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TABLE 3-4

COAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY—NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING

(million tons/year)

1990 1995 2000

Fort Union Region

North Dakota 33 33

Montana <1 <1

29

4-17

Powder River Region

Montana 42 68-100

Wyoming 245 249

72--108

252

Green River-Hams Fork

Colorado 26 33

Wyoming 27 29

45

41

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Reg,ion

Colorado 20 20

Utah 22 28

21

33

San Juan River Region

Colorado 3 3

New Mexico 26-39 39-58 44

4

-66

production. The main function of emergency leasing is to prevent unnecessary

economic hardship, mine closings, or coal bypass. Estimating potential

production capacity stemming from the issuance of new preference right leases

is difficult because environmental uncertainties surround many outstanding

PRLAs and many PRLAs have not yet been evaluated for commercial quantities, a

test that must be passed if a lease is to be issued. In estimating

capacities, the field staff used assumptions and procedures similar to those

used for No New Federal Leasing. They generally presented these estimates as

a range, and as with No New Federal Leasing, the low end of the range was used

in the analysis. Table 3-5 presents the field staffs estimates of production

capacity for Preference Right and Emergency Leasing.

An additional aspect of these capacity estimates of importance in assessing^

environmental impacts of the leasing program alternatives is how much of this

capacity would come from new mines and how much would come from existing mines

that have been upgraded or extended through construction or addition of new

equipment. Table 3-6 gives the breakdown used for this determination in the

impact analysis. The numbers are the capacities of existing mines (million of

tons annual production) with and without new construction or equipment. The

differences between these capacities and the above coal production capacities

in Table 3-5 is the expected production from entirely new mines.
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TABLE 3-5

TOTAL COAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY,
INCLUDING PREFERENCE RIGHT AND EMERGENCY LEASES

(million tons/year)

1990 1995 2000

Fort Union Region

North Dakota 35 37-42
Montana <1 <1

38-44
4-17

Powder River Region

Montana 48 78-110
Wyoming 245 262

82-118
265

Green River-Hams Fork

Colorado 30-34 38-53
Wyoming 29 35

50-66
45

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Colorado 20-23 21-26
Utah 23 35

21-28

36

San Juan River Region

Colorado 3 4

New Mexico 26-39 51-71
4

80-102

PRODUCTION FORECASTS

The production forecasts are the outgrowth of sensitivity analyses using the
National Coal Model (NCM)

, powerplant schedules, mine plans, and professional
judgment. The NCM is a large linear programming model that attempts to
satisfy a given set of energy demands at minimum cost from the selected coal
supply curves and transportation networks. The model's main feature is its
electric utilities portion because coal-fired powerplants are the major
consumers of domestically produced coal. The model selects fuels, simulates
powerplant construction decisions, restricts emissions, and considers
interregional power transmission. Other coal demands are input for each
demand region. The interregional transportation network is based upon the
algorithm used in EIA's Coal Supply and Transportation Model (CSTM) . The
transportation costs are derived from current rates with mileage, fuel costs,
terrain, congestion, and competition as variables. The supply curves for each
coal region are produced by the Resource Allocation and Mine Costing Model
(RAMC). Separate supply curves are generated for up to 30 coal types for
surface and underground mining. Documentation of these models and their use
may be obtained from EIA. Details of changes made for this analysis and their
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TABLE 3-6

CAPACITY OF EXISTING OPERATIONS
(million tons/year)

Region

Fort Union

Without New
Construction

23

With New Construction or Equipment

1990 1995 2000

33 33 30

Powder River
Wyoming
Montana

120
35

160
42

Green River-Hams Fork
Wyoming
Colorado

22

16

27

25

160
50

29

33

160

52

41

45

San Juan River 25 28 28 28

Uinta-Southwestern Utah
Colorado 6

Utah 15

20

22

20

28

20

33

use in the production forecasts are presented in the Production Forecasts

Technical Report (BLM 1985b).

None of the production levels is based on one particular run of the NCM
;

Because the NCM, like any other model, is only an approximation of reality,

sensitivity analysis and professional judgment are used to avoid the

weaknesses of the model and to include important elements that may be lost in

a single execution of the model. Table 3-7 and Figure 3-2 show regional coal

production forecasts for No New Federal Leasing, Leasing by Application,

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, and the Proposed Action. Figure 3-3

compares production forecasts of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) to those of this

supplemental EIS.

The forecasts for the Proposed Action essentially assume that both government

and industry have the foresight to make needed reserves available (through

regional lease sales and leasing by application) in time for the reserves to

be developed.

At the other end of the spectrum is the No New Federal Leasing Alternative.

The conditions that No New Federal Leasing assumes could result under any

alternative. Even processing of PRLAs or having a leasing program in place

does not guarantee that the additional reserves required under any particular

alternative will be leased and developed in a timely fashion. Thus the

forecasts under No New Federal Leasing represent feasible possibilities.

The third set of forecasts assumes that PRLAs are processed and emergency

leasing is allowed. Although emergency leasing could be analyzed separately
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TABLE 3-7

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL COAL PRODUCTION
(million tons)

Fort Union Region
(includes North Dakota and small parts of Montana)

No New Preference
Production Federal Leasing Right and Proposed
Level (Baseline) Emergency Leasing Action*

1990

1995

2000

LOW 24

Medium 24

High 24

LOW 33
Medium 33

High 33

24

24

2*

33

36

37

24

24

24

33

36

37

Low 33
Medium 33

High 33

3S
42

42

36
44

51

Note: Projected production would involve only surface mining.
*Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as
for the Proposed Action.

Powder River Region

Production
Level

No New Federal
Leasing (Baseline)

Preference Right
and Emergency Leas ing Proposed Action8

Wyoming Montana Total Wyoming Montana Total Wyoming Montana Totf^

1990

Low 121 41 162 121 41 162

Medium 121 41 162 121 41 162

High 157 42 199 155 42 197

120 41 161

120 41 161

155 42 197

1995

Low 127 42 169 127 42 169 127 42 169

Medium 153 45 198 150 44 194 150 44 194

High 222 45 267 218 45 263 218 45 263

2000

Low 170 44 214 167 44 211 167 44 211

Medium 200 50 250 197 49 246 195 49 244

High 252 72 324 265 75 340 310 64 374

Note: Projected production would involve only surface mining.
*Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as for the Proposed Action.
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TABLE 3-7 (continued)

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL COAL PRODUCTION

(million tons)

Green River -Hams Fork Region

Production No New Federal Preference Righ t

Leas LnK Baseline) and Emerf encv Leasing Prop osed Actl on*

WvominK Colorado Total WvominK Col orado Total WY DmlnR Colorado Total

1990

Low
Surface 21 11 32 21 11 32 20 11 31

Subsurface 4 4 4 4 4 4

Total 21 15 36 21 15 36 20 15 35

Medium
Surface 22 10 32 22 10 32 21 10 31

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 22 15 37 22 15 37 21 15 36

High
Surface 22 10 32 ?2 10 32 22 10 32

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 22 15 37 22 15 37 22 15 37

1995

Low
Surface 23 11 34 23 11 34 23 11 34

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 23 16 39 23 16 39 23 16 39

Medium
Surface 27 11 38 27 11 38 27 11 38

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 27 16 43 27 16 43 27 16 43

High
Surface 27 11 38 27 11 38 27 11 38

Subsurface 5 5 _o 5 5 5 5

Total 27 16 43 27 16 43 27 16 43

2000

Low
Surface 25 12 37 25 12 37 25 12 37

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 25 17 42 25 17 42 25 17 42

Medium
Surface 31 12 43 31 12 43 31 12 43

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 31 17 48 31 17 48 31 17 48

High
Surface 35 20 55 33 17 50 30 15 45

Subsurface 5 5 5 5 5 5

Total 35 25 60 33 22 55 30 20 50

"Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as for the Proposed Action.
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TABLE 3-7 (continued)
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL COAL PRODUCTION

(million tons)

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region
Production
Level

No New Federal
Leasing (Baseline)

Preference Right
and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action

Colorado Utah Total Colorado Utah Total Colorado Utah Total

1990

Low

Medium

High

5 22 27

5 22 27

6 22 28

5 22 27

5 22 27

6 22 28

5 22 27

5 22 27

6 22 28

1995

Low

Medium

High

6 26 32

6 27 33

7 29 36

6 26 32 6 26 32

6 27 33 6 27 33

7 30 37 7 30 37

2000

Low

Medium

High

7 28 35

7 30 37

10 33 43

7 28 35

7 30 37

7 40 47

7 28 35

7 30 37

7 40 47

Note: All mines would be subsurface underground except for some small surface mines in Colorado.
*Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as under the Proposed Action.

San Juan River Region*

Production
Level

No New
Federal Leasing

(Baseline)

Preference
Right and

Emergency Leasing
Proposed
Action**

1990

Low
Medium
High

1995

LOW
Medium
High

2000

Low
Medium
High

28

28

28

34
38

41

37

46

48

28

23

23

34
38

40

37

46

56

30
30

30

34
38

40

37
46

56

Note: Projected production would involve only surface mining.
Mining would occur mostly in New Mexico, less than one-third million
tons would be mined in Colorado.
*High production level is based on the assumption that a railroad
will be built into the San Juan Basin.
**Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as under
the Proposed Action.
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TABLE 3-7 (concluded)

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL COAL PRODUCTION
(million tons)

Production
Level

Alabama Subregion

No-Action Preference Right and Proposed

(Baseline) Emergency Leasing* Action**

1990
Low

Surface 12

Subsurface 18

Total 30

Medium
Surface 14

Subsurface 21

Total 35

High
Surface 14

Subsurface 21

Total 35

12

li
30

14

21

35

14

21

35

12

18

30

14

21

35

14

_21
35

1995

Low
Surface 10

Subsurface 20

Total 30

Medium
Surface 15

Subsurface 21

Total 36

High
Surface 15

Subsurface 21

Total 36

10

20

30

15

21

36

15

21
36

10

JO
30

15

21

36

15

21
36

2000
Low

Surface 10

Subsurface 20

Total 30

Medium
Surface 16

Subsurface 21

Total 37

High
Surface 16

Subsurface 21

Total 37

10

20

30

16

21

37

16

21

37

10

20

30

16

21

37

16

21

37

Note: All surface mines are small (average—150,000 tons per year)

as are underground mines (average— 775,000 tons per year).

*In the Alabama Subregion, this alternative would involve issuance

of emergency but not preference right leases, as there are no PRLAs

in this subregion.
**Production under Leasing by Application would be the same as under

the Proposed Action.
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FORT UNION COAL REGION

PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 3-2a

as an alternative, its effects are insignificant. Emergency leasing was
combined with preference right leasing to represent the next step down from a
full regional leasing program.

TRANSPORTATION DESTINATIONS

The destinations of coal mined from the federal coal production regions will
vary at each coal production level. Table 3-8 compares coal distribution from
Western regions under the Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing.

The 1985 distribution estimates are based on current distribution of western
coal and are extended to include growth over the next year and scheduled plant
startups and contractual arrangements for this period. The 1985 estimates are
the same at all production levels.
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POWDER RIVER COAL REGION

PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 3-2b

The destinations used in Table 3-8 are defined as follows:

Local region is the coal supply region and nearby markets.

Other Rockies includes the rest of the Rocky Mountain states outside the

local region (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Arizona,

New Mexico)

.

Midwest includes the states east of the Rocky Mountain states, west of

the Mississippi River, and some areas in states just east of the

Mississippi River (especially Illinois).

West includes Washington, Oregon, California, and some coal for export

from the West Coast. In some cases coal for generating electricity in

these states may actually go to powerplants just over the border in Nevada

or Arizona, particularly coal from the Uinta- Southwestern Utah and San

Juan River regions.
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GREEN RiVER-HAMS FORK COAL REGION
PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 3-2c

The federal coal production regions in the West are as follows:

Powder River- -southeast Montana and Northeast Wyoming;

Fort_Union-- eastern Montana and western North Dakota;

Green River-Hams Fork— southern Wyoming and northern Colorado;

Uinta-Southwestern Utah - - southern and western Utah and western Colorado;

San Juan River-- northwest New Mexico, southwest Colorado, and northeast
Arizona.

Much of the demand in the Western regions (particularly in the Fort Union,
Powder River, and San Juan River regions) is for powerplants that transmit
electricity outside the regions.
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UINTA-SOUTHWESTERN UTAH COAL REGION

PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 3-2d

At the medium production level under the Proposed Action, most markets would

gradually grow but make a large jump between 1995 and 2000, when it is assumed

that nuclear capacity will stagnate and excess electric generation capacities

will disappear. In absolute numbers, the Powder River Region will continue to

dominate the market, but the relative increases will be larger in the Fort

Union, San Juan River, and Uinta-Southwestern Utah regions. (The

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region's increase is somewhat exaggerated because this

region appears to be taking longer to recover from the recession in which its

coal production was severely depressed.) The low production level shows

similar but smaller gains in all regions.

The high production level has the highest production in all regions, but

production is much higher on an absolute level in the Powder River Region.

The combination of acid rain legislation, allowing tradeoffs between low

sulfur coal and scrubbers, and relatively lower transportation rates out of

the Powder River Region will allow this region to capture much of the

increased demand outside the West. The Powder River Region will even capture
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SAN JUAN RIVER COAL REC

PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERN
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Figure 3-2e

some projected production that midwestern coal producers had been expected to
gain at medium level production, mainly because of acid rain restrictions.
This shift will mostly affect the small producers in Illinois and in the
Midwest west of the Mississippi River. The East will also capture some of the
Midwest's projected production, affecting mostly Indiana, Ohio, and western
Kentucky.

Another way to examine the forecasts is to compare regional market shares to
the current situation. Table 3-9 compares estimated 1985 market shares to the
forecasted market shares in 2000 under No New Federal Leasing and the Proposed
Action.

At the low and medium production levels, the Western regions will maintain
their market share, and the Midwestern regions will gain market shares at the
expense of the Appalachian regions. At the high production levels, the
Western regions will gain at the expense of the Appalachian regions, and the
Midwest will maintain its 1985 market share.
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ALABAMA COAL SUBREGION
PRODUCTION LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 3-2f

The reason for these trends is two-fold. The consistent drift westward in

share of coal produced will result from the expectation that energy demand is

increasing much faster in the West and Southwest than in other regions of the

United States. Between the Western and Midwestern regions the division of

market share will be driven by coal quality and transportation costs. At the

low and medium production levels, higher average heat content and closeness to

the industrialized regions provide an extra advantage for midwestern coal. At

the high production level, the low sulfur content and smaller increases in

transportation costs out of the Powder River Region will give the Western
regions, but mainly the Powder River Region, an advantage.

PRODUCTION FORECASTS UNDER NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING

The No New Federal Leasing forecasts estimate regional production under the

assumption that no new federal coal leasing occurs- no regional sales, no

leases by application, no emergency sales, and no preference right leasing.

The same outcome could theoretically result under coal leasing if newly issued
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Figure 3-3a

leases either are not competitive or displace existing capacity in the same
region. The analysis assumes that the only existing capacity consists of the
federal, state, and Indian leased reserves and known private reserves that
could form competitive mines by 1990, 1995, or 2000. The BLM field staff made
these capacity estimates using knowledge of the regions concerned.

Changes From No New Federal Leasing at the Low Production Level

The demands on coal supplies generated at the low production level are such
that projected production under the Proposed Action would differ only slightly
from that under No New Federal Leasing. Because of the time needed to develop
mines, the San Juan River Region's capacity will restrict 1990 production to
28 million tons, 2 million tons less than the unrestricted forecast of the
Proposed Action. The resulting production shifts (Table 3-7) will involve
surface-mined coal. In 1995, new mine construction will meet the demand so
that no changes will occur from the Proposed Action forecasts. By 2000,
capacity will be reached in the Fort Union Region at 33 million tons. The
resulting production shifts will all involve surface-mined coal.
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Changes From No New Federal Leasing at the Medium Production Level

In 1990 the changes from No New Federal Leasing under the Proposed Action at

the medium production level would be the same as at the low production level.

The restriction in the Fort Union Region and resulting shifts would occur by

1995 instead of by 2000. In 2000, changes under the Proposed Action would be

greater because of the higher production forecast in the Fort Union Region

under the Proposed Action. Some of these changes would involve more shifts to

the Powder River Region as shown in Table 3-7 but would also involve a

5-million-ton shift to the Midwest, probably to surface-mined coal in Illinois.

Changes From No New Federal Leasing at the High Production Level

The most significant changes in production patterns between No New Federal

Leasing and the Proposed Action would occur at the high production level.

1990, the San Juan River Region would still have a shortage, but the net

production gains would all occur in the Powder River Region because of its

transportation advantage at this production level. In 1995, capacity

In
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Figure 3-3c

restrictions will be reached, not only in the Fort Union Region, but also in

the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. The only net gainers would be the Powder
River and San Juan River regions (although the San Juan River Region will gain
only 1 million tons). Thus far, except for the Fort Union Region in 2000 at
the medium production level, all production changes will be
insignificant-- less than 10 percent of any affected region's expected
production.

In 2000, changes greater than 10 percent will occur in all regions. The San
Juan River and Fort Union regions, the Utah part of the Uinta-Southwestern
Utah Region, and the Wyoming part of Powder River Region will all be
significantly restricted below demand for production from these regions. The
Colorado part of Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, both parts of Green
River-Hams Fork Region, and the Montana part of the Powder River Region will
pick up some of the losses, but mostly to satisfy local or western demand.

The Western regions as a whole will lose a significant portion of the
midwestern demand market. Western production will drop by 65 million tons
from its forecast under the Proposed Action. The Midwestern regions will gain
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Figure 3-2d

30 million tons, and the Appalachian regions will gain 10 million tons.
Except for the Uinta- Southwestern Utah Region shifts, all western production
changes will involve surface-mined coal. The Midwestern regions' gains will
be almost all surf ace -mined coal, mostly in Texas and Illinois and the rest
scattered. The Appalachian regions* gains will probably all come from
subsurface coal in eastern Kentucky and southern West Virginia.

Another aspect of the coal production shifts is that total U.S. production will
drop by 25 million tons, partly because of higher average heat content in the

Midwestern and Appalachian regions and partly because of more use of natural
gas in the Midwest and Southwest and more use of both oil and gas on the West
Coast

.

The effect of No New Federal Leasing has the tendency to maintain current
market shares. At the low and medium production levels, the trend of shifting
market shares from Appalachian to the Midwestern regions will continue, but at

the high production level the dominance of new production in Western regions
will decrease with gains by both the Midwestern and Appalachian regions.
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The market shares among the federal regions also track more closely to current

shares at both the medium and high production levels. These production shifts

will result in a variety of costs and benefits, but one sure result will be

higher energy costs, particularly in certain regions. Not only will lower

cost energy supplies be replaced by higher cost supplies, but the restricted

competition will result in higher profit margins for some energy suppliers

with the greater costs being passed on to the end users. The cost impact on a

national basis will be small, but in certain regions- the Midwest and

West—the impact could be significant.

PRODUCTION FORECASTS UNDER PREFERENCE RIGHT AND EMERGENCY LEASING

Forecasts under the assumption of emergency leasing only were not generated
because they would not significantly differ from forecasts for No New Federal
Leasing. Some of the small production changes may be avoided, but not the

major shifts. Estimating potential capacity resulting from the issuing of

preference right leases was difficult because of a lack of information for
many PRLAs and the uncertainties of issuance.

•0
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19
197!

No New Federal
Leasing Alternative

\ COAL SUBREGION
PRODUCTION ESTIMATE
his 1985 Supplemental EIS

Preference Right
and Emergency

Leasing Alternative Proposed Action

Figure 3-3f

Although BLM is legally required to process outstanding PRLAs , there is no
guarantee that leases will be issued. Of the PRLAs processed since 1976, half
were either rejected or withdrawn. Of the remaining PRLAs, some will likely-

fail to meet commercial quantities criteria, and others have unresolved
environmental conflicts.

The BLM field staff estimated a range of capacities from outstanding PRLAs.
The forecasts for this alternative used the low end of these ranges to ensure
the greatest differences from the Proposed Action. The regional production
changes at the low and medium production levels were insignificant, falling
between the Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing. Transportation
distribution tables were not made for production levels for Preference Right
and Emergency Leasing. At the high production level, the only significant
shifts will occur after 1995. The production and transportation results fall
between the Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing.

1 1
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PRODUCTION FORECASTS

TABLE 3-8

COAL DISTRIBUTION FROM WESTERN LEASING REGIONS
HIGH PRODUCTION LEVEL
(million tons/year)

No New Federal Leasing
Destination

Proposed Action*
Destination

Source
Region

Produc- Local Other Produc-
tion Regions Rockies Midwest West tion

Local Other
Regions Rockies Midwest West

1985

Fort Union 21 21

Powder River 140 25

Green River-
Hams Fork 34 20

Uinta-SW Utah 18 11

San Juan River 23 22

105

11

2

1990

Fort Union 24 24

Powder River 199 30 17 142 10

Green River-
Hams Fork 37 22 3 10 2

Uinta-SW Utah 28 17 6 2 3

San Juan River 28 23 5

197

30

21

140

11

1

1995

Fort Union 33 30 3 36

Powder River 267 35 22 190 20 263
Green River-
Hams Fork 43 24 5 10 4 --

Uinta-SW Utah 36 22 10 2 2 37

San Juan River 41 25 3 13 40

6

186

3

12

2000

Fort Union 33 33 51 41

Powder River 324 50 30 220 24 374 --

Green River-
Hams Fork 60 32 6 10 4 50 28

Uinta-SW Utah 43 25 7 1 10 47 —
San Juan River AS 31 17 56 32

10

10 —
265 29

12

3 9

6 18

Tonnages for the Proposed Action are shown only where they differ from No New Federal
Leasing.
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FORECAST COMPARISONS

TABLE 3-9
COMPARISON OF REGIONAL MARKET SHARES

AT YEAR 2000 PRODUCTION LEVELS
(Percent of Total U.S. Production)

No

1985

New Federal Leas ins

Low Medium High
Pro posed Action

ReRion 1985 Low Medium Hi Rh

Appalachian 46 46 45 51 46 46 46 51
Midwestern 26 26 21 21 26 26 23 21
Western 28 28 34 28 28 28 31 28

Fort Union 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2

Powder River 16 15 21 16 16 16 18 16
Green River-Hams Fork 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
Uinta-SW Utah 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2

San Juan River 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Alabama Subregion 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

FORECAST COMPARISONS

This section compares current forecasts to the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a) forecasts
and other recent forecasts to provide a perspective from which to view the

current forecasts in the supplemental EIS.

The 1979 forecasts (Table 3-10) now appear high, but a closer examination
reveals that the low production forecasts are not too far off. In 1985, U.S.

total coal production will be below that forecast in 1979 by less than 10
percent, according to current estimates. The forecast for 1990 of 1,114
million tons compares favorably to the current forecast range of 1,030 to

1,100 million tons. A review of the assumptions used in the low production
forecast in 1979 shows why this forecast compares favorably to reality.

The world oil prices used ranged from $13 to $20 per barrel ($13 at the low
production level). These prices seem low, but they were estimated in 1975
dollars, which, when converted to 1984 dollars, are reasonably accurate. The
1979 forecasts, however, anticipated neither the enormous increase in oil
prices resulting in a worldwide recession nor the later drop in prices.

The most important factor is the electricity growth rate, which accounts for
most of the differences. The 1979 low production level used 3.5 percent for
1977-85 and 1985-90. This rate is high, particularly for the 1977-85 period,
because of the severe recession. The 1985-90 rate used in the 1979
projections is approximately the rate used in the current forecasts for the
same period.

In addition to differences in the average electric power consumption growth
rate, regional differences are important. The recession most severely
affected the midwestern industrial states, greatly reducing the demand for
electricity in this region and accounting for most of the differences in
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TABLE 3-10
REGIONAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS FROM THE 1979 FES

(million tons/year)

Actual
Production

1977*
Product

1985

Low
ion Level

1990

Medium
Production Level

1985 1990
Product

1985

High
ion Level

1990

Total U.S. 688 990 1114 1116 1521 1188 1856

Appalachian
Midwestern
Western

390
163

135

427
249

314

386
336
382

440
273

404

445
402
674

454
282

452

479
441

937

Fort Union
Powder River

10
72

18
140

22
174

20
205

21

396
23

232
35

603
Green River-
Hams Fork

19 90 106 112 150 129 178

Uinta-SW Utah
San Juan River
Alabama

14

8

21

26

21

21

25

34

14

26

23

21

28

58

14

26

23

21

28

72

14

*Actual production for the Western regions was estimated for 1978,

production patterns between the 1979 FES forecasts and the current situation
and forecasts.

Another important factor is nuclear capacity. For 1985, the 1979 FES used 84
gigawatts for the low production level, which will probably be just about
correct. For 1990, the low figure was 150 gigawatts, which will be much too
high according to actual 1985 indications.

Other factors that are less important nationally but that have large regional
impacts are demand for synthetic fuels and exports. The 1979 low production
level synthetic fuels demand forecasts are a little too high, whereas the
exports are too low. The synthetic fuels demand mostly affects the Western
regions, whereas the exports tend to affect the Appalachian regions the most.
Once again, the differences in assumptions contributed to the differences in

forecasts

.

Transportation costs can also cause significant shifts in regional production
patterns. Higher transportation costs favor high heat content coal close to
the demand point. Low transportation costs favor coal with low production and
utilization costs. Current transportation costs are much higher than
anticipated in the 1979 FES, accounting for some of the differences between
eastern and western coal production.

COMPARISON OF CURRENT FORECASTS
WITH FALL 1984 DATA RESOURCES, INC. FORECASTS

Table 3-11 presents fall 1984 coal forecasts by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI)
(1984) and shows two basic points of comparison with the current forecasts.
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FORECAST COMPARISONS

Total U.S.

TABLE 3-11
DRI COAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS

(million tons/year)

1985

918

1990

1,054

Appalachian 428 489
Midwestern 205 220
Western 285 345

Fort Union 23 27
Powder River 160 212
Green River-Hams 38 38
Fork

Uinta-SW Utah 25 28
San Juan River 20 21
Alabama Subregion 32 38

1995

1,215

533
262
420

32
261

37

33

27

43

2000

1,471

625

328
518

36
339

40

35

33

47

2005

1,810

726

410
674

39
476

41

34

45

49

Source: Data Resources, Inc. 1984.

The overall demand for coal is in the lower part of the range of BLM
forecasts, and the market shares favor the Western regions more than BLM's
forecasts. (DRI has stated that is Powder River Region forecast will be lower
in its winter issue.) The DRI forecasts use lower electricity demand growth
rates, lower exports, and lower net coal demands than do BLM's. Synfuels and

industrial steam coal demands are similar. Assumptions concerning nuclear and
other steam fuel capacities for electricity generation are similar to the
assumptions for the BLM high production level. DRI's transportation rates are

also similar to the BLM's high production level, where the Powder River Region
has a greater advantage than other regions. Thus, under DRI's forecasts, the
Powder River Region will gain production, while the other Western regions are
producing at about BLM's low production levels. In the DRI's forecasts the
Midwestern regions have less of the market than at the BLM low and medium
production levels but a similar share of the market to BLM's high production
level. The market share of the Appalachian regions is less than at any of
BLM's production levels. Similar differences exist even in the short-term
projections for 1985.

COMPARISON WITH DOE/EIA'S 1984 ANNUAL OUTLOOK FOR COAL

Table 3-12 summarizes the Department of Energy, Energy Information Agency's
(EIA) forecasts as presented in its 1984 Annual Outlook (DOE/EIA 1984). The
regional breakdown in the Annual Outlook differs somewhat from that used by
BLM, but the following conclusions can be made. EIA's Fort Union Region
forecasts are slightly lower than the BLM low production level forecasts. The
forecasts for the rest of the Western regions are about the same as the BLM
medium production level forecasts except that the Wyoming part of Powder River
Region is about 10 million tons less in 1995. Thus, although the overall EIA
forecast is similar to the BLM low production forecasts, it favors the West
more than do the BLM forecasts. EIA forecasts for the Western regions are
similar to BLM medium production forecasts.
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TABLE 3-12
EIA COAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS

(million tons)

1985 1990 1995

Total U.S. 900 1,045 1,191
Appalachian 448 506 558
Midwestern 190 233 280
Western 262 306 353

Source: DOE/EIA 1984

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FORECAST COMPARISONS

Two main conclusions can be drawn from the above comparisons. First, current
BLM forecasts are similar to other leading coal forecasts. Second,
differences in assumptions and the uncertainties surrounding these assumptions

suggest that none of these forecasts can be summarily rejected in favor of

another. This reasoning and the examination of the 1979 FES forecasts reveal

that the full range of forecasts should be evaluated in this supplemental
EIS. Even with all the changes that have occurred since 1979, the low
forecasts have been close to reality. Although the future remains unknown, an

evaluation of BLM forecasts for three production levels is likely to cover the

range of impacts that actually result.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 4 consists of two major sections: (1) scope of the analysis and

analytical approach and (2) description of the environment and environmental

impact analysis.

The first section describes the scope of the analysis of the program

alternatives, the major issues raised in the scoping process, and how these

issues are addressed in the supplemental EIS or will be in later EISs. This

section also outlines the general analytical approach and impact estimation

procedures

.

The affected environment and environmental impact analysis portion describes

the environment that would be affected by the Proposed Action and alternatives

and shows the results of the analysis for each resource under each alternative

by region. General impacts that apply to each region, alternative, time

period, and production level are addressed first to reduce repetition.

Impacts are then analyzed for each alternative by region. Where impacts would

not differ by alternative, they are discussed by region. The resources are

discussed in the same order for consistency, but this order does not represent

a priority of importance. Where impacts would not differ by alternative, they

are discussed by region. Chapter 5 compares the impacts of alternatives by

resource.

As shown in Chapter 3, impacts of a federal coal leasing program can be

projected only for certain regions in certain target years because existing

and planned mine capacity may be sufficient to meet projected coal demand

whether or not any more federal coal is leased. Therefore, the environmental

impact analysis only addresses the "impact points" shown in Table 4-1 where a

federal program to lease coal would have measurable environmental effects.

SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Scope of the Analysis

This EIS is a programmatic supplement to assess the national impacts of four-

federal coal management program alternatives The scope of this supplement is

limited to analyzing program-level impacts. A broad statement of overall

impacts of the program will enable the Department of the Interior to make

decisions concerning broad program design and national policy questions. This

supplemental EIS does not involve analyses of leasing specific amounts of coal

or of leasing specific sites. These analyses will be conducted for lease

sales and for individual operations as stated in the discussion of tiering in

the Purpose and Need section of Chapter 1. The impacts would apply to all

land ownership- federal (BLM, Forest Services, etc.), state, Indian, and

private

.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TABLE 4-1

COAL IMPACT POINTS
(Points at which coal production under Preference Right and Emergency
Leasing, Leasing by Application*, and the Proposed Action would differ

from No New Federal Leasing)

Fort Union Region

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action/Leasing by Application
1995 Medium 1995 Medium

High High
2000 Low 2000 Low

Medium Medium
High High

Powder River Region

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action/Leasing by Application
1990 High (Wyoming only) 1990 High (Wyoming only)
1995 Medium (Wyoming and Montana) 1995 Medium (Wyoming and Montana)

High (Wyoming only) High (Wyoming only)
2000 Low (Wyoming only) 2000 Low (Wyoming only)

Medium (Wyoming and Montana) Medium (Wyoming and Montana)
High (Wyoming and Montana) High (Wyoming and Montana)

Green River-Hams Fork

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action/Leasing by Application
2000 High (Wyoming and Colorado) 1990 Low (Wyoming only)

Medium (Wyoming only)
2000 High (Wyoming and Colorado)

Uinta-Southwestern Utah

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action/Leasing by Application
1995 High (Utah only) 1995 High (Utah only)
2000 High (Colorado and Utah) 2000 High (Colorado and Utah)

San Juan River

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Proposed Action/Leasing by Application
1995 High ~1990 Lo^
2000 High Medium

1995 High
2000 High

Alabama

None

* Leasing by Application and the Proposed Action have similar impacts as
discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore the tables and discussion in Chapter 4 do
not distinguish between the two alternatives but simply show impacts for the
Proposed Action.
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INTRODUCTION

The impact analysis addresses the following cycles of coal development:

exploration and mine development, surface and subsurface extraction and

beneficiation, and transportation. The analysis in this supplemental EIS does

not cover the impact of conversion facilities because development of new

conversion facilities cannot be shown to depend on new federal coal leasing at

the programmatic level. Where conversion facilities are proposed for leasing

or mining of federal coal, the building of such facilities will require

compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act. One observation,

however, can be made at this time: because this supplemental EIS projects

coal production to be less than that projected by the 1979 FES, fewer impacts

would result from the fewer conversions that might occur.

Later site-specific analyses of individual tracts and regional EISs will

evaluate potential impacts of leasing. The location and type of new

facilities is better addressed at a later review and decision point in

site-specific or regional analyses when more specific data exists..

Five major issues emerged from the Department of the Interior's analysis of

comments on the scope of the supplement. The five issues and the Department's

response in this supplemental EIS are outlined in the Decision on the Scope of

the Supplement to the 1979 FES (USDI 1984b) and are summarized below.

© Relationships of the supplement to ongoing changes in the coal program.

Recent changes to the coal program resulting from 1984 reports by the

Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes

Commission) (Linowes and others 1984) and the Office of Technology

Assessment (OTA 1984) were analyzed in separate environmental assessments,

and findings of no significant impact were made. Comments on the draft

EIS may, however, discuss interrelationships of the components of the coal

program, including the effect of all recently proposed changes. All

regulatory changes will be made final after the final supplemental EIS is

published and all public comments are considered.

•

o

o

Scope of market analysis . To underscore the importance of market

analysis, it is highlighted in Chapter 3 of this supplemental EIS and is

further supported by a separate technical report (BLM 1985b).

Assessment of reclamation success on surface-mined western coal lands. A

technical appendix (Appendix 5) on reclamation and erosion control on

surface mined lands was developed for the supplemental EIS to present

summary results based on research and experience from existing mines.

Impacts of the Department's policy to pursue coal exchanges . To address

this topic, an explanation is included in Chapter 1 of this supplemental

EIS.

Programmatic alternatives . Programmatic alternatives that the Department

should analyze in the supplemental EIS are described in Chapter 2. Other

alternatives considered and the rationale for not including them in the

supplemental EIS are given in Chapter 2--Proposed Action and Alternatives.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Analytical Approach

This supplemental EIS contains a general analysis of the environmental impacts
of four alternative federal programs at three coal production levels in six
coal regions. The analysis focuses on the impacts at low, medium, and high
levels of coal production for target years 1990, 1995, and 2000 in each
region. The impacts for each of these points under No New Federal Leasing
were analyzed and documented. For the Proposed Action and the other
alternatives, the analysis identified impact points (Table 4-1) at which
projected production would differ from the No New Federal Leasing Alternative,
which was used as the baseline. Only the impact at these points were analyzed
and documented in the EIS. Impacts stated for these points would be
associated only with total coal production in a target year, not with the
difference in production between the Proposed Action or alternative and No New
Federal Leasing. Chapter 5, Comparative Analysis, documents the differences
in impacts between No New Federal Leasing and the Proposed Action and other
alternatives and also addresses impacts outside the federal coal production
regions

.

Two other factors must be considered in a discussion of the analytical
approach to this supplemental EIS:

• Coal production might be the same under different alternatives, but the
impacts would not necessarily be the same because of (1) the need to develop
coal reserves as reserves are mined, (2) the substitution of less expensive
coal for more expensive coal, and (3) the substitution of more environmentally
acceptable coal for coal with higher environmental costs.

o Although impacts can be estimated, they cannot be determined at the
programmatic level because most are site specific and depend upon local
conditions at time of mining, such as the type of habitat being disturbed and
the condition of the surrounding area or the population level of a specific
community and its existing housing.

Because the Proposed Action is the continuation of a modified program to
manage federal coal and not a specific proposal to develop coal, the analyses
assumed three levels of possible production needed to meet national demands.
If implemented, the Proposed Action would initiate procedures that would
consider new leasing and development of coal reserves. Decisions under the
Proposed Action to lease of not to lease would also influence to a degree the
development of federal reserves under leases previously issued by the
Department. Therefore, three levels (low, medium, and high) of possible coal
demand were used as a basis for impact assessment and were developed to
attempt to predict a range of impacts that could possibly result from
proceeding with the Proposed Action. The reader of this supplemental EIS
should keep in mind that even though this EIS projects impacts, implementing
the Proposed Action would not ensure that any of these impacts would occur,
only that they or similar impacts might occur if more federal coal reserves
are leased and developed.
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In addition to the Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing, two other

alternatives are analyzed: (1) Preference Right and Emergency Leasing and (2)

Leasing by Application. Because production levels for Leasing by Application

were assumed to be the same as for the Proposed Action (see Chapter 3), the

impacts for this alternative are also assumed to be the same throughout the

analysis. Because all analysis for the Proposed Action applies equally to

Leasing by Application, the later alternative will not be discussed separately

in this chapter. Assumptions for the production levels under each alternative

are outlined in Chapter 3.

Regional multipliers, developed from regional coal EISs, were used to predict

resource impacts whenever possible. Where data did not permit the use of

regional multipliers, national multipliers were used. Appendix 4,

Methodologies, compares 1985 multipliers with the environmental loading

factors used in the 1979 EIS (BLM 1979a). The multipliers are based on units

of coal production associated with a particular resource attribute. The

multiplier is applied to the amount of coal production for each production

level, time period, and alternative except for the No New Federal Leasing

Alternative. Estimating procedures for resources are also given in Appendix

4. Assumptions for specific resources are given in the individual resource

sections in Chapter 4.

SOCIOECONOMICS

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The area of influence for socioeconomic analysis for each coal region differs

somewhat from the coal region itself because coal is not expected to be mined

in all parts of the regions. Appendix 4 defines the socioeconomic areas of

influence. General socioeconomic concerns of Native Americans are discussed

in the Native American Issues section of Chapter 4.

Fort Union Region

The Fort Union Region has a relatively small population, low population

density, and fairly small communities. See Appendix 4, for the counties

making up the region's area of influence. Total population of this area in

1982 was estimated at 191,200, with population density averaging 6.9 persons

per square mile (Table 4-2a) . The largest community is Bismarck, North

Dakota, with a 1980 population of 61,000 in its urbanized area. Four other

communities have populations ranging from 5,000 to 16,000.

Except for the Bismarck area, communities in the area of influence are limited

in their infrastructures. Medical and social services, shopping

opportunities, and recreation facilities are particularly deficient. Public

safety has been seen as a problem in some of the communities experiencing

recent growth (BLM 1982a)

.

The area's economy is based on agriculture and mining. Agriculture consists

mainly of wheat farming in the northern and eastern parts and cattle ranching

with some irrigated farming in the southern and western parts.
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TABLE 4-2a
POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE*

FORT UNION COAL REGION**

Total Population 191,200
Total Area (square miles) 27,801
Population per square mile 6.9
Per capita personal income $10,956
Per capita personal income as a.

percent of U.S. average 99

X of Earnings X of
Economic Factors Employment Total (thousands) Total

Agriculture 11,014 12 $ 99,410 7
Mineral Industry 4,973 5 151,553 10
Construction 7,912 3 217,459 14
Manufacturing 3,246 3 66,910 4
Transportation, communication,

and utilities 7,014 7 214,211 14
Trade 18.878 20 247,771 16
Finance, insurance, and

real estate 3,044 3 60,408 4
Services 17,087 1G 238,225 16
Nonfarm proprietors 8,582 9 **

Government 14.817 15 227.842 15

TOTAL 96,567 1,523,789

*Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under either
the no leasing or leasing alternatives.
**Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm
proprietors* earnings are included in each sector, whereas employment is
reported as a separate figure.

Mineral developments include coal, oil, and gas. Because the coal is lignite,
it is used mainly in mine-mouth facilities, and little is being exported from
the region. Table 4-2a shows that the mineral industry has become an
important component of the economy, constituting 5 percent of employment and
10 percent of earnings. Those parts of the area of influence not involved in
mineral development are continuing on a gradual long-term decline in
employment and population.

Local attitudes toward coal development can be described as qualified
approval. Residents of smaller communities would like to see the economic
base expanded to add a buffer for years when agricultural production is down.
Residents of rural areas, however, express strong concerns about the
conservation of agriculture, the protection of air and water quality, and such
adverse impacts of development as crowding and increased crime (BLM 1982a).
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Powder River Region

The Powder River Region has a small population, low population density, and

relatively small communities. (See Appendix 4 for the counties making up the

area of influence.) The area of influence had an estimated 1982 population of

228,200 and an average density of 4.7 persons per square mile (Table 4-2b)

.

Casper, Wyoming, with a 1980 population of 59,000 in its urbanized area, is

the largest community. Five other communities have populations ranging from

5,000 to 15,000.

TABLE 4-2b

POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE

POWDER RIVER COAL REGION*

Total Population

Total Area (square miles)

Population per square mile

Per capita personal income

Per capita personal income as a

percent of U.S. average

228,200
48,223

4.7

$12,590

113

Economic Factors

Agriculture
Mineral Industry
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation,

and utilities

Trade

Finance, insurance, and

real estate

Services
Nonfarm proprietors

Government

TOTAL

communication,

% of Earnings % of

Employment Total (thousands) Total

9,895 8 $ 29,509 1

18,221 15 603,611 27

12,010 10 351,585 16

3,538 3 91,959 4

5,948 5 168,097 8

21,693 18 335,441 15

3,669 3 75,040 4

15,727 13 272,458 12

11,191 10 **

18.263 15 285.333 13

120,155 2,213,033

*Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under either

the no leasing or leasing alternatives.

**Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm

proprietors' earnings are included in each sector, whereas employment is

reported as a separate figure.

Infrastructure development in the area presents a mixed picture. Those

communities affected by recent mineral development have expanded their

infrastructure and can accommodate further population growth. Most

communities in areas untouched by mining have more limited facilities that

would require significant expansion for growth. Inadequate medical service is

the infrastructural problem most often mentioned in area communities (BLM

1981b)

.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Agriculture and mining provide most of the area's economic base. Cattle
ranching and irrigated hay farming dominate agriculture. Oil, gas, and coal
are the leading mineral products. Mining, including refining, provides 15
percent of total employment and 27 percent of earnings in the area, ranking
first. The current energy market slump, however, has lowered near-term
employment and population expectations in most of the area. Area's outside
the influence of mineral development have remained fairly stable in population
and employment.

Local attitudes toward coal development vary. Attitudes in Wyoming, where
recent coal mining growth has occurred, are highly favorable toward
development. The current depressed economic conditions in Wyoming tend to
increase the support for development. Attitudes in Montana areas are mixed,
with support in towns and mixed opposition and support in rural areas.
Opposition in Montana appears to center on changes in the rural lifestyle that
would result from growth and the high degree of transiency among recent
coal-related populations.

Green River-Hams Fork Region

The Green River-Hams Fork Region has the smallest total population of the six
regions, the lowest density, and the smallest communities. Appendix 4 shows
the counties in its area of influence. This area has an estimated total 1982
population of 140,800, and an average population density of 3.9 persons per
square mile (Table 4-2c). The area's largest community is Rock Springs,
Wyoming, with an estimated 1985 population of 25,000 in the city and
surrounding area. Five other communities have populations ranging from 5,000
to 13,000.

Infrastructure development in this area has benefitted from recent
mining-induced growth. Most of the larger communities can accommodate
population increases, but the infrastructures of the smaller communities would
be strained by a large population influx. Medical and social services are
most often in short supply, and fire protection in many communities is given a
below- average rating under the national fire insurance rating system.

Mining, agriculture, and tourism are the area's economic mainstays. Coal, oil
and gas, trona, and uranium are the main mineral products. Cattle, sheep, and
irrigated hay make up most of the agricultural production. The tourist
industry is important in scattered locations that provide skiing, water
sports, and dispersed recreation. Mining provides 22 percent of total
employment and 37 percent of earnings, ranking first. As in the Powder River
Region, slumping energy markets have depressed the local economies in all
parts of the area, except in the few places where tourism has maintained the
local base. Because mineral development has pervaded the entire region,
virtually no parts of the area are unaffected by the current economic
conditions in mining.

Attitudes toward coal development display the same qualified approval as
described for the Fort Union Region, with current economic conditions raising
the level of approval. Residents recognize that development of the area's
mineral resources is the only likely means of economic recovery and further
growth. On the other hand, experience of past mining slumps, reinforced by
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TABLE 4-2c

POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE

GREEN RIVER-HAMS FORK COAL REGION*

Total Population
Total Area (square miles)
Population per square mile
Per capita personal income

Per capita personal income as a

percent of U.S. average

140,800
36,119

3.9

$11,747

106

X. of Earnings % of

Economic Factors Employment Total (thousands) Total

Agriculture 3,803 5 $ 13,202 1

Mineral Industry- 15,687 22 532,289 37

Construction 6,520 9 180,468 13

Manufacturing 1,652 2 38,822 3

Transportation, communication,

and utilities 6,129 8 172,268 12

Trade 12,014 16 162,270 11

Finance, insurance, and

real estate 2,126 3 36,519 3

Services 8,102 11 121,823 8

Nonfarm proprietors 6,167 9 2

Government 11.117 15 176,527 12

TOTAL 73,317 1,434,188

*Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under either

the no leasing or leasing alternatives.

**Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm

proprietors' earnings are included in each sector, whereas employment is

reported as a separate figure.

the present one, makes residents skeptical toward proposals lacking a promise

of stability. Protection of the area's natural beauty and recreation

opportunities is rated important to both the tourist economy and the local

lifestyle.

Uinta-Southweetern Utah Region

Though similar to the other western coal regions in demographic

characteristics, the Uinta- Southwestern Utah Region has perhaps the most

uneven population distribution, with a few areas of relative concentration

surrounded by expanses of virtually uninhabited land. (See Appendix 4 for the

counties included in the area of influence.) The area had a total estimated

1982 population of 215,600, and a population density of 7.9 persons per square

mile (Table 4-2d) . Grand Junction, Colorado is the area's largest community,

having a population of 57,000 within its urbanized area. Three other

communities have populations ranging from 5,000 to 9,000.
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TABLE 4-Zd
POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE

UINTA-SOUTHWESTERN UTAH COAL REGION*

Total Population 215,600
Total Area (square miles) 27,120
Population per square mile 7.9

Per capita personal income $9,712
Per capita personal income as a

percent of U.S. average 87

% of Earnings % of
Economic Factors Employment Total (thousands) Total

Agriculture 6,810 7 $ 21,392 1
Mineral Industry 9,481 10 325,291 21
Construction 6,687 7 167,456 11
Manufacturing 5,355 5 91,801 6

Transportation, communication,
and utilities 5,408 5 142,486 9

Trade 20,284 20 249,616 16
Finance, insurance, and

real estate 4,105 4 69,232 5

Services 16,279 16 253,002 16
Nonfarm proprietors 10,575 11 **

Government 15.431 15 227.487 15

TOTAL 100,415 1,547,763

*Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under either
the no leasing or leasing alternatives.
**Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm
proprietors' earnings are included in each sector, while employment is
reported as a separate figure.

Infrastructure development in many communities is barely adequate to serve
present populations. Problems prevail in medical services, water treatment,

sewage and solid waste disposal, and fire protection. Recent developments
absorbed the existing surplus but is insufficient for future needs.

Mining is the dominant economic activity, but tourism is growing and federal
military and civilian operations are important in local areas. Coal, oil and

gas, uranium, and other metals are or have been important in different parts
of the area. A long history of mining booms and slumps, including the current
slump, have caused persistent employment and population instability. Ten
national parks, recreation areas, and monuments; other natural and scenic
areas; ski resorts; and abundant white water provide the stimulus for a

growing tourist industry. Agriculture, mostly livestock grazing and related
hay production, is widespread but overshadowed by other developments.
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Current economic conditions have created a more favorable attitude toward more
coal development, but the support is heavily qualified by the area's

experience. Infrastructure problems caused by recent growth have spurred a

strong demand for more orderly development. As in the Green River-Hams Fork

region, skepticism resulting from mining's past instability and the value

placed on the area's natural beauty and recreation opportunities are important

local concerns.

San Juan River Region

The San Juan River Region is similar to the other western coal regions in

having a low population density, but it also has the lowest per capita

personal income. (Appendix 4 shows the counties included in the area of

influence.) The area had a total estimated 1982 population of 317,400, and a

population density of 7.0 persons per square mile. The area's largest

community is Farmington, New Mexico, with an estimated population of 40,000 in

the city and surrounding area (Table 4-2e). Eight other communities have

populations ranging from 5,000 to 18,000.

TABLE 4-2e
POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE

SAN JUAN RIVER COAL REGION*

Total Population
Total Area (square miles)
Population per square mile
Per capita personal income
Per capita personal income as a

percept of U.S. average

317,400
45,051

7.0

$6,955

S3

% of Earnings % of
Economic Factors Employment Total (thousands) Total

Agriculture 3,628 4 $ 44,125 3

Mineral Industry 8,312 9 280,781 18
Construction 7,705 8 183,016 12

Manufacturing 3,527 4 69,654 4

Transportation, communication,
and utilities 7,096 8 209,055 13

Trade 14,615 16 181,165 11
Finance, insurance, and

real estate 2,245 2 34,075 2

Services 16,932 18 228,493 14
Nonfarm proprietors 6,036 6 **

Government 23.077 25 370,653 23

TOTAL 93,173 1,601,017

*Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under either
the no leasing or leasing alternatives.
**Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm
proprietors' earnings are included in each sector, whereas employment is

reported as a separate figure.
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Rapid growth in the 1970s placed strains on the infrastructures of some
communities, but recent improvements have provided enough capacity for present
and near-future needs. Most of the larger communities can accommodate
population increases, but the smaller communities and Indian reservations
would require additions to their infrastructures to handle a large population
influx.

Mining and agriculture make up the area's economic base, with mining the
dominant activity. Oil and gas, coal, uranium, and other metals are or have
been important in different parts of the area. Agriculture consists mainly of
livestock grazing with some irrigated farming. The area's scenic and
archaeological attractions have induced a small but growing tourist industry.
Table 4-2e shows that mining is an important sector of the economy, accounting
for 9 percent of total employment and 18 percent of earnings. As a result,
the current energy slump has significantly affected the economy, and, as in
the Green River-Hams Fork and Uinta-Southwestern Utah regions, the effect has
spread throughout the area of influence.

Those communities experiencing recent mineral-related growth are now better
equipped to deal with the resulting social changes. As in the other western
coal regions, current economic conditions have created some support for more
coal development. Protection of the area's natural beauty, recreation
opportunities, and air and water quality, however, remain important local
concerns

.

Alabama Subregion

Unlike the western coal regions, the Alabama Subregion has a large population,
high population density, and larger communities. (See Appendix 4 for the
counties in the area of influence.) The area had a total estimated 1982
population of 898,200 and a population density of 231.0 persons per square
mile. Birmingham, Alabama, with a 1980 urbanized area population of 606,000
is the dominant community (Table 4-2f ) . Three other communities have
populations ranging from 5,000 to 75,000.

The area's larger communities have well-developed infrastructures that can
accommodate growth at the currently expected rate . Expansion required by
baseline growth is included in local development plans.

The area's diversified economic base includes manufacturing, trade, service,
mining, and agriculture. Birmingham is a major steel-producing center and a
regional center for trade and services. Coal is the main mineral product, but
a potential exists for oil and gas development. Agricultural products include
cotton, a variety of other crops, and livestock. Industrial recession has
raised area unemployment to the two-digit level and, under the projected
moderate baseline growth, the jobless rate would remain relatively high.

Local attitudes toward coal development, conditioned by long experience with
the coal industry, can be described as highly qualified approval. Recession
and high unemployment have increased the support for further development.
Environmental problems resulting from past coal development, especially strip
mines, have nevertheless created a strong demand for more effective
environmental controls.
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TABLE 4-2f
POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AREA OF INFLUENCE

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN COAL REGION

ALABAMA SUBREGION**

Total Population
Total Area (square miles)

Population per square mile
Per capita personal income

Per capita personal income as a

percent of U.S. average

898,200
3,889

231
$10,144

91

% of Earnings % of

Economic Factors Employment Total (thousands) Total

Agriculture 5,019 1 $ 26,501 *

Mineral Industry 11,177 3 404,280 6

Construction 18,630 4 417,582 6

Manufacturing 58,078 14 1,285,973 18

Transportation, communication,
and utilities 29,206 7 846,034 12

Trade 86,667 21 1,263,904 18

Finance, insurance, and
real estate 24,943 6 480,125 7

Services 86,238 21 1,274,712 18

Nonfarm proprietors 22,404 5 ***

Government 74.900 18 1.098,650 15

TOTAL 417,262 7,097,761

*Less than 0.5 percent.

**Data is for counties expected to be affected by coal development under

either the no leasing or leasing alternatives

***Employment and earnings figures are calculated on different bases. Nonfarm

proprietors' earnings are included in each sector, whereas employment

is reported as a separate figure.

IMPACTS

The general types of impacts that would result from either No New Federal

Leasing or any of the alternative federal coal management programs are

described in the General Impacts section. Later sections on each of the

alternatives highlight differences in the degree and regional distribution of

impacts. Impacts directly attributable to the choice of a federal coal

program would occur only at impact points shown in Table 4-1.

General Impacts

Increased coal production would create both beneficial and adverse impacts in

the local area surrounding new or expanded mines. Beneficial_ impacts would

include more jobs, new business opportunities, expanded shopping and

entertainment facilities, and increased local government revenues. Adverse

effects would include (1) additions to local government capital and operating

costs that sometimes create financial difficulties, (2) temporary shortfalls

in housing and public services, (3) increased social problems and emotional

stress, and (4) irreversible changes in local lifestyles.
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The following elements of the socioeconomic environment could be affected by
later federal coal leasing actions resulting from the decision on the federal
coal management program alternatives:

existing local business, industry, and agriculture;
employment opportunities;
population;
housing and infrastructure;
local government revenues and expenditures; and
social structures and lifestyles.

Possible impacts to each of these elements are described in the following
subsections. The discussions are general and are intended to define the
categories of impacts and to show how they relate to one another. Combined
with the numerical data presented in the sections on the alternatives, they
portray the overall nature and size of changes in the economic and social
environment that could result from program decisions. Appendix 4,
Methodologies, describes the data sources and analysis methods used to make
these estimates.

This analysis cannot be used by local officials to plan mitigation strategy.
Coal program impacts would not be evenly spread over an area of influence but
would be concentrated near the coal tracts that are leased. Information on
specific tracts and the communities that would be affected by them is not
included in a programmatic analysis of this type. Future regional and
site-specific EISs will address environmental impacts at the community level.

Existing Local Business, Industry, and Agriculture. Coal development would
affect local business, industry, and agriculture in three different ways: (1)
resource conflicts, (2) secondary business growth, and (3) urbanization.

Resource conflicts would occur when the land, water, and human resources that
would be affected by coal mining are now used in other economic activities.
Agriculture is nearly always affected by surface mining because most coal
deposits are on lands that are being farmed or grazed. The significance of
this impact would depend on the presence of undeveloped agricultural land in
each locale. Such land exists in many parts of the western coal regions, but
little if any exists in the Alabama Subregion.

Secondary business growth would be stimulated (a) by local purchases of
supplies and services by the mines and (b) by local spending of incomes by
mine employees. The infusion of new money into an area would create new jobs
and business opportunities, but the infusion of new money would often be
accompanied by the less desirable effect of local inflation.

Urbanization refers to the expansion of communities onto nearby agricultural
land, which may result in the loss of agricultural production and income.
Because many communities lie in river valleys, particularly in the western
coal regions, urbanization all too often causes conversion of higher quality
cropland to urban uses.
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Employment Opportunities. Increased coal production would create more
jobs. Increased employment would be needed to build mines and to mine and

beneficiate coal. More jobs would be created by secondary business growth as

described above.

Workers would be needed to build the mines before mining could begin.

Construction would begin 2 to 5 years before a mine is in operation. But

construction work occurs mainly in the mine development phase, and workers

often have to move after a mine is fully developed. Therefore, increased

construction employment would be short term although the number of

construction workers is often larger in smaller communities than is the

permanent operation workforce.

Although all coal mining creates jobs, fewer jobs are created by surface mines

than by subsurface mines of equal productive capacity. The reason is that the

massive draglines and shovels used in surface mining require much less labor

for each ton of coal recovered than do the necessarily smaller machines used

in subsurface mining. Therefore, the impacts to employment and earnings and

related population growth in an area would depend partly on the type of mining.

The main sources of labor for western coal production, in addition to now
unemployed miners, would be agricultural workers and to some degree

construction workers. Workers skilled in heavy equipment operation could

easily transfer their skills to surface mining. Operators of small farms and

ranches often supplement their incomes by working in mining. Many

agricultural workers are expected to respond to the higher income

opportunities of coal mining and in so doing could reduce the supply and

increase the cost of agricultural labor (BLM 1979a). The same phenomenon may

occur with employees of local businesses.

The severity of competition for labor would vary by locale, depending on the

size of the local labor force and the degree of inmigration.

Because mining wages are higher than the average wage rates in most areas,

coal development would tend to increase earnings at a higher rate than other

employment and would thus provide a greater-than- proportional stimulus to

local business growth.

Population. Population growth would result from employment growth.

Population growth, in turn, could have many other economic, fiscal, and social

impacts in the affected communities. Population growth is the best indicator

of impact severity because most impacts on quality of life that would require

mitigation would result from population growth. A large workforce is often

needed for mine construction. Because a larger percentage of construction

workers tend to be single or leave their families elsewhere, the population

impact of construction is usually lower than the employment impact.

Nevertheless, the size of the construction force would often be large enough

to cause a temporary population bulge that would disappear when the project is

completed.
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A mine normally reaches full production after a few years, at which time its

employment stabilizes and the resulting population growth ends. More
operation than construction workers tend to be married and bring their
families with them, so the proportionate population impact would be greater.

Increased population creates new secondary jobs. Depending on how many of the

jobs are filled from the local labor force and inmigrating workers* families,

a further increase of workers and population might result. Construction
usually causes less secondary business growth than operation because of its

temporary nature.

Housing and Infrastructure. The need for more housing would be in fairly
direct proportion to population growth, affected only by variations in the

percent of single workers and average family size. The need for more new
housing, however, would depend on the existing vacant housing stock. Areas

that have undergone a slump would generally need less new housing than areas

that have had a stable or increasing population. The type of housing required
would be strongly influenced by the temporary or permanent nature of new jobs,

with temporary workers more likely to seek rental or mobile housing and

permanent workers preferring single- family units. A temporarily large

increase in mobile homes might be unavoidable in rapid growth areas until the

permanent housing stock is expanded. The affect of new housing and expanded
urban land use is addressed in the Agriculture section of Chapter 4.

Infrastructure refers to all the facilities and services provided by local
governments. The basic list includes public schools, health care, public

safety and fire protection, water supply, sewage and solid waste disposal,

transportation facilities, libraries, parks and recreation facilities, and

social services. Population growth increases the need for all types of

infrastructure, usually in some proportion to the number of new people.

Affected communities, however, might differ radically in the problems that

might arise.

Economic and social change would have different impacts, requiring different
mitigation measures, in three broad categories of impacted communities.

(1) Places that have previously experienced growth, that have facilities and
services in place, and that have existing staffs and budgets to deal with
social services, planning, and land use. In these communities the problem
of additional growth would probably be least severe and most easily solved.

(2) Places where local government has not been required to respond to rapid
change. These communities would probably need to change patterns of
residential and commercial development and priorities for government
activity and spending; much social and political conflict and disruption
of community fabric could result.

(3) Small or isolated communities where few commercial and government
facilities and services exist. Introducing coal development- induced
populations into such areas would have major economic and social affects,
including up-front expenditures for capital improvement needs beyond local
funding capabilities and drastic changes in lifestyles (BLM 1979a).
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Indian reservations within the coal regions fall into all of the above three
categories. Some have already experienced energy-related growth and have

expanded their infrastructure to meet additional needs. Most, however, would

probably face a combination of the second and third category problems if new

or expanded coal mining occurs nearby. Significant infrastructure additions

could be needed, and traditional development patterns would change.

Local Government Revenues and Expenditures. Expanded coal production would
increase both the revenues and expenditures of local governments in the

affected areas. Local revenues would be boosted by ad valorem, sales and use,

and other taxes and fees paid by the mines; by further additions to these tax

revenues resulting from population and secondary business growth; and by the

parts of state severance taxes and federal royalties and bonuses that would be

returned to the affected areas by state governments. On the other hand, local

expenditures would be increased by the need to expand infrastructure and

public services to meet the needs of increased population and business.

Because local tax rates vary by area, any appropriate environmental analysis
will be included in the regional EISs. Nonlocal revenues- -federal royalty and

state severance tax revenues that would accrue to the states- -are discussed in

this supplemental EIS. (See Table 4-5 in the No New Federal Leasing
section.) These revenues would be distributed to the affected local areas at

the discretion of each state government.

Acquiring funds to expand infrastructure and public services would be a major
problem to the third category of communities described under Housing and

Infrastructure and could be a problem to communities in the other two

categories, depending on the scale of the impacts and the size of existing

infrastructures. The problem would be the result of the following:

1. Time lags between the identification of specific needs and the

acquisition of facilities to meet those needs (lead time).

2. Time lags between the need to fund the development of the

infrastructure and the generation of tax revenues from the additional

population served (front- end funding).

3. Geographic differences between the location of coal development and

the jurisdiction receiving increased infrastructure demands

(jurisdictional mismatch).

Future tax lead time impacts can be mitigated only by implementing planning
programs before energy resource development. Because of the general nature of

the tax lead time problem, a concerted private, state, and federal approach

would be required.

Although prospective revenues (from royalties, severance taxes, and local

property and sales taxes) might be adequate to cover operating and capital

investment costs over time, they could probably not be obtained when needed.

Also, because uncertainties plague coal development and make it difficult to

predict when or whether coal production will occur, even the eventual receipt

of these revenues might not be guaranteed. This front-end funding deficiency

or timely allocation of bonus payments could be met through federal or state
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loans, prepayment of taxes, federal grants, and direct financing of community
facilities by coal developers (BLM 1979a). In addition, Utah and North Dakota
(see Table 1-10) have legislation providing impact mitigation. These same
mechanisms could also be used to overcome the jurisdictional mismatch problem.

Because Indian reservations are autonomous jurisdictions rather than subunits
of the states, they cannot participate in some of the above financing
arrangements. Reservations do not levy property and sales taxes, and they do

not receive distributions of federal royalties and state severance taxes.
Royalties received from mineral development on Indian lands and other
concessions negotiated with developers can be obtained when development occurs
on the reservation. To deal with the impacts of off-reservation developments,
assistance is limited to federal programs through the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and other agencies.

Social Structures and Lifestyle. Population growth could lead to more local
governmental formality and regulation because of growth pressures, and local
governments could need more outside professional help in dealing with
growth-related problems (Mountain West Research 1982). Coordination would be
required, among authorities at the state, county, and municipal levels along
with the cooperation of industrial firms.

The affected communities would become further segmented and diversified
(Mountain West Research 1982), and length of residence, occupation, religious
preference, and similar characteristics would become even more influential in

defining relations among residents. Differences in values and experiences
between some newcomers and long-term residents could cause animosity and
mistrust, especially where existing social structures are strong and closely
knit

.

Retail expansion could improve employment opportunities for local residents
who may have limited job experience. This economic activity could also
increase the number of young residents leaving local high schools to enter the
job market (Mountain West Research 1982).

Residents, particularly women and the elderly, would feel less secure as more
young men enter the area. Community life would become more impersonal.
Stress attached to residence in a rapid-growth area would also be widespread.
Crime would likely increase or exceed increases in population levels (Mountain
West Research 1982)

.

Family instabilities (including child neglect and abuse, dissolutions, and
conflict between spouses) would be more evident, particularly in residential
living environments (such as mobile home parks) with limited space, lack of
privacy, and few amenities. Housing shortfalls (supply, variety, and
affordability) would intensify these problems (Mountain West Research 1982).

Although housing shortages could have major local social consequences, the
presence of other services and facilities would also be important in the
adaptation of communities and individuals to rapid growth. Quality of
education could suffer if buildings, employees, and maintenance funds could
not be provided in a timely manner.
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Health care is also a typical problem in such settings. A lack of facilities,
employees, and particularly emergency care treatment could cause hardships.
Mental health services could be critical in reducing some of the adaptive
problems of individuals. Timely availability of such services, along with
housing, education, and health care, would almost certainly reduce the
instabilities often associated with rapid growth.

These effects would be more pronounced in areas that have not recently
experienced rapid growth; hostility toward newcomers might be greater and
needed infrastructure and services might be lacking. But as construction
nears completion and facilities become operational, the local social
environment would become more stable and predictable.

The timespan for the stabilization of the social environment would depend on
the use of mechanisms to provide up-front funds to shorten the lead time
between the beginning of construction and the completion of facilities (see

Chapter 1, Major Federal and State Laws Mitigating Coal Related Impacts for a

discussion of the mechanisms). As the local social environment stabilizes, an

area may gain such benefits as better medical facilities and schools and
increased cultural opportunities. These benefits tend to offset the problems
experienced during the period of adjustment.

No New Federal Leasing

Coal production is expected to increase in the Western coal regions even
without new federal leasing (see Table 3-1), and expanded production could
bring more employment and population to the affected areas. These impacts
cannot be predicted with certainty because of possible variations in local
economic conditions. If any areas of influence experience a future slump
because of downturns in the noncoal parts of their economies, more coal
production might only reduce their losses in employment and population.
Therefore, the discussion below merely points to upward changes in the

economic and social environments of the areas, and the significance of these
impacts will be analyzed in the future regional coal EISs.

All of these discussions are based on the estimates of coal mining and
benef iciation employment in Table 4-3, coal-related population in Table 4-4,

and coal royalties and severance taxes in Table 4-5. (See Appendix 4 for data
sources and analysis methods.)

Because the increases in coal production and coal-related economic factors
generally continue through the year 2000, the discussion is limited to that
year. See Table 3-7 for 1990 and 1995 coal production projections.

Fort Union Region. At all three production levels, the Fort Union Region's
total annual coal production would increase from 19.4 million tons in 1983 to

33 million tons by 2000. The resulting total coal-related employment would be

2,400, total coal-related population would be 6,000, and total annual coal
royalty and severance tax revenues would be $32 million.
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Powder River Region. At the low production level, the Powder River Region's
total annual coal production would increase from 122.5 million tons in 1983 to
214 million tons by 2000. The resulting total coal-related employment would
be 23,200, total coal-related population would be 58,700, and total annual
coal royalty and severance tax revenues would be $516 million.

The region's coal-related employment would be smaller in relation to its
production than in some other regions because all mining would be by surface
methods, which require less employment per ton of coal produced than do
subsurface methods. Coal-related population, however, would be proportionally
greater than in some other regions because the fairly small present labor
force would require that most new jobs be filled by inmigrating workers.
Royalty and severance tax revenues would be higher relative to production than
in most other regions because of the large percentage of federally owned coal
and the higher state severance tax rates.

At the medium production level, annual coal production would rise to 250
million tons by 2000, total coal-related employment would be 27,000, total
coal-related population would be 68,500, and total annual coal royalty and
severance tax revenues would be $601 million.

TABLE 4-3

TOTAL COAL-RELATED EMPLOYMENT-

Fort Union Region**

Preference Right and

Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**
Level Construction Operation Construction Operation Construction Operation

1990
Low 540 1,850

Medium 540 1,850 720 -~ 720

High 540 1,850 790 — 790

1995
Low
Medium
High

2000
Low
Medium
High

2,440 180 180 —
2,440 360 2,630 480 2,630
2,440 300 2,700 850 2,700

2,440 180 2,630 180 2,630
2,440 360 3,020 480 3,150
2,440 360 3,020 850 3,610

*Includes secondary employment.
**Figures are mostly for North Dakota but include insignificant numbers in Montana.
***Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-3 (continued)
TOTAL COAL-RELATED EMPLOYMENT*

Powder River Region

Preference Right and
Production No New Fedei:al Leasi ng Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**
Level WvominK Montana WvominK Montana WvominK Montana

Const ruction Employment

1990
Low 410 70 __ __ 480 --

Medium 2,180 270 1,980 200 2,050 200
High 4,430 200 4,300 — 4,300

—

1995
Low 2,930 140 2,730 — 2,730 —
Medium 3,200 340 _.. __ 3,070 —
High 2,050 1,840 3,200 2,050 6,270 1,300

2000
Low 2,930 140 2,730 __ 2,730 --

Medium 3,200 340 -- -- 3,070 —
High 2,050 1,840 3,200 2,050 6,270 1,300

Opeiration Employment

1990
Low 11,370 3,850 — _„ 11,280 —
Medium 11,370 3,850 -- -- 11,280 —
High 14,760 3,950 14,570 — 14,570 —

1995
Low 11,940 3,950 — — — —
Medium 14,380 4,230 14,100 4,140 14,100 4,140

High 20,870 4,230 20,490 — 20,490 __,.

2000
Low 15,980 4,140 15,700 15,700 —
Medium 18,800 4,700 18,520 4,610 18,330 4,610
High 23,690 6,770 24,910 7,050 29,140 6,020

*Includes secondary employment. Some secondary employment related to Montana coal

mining (shown under Montana) is expected to occur in Sheridan County, Wyoming.
**Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-3 (continued)

TOTAL COAL-RELATED EMPLOYMENT*

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Preference Right and

Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing;** Proposed Action**

Level Wyoming, Colorado Wyoming Colorado Wyoming, Colorado

Construction Employment

1990
Low 60 80

Medium 400

High 400

1995
Low 130 60

Medium 250 60

High 510 570

2000
Low 130 60

Medium 250 60

High 510 570

380 380

380 380

320

190 250

190 250

Operation Employment

1990
Low 4,100 4,310
Medium 4,270 4,620
High 4,270 4,620

1995
Low 4,440 4,790
Medium 5,130 4,790
High 5,130 4,790

2000
Low 4,780 4,970
Medium 5,820 4,970
High 6,510 6,340 6,170 5,820

3,900
4,100

5,650 5,480

*Includes secondary employment.
**Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-3 (continued)
TOTAL COAL- RELATED EMPLOYMENT*

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Preference Right and
Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**
Level Utah Colorado Utah Colorado Utah Colorado

Construction Employment

1990
Low 530 70

Medium 660 70
High 930 130

1995
Low 260 130
Medium 400 130
High 530 400

2000
Low 260 130
Medium 400 130
High 530 400

1,060

1,320

1,320 130

1,060

1,320

1,320 130

Operation Employment

1990
Low
Medium
High

13,120
13,120
13,120

3,060
3,060
3,620

1995
Low 15,350 3,620
Medium 15,900 3,620
High 17,020 4,180

2000
Low 16,460 4,180
Medium 17,580 4,180
High 19,250 5,850

17,580

23,150 4,180

17,580

23,150 4,180

*Includes secondary employment.
**Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TABLE 4-3 (concluded)

TOTAL COAL-RELATED EMPLOYMENT*

San Juan River Region**

Preference Right and

Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing*** Proposed Action***

Level Construction Operation Construction Operation Construction Operation

1990
Low
Medium
High

360
600

790

4,680
4,680
4,680 720

240 4,960
480 4,960
600 4,960

1995
Low 180 5,540
Medium 480 6,110

High 420 6,550 970 6,400 970 6,400

2000
Low 180 5,970

Medium 480 7,260

High 420 7,550 970 8,700 970 8,700

Alabama Subregion

Preference Right and

Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing*** Proposed Action***

Level Construction Operation Construction Operation Construction Operation

1990
Low
Medium
High

190
40

40

19,410
21,220
21,220

1995
Low 20,020
Medium 40 21,390

High 40 21,390

2000
Low 20,020
Medium 40 21,570
High 40 21,570

*Includes secondary employment.
**Figures are mainly for New Mexico but include insignificant numbers in Colorado,

***Figures are shown only when they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-4
TOTAL COAL-RELATED POPULATION

Fort Union Region, North Dakota

Product ion No New Federal
Level Leasing

1990
Low 5,600
Medium 5,600
High 5,600

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action

5,800
9,900

5,800
5,900

1995
Low
Medium
High

6,000
6,000
6,000

6,200
7,000
7,000

6,200
7,100
7,900

2000
Low
Medium
High

6,000
6,000
6,000

6,700
7,800
7,800

6,700
8,300
9,800

Powder River Region**

Preference Right and
Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing***
Level Wyoming Montana Wyoming Montana

Proposed Action***
Wyoming Montana

1990
Low
Medium
High

30,400
34,100
47,600

10,200
10,600
10,700

33,700
46,800

10,400
30,300
33,600
46,800

10,400

1995
Low 37,200 10,500 36,700 — 36,700 --

Medium 44,100 11,700 43,300 11,500 43,100 11,500
High 58,500 14,800 60,000 15,300 66,400 13,900

2000
Low 47 700 11 ,000 46 500 — 46 500 --

Medium 55 600 12 900 54 800 12 700 54 100 12 700

High 65 900 21 400 71 400 22 600 88 800 18 300

*North Dakota has no PRLAs

.

**From 40 to 50 percent of the coal-related population in Montana is expected
to live in Sheridan County, Wyoming.
***Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal
Leasing.
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TABLE 4-4 (continued)
TOTAL COAL-RELATED POPULATION

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Production No New Fede ral Leasing
Level Wyoming Colorado

1990
Low 10,800 10,800

Medium 11,600 11,500
High 11,600 11,500

1995
Low 11,700 12,000
Medium 13,500 12,000
High 14,000 12,900

2000
Low 12,500 12,400

Medium 15,200 12,400
High 17,200 16,600

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing*

Wyoming Colorado
Proposed Action*

Wyoming Colorado

13,800

16,200

12,600

15,000

10,300
11,200

13,400

14,600

12,300

14,000

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Production No New Federal Leasing
Level Utah Colorado

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing

Utah Colorado
Proposed Action*

Utah Colorado

1990
Low 33,600
Medium 33,900
High 34,300

1995
Low
Medium
High

38,400
39,900
42,800

7,900
7,900
9,400

9,400
9,400

11,100

34,600

45,500 10,400

34,600

45,500 10,400

2000
Low 41,000 10,700
Medium 43,900 10,700
High 48,000 15,100 58,600 10,700 58,600 10,700

*Figures are shown only where they differ from these for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-4 (concluded)
TOTAL COAL-RELATED POPULATION

San Juan River Region. New Mexico

Production No New Federal
Level Leasing

1990
Low 12,200
Medium 12,600
High 12,900

1995
Low 13,800
Medium 15,500
High 16,400

2000
Low 14,800
Medium 18,000
High 18,600

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

12,800

16,900

21,900

12,700
13,100
13,200

16,900

21,900

Alabama Subregion

Production No New Federal
Level Leasing

1990
Low 42,600
Medium 42,900
High 42,900

1995
Low 42,800
Medium 42,900
High 42,900

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

2000
Low
Medium
High

42,800
42,900
42,900

*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal
Leasing.
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TOTAL
TABLE

COAL ROYALTY AND
(thousand

4-5

SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES
dollars)

North Dakota*

No New Feder
Leasing

al Preference Right and Proposed
Emergency Leasing** Action**

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

$ 2,700
20,400

„

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

2,700
20,400

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

2,700
20,400

__

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,300
28,000

—

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,300
28,100

$4,700 $4,700
30,600 30,600

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,300
28,000

4,900 4,900
31,400 31,400

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,400
28,000

4,800 4,800
30,600 30,600

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,400
28,000

5,600 5,900
35,700 37.400

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

4,400
28,000

5,600 6,900
35,700 43,400

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted
to the states. See Royalties and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4 for

procedures used to develop this table.

"Figures include insignificant amounts in Montana.

**Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-5 (cont inued)
TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand doll ars)

Montana

No New Federal Preference Right and Proposed
Leasing Emergency Leasins* Action*

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties $ 14,700 —
Severance Taxes 113,400 —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 14,700 —
Severance Taxes 113,400 —

High Production Level
Royalties 15,100 —
Severance Taxes 116,100 — —

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties 24,000 —
Severance Taxes 118,000 —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 25,700 $25,100 $25,100
Severance Taxes 126.400 123,600 123.600

High Production Level
Royalties 25,700 —
Severance Taxes 126,400 — —

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties 25.500 —
Severance Taxes 125,400 —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 28,900 28.300 28,300
Severance Taxes 142,400 139,600 139,600

High Production Level
Royalties 41,700 43,400 37.000
Severance Taxes 205,100 213,700 182,300

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted
to the states. See Royalt ies and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4 for
procedures used to develop this table
•Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TABLE 4-5 (continued)
TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand dollars)

Wvomins

Preference Right and
No New Federal Leasing
Powder Green River-

Emers ency Leasing* Proposed Act ion*

Powder Green River- Powder Green ?iver

River Hams Fork River Hams Fork River Hams Fork

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties $43,400 $12,900 — — $43,100 $12 ,200

Severance Taxes 184,400 58,200 — — 182,900 55 ,400

Medium Production Level
Royalties 43,400 13,500 — — 43,100 12 ,900

Severance Taxes 184,400 61,000 — — 182,900 58 ,200

High Production Level
Royalties 56,400 13,500 $55,600 — 55,600 —
Severance Taxes 239,300 61,000 236,200 — 236,200 —

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties 72,500 15,700 — — — —
Severance Taxes 196,600 64,700 — — — —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 87,300 18,500 85,600 — 85,600 —
Severance Taxes 236,800 76,000 232,200 — 232,200 —

High Production Level
Royalties 126,700 18,500 124,400 — 124,400 —
Severance Taxes 343,700 76,000 337,500 — 337,500 —

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties 98,300 18,900 96,600 — 96,600 —
Severance Taxes 266,900 71,400 262,200 — 262,200 —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 115,700 23,500 114,000 — 12,800 —
Severance Taxes 314,000 88,500 309,300 — 306,200 —

High Production Level
Royalties 145,800 26,500 153,300 25,000 179,300 22 700
Severance Taxes 395.600 99,900 416,000 94,200 486,700 85 600

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted to the states.
*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing. See Royalties
and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4 for procedures used to develop this table.
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TABLE 4-5 (continued)

TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand dollars)

Colorado

No New Federa]

Green River-
Hams Fork

Leasing
Uinta-
SW Utah

Preference Right and

Emergency Leasing*

Green River- Uinta-
Hams Fork SW Utah

Proposed Action*

Green River Uinta
Hams Fork SW Uta

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

$ 9,200
9,000

$4,000
3,000

__ __

Medium Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

9, ZOO
9.000

4,000
3,000 __ __

High Production Level
Royalties

Severance Taxes

9,200

9,000

4,800

3,600 __ __

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

11.000
9.600

5,200
3,600

__ __

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

11,000
9,600

5,200

3,600 —
__

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

11.000
9.600

6,100
4,200

— —

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties 12,900 6,200

Severance Taxes 10,200 4,200

Medium Production Level
Royalties 12,900 6,200

Severance Taxes 10,200 4,200

High Production Level
Royalties 18,900 8,900 $16,700 $6,200 $15,200 $6,200

Severance Taxes 15,000 6,000 13,200 4,200 12,000 4.200

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted to the states.

•Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing. See Royalties

and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4 for procedures used to develop this table.
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TABLE 4-5 (continued)
TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand dollars)

Utah

Mo New Federal Preference Right and
Leasing Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties $17,600 — ~
Medium Production Level

Royalties 17,600 — —
High Production Level

Royalties 17,600 — —

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties 22,700 — —
Medium Production Level

Royalties 23,600 — —
Hi6h Production Level

Royalties 25,300 26,200 26,200

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties 24,900 — —
Medium Production Level

Royalties 26,700 — ~
High Production Level

Royalties 29,400 35,600 35,600

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties
remitted to the states. See Royalties and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4
for procedures used to develop this table.
*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal
Leasing.
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TABLE 4-5 (continued)

TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand dollars)

New Mexico*

No New Federal Preference Right and Proposed

Leasing Emergency Leasing** Action**

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties $11,900 — *12
'l°nn

Severance Taxes 14,000 — 15.000

Medium Production Level
Royalties 11. 900 — 12.700

Severance Taxes 14.000 — 15.000

High Production Level
Royalties 11.900 — 12.700

Severance Taxes 14.000 — 15,000

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

14.

17,

700

000

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

16,

19

500

000

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

17

20

800
500

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties
Severance Taxes

17

18

800

,500

Medium Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

22

23

,100

,000

High Production Level
Royalties
Severance Taxes

23

24

,100

,000

$27,000 27,000

28,000 28,000

Note: Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted

to the states. See Royalties and Severance Tax secticn of Appendix 4 for

procedures used to develop this table.

*Figures include insignificant amounts in Colorado.

"Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-5 (concluded)
TOTAL COAL ROYALTY AND SEVERANCE TAX REVENUES

(thousand dollars)

Alabama

No New Federal Preference Right and Proposed
Leasing Emerge ncy Leasine* Action*

1990
Low Production Level

Royalties $2,000
Severance Taxes 11,100 __ —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 2,300 __
Severance Taxes 13,000 ™ —

High Production Level
Royalties 2,300 __
Severance Taxes 13,000 — —

1995
Low Production Level

Royalties 2,100
Severance Taxes 11,100 — —

Medium Production Level
Royalties 2,500
Severance Taxes 13,300 — —

High Production Level
Royalties 2,500
Severance Taxes 13,300 — —

2000
Low Production Level

Royalties 2,100
Severance Taxes 11,100 — «

Medium Production Level
Royalties 2,600
Severance Taxes 13,700 — —

High Production Level
Royalties 2,600
Severance Taxes 13,700 — —

Royalty figures represent the half share of federal coal royalties remitted
to the states. See Royalties and Severance Tax section of Appendix 4 for
procedures used to develop this table.
*Pigures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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At the high production level, annual coal production would reach 324 million

tons by 2000, total coal-related employment would be 34,300, total

coal-related population would be 87,300, and total annual coal royalty and

severance tax revenues would be $788 million.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. At the low production level, total annual

coal production in this region would increase from 29.9 million tons in 1983

to 42 million tons by 2000. The resulting total coal-related employment in

2000 would be 9,900, total coal-related population would be 24,900, and total

annual coal royalty and severance tax revenues would be $113 million. The

region's coal-related population would be greater relative to its employment

than in some other regions because the fairly small present labor force would

require that most new jobs be filled by inmigrating workers.

At the medium production level, total annual coal production would rise to 48

million tons by 2000. Total coal-related employment would be 11,100, total

coal-related population would be 27,600, and total annual coal royalty and

severance tax revenues would be $135 million.

At the high production level, total annual coal production would rise to 60

million tons by 2000. Total coal-related employment would be 13,900, total

coal-related population would be 33,800, and total annual coal royalty and

severance tax revenues would be $160 million.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. At the low production level, total annual

coal production in this region would increase from 15.8 million tons in 1983

to 35 million tons by 2000. The resulting total annual coal-related

employment would be 21,000, total coal-related population would be 51,700, and

total annual coal royalty revenues would be $35 million. The region's

coal-related employment would be greater relative to its production than in

some other regions because most mining would be by subsurface methods, which

require more employment per ton of coal produced than do surface methods. In

addition, its coal-related population would be proportionally greater than in

some other regions because the fairly small present labor force would require

that most new jobs be filled by inmigrating workers.

At the medium production level, total annual coal production would rise to 37

million tons by 2000. Total coal-related employment would be 22,300, total

coal-related population would be 54,600, and total annual coal royalty

revenues would be $37 million.

At the high production level, coal production would become 43 million tons by

2000, total coal-related employment would be 26,000, total coal-related

population would be 63,100, and total annual coal royalty revenues would be

$44 million.

San Juan River Region. At the low production level, total annual coal

production in the region would increase from 20 million tons in 1983 to 37

million tons by 2000. The resulting total coal-related employment would be

6,100, total coal-related population would be 14,800, and total annual coal

royalty and severance tax revenues would be $36 million.
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At the medium production level, total annual coal production would rise to 46
million tons by 2,000. Total coal-related employment would be 7,700, total
coal-related population would be 18,000, and total annual coal royalty and
severance tax revenues would be $45 million.

At the high production level, total annual coal production would become 48
million tons by 2000. Total coal-related employment would be 8,000, total
coal-related population would be 18,600, and total annual coal royalty and
severance tax revenues would be $47 million.

Alabama Subregion. At the low production level, the Alabama Subregion's
total annual coal production would increase from 23.6 million tons in 1983 to
30 million tons by 2000. The resulting total coal-related employment would be
20,000, total coal-related population would be 42,800, and total annual coal
royalty and severance tax revenues would be $13 million. The subregion's
coal-related population would be less in relation to its employment than in
most other regions because the large existing labor force and high
unemployment reveal that most new jobs would be filled by residents.

At both the medium and high production levels, total annual coal production
would rise to 37 million tons by 2000. Total coal- related employment would be
21,600, total coal-related population would be 42,900, and total annual coal
royalty and severance tax revenues would be $16 million.

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

More coal production and greater employment, population, and revenue increases
would occur in federal coal regions under this alternative than under No New
Federal Leasing, but the increases would not be spread evenly over the six
coal regions. At different production levels, some regions would have
increased impacts, while impacts in others would not change or would slightly
decline. (See discussion in Chapter 3.) Table 4-6 shows the percent changes
from No New Federal Leasing in coal production and economic impacts. Because
the largest changes would occur in the year 2000, the analysis of percent
changes are for 2000. (See Tables 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 for changes in 1990 and
1995.) These changes are in coal- related impacts only and do not represent
changes over baseline employment, population, and revenue in the regions.
These changes would, however, be large enough to create potentially
significant impacts at some production levels in the Fort Union,
Uinta- Southwestern Utah, and San Juan River regions. Moreover, even changes
that would involve small percentages over an entire region could significantly
affect communities near new mines.

Fort Union Region. At the low production level, a 9 percent increase in
coal production would cause economic impacts ranging from a 9 percent increase
in revenues to a 15 percent increase in employment over that for No New
Federal Leasing. At both the medium and high production levels, a 27 percent
increase in coal production would create economic impacts ranging from a 27
percent increase in annual revenues to a 39 percent increase in employment.
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Powder River Region. At the low and medium production levels, decreases of

1 to 2 percent in coal production would result in declines of 1 to 2 percent

in the economic variables. At the high production level, a 5 percent increase

in coal production would lead to impacts ranging from 5 percent in annual

revenues to 8 percent increase in employment and population.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. No changes would occur at the low and medium

production levels. At the high production level, a decrease of 8 percent in

coal production would result in a decrease from 7 to 8 percent in the economic

variables

.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. No changes would occur at the low and

medium production levels. At the high production level, an increase of 9

percent in coal production would cause increased economic impacts, varying

from a 4 percent increase in annual revenues to an 11 percent increase in

employment

.

San Juan River Region. No changes would occur at the low and medium

production levels. At the high production level, an increase of 17 percent in

coal production would create economic impacts varying from a 17 percent

increase in annual revenues to a 21 percent increase in employment.

Alabama Subregion. No changes would occur from No New Federal Leasing at

any production level.

Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, changes from No New Federal Leasing would occur in

the same pattern as under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, but the

degree of change would be greater at the medium and high production levels

(Table 4-6). Changes at the low production level would be the same as under

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing.

The changes under the Proposed Action would be large enough to create

potentially significant impacts at some production levels in all six regions,

and even the changes that would involve relatively small percentages over an

entire region could significantly affect communities near new mines.

Fort Union Region. Impacts at the low production level would be the same as

under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. At the medium production level,

a 33 percent growth in coal production would lead to economic impacts ranging

from a 34 percent increase in annual revenues to a 49 percent increase in

employment. At the high production level, a 55 percent increase in production

would create impacts varying from a 55 percent increase in annual revenues to

an 83 percent increase in employment.

Powder River Region. Impacts at the low production level would be the same

as under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. At the medium production

level, a decline of 2 percent in production would result in decreases of 2 to

3 percent in the economic factors. At the high production level, a rise of 15

percent in production would cause impacts ranging from a 12 percent increase
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TABLE 4-6
COAL-RELATED ECONOMIC IMPACTS: PERCENT CHANGE

FROM NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING IN 2000

Fort
Union

Powder
River

Green River-
Hams Fork

Uinta-
SW Utah

Low Production Level
Coal production
Employment
Population
Revenues

Medium Production Level
Coal production
Employment
Population
Revenues

High Production Level
Coal production
Employment
Population
Revenues

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

Low Production Level
Coal production
Employment
Population
Revenues

Medium Production Level
Coal production
Employment
Population
Revenues

High Production Level
Coal Production
Employment
Population
Revenues

Proposed Action

9

15

12

9

33

49

38

34

55

83

63

55

-1
-2

-2

-1

-2

-3

-2

-2

15

24

23

12

-17
-17

-15

-15

9

11

10

4

San Juan
River

9 -1

15 -2

12 -2

9 -1

27 -2

39 -1

30 -1

27 -2

27 5 -8 9 17
39 8 -8 11 21
30 8 -8 10 18
27 5 -7 4 17

17

21

18

17

Note: The Alabama Subregion is omitted from this table because in the subregion nochanges from No New Federal Leasing would occur under either alternative.
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in annual revenues to a 24 percent increase in employment. An apparent

discrepancy between changes in coal production and economic impacts in the

Powder River and San Juan River regions is explained by the assumption that

the San Juan River Region would have more local labor for coal mining than

would the Powder River Region.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. No changes would occur at the low and medium

production levels. At the high production level, a decrease of 17 percent in

production would result in a decrease in the economic variables of from 15 to

17 percent.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, San Juan River Region, and Alabama

Subregion. Under the Proposed Action, impacts at all production levels in

these regions would be the same as under Preference Right and Emergency

Leasing.

COMPARISON OF 1979 FES AND 1985 EIS PROJECTED IMPACTS

Table 4-7 compares projections of socioeconomic impacts of this supplemental

EIS to projections of the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a). Impacts to employment,

population, and royalty and severance tax revenues in 1990 at the medium

producion level of the 1985 Proposed Action average about 80 percent lower

than impacts projected for the 1979 FES Preferred Program. A total of 51,300

workers would be needed under the 1985 Proposed Action, which is 18 percent of

the 291,000 workers needed under the 1979 Preferred Program. The 1985

Proposed Action would cause a population increase of 127,400 or 23 percent of

the 557,000 projected for the 1979 Preferred Program. And the 1985 Proposed

Action would generate $519 million in royalties and severance taxes, 24

percent of the $2,135 million projected for the 1979 Preferred Program.

TRANSPORTATION

ASSUMPTIONS

Production estimates used to analyze impacts in this supplemental EIS are

based on current and projected conditions of the transportation network, among

other factors. Because the level of production considered the transportation

system, actual impacts to the system should be slight. Other factors, listed

below, also have a bearing on projected impacts to transportation networks.

Railroad capacity can be increased and bottlenecks can thus be eliminated

by applying some or all the following methods:

• double tracking of single-track lines,

• alternating single and double tracks,

• increasing the length and frequency of passing sidings, and

• upgrading traffic control systems to automatic block signals or

centralized traffic control.

The railroad industry would expand line capacity to meet demand as

evidenced by its current plans. Impacts on rights-of-way of projected

increases in coal traffic could be mitigated by adding to or upgrading

existing networks.
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TABLE 4-7
COMPARISON OF 1979 AND 1985 SOCIOECONOMIC PROJECTIONS

(based on the medium production level in 1990)

1979 Proiections 1985 Proiections
Preference

No New PRLAs Preferred No New Fed. Right & Emerg. Proposed
Leasing Only Program Leasing Leasine

Employment

Fort Union 17,340 16,080 14,179 2,390 2,570 2,570
Powder River 126,392 146,771 156,941 17,680 17,410 17,380
Green River-Hams Fork 45,259 46,677 54,390 9,200 9,200 9,030
Uinta-Southwestern Utah 40,718 37,930 36,451 16,910 16,910 16,910
San Juan River 32,983 31,382 29.063 5,280 5,280 5,440

Total . 262,692 278,840 291,024 51,460 51,370 51,330

Population

Fort Union 82,600 80,100 75,700 5,500 5,800 5,800
Powder River 203,400 239,100 275,300 44,700 44,100 44,000
Green River-Hams Fork 69,400 69,100 85,000 23,100 23,100 22,700
Uinta-Southwestern Utah 79,300 71,900 71,300 41,800 41,800 41,800
San Juan River 57,100 54,300 50,300 12,600 12.600 13.100

Total . 491,800 514,500 557,600 127,700 127,400 127,400

Colorado
Montana
New Mexico
North Dakota
Utah
Wyoming

Royalty and Severance Tax Revenues (thousand dollars)

$66,200
923,100
85,200
80,900
36,400

943.000
Total 2,134,800

$25,200
128,100
27,700
23,100
17,600

297.100
518,800

Note: Projections for the Alabama Subregion are not compared because separate 1979 projections were
not made for that area.

Impacts of roadway traffic directly relate to several factors: speed and
travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom to maneuver, safety, driving
comfort and convenience, operating cost, and traffic volume.

Truck transportation would generally be limited to short-haul intrastate
movements of 50 to 75 miles (Congressional Research Service 1978).

Most long-haul coal would be carried by railroads.

Slurry pipelines could increase as a coal transportation mode if major
issues such as water availability and right-of-way access over rail lines
are resolved. Such pipelines now appear to have little application in the
near future. If the slurry industry can overcome these obstacles, the
building of slurry lines would tend to reduce the amount of coal carried
by railroads and barges.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Fort Union Region

The major roadway serving the Fort Union Region is Interstate 94, which runs

east and west across North Dakota and Montana. The major U.S. Highways in

North Dakota are US 85, 52, 83, 2, 12, and in Montana, US 2 and 12. State

secondary, county, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Fort Peck Reservation, and

private roads serve as collectors.

The Burlington Northern and the Soo lines crisscross the region. The

Burlington Northern is the major railroad and is an important link in the

nation's railroad system.

Powder River Region

The major roadways serving this region are Interstate 94 and 90 running east

and west and Interstate 25 running north and south. The major U.S. highways

in Montana are US 59, 39, 49, and 314 and in Wyoming US 14, 212, 16, 85, 18,

20, and 87. Also serving the region are state secondary, county, Forest

Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Crow and Northern Cheyenne reservation, and

private roads.

The Burlington Northern Railroad operates three main rail lines within the

Powder River Region on which most coal is carried east. The new Chicago and

Northwestern line has been completed and is moving coal. The Interstate

Commerce Commission is considering the Tongue River railroad proposal to build

a track from Miles City to Ashland, Montana. This new spur would aid in

moving coal from the southeast Montana fields to connect with the Burlington

Northern at Miles City.

Highway and rail systems are discussed further in previously published

documents (BLM 1979c, 1981b; USGS and Montana Department of State Lands 1979).

Green River-Hams Fork Region

The major roadway serving the region is Interstate 80, which runs east and

west across Wyoming. The major U.S. highway in the Colorado part of this

region is US 40, and the major US highways in the Wyoming part are US 13, 191,

789, 187, 189, and 30. State secondary, county, Forest Service, and private

roads also serve the region.

The Denver and Rio Grande Western (D&RGW) Railroad operates in Colorado, and

the Union Pacific operates in Wyoming. The D&RGW Railroad in Colorado runs

from Craig to Denver and from Bond to Grand Junction. For trains moving east,

the major constraint on the line's capacity is the Moffat Tunnel between Bond

and Denver. The Union Pacific Railroad is a double track mainline running

east and west across southern Wyoming. Most of the trackage is controlled by

centralized traffic control- an advanced signaling system. The rest of the

trackage is controlled by an automatic block signaling system. The Union

Pacific and D&RGW mainlines have many at-grade crossings within Wyoming and

Colorado. Overall traffic for both railroads has declined since 1980 owing to

an economic downturn.
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Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Vehicular traffic within central Utah is carried on four major highways, which
form a loop. The north leg is formed by US 6, the east leg by Utah State
Highway 10, the south leg by Interstate 70, and the west leg by US 89. In
addition, some local traffic crosses the Wasatch Plateau on State Highway 29
between Orangeville and Joe's Valley, on the county road between Joe's Valley
and Ephraim, on State Highway 31 between Huntington and Fairview, and on the
county road between Ferron and Mayfield.

The Utah Department of Transportation reported that traffic is heaviest on the
four-lane portion of US 6 north and west of Price. A bypass to the south has
been completed and has relieved some traffic congestion in Price, but traffic
on State Highway 10 south of Price is reaching a practical maximum for a

two-lane highway (BLM 1983h).

Property has been acquired for a proposed D&RGW Castle Valley spur line, to
begin at the Wellington coal loadout facilities 1 mile west of Wellington and
continue southward 65 miles through Castle Valley to a proposed loop and coal
loadout facility 4 miles southeast of Emery. The construction timetable will
depend on supply and demand for coal.

Vehicle transportation in south Utah mainly follows US 89, which forms an L
along the west and south sides of the coal tracts. As the main route between
Flagstaff, Arizona, and the cities of the Wasatch Front in northern Utah, US
89 carries commercial and recreational traffic.

The major roadway serving west central Colorado is Interstate 70, running east
and west and connecting Denver to the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. The
major U.S. highways in Colorado are US 550 and 50. State secondary, county,
and Forest Service roads serve as collectors.

The_ D&RGW Railroad runs east and west across the Uinta-Southwestern Utah
Region. For coal trains moving east out of the region the major constraint on
the line's capacity is the Moffat Tunnel between Bond and Denver.

The D&RGW spur from Grand Junction is used solely to haul coal. The line ends
just past Somerset at the Hawks Nest Mine and connects loadout facilities of
several coal mines along the route. The closest rail service to the Cedaredge
coal area is Delta, Colorado, 14 miles to the south. Each day, two 100-car
trains carry coal from Somerset to Grand Junction and return to Somerset
Coal cars are sided at loadout facilities until they are filled with coal near
Delta and Paonia.

San Juan River Region

The major roadway serving the region is Interstate 40 running east and west
and Interstate 25 running north and south. The major U.S. highways in New
Mexico part of the region are US 555, 666, 57, and 371 and in the Colorado
part, US 160 and 666. Also serving the region are state secondary, county
Forest Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Navajo, Zuni, Southern Ute, Ute
Mountain, and Pueblo reservation roads.
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The San Juan River Region's public roads that serve rural and suburban areas

include state highways, county roads, county-maintained roads, and roads

maintained by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. New Mexico State Highway 44, US

550, and Interstate 40 form the major transportation network. Coal is hauled

by truck to Gallup, New Mexico from the Chimney Rock Mine near Pagosa Springs,

Colorado.

The Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe (AT&SF) Railroad crosses the region, and the

Star Lake Railroad has been completed to Lee Ranch Mine. The AT&SF runs

east-west through Gallup, across the center of the region. An existing AT&SF

spur line passes near the Gamerco and Samson Lake coal areas, providing a mode

of coal transport.

The proposed route of the Star Lake Railroad runs within 2 to 10 miles of all

but two of the San Juan River Region's coal areas. Trucks would use newly

built coal-hauling roads or rebuilt bladed roads to serve loadout facilities

on the Star Lake Railroad, but not in the Colorado part of the region. The

potential also exists for the building of rail spurs or conveyor belts to

carry coal from proposed competitive lease tracts or preference right leases.

As with roads, these spurs would be built to serve loadout facilities.

Alabama Subregion

In 1981, 1,099 miles of navigable waterways, 4,947 miles of railroad, and

25,842 miles of public highway allowed internal movement of Alabama coal (BLM

1983c). Tramways, conveyors, and private railroads were used to a lesser

extent, but exact amount of coal hauled by each are unknown. The amount of

coal carried by barge is also unknown. Barge transportation dominates

deliveries of coal to the port of Mobile, but rail shipments are increasing.

Alabama's rail system is well developed and serves most of the state.

Fayette, Tuscaloosa, and Walker counties are served by four major Class I rail

lines. The Norfolk Southern Corporation alone operates seven unit coal_ trains

in Alabama, four of which originate in the three-county area. The remaining

three trains travel through Walker County on a route between Pride in Colbert

County and powerplants operated by the Georgia Power Company.

Coal from the Alabama Subregion is hauled by barge on the Black Warrior

River. At Demopolis the Black Warrior River joins the Tombigbee River, which

is navigable to Mobile.

Barge sizes vary, but they are generally either regular 900-ton or jumbo

1,400-ton. The number of barges in tow on the Black Warrior-Tombigbee River

system ranges from two to six. Average speed for coal traffic on the Black

Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers is 6.67 miles per hour downstream and 4.51 miles

per hour upstream.

Water transport through the William B. Oliver Lock and Dam on the Black

Warrior River in the western Tuscaloosa metropolitan area is representative of

such transport in the southern end of the subregion. In 1980, 10 million tons

of coal passed through this lock, which can handle at least 20 million tons

per year in the future (Smith 1983).
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IMPACTS

General Impacts

Railroads. The environmental impacts on the railroads as on overall system
or institution would both depend on and be affected by the physical capacity
of the railroad system, including rights-of-way, railroad plants, and railroad
equipment (hopper cars and locomotives).

Potential transportation impacts would be a regional issue because over half
of the total U.S. recoverable coal reserves lies within six western states:
Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.

Because of the willingness of the railroad industry to expand line capacity as
evidenced by current plans, impacts on rights-of-way of projected increases in
coal traffic would be relatively small or could be mitigated through additions
to or upgrading of existing networks.

Nonmeasurable impacts of increased coal transportation by rail might be more
severe as coal trains move through rural areas and communities along
rights-of-way. More recently, however, projected increases in coal movements,
particularly in the West, have caused growing public concern.

Impacts of railroads on highway traffic relate to both the length and the
number of unit trains. For example, 40 unit trains (100 cars per train)
coming and going (a total of 80 trains) at an average of 20 miles per hour
would cause a 4.6-hour aggregate delay at crossings over a 24-hour period.
Shorter delays would occur in undeveloped areas where train speeds canincrease. Although the passage of single trains might not create significant
problems, repeated passages would. Trains blocking crossings would cause
queuing of vehicular traffic, adding to the transit time needed to cross
communities built along railroads. Blocked crossings would also increasingly
hinder the movement of emergency fire, police, and health vehicles. Suchblockage has been a problem in Denver and in other eastern slope towns in
Colorado and in other states.

Rail-highway crossing impacts would be highly site- specif ic , depending on thelocation of the rail line, the volume of rail and vehicular traffic, and thetype of rail crossing. Federal Railroad Administration standards for
rail^crossing protection devices are largely based on rail and vehicular
traffic volumes. In smaller communities, local traffic volumes could be toolow to require separate crossings or, in many instances, even flashing warninglights or crossing gates. In addition, small communities that developed
around main rail lines are often cut into segments by the lines. Even nominal
increases in rail traffic through these communities could impede the free flowof commerce and personal traffic. Communities wanting more safety devices areusually required to finance these improvements. Such funding could be
obtained from coal revenues received by the states, from local and state taxrevenues through cooperative cost sharing with or reimbursement by the railwaycompany, or from matching fund programs with the state highway department.

New rail extensions, however, offer greater flexibility for planning forseparated crossings. For example, the Interstate Commerce Commission
certificate authorizing the building of the rail line connecting Gillette and
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Douglas, Wyoming, required adequate access and ease of movement for local

residents. As a result, more separated (not at grade) crossings are being

built.

Highways. One- tenth of the Nation's coal production moves from mine by

truck (U.S. Department of Transportation 1978). The effects of such movements

by truck is of concern because coal trucks travel on local and secondary road

systems that usually cannot withstand repeated use by heavy trucks, even where

the gross vehicular weights are within posted limits.

Perhaps one of the most important impacts could be the perceived rather than

the actual impact of the truck traffic on a local community: residents would

be aware of more traffic volume, noise and vibration, coal spillage and dust,

and visual impacts. These impacts would be a consideration in determining the

need for highway improvement. Specific impacts and their locations cannot be

determined at the programmatic level. The regional EISs would specifically

assess these types of impacts.

Increased project traffic would increase accidents, especially at junctions.

Traffic accidents would increase directly in proportion to increased traffic

volume and the deterioration in the road conditions resulting from increased

use.

Fort Union Region

Coal mining at the high production level under No New Federal Leasing and at
the low, medium, and high production levels under the Proposed Action and
other alternatives would similarly affect transportation in the Fort Union
Region. Under all alternatives and at all production levels, the Burlington
Northern Railroad could increase its coal train traffic without exceeding the
track capacity to the year 2000. No significant impacts would result. The
hauling of coal by truck is limited to short distances within and from coal
areas, and impacts to highway transportation would be insignificant and
limited to the coal areas. Specific roads crossing the coal areas might need
to be relocated, but such relocation would involve little disturbance and
would not significantly impair roadways or impede traffic flow.

Powder River Region

Coal mining at all production levels under the Proposed Action and -

alternatives would have similar impacts in the Powder River Region. Impacts
at the medium and low production levels of No New Federal Leasing would be
least severe, and transportation-related impacts at the high production levels
of the Proposed Action and Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would be
more severe because of possible increased production.

Railroads. Increased mainline traffic would disrupt automobile traffic at
grade crossings for longer periods. On the basis of an assumed line capacity
rate of 25 trains per day from single-track lines and 75 trains per day for
double-track lines, however, increased traffic would not exceed the capacity
of the mainline system and would not significantly disturb the two railroad
systems. No significant impacts would be associated with railroads in the
Powder River Region because they have already been upgraded to meet the
projected coal production.
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Nonmeasurable impacts of increased coal transportation by rail would be more
severe. These impacts relate to the movement of coal trains through rural
areas and communities. Increased train traffic (1995 to 2000) would
significantly affect five population centers: Miles City, Montana, and
Gillette, Newcastle, Torrington, and Lusk, Wyoming. The proposed Tongue River
Railroad connection at Miles City could cause more minor congestion and delays
at railroad crossings. For example, the coming and going of only 50 (100-car)
unit trains at 20 miles per hour at a grade road crossing could cause a 5 hour
and 15 minute aggregate delay, a significant impact to the flow of highway
traffic at grade crossings. The least time needed for a train moving at 20
miles per hour to pass through an intersection would be 3.5 minutes. The
delay for any one vehicle would depend on the level of congestion caused by
the backup of traffic.

Highways. Traffic would increase along major routes serving the mine areas
because of increased employment and population. The major routes affected in
Wyoming would be Wyoming State Highway 59, south and north of Gillette, US
14-16 north of Gillette, and State Highway 338 north of Sheridan. Highways
affected in Montana would be Interstate 94 west of Miles City to Forsyth,
State Highway 39 south of Interstate 94, US 212 from Interstate 90 to Broadus,
State Highway 314 from Ashland to the Wyoming border, Interstate 90 from
Billings to Sheridan, Wyoming, and State Highway 314 from Decker to Busby.

Most of the major highway systems could handle increased traffic. US 14-16
and Wyoming State Highway 59 north of Gillette lack the structural design and
alignment to carry large volumes of traffic (Hanlin 1983). In Montana,
reconstruction and repairs already planned should keep highways in good
condition (Braut 1983).

Green River-Hams Fork Region

All production levels under the Proposed Action and alternatives would
similarly affect transportation in the Green River-Hams Fork Region. But the
following production levels would have less severe impacts than the others:
medium and low production levels for No New Federal Leasing (for railroads and
highways) and the low production levels for the Proposed Action and the
Preference Right and Emergency Leasing (for highways only).

Railroads. The Denver and Rio Grande Western (D&RGW) and the Union Pacific
railroads have stated that increased rail traffic should not exceed track
capacity, at least in the near future. As rail traffic increases in the
future, capital would be invested, and maintenance performed to meet demand.
Exposure factors and time delays at grade crossings would increase
proportionately to rail traffic increases.

The major restriction on the D&RGW track capacity for trains moving east is
the Moffat Tunnel (between Bond and Denver), which has a maximum capacity of
48 trains per day. This analysis assumed that most Colorado coal shipped by
rail would travel east and that track capacity through the Moffat Tunnel would
not be reached by 2000. Moreover, some coal trains might travel west from the
mines, avoiding the Moffat Tunnel and ensuring adequate track capacity.

Highways. The highway system in the Green River- Hams Fork Region would not
be significantly affected except on US 40 between Craig and Steamboat
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Springs. Most of the other road segments in Wyoming and Colorado would be at

less than

50 percent of capacity during peak traffic hours, but US 40 is projected to

reach or exceed capacity by 2000. An increase in traffic can be expected on

most roads within the region.

Several segments of Wyoming State Highways 13 and 789 and US 191 in Wyoming

would undergo minor congestion or periodic slowdowns during peak traffic hours

as capacity is approached by the year 2000. Such congestion could cause

significant impacts. All other Wyoming highways would have enough excess

capacity to meet the needs of predicted increase in traffic volume. Internal

traffic in Craig, Rawlins, and Rock Springs would significantly increase,

causing much congestion in these communities.

Large average daily traffic increases would occur on county roads, including

Moffat County Roads 17, 30, 33, and 47 and Routt County Roads 27, 53, 59, and

61. Large increases in average daily traffic would also affect several

Wyoming County Roads, including Seminoe Road and 20-Mile Road in Carbon County

and Sweetwater County Roads 4-15, 4-18, and 4-76. Because no data exists for

analyzing traffic on these roads, the potential for significant impacts is

unknown

.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Although all production levels under the Proposed Action and alternatives

would similarly affect transportation in the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region,

the medium and low production levels of No New Federal Leasing would have less

severe impacts than most production levels under the other alternatives.

Impacts under the medium and high production levels for the Proposed Action

would occur only in 1990.

Railroads. On the basis of an assumed link capacity rate of 25 trains per

day for single-track lines and 70 trains per day for double-track lines,

hauling of coal under No New Federal Leasing would not exceed the system

capacity of the Union Pacific and the D&RGW mainlines. The two railroad

systems would not be significantly affected.

Nonmeasurable impacts of increased coal transportation by rail would perhaps
be more severe. These impacts relate to traffic congestion within urban areas

along the rights-of-way. A potential exists for traffic congestion in

downtown Price, Utah, both from volume of traffic and from interruptions to

traffic on Utah State Highway 10, less than a block south of its intersection

with US 6, where the D&RGW crosses it at grade. If only half the coal mined

and projected to be mined in the area passes across this intersection and one

100-car coal train (10,000 tons) 1.6 miles long requires 5 minutes to pass,

the crossing could be blocked on the average of six times per day, backing

traffic into the US 6-State Highway intersection. Although the analysis was

made for projected production for the year 2000, some traffic congestion would

occur almost immediately.

Highways. Secondary roads in central Utah are generally adequate to meet
the needs of expected traffic. Proposed secondary roads projected to carry

current mining traffic are also projected to be upgraded with mining

development. As production increases to the year 2000, overcrowding will

occur on State Highway 10 south from Price to Castle Dale and on US 6 across
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Soldier Summit from Castle Gate to Spanish Fork. This overcrowded condition

would significantly interfere with traffic movement.

In southern Utah, traffic would increase on the main highways and negligibly

increase on secondary roads. Despite the variety and increase in traffic, the

highways in southern Utah would accommodate the projected traffic, and

increased traffic would not significantly affect the main roadway system.

Although existing secondary roads can accommodate only light traffic at best,

traffic on these roads is projected to be light to negligible in the absence

of federal leasing.

In western Colorado, daily traffic would increase, but this increase is

expected to be slight on all state and county roads and would not

significantly disrupt the west Colorado road system.

San Juan River Region

All alternatives and production levels would similarly affect transportation
in the San Juan River Region. The medium and low production levels of No New
Federal Leasing, however, would have less severe effects than the other
production levels.

Railroads. Because of its location, the Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe could
carry a high volume of the region's coal. The Proposed Action and the
alternatives could significantly affect the railroad system.

The new Star Lake Railroad system is built as far as Lee Ranch Mine and when
finished will interconnect the coal areas. The new railroad will avoid
impacts by providing greater flexibility for separate crossings, adequate
access, and ease of movement for local residents. The newly built line would
cause fewer time delays for highway traffic than established lines.

Highways. The largest increase in average daily traffic would occur along
two major routes connecting the tri-city area of Farmington, Aztec, and
Bloomfield. One route includes segments of New Mexico State Highways 44 and
57, and the other route is State Highway 371. This increased traffic would
cause significant traffic congestion.

Alabama Subregion

The Proposed Action and No New Federal Leasing would similarly affect
transportation in the Alabama Subregion. The medium and low production levels
of the No New Federal Leasing Alternative, however, would have less severe
impacts than the other production levels under other alternatives. Emergency
leasing but not preference right leasing would apply to this subregion because
the subregion has no outstanding PRLAs

.

Railroads. The subregion' s rail system is well developed, and its
capacities far exceed its present use. The railroad system would not be
significantly affected by any alternative.

Highways. Roads in the subregion could handle all the needs generated by
projected coal production and should not undergo any major increases in

congestion as a result of traffic increases. No significant impacts would
result

.
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A few unpaved county roads might be relocated but only for short segments.

Traffic flow would not be significantly affected.

Waterways. Capabilities of existing barge facilities exceed any potential
increase in coal transport. The Corps of Engineers has determined that

nonstructural changes at the William B. Oliver Lock and Dam would increase

capacity to more than 20 million tons. Barge transportation would thus not be

significantly affected.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

The subject of health and safety does not lend itself to an

analysis-by-alternative discussion. Rather, the impact discussion applies to

all alternatives and regions.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The percentage of surface and subsurface coal production in the federal coal

regions is as follows.

Surface % Subsurface %

Fort Union 100

Powder River 100

Green River-Hams Fork 70 30

Uinta-Southwestern Utah 1 99

San Juan River 100 *

Alabama Subregion 34 66

*Less than 1 percent

Mining is and will continue to be a high-risk occupation in which overall

fatalities occur five times more often than in manufacturing. The frequency

of disabling accidents is about three times higher than in manufacturing. On

a per-ton basis, surface mining is about nine times safer than subsurface

mining (OTA 1979). (See Appendix 4, Health and Safety Methodology.)

Health Hazards

Some health risks of mining are common to subsurface and surface mining but

are magnified for subsurface mining. In the subsurface mine, the dangers of

dust, fumes, noise, and other contaminates are intensified by close quarters

and artificial ventilation. To a lesser degree, surface miners also face

health hazards. The outdoor worker is exposed to dust, heat and cold, diesel

fumes, whole-body vibration, noise, and stress. Because the subsurface

environment is so clearly more hazardous, comparatively little research has

focused on surface miners. Therefore, the following discussions are directed

mainly at subsurface mining and to a lesser extent at surface mining.

Mortality. The recognition and prevention of disease are hampered by the

time required for many occupationally linked diseases to appear. One

mortality study surveyed more than 23,000 United Mine Workers of America
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miners, of whom 7,628 had died between 1959 and 1971 (Rockette 1977).

Rockette found coal miners died more often than the United States male

population from respiratory disease (pneumonconiois, influenza, emphysema,

asthma, and tuberculosis), accidents, hypertension, and stomach and lung

cancer.

Coal Dust. All mine dust, of which coal dust is most prominent, is classed
as either respirable or nonrespirable. Only the smallest particles (smaller
than 5 micrograms) are respirable (OTA 1979). When these small particles are
retained in the gas-exchanging sacs of the lungs, they cause pneumonconiois.
Coal workers' pneumonconiois is defined as a chronic dust disease of the lung
arising out of employment in an underground coal mine.

Health effects of particulates range from short-term irritation to the
inducing of chronic disease such as fibrosis and lung cancer. Irritations
lead to bronchoconstrictions and reduced airway size. Repeated irritation
results in bronchitis and occasionally asthma. Pulmonary fibrosis results
from exposure to coal dust, which causes the lungs to become stiff and
resistant to the diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Although larger
particles are not retained in the lungs, continuous exposure to them during
the normal work year produces a more or less constant irritation of the upper
respiratory tract.

Other Mine Dusts. Coal mine dusts contain a wide range of noncoal
constituents, including silica and hazardous substances such as benzenes,
phenols, and naphthalenes. Trace and other elements such as arsenic,
beryllium, cadmium, fluorine, lead, mercury, and selenium also occur in coal
and all appear on the Environmental Protection Agency's list of hazardous
elements. Little research has been conducted on the health effects of trace
element dust or trace element compounds generated in coal extraction. Trace
elements may have a role in producing black lung disability, either alone or
synergistically. They may also play a role in the excess lung and stomach
cancer found in miners.

Harmful Fumes and Gases. Hazardous fumes and gases are often produced in

underground mines under both normal and abnormal conditions. Common gases
include nitrogen and its oxides, carbon dioxide, methane and other
hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide. If ventilation is

maintained at required levels, these gases are diluted and carried quickly
away from the working area. Miners are often exposed to noxious or poisonous
fumes from fires in machinery, conveyor belts, oils, and synthetic materials.
No studies have assessed the health impacts of these substances on miners.

Noise. Noise is a proven hazard to both underground and surface miners.
Occupational noise has the following possible effects: temporary or permanent
loss in hearing sensitivity, physical and psychological disorders,
interference with speech communications or the conception of other wanted
sounds, and disruption of job performance. Without reliable noise data, it is

impossible to predict the extent of hearing impairment miners would experience
in the future.

Noise control requires careful equipment engineering and work design.
Exposure can be reduced by providing personal protective headgear, but this
approach is usually less reliable than engineering control and may increase
accidents

.
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Diesel Equipment in Coal Mines. Health hazards to both surface and

underground coal miners from diesel emissions have not been studied

definitively. Diesel engines, however, produce emissions that are known to be

health hazards: carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen,

particulates, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, phenols, aldehydes, oxides of

sulfur, trace metals, nitrogen compounds, smoke, and light hydrocarbons.

Exhaust scrubbers, proper maintenance, and ventilation can reduce these

emissions.

Safety Hazards

During mining, accidents result from rock and roof falls, explosions and

fires, bumps and falls, electrocution, and incidents involving heavy mining

equipment and vehicular traffic. In 1982, accident rates per million tons of

coal produced in underground mines amounted to 0.319, whereas the rate for

surface mines amounted to 0.043. Fatality rates per million tons of coal

mined in 1982 amounted to 0.003 for underground mines and 0.0004 for surface

mines (U.S. Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health Administration 1984).

(See Appendix 4, Health and Safety Methodology, for the methodology for the

calculation of these rates and the actual calculations.)

IMPACTS

Health

Workers would be exposed to several occupational health and safety hazards

during the construction and operation of any coal mine or related facility.

Dust. Early 1970 studies found coal workers' pneumonconiois (CWP) to occur

in 10 to 15 percent of underground coal miners. With the enforcement of

existing federal dust standards, such prevalence rates are projected to be 5

percent for underground mines and 2 percent for surface mines for the year

2000 (OTA 1979). Along with CWP, coal miners would continue to experience

other black lung diseases, bronchitis, severe dyspnea (shortness of breath),

and airway obstructions. For every case of coal workers' pneumonconiois about

three cases of bronchitis, one case of dyspnea, and two cases of airway

obstruction occur. These cases are not exclusive and are often found in

combination.

Truck and Rail Traffic. Truck and rail traffic create noise and have local

health-related air quality impacts. As haul traffic increases, so does noise

from more trains and trucks. Although noise can cause temporary or permanent

loss of hearing, the greatest impact would probably be the health effects from

stress. Harmful fumes and gases from trucks and trains could also have a

local impact on the public by diminishing air quality and thereby increasing

respiratory irritants.

Safety

Table 4-8 projects accidents and fatalities by coal region and alternative.

Accidents and fatalities involving rail and truck traffic would be directly

proportional to the number of ton-miles of coal hauled. Therefore, one can

assume that as coal production increases, as predicted for later years, so

will accidents and deaths. The same relationship would exist for personal

traffic accidents: as population in coal areas increases, so will traffic

accidents and deaths.
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TABLE 4-8

AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCIDENTS AND FATALITIES
FROM MINING, REFINING, AND PROCESSING

(Numbers In parenthesis represent fatalities; other numbers represent accidents.)

1990
REGION

Fort Union

Powder River

Green River-
Hams Fork
Surface
Subsurface
Total

1995
Low Medium High Low Medium

No New Federal Leasing
High Low Medium High

142(1.2)

960(8.4)

190(1.7)

124(1.2)

324(2.9)

Ulnta-SW Utah

San Juan River

Alabama
Surface
Subsurface
Total

905(8.4)

166(1.4)

71(0.6)
604(5.6)

675(6.2)

142(1.2) 142(1.2) 196(1.7) 196(1.7) 196(1.7) 196(1.7) 196(1.7) 196(1.7)

960(8.4) 1180(10.3) 1002(8.7) 1174(10.2) 1583(13.8) 1269(11.1) 1482(12.9) 1196(16.8)

190(1.7)

168(1.6)

358(3.3)

905(8.4)

166(1.4)

83(0.7)

704(6.5)
787(7.2)

190(1.7) 202(1.8) 225(2.0) 225(2.0) 219(1.9)
168(1.6) 168(1.6) 168(1.6) 168(1.6) 168(1.6)
358(3.4) 370(3.4) 393(3.6) 393(3.6) 387(3.5)

255(2.2) 326(2.8)
168(1.6) 168(1.6)
423(3.8) 494(4.4)

939(8.7) 1073(10.0) 1106(10.3) 1207(11.2) 1174(10.9) 1241(11.5)1442(13.4)

166(1.4) 202(1.8) 225(2.0) 243(2.1) 219(1.9) 273(2.4) 285(2.5)

83(0.7) 59(0.5) 89(0.8) 89(0.8) 59(0.5)
704(6.5) 671(6.2) 704(6.5) 704(6.5) 671(6.2)
787(7.2) 730(6.7) 793(7.3) 793(7.3) 730(6.7)

95(0.8) 95(0.8)
704(6.5) 704(6.5)
799(7.3) 799(7.3)

Fort Union

Powder River

Green River-
Hams Fork

Surface
Subsurface
Total

Ulnta-SW Utah

San Juan Slver

Alabama

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing*

1168(10.2)

213(1.9) 219(1.9) 213(1.9) 249(2.2) 249(2.2)

1150(10.0) 1559(13.6) 1251(10.9) 1458(12.7) 2015(17.6)

296(2.6)

168(1.6)

464(4.2)

1241(11.5)

237(2.1)

1576(14.6)

332(2.9)

Fort Union

Powder River

Green River-
Hani Fork
Surface
Subsurface
Total

Proposed Action*

954(8.3

184(1.6)

134(1.2)

318(2.8)

Uinta-SW Utah

San Juan River 178(1.6)

Alabama

954(8.3) 1168(10.2)

184(1.6)
168(1.6)

352(3.2)

178(1.6)

213(1.9) 219(1.9) 213(1.9) 261(2.3) 302(2.6)

1150(10.0) 1559(13.6) 1251(10.9) 1446(12.6) 2217(19.3)

267(2.3)

168(1.6)

435(3.9)

17BU.6)

1241(11.5)

237(2.1)

1576(14.6)

332(2.9)

Total 3318(29.9)

•Includes only regions in which number of accidents would exceed those under No New Federal Leasing.
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General Public Health and Safety

Mining-related hazards might also affect the public because of either faulty

design or unforeseen development. Some of the more obvious possibilities are

as follows:

1. the presence of acid mine water pools,

2. floods caused by sediment pond failure,

3. slope failures on reconstructed surface mines, which threaten local

housing,
4. possible pollution of surface and ground water used for drinking,

5. surface subsidence from mining, and
6. general long-term health problems caused by the lowering of a

region's overall air quality.

Control and Mitigation Methods

Some of the health and safety hazards can be reduced by up-to-date pollution

control technology. Others will require specific industrial hygiene

controls. The three major control methods are (1) worker training programs,

including an intensive training program for new workers and refresher courses

for workers throughout their careers, (2) the design and maintenance of safe

working environments, and (3) health monitoring programs, including

examinations and recordkeeping.

Mortality from the effects of diesel equipment in coal mines and from disease,

mine dust, harmful fumes and gases, and noise cannot be measured because

little specific data exists. One can reasonably assume, however, that mine

conditions would not worsen and should improve with new technology.

NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES

This section discusses key concerns and issues raised by Native American

groups and tribes. Concerns relating directly to environmental effects will

be examined in detail in the regional or site-specific coal EISs. The impacts

examined elsewhere in Chapter 4 would affect Indian tribes and their land, but

such specific impacts are not identified at the programmatic level of analysis.

Tribal demands for increased environmental protection have been a dominant

theme in recent tribal-federal relations concerning energy development around

Indian reservations. The Northern Cheyenne and the Fort Peck (Assiniboine and

Sioux) tribes petitioned the Environmental Protection Agency to reclassify

their reservations to Class I areas under the Clean Air Act. These are the

only instances in the country in which communities have voluntarily requested

that this stringent standard be applied. Even tribes that have done little to

undertake regulatory responsibilities or that have little industry to regulate

have acted to preserve wildlife, unspoiled areas, and sites of historic or

cultural importance. Indian tribes have a strong interest in maintaining high

environmental standards (Council of Energy Resource Tribes 1979).
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Indian tribes in the West own an estimated 70 billion tons of coal reserves,
30 billion of which are surface minable. These reserves constitute the
largest continuous block of nonfederal coal and are a highly important
potential source of supply for future western coal production. A total of
22.9 million tons of coal were mined on Indian lands in 1979, 13.8 percent of

total western production. In 1977, the largest amount of Indian coal—11.5
million tons— was mined in Arizona. In the same year, Indian coal production
was 11.4 million tons in the six western federal coal states, 6.9 million tons
in New Mexico, and 4.5 million tons in Montana (BLM 1979a).

The most important Indian coal owners are the Crow and Northern Cheyenne
Tribes in the Powder River Region in Montana, the Navajo Tribe in the San Juan
River Region, and the three affiliated tribes in the Fort Union Region (Map
4-1). All of these tribes except the Northern Cheyenne and the
off-reservation Indians in New Mexico have stated an interest in developing
their coal reserves. Coal development has the potential for generating a

major infusion of income for the tribes, which is a goal of the Indian
self-determination policy.

Planned production for 1985 from Indian lands in the six western coal states
is 25 million tons per year, but production at full maximum potential at any
one time would be extremely unlikely (BLM 1979a).

Environmental concerns of Indian tribes vary greatly because of political,
cultural, and geographical differences. A review of comments submitted on the
various regional coal EISs and the Office of Technical Assessment report (OTA
1984) reveals three concerns common to the Indian tribes within the coal
regions

.

1. Tribes feel that consultation has been inconsistent and inadequate
during land use planning and has tended more toward "mollification"
than toward "consultation" during activity planning. Similarly, the
tribes do not believe they have been given adequate information to
support effective participation in decisions or recommendations on
leasing levels or lease sales.

2. Indian tribes, as other interest groups, must be able to participate
effectively at key decision points. Tribe involvement with a federal
coal leasing program will and should vary greatly, depending on the
closeness to potential coal areas and on impacts caused by expected
development and on a tribe's willingness to become involved.
Accordingly, it may be useful to distinguish a tribe's role on the
region coal team (RCT) on the same bases-- a coal area's closeness to
a reservation and the size of probable environmental and
socioeconomic impacts.

3. A concern of all tribes is the disparity between the tribes and state
and off-reservation local governments in the availability of funds to
mitigate the adverse impacts of coal development. Tribes generally
do not receive a share of federal bonuses, rentals, or royalties; can
not collect severance, gross proceeds, or any other taxes from
off-reservation mines; and have virtually no independent tax base.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

No Indian lands lie within the Green River-Hams Fork Region and the Alabama

Subregion. (See Map 4-1 for the locations of the reservations discussed in

this section.)

The following summaries present the key concerns of potentially affected

tribes. Concerns about potential environmental and other impacts listed

reflect a tribe's priorities, unless otherwise noted.

FORT UNION REGION

Three Affiliated Tribes - Fort Berthold Reservation

In view of the reservation's location in the center of the North Dakota part

of the Fort Union Region and because of the large scale of coal mining south

of the reservation, the three affiliated tribes are concerned that significant

adverse environmental and socioeconomic impacts will increase.

A major concern of the tribe is air quality, which involves a reduction in

visibility and an increase in total suspended particulates (TSP), sulfur

dioxide, and nitrogen oxides. An indirect economic impact might result from

the reservation's location near Theodore Roosevelt National Park, which holds

a Class I air quality designation. Developing federal coal lease tracts could

use up air quality increments and reduce the likelihood that development of

tribal coal could be compatible with environmental protection.

Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes

The reservation lies within the northeast Montana coal area. The tribes'

environmental issues relate to (1) possible degrading of the reservations' air

quality or exceeding the reservations* Class I air quality increments; (2)

disrupting migratory wildlife on the reservation by disturbing habitat outside

the reservation; and (3) disrupting the reservations' infrastructure and

resources by a large influx of workers.

POWDER RIVER REGION

Northern Cheyenne Reservation

The tribe opposes on-reservation coal extraction. Tribal policy regarding
off-reservation development is largely attached to the potential for tribal

members to obtain employment and other benefits at mines and facilities within

daily commuting distance of the reservation. If this potential cannot be

realized, the tribe is likely to oppose the proposed development. The tribe

also expressed concern about air quality, water quality, tribal government

operations, and maintenance of the existing culture. Making tradeoffs between

economic development and cultural preservation is a continuing dilemma for the

tribe (BLM 1984d)

.

In view of the reservation's location in the center of the Montana portion of

the Powder River Region, the large scale of surrounding existing and proposed

coal mines and conversion facilities has created and will likely continue to
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create significant adverse environmental and socioeconomic impacts. In May
1983, Northern Cheyenne tribal representatives met with BLM representatives to

discuss tribal concerns about possible federal coal leasing (BLM 1984d)

.

Their concerns are as follows.

1. Ability of the tribal government to respond to the potential changes
brought on by leasing on tribal government operations.

2. The extent to which coal development near the Northern Cheyenne
culture could endanger the reservation as the homeland of the

Northern Cheyenne.

3. Effects of coal mining on reservation communities such as Lame Deer
and Busby.

4. Effects of regional population increases on the tribe's provision of

services and facilities, and how such effects could be mitigated.

5. How the tribe's and the reservation's public financing (revenue and
expenditures) should be addressed.

6. Effects on traffic and other potential law and order problems caused
by nearby mining and how the effects could be mitigated.

7. The employment of tribal members as a mitigation measure.

8. The use of stipulations to mitigate adverse effects on the tribe.

9. Concern about the lack of site-specific analysis for specific leases.

10. The tribe's feeling that development of maintenance tracts would
result in increased production and new impacts.

Crow Reservation

Both the northeast and southeast boundaries of the Crow Reservation lie near
federal coal areas (Colstrip, Spring Creek, and North/West Decker) and

existing coal mines and conversion facilities. In addition, an active coal

mine lies in a ceded area at the reservation's northeast border, and another

mine in the southeast portion of the reservation, Youngs Creek, is slated to

begin operation in 1986. The Crow are open to coal development but have the

following two major concerns.

1. Air Quality. The Crow Tribe is concerned that pollution could
significantly harm their reservation, especially at medium and high

production levels (large scale strip mining of coal, related
conversion facilities, powerplants, and synthetic fuel operations).

2. Water Quality and Quantity. The tribe is concerned that intensive
coal development could pollute tributary streams on or next to the

reservation.
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UINTA-SOUTHWESTERN UTAH REGION

Two tribes are associated with the coal leasing program within this region

—

the Ute Tribe (Uintah and Ouray Reservation) and the a Paiute Tribe of Utah.

Uintah and Ouray Reservation

The Ute Tribe and its leaders appear to be convinced that economic development
on and next to their reservation can be compatible with Ute culture, but only
if the tribal government can help formulate mitigation.

Because of the tribe's strong interest in protecting the reservation's air
quality, the Ute Tribe has a research facility, the Ute Research Laboratory,
which is conducting an air quality monitoring program.

Even though the Ute Tribe is tied to economic development and is looking to

coal development as a way to increase reservation employment, the tribe also
has some environmental concerns.

1. Traffic Volume. Concerns include increased traffic movement across
the reservation via north-south and east-west roadways, which could
increase traffic accidents.

2. Increased Population. The tribe is concerned that population
increases associated with the intensive coal development could more
intensely stress the already stressed tribal public facilities and
services

.

3. Socioeconomics. The tribe sees itself in a particularly vulnerable
economic situation because of the closeness of the reservation's
south boundary to one of the region's coal areas. As a result, the
tribe is concerned about the possible impacts of development on
public services and facilities. Most likely to be heavily affected
are the roads, traffic control, law and order, health care, and
housing. The Ute Tribe will not be able to share the revenues
provided to off-reservation government under Utah Code Annotated
Section 63-51-10 (Supp. 1981) (Senate Bill 170) to mitigate such
adverse impacts (see Table 1-10).

4. Air Quality. The tribe is concerned about fugitive dust from
mining and other impacts from conversion facilities and that the
reservation's air quality increments in the region are being usurped.

5. Water Quality. The tribe is concerned that aquifer interception
and contamination from mining could affect the tribal water supply--
springs, wells, streams, and rivers.

6. Wildlife. The tribe is concerned that off-reservation coal
development could affect migration routes of wildlife moving onto
the reservation, which could affect tribal food supplies.

7. Historical and Burial Sites. The tribe is concerned that intensive
coal development could disrupt, destroy, or expose to the public many
sacred historic and burial sites.
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SAN JUAN RIVER REGION

Navajo Reservation

Most of the western half of the New Mexico part of the San Juan River Region

lies within the jurisdiction of the Eastern Navajo Agency, an off-reservation

administrative unit of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The following are some of the tribal concerns that are unique to the federal

coal leasing program within the land under the jurisdiction of the Eastern

Navajo Agency (BLM 1983g)

.

1. Navajo-Hopi Relocation. Coal leasing would significantly affect

the Navajo-Hopi relocation program and the litigation by Navajo

allottees regarding surface owner consent and coal ownership.

2. Socioeconomics. Impacts from an influx of people would result in

housing shortages, increases in crime and alcoholism, and a

deterioration of law and order. All of these changes would in turn

adversely affect the Navajo lifestyle.

3. Reclamation and Revegetation. Coal development could reduce the

amount of grazing land, and the reclamation program would not be

adequate to return the lost grazing land in a short period.

4. Water Quality and Quantity. Tribal concerns center on the

availability of water needed for the proposed mining and related

conversion facilities in coal areas (in view of the current scarcity

for existing domestic, irrigation, and livestock demands) and the

possibility of a new town in the region. Other tribal water quality

concerns include ground water interception and the recharge levels of

aquifers supplying water to many tribal lands. Finally, the tribe is

concerned that water quality may be impaired by the increased coal

mining nearby.

5. Cultural, Archaeological, and Paleontological Resources. The

Navajo Nation strongly believes that comprehensive inventories of

these resources must be undertaken before decisions are made to

implement the leasing plan. Otherwise, Navajo graves and sacred

sites and the rich diversity of significant archaeological and

paleontological resources in the region would be irretrievably lost,

not only to the tribe but to society in general.

6. Air Quality. The Navajo Nation is concerned about decreases in

visibility and increases in total suspended particulates, sulfur

dioxide, and nitrogen oxides. An indirect economic impact might

result from the reservation's location near the coal areas, the

possibility that air quality increments could be used up, and the

decreasing likelihood that tribal coal development could be

compatible with environmental protection.

7. Noise and Vibration. Noise and vibration of intensive coal mining

could harm people, livestock, and wildlife and could damage fragile

archaeological and paleontological resources.
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8. Visual Resources. The Navajo Tribe's key concerns are the scenic
quality of the landscape and possible destruction of some unique
geological formations and wilderness areas.

Jicarilla Apache Tribe—Jicarilla Apache Reservation

The following are some of the Jicarilla Apache Reservation and tribal concerns

(BLM 19838).

1. Water Quality and Quantity. The Jicarilla Tribe is concerned about

the availability of water from Navajo Reservoir and the San Juan

River and the amount required for the proposed mining and related
conversion facilities in coal areas. That surface water would

preempt the tribe's rights to Navajo River water because that stream
is a tributary to the San Juan. The tribe is also concerned that

ground water pumping could reduce the reservations' s ground water

supply.

2. Air Quality. The Jicarilla Tribe has the following air quality
concerns: (1) that chronic exposure of pollutants will lower forest
and range land productivity, (2) that health effects of air pollutant
exposure may aggravate respiratory disorders, (3) that haze will
impair visibility, and (4) that acid precipitation and acid dry
deposition may be severe enough to acidify lakes.

3. Traffic. Impacts from traffic generated on New Mexico State
Highway 44 and other roads across the reservation could increase

traffic accidents and maintenance costs.

4. Endangered Species - Wildlife. The tribe is concerned about
protecting the bald and golden eagles and the peregrine falcon.

5. Socioeconomic Impacts. The tribe is concerned about pressure
generated through population increases and how the following factors
will affect them and their land: unauthorized wood gathering,
off-road vehicle use, poaching, disturbance of archeological sites,

livestock theft, increase in funds needed to mitigate these effects,
and economic change that is driving up prices in Farmington, the

tribe's major shopping center.

Northern and Southern Pueblos

The 19 New Mexico pueblos lie in the east and south portion of the region to
north and west of Albuquerque. A concern of the Pueblo of Sandia is the

effects of coal mining on religious and cultural activities. The Pueblos also
have similar concerns about socioeconomics, reclamation and revegetation,
water quality and quantity, cultural resources, air quality, and visual
resources

.

Other Indian Tribes—Zuni, Ute Mountain, and Southern Ute

These tribes have environmental concerns similar to those of the above
tribes

.
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AIR RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The air resources of the six coal regions consist of a combination of the

climate and the air quality in and around those regions. The climate is

generally moist and temperate in the Alabama Subregion and arid and semiarid

in the western coal regions. Air quality in the six regions ranges from good

to very good.

Fort Union Region

The Fort Union Region has a semiarid continental climate. Winters are long

and cold; summers are short and warm. Many fronts pass through the area, but

because the region is far from major moisture sources, precipitation is not

plentiful. From 12 to 15 times a year, Arctic air breaks into the region,

causing severe winter cold. The extreme cold is often moderated in the

western and southern parts of the area by chinook winds that develop on the

eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains.

The Rocky Mountains, to the west of the region, modify the prevailing westerly
flow of air masses from the northern Pacific. But no topographic barriers

modify the flow of cold, dry air masses from the polar regions to the north

and the warm, moist air masses from tropical regions to the south. As a

result, weather patterns rapidly change.

The Fort Union Region's topography consists of rolling plains with no major

elevated features obstructing air dispersion. The region's landforms that

have a relatively minor and localized effect on air dispersion are the

Killdeer Mountains and the Missouri and Yellowstone river valleys, including

Fort Peck Reservoir and Lake Sakakawea. No distinct major air basins occur

within this region as a whole (BLM 1982a).

Mean annual temperatures vary from 38°F in the northeast part of the region to

45°F in the southeast part. The region is subject to the dominant path of

Arctic-generated storms crossing the United States- Canada border as well as

the chinook winds that moderate the cold temperatures in the western part of

the region.

The region is windy; annual average speeds are 10 miles per hour (mph). The

prevailing direction is northwest, but southerly winds are common during warm

months. The prevailing windy and sunny conditions cause evaporation to exceed

normal precipitation by a factor of two or more.

Surface- based inversions occur on 65 percent of winter mornings and 80 percent

of summer mornings. Forty to 50 percent of the inversions are accompanied by

winds of 5 mph or more. On summer afternoons, surface-based inversions are

rare; on winter afternoons, they occur 25 to 30 percent of the time. Morning

mixing depths tend to be lowest in summer in the eastern part of the region

and lowest in the winter in the western part (BLM 1979a). The region's air

quality is generally very good. No part of the Fort Union Region is

classified non-attainment for any pollutant (BLM 1982a).
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Total suspended particulate (TSP) data for 1979 and 1980 shows that in rural

areas of eastern Montana the annual geometric mean concentrations range from

13 to 21 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3 ) at Scobey and 20 to 27 ug/m3

at Fort Peck and Lindsay. The figures represent up to 28 percent of the

Primary National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) at Scobey and 35 percent

of the Primary NAAQS and 45 percent of the Secondary NAAQS at Fort Peck and

Lindsay. The highest 24-hour concentrations observed were 116 ug/m3 at

Scobey, 153 ug/m3 at Fort Peck, and 208 ug/m3 at Lindsay. These

concentrations represent up to 77, 102, and 139 percent respectively of the

Secondary NAAQS (BLM 1982a).

Rural sites in western North Dakota showed annual geometric means of 11 to 28

ug/m3 TSP, and peak 24-hour TSP concentrations ranging from 90 to 290

ug/m3 . The rural sites reach as high as 47 percent of the more stringent

Secondary NAAQS for the annual geometric mean and as high as 193 percent of

the 24-hour Secondary NAAQS.

Powder River Region

The climate of the Powder River Region is continental and semiarid. Frontal
systems from the Pacific regularly cross the area but drop most of their

moisture on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains. About a dozen times a

year, winter storms from the north swing through the area, bringing windy and

often intense cold weather with rarely significant moisture. These cold waves

are often modified by periods of milder weather created by chinook winds.

These winds, warm and dry, often reach velocities of 25-50 mph and may persist

for several days. Spring and summer bring some moisture, but the region is

considered to be dry.

Average annual temperatures vary little throughout the region, with most
points averaging 45°F. Maximum temperatures exceeding 100°P' occur in July.

The Arctic outbreaks in winter bring extreme cold in January and February,

with record lows of -50°F.

About 75 percent of the average annual precipitation of 14 inches falls from
April to September. At least half the average annual precipitation falls

during late spring and early summer at the start of the growing season.

Perhaps the region's most important climatic feature is the recurrence of

drought cycles. Though this region is semiarid, it varies from humid in some

years to arid in others and is never predictable.

The region is windy, with average speeds of 12 mph. The prevailing direction
is westerly, but directions near terrain features may greatly vary.

Surface-based inversions occur on 75-85 percent of the mornings, summer and

winter. On winter afternoons, surface-based inversions occur 35 percent of

the time. Stable conditions prevail in spite of generally windy conditions,
contributing to high summer afternoon mixing heights. Air quality in the
region is generally good but varies around populated areas, especially in

areas of current surface coal mining (BLM 1979a)

.
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In the Wyoming part of the region, annual geometric mean TSP values range from

5 to 55 ug/m3 , all within the state annual standard of 60 ug/m3 . A

background concentration of 15 ug/m3 annual geometric mean has been used in

most analyses performed for the Powder River Basin and has been used in this

analysis. Secondary-maximum 24-hour measured values range from 8 to 330

ug/m3 . Some of the sites exceed the State of Wyoming 24-hour standard of

150 ug/m3 , but most sites comply.

In the Montana part of the region, annual geometric mean TSP values range from

9 to 138 ug/m3 . Some values exceed the state annual standard of 75 ug/nw,

but most of the monitored values were measured within the mine boundaries

where the standards do not apply. Secondary-maximum 24-hour monitored

concentrations range from 38 to 973 ug/m3 . Again, some values exceed the

state standard of 200 ug/m3 , but most of the monitoring locations showing

violations are within mine boundaries (PEDCo Environmental Inc.. 1983).

Green River-Hams Fork Region

This region has mostly a semiarid continental climate. Fronts generally

originate in the Pacific and drop moisture in the mountains as wind currents

pass over increased elevations. The region's complex topography creates much

variation in site-specific temperatures, precipitation, and surface winds.

These influences are generally less on the plateaus than in the valleys (BLM

1983b). General flooding potential is low, but flash floods may result from

intense summer thunderstorms. Evaporation potential usually exceeds total

precipitation.

The average annual temperatures range from 37° to 46°F with variations due

mostly to differences in elevation and exposure. Frost-free growing seasons

range from 28 days in Steamboat Springs, Colorado, to 130 days in Rawlins,

Wyoming (BLM 1979a).

Prevailing winds for most of the region generally blow from the southwest.

Most of the harsh winter storms blow from the northwest. The wind patterns

are typically funneled through some of the mountain passes and canyons. The

winter winds out of the north typically bring cold dry air with velocities

sometimes exceeding 40 mph. During both summer and winter the region

commonly has surface-based inversions that tend to be intense but not

particularly deep.

Overall regional air quality is very good, being typical of undeveloped

regions in the western United States. Ambient pollutant levels are usually

near or below measurable limits. Notable exceptions in this region include

high, short-term TSP concentrations (related to local winds) and possibly

ozone and carbon monoxide, especially in towns. Locations vulnerable to

decreasing air quality from extensive energy development include the immediate

operation areas (coal mines), local population centers with their induced

impacts, and distant areas that can be affected through long-range transport

of pollutants (BLM 1983b).
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Rural annual geometric mean TSP values range from 23 to 59 ug/m3 , and rural
secondary-maximum 24-hour values range from 52 to 205 ug/m3 . Some areas
have measured high particulate levels, but because the cause is mainly natural
fugitive dust, these areas have been designated unclassified (neither
attainment nor non-attainment) (BLM 1983b).

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Prevailing southwest winds that cross the Colorado and Mojave deserts give
most of the region an arid climate with a high evapotranspiration rate.
Rugged topography and great differences in elevation and orientation, however,
cause temperature and moisture to greatly vary within short distances. The
result is a mosaic of microclimates with significant differences between
north- and south-facing slopes and between sheltered canyon bottoms and
exposed ridges. At higher elevations, subzero winter temperatures are common,
summers are cold, and growing seasons are short. For several months of the
year the higher peaks and mountain ranges are covered with snow, often several
feet deep.

The lower elevations have hot summers, with temperatures often exceeding
100°F, especially in southern parts of the region. Even at lower elevations,
subfreezing temperatures often occur in the winter. The clear, dry air
typical of much of the area is conducive to rapid temperature changes. It is
not unusual to have temperatures in the 80s at midday and frost at night
within the same 24-hour period.

In spite of the prevailing general movement of air from west to east, many
local wind variations result from the rugged topography. Warm air rises from
the valley floors and plains during the day, and cold air drains down from the
higher elevations at night. The resulting local wind flows can be strong but
rarely last long.

Throughout rural parts of this region, air quality is generally very good, and
no major particulate concentrations occur. Occasionally, air quality problems
occur in the closed valleys where temperature inversions trap and hold urban
and industrial emissions (BLM 1979a).

Annual geometric mean TSP values in the region range from 11 to 94 ug/m3 .

Secondary-maximum 24-hour TSP values range from 74 to 346 ug/m3 (BLM 1983h)

.

San Juan River Region

This region lies south of the major storm belt from the Pacific across the
Rockies. The general climate is semiarid, with variations resulting from
elevation and topography. The Pacific fronts that cross the region deposit
most of their moisture on the mountains to the west. In the colder season,
storms that develop off southern California move through the region once or
twice a year and produce some precipitation, mostly on higher terrain as
snow. During the summer, widely scattered showers and thunderstorms are
spotty and erratic, often leading to drought in many areas.
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Annual mean temperatures vary from 48°F to 52°F. Temperatures exceeding 100°F

occur throughout the region. Subzero temperatures are uncommon except in the

mountains. A distinctive feature of the climate is the large variation in the

daily high-low temperatures.

Annual precipitation averages less than 10 inches for most of the region,

though points in northern New Mexico and southwest Colorado receive 20 inches

or more. At lower elevations, about half the precipitation falls fromMay to

August. At higher elevations, a greater proportion is received from winter

storms. Summer rainfall is mostly from intense local thunderstorms ,
which

often cause flash floods. Potential evaporation exceeds normal precipitation

by a factor of 6 or more.

Wind direction tends to reflect local topography. Generally, winds are

westerly during the day and easterly during the night, but terrain features

complicate the wind field and cause significant deviations. For example,

uneven cooling of the air results in downslope drainage of cold dense air

during calm, clear nights, and the heating of valley walls and hills causes

air to flow upslope and out of the valleys on calm, fair days. These

terrain-induced circulations are common with the complex topography throughout

the region.

Mixing heights and transport winds vary daily and seasonally. Mixing heights

are generally higher in the afternoon than in the morning. Morning mixing

heights are lowest during winter because of radiation inversions and afternoon

mixing. Surface-based inversions occur from 80 to 90 percent of the mornings

throughout the year but are uncommon during afternoons. Stagnations are

highly prevalent. Ventilation values are highest in the spring because of

strong transport winds and lowest during winter because of long nights, short

days, snow cover, and persistent high-pressure systems. These various

conditions result in a poor potential for pollution dispersion during certain

periods

.

Nevertheless, the region's air quality is mostly considered good and is better

than the national standards. High winds can pick up dust, which can result in

high particulate content in local areas for several days at a time (BLM 1979a).

The annual background level of particulates is about 30 ug/m3 ,
which meets

state and federal standards. The region is classified as an attainment area

for particulates (BLM 1984c).

Alabama Subregion

The Alabama Subregion has a moist temperate climate, with a mean annual

rainfall ranging from 52 inches along its western side to 56 inches along its

eastern side. Rainfall is fairly well distributed throughout the year.

Winter is the wettest season and March the wettest month. Thunderstorms occur

throughout the year but most often during spring and summer, when July is the

wettest month. Fall is the driest season and October the driest month.

Rainless periods lasting more than 2 or 3 weeks are rare. During the coldest

months, frequent shifts occur between mild, moist Gulf air and cool, dry

continental air (BLM 1983d)
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Air quality in the subregion is generally good. Fayette, Walker, and
Tuscaloosa counties have been designated as attainment/unclassified areas for
TSP. TSP levels in the subregion are generally below the maximum levels
specified by state and federal regulations. The annual TSP standard, however,
was exceeded in 1977 and 1978 in Walker County. Maximum annual TSP
concentrations reached 82 ug/m3 . The annual standard was not exceeded in
1979. The 24-hour secondary standard was exceeded in 1979. The high TSP
levels in Walker County are mainly due to fugitive dust from coal trucks
driving on unpaved roads (Frentz and Lynnott 1978). Rural background TSP
levels over the study area are approximately 40 ug/m3 (Barrett 1980)

.

Maximum sulfur dioxide (SO2) concentrations monitored in and near the
subregion were found to be about 30 percent of allowable levels. Background
S02 concentrations are in the range of 1-20 ug/m3 (EPA 1979).

IMPACTS

General Impacts

This section addresses air emissions so as to compare regional emission totals
and federal coal management program alternatives against the No New Federal
Leasing base totals. A discussion of the sources of particulate air emissions
from the exploration, extraction, benef iciation and transportation cycles of
coal development follows. Finally, this section discusses total emissions
data for each coal region and each alternative.

Aggregated emissions do not directly represent measures of air quality
degradation. The quality of the air is measured by the concentration of
pollutants in the atmosphere, typically expressed in micrograms per cubic
meter (ug/m3 ). Models of varying sophistication can be used to calculate,
under specified circumstances, point or area source emissions into estimates
of ambient air concentrations. The use of these models requires detailed
information on the nature of the source and meteorological and geographic
characteristics of the surrounding area.

The alternatives for a federal coal management program cannot be compared by
ambient concentrations because data is not specific enough for the model
calculations. These calculations also present a detailed analysis of impacts
on Class I scenic and other sensitive areas. These impacts are more
appropriately assessed at the regional level of analysis. A comparison of the
total emissions for each alternative is the most worthwhile measure of
relative air quality impact (BLM 1979a).

In estimating the total dust emissions from a coal mine, it is preferable to
identify dust-producing activities and estimate emissions from each activity
separately rather than to use a single emission factor for the entire mine.
This method allows one to directly determine the major emission sources and
their contribution to overall emissions (BLM 1979a). Potential sources of
fugitive dust from coal mining are as follows (Morrison-Knudson Co. Inc..
1983):
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From Mining

facility site preparation and construction

topsoil removal and placement

overburden drilling, blasting, removal, and dumping

coal drilling, blasting, and removal

material hauling

spoils grading
reclamation grading and tilling

exposed area and topsoil stockpile wind erosion

nonmining vehicle traffic

road maintenance and watering

From Facilities

crusher load-in
crushing and screening

conveying and conveyor transfer

coal storage pile stacking, wind erosion, and reclaiming

railcar loading and wind erosion

These sources are not always noticeable at every mine site. For example, only

the transfer conveying and access road sources normally occur at underground

mines. Recent studies have shown that of the sources listed above, haul roads

and access roads most often contribute the greatest ambient particulate

concentrations at and near the mine sites (PEDCo Environmental Inc.. 1978).

Other major sources of particulates are wind erosion from exposed areas and

from topsoil and overburden storage areas.

Fugitive emissions are pollutant emissions that are not normally vented

through a controlled opening, such as a stack or baghouse vent. Most mining

emissions are fugitive and consist of both gaseous and particulate matter.

Particulate emissions (TSP) are commonly referred to as fugitive dust.

Significant gaseous pollutants are carbon monoxide, sulfur and nitrogen

oxides, and hydrocarbons resulting from blasting and diesel equipment

operation. In addition to these pollutants, lead is also emitted by gasoline

engine operation (Morrison-Knudson Co. Inc.. 1983).

Another air pollution source at coal mines is exhaust emissions from employee

motor vehicles and diesel-powered haul trucks and equipment. The major

gaseous emissions from these sources are carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,

hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and water vapor. The amount of these

pollutants generated at even the larger coal mines would not be significant,

as found by studies of the impact of vehicle emissions associated with western

coal mines (USDI 1976).

Because gaseous pollutants are emitted in relatively small quantities, the

focus of attention for mining air quality impacts is fugitive dust emissions.
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The impact of mining on existing particulate air quality at and near an active
mine depends on three variables: climate, type of dust-producing operations,
and size of the mine. Any one factor could greatly add to or reduce emissions
from a mine site. For example, a small underground mine could contribute
greatly to the ambient particulate concentration in the surrounding area
because of an extremely long unpaved mine access road on which mine employees
travel each day.

The impacts on air quality would be greatest at the mine site where airborne
particulates would be generated and at areas close to the mine site. Air
quality impacts of mining would markedly decrease with distance from the site.

Air pollutants emitted during the hauling of coal by rail or barge would
include dust from coal cars and barges and the exhaust of train and tug
engines. Estimates of windblown coal dust range from 0.2 to 2 percent of the
volume of coal carried (DOE 1978). These estimates assume that the coal is
carried dry. If it is carried wet, dust emissions could be reduced to
negligible amounts.

All large-scale construction would generate essentially the same types of air
pollutants. The major emissions would be fugitive dust, exhaust from motor
vehicles and construction equipment (mainly carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and water vapor), and smoke from the burning of
cleared vegetation. The amount of the emissions would depend on the size of
the construction area, the method of construction, the project duration, the
type of terrain, and the type of control measures employed. In low areas and
in narrow, steep-sided valleys, where the build-up of polluted air would be
greater than in surrounding areas, concentrations of nitrogen oxides from
construction equipment could exceed the NAAQS. The actual concentrations
would depend upon such factors as wind and temperature conditions, atmospheric
mixing conditions, pollutant production rates, and duration of operations (BLM
1979a).

Legislative Status

The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) limit the total amounts of
specific pollutants—carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulfur
dioxide, and total suspended particulates (TSP)- -allowed in the atmosphere.
State standards include these parameters but may also be more stringent.

These standards were established to protect public health (primary standards)
and public welfare (secondary standards). Areas that consistently violate
minimum federal standards because of human activities are classified as
non-attainment areas and must implement a plan to reduce ambient levels below
the maximum pollution standards (Table 4-9). Under the Environmental
Protection Agency's fugitive dust policy, areas that violate the TSP NAAQS but
lack any significant industrial particulate sources and have a population
below 25,000 are designated as unclassified, being neither attainment nor
non-attainment areas.

Unclassified areas are generally exempt from having to follow the offset
provisions, retrofit controls, and new source control requirements established
for non-attainment areas by the Clean Air Act.
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TABLE 4-9

NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

-

Averaging
Time

National Standards

Pollutant Primary

235 ug/m3

Secondary

MOxidant (ozone)* 1 hour**

Carbon monoxide 8 hour
1 hour

10 mg/m3

40 mg/m3 m
Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 ug/m3 M

Sulfur dioxide Annual
24 hour
3 hour

80 ug/m3

365 ug/m3

1,300 ug/m3

Suspended Annual 75 ug/m3 60 ug/m3

particulate
matter

(geometric
24 hour

Tie an)

260 ug/m3 150 ug/m3

Lead Calendar quarter 1.5 ug/m3 m

Hydrocarbons 3 hour (6-9 AM) 160 ug/m3 M

^National standards, other than those for ozone or those based on

annual averages, are not be be exceeded more than once per year.

**The number of days during a calendar year in which one or more

hourly values could equal or exceed the ozone standard must be less

than or equal to 1.

^Guideline for oxidant control is no longer a national standard.

##Same as primary standard.

To protect areas

established a sys

(Table 4-10) thro

classified by the

allowed. PSD Cla

wilderness areas,

would be signific

designated as PSD

greatest degree o

designated as attainment or unclassified, Congress

tern for the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)

ugh the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977. Areas were

additional TSP and sulfur dioxide degradation that would be

ss I areas, predominantly national parks and certain

have the greatest limitations: virtually any degradation

ant. Areas where moderate, controlled growth can occur were

Class II. PSD Class III areas are those that allow the

f degradation.

Th* current PSD regulations apply to coal mines only if over 250 tons of

regulated pollutant are emitted annually through a stack or vent (controllable

source fugitive emission sources are not considered and most coal

mines do not have a large, adjacent processing facility, the proposed mines

are not likely to be subject to PSD regulations. Specific applicability would

need to be determined once mining plans are developed.
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TABLE 4--10

PSD INCREMENTS

Averagi
Time

ng Increments 'ug/m3)
Pollutant Class I Class

20
91

512

II Class III

Sulfur
dioxide

Annual
24 hour
3 hour

2

5

25

40
182

700

Particulate
matter

Annual
24 hour

5

10
19
37

37
75

Higher TSP concentrations are expected near towns because of local combustion
sources and unpaved roads. Significant regional levels probably result from
fugitive dust (mainly windblown). Because fugitive dust particulates are
larger than those produced in combustion, they settle relatively quickly and
present little inhalation health threat. The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has recognized this difference by developing standards for particulates
less than 10 microns in diameter, commonly called inhalable particulates and
abbreviated as PM-10. (EPA's new TSP regulation proposals are discussed in
Chapter 1.

)

PSD Class I regulations also address the potential for impacts to air quality-
related values. These values include visibility, odors, and impacts to
plants, animals, soils, water, and geologic and cultural structures.
Visibility impacts can occur from atmospheric increases in small,
light-scattering particles or increases in light-absorbing gases (typically
nitrogen dioxide). The nature of potential coal mining emissions make direct
impacts to air quality-related values unlikely (BLM 1983b). A possible source
of impact to air quality-related values is acid precipitation. Mechanisms of
acid precipitation formation are under study, and preliminary results have
correlated ambient sulfuric and nitric acids with combustion byproducts
(sulfates and nitrates).

Impacts by Alternative

This discussion addresses the aggregated particulate air emissions resulting
from the exploration, extraction, benef iciation, and transportation cycles of
coal development in each of the six regions for 1990, 1995, and 2000 under
each alternative. (See Appendix 4, Air Quality Methodology, for impact
calculation methods.) Table 4-11 presents data showing tons per year of
particulate air emissions for each year, alternative, and region. Table 4-12
shows percent total increase in TSP emissions for applicable year,
alternative, and region as compared to the 1990 No New Federal Leasing
Alternative in the respective regions.

No New Federal Leasing. Percentage increases in emissions over 1990 for
1995 and 2000 would be 38 percent for the Fort Union Region; 26 percent (1995)
and 65 percent (2000) for the Powder River Region; 23 and 41 percent for the
Green River-Hams Fork Region; 20 and 40 percent for the Uinta- Southwestern
Utah Region; 36 and 64 percent for the San Juan River Region; and 5 and 10
percent for the Alabama Subregion.
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TABLE 4-11

TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATES
(tons per year)

Year

Production
Level

No New
Federal
Leasing

Preference Right

and Emergency
Leasing

Fort Union Region

Proposed
Action

1990 Low
Medium
High

28,800
28,800
28,800

1995

2000

Low
Medium
High

Low
Medium
High

39,600
39,600
39,600

39,600
39,600
39,600

A3, 200

44,400

43,200
50,400
50,400

43,200
44,400

43,200
52,800
61,200

Wyoming

Powder

Montana

River Region

Wyoming Montana Wyoming Montana

1990 Low 145,200 49,200 144,000 —
Medium 145,200 49,200 — — 144,000 --

High 188,400 50,400 186,000 — 186,000 — _.

1995 Low 152,400 50,400
Medium 183,600 54,000 180,000 52,800 180,000 52,800

High 266,400 54,000 261,600 — 261,600 —

2000 Low 204,000 52,800 200,400 — 200,400 __.

Medium 240,000 60,000 236,400 58,800 234,000 58,800

High 302,400 86,400 318,000 90,000 372,000 76,800

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. Table 4-12 shows percentages of

particulate emission change for all regions. Under Preference Right and

Emergency Leasing, particulate emissions would change in all regions except

the Alabama Subregion. The most change would occur in the Fort Union,

Uinta-Southwestern Utah, and San Juan River regions.

Proposed Action. As shown in Table 4-12, under the Proposed Action,

particulate emissions would change in all regions except the Alabama Subregion,
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TABLE 4-11 (continued)
TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATES

(tons per year)

Year

1990

1995

2000

Production
Level

No New
Federal
Leasing

Preference Right
and Emergency

Leasing
Proposed
Action

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Low
Medium
High

Low
Medium
High

Low
Medium
High

Wyoming Colorado Wyoming Colorado Wyoming Colorado

25,200
26,400
26,400

27,600
32,400
32,400

30,000
37,200
42,000

14,800
14,000
14,000

16,400
16,400
26,000

24,000
25,200

39,600 22,400 36,000 20,000

1990

1995

2000

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Colorado Utah Colorado Utah

Low 2,000 8,800
Medium 2,000 8,800
High 2,400 8,800

Low 2,400 10,400
Medium 2,400 10,800
High 2,800 11,600

Low 2,800 11,200
Medium 2,800 12,000
High 4,000 13,200

Colorado Utah

2,800

12,000 — 12,000

16,000 2,800 16,000

ASSUMPTIONS

SOILS AND VEGETATIOB

Land disturbance figures are for surface and subsurface mining and related
coal beneficiation. Other land disturbance associated with transportation,
conversion, consumption facilities, and population increases is not measured
because it would occur at unknown levels and locations. The function of the
resource management plans and prelease review is to identify fragile areas and
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TABLE 4-11 (concluded)

TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATES
(tons per year)

Year

1990

Production
Level

Low
Medium
High

No New
Federal
Leasing

Preference Right

and Emergency
Leasing

San Juan River Region*

33,600
33,600
33,600

Proposed
Action

36,000
36,000
36,000

1995
Low
Medium
High

40,800

45,600
49,200 48,000 48,000

2000
Low
Medium
High

44,400
55,200
57,600 67,200 67,200

Alabama Subresion

1990 Low
Medium
High

21,600
25,200
25,200

1995
Low
Medium
High

20,000
26,400
26,400

2000
Low
Medium
High

20,000
27,600
27,600

*This alternative would involve emergency but not preference right leasing in

the Alabama Subregion.

obvious reclamation problems to avoid leasing in areas where coal mining would
significantly affect soil and vegetation. The Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act (SMCKA) also requires premine soil studies to identify
problems. Permits will not be granted to mines that cannot meet SMCRA's
standards. (See Appendix 6, Reclamation and Erosion Control on Surface-Mined
Lands .

)
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TABLE 4-12
PERCENT CHANGE IN TSP EMISSIONS

No New Preference Right
Production Federal and Emergency Proposed

Level Leasing Leasing ActionYear

Fort Union Region

1995 Medium
High

+ 9

+12
+ 9

+12

2000 Low
Medium
High

+ 9

+27

+27

+ 9

+33
+55

Powder River Region

1990 Low
Medium
High

WY MT WY
- 1

- 1

- 1

MT

1995 Medium
High

- 2

- 2

2000 Low
Medium
High

- 2

- 2

+ 5

- 2

+ 4

- 2

- 3

+23

- 2

-11

Green River-Hams Fork Region

1990 Low
Medium

WY CO WY CO

2000 High -14 -14 -23

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

1995

2000

High

High

CO UTAH CO UTAH— + 3 — + 3

-30 +21 -30 +21

San Juan Region

1990 Low
Medium
High

+ 7

+ 7

+ 7

1995

2000

High

High +17

- 2

+17
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SOILS AND VEGETATION

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The six coal regions are located in 36 Major Land Resource Areas (MLRAs) as

described by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS 1981). MLRAs are

geographically associated areas with particular patterns of soils, vegetation,

climate, water resources, and land uses (Map 4-2). Following are the setting,

soil, and vegetation descriptions for each of the six coal regions.

Fort Union Coal Region

Setting. The Fort Union Region is located in 11 MLRAs. The areas of coal

occur mainly in MLRAs 53A-~Northern Dark Brown Glaciated Plains, 53B—Central
Dark Brown Glaciated Plains, 54--Rolling Soft Shale Plains, 58A--Northern

Rolling High Plains (northern part) and 58C--Northern Rolling High Plains

(northeastern part). The region's northern part (MLRAs 53A, 53B) consists

mainly of gently undulating till plains. Elevations range from 1,070 to 2,750

feet, average annual precipitation ranges from 11 to 18 inches, and the

average frost-free period ranges from 110 to 135 days.

The region's southern portion (MLRAs 54, 58A, and 58C) consists mainly of

moderately rolling dissected plains underlain by shale, siltstone, and

sandstone. Buttes, badlands, and moderately steep and steep slopes adjoin the

major valleys. Elevations range from 1,520 to 3,050 feet, average annual

precipitation ranges from 8 to 12 inches, and the average frost-free season

ranges from 110 to 140 days.

Soils. Soils in the region's northern parts are mainly deep, well drained,

neutral to mildly alkaline, and medium textured, forming from glacial till on

nearly level to rolling till plains. Soils in the southern parts are mainly

moderately deep and deep, well drained, neutral to mildly alkaline loamy and

clayey. They are forming on materials derived from soft shale, siltstone, and

sandstone and are on gently rolling to strongly sloping dissected plains.

Included are areas of badlands and steep-sloping shallow soils on the strongly

dissected plains and sideslopes bordering intermittent drainageways and river

valleys. Deep, moderately well to somewhat poorly drained alluvial soils lie

on terraces and floodplains along lower streams and rivers.

Vegetation. This region supports mainly mixed grass-prairie vegetation.
Western wheatgrass, needle and thread, blue gramma, and green needlegrass are

dominant species. Prairie sandreed, sideoats gramma, and little bluestem are

important species on the shallow and steep-sloping soils. Buf faloberry

,

chokecherry, silver sage, and prairie rose are common in draws and narrow

valleys

.

Interspersed with the prairie vegetation, particularly within the North Dakota

part of the region, are woody draws populated with native trees and shrubs.

Shelterbelt and field windbreaks are common in the area. Wetlands,

specifically prairie potholes, are common on the nearly level to gently

rolling plains to the north and east of the Missouri River.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. No listed endangered or threatened plants

occur in the region, but several are proposed for inclusion on the federal

list and may eventually be protected under the Endangered Species Act.
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Appendix 3 lists threatened, endangered, or proposed species that could occur

in this region.

Reclamation Potential. Most soils within the region have a fair to good

reclamation potential and would provide enough suitable plant growth materials

to reclaim surface-mined land. The potential to reclaim land to a

near-original state following surface mining is favorable with proper use of

effective erosion control, reclamation, and revegetation measures (BLM 1982a).

Powder River Region

Setting. The Powder River Region is located in 14 MLRAs . The areas of coal

occur mainly within the 58A MLRA, Northern Rolling High Plains (northern

part), and 58B MLRA, Northern Rolling High Plains (southern part). These

MRLAs lie on broad dissected plains underlain by shale, siltstone, and

sandstone. Slopes are mostly gently rolling to steep with wide belts of

steeply sloping badlands bordering some of the larger river valleys. In

places, flat-topped, steep sideslope buttes rise sharply above the general

level of the plains.

This region has a continental, semiarid climate. Average annual precipitation

ranges from 12 to 20 inches, but as much as 30 inches falls in the mountains.

The average frost-free period is 100 to 140 days. Elevations range from 2,500

to 5,500 feet. One of the most important climatic features is the occurrence

of drought cycles.

Soils. Soils in the region are mainly well drained, mildly to strongly
alkaline sandy loam, loam, and clay loam, which are forming in materials

derived from sandstone and shale. Deep and moderately deep, gently sloping to

sloping soils are on sedimentary uplands and sideslopes. Shallow soils occur

mainly on moderately steep and steep sideslopes and ridges where sedimentary
formations are near the surface. Soils on the nearly level floodplains,

terraces, alluvial fans, and foot slopes are deep and productive. Some soils

with fluctuating water tables occur along rivers, including small areas of

moderately to strongly saline soils.

Vegetation. Native vegetation consists mainly of short-grass prairie,
grassland-sagebrush and sagebrush steppe, and areas of ponderosa pine (Kuchler

1979). Dominant grass species include western wheat, blue gramma, blue bunch

wheatgrass, green needlegrass, needle and thread, and little bluestem.
Typical floodplain vegetation includes cottonwood, willow, chokecherry,
greasewood, saltgrass, and western wheatgrass.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. No plant species in the Powder River
Region are listed as threatened or endangered, but some species are being
considered for listing. Appendix 3 lists threatened, endangered, and proposed
species that could occur in this region.

Reclamation Potential. The dominant soils within the region have a fair to
good reclamation potential and would provide suitable plant growth materials
to reclaim surface-mined land. The potential to reclaim land to a

near-original state following surface mining is favorable with proper and
timely use of effective erosion control, reclamation, and revegetation
measures (BLM 1981a).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Green River-Hams Fork. Region

Setting. The Green River-Hams Fork Coal Region consists of a series of
parallel mountain ranges and valleys. The region is located in eight MLRAs

.

The areas of coal occur mainly in MLRA 34--Central Desertic Basins, Mountains,
and Plateaus: MLRA 47—Wasatch and Uinta Mountains; and MLRA 48A- Southern
Rocky Mountains. The portion in MLRA 34 has piedmont plains, alluvial fans,
and piedmont slopes extending from the surrounding mountains to form broad
intermountain basins. Elevations range from 5,700 to 8,300 feet; average
annual precipitation ranges from 6 to 12 inches; and the average frost-free
period lasts from 80 to 100 days. The part of the region in MLRAs 4 7 and 48A
lies in the foothills of strongly sloping to steep mountains, where average
annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 30 inches and the frost-free period
lasts from 60 to 100 days.

Soils. Where coal most commonly occurs, the soils are mainly well drained,
neutral to moderately alkaline and saline, sandy loams to clay loams. They
are forming in mixed materials derived mainly from sedimentary and some
igneous rocks. Soils within the smoother sloping basins are deep clay loams.
Soils on the low mountain footslopes and foothills (MLRAs 47 and 48) are
moderately deep to deep, well drained, neutral to mildly alkaline, sandy
loams, loams, and clay loams containing varying amounts (5 to 50 percent and
more) of coarse fragments.

l
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Green Ri ver-Hams Fork Region is part of the cold desertbicme and consists mainly of sagebrush or saltbush-greasewood dominatedcommunities. Other vegetation types include mountain shrub, mixed coniferpinyon-jumper, and small areas of riparian vegetation.
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various grasses. Broadleaf forests, consisting mainly of willow and

cottonwood with grass understories , are limited mainly to floodplains along

perennial streams. Barren areas associated with rock outcrops have a limited

vegetation cover of mountain mahogany, serviceberry , wild buckwheats, big

sagebrush, saltbushes, and prairie junegrasses.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. Field surveys of specific tracts within

the region found no federally listed threatened or endangered plants or

sensitive or rare plant species (BLM 1983b), but 18 species are proposed for

such listing. Appendix 3 lists threatened, endangered, and proposed species

that could occur in this region.

Reclamation Potential. The reclamation potential of disturbed land varies

greatly within the region. Limited precipitation and areas of shallow and

strongly saline and alkaline soils are the main reclamation problems. Most

soils within the area have a fair to good reclamation potential and would

provide suitable plant growth material to reclaim surf ace -mined land. By

using the best reclamation technology, the limitations of soil and

precipitation can be reduced. Each specific location of land disturbance will

require separate evaluations (BLM 1983b).

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Setting. The Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region has extremes in both topography^

and climate. The region includes 10 MLRAs , but the coal areas occur mainly in

MLRA 34--~Central Desertic Basins, Mountains, and Plateaus; MLRA 35— Colorado

and Green River Plateaus; MLRA 48- -Southern Rocky Mountains; and MLRA

47—Wasatch and Uinta Mountains. The part in MLRA 34 has broad intermountain

basins with elevations of 5,700 to 6,800 feet. Average annual precipitation

ranges from 6 to 12 inches, and average frost-free periods range from 80 to

100 days.

The part in MLRA 35 generally consists of gently sloping to strongly sloping

plains, interrupted by scarps, deep incised canyons, and abruptly rising

volcanic plugs. Average annual precipitation ranges from 5 to 14 inches, and

the average frost-free period ranges from 110 to 180 days. The part of the

region in MLRAs 47 and 48A lies in the foothills portion of the strongly

sloping to steep mountains, where the average annual precipitation ranges from

14 to 30 inches and the average frost- free period ranges from 60 to 100 days.

Many of the coal deposits are in the flanks of the major peaks and plateaus at

intermediate elevations.

Soils. Soils where coal most commonly occurs in the basin area (MLRA 34)

and plains area (MLRA 35) are mainly well drained, neutral and moderately

alkaline, nonsaline to moderately saline sandy loam, loams, and clay loams.

These soils are forming in materials derived mainly from sedimentary rocks.

In much of this area, high evaportranspiration rates have caused salt

concentrations. Salts are generally more concentrated in soils on flat valley

floors and closed basins, and where they are forming from shale with inherent

high concentrations of salts. The more productive soils most commonly are on

benches, alluvial fans, and floodplains. Soils on the low mountain foot

slopes and foothills (MLRAs 47 and 48A) are moderately deep to deep, well

drained, neutral to mildly alkaline sandy loams and loams containing varying

amounts (10 to 50 percent and more) coarse fragments.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Vegetation. Native vegetation ranges, often within a few miles, from cold
desert through pinyon-juniper woodland to montane coniferous forest. Marrow
belts of streamside vegetation transect all major vegetation types. MLRA 34
supports mainly grass-shrub type vegetation with needle and thread, Indian
ricegrass, western wheatgrass and big sage as the dominant species. Scattered
Rocky Mountain juniper commonly grows on shallow soils on steeper slopes.
MLRA 35 supports desert shrub and woodland vegetation at higher elevations.
At lower elevations are galleta grass, alkali sacaton, Indian ricegrass,
bottlebrush squirreltail, and needle grasses intermixed with fourwing saltbush
and winterfat. Greasewood and shadscale are part of the plant community on
saline soils.

MLRAs 4 7 and 48A support grasses, mountains shrub, sagebrush-grass,
pinyon-juniper, conifer, and aspen vegetation. Big sagebrush and bluebunch
wheatgrass are dominant sagebrush-grass species. Gambel oak, curlleaf and
birch leaf mountain mahogany, chokecherry, snowberry, bluebunch wheatgrass,
and mountain brome are dominant species in the mountain shrub area in mountain
foothills

.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. Surveys in central Utah have found the

candidate endangered species Hymenoxys helenioides , Hydysarum occidentale
variety canone within the region. Although several listed species occur
within the region (Appendix 3) no other officially listed or candidate
threatened or 'endangered species are known to exist on or near any of the
existing leased tracts. Appendix 3 lists threatened, endangered, and proposed
species that could occur in this region.

Reclamation Potential. Low precipitation and areas of strongly saline and
alkaline soils are this region's main reclamation problems. Most soils in the
region have a fair to good reclamation potential, but each specific location
of land disturbance would require separate evaluation. Most coal mining in

this region is subsurface (BLM 1984c).

San Juan River Region

Setting. The San Juan River Region consists of a basin with mesas, rolling
plains, and badlands that are lower than the surrounding mountain ranges. The
region is located in seven MLRAs. The areas of coal occur mainly in MLRA
36—New Mexico and Arizona Plateaus and Mesas; MLRA 37—San Juan River Valley,
Mesas and Plateaus; MLRA 39--Arizona and New Mexico Mountains; and a portion
of MLRA 48A- -Southern Rocky Mountains. MLRA 36 has foothills with plateaus
and mesas, including broad basins, valleys, and alluvial fans. Intermittent
drainageways (washes and arroyos) are common. Elevations range from 4,200 to
8,600 feet; average annual precipitation ranges from 8 to 11 inches; and the
average frost-free period ranges from 180 to 240 days.

MLRA 39 has steep to very steep mountains, including associated foothills,
mountain meadows, and narrow floodplains. Elevations range from 4,800 to
8,600 feet; annual precipitation ranges from 16 to 25 inches; and the average
frost-free period ranges from less than 70 days at higher elevations to 115
days at lower elevations.

MLRA 37 consists of gently sloping broad valleys and plains bordered by deeply
dissected bands of steep slopes. Mesas and isolated mountain ranges also
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occur. Elevations range from 4,550 to 6,100 feet; average annual

precipitation ranges from 6 to 12 inches; and the average frost-free period is

140 to 165 days.

Soils. Where the region's coal most commonly occurs, soils are well
drained, neutral to strongly alkaline loams and clay loams. Areas of saline

soils are also common. Deep, loamy alluvial soils occur along the floodplains
and on alluvial fans and make up only a small percentage of the region. Deep
and moderately deep soils occur on the gently to strongly sloping dissected
uplands and make up the largest portion of the region. Strong calcium
carbonate horizons within 12 to 40 inches of the surface are common in many of

the soils in the region.

Vegetation. This region consists of three major vegetation types:
grassland and desert shrub (lower elevations); pinyon-juniper (5,000 to 7,000
feet) and mixed conifer (above 7,000 feet). Major grass species include
Indian ricegrass, blue grass, alkali sacaton, sand dropseed, and galleta.
Shadscale, big sagebrush, greasewood, winterfat, and fourwing saltbush
commonly occur in bottomlands, valleys, and uplands. Pinyon-juniper woodland
along with mountain mahogany and western wheatgrass occurs at higher
elevations. Mixed conifers consisting mainly of ponderosa pine, some Douglas

fir, and spruce occur on steep-sloping north-facing mountain slopes.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. No populations of federally listed
threatened or endangered plants are known to occur within the area covered by

the San Juan River Regional Coal EIS (BLM 1983e) . Potential habitat for

Sclerocactu s mesae verdea associated with Mancos shale occurs within the

area. The New Mexico State Heritage Program identified Astragalus wingatas , a

state sensitive species and proposed federal threatened and endangered species

occurring within the region (BLM 1983e) . Appendix 3 lists threatened,

endangered, and proposed species that could occur in this region.

Reclamation Potential. Low precipitation and strongly saline and alkaline
soils in the San Juan River Region are site characteristics that strongly
affect reclamation. Most of the region's soils have a fair to good
reclamation potential and would provide adequate suitable plant growth
materials for reclaiming surface mining disturbance. Information on

site-specific elevations would be needed to conduct proper reclamation
procedures. The potential to reclaim and revegetate land is favorable with

proper and timely use of effective reclamation, erosion control, and

revegetation measures (BLM 1984c).

Alabama Subregion

Setting. The Alabama Subregion is located in three MLRAs . The region has a

moist, temperate climate with an average annual precipitation ranging from 52

to 56 inches and an average frost-free period ranging from 170 to 210 days but
reaching 240 days in some valleys. Elevations range from 600 to 2,500 feet.

Soils. The subregion' s soils are mainly well drained to moderately well
drained, mildly to moderately acid, and low in organic matter and have

subsurface horizons of clay accumulations. Soil depths range from shallow on

the steep sandstone and shale ridges to very deep in the nearly level to

gently sloping valleys and on the sloping uplands. Included are small poorly
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

drained and somewhat poorly drained low wetlands. The soils are generally low
in fertility and are susceptible to a moderate to severe water erosion hazard.

Vegetation. This region consists mainly of mixed hardwood-pine forest
vegetation (Kuchler 1979). Major overstory species are loblolly pine,
shortleaf pine, slash pine, pitch pine, longleaf pine, sweet gum, yellow
popular, red oak, and white oak. Dogwood, sourwood, huckleberries, little
bluestem, Elliott bluestem, native lespedezas and low panicums are common
understory species. Aquatic and riparian vegetation occurs along perennial
and intermittent streams.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. Alabama has no official list or
legislation dealing with protected plants.

Reclamation Potential. The natural productivity, combined with a favorable
climate gives the Alabama Subregion a high potential for reclamation. Land
disturbed by coal mining can be readily reclaimed. Ground cover of grasses

and legumes could be established within 1 year, and trees could reach a size

suitable for harvesting within 30 years (BLM 1981d)

.

IMPACTS

The following general discussion of soil and vegetation impacts applies to all
regions, alternatives, and production levels.

This section addresses the amount of land in each coal region that would be

disturbed annually by mining and coal benef iciation from 1990 to 2000 at each
production level for each alternative. Other land disturbances associated
with transportation, conversion, and consumption facilities cannot be measured
because they would occur at an unknown level and location.

Land disturbance impacts to soils and vegetation would depend on the physical
setting and conditions at each specific site. Since specific sites are not

known, land disturbance impacts are discussed quantitatively only to the
extent possible. Table 4-13 shows estimated average annual land disturbance
of coal mining at projected production levels.

Reclamation Potential and Effectiveness

All surface coal mining under each alternative, including No New Federal
Leasing, would be regulated by the reclamation requirements of the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) (see Appendix 5). The only
variations in reclamation requirements among the alternatives would involve
the number of acres requiring reclamation and the differing intensity of

reclamation efforts for the type of land being disturbed.

The basic purposes of SMCRA that pertain to reclamation are as follows (1) to

assure that surface mining is not allowed if the required reclamation is not

feasible, (2) to assure that reclamation be as contemporaneous with mining as

possible, and (3) to promote reclamation of abandoned mine areas. The main
reclamation requirements are in the environmental protection performance
standards (Section 515 of SMCRA), which require mined land to be restored to a

condition equal to or better than its premining condition.
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TABLE 4-13
AVERAGE ANNUAL LAND DISTURBANCE

(acres)

Fort Union Region

Preference Right and
Production No New Federal L

Existing New
easing
Total

Emergency Leasing***
Existing New Total

Proposed Action***

Level Existing New Total
Mines Mines Mines Mines Mines Mines Mines Mines Mines

1990
Low 1,169 — —
Medium 1,169 — —
High 1,169 — —

1995
Low 1,607 — —
Medium 1.607 — (146) 1,753 — (146) 1,753**

High 1,607 — (195) 1,802 — (195) 1,802

2000
Low 1,461 (146) 1,607** — (292) 1,753** — (292) 1,753**

Medium 1,461 (146) 1,607** — (584) 2,045** — (682) 2.143**

High 1,461 (146) 1,607** (584) 2,045** — (1.023) 2,484**

Powder River Region

Preference Right and
Production No New Federal Leasing

Wyoming Montana Total
Emergency Leasing***

Wyoming Montana Total
Propo!;ed Action***

Level Wyoming Montana Total

1990
Low 2,190 742 2.932 — — — 2,172 — 2,914

Medium 2,190 742 2,932 — — — 2,172 — 2,914

High 2,842 760 3,602 2,806 760 3,566 2,806 760 3.566

1995
Low 2.299 760 3,059 — — — — — —
Medium 2.769 815 3,584 2,715 796 3,511 2,715 796 3,511

High 2.896

(1,121)
4,018**

815 4,833 2,896
(1.050)
3,946**

815 4,761 2,896
(1,050)
3,946**

815 4,761

2000
Low 2,896

(181)
3,077**

796 3,873 2,860
(163)

3.023**

796 3,818 2.896
(127)

3,023**

796 3,819

Medium 2,896
(724)

3,620**

905 4.525 2.896
(670)

3,566**

887 4.453 2.896
(634)

3,530**

887 4,417

High 2,896 941 5,864 2.896 941 6,154 2,896 941 6,769
(1.665) (362) (1,901) (416) (2.715) (217)

4,561** 1,303** 4,797** 1,357** 5.611** 1,158**

Note: Numbers in parentheses represent acres disturbed by new mines.
*Includes North Dakota with small amounts in Montana.
**Acres that would be disturbed by exisitng and new mines
***Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
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TABLE 4-13 (continued)
AVERAGE ANNUAL LAND DISTURBANCE

(acres)

Green River-Hams Fork. Region

Production No New Fede ral Leasing
Level WvominR Col orado Total

1990
Low 1,460 1 ,043 2.243
Medium 1,529 719 2,248

High 1,529 719 2,248

1995
Low 1,529 788 2,387
Medium 1,877 788 2,665
High 1,877 788 2,665

2000
Low 1,738 858 2,596
Medium 2,155 858 3,013
High 2,433 1 ,414 3,847

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

783 2,243 1.390

2,294

783 2,174

1,206 3,499 2,085 1,067 3,152

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Preference Right and
Production No New Federal Leasing Emergency Leasing*
Level Colorado Utah Total Colorado Utah Total

Proposed Action*
Colorado Utah Total

1990
Low
Medium
High

1995
Low
Medium
High

28 121 149

28 121 149
33 121 154

33 143 176
33 149 182
38 154(6) 198 154(9) 204 — 154(9) 204

2000
Low
Medium
High

38 154 192
38 165 203
55 182 237 38 182

(38)
220**

258 38 182
(38)
220**

258

Note: No land disturbance from new mines is projected for the Green River-Hams Fork.

Region. Numbers in parentheses represent acres disturbed by new mines in the
Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region.
*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.
**Acres that would be disturbed by existing and new mines.
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TABLE 4-13 (concluded)
AVERAGE ANNUAL LAND DISTURBANCE

(acres)

San Juan River Region***

Production
Level No New Federal Leasing

Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

1990
Low
Medium
High

1,151

1,151
1,151

« (82) 1,233**
— (82) 1,233**
-- (82) 1,233**

1995
Low
Medium
High

1.151 (247) 1.398**

1,151 (411) 1,562**

1,151 (534) 1,685** — (493) 1,644** (493) 1,644**

2000
Low
Medium
High
2,302**

1,151 (370) 1,521**

1,151 (740) 1,891**

1,151 (822) 1,973** 1,151 (1,151) 2,302 1,151 (1,151)

Alabama Subregion

No New Federal Leasing
Preference Right and

Emergency Leasing* Proposed Action*

1990
Low
Medium
High

2,514 (1,608) 4,122**

2,933 (1.877) 4,810**

2,933 (1,877) 4,810**

2,123 (1,340) 3,463**

3,134 (2,011) 5,145**

3,134 (2,011) 5,145**

2000
Low
Medium
High

2,123 (1,340) 3,463**

3,335 (2,145) 5.480**

3,335 (2,145) 5,480**

Note: Numbers in parentheses represent acres that would be disturbed by new mining.

*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.

**Acres that would be disturbed by existing and new mines.

***Mining in the San Juan Region would occur mostly in New Mexico.
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This section addresses the reclamation potential and problems expected for the
coal-producing regions. Because specific sites to be mined or reclaimed are
not known at this level of analysis, the discussion is necessarily general.
Determining reclamation potential requires detailed information specific to
the sites to be reclaimed. Coal development in all regions could affect lands
with varying potentials for reclamation. Therefore, at this general level of
analysis, alternatives will vary by the differing amount of land that would
require reclamation.

Reclamation potential depends upon climate, inherent chemical and physical
properties of the overburden, availability of suitable plant growth material,
and the biological character of the area. Among the factors that would affect
reclamation success are type, toxicity, depth, and fertility of the soils;

amounts and frequency of precipitation; erosion potential; slope and aspect of
the land; choice of plants used in revegetation; timing of seeding or
planting; and proposed use of the reclaimed area. See Appendix 5 for a more
detailed discussion.

Water availability would directly influence the revegetation potential in all
coal regions but would not be a major problem in the Alabama Subregion. In
the western coal regions, rainfall patterns are extremely variable, and in

some areas rainfall is consistently low. Arid and semiarid
lands- particularly in the Green River-Hams Fork, Uinta-Southwestern Utah, and
San Juan River regions- have areas with an average annual rainfall of 8 inches
or less. Although the amount of water needed to sustain revegetation varies
with species requirements, areas receiving less than 10 inches of annual
rainfall would require intensive reclamation and revegetation measures.
Applying irrigation water, where available, during the period of seeding
establishment is an effective measure that enhances vegetation establishment
in low rainfall areas (see Appendix 5).

Soil conditioning and amendments may be required in any of the regions.
Included among the most common conditioning techniques are topsoiling, adding
fertilizer, spreading chemical additives for soil neutralization, and
mulching. Topsoil may need to be added to overcome specific problems or to
provide a proper medium for plant growth.

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) is conducting an assessment of
"Technologies for Western Surface Mine Reclamation." The OTA project staff is

gathering and reviewing the substantive analysis and will prepare the final
report, which is due to the Technology Assessment Board in June 1985. The
assessment will examine the following:

(1) the methods of predicting and evaluating the success of reclamation
practices, including an analysis of the kinds and levels of uncertainty;

(2) the status of monitoring and research on mined land reclamation in the
western United States and how monitoring and other data (academic
research, state and federal data bases) are being used to support
reclamation;

(3) the encouragement given to the development and use of innovative and
emerging reclamation techniques;
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(4) the relation between preleasing and postleasing technology or
methodology requirements for environmental protection, including an

evaluation of the fate of lease stipulations intended to implement the

environmental protection requirement of the Federal coal leasing program;
and

(5) technical and policy options for improving the prospects for
successful reclamation on Western Federal land, including research and
development work ( Robison 1984).

Planned reclamation and revegetation of land disturbed by surface mining would
be difficult in the coal regions in the West. But with disturbed land being
reclaimed in stages concurrently with mining and the intensive use of
effective erosion control, reclamation, and revegetation measures tailored to
existing conditions, planned reclamation is expected generally to be
successful throughout the six coal regions. A strong compliance program and
effective monitoring and maintenance program, however, are needed to ensure
timely and effective action and proper follow-up. See Appendix 5 for
discussion of reclamation concerns, experiences, and success.

The goals of reclamation are now broader than ever. Regulations call not only
for reducing the steepness of the final surface and establishing a cover of
mainly perennial native vegetation but for restoring the land for specific
land uses, achieving plant diversity, and reintroducing biological and
ecological processes. Research and monitioring of specific sites have found
that current reclamation objectives can be met when the reclamation effort is

designed and followed on the basis of site-specific needs and when existing
technology is used (Narten and others 1983).

Soils. Surface mining would (1) remove favorable plant growth materials
(surface soils) and overburden, (2) stockpile these materials, (3) remove the
coal, (4) replace the overburden, (5) bury any toxic materials and (6) regrade
the surface. During stripping and stockpiling, the natural (genetic) soil
profile, including soil horizons, structure, and horizon arrangement, would be
completely altered and mixed, except for the topsoil and subsoil. The saving
of topsoil and favorable plant growth materials for use in reclamation,
however, would increase the productivity potential of mined lands. Overburden
removal would also bring to the surface unfavorable plant growth and in some
cases toxic materials. During surface mining, soils and soil materials would
be exposed to wind and water erosion. Surface mining could harm soils in
various ways, ranging from minor short-term disturbances to a significant
long-term reduction in productive capacity.

The impact to soils would depend on the effectiveness of restoring soil
productivity. The parts of Section 406(a) and Section 508(a) (s) of SMCRA that
pertain to topsoil handling and soil restoration provide for reducing
potentially adverse soil impacts caused by lack of topsoil stockpiling and
proper replacement, improper overburden handling, and improper soil
reconstruction. The preconstruction natural (genetic) soil profile cannot be
completely restored, but soil productivity is expected to be reclaimed to
preconstruction levels and in some cases possibly enhanced if an intensive
soil reconstruction and reclamation program is followed (McCormack 1974,
1976). Where unfavorable soil material (strongly alkaline or saline) that
originally was on the surface can be replaced by more suitable soil material,
productivity should improve. At the least, reclamation would ensure that
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cover is reestablished over the disturbed areas. Some small localized areas

would require continued follow-up to ensure adequate erosion control and

revegetation. (See Appendix 5 for a more detailed discussion.)

The reclamation plan for a particular leasehold must include detailed soil

surveys provided by the lessee. Such surveys identify physical and chemical

characteristics and the geographic extent of leasehold soils to provide the

basis for an effective reclamation plan.

A major concern relating to soil reconstruction is if an area has enough

suitable plant growth material to cover the regraded surface mine area. Where

mines are located in dominantly shallow and moderately deep soils, suitable

plant growth materials must be carefully selected and stored. Most areas

where extensive coal occurs have enough suitable plant growth materials, but

availability of suitable materials would depend on site-specific conditions.

Soils would mostly be disturbed for short periods. Enforcement and compliance

with regulations and use of effective erosion control and reclamation measures

would preclude significant soil erosion and reduction in soil productivity.

In surface mined areas, even though efforts would be made to return land

surfaces to near-original contours, some changes in topography and aspect

would occur, changing microclimates and strongly affecting plant communities.

Preconstruction plant density needing specialized microenvironments could not

be reestablished on the reclaimed areas, which would be a significant adverse

impact. Shrubs and trees would be most significantly affected. The loss of

the natural intricate vegetation diversity due to changes in soils,

topography, and microclimate would not reduce production but would change the

area's suitability for wildlife habitat and change the area's aesthetic

value. The effect on vegetation diversity would not be extensive but

localized, occurring mainly in foothill, mountain, and wooded draw areas.

Vegetation. The success of revegetation depends on the success of restoring

soil productivity and how well proposed reclamation and revegetation programs

are implemented. Revegetation potential would be the greatest in areas of

higher precipitation. Grasses and forbs are expected to be adequately

established within 5 years after seeding. In zones with precipitation of less

than 10 inches, the revegetation time is more likely to exceed 5 years. But

with more intensive use of effective seedbed preparation, planting techniques,

adapted species, and soil protection, a cover of grasses and forbs could be

established to stabilize the land surface.

Density of the cover and overall plant productivity would vary with climatic

conditions. Reclaimed areas having 10 inches or less precipitation and a high

evaporation rate would support less vegetation, just as they did before

mining. See Appendix 5 for more detailed discussion on revegetation.

Threatened and Endangered Plants. As described in the Affected Environment

section and identified in Appendix 3, threatened or endangered plant species

occur within some of the federal coal regions. Any type of development and

associated population increases would threaten the identified species. Direct

impacts and surface disturbance would not be as likely to pose a threat as

would the increased use of areas by greater numbers of people.
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Section 7, Consultation Procedures, of the Endangered Species Act would
require a survey before any land disturbance for all federally approved
projects. If a species is expected to be affected, measures would be
developed to protect that species. The coal unsuitability criteria (Appendix
1) would serve to identify and protect potential threatened or endangered
species

.

AGRICULTURE

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The six coal regions lie within six land resource regions (LRRs), described by
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS 1981). Map 4-2 shows the locations of LRRs
and MLRAs within each region. The five western coal regions lie within the
following four LRRs.

D—Western Range and Irrigated Region. Much of the land in this semidesert
region of plateaus, plains, and isolated mountain ranges is used for range,
but small areas of irrigated cropland lie along streams and rivers. The main
crops consist of feed for livestock.

E—Rocky Mountain Range and Forest Region. Rugged mountains are the
dominant features of this region, which also has some broad valleys and
remnants of high plateaus. Grazing is the leading land use in the valleys and
mountains, and lumbering occurs in some of the forested mountains. Recreation
is important throughout this region. Irrigated crops are grown in some
valleys, and dry farming occurs in others. Some orchards also occur where
climate is favorable.

F—Northern Great Plains Spring Wheat Region. The fertile soils and
dominantly level topography of this region are favorable for farming, but the
low precipitation and a short growing season limit the crops that can be
grown. Dry-farmed spring wheat is the major crop. Corn, flax, and sugar
beets are irrigated crops.

G—Western Great Plains Range and Irrigated Region. This section of the
Great Plains consists of a rolling upland whose soils are underlain by shale,
siltstone, sandstone, and (locally) thick alluvium. Most of this region is in
rangeland, but some wheat is dry-farmed and feed grain for livestock is the
main irrigated crop. Potatoes, sugar beets, and corn are important locally.

The Alabama Subregion lies within in the following two LRRs:

N—East and Central Farming and Forest Region. This borderland region
between the north and south includes the Appalachian Mountains, valleys, and
dissected plateaus. Small general farms occur throughout, and much of this
region is in forests.

P—South Atlantic and Gulf Slope Cash Crop, Forest, and Livestock Region.
This region consists of the gently sloping to rolling southern piedmont and
the upper coastal plains. Forests make up the major land use.

See the Soils and Vegetation section for descriptions of settings by MLRAs.
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Fort Union Region

Most of the north and east parts of the Fort Union Region (MLRAs 53A, 53B, and

54) are in farms and ranches. About half to two- thirds of these areas are

dry-farmed with spring wheat, flax, oats, barley, and alfalfa. Some small

areas along rivers and major drainageways are irrigated with alfalfa, corn,

and small grains. Wheat farms tend to be large, averaging over 1,000 areas.

The more sloping areas are in native range and used for livestock grazing.

More than 85 percent of the south and west parts of this region (MLRAs 58A and

58C) are in native grasses and shrubs grazed by cattle and sheep. Forage

production on native rangelands varies from 6 to 18 acres per animal unit

month (AUM). Cow-calf operations are the main livestock enterprise. The rest

of this area is mainly dry-farmed in wheat. Narrow strips of land along

rivers and major tributaries are irrigated for sugar beets, alfalfa, other hay

crops, and corn for silage.

Cash-grain and livestock farms predominate in the north and east parts of the

region, whereas livestock operations predominate elsewhere. Prime farmlands

occur on alluvial valley floors, but no such lands occur in federal leasing

areas

.

Powder River Region

Nearly 80 percent of this region is in native grasses and shrubs grazed by

cattle and sheep. The more gently sloping areas of deeper soils, which make

up about 5 percent of the region are dry-farmed to wheat. Narrow strips of

land along rivers and their larger tributaries are irrigated for alfalfa,

other hay crops, feed grains, sugar beets, and corn for silage. Some of the

land is used for pasture. The upper slopes and tops of some of the higher

buttes and foothill areas consist of open woodland.

The cattle industry is important to this region. Ranches are large, averaging

over 7,000 acres in Campbell and Converse counties, Wyoming. Most of these

ranches are self-contained, but on some ranches cattle and sheep are moved

from their base ranges to summer ranges on public lands. Most ranches use

some state or federally owned surface rights. Forage production on native

rangelands varies from 10 to 24 acres per AUM.

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Most of this region is used for cattle and sheep grazing, and 2 to 5 percent

of the region, mostly along the large streams, is irrigated, mainly for

livestock forage. Some small grains, mainly winter wheat, are grown in areas

of higher precipitation on mesas and foothill slopes.

In much of the region, especially in areas of low precipitation (MLRA 37),

grazing lands are sparsely vegetated with grasses and shrubs and are

moderately low in production. Forage production ranges from 10 to 24 acres

per AUM.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

About 80 percent of this region is rangeland grazed by sheep and cattle. The

small area of cropland (1 to 5 percent) is irrigated and occurs mainly along
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the floodplains of major streams. Alfalfa, small grains, and corn are the
main crops. Eight percent of the region supports juniper and pinyon- juniper
woodland. Some orchards occur in the Grand Junction area.

The grazing lands in much of this region (MLRAs 34 and 35) are sparsely
vegetated and have low forage production (10 to 22 acres per AUM) due to low
precipitation.

San Juan River Region

The largest portion of the San Juan River Region consists of native rangeland
used for cattle and sheep grazing. Five percent of the area is cropland.
Irrigated cropland occurs along rivers and major tributaries, where alfalfa,
hay, and small grains are grown for livestock feed. Some dry-farmed cropland
is also used to grow small grains and hay. Forage production on native
rangelands varies from 10 to 30 acres per AUM.

Alabama Subregion

About 82 percent of the land cover in the Alabama Subregion consists of
forest. Agriculture occurs on small areas (averaging less than 160 acres) in
14 percent of the subregion, and only a small area near existing mines is

farmed. The major crops are cotton, soybeans, corn, wheat, and hay. Pastures
are used mostly for beef cattle, some dairy cattle, and hogs. Controlling
soil erosion is the major management concern.

IMPACTS

The adoption of any of the program alternatives would affect agriculture.
Surface mining, subsurface mining, and coal benef iciation would require the
use of agricultural lands. Without knowing the specific agricultural lands
that might be disrupted by coal development, this agricultural impact can only
be generally discussed. (See the Employment Opportunities discussion of
General Impacts in the Socioeconomic section of Chapter 4 for a discussion of
impacts on agricultural employment.)

Table 4-13 shows projected land disturbance from coal mining by alternative
and region, and Table 4-14 shows the percentage of land disturbance by land
cover. Most land disturbance would be short term. Completed and ongoing
research has found that agricultural productivity (cropland and rangeland) of
mined land would be restored. See Appendix 5 and the Reclamation Potential
and Effectiveness discussion in the Soils and Vegetation section of Chapter 4.

The short-term losses of cropland production and rangeland forage would not
significantly reduce regional agricultural production. In most cases, losses
would amount to less than 5 percent of the total regional production (BLM
1983a). Individual farmers and ranchers, however, could be severely affected,
depending on the actual location of leases. Impacts on directly affected
farmers and ranchers would be mitigated to the extent that ranchers and
farmers are compensated for their losses. Compensation from rental, bonus,
royalty, and damage payments on the average would exceed losses in

agricultural income.

The amount of cropland does not necessarily imply a similar amount of prime
farmland, which can be determined only after the completion of soil surveys
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TABLE 4-14

PERCENT LAND DISTURBANCE BY LAND COVER*

Coal Region Cropland Ranse Woodlands Wetland

Fort Union 49 42 4 5

Powder River 6 90 2 2

Green River-Hams Fork 6 85 8 1

Uinta-Southwestern Utah 5 78 17

San Juan River 4 81 15

Alabama Subregion 18 78 4

Source: Regional Coal EISs, supplemented by SCS 1981 and

Conservation Needs Inventories, conducted by Soil Conservation

Service

.

*Estimated percentage of land uses allocated are for areas within

coal regions where the coal resource occurs and only for the land use

identified.

**Cropland includes lands used as pasture (hay and grazing)

.

for the prime farmlands designation. Most good cropland, including prime
farmland, usually occurs on alluvial valley floors. Once mining sites are

identified and surveyed for prime farmland, specific options for mining would
be selected. Impacts on prime farmland would be reduced in compliance with
the prime farmland and alluvial valley floor provisions of the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and the land unsuitability criteria (see

Chapter 1, Major Federal and State Laws Mitigating Coal-Related Impacts).
Section 5.10(B)5A of SMCRA provides for protecting alluvial valley floors.

Another potential impact to cropland would be the conversion of cropland to

urban uses for coal-related population increases. Land disturbance resulting
from population increases cannot be measured because it would occur at unknown

levels and locations in response to coal development at undetermined sites.

From 0.05 to 0.13 acres per capita would be converted to urban uses (ERS
1970). Less than 2 percent of the cropland is expected to be converted, and

conversion would not significantly reduce regional agricultural production.

In the western coal regions, the dominant postmining land use would not change
from livestock grazing because of the difficulties of overcoming low annual
precipitation. Cropland use is also expected to remain the same.

Areas of dry- farmed and irrigated cropland are expected to be effectively
reclaimed (Appendix 5). Some areas with supplemental water would be used as

irrigated cropland.

In the Alabama Subregion, forest is expected to be reduced. The closeness of
coal areas to population centers would allow an opportunity for increasing
land values by establishing recreational facilities and second home
communities on reclaimed land.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Fort Union Region

This region's mid-tall grass, mid-grass, and mid-short grass prairies (see
Vegetation section for a description of these habitats) support about 70
species of mammals, 247 species of birds, 80 species of fish, and 21 species
of reptiles and amphibians (BLM 1979a, Stebbins 1966). The region's big-game
species include mule deer, whitetail deer, and pronghorn. Small-game animals
include the cottontail rabbit, snowshoe hare, and gray and fox squirrels.
Many small mammal species serve as prey for larger furbearers and predators.
Five important game bird species are also found here: ring-necked pheasant,
sage grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, Hungarian partridge, and wild turkey.

A large variety of raptors inhabit or migrate through this prairie area,
including the bald and golden eagle, osprey, harrier, prairie falcon,
peregrine falcon, and several owl species.

The region's extensive wetlands, occurring mainly as potholes, form part of
the primary waterfowl-producing area of North America--the Central Flyway.
Because most waterfowl raised in the prairie pothole region inhabit Canada,

the United States, and Mexico, these birds are of national and international
importance. The pothole areas generally lie north of any expected coal

development

.

The main game fish species in the Fort Union Region's reservoirs and streams
include walleye, sauger, northern pike, white bass, yellow perch, largemouth
bass, channel catfish, and bullheads. Nongame species include a large variety
of shiners, suckers, and minnows.

At least six endangered animal species occur or have been reported in the
region: northern kit fox, peregrine falcon, black-footed ferret, whooping
crane, bald eagle, and Tule white-fronted goose. Appendix 3 gives the Fish
and Wildlife Service listing of threatened, endangered, or proposed species
that could occur in this region.

Powder River Region

The Powder River Region is part of the short-grass prairie, whose sagebrush
component is essential to sage grouse and highly important to pronghorn and
many ground-nesting birds. The region has an estimated 70 species of mammals,
247 species of birds, 21 species of reptiles and amphibians, and 80 species of
fish (BLM 1979a; Stebbins 1966; Burt and Grossenheider 1964; Robbins and
others 1966; Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1977). Hunting and wildlife
sightseeing are important economic factors in this area.

Mule deer and pronghorn are the region's main big-game animals. Existing
mines, access roads, railroads, and associated fencing severely restrict deer
and antelope movement throughout the region.

Sharp-tailed grouse are abundant in the Montana part of the region and are
common in the northern half of Carbon County, Wyoming. Sage grouse are the
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most common upland game bird in the Wyoming part and also occur in the Montana
part.

Many raptors occur in this area, and many golden eagle nests and prairie
falcon eyries exist on or near active mines or areas leased for further

development

.

The region's endangered wildlife include the black-footed ferret, whooping
crane, bald eagle, and American peregrine falcon. Some species, though not

endangered throughout their range, have remnant populations in danger of being

eliminated in local areas. Such populations have prompted some states to

develop "rare and endangered" species lists. The Powder River Basin includes

locally sensitive populations of the meadow jumping mouse, burrowing owl, milk
snake, wood frog, shovelnose sturgeon, and silvery minnow, all of which occur
within this region (Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1977). See Appendix 3.

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Four major vegetative (habitat) types occur in this region: sagebrush,
saltbush-greasewood, mountain shrub, and conifer (see Soils and Vegetation
section for a brief description of these habitat types). The region's
habitats support a large variety of wildlife- an estimated 68 species of
mammals, 189 species of birds, 22 species of reptiles and amphibians, and 22

species of fish (Colorado Division of Wildlife 1978a, b,c; Wyoming Game and
Fish Department 1977). The region is noted for its big-game hunting, as many
mule deer, elk (Wapiti), pronghorn, moose, and bighorn sheep are found here as

well as cougar and black bear. An estimated 20 percent of the world's
pronghorn and a major portion of the world's sage grouse occur in this

region. In addition, many bald eagles congregate in this region during the
winter, and golden eagles nest and live year round in this region.

Feral horses are found in small concentrated areas and are estimated to be
increasing at a rate of 15 to 30 percent annually (BLM 1979b).

In this region, one species of fish (Kendall Warm Springs dace), three species
of birds (peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and whooping crane), and two species
of mammals (black-footed ferret and Rocky Mountain wolf) are listed as

endangered species. See Appendix 3.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Because this region has life zones ranging from the Lower Sonoran to the
Canadian, it has a large variety of wildlife species. The Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources (Dalton and others 1978), and the Colorado Division of
Wildlife (1978a, b,c) estimate that this region has 90 species of mammals, 270
species of birds, 26 species of reptiles, 9 species of amphibians, and 25
species of fish.

Four vegetative (habitat) types occur in this region: montane forest,
woodland-brushland, pinyon- juniper, and cold desert (see Soils and Vegetation
section for a description of these habitat types).

The region's wildlife is of great economic and recreation importance,
consisting of an estimated 7 big game species (mule deer, elk, moose,
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pronghorn, bighorn sheep, black bear, and cougar), 3 small- game mammal species

(cottontail rabbit, snowshoe hare, and pine squirrel), 7 upland game bird

species (ring-necked pheasant, Gambel's quail, sage grouse, blue grouse,

sharp-tailed grouse, chukar, and mourning dove), 27 migratory waterfowl

species, 16 furbearer species, 64 nongame mammal species, 28 raptor species,

and at least 270 nongame bird species. Game and nongame contribute to an

intense public interest in the region's wildlife because they provide many

opportunities for hunting, fishing, observation, and scientific study.

This region encompasses a wide variety of wildlife habitats because of its

range in altitude. These habitats vary from critical big-game winter ranges

to sage grouse strutting grounds. Some or all of these habitats could be

disturbed by coal mining.

This region is not a high waterfowl production area, but hunters pursue

resident and migrant ducks and geese.

Twenty-eight raptor species are known or suspected to inhabit this region.

Because of high public interest, special consideration must be given to raptor

protection, especially during courting, breeding, and nesting.

Such small mammals as mice, rats, squirrels, shrews, moles, gophers, and bats

occur throughout the region. These populations are subject to extreme,

short-term fluctuations in numbers due to weather, food supplies, predation,

and disease.

Twenty-five fish species inhabit waters in the region. The more common game

species include rainbow, cutthroat, brown, and brook trout; channel catfish;

and largemouth bass.

Eight federally listed endangered or threatened species inhabit the region

either year round or seasonally: bald eagle, peregrine falcon, Utah prairie

dog, black-footed ferret, whooping crane, Colorado squawfish, humpback chub,

and woundfin. The Virgin River spinedace and Virgin River roundtail chub have

been recommended for endangered designation. The razorback sucker is on the

Colorado endangered list. Additionally, Colorado cites the river otter as

endangered, and Utah cites the spotted bat as unique. See Appendix 3.

San Juan River Region

The San Juan River Region consists of three major vegetative (habitat) types:

grassland-shrub, pinyon- juniper , and conifer. The region's wildlife include

an estimated 100 species of mammals, 116 species of birds, and 63 species of

reptiles and amphibians (Burt and Grossenheider 1964, Stebbins 1966, BLM

1979a, Robbins and others 1966).

The region's big-game animals include pronghorn, mule deer, elk, and black

bear. Game birds include Gambel's quail, sage grouse, and mourning dove.

Common raptors include red-tailed and ferruginous hawks, great horned owls,

and long-eared owls.

The region's federally listed endangered species include Mexican duck, bald

eagle, whooping crane, peregrine falcon, thick-billed parrot, and gray wolf.

(See Appendix 3.) In addition to the federally listed species, the State of
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New Mexico has its own endangered species law, and species on the state list
found in this region are also listed in Appendix 3.

Alabama Subregion

The major wildlife habitat type in this subregion is the southeastern mixed
forest. A wide variety of forest and understory vegetation, a good mixture of
terrestrial and aquatic habitat types, and an abundant water supply give the
subregion all the needed food and cover for a great variety of wildlife: more
than 244 species of birds, 48 species of mammals, 85 species of reptiles and
amphibians, and 243 species of fish (BLM 1979a; Conant 1975; Robbins and
others 1966; Burt and Grossenheider 1964). The subregion's main game species
include whitetail deer, black bear, and ruffed grouse. Many nongame birds and
mammals also occupy this habitat type. The subregion's rivers and lakes
support such game fish as bass, trout, crappie, bluegill, pike, pickerel,
muskellunge, and catfish and such nongame fish as carp, shad, chub, shiner,
and sculpin.

Eight animal species within the Alabama Subregion are listed as endangered
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973: the bald eagle, peregrine falcon,

Bachman's warbler, red-cockaded woodpecker, Florida panther, gray bat, Indiana
bat, and watercress darter. Although no federally listed threatened or

endangered plants occur within the region, several are proposed for listing
and are under consideration by the Fish and Wildlife Service. (See Appendix
3.) Proposed species are included for planning purposes only. Although they

have no legal status under the Endangered Species Act, they should be
considered in planning and assessing future individual mine plans.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

Because the specific coal tracts that might be leased are not now known, the

exact habitats that would be affected cannot be determined. Estimated habitat
disturbance from coal mining represents less than 1 percent of the available
habitats in the regions, but, depending on location, the percent of habitat
disturbed could be far greater. Mining in crucial wildlife areas might
disturb much more than 1 percent of the habitat, depending upon the mine
location. Wildlife impacts cannot be measured at the program level because
the locations of tracts on big-game winter ranges, breeding areas, and
migration routes are not known. Estimates of poaching and illegal hunting
losses due to human population increases related to coal development can be

calculated using the techniques developed for the Fish and Wildlife Service.

Existing legislation and criteria designate some areas as unsuitable for
mining and also protect sensitive habitats, such as endangered species

critical habitats, alluvial valley floors, wetlands, national wildlife
refuges, national wilderness areas, wilderness study areas, high-priority
migratory bird habitats, raptor nests and roosting sites, and habitats for

high-interest resident species.

The general impacts common to all coal regions from increased coal development
include primary disturbance and destruction of vegetative habitat types and
wildlife populations. In addition to direct impacts, secondary impacts would
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result from increased human population growth and changes in plant and animal

communities. Disturbances and modifications of wildlife habitats next to the

mined areas would lessen as the distance from the mine increases, but this

area of influence could be up to five times as large as the directly disturbed

areas (BLM 1979a). This area of influence varies by species and type of

impact.

Intensified travel in remote areas for exploration and development could

adversely affect wintering big-game herds, disturbing breeding behavior and

resulting in direct losses of some species.

Vegetative habitat destroyed during site preparation would result in the loss

of normal site productivity for wildlife. Vegetation removal would increase

erosion and sedimentation, might introduce pollutants into nearby waterways,

and would disturb nearby habitats and animals. Wildlife would be adversely

affected by the loss of food and cover.

In addition, reclamation of mined out areas does not mean, in all cases, that

premining wildlife habitat would be restored. For example, browse ranges are

destroyed by mining and reclaimed with grass species. Although grass

furnishes habitat for wildlife, species reinhabiting the grass habitat would

differ from those that formerly inhabited the browse habitat.

The initial impacts would be greatest to small burrowing mammals, ground-

nesting birds, and less mobile species such as reptiles and amphibians. The

rapid population turnover and high reproductive rates of such species,

however, would make them likely be the first to repopulate reclaimed areas,

although species diversity could be lower than that before development.

Although direct mortality of larger, more mobile wildlife species would be

rare, loss or disturbance of habitat would result in increased competition for

food, cover, and breeding sites, which could reduce these populations over the

long term. Wildlife species dependent on seasonal habitats would be harmed by

activities that remove or modify these habitats. If coal development reduces

habitats that now limit the size of a migratory wildlife population, that

population would also be reduced in other habitat areas. Additionally,

secondary impacts could be felt by predators, their prey, and other links in

the food chain of that species. Coal development would reduce total wildlife

habitat and create increased crowding and stress on nearby populations. If

they exceed a habitat's carrying capacity, these populations would eventually

decline to a level equal to or below that carrying capacity.

Wildlife habitats removed from the immediate mining area could be temporarily

or permanently disturbed by noise, air, and water emissions from^ community

expansion, increased human activities, and plant and mine operations.

Other secondary impacts of coal development would also harm wildlife.
^
Fences

built along rights-of-way or around areas under construction or rehabilitation

would restrict the movement of large mammals. Increased vehicular traffic

would result in higher numbers of road kills, and coal mining could change

migration patterns and grazing movements through changes in the amount and

quality of forage and water.

Development near surface waters would also disturb aquatic life by introducing

materials into the water by runoff. This runoff could contain organic and
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inorganic matter from decayed vegetation and from the soil itself. Runoff
could also leach minerals from exposed soils or might carry residues (oil,
grease, pesticides) used during construction or present in the soil.

Increased consumptive uses of wildlife (hunting, fishing, and trapping)
arising from human population increases could force state wildlife management
agencies to greatly alter their game and fish management strategies by the
year 2000. Current game management strategies are generally based on orderly
expansion of human populations and are usually placed in strategic plans set
in 5-year periods. A large industry (such as coal development) moving into
wildlife areas adds people and creates conditions generally not anticipated in

the formulation of current strategic plans. Because of unexpected problems
caused by coal development, wildlife priorities, direction for operating
plans, and budget planning would have to be changed. The following management
changes might be required: (1) shortening of hunting seasons, (2) reducing
bag limits, and (3) limiting the number of hunters during certain seasons.
More restrictive hunting seasons could lead to an increase in illegal and
wanton killing.

Another serious wildlife management impact of coal-related population
increases is the increase in free-roaming domestic dogs. Many people allow
their pet dogs to run free, and because many coal areas are also in prime
wildlife areas, the loss of wild animals through direct killing and harassment
can reach alarming numbers. Data collected in Virginia revealed that
free-running uncontrolled dogs killed more deer than were taken legally by
hunters during the open season (Bowers 1953).

Table 4-13, Average Annual Land Disturbance, estimates the acres of wildlife
habitat that would be disturbed under each alternative at each production
level. The disturbances and losses of habitat by 1990 would represent less
than 1 percent of the total wildlife habitat in each coal region, but this
figure could increase to 1.25 percent by 2000. These percentages are assumed
to represent the loss of wildlife carrying capacity, and this capacity might
be further reduced, depending upon the specific locations of disturbances and
habitat losses.

In the Fort Union Region, increases in poaching and other illegal hunting
under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing and the Proposed Action would
exceed such increases under the No New Federal Leasing for all three target
years under all levels of production. Such increases are expected because of
coal-related population increases in these areas. Human populations are not
expected to increase under No New Federal Leasing.

In the Powder River Region, poaching and illegal activities are not expected
to increase at the medium production level for all target years and
alternatives because human populations are expected to increase only slightly
if at all. Under the high production level, poaching would remain constant
under the No New Federal Leasing and Preference Right and Emergency Leasing by
1990. Poaching would increase in 1995 and 2000 under Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing and for all three target years under the Proposed Action.

These illegal activities are not expected to increase for any of the target
years, alternatives, or production levels in the Green River-Hams Fork Region.
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In the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, poaching and other illegal hunting
would not increase for any of the target years, production levels, or

alternatives except at all production levels in 1990 under the Proposed
Action. Poaching would not increase for any of the target years under any

production levels for any of the alternatives in either the San Juan River

Region or the Alabama Subregion.

VISUAL RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The visual resources of an area are based upon a set of physical

characteristics that establish a scenic quality as seen by the viewer. An

area's visual resources are determined by how the viewer feels about visible

change within the area, the number of viewers, and how distant the viewers are

from what is being viewed. The "sense" of the region in visual resource terms

is present in an individual's mind, either from first-hand observation of the

physical characteristics of landform, vegetation, and visible man-caused

modification or from an impression created in a person's mind through

secondary sources such as movies, reading, or other forms of information

gathering.

The purpose of visual resource management is twofold: (1) to be aware of the

quality of the visual resource and permit only those types of landscape

changes that the public will accept and (2) to reduce the visual impact of

development such as coal mining, so that as few changes as reasonable are made

to the landscape. These objectives can only be ensured by the greatest

coordination between a proposed land use and the existing visual condition of

an area to be changed.

The scenic quality varies dramatically among some of the six coal regions,

reflecting the diversity in landform, vegetation, and influence of man's

presence upon the landscape. The actual physical characteristics of the

regions can best be described by dividing the landscape into homogeneous units

termed physiographic provinces (Fenneman 1931). The provinces include an

extensive portion of the landscape that portrays similar qualities of soil,

rock, slope, and vegetation of the same geomorphic origin. Therefore, visual

characteristics of these provinces tend to be repetitive and act as a basis

for defining scenic quality for impact prediction.

The six coal regions mainly lie within seven of these physiographic provinces:

Great Plains, Colorado Plateaus, Wyoming Basin, Southern Rocky Mountains,

Basin and Range, Appalachian, and Coastal Plain. The western five regions

generally represent areas of diverse landform, typified by a contrast in open

desert and plain and highlighted by dramatic relief of severely eroded

mountain ranges and plateaus. Vegetation is generally low-growing and sparse,

except in isolated growths of conifer and hardwoods. As a result, views are

generally open and unrestricted by landform or vegetation. The character of

these regions tends to be natural-appearing, with interspersed signs of

mineral and energy development (including surface mining); ranching; and

associated highways, roads, utility systems, and rural communities.

The Alabama Subregion, in contrast, generally has an older landscape of less

diverse features, containing narrow ridgetops, steep slopes, and narrow
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hollows with nearly level bottomlands. Vegetation consists of southern pines,
upland "hardwoods , and croplands. The three-county area is basically rural,
with the city of Tuscaloosa and the towns of Jasper and Fayette. Views tend
to be more limited and enclosed by hilly terrain covered by continuous
vegetation patterns, except in the more open plains and crop-covered areas.

The natural character of the landscape has been highly changed by man and
includes extensive, visible evidence of coal mining; rural residences; and
communities, utilities, roads, and farming.

The scenic quality throughout the six coal regions is generally defined by
features that are fairly common to the physiographic province in which they
occur. Occasional and isolated outstanding landscape features are scattered
throughout all regions, especially in the southwestern regions where many
national parks and monuments are located in more diverse landscapes. Visual
sensitivity, or how a landscape is viewed, tends to be a mixture of medium to
low viewer sensitivity, especially in coal mining areas where the viewers are
more accustomed to such mining. Within all regions are interstate and other
highways and communities of high viewer sensitivity toward landscape changes.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

The visual resources of the coal regions could undergo various types of
generalized impacts. Impacts could result from surface and underground mining
or from new infrastructures being built to support mining. The type and
degree of visual impact would depend upon site-specific considerations,
including the region involved, the type of landform and vegetation, and the
visual sensitivity of the viewing public.

Surface mining and onsite development could severely modify the landform,
visually dominate the landscape, and change the scenic character of the
landscape from a natural or near-natural to a man-dominated, industrial
setting until mining and rehabilitation are complete. Although surface mining
might interest some viewers, many viewers would consider it an unacceptable
visual intrusion.

Subsurface mine development would normally be less obvious than surface mine
development. Generally, the only disturbance would consist of mine
facilities, which in many instances could be placed away from sensitive or
highly scenic areas to maintain the natural-appearing landscape or blend in
with existing development. Visual impacts would be similar through all mining
years. Development of new portals and such facilities as conveyors,
buildings, access roads, and transmission lines, if not carefully placed,
could degrade an area's visual character. If carefully placed away from
sensitive or high scenic quality areas, the facilities might not be obvious
intrusions

.

Other landscape intrusions would result from the building of offsite support
services, such as access roads, rail spurs, power lines, pipelines, and other
types of urban and infrastructure development and expansion. Such expansion
could well involve highly sensitive viewing areas near communities or along
heavily traveled highways, causing a higher degree of visual impact. Regions
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that would undergo large population growth would require many new services and

facilities, including housing. Some if not most of this type of disturbance
would not be reclaimed.

If new coal mining occurs near, next to, or as an expansion of existing mines,

developments and disturbances would be similar to existing disturbances. The

basic elements of form, line, color, and texture would be changed as the

landform and vegetation are changed or structures are built.

Mining in new areas would create similar impacts, but these could be more

disturbing because the public might more readily notice the changes and would

not be conditioned by existing visual intrusions. The greatest visual impacts

would occur where areas to be mined are bisected by the regions' major

transportation routes such as heavily traveled interstate systems or major

state and federal highways. Mining near communities would also greatly

disturb visual resources. Because visual resource impacts are closely related

to surface disturbance, Table 4-13, Average Annual Land Disturbance, provides

a general idea of the amount of visual disturbance. No additional impacts

would occur in Alabama under any of the leasing alternatives or the Proposed

Action.

No New Federal Leasing

Additional significant impairment to the visual resources of the regions could
occur under No New Federal Leasing. Growth and development might continue

within the regions, and visible impacts similar to those already evident
within the regions would persist. The visual character of the regional

landscape would most likely remain, although the extent of development and

visible impacts could expand within the regions, depending upon where new

mining occurs. Specific locations cannot be predicted.

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

No additional significant impacts to the visual resources of the regions are

expected under this alternative. Little more land disturbance is expected in

any region, and some areas might undergo less than average disturbance in some

years and at some production levels. Visible disturbance could occur in a few

new areas because preference right leases would generally involve new mines.

One cannot now predict the locations of these new mines and disturbances.

Most disturbance under emergency leasing would occur in old mining areas and

would probably not affect an area's visual quality. More disturbances would

occur as a result of infrastructure expansion to serve expected population

growth, but affected areas cannot now be determined to enable the prediction

of impact locations and significance.

The visual character of the regions would most likely persist. The increased
modification of landforms, changes in vegetation, and addition of structures

would remain visually consistent with existing development within the regions.

Fort Union Region. No more land disturbance for the 1990 period is expected
over what would occur under No New Federal Leasing. For the 1995 period, 146

more acres would be disturbed at the medium production level of the

alternative, as would 195 more acres at the high production level.
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In the year 2000, 146 more acres would be disturbed at the low production
level and 438 acres at the medium and high production levels. None of the
additional acreages disturbed would be significant.

Powder River Region. The only change in acreage disturbed for the 1990
period as compared to No New Federal Leasing would be a decrease of 36 acres
at the high production level. For 1995, decreases of 73 acres at the medium
production level and 72 acres at the high production level are expected. For
the year 2000, decreases of 59 and 72 acres respectively would occur at the
low and medium production levels, but 290 more acres would be disturbed at the
high production level than under No New Federal Leasing. The decreased acres
disturbed would benefit visual resources, and the 290-acre increase would be
an insignificant adverse visual impact, given the 5,864 acres disturbed under
the baseline.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. The only change in the visual resources
disturbed under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would be 348 fewer
acres disturbed at the year 2000 high production level than would be disturbed
under No New Federal Leasing.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Only insignificant visual resource changes
would occur in this region. In 1995, 6 more acres would be disturbed at the
high production level and only 21 more acres at the year 2000 high production
level.

San Juan River Region. As in the other regions, this alternative would not
significantly affect visual resources. At the high production level in 1995,
41 fewer acres would be disturbed than under No New Federal Leasing. At the
year 2000 high level production, 329 more acres would be disturbed than under
No New Federal Leasing, but these acreages would involve new mines. Without
knowing the locations and other conditions, the extent of visual resource
impacts would be difficult to predict.

Alabama Subregion. Visual resource impacts under Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing in the Alabama Subregion would be the same as under No New
Federal Leasing.

Proposed Action

Generally, no significant visual resources impacts are expected under the
Proposed Action, except as described below for each region. Any new visual
disturbances would be similar to existing conditions.

The visual character of the regions would most likely remain the same. The
increased modification of landforms, changes in vegetation, and the addition
of structures would remain consistent with existing development. In some
cases, impacts would be reduced in that fewer acres would be disturbed under
the Proposed Action. Visual resources would thus improve relative to the
baseline.

More disturbance would occur as a result of infrastructure expansion to serve
expected population growth, but affected areas cannot now be determined to
allow prediction of impact locations and significance.
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Fort Union Region. Under the Proposed Action, 146 more acres would be

disturbed in new lease areas at the 1995 medium production level, and 195 more

acres would be disturbed at the high production level than would be disturbed
under No New Federal Leasing. For the year 2000, more acres would be

disturbed at the low, medium, and high production levels- 146, 536, and 877

acres respectively. These acreages would generally not create more

significant visual disturbance within the region. Depending upon specific

locations of the new mines, local impacts could occur, especially at the year

2000 medium and high production levels.

Powder River Region. Most of the Proposed Action impacts for various

periods and production levels would benefit visual resources because fewer

acres would be disturbed than under No New Federal Leasing. For the 1990

period, 18 fewer acres would be disturbed at the low and medium production

levels, and 36 fewer acres would be disturbed at the high production level.

In addition, 59 fewer acres would be disturbed at the year 2000 low production

level, and 108 fewer acres would be disturbed at the medium production level.

Significant impacts to the visual resource could occur, however, for the new

lease areas, where 905 acres are predicted to be disturbed at the year 2000

high production level, depending upon specific mine locations. The regional

landscape character is not likely to be affected under the Proposed Action

because of existing mining.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. The Proposed Action would disturb visual

resources much less than would No New Federal Leasing. Fewer acres would be

disturbed at all three production levels. For the 1995 period, 69 fewer acres

would be disturbed in new mine areas at the low and medium production levels,

and for the year 2000, 695 fewer acres in new mine areas would be disturbed at

the high production level. All of the disturbed areas would involve surface

mining, which would make the impact significantly beneficial.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. The greater acreage that would be disturbed

under the Proposed Action would not be a significant regional visual resource

impact. Only 6 more acres would be disturbed in new areas at the year 1995

high production level and 21 more acres at the year 2000 high production

level. These acres would be associated with subsurface mining, decreasing the

chance for visible disturbance.

San Juan River Region. Most of the impacts under the Proposed Action would

adversely affect visual resources. For the 1990 period, all production levels

would disturb 82 more acres in new mine areas than under No New Federal

Leasing, which most probably could be absorbed by the regional landscape with

little impact. At the 1995 high production level, 41 fewer acres would be

disturbed than under No New Federal Leasing. Depending upon the location of

the more 329 acres to be disturbed in new areas at the year 2000 high

production level, visual resources could be significantly degraded. The

regional landscape character, however, is not likely to be affected by the

increase

.

Alabama Subregion. The Proposed Action would have the same effects on the

Alabama Subregion as would No New Federal Leasing.
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RECREATION RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Three types of recreation could be affected by the Proposed Action and
alternatives: (1) nonfacility-related activities or extensive recreation, such
as backcountry hiking, hunting, or fishing; (2) rural facility-related
recreation or intensive recreation, such as camping or picnicking in
established areas; and (3) urban recreation, such as recreation center
activities, tennis, and swimming.

The high percentage of federal land throughout the five western coal regions
opens most of the area to nonfacility-related recreation opportunities. The
most popular activities include backpacking, river running, big- and
small-game hunting, fishing, winter sports, sightseeing by automobile,
camping, and off-road vehicle use (BLM 19831). Because most land in the
Alabama Subregion is privately owned, outdoor activities in areas lacking
facilities is limited mainly to casual use for hunting (BLM 1983c).

Many outdoor recreation facilities exist in the five western regions in
national parks and monuments, national recreation areas, national forests,
national wildlife refuges, and state parks and local recreation areas. Also
used for public recreation are lakes, rivers, reservoirs, and highly scenic
natural areas under all jurisdictions, including private facilities. The
Alabama Subregion, in contrast, has few public or private recreational
facilities (BLM 1983d), but two national forests and a few state parks lie
within a few hour's driving distance.

Other types of existing or proposed recreation facilities and experiences in
the five western regions include a national system of trails, rivers, and
natural landmarks. These designations are a continuing effort by the federal
and state governments to formally recognize trails with historic, recreation,
or other values; rivers of national, scenic, or recreational significance; and
natural landmarks that display unique physical characteristics or
relationships that should be preserved for future generations as part of the
nation's natural heritage. No such areas, either designated or under study,
are believed to be included in the Alabama Subregion.

Most communities in which populations are likely to expand because of an
increase in coal mining have some type of urban recreation program and
facilities, including community parks and picnic areas. These facilities are
provided either by private enterprise or by the municipalities. In the
smaller communities, many of which would need to support the increased
populations involved with coal mining, these facilities are a focal point for
the community through softball and other youth and adult recreation programs.

Urban recreation in larger communities is usually more diversified in types of
facilities and in types of organized programs and impromptu activities offered
to residents. Some areas have formed recreation districts to fund a
broad-based program and keep up with development to meet growing demands. On
the other hand, other communities, both large and small, often cannot keep up
with demand, creating a shortfall in activities and facilities. Those demands
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that tend not to be kept up with include picnicking, swimming, tennis, golf,

bicycling, hiking, baseball and softball, and municipal park areas. Most^

communities in all regions rely upon school playgrounds, high school playing

fields, fairgrounds, and city and county facilities as major urban public

facilities for year-round recreation. In some communities, churches,

organizations, and community- sponsored activities also help meet recreation

needs (BLM 1983b)

.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

The main impact on recreation resources resulting from the Proposed Action and

alternatives would be the increase in the recreation demand caused by

population increases. These increases, beyond normal population growth that

would occur without more coal leasing, are expected to occur only at certain

production levels in all five western coal regions. Population increases

could cause overcrowding and overuse of existing facilities and use areas, a

decrease in the quality of recreation requiring facilities or solitude,

increased administrative costs, and increased vandalism (BLM 1978a). No

coal-related population changes would occur in the Alabama Subregion.

Secondarily, areas disturbed during mining could not be used for recreation

until the land is reclaimed, but this impact would generally not be

significant

.

Coal-related population decreases under the Proposed Action and Preference

Right and Emergency Leasing would occur in the Powder River, Green River-Hams

Fork, and San Juan River regions and would benefit recreation resources.

The increased demand for recreation facilities and areas of use would also

cause more conflicts between private land owners and recreationists .
The

increased number of people engaged in backcountry hiking, camping, and other

outdoor experiences could reduce the quality of primitive-type recreation on

large areas of public lands in the five western coal regions (BLM 1979a).

Although the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) Section 522(e)

prohibits new surface mining on certain types of recreation lands or within

300 feet of any public park and provides other such restrictions, these areas

could still be adversely affected by nearby mining or public overuse.

Urban recreation becomes more important as populations increase because

social, health, and economic benefits are realized through recreation close to

home. Resident demand for urban recreation would increase proportionately to

population changes. Demand for many activities would increase at a faster

rate than the population (BLM 1983b). Demands would be placed on communities

to provide needed urban recreation facilities, programs, and parks. The

shortages of some recreation opportunities, however, would not be fulfilled

for several years because of a lag in need identification and acquisition or

construction. Lack of needed funds for such facilities might be the main

roadblock.

Expansion of coal mining could also benefit recreation. Part of the greater

tax revenue generated by increased mining and population could be used to help

alleviate pressure on existing municipal facilities. Mining could open up new
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roads and trails to off-road vehicle use (BLM 1978a), and reclamation efforts
might increase wildlife habitat and wildlife for hunting and viewing. Where
coal-related populations would increase less under the Proposed Action and

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing than under No New Federal Leasing,
recreation resources would benefit.

The actual extent of impacts to recreation cannot be assessed without first
knowing the exact location of future coal mining and where the population
increases would occur. Moreover, detailed information on existing recreation
resources and present demand would be needed, as would a prediction of the new
recreation demands needed by the increased coal-related population. Because
much of this information is not known, especially for the local level, impacts
can be only generally projected. Percent change in coal-related population
between the alternatives and No New Federal Leasing (baseline condition) is

used to predict impacts to recreation. For purposes of comparison, population
increases under 10 percent are not considered significant.

No New Federal Leasing

No New Federal Leasing would not significantly affect recreation resources.
Ongoing growth and development that cause population increases within the
regions, however, might continue to expand the demand for recreation
facilities and programs. Such demands might or might not be kept up with by
public and private sources. As a result, the quality of the recreation
experience demanded by users might deteriorate, causing a shift in the type of
user or experience sought. Impacts of a continued increase in demand for
recreation cannot now be predicted for either urban or rural recreation
resources

.

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

This alternative would significantly affect recreation resources at some
production levels, but the amount of surface disturbance would generally not
affect the recreation resource base of facilities or programs. Most
population increases would not create a significant new demand for recreation
facilities or areas at most production levels unless the whole increase is

placed upon the small population base of a single community. Normally, an
increase in demand would be spread over a variety of recreation uses and
areas. Population increases or decreases for affected regions are described
below. See Table 4-15 for the projected percent change in coal-related
population relative to No New Federal Leasing.

Fort Union Region. At the 1995 medium and high production levels and the
year 2000 low, medium, and high production levels, the coal-related population
increases (from 12 to 30 percent) would significantly affect recreation
resources. If the 30 percent increase occurs within one community, the
impacts could be severe, especially to municipal and facility-related
recreation. Spread over several communities, the impacts would be much less
severe. Under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, the percentage of
coal-related population increases would be the greatest for the Fort Union
Region

.
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Powder River Region. Though coal-related population would increase by 3

percent at the 1995 high production level and by 8 percent at the year 2000

high production level, neither increase would significantly affect recreation

resources, especially if spread throughout the region. At all other

production levels, coal-related population would decrease or not change,

causing the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative to benefit

recreation resources more than would No New Federal Leasing.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. No coal-related population increases would

occur under this alternative. Population would decrease by 2 and 8 percent at

the high production level for 1995 and 2000 respectively. This population

loss could result in less use of recreation opportunities.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Coal-related population would increase at

the high production level in 1990, 1995, and 2000. Only in 2000 would the

increase (10 percent) significantly affect recreation resources. Coal-related

population would not grow at the other production levels or periods.

San Juan River Region. Impacts would be similar to those described for the

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, with the increase being 18 percent under the

year 2000 high production level.

Alabama Subregion. Impacts to recreation resources would be the same as

under No New Federal Leasing.

Proposed Action

For most regions and at most production levels, the Proposed Action would not

significantly affect recreation resources. Impacts that would occur would

generally be distributed throughout the regions and would be insignificant.

For many regions and at many production levels, coal-related population would

be smaller than under No New Federal Leasing, thus benefiting recreation.

Recreation resources, however, would be significantly affected at the higher

production levels for the year 2000 and in the Fort Union Region.

If coal-related population increases in two or three smaller communities that

already have a higher demand for recreation than they can supply by 1990, the

impacts could be severe. In rural areas, fishing and hunting would be most

affected, with an expected lowering of success in each sport. Recreation

sites and areas would be degraded because of increased use and vandalism. And

the demand for recreation sites and maintenance and operating costs would

increase (BLM 1981b)

.

Population increases or decreases for affected regions are described below.

See Table 4-15 for the predicted percent change in coal-related population

relative to No New Federal Leasing.

Fort Union Region. Under the Proposed Action, recreation resources are

expected to be more affected in this region than in any other. Coal-related

population would increase at the medium and high production levels for 1990

and at the low production level for 1995, but these increases would be
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TABLE 4-15
PERCENT COAL-RELATED POPULATION CHANGE

FROM NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING

Production
Levels

Fort
Union

Powder
River

Coal Regions
Green River-

Hams Fork
Uinta-
SW Utah

San Juan
River

1990
Low
Medium
High

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

4

5

-1

-1 1 -1

1995
Low
Medium
High

3 -1

17 -2

17 3 -2 4 3

2000
Low
Medium
High

12 - 2

30 -1

30 8 -8 10 18

Proposed Action

1990
Low
Medium
High

-2

4 -2 -2

5 -1 1

4

4

2

1995
Low
Medium
High

3 -1

18 -3

32 9 -4 4 3

2000
Low
Medium
High

12

38

63

-2

-2

23 -15 10 18

Note: The Alabama Subregion is omitted from the table because no changes
from the No New Federal Leasing Alternative would occur under either
alternative

.
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insignificant. Population increases at the medium and high production levels

for 1995 and at all production levels for the year 2000 could significantly

affect recreation. The high production level for 2000, which could increase

coal-related population by 63 percent over No New Federal Leasing, would

create the greatest impacts for the Proposed Action in any region. Municipal,

facility-related, and nonfacility-related recreation opportunities would be

affected, especially if impacts are not spread across the region.

Powder River Region. At all but two production levels, the coal- related

population for the region would either stay the same or decrease in relation

to No New Federal Leasing, resulting in a relatively beneficial effect on

recreation. At the 1995 and 2000 high production levels, coal-related

population would increase by 9 and 23 percent respectively. Both increases

could be significant because the impacts could be limited to two or three

smaller communities that would already have greater demand for recreation than

they can meet (BLM 1981b).

Green River-Hams Fork Region. This region is the only one in which the

coal-related population under the Proposed Action would either remain the same

or decline at all production levels, including the high production level. In

fact, coal-related population would decline by 15 percent by the year 2000.

The result would be an eased demand upon recreation resources and

opportunities that may already be experiencing excessive demand from other

populations within the region.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Few additional impacts would be placed on

the recreation resource in this region under the Proposed Action. At most

production levels and in most periods, the coal-related population would not

increase over the baseline level or would only slightly increase. Only at the

year 2000 high production level would coal-related population significantly

increase (10 percent or more). Depending on the location of the increase, the

significant impacts to recreation might include increased demand for hunting

and fishing experiences and a lowering of success in each sport (BLM 1983i).

San Juan River Region. The impacts for this region would be similar to

those described for the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. The only significant

impact would occur at the year 2000 high production level, at which

coal-related population would increase by 18 percent.

Alabama Subregion. The Proposed Action would affect recreation resources in

the Alabama Subregion the same as would No New Federal Leasing.

WILDERNESS

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Wilderness concerns within the six coal regions consist of one of two types:

(1) officially designated wildernesses under the Wilderness Act of 1964

(Public Law 80-577) and (2) roadless areas being considered for their

wilderness values by federal agencies under a number of public laws, agency

policies, and court orders. Examples of the areas being considered include

BLM wilderness study areas (WSAs) required by the Federal Land Policy and
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Management Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-579, Sec. 603), and Forest Service areas
identified in Roadless Area Review and Evaluation II (RARE II) decisions.
RARE II areas are being re-evaluated in ongoing land use plans and EISs as a
result of a 1982 Ninth Circuit Court decision ( California v. Block ) . Other
wilderness studies are being conducted by the National Park Service and the
Fish and Wildlife Service.

Many designated wildernesses and areas being studied for wilderness values lie
within the five western coal regions. In a few situations, the areas being
considered for wilderness designation overlie coal resources that may be made
available for leasing. In Montana, Terry Badlands WSA lies within the Fort
Union Region, and Zook Creek and Buffalo Creek WSAs lie within the Powder
River Region. In the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, WSAs on the Kaiparowitz
Plateau and in the Book Cliffs area overlie portions of known coal resources.
In the San Juan River Region, coal resources are overlain by portions of Eagle
Peak, Mesita Blanca, Ignacio Chavez, and Ah-shi-sle-pah WSAs. The actual
relationship between resources cannot be known until tracts to be leased are
identified.

No wilderness resources have been officially designated or are under study
within the Alabama Subregion, but the Sipsey and Cheaha wildernesses lie
within a 1- and 3-hour drive respectively of the subregion.

Studies being conducted for BLM WSAs may or may not recommend the WSAs to
Congress for wilderness designation. The studies should be completed by 1991,
so that any wilderness resources that would conflict with coal development
would be known.

Wilderness use and acres of designated wilderness have increased in recent
years, and some of the most popular areas, particularly near trailheads, are
congested during high-use periods (BLM 1984d)

.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

Three types of impacts could occur to wilderness areas as a result of mining
within the six regions: (1) mining within established wildernesses or areas
under consideration for wilderness designation, (2) adverse changes of outside
sights and sounds caused by mining or coal-related activities near wilderness
areas, and (3) increased demand for use of wilderness areas by increased
coal-related populations.

No direct impacts are expected from mining within designated wildernesses or
areas under consideration for wilderness designation. Designated wildernesses
are^ protected under law from new mining, and areas under study for wilderness
designation are protected by interim management, which protects wilderness
characteristics until a designation determination is made. No impacts would
occur in the Alabama Subregion because it has no wilderness areas.

The impacts of outside sights and sounds on wilderness areas are difficult to
determine without knowing exactly where future mining would occur. Some
impacts might occur, but the type and significance of these impacts cannot be
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predicted without knowing the specific locations of mining and other details.

The Alabama Subregion would be unaffected because no wilderness areas occur

within the subregion.

Secondary impacts that could affect designated or potential wilderness areas

as a result of increased demand for wilderness resources would affect some of

the regions, as described below. A coal-related population increase and a

growing awareness of wilderness areas and values would increase the use of and

demand for wilderness. On the other hand, as more acres of wilderness are

formally designated, formal wilderness capacity would expand, and the needs of

more wilderness users would be more easily met in the affected regions. The

uncertainty of wilderness designation and lack of knowledge of where

populations would grow make it difficult to predict impacts to wilderness

resources as a result of increased coal production.

Without knowing where coal mining would occur under the Proposed Action and

alternatives, no direct impacts can be discussed. Secondary impacts can

generally be determined by looking at the increase, decrease, or lack of

change in projected coal-related population. (See Table 4-15 for the

predicted change in coal-related populations under No New Federal Leasing for

each region.) Specific impacts are described below.

No New Federal Leasing

Coal mining would not significantly affect regional wilderness resources under

No New Federal Leasing. Continued development of existing federal coal leases

could cause more impacts, but the impacts are expected to be similar to

existing impacts and of small magnitude. Ongoing growth and development

within the regions could continue to expand the demand for wilderness use, in

some cases lessening the quality of wilderness user experiences. The type of

user or the areas used might shift, but new management practices- -such as

permit systems that spread or limit use- would mostly alleviate the expected

impacts

.

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

In some regions at certain production levels, this alternative could cause new

significant impacts that would not occur under No New Federal Leasing.

Coal-related population increases at certain production levels could result in

greater demand for wilderness experiences. Where new or existing mining could

occur next to a wilderness area, either could diminish wilderness experiences

within the wilderness area by reducing the quality of sights and sounds

perceived by the user. As a result of a change in coal-related population,

each region except the Alabama Subregion would in some way, however slight,

undergo a change in wilderness use or experience.

Fort Union Region. At the 1995 medium and high production levels,

coal-related population increases would significantly degrade wilderness

resources. A 17 percent population increase in 1995 and a 30 percent increase

in 2000 would create an increased demand for this resource, but one cannot

predict the affected areas without a knowledge of where population increases

would occur within the region. Under the Preference Right and Emergency

Leasing Alternative, coal-related population would increase the most in this

region.
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Powder River Region. The greatest projected coal-related population
increase at any production level would be only 8 percent (year 2000, high
production level), which would not significantly affect wilderness resources,
especially if the population is spread throughout the region.. At all other
production levels, coal-related population would either decrease or remain the
same. Either case could lessen the demand for wilderness.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. No coal-related population increases would
occur under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. Population decreases of 2

and 8 percent are expected at the high production levels for 1995 and 2000
respectively, which may result in less use of and demand for wilderness.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Coal-related populations could increase at
all three high production levels, but only a 10 percent population increase in
2000 would place significant pressure on the wilderness resource.
Coal-related population would not grow during any of the other periods at any
production level.

San Juan River Region. Impacts in this region would be similar to those
described for the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, with an 18 percent increase
in coal-related population expected at the year 2000 high production level.

Alabama Subregion. Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would have the
same impacts on wilderness resources as would No New Federal Leasing.

Proposed Action

In most regions and at most production levels, the Proposed Action is not
expected to significantly affect wilderness resources. For many regions and
at many production levels, a population smaller than under the No New Federal
Leasing is expected, which would result in less demand for wilderness and
possible benefits. The wilderness resource, however, would be significantly
affected at higher production levels for the year 2000 and in the Fort Union
Region. In these instances, outside sights and sounds of nearby mining might
significantly diminish an area's wilderness character

Fort Union Region. Impacts to the wilderness resource are expected to be
the greatest for this region under the Proposed Action. Some coal-related
population increases would occur at the medium and high production levels for
1990 and at the low production level for 1995, but these increases would not
be significant. At the medium and high production levels for 1995 and at all
levels for 2000, impacts could be significant because of increased user demand
upon the wilderness resource. The high production level for the year 2000
could see a 63 percent increase in coal-related population over the No New
Federal Leasing--the greatest projected impact for the Proposed Action in any
region.

Powder River Region. At all but two of the production levels and target
years, the region's coal-related population would either remain constant or
decrease in relation to No New Federal Leasing, resulting in a decrease in
wilderness demand. Population increases at the 1995 and 2000 high production
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levels would amount to 9 and 23 percent respectively. Both increases could

significantly affect the wilderness resource unless the demand occurs far

enough away from wilderness areas.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. This region is the only one in which

coal-related population would either remain the same or decline at all

production levels. At the year 2000 high production level, coal-related

population would decline by 15 percent, resulting in an eased demand for

wilderness-related experiences and a possible decrease in visible or audible

infringements upon such values.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Few additional significant impacts to

wilderness would occur in this region under the Proposed Action. At most

production levels, coal-related population would either not increase over the

baseline level or would only slightly increase. Only at the year 2000 high

production level would a significant increase (10 percent or more) occur.

Depending upon where the population is located within the region, the demand

for wilderness opportunities could significantly increase.

San Juan River Region. The impacts to wilderness resources in this region

would be similar to those described for the Unita-Southwestern Utah Region.

The only significant impact would occur at the year 2000 high production

level, where an 18 percent increase in coal-related population could

significantly increase demand for wilderness.

Alabama Subregion. The Proposed Action would have the same impacts as would

No New Federal Leasing.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The areas that could be affected by the federal coal management program show

evidence of human activities from 12,000 years ago to the present. Within

this time span, population patterns have fluctuated according to environmental

and social changes and have been assigned by prehistorians to several culture

periods. Variations, identified by prehistorians as culture areas and

cultural traditions, also occur among the areas.

Five broad culture periods are represented among the coal production regions.

(Dates for these periods are all approximate.)

1. The Paleo-Indian period occurred from 8,000 to 12,000 years ago. Sites

from this period, characterized by bifacially flaked, lanceolate

projectile points, have been found throughout the regions.

2. The Archaic or Desert Culture period occurred from 1,000 to 10,000

years ago. Many campsites representing this period occur throughout the

coal regions.
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3. The Horticultural period occurred from 800 to 1,200 years ago. It is

represented in the Fort Union Region by the Late Prehistoric Culture, in

the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region by the Fremont Culture, in the San Juan
River Region by the Anasazi Culture, and in the Alabama Subregion by the
Mississippian Culture. In the Fort Union, Powder River, and Green
River-Hams Fork Regions, an essentially Archaic lifestyle persisted
contemporaneously with the Fremont, Anasazi, Late Prehistoric, and
Mississippian developments.

4. The Proto-Historic period occurred in the regions from about A.D. 1200
to 1540, when nomadic hunters from the high plains replaced the
horticulturalists of earlier time in the western coal regions. The horse
was introduced by the Spanish from Mexico into the western regions in the
late 1600s and early 1700s. The Proto-Historic period ended in the
regions with Spanish exploration and conquest from the South and English
and French exploration and conquest from the east and north.

5. The beginning of the Historic period was marked by the Southwest
Coronado expedition in 1540. The founding of the United States on the
eastern seaboard in 1776 stimulated the westward expansion of
Euro- American activities, including exploration and trapping, agriculture,
communications and transportation, and mining.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

The type of impacts on cultural resources would not vary among the No New
Federal Leasing, Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, Proposed Action, or
Leasing by Application alternatives. The size and number of impacts would
vary by the amount of surface disturbance and population increase.

This section summarizes expected impacts and their causes. The information
provided here summarizes or directly presents the most recent regional coal
EIS data for the particular region considered. The regional EISs are ongoing;
initiation of new round EISs for regions depend upon program decisions that
may be made after the final supplemental EIS is published. The ongoing
regional statements include a broad analysis of environmental impacts of
current and potential coal development and site-specific analyses of mine
plans and right-of-way permits for which administrative actions are proposed.
These statements also address related coal development not requiring specific
Department of the Interior approval, such as mine-mouth electrical generating
or energy conversion facilities, and the expansion of existing communities or
the building of new communities to meet the needs of coal-related population
increases (BLM 1979a).

The size and number of impacts on cultural resources could be determined only
by inventories, which would be required before surface disturbance is
authorized. As cultural resource sites are identified, they will be evaluated
for significance and possible inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places in compliance with regulations in 36 CFR 800 and other historic
preservation legislation. Appropriate mitigation procedures would be
developed at the same time.
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Development of leased coal in the regions would cause land modifications and

probable population increases. Population increases would likely result in

increased off-road vehicle use and other activities, ultimately causing land

modification, vandalism, relic collecting, and disturbance of many identified

and some previously unidentified cultural resources within the regions.

Coal development would affect cultural resources by destroying or altering the

resources and the surrounding environment. Development would displace

artifacts and introduce visual, audible, and atmospheric elements out of

character with the present environment. These impacts would lessen scientific

and cultural information and diminish the resource base for future research.

A particular concern for all regions would be the loss of buried sites

discovered during dirt moving. Some loss would occur under these discovery

conditions even though mining would be immediately halted. Because cultural

resources, once lost, are nonrecoverable, the loss of any information could

significantly hamper efforts to understand past cultures or to reconstruct

prehistory and history. Values thus may be diminished if removed from

original sites.

Fort Union Region

The number and type of sites for all alternatives should present few obstacles

to surface mining. Sites already known and others likely to be found,

however, might require special attention, preservation, or mitigation to

preserve important and irreplaceable scientific information (BLM 1982a).

Regional sampling has been insufficient to determine the nature of the

cultural resource base, and a valid regional perspective on impacts cannot be

offered.

Powder River Region

Although over 250 cultural sites are known, until each coal tract has been

inventoried, potential impacts cannot be accurately measured. Salvage of

cultural resources would allow recovery of some of the scientific data, but

under current research methods and priorities, sites or potential data within

sites that would have been important to future research might be overlooked.

Moreover, some sites not selected for salvage might be destroyed and only

preliminary data recovered. In this way, valuable cultural resources could be

lost (BLM 1984d)

.

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Because no reliable estimates exist of cultural resources per acre in this

region, the scale of adverse impacts cannot be predicted. Development under

all alternatives would damage a wide range of prehistoric and historic

resources, both directly through development of particular projects and

indirectly as a result of population growth. Mitigation requirements under-

federal and state laws, however, are likely to significantly reduce potential

adverse impacts (BLM 1983b)

.
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Uinta-Southwesfcern Utah Region

The total number and significance of affected cultural sites are unknown.
Although building of surface facilities for underground mining could
inadvertently disturb or destroy historic and prehistoric cultural resources,
most of such effects could be avoided by proper facility placement. Where
impacts could not be avoided, data recovery would mitigate most adverse
effects (BLM 1983i).

San Juan River Region

Many areas within this region lack enough cultural inventory data to allow
adequate analysis of potential impacts. Where inventory has found sites, the
mining will require special actions to protect sites such as federally managed
Chacoan outlier sites (BLM 1984c). On the basis of unsuitability and planning
criteria, the USDA Forest Service has denied consent to BLM to lease a portion
of the Chimney Rock Archaeological Area (A National Register Chacoan outlier).

The Pierre's Ruin Community (Chacoan outlier) is surrounded by a 440-acre
protective boundary and enjoys other protective measures. This site is

protected under Public Law 96-550 and has been nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places. Prehistoric Chacoan roads pass through some
potential coal areas (BLM 1984c).

Judgmental rather than formal statistical procedures have estimated that
between 1,727 and 2,295 sites occur in minable areas. If salvage excavation
of threatened sites is required, data would be preserved, but sites or parts
of sites would be lost (BLM 1984c).

Coal development could speed up the accumulation of cultural resource
knowledge before disturbance. This acceleration would be tempered by the fact
that, despite mitigation through modern techniques, many sites could be lost
for future research (BLM 1984c), and increased access could increase the
potential for vandalism. Moreover, not all sites located through inventory at
the mine plan stage are likely to be amenable to mitigation through data
recovery.

Alabama Subregion

The 1978a BLM Class II 10 percent sample field inventory found that historic
and prehistoric resources in some minable areas in this subregion are small
and relatively insignificant properties. Known minable areas have no listed
or nominated National Register of Historic Places properties, but National
Register eligibility for all known sites on all known minable areas has not
yet been determined (BLM 1983c).

Impacts cannot be evaluated before inventory, which is required to identify
National Register properties, but inventory areas cannot be determined until
mining plans are submitted. Therefore, definitive statements concerning
environmental consequences to cultural resources from the coal program must
wait (BLM 1983c) .
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Cultural Resource Impacts by Alternative and Region

Increased cultural resource impacts may be roughly correlated to increased
surface disturbance. See Table 4-13, Average Annual Land Disturbance, for a

general idea of cultural resource disturbance by production level and year.

No New Federal Leasing. More significant impacts to the regions' cultural
resources could occur if the No New Federal Leasing is adopted. Growth and
development might continue to expand within the regions, and cultural resource
impacts similar to those already evident within the regions would persist.
The extent of development and site impacts could expand within the regions,
depending upon mining locations, which are not predictable.

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. Under Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing, significant impacts to cultural resources in most cases are

likely to be fewer than under No New Federal Leasing. Little more land
disturbance is expected in any of the regions, and some areas would have less

land disturbed at some production levels and in some years.

Fort Union Region. This alternative would disturb no more land in 1990
than is expected under No New Federal Leasing. For the 1995 period, however,
146 more acres (a 9 percent increase over No New Federal Leasing) would be

disturbed at the medium production level, as would 195 acres (a 12 percent
increase over No New Federal Leasing) at the high production level. For the

year 2000, 146 more acres would be disturbed at the low production level, and

438 more acres would be disturbed at the medium and high production levels (a

27 percent increase over No New Federal Leasing)

.

Powder River Region. The only change in acreage disturbed for 1990
would be a 1 percent decrease of 36 acres from No New Federal Leasing at the
high production level. For 1995, 2 percent decreases of 73 acres at the

medium production level and 72 acres at the high production level are

expected. For the year 2000, decreases of 59 (-1 percent) and 72 (-2 percent)
acres would occur at the low and medium production levels respectively. At

the high production level, however, acreage disturbed would increase by 290

acres (5 percent) over No New Federal Leasing.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Preference Right and Emergency Leasing
would have the same effects on cultural resources as would No New Federal
Leasing but would disturb 348 fewer acres (-9 percent) at the high production
level in 2000.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. In 1995, 6 more acres (3 percent) would
be disturbed at the high production level than under No New Federal Leasing,
and in 2000, 21 more acres (9 percent) would be disturbed at the high
production level. (See Chapter 5, Table 5-1, Comparative Analysis.)

San Juan River Region. Land disturbed would be the same as under No New
Federal Leasing, with two exceptions: at the high production levels in 1995
and 2000, 41 fewer acres (-2 percent) and 29 fewer acres (-17 percent)
respectively would be disturbed.
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Alabama Subregion. Disturbance in this subregion would be the same as

under No New Federal Leasing.

Proposed Action. The Proposed Action would disturb fewer acres than would
No New Federal Leasing except as described below.

Fort Union Region. Under the Proposed Action, 146 more acres (an
increase of 9 percent over the No New Federal Leasing) would be disturbed in

new lease areas at the 1995 medium production level, and 195 more acres (an
increase of 12 percent over the No New Federal Leasing) would be disturbed at
the high production level. For the year 2000, more acres would be disturbed
at all production levels in new areas to be mined. At the low production
level, disturbance would increase by 146 acres (9 percent) over that of No New
Federal Leasing; at the medium production level, disturbance would increase by
536 acres (33 percent); and at the high production level, disturbance would
increase by 877 acres (55 percent).

Powder River Region. Most of the land disturbance in various years and
at various production levels would be less under the Proposed Action than
under No New Federal Leasing. For 1990, 18 fewer acres (-1 percent) would be
disturbed at the low and medium production levels, and 36 fewer acres (-1

percent) would be disturbed at the high production level. At the low
production level in 2000, 54 fewer acres (-1 percent) would be disturbed, and
at the medium production level in 2000, 108 fewer acres (-2 percent) would be
disturbed. At the high production level in 2000, 905 more acres (15 percent)
would be disturbed.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. The amount of land disturbed under the
Proposed Action would be less than or equal to that disturbed under No New
Federal Leasing. For 1995, 69 fewer acres (-3 percent) would be disturbed at
the low and medium production levels, and for the year 2000, 695 fewer acres
(-18 percent) would be disturbed at the high production level.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Acres disturbed under the Proposed
Action would be the same as under No New Federal Leasing with two exceptions.
In 1995, 6 more acres (3 percent) would be disturbed under the Proposed
Action, and in 2000, 21 more acres (9 percent) would be disturbed (same as
under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing).

San Juan River Region. In 1990 at all three production levels, the
Proposed Action would disturb 82 more acres (7 percent) than would No New
Federal Leasing, and in 1995 at the high production level, the Proposed Action
would disturb 41 fewer acres (-2 percent) than would No New Federal Leasing.
At the high production level for the 2000, the Proposed Action would disturb
329 more acres (17 percent) than would No New Federal Leasing.

Alabama Subregion. In the Alabama Subregion, the Proposed Action would
disturb the same amount of land as would No New Federal Leasing.
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MINERAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Fort Union Region. Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields in the Fort

Union Region, areas with known commercially valuable coal, and areas of

doubtful commercial value because of coal quality, bed thickness, overburden

depth, or a lack of coal information. Coal of lignite rank occurs within

members of the Tertiary Fort Union formation in the Williston structural

basin. The Fort Union is a sedimentary formation consisting of interbedded

shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and lignite. The lignite beds are

nearly horizontal and continue over large areas, being interrupted only by

occasional stream channels. Bed thickness ranges from 5 to 20 feet, and many

areas have more than one minable bed.

Other materials that occur within the coal field include leonardite, oil, gas,

bentonite, sand, gravel, and clinker. Oil and gas occur in formations much

deeper than the coal. In some areas, extensive oil and gas fields are

developed where minable coal exists, but generally only scattered wells or

small fields occur where coal is being mined. Bentonite (clay) is widespread

in the region but not extensively developed. Leonardite (oxidized lignite) is

mined in a few places at the lignite outcrop or in very shallow beds above the

minable lignite. In some places, leonardite companies collect the oxidized

lignite at coal mines where it is considered overburden. Most sand and gravel

deposits occur along stream channels. Clinker (baked, clayey overburden)

occurs at shallow depths above the coal beds and is used for road surfacing in

the place of gravel. Development of all of these materials has dropped

sharply in the last few years.

Plant and invertebrate fossils occur in the Tertiary rocks, including the coal

beds themselves. Vertebrates and other significant fossils are generally

lacking. Most fossils that have been documented are common and do not have

exceptional scientific value.

Powder River Region. Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields in the

Powder River Region, areas with known commercially valuable coal, and areas of

doubtful commercial value because of coal quality, bed thickness, overburden

depth, or a lack of coal information. Coal of subbituminous rank occurs

within members of the Tertiary Fort Union and Wasatch formations in the Powder

River Basin. The Fort Union and Wasatch are sedimentary formations consisting

of interbedded shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and coal. The coal

beds are nearly horizontal and continue over large areas, being interrupted

only by occasional stream channels. Beds have been reported to be as thick as

200 feet, and many areas have more than one minable bed.

Other materials that occur within the coal field include oil, gas, bentonite,

sand, gravel, and clinker. Oil and gas occur in formations much deeper than

the coal. In some areas extensive oil and gas fields are developed where

minable coal exists, but generally only scattered wells or small fields occur

where coal is actively being developed. Bentonite (clay) is widespread in the

region but not extensively developed. Most sand and gravel deposits occur

along stream channels. Clinker occurs at shallow depths above the coal beds
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and is used for road surfacing in the place of gravel. Development of all of

these materials has dropped sharply in the last few years.

Plant and invertebrate fossils occur in the Tertiary rocks, including the coal

be. Vertebrates and other significant fossils are generally lacking. Most

fossils that have been documented are common and do not have exceptional

scientific value.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields in

the Green River-Hams Fork Region, areas with known commercially valuable coal,

and areas of doubtful commercial value because of coal quality, bed thickness,

overburden depth, or a lack of coal information. Coal of subbituminous

,

bituminous, and occasionally anthracite rank occur within members of the

Cretaceous Mesa Verde Group, Lance Frontier, and Adaville formations, and the

Tertiary Fort Union and Wasatch formations. These sedimentary formations

consist of interbedded shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and coal. The

coal-bearing strata occur in many basins and uplifts, including the overthrust

belt of western Wyoming. The minable beds usually occur around the edges of

these structural features where they are steeply dipped. These beds become

very deep within a relatively short distance. Bed thickness is up to 120

feet, and many areas have more than one minable bed.

Other materials that occur within the coal field include methane gas, oil,

gas, bentonite, sand, and gravel. Oil and gas occur in formations much deeper

than the coal. In some areas, extensive oil and gas fields are developed
where minable coal exists, but generally only scattered wells or small fields

occur where coal is actively being developed. Bentonite (clay) is widespread
in the region but not extensively developed. Some coal beds have potential
for yielding methane gas. Data on the size of this resource is limited, but

methane is being produced at isolated locations in the United States. Most

sand and gravel deposits occur along stream channels. Development of all of

these materials has dropped sharply in the last few years.

Vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant fossils occur within the upper Cretaceous
and Tertiary coal-bearing deposits of the Green River-Hams Fork Region. The

region has not been intensively inventoried for paleontological resources, but

completed surveys have found significant and highly significant fossils. A
significant factor in the geologic setting is the contact point between
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments, which marks the period of transition from
dinosaurs to mammals. As inventories continue, more significant and

scientifically important fossils are likely to be discovered.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields
in the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region, areas with known commercially valuable
coal, and areas of doubtful commercial value because of coal quality, bed
thickness, overburden depth, or a lack of coal information. Coal of

bituminous and subbituminous rank occurs within members of the Cretaceous

Ferron, Emery, Straight Cliffs, and Blackhawk formations. These sedimentary
formations consist of interbedded shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and

coal. The beds are moderately to steeply dipped and are not continuous over

large areas. Beds are up to 30 feet thick, and many areas have more than one

minable bed.
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Other materials that occur within the coal field include methane gas, oil,
gas, bentonite, sand, and gravel. Oil and gas occur in formations much deeper
than the coal. In some areas, extensive oil and gas fields are developed
where minable coal exists, but only scattered wells or small fields generally
occur where coal is actively being developed. Bentonite (clay) is widespread
in the region but not extensively developed. Some coal beds have potential
for yielding methane gas. Data on the extent of this resource is limited, but
methane is being produced in isolated locations in the western United States.
Most sand and gravel deposits occur along stream channels. Development of all
these materials has dropped sharply in the last few years.

Vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant fossils occur within the upper Cretaceous
and Tertiary coal-bearing deposits of the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. The
region has not been intensively inventoried for paleontological resources, but
completed surveys have found significant and highly significant fossils. A
significant factor in the geologic setting is the contact point between the
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments, which is also the period of transition from
dinosaurs to mammals. As inventories continue, more significant and
scientifically important fossils are likely to be discovered.

San Juan River Region

Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields in the San Juan River Region, areas
with known commercially valuable coal, and areas of doubtful commercial value
because of coal quality, bed thickness, overburden depth, or a lack of coal
information. Coal of subbituminous and bituminous rank occurs within members
of the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone, Mesa Verde, Fruitland, and Crevasse Canyon
formations. These sedimentary formations consist of interbedded shale,
siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and coal. The coal-bearing strata occupy the
San Juan structural basin, with dip angles varying from nearly level in the
center of the basin to 90 degrees along some of the edges. Beds are up to 40
feet thick, and many areas have more than one minable bed.

Other materials that occur within the coal field include methane gas, oil,
gas, bentonite, sand, and gravel. Oil and gas occur in formations much deeper
than the coal. In some areas, extensive oil and gas fields are developed
where minable coal exists, but generally only scattered wells or small fields
occur where coal is actively being developed. Bentonite (clay) is widespread
in the region but not extensively developed. Some coal beds have potential
for yielding methane gas. Data on the extent of this resource is limited, but
coal bed methane is being produced in a few locations in the western United
States. Most sand and gravel deposits occur along stream channels.
Development of all of these materials has dropped sharply in the last few
years

.

Vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant fossils occur within the upper Cretaceous
and Tertiary coal-bearing deposits of the San Juan River Region. The region
has not been intensively inventoried for paleontological resources, but
completed surveys have found significant and highly significant fossils. A
significant factor in the geologic setting is the contact point between the
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments, which marks the period of transition from
dinosaurs to mammals. As inventories continue, more significant and
scientifically important fossils are likely to be discovered.
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Alabama Subregion

Map 4-3 shows the location of coal fields in the Alabama Subregion, areas with
known commercially valuable coal, and areas of doubtful commercial value
because of coal quality, bed thickness, overburden depth, or a lack of coal

information. Coal of bituminous rank occurs within members of the

Pennsylvanian Pottsville formation. The Pottsville is a sedimentary formation
consisting of interbedded shale, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and coal.

The coal-bearing strata occur in the Warrior Basin, are commonly faulted, and
have a gentle dip. Beds are up to 75 inches thick, and many areas have more
than one minable bed.

Other materials that occur within the coal field include methane gas, oil,
gas, sand, and gravel. Oil and gas occur in formations much deeper than the

coal. In some areas, extensive oil and gas fields are developed where minable
coal exists, but generally only scattered wells or small fields occur where
coal is actively being developed. Clay is widespread in the region but not

extensively developed. Methane gas occurs in coal beds of this region. Data
on the extent of this resource is lacking, but methane is being taken from the

Mary Lee coal seam. Most sand and gravel deposits occur along stream
channels. Development of all of these materials has dropped sharply in the

last few years

.

Fossils are generally lacking in the shallow geologic units. Some localized
fossiliferous zones occur, but no significant localities are known.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

Mineral Resources. Under all alternatives, the amount of coal mined would
increase over existing mining. With present mining technology, generally 85

to 90 percent of a coal deposit is recovered in surface mines and 50 to 60

percent in subsurface mines. Unrecovered coal would be lost for future use.

Coal in all of the regions is interspersed between private and federal
ownership. Federal ownership varies from 36 percent in the Fort Union Region
to 87 percent in the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region (BLM 1979a). Under No New
Federal Leasing, a checkerboard ownership pattern would mean that mining would
have to bypass federal coal and coal mining would thus be more expensive. As

mining progresses, unleased federal coal in the mining path would have to be

passed over, in many places creating islands of unmined coal. Under today's
economic conditions, returning at a later date to mine this coal would be

uneconomical, and the coal would thus be lost for future use. Moreover,
skipping over areas would increase mining costs and energy costs for

consumers. These impacts would not occur under either the Proposed Action or

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing.

The removal of overburden and replacing it as spoils would affect the
stratigraphy. The depositional environments recorded in this stratigraphy
would be disrupted and lost with respect to recording the geologic history.
The bearing strength of the spoils would also be lower than that of the

original overburden, which would cause some settling to occur for a few years

after spoils replacement.
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Sand and gravel could be used by the mining industry. Where sand and gravel
occur in the path of a mine, they might be used at the mine. Other mineral
resources that occur in these regions are developed on a small scale or are in
areas where coal development is not likely under any of the alternatives.
Underground mining would not significantly affect any other mineral resources.

Paleontological Resources. Where paleontological resources exist, the
removal of overburden and coal could disrupt them. Fossils would be damaged
or destroyed by mining and the building of haul roads and surface facilities.
In addition, mining could disrupt geologic strata in which the fossils occur
making the recording of fossil locations difficult or impossible.

New mines, however, operate under rules that require mitigation in the form of
surface paleontological inventories and watching for and investigating
paleontological resources found during mining. These regulations allow for
the study and sampling of paleontological resources that might not normally be
studied otherwise. This study would greatly accelerate the rate of
paleontological inventory in many areas. Without monitoring by experienced
people, however, most fossils would probably be overlooked or not recognized
and would be lost in the spoils.

Population increases within regions and more or upgraded roads would increase
access to paleontological sites, which would increase unauthorized collection
and vandalism of fossils.

Paleontological impacts could be either beneficial or adverse, depending upon
what agreement is worked out between the coal industry and the regulatory
agency. These impacts would occur under all alternatives for both private and
federal coal. The effect would be the same for all levels of coal production,
but the scale would increase with increased production.

No New Federal Leasing

Fort Union Region. Federal coal ownership averages about 36 percent (BLM
1979a) in the Fort Union Region. Under No New Federal Leasing, at all
production levels this checkerboard ownership pattern would mean that mining
would have to bypass federal coal, causing a loss of coal resource, a loss of
coal revenues, and an increase in mining and energy costs for consumers.

Oil and gas development occurs in many coal areas within the Fort Union Region
in the form of fields and scattered wells. Conflict between coal and oil and
gas development may result in some loss of coal but should not cause a
significant problem at any level of production.

Because of the limited extent and significance of paleontological resources in
the Fort Union Region, impacts should be insignificant.

Powder River Region. Federal coal ownership averages about 80 percent (BLM
1979a) in the Powder River Region. Under No New Federal Leasing at the low
production level, a checkerboard ownership pattern could force mining to
bypass federal coal, possibly causing a loss of coal resources and coal
revenues and an increase in mining and energy costs for consumers. With the
high percentage of federal coal in this region, this impact would be slight
because mining plans could not get started without federal leases.
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Oil and gas development occurs in many coal areas within the Powder River
Region in the form of fields and scattered wells. Conflicts between coal and
oil and gas development might result in some loss of coal but should not cause
a significant problem at the low production level.

Because of the limited extent and significance of paleontological resources in

the Powder River Region, impacts should be insignificant.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high
production levels would be similar to those at the low production level. An
increase in coal production would increase the likelihood of land ownership
conflicts and oil and gas conflicts.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Federal coal ownership averages about 42
percent (BLM 1979a) in the Green River-Hams Fork Region. Under No New Federal
Leasing at the low production level, a checkerboard ownership pattern could
force mining to bypass federal coal, causing a loss of coal, loss of coal
revenues, and an increase in mining and energy costs for consumers.

Oil and gas development occurs in many coal areas within the Green River-Hams
Fork Region in the form of fields and scattered wells. Conflicts between coal
and oil and gas development might result in some loss of coal but should not
cause a significant problem at the low level of production.

A potential for conflict exists between coal and methane gas production.
Besides the physical aspects of the conflict, the gas cannot be pumped by a

coal lessee unless the lessee also has an oil and gas lease. But gas must be
vented in order to safely mine the coal. In the past this conflict has
resulted in a loss of methane gas in mining coal. The conflict does not now
exist in many coal fields, but it is gaining in significance as industry seems
to be getting more interested in recovering methane gas.

Impacts to fossils could be highly significant, but this supplemental EIS
cannot assess impacts because of a lack of inventory, a lack of knowledge of

mining locations, and a lack of knowledge of detailed mitigation. Because
fossils of significant value do occur in coal areas of this region, some
undiscovered fossil locations are likely to be lost and others found during
mining. By requiring and closely enforcing mitigation procedures, the losses
can be reduced and discoveries increased. Even if fossils are discovered and
investigated before they are mined through, some knowledge may be lost by

investigating than rather than waiting for improved knowledge and techniques
in the future.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high
production levels would be similar to those at the low production level. An
increase in coal production would increase the likelihood of land ownership,
methane gas, oil and gas, and paleontological conflicts.
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Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Federal coal ownership averages about 87
percent (BLM 1979a) in the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Under No New
Federal Leasing at the low production level, a checkerboard ownership pattern
could force mining to bypass federal coal, possibly causing a loss of coal and
coal revenues and increasing mining and energy costs for consumers. With the
high percentage of federal coal in this region, this impact would be slight
because mining plans could not get started without federal leases.

Oil and gas development occurs in many coal areas within the
Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region in the form of fields and scattered wells.
Conflict between coal and oil and gas development might result in some loss of
coal but should not cause a significant problem at the low level of production.

A potential for conflict exists between coal and methane gas production.
Besides the physical aspects of the conflict, the gas cannot be pumped by a
coal lessee unless the lessee also has an oil and gas lease. But gas must be
vented in order to safely mine the coal. In the past this conflict has
resulted in a loss of methane gas in mining coal. The conflict does not now
exist in many coal fields, but it is gaining in significance as industry seems
to be getting more interested in recovering methane gas.

Impacts to fossils could be highly significant, but this supplemental EIS
cannot assess impacts because of a lack of inventory, a lack of knowledge of
mining locations, and a lack of knowledge of detailed mitigation. Because
fossils of significant value do occur in coal areas of this region, some
undiscovered fossil locations are likely to be lost and others found during
mining. By requiring and closely enforcing mitigation procedures, the losses
can be reduced and discoveries increased. Even if fossils are discovered and
investigated before they are mined through, some knowledge may be lost by
investigating them now rather than waiting for improved knowledge and
techniques in the future.

Increases in population and more or improved roads would result in better
access to paleontological sites, probably increasing unauthorized collection
and vandalism.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high
production levels would be similar to those at the low production level.
Increased coal production would increase the likelihood of land ownership, oil
and gas, methane gas, and paleontological conflicts.

San Juan River Region. Federal coal ownership averages about 80 percent
(BLM 1979a) in the San Juan River Region. Under No New Federal Leasing at the
low production level, a checkerboard ownership pattern could force mining to
bypass federal coal, possibly causing a loss of coal resource and coal
revenues and an increase in mining and energy costs for consumers. With the
high percentage of federal coal in this region, this impact would be slight
because mining plans could not get started without federal leases.

Oil and gas development occurs in many coal areas within the San Juan River
Region in the form of fields and scattered wells. Conflict between coal and
oil and gas development may result in some loss of coal but should not cause a
significant problem at the low level of production.
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A potential for conflict exists between coal and methane gas production.

Besides the physical aspects of the conflict, the gas cannot be pumped by a

coal lessee unless the lessee also has an oil and gas lease. But gas must be

vented in order to safely mine the coal. In the past this conflict has

resulted in a loss of methane gas in mining coal. The conflict does not now

exist in many coal fields, but it is gaining in significance as industry seems

to be getting more interested in recovering methane gas.

Impacts to fossils could be highly significant, but this supplemental EIS

cannot assess impacts because of a lack of inventory, a lack of knowledge of

mining locations, and a lack of knowledge of detailed mitigation. Because

fossils of significant value do occur in coal areas of this region, some

undiscovered fossil locations are likely to be lost and others found during

mining. By requiring and closely enforcing mitigation procedures, the losses

can be reduced and discoveries increased. Even if fossils are discovered and

investigated before they are mined through, some knowledge may be lost by

investigating them rather than waiting for improved knowledge and techniques

in the future.

Increases in population and more or improved roads will result in better

access to paleontological sites, probably increasing unauthorized collection

and vandalism.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high

production levels would be similar to those at the low production levels.

Increased coal production would increase the likelihood of ownership, methane

gas, oil and gas, and paleontological conflicts.

Alabama Subregion. Federal coal ownership averages about 12 percent (BLM

1979a) in the Alabama Subregion. Under No New Federal Leasing, a checkerboard

ownership pattern could force mining to bypass federal coal, possibly causing

a loss of coal resources and coal revenues and an increase in mining and

energy costs for consumers.

Oil and gas development occurs in coal areas within the Alabama Subregion in

the form of fields and scattered wells. Conflict between coal and oil and gas

development may result in some loss of coal but should not cause a significant

problem at the low level of production.

There has been and probably will continue to be a loss of methane gas in order

to mine coal safely. Future technology may allow recovery of the gas to avoid

wasting this resource.

Because of the limited extent and significance of paleontological resources in

the Alabama Subregion, impacts should not be significant.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high

production levels would be similar to those at the low production levels.

Increased coal production would increase the likelihood of ownership, methane

gas, and oil and gas conflicts.
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Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

Fort Union Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low production level
of Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would be similar to those under No
New Federal Leasing except that emergency leasing would eliminate the impact
of bypassing unleased federal coal. Although this alternative would allow BLM
and industry to plan mining areas in the short term and eliminate the loss of
bypassed coal, potential mine areas would still tend to be limited to areas
with predominantly private or state coal ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for
No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to impactsdescribed for the low production level. In 1995 and 2000, these types of
impacts would be greater or spread over a larger area than under No New
Federal Leasing because production would be higher.

Powder River Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low productionlevel would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except that
emergency leasing would eliminate the impact of bypassing unleased federal
coal. Although Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would allow BLM and
industry to plan mining areas in the short term and would eliminate the loss
of bypassed coal, potential mine areas would still tend to be limited to areas
with predominantly private or state coal ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described forNo New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production level would be similar to impact i

described for the low production level. In 1995 and 2000, these types of
impacts would be smaller or spread over a smaller area than under No New
Federal Leasing because production would be lower. At the high production
level, coal production would be lower in 1995 but would rise sharply in 2000
Impacts would thus decrease for a time and then increase.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low
production level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except
that emergency leasing would eliminate the impact of bypassing unleased
federal coal. Although this alternative would allow BLM and industry to planmining areas in the short term and would eliminate the loss of bypassed coal
potential mine areas would still tend to be limited to areas with
predominantly private or state coal ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described forNo New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to impactsdescribed for the low production level. In 2000 at the high production levelthese types of impacts would be smaller or spread over a smaller area than
under No New Federal leasing because production would be lower
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Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing low production level would be similar

to those under No New Federal Leasing except that emergency leasing would

eliminate the impact of bypassing unleased federal coal. Although this

alternative would allow BLM and industry to plan mining areas in the short

term and would eliminate the loss of bypassed coal, potential mine areas would

still tend to be limited to areas with predominantly private or state coal

ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for

No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to impacts

described for the low production level. In 2000, at the high production

level, these types of impacts would be smaller or spread over a smaller area

than under No New Federal Leasing because production would be lower.

San Juan River Region. Under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing,

impacts to mineral resources at the low production level would be similar to

those under No New Federal Leasing Alternative except that emergency leasing

would eliminate the impact of bypassing unleased federal coal. Although this

alternative would allow BLM and industry to plan mining areas in the short

term and would eliminate the loss of bypassed coal, potential mine areas would

still tend to be limited to areas with predominantly private or state coal

ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for

No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production level would be similar to impacts

described for the low production level. In 2000, however, these types of

impacts would be larger or spread over a larger area because production would

be higher.

Alabama Subregion. Impacts to mineral resources at the low production level

would be similar to those of No New Federal Leasing except that emergency

leasing would eliminate the impact of bypassing unleased federal coal.

Although this alternative allows BLM and industry to plan mining areas in the

short term and would eliminate the loss of bypassed coal, potential mine areas

would still tend to be limited to areas with predominantly private or state

coal ownership.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for

No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to impacts

described for the low production level.

Proposed Action

Fort Union Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the Proposed Action low

production level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except

that unleased federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would
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give industry and BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and make
interspersed federal coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs
from Preference Right and Emergency Leasing in that future mining areas could
be planned well in advance of mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly
federal coal, which may contain the more attractive coal resource, can be
considered for development along with predominantly private and state coal
areas

.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for
No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high
production levels would be similar to impacts described for the low production
level. In 1995 and 2000 these types of impacts would be larger or spread over
a larger area than under No New Federal Leasing because production would be
higher.

Powder River Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low production
level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except that
unleased federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would give
industry and BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and make
interspersed federal coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs
from Preference Right and Emergency Leasing in that future mining areas could
be planned well in advance of the mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly
federal coal, which may contain the more attractive coal resource, can be
considered for development along with predominantly private and state coal
areas

.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for
No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at medium and high production
levels would be similar to impacts described for the low production level. In
1995 and 2000 these types of impacts would be smaller or spread over a smaller
area than under No New Federal Leasing because production would be lower. At
the high production level, coal production would decrease under the Proposed
Action in 1990 and 1995 and would then rise by 15 percent in 2000. Impacts
would thus decrease for the immediate future but then greatly increase over
the long term.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low
production level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except
that unleased federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would
give industry and BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and to make
interspersed federal coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs
from Preference Right and Emergency Leasing in that the future mining areas
could be planned well in advance of mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly
federal coal, which may contain the more attractive coal resource, can be
considered for development along with predominantly private and state coal
areas

.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described under
the No New Federal Leasing Alternative.
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Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high

production levels would be similar to impacts described for the low production

level. In 2000 at the high production level, these types of impacts would be

smaller or spread over a smaller area than under No New Federal Leasing

because production would be lower.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low

production level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except

unleased federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would give

industry and BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and make

interspersed federal coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs

from Preference Right and Emergency Leasing in that future mining areas could

be planned well in advance of mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly

federal coal, which may contain the attractive coal resource, can be

considered for development along with predominantly private and state coal

areas

.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for

No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at medium and high production

levels would be similar to impacts described for the low production level. In

1995 and 2000 at the high production level, these types of impacts would be

greater or spread over a larger area than under No New Federal Leasing because

production would be higher.

San Juan River Region. Impacts to mineral resources at the low production

level would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except that

unleased federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would give

industry and BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and make

interspersed federal coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs

from Preference Right and Emergency Leasing in that future mining areas could

be planned well in advance of mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly

federal coal, which may contain the more attractive coal resource, can be

considered for development along with predominantly private and state coal

areas. Production would increase slightly in 1990, which might increase

impacts. In 1995 and 2000, production would be the same as under No New

Federal Leasing.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for

No New Federal Leasing. Impacts in 1990 would be slightly greater than under

No New Federal Leasing but not in 1995 and 2000.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the medium and high

production levels would be similar to impacts described for the low production

level. In 1990 and 2000 at the high production level, these types of impacts

would be greater or spread over a larger area than under No New Federal

Leasing because production would bp higher.
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Alabama Subregion. Impacts to mineral resources at the low production level
would be similar to those under No New Federal Leasing except that unleased
federal coal would not be bypassed. A leasing program would give industry and
BLM the ability to plan for future mining areas and make interspersed federal
coal available for lease. The Proposed Action differs from Preference Right
and. Emergency Leasing in that future mining areas could be planned well in
advance of the mining. Moreover, areas of predominantly federal coal, which
may contain the more attractive coal resource, can be considered for
development along with predominantly private and state coal areas.

Impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to those described for
No New Federal Leasing.

Impacts to mineral and paleontological resources at the Proposed Action medium
and high production levels would be similar to impacts described for the low
production level.

WATER RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Fort Union Region

In the Fort Union Region, annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 18 inches
Most precipitation falls as rain during the spring and early summer. Intense
thunderstorms are common in summer, and long periods of low temperatures and
occasionally large snowfall are common in winter.

Surface water drains from the region through the Yellowstone and Missouri
rivers (Map 4-4)

. Locally in the coal fields, runoff flows through ephemeral
or intermittent streams into these rivers. The topography is rolling with
occasional breaks; land cover consists of grassland or dryland crops and soils
are predominantly fine grained. Summer thunderstorms produce rapid runoff
with brief, high- peak flows. Snowmelt, on the other hand, produces a more
even runoff over a longer time and larger area. Table 4-16 shows typical mean
annual runoff for the Fort Union Region.

Ground water occurs in the near- surface sandstone and lignite beds. Minablecoal generally occurs near the local water table level. The lignite may vary
from saturated to unsaturated or partially saturated conditions over short
distances. Lower aquifers occur in sandstone units that are well below
minable coal levels. Recharge to this system occurs at outcrops from excess
precipitation or ponded surface water. Aquifers also occur in alluvium along
stream channels and in buried glacial channels in the northern part of the
region.

_
Yields are generally lowest in the shallow lignite aquifers andhigher in the deep sandstone and buried glacial channel aquifers.

Jffl^i^
11^ 8 characterized by low suspended sediment and moderate totaldissolved solids (TDS) concentrations. Water that passes through the mainstem of the Missouri- Yellowstone River System has the better quality. Ground

K™
r
hfS ^^ ^ TD'. levels

'
and streams Posing through the breaks countryhave high suspended sediment concentrations. Table 4-16 shows typical waterquality values for the Fort Union Region.
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TABLE 4-16
TYPICAL SURFACE AND GROUND WATER CHARACTERISTICS FOR

THE SIX COAL REGIONS

Region
(Reference)

Surface Water
Mean Annual Total Dissolved

Runoff (Acre-feet/ Solids Cone,
square mile/year) (milligram/1 it-»r)

Ground Water

Fort Union 43.9
(BLM 1983a)

Powder River 32.5*
(BLM 1983d)

Green River-Hams Fork 34.7
(BLM 1983b)

Uinta-Southwestern 57.0
Utah (BLM 1983i)

San Juan River 29,0
(BLM 1984c)

Alabama Subregion 1064.0
(BLM 1983d)

600-3,000

200-4,500*

200-7,000

200-10,000

200-4,500

60-2,000**

*Source : USGS 1977-1982. ~
**Source: Puente, Newton, and Hill 1980.
All other data is from individual regional EISs,

Yield Total Dissolved
(gallons per Solids Cone,
minute? (milligram/liter)

up to 500

up to 1,000

up to 700

up to 500

up to 500

up to 100

1,000-3,000

800-8,000

135-2,800

500-3,000

300-15,000

50-400

Surface water is used for livestock, wildlife, municipal, industrial, and
irrigation purposes. The major streams have larger amounts and better quality
water than the smaller streams and are used as sources for industry and
irrigation. Irrigated agriculture occurs mostly on the valley bottoms of themajor streams, but a common practice for irrigating small upland areas is to
divert flood runoff from ephemeral or intermittent streams. Industrial water
used mainly for the energy industry, is taken from the larger streams. Larger
cities use surface water for municipal supplies. Small reservoirs are common
in rangeland areas for livestock watering and are also used by wildlife
Perennial streams provide water for riparian wildlife habitat.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic, livestock, and municipal purposes.Most farms and ranches in coal areas depend upon ground water for their
domestic supply. The lignite itself often forms the aquifer that is a source
of domestic water. Ground water is also commonly pumped into stock tanks to
augment surface water for livestock. Many small towns in the coal areas use
ground water for their municipal supplies or to augment surface water supplies.

Powder River Region

In the Powder River Region, annual precipitation ranges from 6 to 16 inches.
Most precipitation falls as rain during spring. Intense thunderstorms are
common in summer, and long periods of low temperatures and occasionally large
snowfalls are common in winter.
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Surface water drains from the region through the Cheyenne, Yellowstone, and

North Platte river systems (Map 4-4). Locally in the coal fields, runoff

flows through ephemeral or intermittent streams into these major rivers. The

topography is rolling with occasional breaks; land cover consists of grassland

or sagebrush; and the soils are predominantly fine grained. Summer

thunderstorms produce rapid runoff with brief, high- peak flows. Snowmelt

produces a more even runoff over a longer time and larger area. Table 4-16

shows typical mean annual runoff for the Powder River Region.

Ground water occurs in the near- surface sandstone and coal beds. The minable

coal generally occurs near the local water table level. The coal may vary

from saturated to unsaturated or partially saturated conditions. Lower

aquifers occur in limestone and sandstone units well below minable coal

levels. Recharge to this system occurs at sand or clinker outcrops from

excess precipitation or ponded surface water. Aquifers also occur in alluvium

along stream channels. Yields are generally lowest in the shallow coal

aquifers and higher in the deep sandstone and limestone aquifers.

Water quality is characterized by high suspended sediment and moderate TDS

concentrations. Water that originates in the surrounding mountainous areas

typically has better quality. Ground water varies from fairly good near

recharge areas to higher total dissolved solids levels as the water moves

further into the system. Table 4-16 shows typical water quality values for

the Powder River Region.

Surface water is used for livestock, wildlife, municipal, industrial, and

irrigation purposes. Irrigated agriculture occurs mostly on the valley

bottoms of the major streams, but a common practice for irrigating small

upland areas is to divert flood runoff from ephemeral or intermittent

streams. Industrial water, used mainly for the energy industry, is taken from

ground water and the larger streams. Larger cities use surface water for

municipal supplies. Most of such use, however, occurs along the mountain

fronts where the higher quality mountain runoff is used. Small reservoirs are

common on rangeland for livestock watering and are also used by wildlife.

Perennial streams provide water for riparian wildlife habitat.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic, livestock, and municipal purposes.

Most farms and ranches in coal areas depend upon shallow ground water for

their domestic supply. The coal itself often forms the aquifer that is a

source of domestic water. Ground water is also commonly pumped into stock

tanks to augment surface water for livestock. Many small towns in the coal

areas use shallow and deep ground water for their municipal supplies or to

augment surface water supplies.

Green River-Hams Fork Coal Region

In the Green River-Hams Fork Region, annual precipitation ranges from 6 to 16

inches. Most precipitation falls as rain during the spring and early summer.

Intense thunderstorms are common in summer, and long periods of low

temperatures and occasionally large snowfalls are common in winter.

Surface water drains from the region through the North Platte and Green

rivers. The north central part of the region has internal drainage (Map

4-4). Locally in the coal fields, runoff flows through ephemeral or
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intermittent streams into these major rivers. The topography is rolling with
occasional breaks; land cover consists of grassland or dryland crops, and
soils vary from sandy to loam. Summer thunderstorms produce rapid runoff with
brief, high- peak flows. Snowmelt, on the other hand, produces a more even
runoff over a longer time and larger area. Table 4-16 shows typical mean
annual runoff for the Green River- Hams Fork Region.

Much of the minable coal in this region occurs along the upturned edges of the
sedimentary basin. At these sites, the sandstone, limestone, and coal beds
are dipped at steep angles and receive recharge from excess precipitation or
ponded surface waters. This recharge moves until it hits a relatively
impermeable rock layer or is intercepted by a surface valley where it may form
a seep. These conditions produce a perched ground water situation in the
potential coal development areas. Just below this impermeable layer the rocks
are dry. Regional ground water systems are deeper.

Aquifers also occur in alluvium along stream channels. Yields are generally
lowest in the shallow perched aquifers and higher in the deep aquifers.

Water quality is characterized by high suspended sediment and moderate TDS
concentrations. Most of the water volume that leaves this region originates
in the surrounding mountains, and most of the salt load originates within the
coal basin area. Ground water can have high TDS levels, but it will be lower
in perched aquifers and in areas with greater rainfall. Table 4-16 shows
typical water quality values for the Green River- Hams Fork Region.

Surface water is used for livestock, wildlife, municipal, industrial, and
irrigation purposes. The major streams with larger amounts of water are used
as sources for industry and irrigation. Irrigated agriculture occurs mostly
on the valley bottoms of the major streams, but a common practice for
irrigating small upland areas is to divert flood runoff from ephemeral or
intermittent streams. Industrial water, used mainly for the energy industry,
is taken from the larger streams. Larger cities use surface water for
municipal supplies. Small reservoirs are common in rangeland areas for
livestock watering and are also used by wildlife. Perennial streams provide
water for riparian wildlife habitat.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic and livestock purposes. Most farms
and ranches in coal areas depend upon ground water for their domestic supply.
The coal generally is not an important aquifer zone. Ground water is also
commonly pumped into stock tanks to augment surface water for livestock.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

In the Uinta Southwestern Utah Region, annual precipitation ranges from 8 to
24 inches. Most precipitation falls as rain during the spring and early
summer. Intense thunderstorms are common in summer, and periods of low
temperatures and occasional snowfalls are common in winter.

Surface water drains from the region through the Green and Colorado rivers.
The north central part has internal drainage (Map 4 4). Locally in the coal
fields, runoff flows through ephemeral or intermittent streams into these
major rivers. The topography is rolling with occasional breaks; land cover
consists of grassland or dryland crops, and the soils are variable from sandy
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to loam. Summer thunderstorms produce rapid runoff with brief, high- peak

flows. Snowmelt, on the other hand, produces a more even runoff over a longer

time and larger area. Table 4-16 shows typical mean annual runoff for the

Uinta- Southwestern Utah Region.

Ground water occurs in the near- surface sandstone, limestone, and coal beds.

Minable coal generally occurs near or below the local water table level. The

coal may vary from saturated to unsaturated or partially saturated

conditions. Recharge to this system occurs at outcrops from excess

precipitation or ponded surface water. Aquifers also occur in alluvium along

stream channels. Yields are generally lowest in the coal and shale aquifers

and higher in the sandstone and limestone aquifers.

Water quality is characterized by high suspended sediment and high TDS

concentrations. Water that passes through the main stem of the Colorado River

system often has the worst quality. Ground water can have very high TDS

levels. Table 4-16 shows typical water quality values for the

Uinta Southwestern Utah Region.

Surface water is used for livestock, wildlife, municipal, industrial, and

irrigation purposes. The major streams have larger amounts of water and are

used as sources for industry and irrigation. Irrigated agriculture occurs

mostly on the valley bottoms of the major streams and the flanks of the higher

country, but a common practice for irrigating small upland areas is to divert

flood runoff from ephemeral or intermittent streams. Industrial water, used

mainly for the energy industry, is taken from the larger streams. Larger

cities use surface water for municipal supplies. Small reservoirs are common

in rangeland areas for livestock watering and are also used by wildlife.

Perennial streams provide water for riparian wildlife habitat.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic and livestock purposes. Most farms

and ranches in coal areas depend upon ground water for their domestic supply.

The coal itself may form the aquifer that is a source of domestic water.

Ground water is also commonly pumped into stock tanks to augment surface water

for livestock. Many small towns in the coal areas use ground water for their

municipal supplies or to augment surface water supplies.

San Juan River Region

In the San Juan River Region, annual precipitation ranges from 6 to 14

inches. Most precipitation falls as rain during summer. Intense

thunderstorms are common in summer, and periods of low temperatures and

occasional snowfalls are common in winter.

Surface water drains from the region through the San Juan, Rio Grande, and

Little Colorado rivers, and the region's north- central part has internal

drainage (Map 4-4). Locally in the coal fields, runoff flows through

ephemeral or intermittent streams into these major rivers. The topography is

rolling with occasional breaks; land cover consists of sagebrush, grassland,

or pinyon- juniper ; and soils vary from coarse to fine grained. Summer

thunderstorms produce rapid runoff with brief, high- peak flows. Snowmelt

produces a more even runoff over a longer time and larger area. Table 4-16

shows typical mean annual runoff for the San Juan River Region.
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Ground water occurs in the sandstone and coal beds. The coal may vary from
saturated to unsaturated or partially saturated conditions. Lower aquifers
occur in sandstone units that are well below minable coal. Recharge to this
system occurs at outcrops from excess precipitation or ponded surface water.
Discharge is to streams and wells in the central part of the basin. Aquifers
also occur in alluvium along stream channels. Yields are generally lowest in
the coal aquifers and higher in the sandstone aquifers.

Water quality is characterized by high suspended sediment and high TDS
concentrations. Ground water can have high TDS levels. Table 4-16 shows
typical water quality values for the San Juan River Region.

Surface water is used for livestock, wildlife, municipal, industrial, and
irrigation purposes. The major streams have larger amounts of water and are
used as sources for industry and irrigation. Irrigated agriculture occurs
mostly on the valley bottoms of the major streams, but a common practice for
irrigating small upland areas is to divert flood runoff from ephemeral or
intermittent streams. The limited industrial water use involves mainly the
energy industry. Larger cities use surface water for municipal supplies.
Small reservoirs are common on rangeland for livestock watering and are also
used by wildlife. Perennial streams provide water for riparian wildlife
habitat

.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic, livestock, industrial, and municipal
purposes. Most farms and ranches in coal areas depend upon ground water for
their domestic supply. The coal itself sometimes forms the aquifer that is a
source of domestic water. Ground water is also commonly pumped into stock
tanks to augment surface water for livestock. Many small towns in the coal
areas use ground water for their municipal supplies or to augment surface
water supplies. Ground water is used for industrial purposes mostly at mines.

Alabama Subregion

In the Alabama Subregion, annual precipitation ranges from 52 to 54 inches and
falls as rain throughout the year. Large volumes of water can fall during a
single storm.

Surface water drains from the region through the Tombigbee and Black Warrior
rivers. Locally in the coal fields, runoff flows through intermittent streams
into these major rivers. The topography consists of ridgetops with steep
slopes down to narrow hollows; land cover consists of forests, grassland, or
cropland; and soils are silty to sandy. Summer thunderstorms produce large
amounts of runoff with high peak flows. Table 4-16 shows typical mean annual
runoff for the Alabama Subregion. Ground water occurs in the near surface
coal-bearing strata. The minable coal generally occurs near the local water
table level. This system is recharged from excess precipitation or ponded
surface water. Discharge is to streams and wells.

Water quality is characterized by low suspended sediment, low TDS
concentrations, and low alkalinity. In some areas water quality has already
been degraded by mining and other human activities. Ground water can have
high TDS levels but generally is adequate for domestic use. Table 4-16 shows
typical water quality values for the Alabama Subregion.
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Surface water is used for municipal and industrial purposes. Many cities use

both surface and ground water for municipal supplies.

Ground water is used mainly for domestic and small public and industrial

supplies. Aquifers in the Pottsville formation are the main, and in many

areas, the only source of ground water. Many towns in the coal areas use

ground water for their municipal supplies or to augment surface water supplies.

IMPACTS

General Impacts

Impacts to water resources are summarized from the regional EISs except where

noted. These general impacts could occur in all of the coal regions, under

all production levels, and as a result of the mining of both private and

federal coal. As production levels increase, the nature of impacts would not

change, but the impacts would occur over a larger area.

Surface coal development would adversely affect surface water by disrupting

local watersheds and withdrawing water for use. During mining, stream

channels and watersheds would be disrupted as mine pits are opened. In the

disturbed area, runoff would increase, and water quality would be degraded.

Suspended sediment and dissolved solids concentrations could be many times

their normal predisturbance levels (Ringen and others 1979). Strip mining

laws, however, require that all surface runoff be impounded and treated until

it meets specified water quality standards.

Water flowing into the mine area would be diverted around the disturbance

area. Detaining water in impoundments would allow more runoff to evaporate or

seep into the ground and result in less runoff leaving the mine area.

Impounded water would be treated to lower suspended sediment levels but not

total dissolved solids. Water discharged from impoundments to surface waters

outside the mine area would have increased total dissolved solids. Generally

these impacts would affect only streams below a mine until they are diluted by

larger streamflows from undisturbed areas. The impoundment structures,

designed to accommodate the 25-year precipitation event, can handle runoff

only up to their designed capacity. If this runoff is exceeded, sedimentation

would also enter the stream below the mine area, a low-probability occurrence.

Once the mined area is reclaimed, surface water quality should return to its

approximate predisturbance conditions. The replaced spoils may at first be

more porous than unmined overburden, resulting in some lowering of peak

flows. Experience is lacking as to whether such change in flows would be

significant.

Ground water disruption from surface mining would begin as overburden and coal

are removed. Water wells where the pit is dug would be removed, and in many

areas aquifers would be removed. While the pit is open, the mine operator

might also have to pump water out of the pit to be able to work. Open pits

below the water table level place drawdown stress on adjacent aquifers,

lowering water levels in any nearby wells finished at that level and reducing

flow from nearby springs draining the aquifer. The distance from an open pit

that this drawdown and reduced springflow would occur would depend on the

depth of the open pit and the characteristics of the aquifer.
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When overburden spoils are returned to the pit, water would return to its
approximate premine level. Water in wells that were lowered would also return
to their approximate premine levels, but springflows might never return to
premine conditions. Because the bedding character of the overburden is not
replaced in the spoils, new routing would occur that could permanently dry up
old springs and start new springs at other locations. The hydrologic
characteristics of the resaturated spoils would differ from the premining
bedded shale, sandstone, and coal. The significance of the change would
depend upon the mining operations and the geohydrology of the area.

The quality of water that recharges the spoil aquifer could be significantly
degraded. Overburden previously deeply buried would be brought closer to the
surface and to larger amounts of oxygen. The result would be spoil material
more easily dissoluble in water. This oxidation of fine-grained overburden, a
natural process, would be greatly accelerated by mining. Increases in
dissolved solids concentrations of shallow ground water around mines have been
reported by investigators in a few regions (Groenewold and others 1980; Van
Voast and Hedges 1975; Colorado School of Mines 1976). The amount of change
in dissolved solids would be variable and cannot be accurately predicted.

The degraded water from the saturated spoils would continue to flow through
the hydrologic system and down gradient to the surrounding undisturbed
aquifers. In the surrounding areas the altered water would be diluted by
relatively fresh water, but water wells, springs, and streams near the mine
might still receive degraded water.

Because of the relatively small amount of water and its slow movement in the
shallow coal area aquifers, these effects would develop slowly and only in and
around the immediate mine area. Little is known about the duration of these
conditions, but as salts are leached from an area the increased dissolved
solids levels should gradually drop. Because movement of water through these
systems is typically slow, hundreds or thousands of years might be needed in
many areas for water quality to regain premining conditions.

Many rural water wells would be destroyed or degraded, but state and federal
laws require that mine operators provide a replacement water supply. Supplies
can generally be replaced by installing new wells that tap deeper aquifers
unaffected by mining. Although the water source would be replaced, the water
user would have the increased operation and maintenance costs of a deeper well.

Underground mining could disturb surface water conditions as a result of
subsidence and water use. Subsidence in underground mine workings could
result in streams being diverted underground or springs drying up or being
formed in new locations. Where these ground water- surface water interactions
are significantly altered, streamflow might locally change. On a regional
basis, however, no water would be lost; it would just have a different flow
routing. Such changes could be significant in the area of a mine but would
not be significant on a regional scale.

Coal beds minable by underground methods may be aquifers or may occur within
or beneath aquifers. As coal is removed, water may be pumped from the open
rooms, creating a drawdown on the surrounding aquifer and lowering water
levels of wells near the mine. The extent of the lowered water levels would
depend upon the aquifer properties, pumping rates, and the layout of the
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mine. When mining and related water pumping cease, water levels should return

to premining conditions. The hydrologic characters of the aquifer that

previously contained the coal bed would change, and the water would move much
more freely.

Subsidence during and after mining could create fractures up through aquifers
above the mined coal or even to the surface. Subsidence would thus introduce
new paths for mixing of water from different aquifers or between surface water
and ground water. This intermixing of water can potentially degrade the

quality of the fresher water body.

Coal production involves two types of water use water used at mines to mine
coal and water used by coal- related populations. Water used by populations is

usually associated with municipal supply areas. Table 4-17 projects both
types of water use, but does not assess water use by powerplants or other
facilities. Most of the water use estimated for this supplemental E1S occurs
as a result of coal-related population. Appendix 4, Methodologies, presents
the methodology used to derive these numbers.

Water use in the western regions is a controversial issue. Many of the major
streams cross more than one region and more than one state. For some rivers
the states involved have formed commissions to resolve water supply problems.

The distribution of water is the responsibility of the government of the state
in which the water occurs. Differing laws exist for different states, and
many interstate agreements exist for rivers that cross more than one state.
For these reasons, this assessment cannot predict how water will be
appropriated.

Another consideration is the future use of coal slurry pipelines to carry coal
to markets around the country. No projections exist for how much coal would
move by this means. Such pipelines are controversial because of the water
needed to move coal from the generally dry coal area. About 729 acre feet of
water would be needed to move a million tons of coal (BLM 1979a). Water may
exist for coal slurry pipelines, but a rearrangement of water appropriations
in western states may be needed to permit its use to carry coal.

No New Federal Leasing

Fort Union Region. Impacts to water resources at all three production

levels in the Fort Union Region would occur most significantly to ground water

quality. But because of mitigation required by state and federal strip mining

laws, changes in surface water quality outside mine boundaries would be

insignificant. Reduced runoff would be significant only immediately below the

sediment detention reservoirs. On a regional bases, the mined areas would be

too small to significantly affect surface runoff quality.

Many coal beds in the region act as aquifers. Ground water quality could

change within and near areas where overburden is removed for coal mining.

Where these lignite beds form shallow aquifers, rural residents commonly use

it as a water source. Generally, mining would temporarily disrupt this source

of supply and draw down water levels in and near surface mines. Over the long

term, mining would degrade water quality, but replacement water supplies could

be obtained from deeper aquifers unaffected by mining.
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TABLE 4-17
COAL-RELATED WATER USE*

(acre-feet/year)

Production
No New Federal Leasing Preference Right and

No Action Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**
Level Mining Population Total Mining Population Total Mining Population Total

Fort Union Region

1990
Low 314 728 1,042
Medium 314 728 1,042
High 341 806 1.147

754 1,068 — 754 1,068
341 767 1,081 — 767 1,081

1995

Low 432 780 1,212 — 806 1,238 — 806 1,238
Medium 432 780 1,212 472 910 1,382 472 923 1,395
High 432 780 1,212 485 910 1,395 485 1,027 1,512

2000

Low 432
Medium 432

High 432

780 1,212 472 871 1,343 472 871 1,343
780 1,212 550 1,014 1,564 576 1.079 1,655

1,212 472
1,212 550

1,212 550

871 1.343 472
1,014 1,564 576

1,014 1,564 668780 1,212 550 1,014 1,564 668 1,274 1,942

Powder River Region

1990

Low 7,938 11,774 19,712
Medium 7,938 12,963 20,901
High 9,751 16,907 26,658 9.653

— — 7,889 11,745 19,634
12,789 20,727 7,889 12,760 20,649
16,675 26,328 9,653 — 26,560

1995

Low 8,281 13,833 22,114 — 13,688 21,969 — 13,688 21,969
Medium 9,702 16,182 25,884 9,506 15,892 25,398 9,506 15,834 25,340
High 13,083 21,257 34,340 12,887 21,837 34,724 12,887 22,229 36,116

2000

Low 10,486 17,023 27,509 10,339 16,675 Z7 014 10,339
Medium 12,250 19,865 32,115 12,054 19,575 31 629 11,956
High 15.876 25,317 41,193 16,660 27,260 43 920 18,326

16,675 27,014
19,372 31,328
31,059 49,385

*For methodology, see Appendix 4

**Figures for alternative shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal
Leasing.
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TABLE 4-17 (continued)

COAL-RELATED WATER USE*
(acre-feet /year)

No New Federal Leasing

Production No Action
Preference Right and

Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**

Level Mining Population Total Mining Population Total Mining Population Total

Green River-Hams Fork Region

1990

Low 871 5,875 6,746
Medium 895 6,283 7,178
High 895 6,283 7,178

847
871

5,739
6,174

6,586
7,045

1995

Low 944 6,446 7,390
Medium 1,041 6,936 7,977

High 1,041 7,317 8,358 7,181 8,222 6,990 8,031

2000

Low 1,016 6,772 7,788
Medium 1,162 7,507 8,669

High 1,452 9,194 10,646 1,331 8,486 9,817 1,210 7,779 8,989

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

1990

Low 419 23,323 23,742
Medium 419 23,492 23,911

High 434 24,559 24,993

450

496

26,189
28,269

26,639
28,765

1995

Low 496 26,864 27,360
Medium 419 27,707 28,126

High 558 30,292 30,850 574 31,416 31,990 574 31,416 31,990

2000

Low 543 29,055 29,598
Medium 574 30,685 31.259
High 667 35,462 36,129 729 38,947 39,676 729 38,947 39,676

*Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing.

**For methodology, see Appendix 4.
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TABLE 4-17 (concluded)
COAL-RELATED WATER USE*

( acre-feet/ 7ear)

No New Federal Leasing Preference Right and
Production No Action Emergency Leasing** Proposed Action**
Level Mining Population Total Mining Population Total Mining Population Total

San Juan River Region

1990

Low 2,128 3,270 5,398 a • a 2,280 3,404 5,684
Medium 2,128 3,377 5,505 a a a 2,280 3,511 5,791
High 2,128 3,457 5,585 a 3,430 5,558 2,280 3,538 5,818

1995

Low 2,584 3,698 6,282 a a a a a a
Medium 2,888 4,154 7,042 a a a a a a
High 3,116 4,395 7,511 3,040 4,529 7,569 3,040 4,529 7,569

2000

Low 2,812 3,966 6,778
Medium 3,496 4,824 8,320
High 3,648 4,985 8,633 4,256 5,869 10,125 4,256 5,869 10,215

1990
Alabama Subregion

Low 7,492 10,011 17,503
Medium 8,740 10,088 18,822
High 8,740 10,082 18,822

1995

Low 8,123 10,058 18,181
Medium 8,801 10,082 18,883
High 8,801 10,082 18,883

2000

Low 8,123 10,058 18,181
Medium 8,861 10,082 18,943
High 8,861 10,082 18,943

*For methodology, see Appendix 4.

**Figures are shown only where they differ from those for No New Federal Leasing
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Coal-related water use would vary from 1,042 to 1,212 acre-feet/year (Table
4-17) and would cause no significant problems in this region.

Powder River Region. Impacts to water resources at the low production level
in the Powder River Region would occur most significantly to ground water

quality. But because of mitigation required by state and federal strip mining
laws, changes in surface water quality outside mine boundaries would be

insignificant. Reduced runoff would be significant only immediately below the

sediment detention reservoirs. On a regional bases, the mined areas would be

too small to significantly affect surface runoff quality.

Many coal beds in the region act as aquifers. Ground water quality could
change within and near areas where overburden is removed for coal mining.

Where these coal beds form shallow aquifers, the rural residents commonly use

them as a water source. Generally, mining would temporarily disrupt this

source of supply and draw down water levels in and near a surface mine. Over

the long term, mining would degrade water quality, but replacement water
supplies could be obtained from deeper aquifers unaffected by mining.
Coal-related water use would vary from 19,712 to 27,509 acre- feet/year (Table

4-17) but would not cause a significant problem in this region.

The impacts at the medium and high production levels would be the same as

those at the low production level, but production rates would be larger and

impacts would be spread over a larger area.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Impacts to water resources at the low
production level in the Green River- Hams Fork Region would occur most
significantly to surface and ground water quality. But because of mitigation
required by state and federal strip mining laws, changes in surface water
sedimentation outside mine boundaries would be insignificant. Reduced runoff
would be significant only immediately below the sediment detention
reservoirs. On a regional basis, the mined areas would be too small to

significantly affect surface runoff.

Many coal beds in the region act as aquifers. Ground water quality could
change within and near areas where overburden is removed for mining. Where
these coal beds form shallow aquifers, rural residents sometimes use them for
a water source. Generally, mining would temporarily disrupt this source of
supply and draw down water levels in and near a surface mine. Over the long
term, mining would degrade water quality, bu', replacement water supplies could
be obtained from deeper aquifers unaffected by mining.

Coal-related water use would vary from 6,746 to 7,788 acre-feet/year (Table
4-17). Because most waters of this region are fully appropriated,
coal-related water supplies would generally have to be purchased from other
users. Acquiring water for mining would slightly shift types of water use and
stress an already stretched water supply as more of the limited unappropriated
water is put into use.

The Colorado River Basin has large areas of low annual precipitation and
highly saline geology. The influx of people and growth of irrigation and
energy development in the area over the last century have made already scarce
water supplies even more critical. The use of the river system's water has
resulted in a national and international water quality and salinity problem.
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In addition, some mines have been or in the future may be concentrated in
relatively small areas. The cumulative impacts of small increases in surface
and ground water salinity and increased water use by mines and expanded
populations could create significant regional problems.

The impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to those
at the low production level but would be spread over a larger area and might
involve an overall increase in regional salinity. Coal-related water use
would increase to as much as 8,669 acre- feet/year at the medium production
level and 10,646 acre-feet/year at the high production level.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah. At the low production level, impacts to water
resources from underground mining would occur most significantly because of
subsidence. Where coal has been removed underground, overburden tends to
fracture and subside. This subsidence could significantly divert the flow
path of surface water underground and could cause ground water to more rapidly
move through aquifers. In addition, the flow of springs and level of well
water may be decreased or increased, depending upon the specific location of
coal mining.

Surface disturbance at underground mines generally covers a small area and
does not disturb the overburden. Changes in sediment rates and salinity due
to mine-mouth development should be insignificant. Water use is estimated to
be from 23,742 to 29,598 acre-feet/year (Table 4-17).

Impacts at the medium and low production levels would be similar to those
described for the low production level except that more coal would be mined
and impacts would occur over a slightly larger area. Water use for the mines
and associated populations would also increase (Table 4-17).

San Juan River Region. At all three production levels, impacts to water
resources in the San Juan River Region would occur most significantly to
ground water. But because of mitigation required by state and federal strip
mining laws, changes in surface water quality outside the mine boundaries
would be insignificant. Reduced runoff would be significant only immediately
below sediment detention reservoirs. On a regional basis, the mined areas
would be too small to significantly affect surface runoff.

Many coal beds in the region are aquifers. Ground water quality could change
within and near areas where overburden is removed for mining. Where these
coal beds form shallow aquifers, rural residents sometimes use aquifers as
water sources. Generally, mining would temporarily disrupt this source of
supply and draw down water levels in and near a surface mine. Over the long
term, mining would degrade water quality, but replacement water supplies could
be obtained from deeper aquifers unaffected by mining.

Coal- related water use would vary from 5,398 to 6,778 acre-feet/year (Table
4-17). Because water in the region is fully appropriated, any increase in use
would have to be obtained from other water users. Meeting water needs for
mining would require a rearrangement of water uses or the importing of water
from outside the region.

The Colorado River Basin has large areas of low annual precipitation and
highly saline geology. The influx of people and growth or irrigation and
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energy development in the area over the last century has made already scarce

water supplies even more critical. The use of the river system's water has

resulted in a national and international water quantity and salinity problem.

The cumulative impacts of small increases in ground and surface water

salinity, and increased water use by mines and expanded populations could

create significant regional problems.

Alabama Subregion. Impacts to water resources in the Alabama Subregion

would occur most significantly to ground water quantity and water quality.

But because of the mitigation required by state and federal strip mining laws,

changes in surface water quality would be significant only in the mine area

and the tributaries to major streams. Locally, changes in surface water

quality would include increased mineralization and acidity or alkalinity,

depending upon the geology. Sediment impacts should be slight downstream from

mines because of mitigation regulations.

The coal-bearing strata in most of the subregion acts as an aquifer. Changes

in quality and availability of ground water could occur within and next to the

areas where overburden is removed for coal production. In many places the

only source of ground water would be altered. Generally, mining would

temporarily disrupt this source of supply and draw down water levels in and

near open mine pits. Over the long term, mining would degrade water quality.

Underground mining is not expected to significantly affect surface water

because of the depth of coal and competence of the overlying strata. Such

mining could change the flow characteristics of ground water by opening new

paths of water movement, which could lower or raise water levels and increase

yields, depending upon where coal is mined.

Coal- related water use would range from 17,503 to 18,181 acre- feet/year (Table

4-17) but would not cause a significant problem in the subregion.

Impacts at the medium and high production levels would be similar to those

described for the low production level except that more coal would be mined

and impacts would occur over a slightly larger area. Water use for the mines

and associated populations would also increase (Table 4-17).

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

Fort Union. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No New Federal

Leasing except that by 1995 and 2000 production rates would be higher. At

higher production rates, the impacts would be similar to those under No New

Federal Leasing, but they would occur over a larger area (Table 4-13). In

addition, coal-related water use would increase from to 29 percent (Table

4-17), an insignificant change for the Fort Union Region.

Powder River Region. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No New

Federal Leasing except that rates would be lower at the low and medium

production levels by 1995 and 2000. At high production levels, the production

rate would decrease in 1990 and 1995 and then rise sharply in 2000. For

different production rates, the impacts would be similar but would occur over

a different size area (Table 4-13). Coal-related water use would likewise

vary from a decrease of 2 percent to an increase of 7 percent (Table 4-17),

insignificant change for the Powder River Region.
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Green River-Hams Fork Region. Impacts would be the same as those discussed

for No New Federal Leasing except that at high production levels, production

would be lower and impacts would be spread over a smaller area (Table 4-13).

In addition, decreases in coal- related water use would range from to 8

percent (Table 4 17) .

Uinta-Southwestern Utah. Impacts would be similar to those discussed under

No New Federal Leasing except that at the high production level, production

rates would be higher in the year 2000. At the higher production levels,

impacts would be similar but would occur over a larger area (Table 4-13). In

addition, increases in coal-related water use would range from to 17 percent

(Table 4-17), possibly increasing the stress on the already limited water

supply.

San Juan River Region. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No

New Federal Leasing except that at the high production level, coal production

would be higher in 1995 and 2000. At higher production rates the impacts

would be similar, but they would occur over a larger area (Table 4-13). In

addition, increases in coal-related water use would range from to 10 percent

(Table 4-17)

.

Alabama Subregion. Impacts under this alternative would be the same as

under No New Federal Leasing.

Proposed Action

Fort Union. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No New Federal
Leasing except that by 1995 and 2000 production rates would be higher. At
higher production rates the impacts would be similar, but they would occur
over a larger area (up to 55 percent) (Table 4 13) . In addition, coal-related
water use would increase from to 60 percent (Table 4-17), but this change
would be insignificant for this region.

Powder River Region. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No New
Federal Leasing except that at the low and medium production levels by 1995
and 2000, production rates would be lower. At the high production level, the
production rate would decrease in 1990 and 1995 and then rise sharply in
2000. For different production rates the impacts would be similar, but they
would occur over a larger area (up to 55 percent) (Table 4-13). Coal- related
water use would likewise vary from a decrease of 2 percent to an increase of
20 percent (Table 4-17). This change would not be significant for this region
except at the high production level for the year 2000.

Green River-Hams Fork Region. Impacts would be similar to those discussed
for No New Federal Leasing except that by 1995 and 2000, production rates
would be lower. For lower production rates, the impacts would be similar to
those under No New Federal Leasing, but they would occur over a smaller area.
In addition, coal- related water use would decrease from to 15 percent (Table
4-17) .

Uin-ta-Southwestern Utah. Impacts would be similar to those discussed under
No New Federal Leasing except that at the high production level, production
rates in 2000 would be higher. Also at all leasing levels, production would
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jump in 1990 but return to the same level as No New Federal Leasing by 1995.

At higher production rates, the impacts would be similar but would occur over

a larger area (Table 4-13). In addition, coal-related water use would
increase from to 17 percent (Table 4-17), increasing the stress on the

already limited water supply.

San Juan River Region. Impacts would be similar to those discussed for No
New Federal Leasing except that by 1995 and 2000 at the high production level

production rates would increase. For higher production rates, impacts would
be similar, but they would occur over a larger area (Table 4-13). In

addition, coal-related water use would increase by to 10 percent (Table
4-17).

Alabama Subregion. Impacts under the Proposed Action would be the same as

under No New Federal Leasing.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Chapter 5 compares the environmental impacts of No New Federal Leasing (no

action baseline) to the impacts of Preference Right and Emergency Leasing and

the Proposed Action. Because coal production estimates are the same for

Leasing by Application as for the Proposed Action, impacts for the two are
assumed to be the same, and Leasing by Application is not presented in Table
5-1 or further discussed in this chapter. Table 5-1 shows numerically by

region, production level, and year, how impacts under the Proposed Action and
Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would differ from impacts under No New
Federal Leasing. Dashes (--) represent no change from No New Federal Leasing.

Although Table 5-1 provides a comparison of measurable impacts, the narrative
discussion focuses on the high production level in 2000, where the greatest
differences occur. A similar discussion was not presented for other
production levels and time periods since it would tend to be confusing or

redundant, due to small or no differences between alternatives in most
regions. No comparison by alternative is given for the Alabama Subregion
because impacts would not differ among alternatives. The same type of impacts
were assumed to result from the development of private, state, and
Indian- owned coal as from the development of federally owned coal. Chapter
5*s final section presents a more generalized comparison between No New
Federal Leasing and the Proposed Action for the three major aggregated
coal-producing regions in the United States- -Appalachian, Midwestern, and
Western.

The impacts used in the comparison are those associated with coal production
for socioeconomics (population), health and safety (accidents), air resources
(total suspended particulates- -TSP) , soils and vegetation (acres disturbed),

mineral resources (annual coal production), and water use (acre-feet of water
used per year). Because the supplemental EIS provides a program-level
analysis, wildlife, visual resources, recreation resources, wilderness
resources, cultural resources, and paleontological resources are compared only
in the narrative. Transportation impacts would not significantly differ by
alternative and are thus not discussed.

SOCIOECONOMICS

At the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing high production level in 2000,
population changes from the No New Federal Leasing baseline would range from a

decrease of 2,600 in the Green River-Hams Fork Region to increases of 6,200 in

Uinta -Southwestern Utah Region and of 6,700 in Powder River Region. At the
Proposed Action high production level in 2000, the population change would
range from a decrease of 5,200 in the Green River-Hams Fork Region to an

increase of 19,800 in the Powder River Region.
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TABLE 5-1

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Fort Union Region

Production Socioeconomics

(tottl population)

Health &
Safety
(accidents)

Air Quality

(TSP—tons/year)

Soils &

Vegetation
{acres

disturbed)

Minerals
(coal mined-
million
tons/year)

Water Use

(acre-feet/

Ho New Federal Leasing

1995

Low 5,600

Medium 5,600

High 5,600

Low 6,000

Medium 6,000

High 6,000

2000

Low 6,000

Medium 6,000

High 6,000

1« 28,800 1,169

142 28,800 1,169

142 28,800 1,169

196 39,600 1.607

196 39,600 1,607

196 39,600 1,607

196 39,600 1,607

196 39,600 1,607

196 39,600 1,607

24 1,042

24 1,042

24 1.042

33 1,212

33 1,212

33 1,212

33 1,212

33 1,212

33 1,212

Preference Blunt and Emergency Leasing

1995

LOW — ~~

Medium 5,800 (+200) ~

High 5,900 (+300) —

Low 6,200 (200) -.

Medium 7,000 (+1.000) 213 (+17)

High 7,000 (+1,000) 219 (+23)

2000

Low 6,700 (+700) 213 (+17)

Med 1 urn 7,800 (+1,800) 249 (+53)

High 7,800 (+1,800) 249 (+53)

43,200 (+3,600) 1,753 (.46)

44,400 (+4,800) 1,802 (+195)

43,200 (+3,600) 1,753 (+146)

50,400 (+10,800) 2,045 (+438)

50,400 (+10,800) 2,045 (+438)

1,068 (+26)

1,081 (+39)

— 1,238 (+26)

36 (+3) 1,382 (+170)

37 (+4) 1,395 (+183)

36 (+3) 1,343 (+131)

42 (+9) 1,564 (+352)

42 (+9) 1,564 (+352)

Proposed Action*

1995

2000

Low — --

Medium 5,800 (+200) --

High 5,900 (+300) --

Low 6,200 (+200)

Medium 7,100 ( + 1,1.00) 213 (+17)

High 7,900 (+1,900) 219 (+23)

Low 6,700 (+700) 213 (+17)

Medium 8,300 (+2,300) 261 (+65)

High 9,800 (+3,800) 302 (+106)

43,200 (+3,600) 1,753 (+46)

44,400 <«4,800) 1,802 (+195)

43,200 (+3,600) 1,753 (+146)

52,800 (+13,200) 2,143 (+536)

61,200 ( + 21,600) 2,484 <<877>

— 1,068 (+26)

— 1,081 (+39)

— 1,238 (+26)

36 (+3) 1,395 (+183)

37 (+4) 1,512 (+300)

36 (+3)

44 (+11)

51 (+18)

1,343 (+131)

1,655 (+443)

1,942 (+730)

Note: Numbers for the Proposed Action and Preference Right and Emergency Leasing and Proposed Action are shown only where
they differ from No New Federal Leasing. Numbers in parenthesis represent change from No New Federal Leasing.
"These impacts would also apply to the Leasing by Application Alternative.
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TABLE 5-1 (continued)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Powder River Region

Health and Air Quality

Production Socioeconomics Safety (TSP--tonB/year)

Level (total population) (accldenti) Wyoming Montana

Soils and
Vegetation
(acres
disturbed)

Minerals
(coal mlned-
mllllon
tons/year)

Water Use
(acre-feet/

Y»»r?

No New Federal Leasing

1990

1995

Low 40,600

Medium 44,700

High 58,300

Low 47,700

Medium 55,800

High 73,300

Low 58,700

Medium 68,500

High 87,300

960 145,200 49,200 2,932

960 145,200 49,200 2,932

1,180 188,400 50,400 3,602

1,002 152,400 50,400 3,059

1,174 183,600 54,000 3,584

1,583 266,400 54,000 4,833

1,269 204,000 52,800 3,873

1,482 240,000 60,000 4,525

1,921 302,400 86,400 5,364

162 19,712

162 20,901

199 26,658

169 22,114

198 25,884

767 34,340

214 27,509

750 32,115

3?4 41,193

Preference Right and Emergency Leasi ng

1990

Low

Medium

High

44,100 (-600)

57,500 (-800) 1,168 (-12) 186,000 (-2,400) 3,566 (-36) 197 (-2)

20,727 (-174)

26,328 (-330)

Low

Medium

High

47,200 (-500)

54,800 (-1,000)

75,300 (+2,000)

1,150 (-24) 180,000 (-3,600) 52,800 (-1,200) 3,511 (-73)

1,559 (-24) 261,600 (-4,800) — 4.761 (-72)

21,969 (-145)

194 (-4) 25,398 (-486)

263 (-4) 34,724 (+384)

Low

Medium

High

57,500 (-1,200)

67,500 (-1,000)

94,000 (+6,700)

1,251 (-18) 200,400 (-3,600) — 3,819 (-54)

1,458 (-24) 236,400 (-3,600) 58,800 (-1,200) 4,453 (-72)

2,015 (+94) 318,000 (+15,600) 90,000 (+3,600) 6,154 (+290)

211 (-3) 27,014 (-495)

246 (-4) 31,629 (-486)

340 (+16) 43,920 (+2,727)

Proposed Action*

1990

Low 40,500 (-100)

Medium 44,000 (-700)

High 57,500 (-800)

Low 47,200 (-500)

Medium 54,600 (-1,200)

High 80,100 (+6,800)

954 (-6) 144,000 (-1,200)

954 (-6) 144,000 (-1,200)

1,168 (-12) 186,000 (-2,400)

2,914 (-18)

2,914 (-18)

3,566 (-36)

1,150 (-24) 180,000 (-3,600) 52,800 (-1,200) 3,511 (-73)

1,559 (-24) 261,000 (-5,400) -- 4,761 (-72)

161 (-1) 19,634 (-78)

161 (-1) 20,649 (-252)

197 (-2) 26,560 (-85)

21,969 (-145)

194 (-4) 25,340 (-544)

263 (-4) 36,116 (+1,776)

Low

Medium

High

57,500 (-1,200) 1,251 (-18) 200,400 (-3,600) -- 3,819 (-54)

66,800 (-1,700) 1,446 (-36) 234,000 (-6,000) 58,800 (-1,200) 4,417 (-108)

107,100 (+19,800) 2,217 (+296) 372,000 (+70,000) 76,800 (-10,000) 6,769 (+905)

211 (-3) 27,014 (-495)

244 (-6) 31,328 (-787)

374 (+50) 49,385 (+8,192)

Note: Numbers In parenthesis represent change from No New Federal Leasing.

•These Impacts would also apply to the Leasing by Application Alternative.
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Production
Level

1990

Socioeconomic!
(total population?

Low 21,600

Medium 23,100

High 23,100

TABLE 5-1 (continued)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Green River-Hams Forfc Region

Health end Air Quality

Safety (TSP--tone/year)

(accidental Wyoming Colorado

Soils &

Vegetation
(acrea
disturbed)

No New federal Leasing

320 25,200

358 26,400

356 26,400

14,800 2,243

14,000 2,248

14,000 2,248

Minerals
(coal mined

—

million
tons/year)

Water Uie

( acre-feet/

year)

36 6,746

3 7 7,178

37 7,178

Low 23,700

Medium 25,500

High 26,900

2000

Low

Medium

High

24,900

27,600

33,800

370 27,600

393 32,400

393 32,400

387 30,000

423 37,200

494 42,000

14,000 2,387

14,000 2,665

14,000 2,665

16,400 2,596

16,400 3,013

26,000 3,847

39 7,390

43 7,977

43 8,358

42 7,788

48 8,669

60 10,646

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

Low

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High 26,400 (-500) 8,222 (-136)

Low

Medium

High 31,200 (-2,600) 464 (-30) 39,600 (-2,400) 22,400 (-3,600) 3,499 (-348) 9,817 (-829)

1990

Low

Medium

High

21,100 (-500)

22,700 (-400)

Proposed Action*

318 (-6)

352 (-6)

24,000 (-1,200)

25,200 (-1,200)

2,174 (-69)

2,179 (-69)

35 (-1)

36 (-1)

6,586 (-160)

7,045 (-133)

Low

Medium

High 25,700 (-1,200) 8,031 (-327)

Low

Medlu

High 28,600 (-5,200) 435 (-59) 36,000 (-6,000) 20,000 (-6,000) 3,152 (-700) 50 (-10) 8,989 (-1,657)

Note: Numbers In parenthesis represent change from No New Federal Leasing.

•These impacts would also apply to the Leasing by Application Alternative.
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TABLE 5-1 (continued)

COHPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Ulnta-Southwestern Region

Production
Level

Socioeconomics
{total population)

Health and

Safety
(accidents)

Air Quality
(TSP-- tone/year)

Colorado Utah

Soils and
Vegetation
(acres
disturbed)

No New Federal Leasing

Minerals
(coal mlned-
mllllon
tons/year)

Water Use

(acre-feet/
vo»f)

1990

Low 41,500

Medium 41,800

High 43,700

1995

Low 47,800

Medium 49,300

High 53,900

905 2,000

905 2,000

939 2,400

8,800 149

8,800 149

8,800 154

1,073 2,400 10,400 176

1,106 2,400 10,800 182

1,207 2,800 11,600 198

27 23,742

27 23,911

73 24,993

32 27,360

33 28,126

36 30,850

Low 51,700

Medium 54,600

High 63,100

1,174 2,800 11,200 192

1,241 2,800 12,000 203

1,442 4,000 13,200 237

35 29,598

37 31,259

43 36,129

Preference Bight and Emergency Leaalng

Low --

Medium --

High 44,000 (+300)

LOW

Med i um

High 55,900 (+2,000) 1,241 (+34) 12,000 (+400) 204 (+6) 37 (+1) 31,990 (+1,140)

Low

Medium

High 69,300 (+6,200) 1,576 (+134) 2,800 (+1,200) 16,000 (+2,800) 258 (+21) 47 (+4) 39,676 (+3,547)

Propoeed Action*

Low

Medium

High 44,000 (+300)

Low

Medium

High 55,900 (+2,000) 1,241 (+34) 12,000 (+400) 37 (+1) 31,990 (+1,140)

Low

Medium

High 69,300 (+6,200) 1,576 (+134) 2,800 (+1,200) 16,000 (+2,800)

Note: Numberi in parenthesis represent change from No New Federal Leasing.

•These impacts would ilia apply to the Leasing by Application Alternative.
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TABLE 5-1 (concluded)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

San Juan River Region

Production
Level

Socioeconomics
(total population)

Health and

Safety
(accidents)

Air Quality
(TSP— ton a /year)

Soils &
Vegetation
(acres

disturbed)

Minerals
(coal mined-
mllllon
tons/year)

Water Use

(acre-feet/

year)

No New Federal Leasing

Low 12,200

Medium 12,600

High 12,900

166

16 S

165

33,600

33,600

33,600

1,151

1,151

1,151

28 5,398

28 5,505

28 5,585

Low 13,800

Medium 15,500

High 16,400

202

225

243

40,800

45,600

49,200

1,398

1,562

1,685

34 6,282

38 7,042

41 7,511

Low 14,800

Medium 18,000

High 18,600

219

m
285

44,400

55,200

57,600

1,521

1,891

1,973

37 6,778

46 8,320

48 8,633

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing

Low

Medium

High 12,800 (-100) 5,558 (-27)

Low

Medium

High 16,900 (+500) 237 (-6) 48,000 (-1,200) 1,644 (-41) 40 (-1) 7,569 (+58)

Low

Medium

High 21,900 (+3,300) 332 (+47) 67,200 (+9,600) 2,302 (+329) 10,125 (+1,492)

Proposed Action*

Low-

Medium

High

12,700 (+500)

13,100 (+500)

13,200 (+300)

178 (+12) 36,000 (+2,400) 1,233 (+82)

178 (+12) 36,000 (+2,400) 1,233 (+82)

178 (+12) 36,000 (+2,400) 1,233 (+82)

30 (+2)

30 (+2)

30 (+2)

5,684 (+286)

5,791 (+286)

5,818 (+233)

Low

Medlu

High 16,900 (+500) 48,000 (-1,200) 1,644 (-41) 7,569 (+58)

Low

Medium

High 21,900 (+3,300) 232 (+47) 67,200 (+9,600) 2,302 (+329) 56 (+8) 10,125 (+1,492)

Note: Numbers in parenthesis represent change from No New Federal Leasing
*TheBe Impacts would alBO apply to the Leasing by Application Alternative.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Annual accidents at the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing high production

level in 2000 would exceed those under No New Federal Leasing by 47 in the San

Juan River Region and by 134 in the Uinta Southwestern Region. The Green

River-Hams Fork Region, however, would have 30 fewer accidents under

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing. At the Proposed Action high

production level in 2000, the Green River-Hams Fork Region would have 59 more

accidents, the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region would have 296 more accidents,

and the Powder River Region would have 296 more

accidents than under No New Federal Leasing.

AIR RESOURCES

At the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing high production level in 2000,

the Green River-Hams Fork Region would have 3,600 fewer annual tons of total

suspended particulates (TSP) than under No New Federal Leasing, the Fort Union

Region would have 10,800 more tons of TSP, and the San Juan River Region would

have 9,600 more tons of TSP. At the Proposed Action high production level in

2000, annual TSP would range from 10,000 fewer tons per year than under No New

Federal Leasing in the Powder River Region to 21,000 more tons per year in the

Fort Union Region.

SOILS AND VEGETATION

Potential impacts to soils and vegetation have been compared by examining the

acres of land disturbance. Land disturbance is also the basis for comparing

impacts to wildlife, visual resources, and cultural resources.

At the Preference Right and Emergency Leasing high production level in 2000,

348 fewer acres would be disturbed in the Green River-Hams Fork Region than

under No New Federal Leasing, whereas in the Powder River, San Juan River, and

Fort Union regions, 290, 329, and 438 more acres respectively would be

disturbed. At the Proposed Action high production level in 2000, 877 more

acres would be disturbed in the Fort Union Region and 905 more acres would be

disturbed in the Powder River Region than under No New Federal Leasing. The

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region would have only 21 more disturbed acres under

either Preference Right and Emergency Leasing or the Proposed Action because

projected coal production would involve only subsurface mining.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife habitat disturbed by coal mining under the Proposed Action and

Preference Right and Emergency Leasing would be essentially the same as are

noted in the soils and vegetation column of Table 5-1 because vegetation is a

habitat component. Generally, the more coal production and acres disturbed,

the more habitat disturbed.

Poaching, illegal hunting, and wanton killing would also increase as human
populations increase in the coal regions (see socioeconomic column in Table

5-1 for population increases). A straight- line projection can thus be used to

predict increases in these illegal activities resulting from human population

increases. Additionally, direct killing, harassment, and stress to wildlife

species would increase due to an increase in free roaming dogs.
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CHAPTER 5

VISUAL RESOURCES

Some alternatives would significantly affect visual resources in some
regions. Visual resource impacts are related to the amount of surface
disturbed (see soils and vegetation column of Table 5-1). Generally, the more
coal mined, the greater the impact on visual resources. The impacts of any
particular alternative, however, are not considered significant on a regional
basis because they would be similar to existing visual intrusions. Where more
mining occurs (particularly surface mining) , landform and vegetation change
would increase, and more structures would be built, similar to existing
development and in the same general areas.

RECREATION RESOURCES

The main impact to recreation of any alternative would involve changes in
recreation demand caused by changes in coal-related population. Generally,
population changes would not significantly differ among alternatives. Some
contrast, however, would be noticed among regions where more mining would
occur or population increases could be concentrated in a few small communities
whose existing demands for recreation already exceed the supply. Fishing and
hunting would be most affected, with increased demand for recreation site
maintenance and operating funds. Few impacts if any would occur to recreation
facilities or sites under any alternative because such areas have previously
been determined to be unsuitable for mining under unsuitability regulations.

WILDERNESS

Coal mining would not significantly affect regional wilderness resources under
No New Federal Leasing. Preference Right and Emergency Leasing could cause
some new significant impacts in each region except Alabama. Wilderness would
not be significantly affected in most regions and at most production levels
under the Proposed Action, but would be significantly affected at higher
production levels for the year 2000 and in the Fort Union Region. The
uncertainty of wilderness designation and lack of knowledge of where
population would grow make it difficult to predict impacts to wilderness
resources as a result of increased coal production. No direct impacts are
expected from mining within designated wildernesses or areas under
consideration for wilderness designation. Designated wildernesses are
protected under law from new mining, and areas under study for wilderness
designation are protected by interim management procedures, which protect
wilderness characteristics until a designation determination is made. No
impacts would occur in the Alabama Subregion because it has no wilderness
areas. Moreover, it is impossible to tell if outside sights and sounds would
occur near the boundaries of most wilderness study areas because specific
areas have not been selected for mining. The secondary impacts of increased
coal- related populations using existing or proposed wilderness areas are also
difficult to predict for the same reason. Increased populations, however, are
expected to be small enough so as to cause few noticeable impacts to the areas
and so as not to diminish the level of experience for wilderness users other
than noted in the Wilderness section of Chapter 4.

seo
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The type of impacts on cultural resources would not vary among the Proposed

Action and alternatives. The size and number of impacts would vary by the

amount of surface disturbance and population increase, but these impacts

cannot be determined until inventories are conducted.

To develop a comparative analysis for cultural resources, the average cultural

resource site density per acre and site distribution should be known. These

factors can then be used as a multiplier for estimating sites disturbed for

each region. As noted in Chapter 4, Cultural Resource Impacts, these factors

are not known. A general idea of relative site disturbance among alternatives

may be obtained by examining the acres of land disturbance under the soils and

vegetation column in Table 5-1. One can generally assume that the more acres

disturbed, the more sites disturbed. On the basis of regional information in

Chapter 4, Cultural Resource Impacts, the San Juan River Region has the most

cultural sites and is expected to sustain more impacts than the other regions

under the Proposed Action or alternatives.

MINERAL RESOURCES

Table 5-2 uses the change in estimated annual coal production to compare

impacts to mineral resources by alternative. At the Preference Right and

Emergency Leasing high production level in 2000, the Green River-Hams Fork

Region would produce 5 million fewer tons of coal than under No New Federal

Leasing, and the San Juan River, Fort Union, and Powder River regions would

produce 8, 9, and 16 million tons more of coal respectively. At the Proposed

Action high production level in 2000, the Green River-Hams Fork Region would

produce 10 million fewer tons of coal than under No New Federal Leasing, the

Fort Union Region would produce 18 million more tons, and the Powder River

Region would produce 50 million more tons.

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Paleontological impacts could be either beneficial or adverse, depending upon

what agreement is worked out between the coal industry and the regulatory

agency. These impacts would occur under the Proposed Action and all

alternatives and would vary by region depending upon the increased level of

coal production and the significance of paleontological resources in the

region (See Chapter 4, Paleontological Resource Impacts). The Green

River-Hams Fork, San Juan River, and the Uinta- Southwestern Regions have the

most significant paleontological resources.

Two of the three regions whose production would increase - Fort Union and

Powder River- have less significant fossils. The Uinta- Southwestern Utah

Region, whose coal production would increase at the 1990 medium and high

production levels under the Proposed Action, has more significant fossils. In

this region, adverse impacts under the Proposed Action would slightly increase

from mining and population increases. These increased impacts would diminish

by 1995, and the Proposed Action would then affect paleontological resources

the same as would No New Federal Leasing.
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CHAPTER 5

WATER RESOURCES

Under Preference Right and Emergency Leasing and the Proposed Action,
coal-related water use at the high production level in 2000 would exceed such
use under No New Federal Leasing baseline in all regions except the Green
River-Hams Fork. Region and Alabama Subregion. The increased water use would
range from 730 acre- feet/year in the Fort Union Region to 8,192 acre feet/year
in the Powder River Region. Water use would fall below the baseline by 1,657
acre- feet/year in the Green River-Hams Fork Region and would not differ among
alternatives for the Alabama Subregion. Increased water use at the high
production level in 2000 would be the same under Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing and the Proposed Action in the San Juan River Region (1,492
acre- feet/year) and in the Uinta Southwestern Utah Region (3,547
acre feet/year)

.

COMPARISONS AMONG MAJOR REGIONS

Coal production forecasts for the United States and three major aggregated
coal-producing regions (Western, Midwestern, and Appalachian) under No New
Federal Leasing and the Proposed Action are given in Tables 3-1 and 3-7 along
with a brief assessment of the regional shifts in coal production. The states
making up the three regions are also given in Chapter 3.

Nationally and for these three aggregated regions, production forecasts are
the same at the low production level for 1990 and 1995, and impacts would not
significantly differ although they would occur on different lands. The same
statement would apply at the medium production level for 1990 and 1995. At
the medium production level for 2000, a projected 5 million tons of coal
production would shift from the Midwestern regions (No New Federal Leasing) to
the Western regions (Proposed Action) . Impacts would increase in the Western
regions, mostly in the five federal coal regions (Fort Union, Powder River,
Green River-Hams Fork, Uinta- Southwestern Utah, and San Juan River). These
impacts are assessed in detail in Chapter 4.

Nationally and for the three aggregated regions, coal production forecasts for
the 1990 and 1995 high production level are the same, and impacts would not
significantly differ. In the year 2000, substantial changes in production and
significant regional shifts in impacts are projected. From a national
perspective, overall impacts are assumed to be less for No New Federal Leasing
than for the Proposed Action in 2000 because 25 million fewer tons of coal are
projected to be mined. Under the Proposed Action in 2000, coal production is
projected to exceed that of No New Federal Leasing by 65 million tons in the
Western regions but to drop below that of No New Federal Leasing by 30 million
tons in the Midwestern regions and by 10 million tons in the Appalachian
regions. The increased production in the Western aggregated regions would
result from increased national production and production shifts from the
Midwestern regions. Conversely, the 10-million- ton increase in coal
production in the Appalachian regions under No New Federal Leasing would occur
mainly in eastern Kentucky and West Virginia. The impacts of increased
production would be similar to current impacts because the projected increase
would also involve underground mining.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Because most increased coal production in the West comes from the five federal

coal regions, the impacts of increased production for the Western regions

under the Proposed Action would essentially be an aggregation of the impacts

of the five regions assessed in Chapter 4. Conversely, under No New Federal

Leasing in 2000, the 30 million increase in coal production in the Midwestern

regions (compared to the Proposed Action) would cause impacts similar to those

in the Western regions because the increased production would occur mostly at

surface mines. The largest impacts would occur in Illinois and Texas. Lesser

impacts would occur in Iowa, Kansas, and Indiana and would impinge on

different land ownerships than in the West, mainly nonfederal lands.
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CHAPTER 6

TRADE-OFFS AND COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

As described in Chapter 2, the Proposed Action calls for continuing the

existing program for leasing federal coal reserves. Adopting this program

would not automatically result in the irreversible or irretrievable commitment

of resources or set into motion any long-term environmental consequences, but

it is the initial step in a process that could lead to such commitments. The

level of leasing determined under the program and the location of leasing

would establish the level of actual resource commitment and of long-term

environmental consequences. These impacts would be analyzed in more detail

and specificity in the regional coal EISs, resource management plan EISs, and

other site specific National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance

procedures that would precede actual mining. Chapter 6 discusses resource

commitments that would occur on the basis of assumed levels of coal production

given in Chapter 3 and assessed in Chapter 4.

Because of the general nature of the program-level analysis, no distinction is

made between the Proposed Action and Alternatives for related general

trade of fs and commitment of resources. Detailed consideration of these items

on a regional or local basis will be analyzed in NEPA compliance documents to

follow this E1S (see Chapter 1), when it will be possible to quantify benefits

and trade-offs associated with specific resource commitment under various

alternatives. For example, regional coal EISs will address projected

production levels from specific sites and identify resource impacts as to

quantity, severity, and location. Implementing the Proposed Action or any of

the alternatives could result in short-term impacts on all resources discussed

and long-term effects on all resources except for soils (with successful

reclamation), agricultural production affected by mining, air quality, and

surface water (Table 6-1).

TRADE-OFFS

The following trade offs could result from implementing the Proposed Action or

any of the alternatives.

• Increased or continued coal production associated with new leasing could

increase employment and related economic activities for selected local

communities and maintain community stability, depending upon where

specific tracts are leased and developed. On the other hand, communities

affected by coal development could be temporarily harmed if housing and

support services are inadequate for increased populations.

• Mining would cause some short-term losses of agricultural commodities and

forage until land is restored to long-term productivity.
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TABLE 6-1
SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM IMPACTS RESULTING FROM THE

FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Irreversible Irretrievable Short-Term Long-Term
Impacts Impacts

Socioeconomics NO NO YES YES

Wildlife
Terrestrial YES YES YES YES

Aquatic YES YES YES YES

Soils and Vegetation NO YES YES NO1 ' 2

Agriculture NO YES YES NO3

Visual Resources NO NO YES YES

Cultural Resources YES YES YES YES

Recreation Resources NO NO

Wilderness NO NO

Air Quality NO NO

Water Resources
Surface Water NO NO

Ground Water NO4 NO4

Water Use NO NO YES YES

Minerals YES YES YES YES

Paleontology YES YES YES YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES NO

YES WO

YES YES

^Vegetation would be restored to a productive condition for grazing and long-term
productivity. Diversity of vegetation types would be lost where changes in topography
have affected microclimates.
2Long-term soil productivity would not be impaired with successful soil reconstruction
and reclamation. Soil erosion would be controlled and return to normal rates as
revegetation and soil stabilization occur.
3Loss of crop and forage production due to mining would be temporary, but, mining
would disrupt grazing and cropland farming, creating a long term-impact in certain areas
for individual farms and ranches.
^Degraded ground water quality would gradually return to premining conditions, but the
process would be slow, perhaps taking hundreds of thousands of years, depending upon the
location.
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TRADE-OFFS AND COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

• Diversity of vegetation types would be lost where topographic changes

alter microclimates.

• Mining would disrupt grazing and farming, adversely affecting some

individual farmers and ranchers over the long term, especially where

disturbed land cannot be replaced by alternative tracts to restore

operating units. (Compensation to private surface owners would normally

offset economic losses.)

• Wildlife forage disturbed during mining would eventually be reclaimed, but

reclamation to premining production levels could take several decades,

depending upon the area. This disturbance could affect wildlife

populations and species composition in certain locales and also affect

hunting.

• Human population increases could cause croplands and rangelands to be

converted to urban uses, reducing long-term production of agricultural

commodities and causing losses of wildlife dependent upon these habitats

for food and cover.

• Air quality impacts (potential Prevention of Significant Deterioration

standard violations) would constitute a short-term use of air resources

that could affect local residents and restrict other nearby developments.

• Visual contrasts created by mining (especially surface mining), facility

structures, and construction of access roads and transmission lines could

intrude on the natural landscape and impair its visual resources over the

long term.

• Cultural resource sites or artifacts could be disturbed by land

disturbance associated with mining.

• Fossils may be destroyed during mining, but mining may also expose and

allow recovery of fossils that could otherwise never be found or studied.

COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

The Proposed Action, Preference Right and Emergency Leasing, and Leasing by

Application could all irreversibly or irretrievably commit certain natural

resources. An irreversible commitment cannot be changed once it occurs; an

irretrievably committed resource cannot be recovered or reused. Some

resources might be adversely affected only temporarily.

Implementing a federal coal management program under the Proposed Action or

the two action alternatives could lead to leasing and production that could

irreversibly and irretrievably affect terrestrial and aquatic wildlife,

cultural resources, minerals, and paleontological resources. Lands covered by

project structures would irreversibly lose wildlife forage. The loss of

agricultural land to nonagricultural uses as a result of population increases

would be irretrievable.
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Because large areas would be disturbed during mining, some cultural and
paleontological resources are likely to be destroyed, and others are likely to
be discovered. Coal, once used, would not be available for later needs.
Other mineral resources might also be precluded from future use because of
coal mining operations or facilities. Table 6-1 summarizes the resource
commitments that would be involved in implementing the Proposed Action and
alternatives

.
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CHAPTER 7

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

SUMMARY OF PROJECT SCOPING

The first step in preparing an environmental impact statement (EIS) is called

"scoping." The scope of an EIS is the range of actions, alternatives, and

impacts to be included in the document. The purpose of scoping is to

determine the significant issues related to a proposed action that should be

included in the EIS. The basic goal of scoping is to make EISs more concise

and worthwhile for Federal Government decisionmakers as well as for the reader

METHOD OF SCOPING

The scoping process for the Federal Coal Management Program consisted of

agency meetings, a published Notice of Intent in the Federal Regist er to

solicit comments, and five public meetings, The Federal Register notice was

published on September 4, 1984, and the public meetings were held during the

following weeks: on September 25 in Denver, Colorado; October 2 in

Washington, D.C.; October 9 in Salt Lake City, Utah; and October 10 in

Billings, Montana and Santa Fe, New Mexico.

With the assistance of federal and state agencies, industry, environmental

groups, agricultural protection groups, and individuals, the significant

issues and concerns were identified for analysis in the supplemental EIS.

Insignificant issues were identified and removed from the scope of the EIS.

Table 7-1 lists organizations and individuals who provided written scoping

comments

.

Additional oral comments were provided at the scoping meetings by the

following individuals:

Denver, Colorado 9/25/84

Mrs. John E. Begay, Montmore, New Mexico
Carolyn Johnson (NRDC)

Santa Fe, New Mexico 10/9/84

Dorothy James
Ronald Goodman
Bert Mescal
Joel Medlin
Bruce Stockton
Russ Butcher
Mamie Lopez
Jimmy Begay
Lenore Begay
Kathy Albrecht
Larry Frank
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TABLE 7-1

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
PROVIDING WRITTEN SCOPING COMMENTS

Environmental Organizations

1. Sierra Club, Washinton, D.C.
Comments delivered by Brooks Yeager at Washington, D.C. Scoping Meeting

2. Sierra Club, Montana Chapter (Daryle Murphy)
3. Sierra Club, Rio Grande Chapter

Comments delivered by Jonathan Teague at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Scoping
Meeting

4. Natural Resources Defense Council
5. National Wildlife Federation

Comment read by Karl Gawell at Washington, D.C. Scoping Meeting
6. Environmental Defense Fund, Berkeley, California
7. Western Organization of Resource Councils
8. Northern Plains Resource Council, Billings Chapter
9. Northern Plains Resouce Council, Sheridan, Wyoming
10. Western Organization of Resouce Councils, Billings, Montana
11. Dawson Resource Council, Glendive, Montana
12. Southwest Research and Information Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico

(Allison Monroe)

Energy Companies and Trade Associations

1. Mobil
2. Getty Mining Co.

3. Coastal States
4

.

NERCO
5. National Coal Association/American Mining Congress (joint letter)
6. Western Regional Council

Federal Agencies

1. EPA (Office of External Affairs, Washington, DC)
2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Albuquerque, New Mexico)

Indian Tribes and Organizations

1. Navajo Nation
2. The Three Affiliated Tribes (Fort Berthold Reservation)

State Governments

1. State of New Mexico, Energy and Minerals Department
2. DeWitt John (speaking for Colorado); Lorin Nielsen (speaking for six

western coal-producing states)

Individuals

1. Earl Neller
2. Jennie Blackgoat, et al.
3. Jeff Radford
4. David Masselli (as WORC attorney)
5. Lillian Tenopyr
6. John R. Swanson
7. James Jones

Others

1. Western Network (Santa Fe, New Mexico)
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RESULTS OF SCOPING

The results of the scoping process and further contributions from agency

specialists and managers identified the issues of greatest concern for a

supplemental EIS on the federal coal management program. The extent to which

this supplemental EIS analyzes a resource was partially determined by the

concerns raised during scoping. The items and concepts suggested for

inclusion in the analysis were organized and evaluated to set the framework

for the supplemental EIS .

Many comments received during scoping were concerned with the federal coal

management program itself rather than the EIS scope. Other comments were

suggested for the supplemental EIS but were actually about the program. The

following are the key issues that emerged during scoping.

• The relationship of the supplemental EIS to ongoing changes to the

federal coal management program.

Extent of the market analysis.

• Assessment of reclamation success on surfaced mined western coal lands.

« Impacts of the Department of the Interior's policy to pursue coal

exchanges

.

• Programmatic alternatives that the Department of the Interior should

analyze in its supplemental EIS.

For more information on scoping, see the Decision on the Scope of the

Supplement to the 1979 FES for the Federal Coal Management Program (Appendix 6).

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

While preparing the draft EIS supplement for the federal coal management

program, BLM consulted with many federal, state, and local agencies; elected

representatives; environmental and citizens groups; industry; and individuals.

Many of these people participated during scoping. The following agencies will

receive a copy of the draft supplemental EIS for formal review. Detailed

information on others to whom the supplemental EIS is being sent may be

obtained from Jack Edwards, BLM, Division of EIS Services, 555 Zang Street, 1st

Floor East, Lakewood, Colorado 80228.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Department of Agriculture
Forest Service

Soil Conservation Service

Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers

Department of Energy
Department of the Interior

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Mines
Bureau of Reclamation
Fish and Wildlife Service
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Geological Survey
Minerals Management Service
National Park Service
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement

Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration

Environmental Protection Agency
Interstate Commerce Commission

STATE A-95 C1EARINGH0USES

Alabama Office of State Planning and Federal Programs
Colorado Department of Management and Budget
Montana Office of Budget and Planning
New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration
North Dakota State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse
Utah State Planning Coordinator, Office of the Governor
Wyoming State Planning Coordinator, Office of the Governor

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Various government agencies within the affected areas.

COPIES MAY BE INSPECTED AT THE FOLLOWING BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT OFFICES:

BLM Washington Office
Office of Public Affairs
18th & C Streets, NW, Room 5614
Washington, D.C. 20240

BLM Division of EIS Services
555 Zang Street, 1st Floor East
Lakewood, Colorado 80228

BLM Colorado State Office
Division of Lands and Renewable Resources
2020 Arapahoe Street, 10th Floor
Denver, Colorado 80205

BLM Eastern States Office
Public Room
350 South Pickett Street
Alexandria, Virginia 23304

BLM New Mexico State Office
Joseph M. Montoya Federal Building
3rd Floor, Room 313
South Federal Place
P.O. Box 1449
Santa Fe , New Mexico 87501

BLM Utah State Office
CFS Financial Center
324 South State, Suite 301
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2303

BLM Wyoming State Office
Public Information Office
2515 Warren Avenue, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 1828
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

BLM Montana State Office
Office of Public Affairs
222 N 32nd Street, 1st Floor
P.O. Box 36800
Billings, Montana 59107
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APPENDIX 1

COAL UNSUITABILITY CRITERIA

A May 24, 1977, presidential memorandum instructed the Secretary of the
Interior to lease only those areas where coal mining is environmentally
acceptable and compatible with other land uses. In addition, the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) required the Secretary to

review federal lands to determine whether they contained areas unsuitable for
all or certain types of surface coal mining. SMCRA also requires the states
to undertake a similar program for nonfederal lands if they wish to assume
primary regulatory authority under the act. A list of standards to be used by
the states is presented in Section 522(a)(3) of SMCRA. These same standards
must also be applied to federal lands as well as to private surface lands
overlying federal coal.

The coal unsuitability criteria were developed to implement SMCRA, other
federal laws, and the directives in the President's Environmental Message of
May 23, 1979. The criteria aid land managers in identifying those areas with
key features and environmental sensitivities that cannot properly be protected
if subjected to mining. Applying the unsuitability criteria ensures that the
most sensitive and valuable environmental features of federal lands are
protected in a consistent, uniform, and objective manner so that coal
development planning is concentrated in areas where environmental conflicts
are less likely to add delay, cost, or conflict to production efforts.

The unsuitability criteria (exceptions and exemptions not listed) protect the
following lands and resources:

1. All federal land included in the following land systems or categories:
National Park System, National Wildlife Refuge System, National System of

Trails, National Wilderness Preservation System, National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, national recreation areas, lands acquired with money derived
from the Land and Water Conservation Fund, and federal lands in incorporated
cities, towns, and villages.

2. Federal lands within rights-of-way or easements or included in surface
leases for residential, commercial, industrial, or other public purposes.

3. Lands within 100 feet of the outside line of the right-of-way of a public
road; within 100 feet of a cemetery; within 300 feet of any public building,
school, church, community, or public park; or within 300 feet of an occupied
building.

4. Federal lands being reviewed for possible wilderness designation.

5. Scenic federal lands designated by visual resource management analysis as

Class 1 (areas of outstanding scenic quality or high visual sensitivity).
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6. Federal lands under permit by the surface management agency that are being
used for scientific studies involving food and fiber production, natural

resources, or technology demonstrations and experiments (except where mining

could be conducted in such ways as to enhance, not jeopardize, the purposes of

the study)

.

7. All publicly owned districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects of

historic, architectural, archaeological of cultural significance on federal

lands that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and an

appropriate buffer zone around the designated property.

8. Federal lands designated as natural areas or as national natural landmarks.

9. Federally-designated critical habitat for threatened or endangered plant
or animal species and habitat for federal threatened or endangered species
that is determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the surface
management agency to be of essential value and where the presence of

threatened or endangered species has been scientifically documented.

10. Federal lands with habitat determined to be critical or essential for

plant or animal species listed by a state pursuant to state law as endangered
or threatened.

11. An active bald or golden eagle nest site on federal lands and an

appropriate buffer zone around the nest site.

12. Bald and golden eagle roost and concentration areas on federal lands used
during migration and wintering.

13. Federal lands containing an active falcon (excluding kestrel)
cliff- nesting site and a buffer zone of federal land around the nesting site.

14. Federal lands that are high priority habitat for migratory bird species
of high federal interest on a regional or national basis as determined jointly

by the surface management agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

15. Federal lands that the surface management agency and the state jointly
agree are fish and wildlife habitat for resident species of high interest to

the state and that are essential for maintaining these priority wildlife
species

.

16. Federal lands in riverine, coastal, and special floodplains (100-year
recurrence interval) where mining could not be undertaken without substantial
risk of loss of life or property.

17. Federal lands that have been committed by the surface management agency
to use as municipal watersheds.

18. Federal lands with national resource waters as identified by states in

their water quality management plans and a 1/4-mile wide buffer zone of
federal land.



COAL UNSUITABILITY CRITERIA

19. Federal lands identified by the surface management agency in consultation
with the state as alluvial valley floors where mining would interrupt,

discontinue, or preclude farming.

20. Federal lands in a state to which applies a criterion (1) proposed by

that state and (2) adopted by rulemaking by the Secretary of the Interior.

SMCRA mandates that the Secretary of the Interior review all federal lands for

unsuitability and that citizens be allowed to petition for and against
designation of lands as unsuitable. Consequently, under SMCRA, the Department

of the Interior has procedures to apply unsuitability criteria both as part of

a comprehensive federal lands review and as part of a petition process.

Unsuitability criteria are applied for unleased lands during land use planning
and for leased lands during surface mining permit application, as described in

Chapter 1. SMCRA has one more unsuitability criterion that is not included in

the regulations. Section 522(a)(2) requires that lands be deemed unsuitable
for all or certain types of surface coal mining if reclamation under the

requirements of SMCRA is not technologically and economically feasible. In

the decision that established the coal program after completion of the 1979

FES, Secretary of the Interior Andrus determined that this criterion is most

efficiently and appropriately applied at the surface mining permit application
stage rather than during land use planning. Reclaimability is, in fact,

considered at various points throughout land use and activity planning. The

formal review under Section 522(a)(2), however, is encompassed within the

surface mining permit review process. As SMCRA requires, federal lands review

is conducted during land use planning to the extent possible, and the

remaining portion is conducted during the surface mining permit application

review.

The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) has the

responsibility of administering the statutory unsuitability petition process.

OSM will make a formal designation of federal lands as unsuitable only in

response to a petition to designate under Section 522(c) of SMCRA. Anyone can

submit either of two kinds of petitions. One is a petition to designate land

unsuitable for mining. The other is a petition to terminate a designation of

unsuitability. Section 522 of SMCRA requires that the petitioner be adversely
affected by potential mining of the lands in question and provide facts

supporting the allegation.

Petitions submitted will be reviewed by OSM in consultation with the surface
managing agency and then returned with recommendations to the authorized
surface management agency. A public hearing will later be held to present to

the public the reviews of the OSM and the surface management agency. These
reviews will describe (1) potential coal resources of the area; (2) the demand
for coal resources; and (3) the impact of such designation on the environment,
the economy, and the supply of coal. A decision to designate land unsuitable,
to reject the petition, or to terminate a prior designation will occur within
60 days of the hearing.
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APPENDIX 2
FEDERAL-STATE COAL ADVISORY BOARD CHARTER

CHARTER

FEDERAL-STATE COAL ADVISORY BOARD

Bureau of Land Management
United States Department of the Interior

1. Official Designation : Federal-State Coal Advisory Board.

2« Objectives and Scope : The board and its subcommittees advise the
Secretary of the Interior and Director, Bureau of Land Management, regarding
the Federal coal management program in accordance with the provisions of the
charter and Title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 3400 (43 CFR
Part 3400). The board will have a national focus and play a key role in
developing and reviewing the Department's long-range coal planning schedule
and the various coal leasing policies of the Department. The board's
subcommittees (regional coal teams) will serve as the Secretary's major
tools for balancing regional and national interests as a way of assuring
that both Federal and State concerns are given proper consideration.

3. Period of Time Necessary for the Board's Activities : Since the board's
functions are related to policies established by regulation for
Federal-State cooperation in the management of Federal coal resources, the
need for the board and its regional coal teams (RCTs) is expected to
continue into the foreseeable future. However, continuation of the board
and its responsibilities for Federal coal management advice will be subject
to review and biennial renewal as required by Section 14 of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act.

4. Official to Whom the Board Reports : Secretary of the Interior through
the Director, Bureau of Land Management. The Secretary shall accept the
recommendations of the RCTs except in the case of an overriding national
interest or in the case that he accepts the advice of the Governor(s)
pursuant to 43 CFR 3420.4-3(c). In cases where an RCT's advice is not
accepted, a written explanation of the reasons will be provided to the RCT
and tc the public.

5. Board Officers : The Director,- Bureau of Land Management, or his/her
designated representative will chair the board.

6. Administrative Support : Administrative support for activities of the
board will be provided by the Director, Bureau of Land Management, or
his/her designee.

7. Duties of the Board and the RCTs :

a. The board will have a national focus. It will review and make
recommendations, on an annual basis, on the Department's proposed long-range
coal planning schedule and the steps and resources needed to achieve such a

Attach. 1-1
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schedule. It will also assist in developing appraisal methodologies. The
board, in its review of the proposed long-range schedule, will consider the
advice provided by the RCTs on regional schedules and possible
environmental, social, and economic consequences.

b. The RCTs shall guide all phases of the coal activity planning
process for regional competitive coal leasing in accordance with 43 CFR
3400, and shall serve as the Secretary's major tools for Federal-State
regional conflict resolution so that both Federal and State concerns are
given proper consideration. Specifically, each RCT shall:

(1) Transmit to the Secretary, through the Director, alternative
leasing levels and a proposed action leasing level (all in ranges of tons of

recoverable coal to be offered for lease);

(2) Guide tract delineation and preparation of site-specific
analyses of delineated tracts;

(3) Rank delineated tracts, select tracts that meet the leasing
level established by the Secretary, and identify the proposed action and all

alternative tract combinations to be analyzed in the regional lease sale

environmental impact statement (EIS);

(4) Guide the preparation of the regional lease sale EIS;

(5) Utilize market assessments prepared by the Bureau and requested

by the RCT and recommend a regional coal lease sale schedule to the

Secretary, through the Director, including tracts to be offered and timing

of the sale(s)

;

(6) Conduct a post-sale reassessment of the need for additional

sales in the event of a phased sale;

(7) Recommend a lease sale schedule for. reoffering tracts that were

not sold in earlier lease sales;

(8) Solicit, to the maximum extent possible, the views of the

public at each decision point;

(9) Consider, as a group with a regional perspective, comprehensive

land use plans to be used for regional coal activity planning to determine

data strengths and weaknesses and to identify additional data requirements

and unresolved issues to be addressed during activity planning;

(10) Advise the Secretary, through the Director, of tracts lacking

adequate information or analyses to support sound decisionmaking;
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(11) Serve as the forum for Department-State consultation and
cooperation in all other major Department coal management program decisions
in the region, including preference right lease applications, public-body
and small business set-aside leasing, emergency leasing, lease transfers and
readjustments, and exchanges;

(12) Provide, on an annual basis, advice to the board on regional
sale schedules and possible environmental, social, and economic consequences
and serve as the Secretary's major tool for Federal-State regional conflict
resolution so that both Federal and State concerns are given the proper
consideration; and

(13) Take all necessary steps, including publication of newsletters,
conducting information meetings, etc., needed to inform the public of
decisions and issues before the RCT and solicit the views of the public at
each key decision point. The RCT chairperson shall be responsible for
ensuring that all documents prepared during activity planning or the
relevant documents developed or prepared during land use planning are
readily available to the public.

8. Board Composition : The board's membership will comprise the Bureau
Director (or a designated alternate) who serves as board chairperson; a
Bureau official and the Governor (or their designees) from each of the
following States: Alabama, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Utah, and Wyoming; and the chairperson of each RCT.

9. Subcommittees of the Board : Unless changed in accordance with 43 CFR
3400.5, the board will have as its subcommittees one RCT for each of the
following regions: Green River-Hams Fork; Uinta-Southwestern Utah; Powder
River; Fort Union; San Juan River; and Southern Appalachian (Alabama
Subregion).

a. Membership . Membership of the RCTs will be as follows:

(1) Voting Members . To provide a membership that is balanced in
terms of points of view represented and functions to be performed, each RCT
will comprise three (for a one-State region) or five (for a two-State
region) board members, who shall be voting members of the RCT. as follows:

(a) An RCT chairperson, designated by the Director, who will
be the Bureau State Director with the greatest direct concern in the region
("lead State"). The chairperson will designate an alternate to serve in his
or her absence, provided that the alternate is not an existing member of the
RCT. The chairperson shall vote only in case of a tie;

(b) One or two Bureau officials, or their designated
representatives, from the State(s) in the region., Each Bureau official
shall be the State Director — unless the State Director from the lead State
is already the RCT chairperson, in which case an additional representative
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shall be appointed as a voting member from that State. If the region is a

multi-State region under the jurisdiction of one Bureau State Office, the
State Director shall also designate a representative for the other State in

the region; and

(c) One or two Governors, or their designated representatives,

of the State(s) in the region.

(2) Non-Voting Members . Each RCT will also have a non-voting

member who will be a Washington official responsible for articulating for

the Secretary the national interest perspective for Federal coal leasing.

In accordance with 43 CFR 3400, the RCT chairpersons may request assistance

from appropriate representatives of affected Federal, State, and local

agencies or governments.

(3) Alternates . The RCT members should, at the time of their

appointment, designate in writing to the board and RCT chairpersons their

alternates, who may represent the members at board and RCT meetings.

(4) Changes in Membership . The RCT members may be changed, provided

that the State or Bureau official responsible for each RCT member assures

that a substitute or replacement is always available to conduct the business

of each RCT.

b. Working Groups . To ensure that a broad array of interests is

represented in RCT deliberations, the RCTs are encouraged to use regional

working groups that will include representatives of the various interests

within the community.

c. Staff Support . Use of State staff support, on a sale-by-sale basis,

is encouraged. Such assistance may be solicited from those agencies or

governments with special expertise in issues being considered by a team or

with direct responsibilities in areas that may be affected by the Federal

coal management program.

10. Meetings : The board shall meet subject to the call of the chairperson

or, with the approval of the chairperson, at the request of a majority of

its members, but in no case less than once annually. Each RCT will meet at

least once annually, but normally more frequently based on continuing

program functions and/or special needs.

Meetings of the board will be called to acquire a national perspective for

leasing Federal coal and to carry out the duties specified in

paragraph 7a of this charter. Individual meetings of an RCT will be held to

conduct the business specif ied" in paragraph 7b of this charter. RCT

chairpersons or their designees will call and attend all meetings of their

respective RCTs.

All meetings of the board and the RCTs will be open to the general public

and news media. Any organization, association, or individual may
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attend, file a statement with, or appear before the board or an RCT
regarding topics on a meeting agenda. All agendas will be formally approved
in advance of board meetings by the board chairperson or his/her designee
and in advance of RCT meetings by the RCT chairperson or his/her designee.
To facilitate the orderly conduct of business, the board chairperson or
his/her designee and the RCT chairperson or his/her designee may require
prior notification by those desiring to be heard and set per-person
presentation time limits.

Notice of each meeting of the board and each RCT normally will be published
in the Federal Register and distributed to the news media 30 days in
advance, will set forth clearly and precisely the issue(s) for which the
meeting has been called and advice is being sought, and will identify the
time for the public to be heard on the issues identified in the notice.
Fifteen days advance notice of a meeting may be provided in emergency
situations with reasons for the emergency exception explained in such notice.

11. Board Records and Proceedings : Subject to the Freedom of Information
Act, detailed minutes of each meeting of the board and of each RCT including
recommendations made and copies of all studies and reports received, issued
or approved in conjunction with activities of the board or the RCTs will be
maintained and made available for public inspection and copying during
regular business hours at the following office:

Division of Solid Mineral Leasing (650)
Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior
18th and C Streets, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20240.

In addition, the same information for each RCT meeting will be maintained in
the Bureau State Offices for the States included in the respective regions.

12. Estimated Operating Costs : Activities of the board will require an
estimated $50,000 annually (which includes 5 work months of Federal employee
support, travel and per diem, and other expenses) for each board meeting;
and an estimated $150,000 (which includes 3 persons-ears of Federal support)
for each RCT.

13. Reimbursement for Member Travel : Travel expenses for board and RCT
voting members shall be paid by the Bureau. Travel expenses, including per
diem (as authorized by Section 5703 of Title 5, U.S.C., for persons serving
intermittently in the Government Service), may be authorized by the board
chairperson or an RCT chairperson for representatives of local governments
and agencies providing assistance to the board and/or RCTs, based on the
need for such participation and an inability to meet associated costs
independently

.
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14. Termination Date : The board will terminate two years from the date this

charter is filed unless, prior to that date, it is renewed by the Secretary
of the Interior in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act.

15. Authority :

a. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (43 (U.S.C. 1701

et seq.), as amended.

b. The Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.),

as amended.

c. The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359 et

seq.) as amended.

d. Creation of the Feder.al~State Coal Advisory Board and its

subcommittees is also in furtherance of the Secretary of the Interior's

statutory responsibilities for administration of the lands and resources

managed by the Bureau of Land Management.

e. Operation and administration of the board and its subcommittees will

be in accord with the Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972 (5 U.S.C.

Appendix 1) and Department of the Interior and Bureau of Land Management

guidance and regulations, including regulations for the Bureau's advisory

committees (43 CFR 1784).

William Clark OCT 2 1984

Secretary of the Interior Date Signed

Date Charter Filed
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APPENDIX 3

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT COMPLIANCE

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires that any federal
agency planning any action that might affect endangered species must consult
with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) concerning the names of threatened or
endangered species within the affected areas. This appendix presents the
responses of FWS Regions 2, 4, and 6 (covering the six federal coal production
regions) to BLM's request for the required Section 7 listing of threatened and
endangered species. Table A-5-1 combines the FWS responses, listing species
by coal region.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF T!~H INTEPJOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

wot orrtci cox ixa
UJHRVaXVl, KCV KCXICO 97109

NOV 1 G 1934

IN RCPtt MftR TO:

SE

RtcnvEo

f/S OFFICE

Memorandum

TO: Chief, Division of EIS Services, Denver Service Center,
Bureau of Land Management , Denver, Colorado

*,>:,.., Assir-.tint

FROM:
'""

'Regional Director, Region 2 (AFF)

SUBJECT: Updated List of Threatened and Endangered Species for the
1985 Federal Coal Management Program EIS Supplement for the

San Juan Region

This responds to your September 21, 1984, request for an updated species
list for the subject project. As discussed, it was mutually agreed
to have this information to you prior to November 22, 1984. The following
listed, proposed, and Candidate Category 1 species may be affected by
coal management activities.

Listed Species

Black-footed ferret

Status

Endangered

Bald eagle Endangered

Knowlton cactus Endangered

Mesa Verde cactus Endangered

Colorado squawfish Endangered

Proposed Species

Mancos milk vetch ( Astragalus humillimus )

Rhizone fleabane ( Erigeron rhizomatus)

State, County

NM, McKinley, Rio Arriba,
Sandoval, San Juan

NM, Catron, Rio Arriba

NM, Rio Arriba, San Juan

KM, San Juan

NM, San Juan

NM, San Juan

NM, Catron, McKinley

Candidate Category 1 - These candidate species have no legal
protection under the Endangered Species Act, but are species for
which the Service has substantial information to support their
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listing as endangered or threatened. The development and publi-

cation of proposed rules for such species is anticipated. They
are included in this document for planning purposes only.

Pecos sunflower (Helianthus paradoxus) M, Cibola

If we may be of further assistance, please call FTS 474-3972.

cc: Field Supervisor, Ecological Services, Albuquerque, NM
Field Supervisor, Endangered Species, Salt Lake City, UT
Regional Director, Region 6 (SE)
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OCT 1 8 1584 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

_;;;;

October "• 1984
hs office memorandum

«tno°f : Field Supervisor, FWS, SE, Jackson, Mississippi

subject: Updated List of Threatened, Endangered, or Proposed Species for the 1985
Federal Coal Management Program Supplement

to: Chief, Division of Environmental Impact Statement Services BLM Denver
Colorado ' ' *

The list for the Alabama Sub-region, Southern Apalachian Coal Reqion
should be updated as follows:

Birds 1. delete Kirkland's warbler
2. peregrine falcon should be American peregrin*

falcon (E)

3. add Arctic peregrine falcon (T)

Mammals 1. delete Eastern cougar
2. add Florida panther (E)

Invertebrates 1. delete entire list, the freshwater mussels on this
list that occur in Alabama are found in north-
central or northeast Alabama not in the coal
producing region.

Several candidate species occur in the Alabama sub-region. These species
are undergoing status reviews and could be proposed in the future Thes*
species are:

flattened musk turtle
Marshall 's mussel
Curtis mussel
Judge Tait's mussel
stirrup shell mussel
penitent mussel

If you need any additional information, please let me know.
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FA/SE/BLH Informal

OCT 1 9 1384

MEMORANDUM

To: Chief, Division of EIS Services, Denver Service Center

Bureau of Land Management, Denver, Colorado

From: '^Regional Director, Region 6.

U.S. F1sh and Wildlife Service, Denver, Colorado

Subject: Updated List of Threatened, Endangered, or Proposed Species for the

1985 Federal Coal Management Program EIS Supplement

This responds to your September 21, 1984, request for an updated species list

for the subject program. From the very general map provided, we believe that

the following species could be found in the coal regions or be affectea by

actions in the coal regions and therefore should be added to your 1979 list.

Fort Union Region

North Dakota

Interior least tern
(
Sterna antillarum athalassos

) (P)

Green River-Hams Fork Region

Colorado squawfish ( Ptychocheilus ludus ) (E)

Humpback chub
(
Gila cypna

) (E)

North Park phacelia ( Phacelia formosula
) (E)

Wyoming toad
(
Bufo hemiophrys baxteri T~~(E)

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region

Bonytail chub
(
Gila elegans ) (E)

Dwarf bear poppy (
Phacelia argil lacea

) (£)

Purple-spined hedgehog cactus
(
Ecninocereus ennelmannii var. purpureus

) (E)

Spineless hedgehog cactus
(
Ecninocereus tnglochldiatus var. inermis )~~(E)

Uinta Basin hookless cactus
(
Sclerocactus ni_aucus ) (T)

Wright fishhook cactus
(
Sclerocactus wngntiae

) fE)

Slier pincushion cactus (
Pedioca.ctus *sTleri

) (E)

Heliotrope milk-vetch ( Astragalus limnocharis var. montii
)

(P)

Welsh's milkweed (
Asclepia s wel snii

) (P~J

Clay-loving wild-buckwheat
(
Eriogonum pel inophllum

) (E)

Maguire daisy ( Erigeron maguirei var. magmrei
)

(P)

Last Chance townsendia
(
Townsendia aprica

) (P)
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San Juan River Region
Colorado

Knowlton's hedgehog cactus
(
Pedlocactus knowltonli

) (E)
Mesa-verde cactus

( Sclerocactus mesae-yerdae
) (T)

Mancos milk-vetch
(
Astragalus humillimus

)
(P)

We have only two deletions at this time Including the gray wolf and the Tule
white-fronted goose from the Fort Union coal region. The latter species is
not a federally listed endangered or threatened species. The bald eagle and
American peregrine falcon are listed 1n your 1979 table as only migratory
species in the Green R1ver-Hams Fork and the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Coal
Region. We believe that these two species also nest in these two regions so
would also be either suraner or permanent residents.

The above listing includes the letters "P" for proposed species, "E" for
endangered species, and "T

H
for threatened species. We hope this will help

you with your update of the Federal Coal Management Program EIS.

h/ Robsrt H. S'n
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TABLE A-3-1
FEDERALLY PROTECTED SPECIES

Renion

Reptiles
and Amphibians

Fort Union

Birds Mammals

Whooping crane (E)

(2)

Bald eagle (E)(2)

American peregrine

falcon (E)

Black-footed ferret
(E)(1)

Northern kit for* (E)

Powder River Whooping crane (E)(2)

Bald eagle (E)(1)

Black-footed ferret

(E)(1)

American peregrine
falcon (E)(1)

Green River- Kendall Warm Springs Wyoming toad

Hams Fork dace (E)(1) (E)(1)

Colorado squawfish

(E)(1)
Humpback chub (E)(1)

Whooping crane (E)(2) Black-footed ferret

(2) (E)(1)

Bald eagle (E)(1)

American peregrine
falcon (E)(1)

North park phacelia
(E)(1)

Uinta-
Southwestern
Utah

Woundf in(E)d)
Humpback chub (E) (1)

Colorado squawfish

(E)(1)
Bonytail chub (E)(1)

Whooping crane(E)(2)

Bald eagle (E)(1)

American peregrine
falcon (E)(1)

tl)Utah prairie dog

(1)

Black-footed ferret

(E)(1)

Rydberg mill vetch

(T)(l)
Phacelia argillacea

(E)(1)
Dwarf bear poppy (E)

(1)

Purple-spined
hedgehog cactus (E)

(1)

Spineless hedgehog

cactus (E)(1)
Wright fishhook
cactus (E)(1)

Siler pincushion
cactus (E)(1)

Clay-loving wild-
buckwheat (E)(1)

Uinta Basin hookless

cactus (TX1)

San Juan River Apache trout (TX1)
Colorado squawfish

(E)(1)

Whooping crane (E)(2)
Thick-billed parrot
(E)(1)

Bald eagle (EX1/2)
American peregrine
falcon (E)(2)

Black-footed ferret

(E)(1)

Gray wolf (E)(1) Knowlton's hedgehog
cactus (E)(1)

Mesa Verde cactus

(TX1)

Alabama Sub-

region
Watercress darter

(EX1)
Bachman's warbler (E)

(2)

Red-cockaded wood-
pecker (EX1)

Bald eagle (E) (1/2)

American peregrine
falcon (E) (2)

Arctic peregrine falcon
(TX2)

Gray bat (E)(1)

Indiana bat (E)(1)

Florida panther (E)

(1)

^Probably not a resident of study area,

(E) Endangered

(T) Threatened
(1) Permanent resident

(2) Migratory species

but one was trapped in Slope County in 1970.
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APPENDIX 4

SOCIOECONOMIC METHODOLOGIES

This section describes the data sources and methods used to analyze the
socioeconomic impacts of more coal production. It is divided into the
following subjects:

affected environment,
general impacts,
coal production,
employment and population,
royalties and severance taxes, and
comparison with 1979 projections.

AREAS OF INFLUENCE

No further coal development is expected in large portions of some coal regions
during the period considered in this analysis (1983-2000). To make the
socioeconomic analysis more meaningful, an area of influence is defined in
each coal region, including only those counties in which coal development or
related socioeconomic impacts are expected to occur. The following counties
are included in the areas of influence:

Fort Union Coal Region
Montana North Dakota
Carter Burleigh
Custer Dunn
Dawson Golden Valley
McCone McLean
Prairie Mercer
Richland Morton
Wibaux Stark

Powder River Coal Region
Montana Wyoming
Big Horn Campbell
Musselshell Converse
Powder River Crook
Rosebud Goshen

Johnson
Natrona
Niobrara
Platte
Sheridan
Weston

Green River-Hams Fork Coal Region
Colorado Wyoming
Jackson Carbon
Moffat Lincoln
Rio Blanco Sweetwater
Routt Uinta
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Uinta-Southwestern Utah Coal Region
Colorado Utah

Delta Carbon
Gunnison Emery
Mesa Garfield
Pitkin Kane

Sanpete
Sevier

San Juan River Coal Region
New Mexico Arizona

Catron San Juan Apache
Cibola Socorro

McKinley Valencia
Sandoval

Southern Appalachian Coal Region, Alabama Subregion
Alabama

Fayette Tuscaloosa
Jefferson Walker

SOURCES

Areas of influence definitions:

Bolander, Ronald. 1984. BLM Utah State Office. Uinta-Southwestern

Utah Coal Region.

Brabson, Donald. 1984. BLM Wyoming State Office. Powder River Coal

Region.

Frey, William. 1984. BLM Montana State Office. Fort anion Coal

Region, Powder River Coal Region.

Jentgen, Russell. 1984. BLM New Mexico State Office. San Juan

River Coal Region.

Smith, Kenneth. 1984. BLM Colorado State Office. Green River-Hams
Fork Coal Region, Uinta-Southwestern Utah Coal Region.

Population, earnings, personal income: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau

of Economic Analysis 1984b.

Employment: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis 1984a.

Area: Newspaper Enterprises Association, Inc. 1983.

Other data: BLM 1982a; BLM 1983b; BLM 1983c; BLM 1983i; BLM 1984c; BLM 1984d
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GENERAL IMPACTS

Regardless of the location or amount of additional coal development, the same
elements of the socioeconomic environment would be affected. The typical
impacts to these elements are described in the General Impacts section. The
size and significance of impacts would vary with the size of coal development
in each location, the size and infrastructure of affected communities, and
other concurrent developments in that location. These variations can be
addressed only with the use of the site-specific data included in the separate
EISs for each of the coal regions.

Sources of information used in the General Impacts section:

Briscoe, Maphis, Murray, and Lamont, Inc. 1978
Chalmers and Anderson 1977
Gilmore and others 1976
Halstead and others n.d.
Halstead and Leistritz 1983
Leistritz and Maki 1981
BLM 1983m.

COAL PRODUCTION

Estimates of coal-related employment and population are made in two steps to
allow for the portion of new coal mine employment that would be filled from
local labor forces. The first step is to estimate 1983 (the lastest year for
which coal figures exist) employment and population. These estimates are
needed because no statistics provide total primary and secondary coal-related
employment and population. The second step is to estimate increases in
employment and population between 1983 and each analysis year. In 1983, all
coal- related employment was, by definition, part of the local labor forces.
Future increases in employment, however, would be drawn partly from local
labor forces and partly from inmigrant workers. Therefore, the percent
nonlocal (percent of primary jobs that could not be filled from the local
labor force) multipliers are not used for the 1983 estimates but are used for
the estimates in all future years.

Construction employment estimates are based on the projected change in a
region's coal production. The need for construction depends only on additions
to a region's coal production capacity, not on the capacity that is already in
existence. Separate calculations were made for surface and subsurface
production. Construction employment estimates for 2000 were kept at the 1995
level because production projections beyond 2000 were not available.

As described above, the two-step operation employment estimates are made from,
respectively, 1983 coal production and the projected change in production from
1983 to the year of analysis. The two estimates are summed for the final
employment projections.
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EMPLOYMENT AMD POPULATION

Primary employment (coal mining and benef iciation employment).
Method: coal production times multipliers.
Multipliers (employees per 100,000 tons coal production).

Surfac e Mining Subsurface Mining
Construction Operation Construction Operation

Fort Union 4.4 3.4
Powder River 4.4 4.0

Green River-Hams Fork 4.4 8.3
Uinta- Southwestern Utah 4.4 10.2
San Juan River 4.4 7.5

Alabama Subregion 4.4 17.6

NA NA
NA NA

9.2 25.0
9.2 26.8

9.2 25.0
9.2 42.5

NA: Not applicable. The regions have no subsurface mines.

Sources (see References Cited): Mining Informational Services 1983
Hamilton, Kent. BLM Albuquerque District Office 1984.

Marks, Laurence. BLM Casper District Office 1984.
BLM n.d.; BLM 1983b; BLM 1983d; BLM 1983i; BLM 1984c; BLM 1984d

Construction multipliers are averages of those used in the separate regional
coal ElSs. Operation multipliers are those used in the regional EISs except
for subsurface mining in the Uinta Southwestern Utah Region, whose multiplier
is derived from current statistics on larger mines (2,000 tons or more annual
production) in the Keystone Coal Industry Manual (Mining Informational
Services 1983). The lower multiplier is believed to reflect the introduction
of new mining technology (longwall and continuous mines) in the larger Utah
mines. Because such technology requires both thick coal seams and favorable
economies, a large scale increase in its use in the other regions appears

unlikely in the near future (Moffitt 1984; Smith 1984).

POPULATION

Method

Primary employment x % of primary employment that is nonlocal - nonlocal
primary employment.

Nonlocal primary employment x secondary employment multiplier - secondary
employment

.

Primary and secondary employment x population multiplier - population.
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Multiplier

Percent nonlocal (percent of primary jobs that could not be filled from the
local labor force)

.

Region Surface Multiplier Subsurface Multiplier

Fort Union
Powder River
Green River- Hams Fork
Uinta- Southwestern Utah
San Juan River
Alabama Subregion

68

100

80

80
68

68

100

80

80
83

10

Secondary employment multipliers (all regions)

Construction
Operation

0.55
1.35

Population multipliers (all regions)

Primary construction 1.80
Primary operation 2.60
Secondary 2.60

Other assumptions

The socioeconomic analysis assumes that all secondary employment jobs would be
filled from outside the local labor force. Reasons for this assumption are
(1) secondary employment is generated only by nonlocal primary employment,
implying that the existing local labor force has already been absorbed by
primary jobs, and (2) results of a recent study showing few secondary jobs
filled by local residents or the dependents of primary workers (Halstead and
others 1984)

.

The above assumption is not followed in the Alabama Subregion, where the
analysis assumes that all secondary jobs would be filled from the local labor
force. Nonlocal primary employment in that area of influence is assumed to
result from requirements for specialized skills not fully existing in the
local labor force rather than from a labor shortage.

Sources: Percent nonlocal employment is derived from the regional coal EISs
(see list under primary employment sources). Nonlocal employment in those
EISs was determined by means of economic models. The implied percent was
estimated by calculating total employment and population through the use of
their multipliers and then comparing the calculated population with their
population estimates.
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Exceptions to this method:

Fort Union Region: Because exact population figures were not available,
an average of the other four western regions was used.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Region: Because the calculated percentage was
much higher than in the adjacent regions, the percentage from the Green
River-Hams Fork Region was used.

Alabama Subregion: The percent is given in the regional EIS.

Secondary employment and population multipliers were both derived in the same
manner. An average was calculated from the multipliers used in the regional
coal EISs (the same list under primary employment sources). A second average
was obtained from a source (Halstead, and others 1984) that surveys a number
of other impact analyses. The two averages were then averaged.

ROYALTIES AND SEVERANCE TAXES

Method

Federal royalty = coal production x price x royalty rate x % federal
coal ownership.

Annual growth in price is the projected increase in coal price relative to
other prices. Royalty rates represent averages of the rates applied to
surface and subsurface coal production, along with upward adjustments for
other state and local taxes (excluding income and rates and use taxes) and
downward adjustments for taxes that are deductible from the royalty rate
base. Only half of the calculated royalty is shown in Table 4-5 because half
is returned to the states.

State severance taxes: Coal production x price (if needed) s tax rate.

Prices and rates

The following tables show specific rates for federal coal royalties and state
severance taxes.
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FEDERAL ROYALTIES

Green
Fort Powder River- Uinta- SW San Juan Alabama
Union River Hams Fork Utah River Subresion

Price per
ton (1983), $6.00 $11.00 $20.00 $ 26.00 $15.00 $35.00

Annual
growth
in price(%) 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

Royalty rate
1990
1995
2000

Percent fed.

0.110
0.125
0.125

0.080
0.125
0.125

0.100
0.110
0.120

0.075
0.080
0.080

0.110
0.110
0.120

0.075
0.080
0.080

coal
ownership(%) 33 80 60 80 50 5

•

STATE SEVERANCE TAXES

Tax Rate Basis

per ton

per ton

percent

Alabama
Colorado
Montana

$00.3 7

00.60
24 . 62% taxable

New Mexico
North Dakota
Wyoming

00.50
00.85
13 . 5 7%

value

per ton

per ton
percent
value

taxable

Prices are the same as those used for the federal royalty estimates,
Source: Broderick 1984.

COMPARISON WITH 1979 PROJECTIONS

Large differences occur between the projections of coal- related employment,
population, and revenues made in the Federal Coal Management Program FES (BLM
1979a) and those in this EIS supplement. Part of the differences result from
the inclusion of the impacts of coal transportation and conversion in the 1979
FES and their omission from this one. Others are caused by differences in the
projection of coal production in the two documents and differences in the
impact multipliers used. A further difference, however, occurs because of
changes in the methods of estimating impacts used in the present analysis.
This section provides a breakdown of the differences to show the relative
importance of the four factors described above.
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Because many regions, years, alternatives, and production levels are included
in both analyses, a breakdown for every combination would become too

voluminous. Therefore, a single example is analyzed in depth. Comparative
figures are then given that show the possible variations among the coal
regions.

Some of the calculation detail behind the impact results in the 1979 FES are

not available. Therefore, those calculations must be estimated with the use

of the multipliers given in that document and the undetermined difference
shown as a separate item.

Table A- 4-1 provides a complete analysis of one example, covering all
calculations from coal production to population. It shows that the major
difference between 1979 and 1985 projections results from the handling of

benef iciation employment. Although the multipliers used for mining in 1984

exceed those used in 1979 and their difference can be considered a

benef iciation component, these multipliers fall far below the combined mining
and benef iciation multipliers used in 1979. Methods used to derive the 1979

benef iciation multipliers were not described, making it impossible to evaluate
them. Current statistics, however, show no employment factor of such size.

Other important differences in the employment projections result from the coal
production amounts used and the adjustment for locally hired primary
employment. Because the calculation process involves a sequence of

multiplications, the differences are compounded at each step, resulting in the

extreme difference between the final employment projections.

The main additional difference occurring in the population projections is the
inclusion of conversion employment and its related population. The mining and

benef iciation employment projections alone, however, account for more than

half of the population differences.

Table A- 4- 2 compares mining and benef iciation employment multipliers for each
region. In most cases the comparison is similar to that in the Fort Union
Region. The 1985 multipliers for mining are higher than those for mining

alone in 1979 but are far lower than the combined mining and benef iciation
multipliers used in 1979.

Table A 4-3 compares the severance tax rates used in the two documents. Most
of the rates have risen since 1979. Therefore, the differences shown in Table

4-5 result largely from the coal production amounts on which they are based.

Estimates of the net impacts on local government expenditures are not included
in this analysis because, even more than population and employment, those

impacts are significant only in relation to the specific communities and other

local governments that would be affected.
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TABLE A -4-1
COMPARISON OF 1979 AND 1985 PROJECTIONS, FOST UNION COAL REGION

NO NEW FEDERAL LEASING, MEDIUM PRODUCTION LEVEL, 1990

Socioeconomic Factors
Multiplier Multiplier

Construction Operation Construction Opera t ion Construction Operation Construction Operation

Coal Production (100,000 tons)
1983
1990
1995
Amount used for projection

Primary employment
Mining 3.21
Benef iciation (composite)" 6.36
Total

Nonlocal primary employment

Secondary employment 1.40
Coal mining and benef iciation
employment

Subtotal
Undetermined difference
Total

Coal conversion employment
Total
Total all employment

Population
Married employees 0.75**
Family population 2.50**
Single employees 0.25**
Population related to nonlocal
primary employment

Population related to secondary
secondary employment
Subtotal
Undetermined difference

Total

3.30
0.74

510**

510

1,637
3,244

4,881

1.40 6,833

16,653**
687**

17,340**

18,166
20,90?**
38,24?**

28,68?**
71,705**
9,560**

81,265**
1,335**

82,600**

510

1,683
375

2,058

2,881

0.86

0.55

3.4

0.86

1.35

194**
240**
330**

66

290

290

248

136

230

782

7S2

743

1,003

1.80 2.60 466 1,932

2.60 2.60 354 2,608

5,340**

•Composite multiplier is derived from distribution of coal production by benef iciation methods in source document. P H-113"Construction and operation combined. ' *'

emolovJnt 'f"^"?;*01*"' *ase e«uals """""-y employment in 1983 plus that portion of the 1983-1990 increase in primaryemployment that would inm>grate from outside the region. (Local residents shifting from other jobs to coal jobs would noTchange secondary employment.) The secondary employment base for operation is calculated as follows-
1983 primary employment « 660
1983-1990 primary employment increase (156) times
nonlocal employment multiplier (0.68) 106

766

Because construction employment is based only on 1990 construction, the secondary employment base for construction eaualsprimary employment (396) times the nonlocal employment multiplier (0 68) =269
construction equals

Source of 1979 projections: BLM 1979a
Primary employment: pp. 5-134, 5-136, 5-137, 5-138. H-74
Secondary employment: p. H-91
Population: pp. 5-128, H-91

HEALTH AND SAFETY METHODOLOGY

Table A-4-4 compares accidents and fatality loading factors used in the 1979
FES and in this supplemental E1S.

DISABLING ACCIDENTS

Recovery and Extraction

Estimates of disabling accidents resulting in worker-days lost were developed
(as shown below) for both underground and surface mining, on a national
average through the use of U.S. Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health
Administration (1984) data.
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TABLE A-4-2
COMPARISON OF EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION MULTIPLIERS

1979 FES 1985 EIS
Construction Operation Construction Operation

Primary employment (workers per 100.000 tons)
All regions
Mining construction
Surface
Subsurface

Benef iciation

3.21 4.4

4.8 9.2

7.8 0.9

15.6 2.67
Crushing & receiving
Mechanical

Mining Operation
Fort Union (surface) 3.3 3.4

Powder River (surface) 4.0

Montana 4.1
Wyoming 4.0
Green River-Hams Fork
Surface 4.1 8.3
Subsurface 25.2 25.0

Uinta-Southwestern Utah
Surface 6.0 10.2

Subsurface 19.7 26.8

San Juan River
Surface 4.9 7.5

Subsurface 22.7 25.0
Alabama Subregion
Surface 17.8 17.6

Subsurface 37.8 42.5

Nonlocal primary employment (ratio to total primary employment)
Fort Union 0.68*

Powder River 1.00*

Green River-Hams Fork 0.80*

Uinta-Southwestern Utah 0.80*

San Juan River
Surface 0.68*

Subsurface 0.83*

Alabama Subregion
Surface 0.0*

Subsurface 0.10*

Secondary employment (ratio to

primary employment ) 1.4* 0.55 1.35

Population
Married employees (ratio to

total employment) 0.75*

Population per family 2.50*

Single employees (ratio to

total employment) 0.25*

Primary employment (population
per employee) 1.8 2.6

Secondary employment (population
per employee) 2.6 2.6

*Construct ion and operation combined.
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TABLE A-4-3
COMPARISON OF SEVERANCE TAX RATES

1979 FES 1985 EIS* Basis

Alabama $ .335 $ .37 Per ton

Colorado
Surface mining $ .60 $ .60 Per ton

Subsurface mining $ .30 $ .60 Per ton

Montana 30.00 24.62 Percent of taxable value

New Mexico $ .38** $ .50 Per ton

North Dakota $ .60*** $ .85 Per ton

Utah None None

Wyoming 10.50 13.57 Percent of taxable value

*Rates used for 1985 represent averages of rates for surface and subsurface

coal and adjustments for other state and local taxes (excluding income, sales,

and use taxes)

.

**Rate for steam coal. Rate was $.18 per ton for metallurgical coal.

***Rate was scheduled to rise 1 cent per ton for each one-point increase in

the wholesale price index with 1977 as the base year.

TABLE A-4-4
COMPARISON OF ACCIDENT AND FATALITY

LOADING FACTORS, 1979 FES AND 1985 EIS

Recovery and Extraction (100,000 Tons)

Underground Mining Surface Mining
Refining and Processing

(100,000 Tons)

1979 FES 1985 EIS 1979 FES 1985 EIS 1979 FES 1985 EIS

Accidents 3.12 3.19 0.053 0.43 0.0204 0.16275

Fatalities 0.04 0.03 0.011 0.004 0.00025 0.00117

Underground Accidents 10,467

Total Production = 328,610,350 tons

Rate = Accidents - coal produced (expressed in 100,000 tons)

Rate = 10,467 - 3286.1 = 3.18523

Use 3.19 accidents per 100,000 tons produced

Surface Mine Accidents = 2,082

Total Production = 482,961,122 tons

Rate = 2,082 - 4829.6 m 0.43109

Use 0.43 accidents per 100,000 tons produced.
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Refining and Processing

Loading factors were based on the following:

- Average hours worked to process 100,000 tons of coal = 7,787 hours (BLM
1979a)

.

Average accident rate (from U.S. Department of Labor 1984) 2.09
accidents per 100,000 hours worked or 2.09 X 10-5 accidents per hour
worked.

Calculated national average accident rate from the above factors per
100,000 tons mined - 7,787 x (2.09 10~5) = 0.16275.

FATALITIES

Recovery and Extraction

The average surface mining fatality rate is 0.004 fatalities per 100,000 tons
mined; the average underground mining fatality rate is 0.03 per 100,000 tons
mined.

Rates were calculated from the U.S. Department of Labor 1984 report as follows:

Number of fatalities in underground mines - 83
Total production = 328,610,350 tons
Rate = Number of fatalities - coal processed expressed in

100,000 tons

83 - 3.286.1 = 0.03 fatalities per 100,000 tons mined
Number of fatalities in surface mines = 20
Total production = 482,961,122 tons
Rate = 20 - 4,829.6 = 0.004 fatalities per 100,000 tons
mined.

Refining and Processing

Loading factors were based on the following:

Average hours worked to process 100,000 tons 7,787 hours (BLM 1979a).

Average fatality rate (U.S. Department of Labor 1984) > 0.015 fatalities
per 100,000 hours worked, or 0.015 x 10~ 5 fatalities per ton mined.

Calculated from the factors shown above, the national average fatalities
per 100,000 tons of raw coal processed = 7,787 x (0.015 x 10~5) = 0.0017.

AIR QUALITY METHODOLOGY

Normalized emission rates specify the amount of fugitive dust produced per
million tons of coal mined. Developing such rates for each mining dust source
provides a means of comparing the relative amount of emissions for each
source. It also provides a simple means of calculating an approximate
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issions inventory for any particular mine without detailed mine design
information. If all emission rates are specified per million tons of coal
produced, then a preliminary mine emissions inventory can be calculated from
the annual production rate at the mine.

Although normalized emission rates are highly desirable for source magnitude
comparisons and simple emissions inventories, their development is not
straightforward. The emissions factors associated with each mine dust source
required a variety of mine design parameters, such as overburden volume, haul
road vehicle-miles, and exposed acreage. Because the values of these
parameters vary from mine to mine depending on the design, it is difficult to
develop a set of normalized emission rates that apply to all surface and
subsurface coal mines.

Despite the great variability of mine design data for surface and subsurface
coal mines, much of the variability among mines can be reduced to two key
factors: (1) the coal production rate at the mine and (2) the mine design
type. Variability in design parameter values due to the coal production rate
can be reduced by using normalized data, that is, parameter values per million
tons of coal produced (Morrison- Knudson Co. Inc. 1983).

Normalized emission rates have been conservatively calculated for each source
of particulate matter at a typical surface and subsurface coal mine. The
results of these calculations are presented in Table A-4-5. The emissions
listed in this table provide a method of computing fugitive dust emissions for
a typical surface and subsurface coal mine. The emissions given in Table
A 4-5 are uncontrolled emission rates. Dust control strategies for an
individual mine must be applied to each source to compute actual emission
rates

.

Because the emissions are normalized on the basis of mining 1 million tons of
coal per year, actual mine emissions can be computed simply by multiplying by
a predicted coal production rate factor. This calculation has been made using
a multiplier of 1,200 tons per year (tpy) of particulates per million tons of
coal produced for a surface mine and a multiplier of 400 tpy of particulates
per million tons of coal produced for a subsurface mine. The multiplier for
surface mines (1,200 tpy) used in this document is consistent with the
multiplier (also 1,200 tpy) used for the 1979 FES (BLM 1979a). The 1979 FES
did not break production into surface and subsurface, and thus no multiplier
was used for subsurface mines.

SOILS AND VEGETATION METHODOLOGY

ACRES DISTURBED

The land disturbance of surface and subsurface mining and coal benef iciation
was calculated. The number of acres needed to produce 1 million tons of coal
(by coal region) is based on land disturbance estimates from each of the
regional coal EISs. Loading factors were derived from using land disturbance
figures from the base and maximum coal production alternative observed in each
regional coal EIS. The maximum coal production alternative was used to
provide for a broader land disturbance sample opportunity. See Table A-4-6
for land disturbance loading factors for this EIS supplement and a comparison
with the 1979 Coal EIS.
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TABLE A-4-5
NORMALIZED FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE COAL MINES

Source
EPA Emission Normalized Emissions (Tons per year)
Factora Surface Mines Subsurface Mines

Topsoil removal 0.38 lb/yd 3 9.41
Overburden removal

- Scraper 0.38 lb/yd3 123.92
- Shovel 0.039 lb/ton 88.66
- Dragline 0.053 lb/ton —

Coal removal
- Shovel 0.014 lb/ton 0.70
- Front-end loader 0.12 lb/ton 54.00

Overburden drilling 1.5 lb/hole 4.51
Coal drilling 0.22 lb/hole 0.30
Overburden blasting 85.3 lb/blast 8.53
Coal blasting 78.1 lb/blast 7.81
Stockpile handling

- Overburden None —
- Topsoil None __

Coal stockpile
Handling

- Stacking 0.0002 lb/ton 0.01
- Dozer b 25.38
- Reclaimer c —
- Front-end loader 0.12 lb/ton 6.00

Coal crusher load-in 0.007 lbs/ton 3.50
Coal crushing

- Primary 0.02 lb/ton 10.00
- Secondary 0.06 lb/ton 30.00

Coal screening 0.1 lb/ton 50.00
Coal conveying 0.2 lb/ton 100.00
Coal stockpile wind erosion d 15.66
Exposed area wind erosion e 60.45
Haul roads

- Overburden f 160.55
- Coal f 161.70

Access roads f 137.28
Road maintenance

- Grading 32 lb/hr 40.29
- Water truck f 29.95

Railcar loading 0.0002 lb/ton 0.10
Railcar blowoff d 1.57

- Grader 32 lb/hr 5.34
- Tilling g 3.37

Facility site construction None —
Equipment exhaust

- Diesel h 29.01
- Light h 9.73

TOTAL 1,177.73

0.01
25.38

6.00
3.50

10.00
30.00
50.00

100.00
15.66

137.28

0.10
1.57

3.86

383.36
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TABLE A-4-5
NORMALIZED FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS FOE REPRESENTATIVE

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE COAL MINES

Source
EPA Emission Normalized Emissions (Tons per year)
Factor *- Surface Mines Subsurface Mines

Topsoil removal
Overburden removal

- Scraper
- Shovel
- Dragline

Coal removal
- Shovel
- Front-end loader

Overburden drilling
Coal drilling
Overburden blasting
Coal blasting
Stockpile handling

- Overburden
- Topsoil

Coal stockpile
Handling

- Stacking
- Dozer
- Reclaimer
- Front-end loader

Coal crusher load-in
Coal crushing

- Primary
- Secondary

Coal screening
Coal conveying
Coal stockpile wind erosion
Exposed area wind erosion
Haul roads

- Overburden
- Coal

Access roads
Road maintenance

- Grading
- Water truck

Railcar loading
Railcar blowoff

- Grader
- Tilling

Facility site construction
Equipment exhaust

- Diesel
- Light

TOTAL

0.38 lb/yd3

0.38 lb/yd3

0.039 lb/ton
0.053 lb/ton

0.014 lb/ton
0.12 lb/ton
1.5 lb/hole
0.22 lb/hole

85.3 lb/blast
78.1 lb/blast

None
None

0.0002 lb/ton
b

c

0.12 lb/ton
0.007 lbs/ton

0.02 lb/ton
0.06 lb/ton
0.1 lb/ton
0.2 lb/ton
d

&

f

f

f

32 lb/hr
f

0.0002 lb/ton
d

32 lb/hr

S
None

h

h

9.41

123.92
88.66

0.70

54.00
4.51
0.30
8.53
7.81

0.01
25.38

6.00

3.50

10.00
30.00
50.00

100.00
15.66
60.45

160.55
161.70
137.28

40.29
29.95
0.10
1.57
5.34

3.37

29.01
9.73

1,177.73

0.01
25.38

6.00
3.50

10.00
30.00
50.00

100.00
15.66

137.28

0.10
1.57

3.86

383.36
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TABLE A-4-5 (continued)

Emissions are based on EPA Region VIII emission factors and are normalized for a 1

million ton per year coal production.

aEPA does not specify an emission factor for each source listed.

bEmi88ion Factor = (0.4) 0.33 lb/ton throughput
(PE/100) 2

where: PE = Precipitation-evaporation index

cEmission Factor = 0.0018 (s/5) (u/5) lb/ton-throughput
(M/2) z (Y/6)

where: s Silt content (X)

u Wind speed (mph)

M = Moisture content (%)

Y = Bucket capacity (yd3 )

Using standard values and a 2-yd 3 bucket gives EF = 0.002 lb/ton-throughput

^Emission Factor = 1.6 u lb/ac-hr

where: u = Wind speed (m/sec)

using u = A. 47 m/s (10 mph) gives EF = 7.15 lb/ac-hr

eEmis8ion Factor AIKCLV ton/ac-yr

where all variables are identified in the emission factor summary section,
using standard values, EF 0.13 ton/ac-yr

f Emission Factor - 0.6 (0.81 s) (S/30) (d/365) (w/4) lb/VMT for 30 S 50
= 0.6 (0.81 s) (S/30) 2 (d/365) (w/4) lb/VMT for S 30

where s = Silt content (1)

S = Vehicle speed (mph)

d = Dry days/year
w = Number of wheels

Standard values used are s 15%, S = 20 mph, d « 255. Value for w depends on truck.

BEmission Factor = 1.4 s lb/ac

(PE/50) 2

where: s = Silt content (I)

PE = Precipitation-evaporation index

Standard values give 20.19 lb/ac

hSee table, Section XXII. For simplicity, the mix of diesel vehicles is represented
by the average TSP exhaust emission factors for shovels/dragline and diesel trucks (a

value of 0.654 gm/hp-hr) . The mix of light vehicles is represented by the TSP exhaust
emission factor for gasoline vehicles (3.16 gm/hp-hr).
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TABLE A-4-6
LAND DISTURBANCE LOADING FACTORS

FOR 1979 FES AND 1985 EIS

1979 FES Loading factor
(ftc/100.000 tons)

Surface Subsurface Benef iciation

1985 EIS Loading Factor*
ac/I.000,000 tons ac/100,000 tons
Surface Subsurface Surface Subsurface

Fort Union

Short-Term A.

8

0.85
Long-Term 0.5 0.25
Total 5.3 1.10 48.7 4.87

Powder River

Short-Term 2.2 0.85
Long-Term 0.6 0.25
Total 2.8 1.10 18.1 1.81

Green River-Hams Fork

Short-Term 7.1 0.85
Long-Term 1.3 0.25
Total 8.4 1.10 69.5 4.8 6.95 0.48

Uinta-Southwestern Utah

Short-Term 5.2 0.85
Long-Term 1.1 0.25
Total 6.3 1.10 5.5 0.55

San Juan River

Short-Term 7.1 0.85
Long-Term 2.2 0.25
Total 9.3 1.10 41.1 4.11

Alabama Subresion

Short-Term 11.4 0.85
Long-Term 3.6 0.25
Total 14.0 1.10 335.1 33.51

*Land disturbance from coal benef iciation is combined with surface and subsurface mining
land disturbance.
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WATER RESOURCES METHODOLOGY

In general, impacts to water resources were summarized from the regional coal
EISs. Coal-related water use was estimated by using multipliers from the
regional EISs, Geological Survey Circular 1001 (Solley, Chase, and Mann 1983),
and population estimates presented in the Socioeconomic section of this
supplemental EIS.

One assumption made in estimating water use was that the most recent round of
leasing or proposed leasing in each of the regions represented a typical
combination of leasable coal reserves with typical projections of future
population and water use. Considering the production levels proposed in this
EIS, one can reasonably assume that this production will occur near the areas
scrutinized by these most recent rounds of the federal coal leasing program.
Therefore, this supplemental EIS relied heavily on per-ton multipliers
developed from the regional EISs for water use by mine operations. The
population estimates were also based on this assumption and are presented in

the Socioeconomic section. These multipliers are presented in Table A-4-7
where they are compared to similar multipliers developed for the Federal Coal
Program FES (BLM 1979a) .

The population water use figures were derived from Geological Survey Circular
1001, Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 1980 (Solley, Chase, and
Mann 1983). All coal-related water use was assumed to occur in an urban
situation and the water would be supplied through a municipal system.
Circular 1001 lists municipal water use by state. To obtain regionalized
numbers, an average of water use by states in the region was figured, weighted
by the projected coal production from each state. The regionalized per capita
water use was then multiplied by the population projections presented in the
Socioeconomic section to arrive at the additional water use by coal-related
populations

.

Water requirements for surface and underground mines were derived from numbers
presented in the regional coal EISs. The maximum development alternative
presented in the most recent round of regional environmental analyses was
considered to be representative of the water required for mining. A per-
million-ton estimate of water required was calculated for each region for
surface and underground mining. These multipliers were then used with the
projected coal production for the alternatives and production levels to
determine water required for mining.

Table A- 4-8 compares projected total water requirements per million tons of
coal mined for the 1979 FES and this supplemental EIS. The figures are one or
two orders of magnitude larger for the 1979 FES because the 1979 FES
considered powerplant facilities and this supplemental EIS does not. To a
small degree, differences are due to some water use factors varying more by
region in this supplemental EIS than in the 1979 FES.
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TABLE A-4-7

COMPONENT WATER REQUIREMENT MULTIPLIERS

AND COMPARISON WITH 1979 FES

1979 FES 1985 EIS

Pop.

GPD*

Surface
Mine

AF/MTon

Subsurface
Mine

** AF/MTon**

Pop.

GPD*

Surface Subsurface

Mine Mine

AF/MTon** AF/MTon**

Fort Union 125 62.9 — 116 13.1 —

Powder River 125 57.1 — 259 49.0 —

Green River-Hams Fork 125 50.5 36.8 243 24.2 24.2

Uinta-Southwestern Utah 125 60.8 36.8 503 — 15.5

San Juan River 125 60.8 36.8 240 76.0 46.0

Alabama Subregion 125 44.6 58.8 210 60.3 376.0

*GPD = gallons per day per capita.

**AF/MT = acre-feet of water required per million tons of coal mined.

TABLE A-4-8

TOTAL REGIONAL WATER REQUIREMENT MULTIPLIERS

AND COMPARISON WITH 1979 FES

Acre-Feet/Million Tons Coal

1979 FES 1985 EIS

Fort Union

Powder River

Green River-Hams Fork

Uinta-Southwestern Utah

San Juan River

Alabama Subregion

2,700

370

850

2,400

1,400

13,200

39

136

212

803

170

458
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RECLAMATION AND EROSION CONTROL

ON SURFACE-MINED LANDS

INTRODUCTION

Reclamation of mined lands began in the 1920s as experimental programs to

establish quick-growth forests on ungraded spoils. That forests could be

reclaimed successfully was shown in West Virginia. Soon thereafter,

strip-mined land in Indiana was successfully reclaimed to pasture and row

crops. Following these early demonstrations, state-mined land reclamation

laws were enacted in West Virginia (1939), Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania,

and Ohio (1940s), and Kentucky (1954). Under these early laws, regulation was

limited to requiring revegetation of mined land and in some cases reducing

spoil- pile slopes. In the 1950s and 60s, more states enacted mined- land

reclamation laws, and the scope of regulation requirements was enlarged to

include soil conservation, roads, bank stabilization, prompt revegetation, and

onsite water pollution control. In the late 1960s, the Department of the

Interior issued surface protection regulations (43 CFR, Part 23) requiring

reclamation of land disturbed by mineral activities.

In the 1970s, many federal and state environmental laws were enacted,

including the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and the Clean Air

Act of 1970. Before the enactment of the Federal Surface Mining Control and

Reclamation Act (SMCRA) on August 3, 1977, the Federal Government did not

regulate mining and reclamation of state and privately owned (fee) coal except

via the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Clean Air Act, and the

Federal Mine Safety and Health Act. Of the 37 states producing coal, 31 had

some form of regulation for surface coal mining of state-owned coal; most of

these states applied their regulations to fee and federal coal. Before

SMCRA' s enactment, the extent to which individual states regulated coal mining

varied greatly, ranging from few to extensive and detailed requirements for

reclamation, revegetation, and pollution control.

With SMCRA, Congress established a nationwide program to protect society and

the environment from the adverse effects of surface coal mining. Recognizing

the diversity in terrain, climate, biological, chemical, and other physical

conditions across the United States, Congress established minimum national

standards for the conduct of coal mining and reclamation operations but vested

the main governmental responsibility for regulating the coal mining industry

with individual states. SMCRA established the Office of Surface Mining

Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) in the Department of the Interior as the

main federal agency for implementing and administering its provisions.

RECLAMATION OBJECTIVES

National mined- land reclamation objectives identified in SMCRA are to assure

(1) that coal mining is not conducted where reclamation is not feasible; (2)

that adequate procedures are used to reclaim surface areas as
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contemporaneously as possible and to reclaim surface areas to the uses they
were capable of supporting before mining; (3) that coal mining is conducted so
as to protect the environment; (4) that the rights of surface landowners are
fully protected from coal mining; and (5) that public participation is an
integral part of the developing and administering of federal and state
programs regulating coal mining under SMCRA.

To effect these objectives, Congress charged the Secretary of the Interior,
acting through OSM, with the following tasks:

• to develop and issue federal regulations needed to carry out the
purposes and provisions of SMCRA (Title 30, CFR, Chapter VII);

c to technically and financially assist the states in developing
programs for surface coal mining and reclamation that both meet the
objectives and minimum standards of SMCRA and reflect local
requirements and environmental and agricultural conditions;

o to review and approve or disapprove state programs for controlling
mining and reclamation on nonfederal and non- Indian lands within the
state; and

• to enter into cooperative agreements with states that have approved
state programs for regulating coal mining on federal lands within the
state

.

Congress also identified specific minimum national standards for mining and
reclamation, established to assure that all coal mining:

• fully uses and conserves the coal resource;

• restores the land to a condition that can support its premining uses;

• backfills, compacts, and grades disturbed areas to restore the
approximate original contour;

o stabilizes and protects disturbed areas to control erosion and
attendant air and water pollution;

• removes topsoil before mining and replaces it after mining and
reclamation grading;

• stabilizes and revegetates all areas associated with disposal of mine
wastes, tailings, coal processing, and other wastes;

• segregates and replaces all soil horizons in prime farmland and
restores this land to an equal or higher level of production;

• preserves throughout the mining and reclamation process the essential
hydrologic functions of alluvial valley floors in arid and semi- arid
areas

;
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• reduces disturbance to the hydrologic balance and prevents material
damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area; and

• ensures that all mining and reclamation proceeds in an
environmentally sound manner and that reclamation proceeds as
contemporaneously as practicable with mining.

REGULATORY PROGRAMS

Though the particulars of individual state regulatory programs vary, each
state program adheres to certain concepts and requirements set forth in SMCRA
and the 30 CFR Chapter VII regulations of OSM. These concepts and
requirements are as follows:

designation of lands unsuitable for mining
permitting of mining operations
performance bonds
performance standards
monitoring of environmental effects
inspection and enforcement
public participation

DESIGNATION OF LANDS UNSUITABLE FOR MINING

Anyone having an interest that is or may be adversely affected by coal mining
has the right to petition OSM to designate areas of federal land as unsuitable
for all or certain types of mining on the basis that reclamation would not be
technologically and economically feasible. After extensive analysis of a
petition, including consideration of the potential coal resources and public
comments, the Secretary of the Interior may designate such lands as unsuitable
for mining.

PERMITTING OF MINING OPERATIONS

No one can engage in coal mining in a state without obtaining a permit from
the state agency that administers the state coal mining regulatory program.
This agency can issue a permit only if it finds, on the basis of information
in the permit application, that the application is complete and accurate and
that the applicant has complied and will comply with all requirements of SMCRA
and the state regulatory program.

SMCRA' s requirements for what a permit application must contain are extensive
and detailed. An applicant must provide legal, financial, and compliance
information including (1) records of its past permits and violations of those
permits, (2) identification of surface and subsurface owners, leaseholders,
and purchasers of property in and next to the proposed permit area, (3)
documentation that the applicant has the legal right to enter and operate on
the proposed permit area, (4) a statement confirming whether the permit area
is within an area designated or being considered for designation, as
unsuitable for coal mining, (5) identification of the phases of mining that
would occur over the life of the mine, and (6) evidence of liability insurance.
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In addition, SMCRA requires that a permit application contain comprehensive
descriptions and data for the environmental resources in the permit area and
an operations and reclamation plan that states the applicant's proposed
procedures for mining and processing of coal and for reclaiming areas that
have been disturbed by mining. The environmental resource information
provides the basis for determining postmining land uses and reclamation
success and for developing the operation and reclamation plan. The applicant
must provide site-specific maps, inventories, and descriptions of soils,
vegetation, cultural resources, and land uses in the permit area as well as

such climatological, fish and wildlife, hydrologic, and geologic information
as the regulatory authority requires.

The operations and reclamation plan component of a permit application consists
of several interrelated but discrete plans. These plans must describe
virtually every aspect of the proposed mining and reclamation operations in

great detail. Specifically, they must address operations, reclamation, air
pollution control, water management, blasting, and protection of the

hydrologic balance, fish and wildlife, and cultural resources. The operations
plan details the applicant's designs for the mining and facilities, including
impoundments, roads, waste- disposal sites, and other structures. The
reclamation plan details the proposed postmining land uses to be established;
backfilling, soil stabilization, and grading techniques; how topsoil would be

removed, stored, and redistributed; the schedule of revegetation; the species
and amounts per acre of seeds and seedlings to be used; methods to be used for
planting; and measures to be used to determine revegetation success.

A permit application is reviewed by the regulatory authority to ensure that it

shows that the applicant's operation complies and will comply with the
performance standards and requirements of the state regulatory program. A
permit application can be approved only after the applicant has shown and the
regulatory authority has found that the operation will comply with all aspects
of the state regulatory program. A permit, however, cannot be issued and
operations cannot begin until the applicant provides the regulatory authority
a performance bond.

Before surface coal mining and reclamation can begin on federal land, a mining
plan must be approved and a permit issued. Through a state federal
cooperative agreement, the Secretary of the Interior can delegate authority to

a state to issue permits on federal lands, but the Secretary must approve the
mining plan, which includes the operations and reclamation plan required by
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended. The federal decision on the

mining plan must be made in accordance with the National Environmental Policy
Act, the Endangered Species Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and
other federal laws, regulations, and executive orders.

PERFORMANCE BOND

To ensure that the land surface disturbed during coal mining will be reclaimed
and that mining will be conducted in accordance with the requirements of a

state regulatory program, the approved mining plan, the permit, and a

performance bond for these activities must be posted with the regulatory
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authority. The bond must (1) be a large enough amount to assure that all
disturbances proposed in the approved permit application will be reclaimed and

(2) reflect the probable difficulty of reclamation. Bonds may not be released

until the permittee has shown reclamation success, the regulatory authority
approves the permittee's application for bond release, and the public has been

notified of the pending bond release and provided an opportunity to comment on

it.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Extensive standards specify performance for virtually every aspect of mining

and reclamation that could affect the environment. These standards are the

criteria by which all mining-related activities- from applying for a permit

through actual conduct of mining and reclamation to release of bond- -are

measured. Mining and reclamation activities controlled by standards include

disposal of excess spoil, roads, utility installations, support facilities,

water management facilities, coal and noncoal waste disposal, subsidence,

temporary and permanent cessation of operations, backfilling and grading,

revegetation, and postmining land use. Activities required by the standards

include posting of mine identification signs and permit boundary markers,

casing and sealing of openings, removing and replacing topsoil and subsoil,

protecting the hydrologic balance, preventing water quality degradation,

creating buffer zones around perennial streams, maximizing coal recovery,

protecting fish and wildlife, and engaging in contemporaneous reclamation.

MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

An operator is required to monitor the environmental effects of mining. Each

permit application must contain a ground water and surface water monitoring

plan, and the permittee must both monitor according to these plans and report

quarterly on the results of this monitoring.

The regulatory authority must review each permit during the first half of the

permit term and may require reasonable revision of a permit at any time to

ensure compliance with the applicable regulatory program.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

A. further check to ensure compliance provides that the regulatory authority

inspect the operation and enforce the requirements of the program and the

terms and conditions of the permit and any federal leases in the permit area.

The regulatory authority is required to conduct periodic unannounced
inspections of permitted operations and to issue to the permittee notices of

any violations. Inspectors finding any condition, practice, or violation that

is imminently dangerous to the health or safety of the public or that is

causing or can reasonably be expected to cause significant, imminent

environmental harm to land, air, or water resources, must immediately order a

halt to the operation or the dangerous portion of it. Civil penalties of up

to $5,000 per day may be assessed for violations; civil penalties of not less

than $750 per day must be assessed for each day a violation has not been

abated after the time specified for abatement in the notice of violation.
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If the regulatory authority determines that a permittee has a pattern of

willful violation of a state regulatory program or the permit, the regulatory
authority must issue an order to a permittee to show why the permit and right
to mine should not be suspended or revoked.

Persons who willfully violate the provisions of state regulatory program or

the permit or who fail or refuse to comply with enforcement orders are subject

to criminal prosecution and penalties of up to $10,000 and 1 year
imprisonment. Persons who knowingly make a false statement, representation,
or certification or knowingly fail to make a statement, representation, or

certification required under the state regulatory program are subject to the
same criminal penalties.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Both SMCRA and the state regulatory program provide for public participation
in the regulatory process for a coal mine. Public notices must be published
during the permit application review before approval of permit applications
and during the review of applications for bond release.

Persons who may be adversely affected by proposed mining may petition the
regulatory authority to designate certain lands unsuitable for coal mining
before the submittal of an application for a permit to mine on those lands.

Or persons who might be so affected may request informal conferences or
hearings during the permitting process. Such conferences and hearings are

open to the public. Any one may request to inspect an operation if a

violation is believed to exist. If an inspection is conducted as a result of

that request, the requestor must be allowed to accompany the inspector on the
inspection.

SITE CHARACTERISTICS THAT AFFECT RECLAMATION

Site characteristics believed to most significantly affect revegetation
success are discussed below by both their effects on the total reclamation
process and by operating procedures used to enhance their beneficial effects.
Because reclamation deals with an interrelated system of plants, soils,
topography, and climate, a procedure used to change any one characteristic is

likely to affect all.

CLIMATE

Of the site characteristics affecting reclamation, climate is the most
important and the least controllable. The main climatic factors affecting
plant growth are precipitation, temperature, and wind. Separately or in

combination, these factors affect the germination, growth, and distribution of
plant life. Although temperature extremes and the frost- free growing season
affect the time and rate of growth and the yield (biomass) potential and
although wind may bury and abrade seeds and plants or expose them to
desiccation, the amount of moisture available to plants is the governing
factor in successful revegetation. Because of the high evaporation rates in

the western coal areas, the availability of soil moisture is the critical
element in seed germination, early growth of plants, establishment of
transplants, and continued growth.
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No realistic way exists to modify adverse effects of climate except by adding

moisture through irrigation, but a variety of procedures have been used to

reduce unfavorable conditions at the microclimatic level. Ground temperatures

that affect seed germination and growth can be modified by using mulches or

temporary cover crops, by altering slope aspect, or by establishing other

shading devices, such as rows of trees and shrubs, rock piles, or snow

fences. These procedures also reduce wind and water erosion and conserve soil

moisture.

LANDFORM

The federal coal regions extend over several landform types, including high

plateaus, dissected plateaus, and mountainous foothills. Elevations range

from 1,200 feet to more than 6,000 feet. Steepness of slope, length of slope,

land shape, and aspect are important site characteristics that strongly affect

reclamation procedures and success.

OVERBURDEN

The chemical and physical characteristics of the geologic material overlying

coal- called overburden- or lying between coalbeds where more than one bed is

to be mined- called interburden--are important to reclamation success. These

characteristics are especially important where spoils make up all or part of

the new growth media because they control internal drainage and contribute

harmful or plant growth-limiting materials.

Clayey materials generally present the greatest problem in western reclamation

because they are slow to absorb moisture and often have high salt content;

these properties are responsible for poor revegetation success at many sites.

Sodium- rich expanding clays particularly impede seed germination and growth.

Where both sandy and clayey materials occur in the overburden, they can be

intermixed in the stripping process to reduce the undesirable characteristics

of the clayey materials.

The greatest technical challenge occurs when the entire overburden has a

harmful character, such as in the sodic clay sequences in some of the North

Dakota lignite coal fields. The salvage and replacement of topsoil has been

generally effective in overcoming harmful overburden. The use of plant

species tolerant to sodium- rich soils would not offer a complete solution

because plant diversity would be limited. Most raw spoils have low inherent

nutrients and little biological activity to make plant nutrients available.

Nitrogen levels are also low. Adding fertilizers is usually a short-term

solution, even though it may help plants become established. In some cases,

the annual plant debris does not decompose, and nutrients do not recycle into

the soil. The addition of topsoil to the raw spoil aids in the reestablishing

of soil microorganisms whose biological activity returns nitrogen to the

spoils. Thus, OSM's general requirements for topsoiling should help toensure

reestablishing of the nutrient-recycling needed for revegetation and soil

development.
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SOILS

The replaced growing medium for revegetation is important in all stages of
reclamation and is probably one of the most significant factors in long-term
successful reclamation. The original soils are a product of the long-term
interaction of the climate, parent material, landform, vegetation, and animal
life that developed on and in them. Soils form a critical part of the
ecological system; they contain a living system of their own. Their
chemistry, texture, and thickness are adjusted to the land surface slope, and
to elevation, temperature, and exposure. In theory, the replacement of the
original soils with a reconstructed soil or similar characteristics would be a
requirement for long-term successful restoration. Complete restoration of the
genetic (natural) soil profile, however, is not an achievable goal in
reclamation because it is technically impractical. The enormous complexity of
dealing with ecological systems can be seen by examining a soils map of a
mining property.

The use of original soils materials on newly shaped mined lands, even if mixed
during salvage, is generally preferable to raw spoil materials for
revegetation. Original soil materials (1) provide a seedbed with more
desirable physical properties; (2) introduce more plant-available nutrients;
(3) act as a better medium to absorb and hold moisture; (4) provide a source
of native seeds and native plants; and (5) provide bacteria, algae, fungi, and
other forms of soil flora and fauna that can theoretically reestablish the
soil-forming process.

BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Biological factors affecting revegetation exist both above and below the
surface. The importance of subsurface biological components such as bacteria,
fungi, and anthropods was briefly discussed in the preceding discussion of
soil. These components are believed to be needed in establishing a
self-sustaining vegetation community where large areas are disturbed by mining
(Cundell 1977) .

The greatest biological detriment to reclamation is overgrazing by livestock.
Allowing cattle and sheep into planted areas before they are fully established
has destroyed some plantings and has greatly weakened others (Schumacher and
others 1977). Most coal mining companies do not permit grazing on land they
are trying to reclaim during the period of mining.

Reclamation success is also affected by wildlife. The initial effect of
wildlife on revegetation is loss of seeds and the overbrowsing of young woody
plants, particularly where these plants are sparse. Most mine demonstration
and test plots that are not fenced are being heavily browsed by wildlife.
Berg (1975) has stated that where deer and elk are plentiful, revegetation of
some species could be difficult because of overbrowsing. Seeded or planted
woody species can be protected from overbrowsing if they are surrounded by
herbaceous vegetation.
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VEGETATION

The natural vegetation in the western coal regions is typically western zonal,

responding to precipitation, latitude, altitude, and aspect. Overall, plant

species and density are closely related to soil characteristics and climate.

The lands to be rained are grassland, shrubland, or mixtures of the two and in

places grade into open woodland. The trees are largely pinyon and juniper in

the south and ponderosa pine in the north. Some coal lands are covered by

mixed aspen- oak brush and mixed high- altitude shrubs called mountain brush.

Spruce fir forests cover the land over some of the subsurface coal mines of

Utah and Colorado.

Except in North Dakota, the vegetation of the western coal regions is mostly

native and is interrupted only occasionally by pasture and cropland. In North

Dakota much of the land overlying coal areas is planted in grain or hay. By

far, the dominant use of land is for livestock range. The federal lands are

managed under a multiple use policy for both livestock grazing and wildlife

habitat. The planned postmining uses are basically the same as those that

existed before mining, whether the land is owned privately or by the Federal

Government

.

RECLAMATION RESEARCH ON SURFACE MINED LAND

Three basic questions are most commonly asked by the public, managers, and

staff people involved in the coal leasing program: (1) Can the area be

effectively reclaimed? (2) What are the major characteristics and problems

involved in reclaiming the area? and (3) What reclamation measures and

techniques are needed to reestablish the desired postmining conditions? To

answer these and related questions on reclamation and to develop appropriate

reclamation policies and practices in the diverse environments of the coal

regions of the United States requires adequate technical information gained

from experience and research.

Research on reclamation of strip-mined land especially in dry regions has

accelerated greatly in the last 10 years. Before the 1960s, essentially no

efforts were made to reclaim mined land, and practically no specific research

was conducted. Research began in the 1960s at a few scattered locations,

usually applying almost strictly a field approach of comparing species

adaptability, surface configuration, and other such practices. Until early in

the 1970s, little of this research was supported by laboratory analysis of the

soils, overburden, vegetation, and water.

Including analytical data added a new dimension to reclamation research by

defining the nature and properties of the resources being used in

reclamation. Analytical data allowed the defining of the major problems in

reclamation and provided a scientific basis for interpreting results.

Previously, most reclamation research was by trial and error without adequate

definition of problems or interpretation of results.

Also in the early 1970s, researchers began extensive hydrological and geologic

studies, applying the best scientific techniques. These aspects of

reclamation research are rapidly proceeding at many locations. Funding for

this research has also greatly increased.
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Various aspects of reclamation research are being conducted by many scientists

employed by several organizations, mining companies, and government agencies

throughout the United States and Canada. This appendix does not attempt to

review all these studies but to identify some of the recent studies by some of
the leading U.S. authorities in this field.

EMRIA STUDIES

BLM has actively funded coal development studies and research through its

Energy Minerals Rehabilitation Inventory and Analysis (EMRIA) program
conducted from 1974 to 1982. Table A- 5-1 lists EMRIA reports, and Map A-5-1

shows the locations of EMRIA studies.

The EMRIA program was established to expedite information acquisition on

reclamation potential needed for selecting coal mine lease sites and for

developing stipulations to assure the achieving of realistic reclamation goals.

The EMRIA studies are a mult idisciplinary integration of field and literature
data to obtain the information needed to evaluate surface mining
reclamability. Data included are geology, visual resources, overburden,

hydrology, climate, soils, vegetation, and land use. The studies identified

site- specif ic problems affecting reclamation potential and recommended
reclamation measures. The potential impacts of coal development are real, but

with progress and leadership such as the BLM EMRIA effort, mitigating measures

can be developed.

The following are some findings from the EMRIA reports: (1) reclamation in

the lower precipitation areas (less than 8 inches) is difficult; (2)

successful reclamation can be accomplished by intensive use of effective
reclamation measures; (3) mine spoils should be routinely sampled and analyzed

to determine proper reclamation techniques; (4) where the availability of

topsoil and other favorable plant growth material is a concern, and extreme

care is needed in selecting and storing suitable material; (5) follow-up and

monitoring is essential; (6) some small areas would require special
reclamation techniques; and (7) on most grazing areas, forage production could

be enhanced.

OTHER RESEARCH

The Surface Environment and Mining Program (SEAM) was established by the
Forest Service to research and apply new technology to help maintain a quality
environment while meeting the Nation's mineral needs. SEAM is a partnership
of research, land management, mining industries, universities, and political

jurisdictions at all levels (FS 1979). From 1973 to 1979, SEAM sponsored more

than 150 research and development projects. Together, the projects have

greatly added to the body of knowledge on managing land that has some

potential for mining.

To get the knowledge to land managers, planners, and other people in the

field, the SEAM program prepared guides that focused on specific disciplines
that might be affected by mining. The guides identify the results of research
and provide a common starting point to ensure that impacts are reasonably
mitigated and that reclamation meets up-to-date performance standards.
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TABLE A--5-1

EMRIA RECLAMATION STUDY AREA REPORTS

Number Distributed by

Year Title, State (BLM State Office) Status

1-75 Otter Creek, MT Montana Reprinted
2-75 Hanna Basin, WY Wyoming Published
3-75 Taylor Creek, CO Colorado 9/15/81 Reprint
4-75 Alton, UT Utah Published
5-76 Bisti, NM New Mexico Published
6-76 Foidel Creek, CO Colorado Published
7-76 Red Rim, WY Wyoming Published
8-76 Bear Creek, MT Montana Reprinted
9-76 Horse Nose Butte, ND Montana Reprinted
10-77 Beulah Trench, ND Montana Published
11-77 Pumpkin Creek, MT Montana Published
12-77 Hanging Woman, MT Montana Published
13-77 White Tail Butte, WY Wyoming Published
14-77 Potter Mountain, WY Wyoming Not Available
15-77 Henry Mountain, UT Utah Published
16-77 Emery, UT Utah Published
17-77 Kimbeto, NM New Mexico Published
18-77 Fish Creek, CO Colorado Published
19-78 Ojo Encino, NM New Mexico Published
20-78 Lay Creek, CO Colorado Published
21-78 Prairie Dog Creek, MT Montana Published
22-78 Rattlesnake Butte, ND Montana Published
26-79 McCallum, CO Colorado Published
27-79 Arkoma, OK New Mexico Draft
28-79 Overburden Analysis, AL Eastern States Published
29-79 North Beulah Study Area, ND Montana Published
30-79 Cook Mountain, MT Montana Published
34-80 Collum Gulch, CO Colorado Published
36-80 Fattig Study Area, MT Montana Published
37-80 Garrison, ND Montana Published
38-80 Circle 2, MT Montana Published
39-80 Thirteen Mile Creek, MT Montana Published
40-80 Woodson PRLA, MT Montana Published
41-80 Burns Creek, MT Montana Published
42-80 S.W. Glendive, MT Montana Published
43-80 Williams County, MT Montana Published
44-80 McKenzie County, MT Montana Published
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Extensive research programs have been conducted by leading authorities at

local universities. Much of the research has been applied to mines in

cooperation with mining companies. This research covers studies related to

climate, soils and soil reconstruction, overburden, revegetation, and

supplemental water.

The study of 22 western coal mines at 17 locations in North Dakota, Montana,

Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico (Map A-5-2) conducted by

scientists from the U.S. Geologic Survey, BLM, OSM, and the Forest Service

concluded that specific long-term results of reclamation cannot be predicted

with certainty. Guidelines, however, exist for determining the potential for

reclamation success. Moreover, observations reveal that land can be

successfully revegetated under a planned reclamation program. Land

productivity, however measured, can eventually be returned to nearly the

original level for soil of a given character (Narten and others 1983).

RECLAMATION PROCESS AND ESTIMATES OF RECLAMATION

AND EROSION CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Reclamation is best planned and implemented on a case- by-case basis. No

single planning method is suitable for all mines. Although the widest

differences are regional, adjacent mines within the same district or even

different parts of a single mine may present distinct reclamation challenges

and require individual adjustments tailored to the differences in soil

materials, elevation, slope, aspect, time and amount of precipitation, and

growing season. Ignorance of site- specif ic characteristics of mined areas has

often hampered revegetation, caused inaccurate statements, and required

excessive expenditures (Narten and others 1983).

LAND SHAPING AND GRADING

The reshaped form of the mined land surface strongly influences the potential

for reclamation success. In the past, this surface included (1) the nearly

vertical highwalls that remained at the end of the mine pit area and (2) mine

pits or other depressions that would be perennially or seasonally flooded.

Most of the other disturbed ground consisted of piles of spoil that formed

coalescing hills and ridges with steep slopes and loose materials.

Erosion is greater on steep slopes and on long slopes where seeds or

seedlings, even if they can be established, are likely to be washed away or

buried by eroding material. Even if they consist of porous material, steep

slopes are dry because the rainfall rapidly runs off them.

Aspect, the direction that a slope faces relative to the sun, also affects

plant growth. North- and east-facing slopes are cooler and more moist and

are usually easier to revegetate. South- and west-facing slopes are hotter,

drier, and generally more difficult to revegetate. _ Seed mixes tailored to

slope aspect have not been widely used in reclamation.

Most surface manipulations that help catch and conserve moisture also^ reduce

erosion. Regulations now require that the new surface be generally similar to

the premining surface and that the slope of the highwalls be reduced.
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1 - Indian Head Mine
2 - Absloka Mine

3 - Rosebud (Colstrip) Mine
4 - Big Sky Mine

5 - West Decker Mine
6 -Belle Ayr South Mine
7 - Dave Johnston Mine
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9 - Elkol-Sorenson Mine
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SOIL RECONSTRUCTION

Surface mining completely alters original soil profile characteristics,

requiring soils to be reconstructed during land restoration and reshaping.

Concerns related to soil reconstruction include availability of favorable

plant growth material and the varying amounts and sizes of rock fragments.

Reconstructed soils on reclaimed areas have properties that depend upon (1)

the amount of favorable plant growth material from the soil types affected and

(2) the process of effectively using those materials in reshaping and

regrading. Reconstruction soils often consist of deep, unconsolidated,

overburden mantled with a surface layer of original surface soil and favorable

plant growth material averaging 12 inches or more thick. Even though this

reconstructed soil has no structure, the texture and rock fragments allow for

favorable water infiltration, permeability, and water- holding capacity.

(Soil-water relationships are expected to be enhanced over the preconstruction

condition on soils shallow over bedrock.) Soil organic matter and nutrient

levels could be most strongly affected by soil reconstruction. Adding such

organic matter as crop residues, manure, and wood fiber improves the soil

organic matter level. Applying commercial fertilizers containing nitrogen and

phosphorous is effective in maintaining soil fertility, especially in areas

receiving higher amounts of normal precipitation.

One of the major concerns in soil reconstruction is contamination from toxic

materials or unfavorable plant growth materials, which would affect soil

reclamation potential. Onsite testing and reclamation expertise are essential

in mitigating this concern.

The reclamation potential of the reconstructed soil and landscape is expected

generally to be suitable if overburden and favorable plant growth materials

are effectively used in soil reconstruction and land reclamation.

The premining natural (genetic) soil profile cannot be completely restored,

but the soil productivity can be reclaimed to premining levels and in some

cases enhanced if an intensive soil reconstruction and reclamation program is

followed (McCormack 1974 , 1976).

REVEGETATION

As well as being the final objective, revegetation is also an integral element

of the reclamation process. Quick- growing , short lived species are planted to

provide temporary cover on stockpiled material and occasionally to provide

shade and mulch for slower growing, more permanent species. A permanent,

all- season cover, however, requires perennial plants.

The main goal of early reclamation attempts was to stabilize spoils to reduce

erosion. Perennial grasses planted at that time were mostly nonnative

(introduced) species that were tough and adaptable but not necessarily useful

for grazing or conducive to establishing a diverse native plant community.

Later, the grass species being planted were upgraded to more productive

strains and more palatable species and included native species. Legumes

(alfalfa, white clover, and yellow clover) were also included. The broadened

objective then became both erosion control and establishment of grazing areas

for livestock.
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More recently, seedlings or seeds of woody browse species are being planted.
Introducing fourwing saltbush by seeding has been particularly successful on

saline sites. The two objectives of ground cover- erosion control and
biological productivity have stayed much the same; the additional goal of a

diverse, effective, and permanent vegetation cover has come under OSM
regulation. OSM's measure of success is made by comparing the ground cover
and above ground productivity with that of adjacent undisturbed reference
areas (OSM 1979) .

Recreating the original vegetation communities could be extremely difficult
and virtually impossible in some localized areas of intricate vegetation
types, given the changes in landforms and soils. The goal of the regulatory
authorities, however, is to reestablish native plant communities to the

greatest degree possible.

Much work has been done and is being done in selecting better plants for use
in reclamation. Many researchers have reported on the variables, made
recommendations, and identified problems in planting (Monsen and Plummer
1978), but only limited research has been done on selecting and improving
native plant species to support the needs of local wildlife. Many of the

grasses now used in reclamation planting are nonnative cultivars selected for
their adaptability over wide areas and under adverse conditions. Tn the
western states, many of these grasses have been selected by the Soil
Conservation Service's Plant Material Centers (Power 1978). The Forest
Service has established an arid land shrub selection and experimental breeding
program (Monsen and Plummer 1978), in addition to its long standing research
on both native and nonnative grasses for coal mine reclamation.

The Plant Materials Centers make the selections for testing on the basis of
each plant's expected widespread adaptability to the type of site; its

persistence after establishment; and its intended use, such as for wildlife or

livestock forage. Because the evaluation technique is based on monocultures
of the tested plant, the behavior of the plant when competing with other
species is unknown (Power 1978). Although nonnative plant selections were
found to produce significantly more range forage (but provide less soil cover)

than the native plants (Packer and others 1982), the nonnative species have a

tendency to be displaced by native plants over time in all types of western
reclamation

.

The Plant Materials Centers disseminate plant selections through cooperating
federal and state organizations to see that the plants get into the commercial
seed markets. The centers also prepare lists of the seed sources for
distribution by the Soil Conservation Service. The centers have collectively
published a summary handbook on plants suitable for reclamation work in arid
and semi- arid regions (Thornburg 1982). Some 200 plants, about 50 percent of
them native species, have been selected. Attention is now being concentrated
on native plants, which make up 70 to 75 percent of most recent selections.
In addition, forbs (nongrass herbaceous plants) and shrubs are now being
selected for testing.

Seed has been sown in a variety of ways in western reclamation- by aerial and
ground broadcasting, seed drills, and hydro seeding with mulch.
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RECLAMATION AND EROSION CONTROL ON SURFACE-MINED LANDS

According to Packer and Aldon (1978), there are preferred times and depths at

which to sow different kinds of seeds and plants for the best results. One of

the problems facing reclamation personnel has been locating adequate sources

of seed or planting materials of many native and naturalized species.

Ensuring adequate soil moisture for plants has been approached in several

ways, not only to enhance seed germination and early seedling survival but

also to provide deeper, continued sources of moisture as plants mature.

Seeds are usually sown to take advantage of peak precipitation and soil

moisture periods. To improve soil moisture absorptions and retentions and to

protect newly germinated seeds, straw or hay mulch is commonly added to the

new soil surface. In most places such mulching must be partially buried to

keep it from blowing away. A variety of slurried spray-on mulching exists,

and some types have been tested and used in mine reclamation. Mulching is now

a general requirement, but it can be omitted under certain circumstances.

Such techniques as building of terraces and small scattered depressions and

using continuous deep grooves or furrows along the contour of the land have

been developed to increase the amount of moisture stored in reworked soils and

spoils. The latter techniques, termed deep chiseling, effectively concentrate

water in the root zone.

Chiseling was also effective in reducing wind destruction of small seedlings

that grew only in the 12-inch-deep grooves. Most of these surface

manipulation techniques serve the dual purpose of reducing the amount and

speed of water runoff and therefore are useful in erosion control. According

to Jensen and Schaefer (1979), both replaced soils and spoils tend to have

reduced capacity to absorb water because of a reduction in porosity.

Topsoiling, however, has proved to be an effective procedure for increasing

water infiltration because the topsoil layer acts like a sponge.

RECLAIMED AREA MANAGEMENT

Proper management of reclaimed areas will improve reclamation success. One

management problem is overgrazing by livestock. Allowing cattle and sheep

into planted areas before they are fully established will destroy some

plantings and greatly weaken others. After vegetation has been established,

however, properly managed grazing has been shown to improve vegetation

productivity and diversity.

Reclamation success is also affected by wildlife. The initial effect of

wildlife on revegetation is loss of seeds and the overbrowsing of young woody

plants, particularly where these plants are sparse. Where deer and elk are

plentiful, revegetation of some species can be difficult because of

overbrowsing. Seeded or planted woody species can be protected from

overbrowsing if they are surrounded by herbaceous vegetation.
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APPENDIX 5

SUPPLEMENTAL WATER

Irrigation allows planting over a greater time period and assures the highestpercentage of seed germination and initial plant survival. Irrigation was
observed as an operating procedure only at the Navajo and San Juan mines in
New Mexico where powerplant cooling water is readily available. Irrigation
has also been experimentally used at other mine reclamation sites (Ries and
Day 1978). Sprinkler irrigation has proved to be the most satisfactory method
under field conditions (Aldon and others 1976). Irrigation must be scheduled
however, so that when it is discontinued some plants will survive without it
(Curry 1975). On some irrigated mine spoils in New Mexico vegetation thinned
out significantly after irrigation ended.

COMPLIANCE AND PROPER PRACTICE IMPLEMENTATION

To ensure reclamation practice effectiveness, practices and techniques must be
implemented in a proper and timely manner. A strong compliance program is
paramount in achieving effective implementation of reclamation techniques.

FOLLOW-UP MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE

A monitoring and maintenance program is needed to ensure successful
reclamation. Effective maintenance and monitoring programs identify problem
areas (those with adverse weather conditions during restoration periods) or
small localized areas with adverse soil properties. Such programs would also
provide corrective measures to ensure erosion control and successful
reclamation

.

REGULATORY PROGRAMS

Recent reclamation efforts have been guided by both existing and proposed
federal and state regulations (Imhoff and others 1976). In the 1970s,
government agencies, working in part with universities, developed much of what
is now known about western reclamation technology. The state of the art is
now believed to be advanced enough so that the emphasis can change from
research and development to assuring that reclamation technology is available
to users (Scholz 1978). Much of the results of the SEAM program and other
similar government and university research (Burbank 1978) has been applied
through experimental techniques at mines in cooperation with mining
companies. Mining companies are also conducting tests and experiments on
their own as new techniques are developed or are mandated by government
regulations

.

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) provides administration
and control of surface mining and reclamation. SMCRA also assists and
monitors programs for the research and development of improved surface mining
and reclamation techniques designed to reduce adverse environmental and social
effects

.
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RECLAMATION AND EROSION CONTROL ON SURFACE-MINED LANDS

An essential feature of SMCRA is its calling for cooperative development of

legislation and for technical organizations at the state level to support

enforcement of Federal Government regulations. Compliance with regulatory

programs has strongly improved reclamation efforts and has been instrumental

in achieving successful reclamation.

SUMMARY

Successful erosion control, land restoration, reclamation, and revegetation

are generally expected to be achieved through the federal coal regions if the

coal industry implements effective measures and practices tailored to the

kinds of land disturbance and conditions found. A strong compliance program,

accompanied by an effective monitoring and maintenance program, is needed to

ensure that measures are applied in a timely and effective manner and that

follow-up measures are carried out. Adverse impacts to soils and their

potential to produce vegetation and crops at preconstruction levels, however,

would be significant if erosion control, soil reconstruction, and reclamation

measures are not implemented in noncompliance with approved plans.

The results of studies, research, and experiences reveal that current

reclamation objectives can be met when the reclamation effort is designed on

the basis of site- specif ic need and when existing technology is used (Narten

and others 1983). Continuing research designed to meet specific needs will

also enhance efforts to ensure successful reclamation.
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APPENDIX 6

Federal RpgUtgT / VoL 49. No. 213 I Monday, November 3. 1984 / Propoeed Kules ^ Rŝ lm
' VoL <« No- 213 / Monday. November 5, 1964 / Prepowd Rules

DCPARTMRKT Of THE IMTERlOH

Bureau of Land MngtrnwH

43 CFR Part 3420

r. Bureau of Land Management
Interior.

action: Propoied rulemaking.

MJMMAKV; Thl* proposed nilemaklni
would amend the coal maneaemenl
regulation! in 1943 CFR Subpart 3420

and 3422 to Implement certain

recommends tlom or th* Commiiiion an
Fair Market Value Policy lor Federal

Coal letting. These amendment! would

clarify how regional coal leaie trade are

ttudled in reoional coal teaae sale

environmental Impact ilatetnents. would
change th* minimum lubmiailble bid

From • national to regional bail* and
would permit the withholding from
dijcloiura to certain bids tubmitled at

coal leaie iale*. Tha proposed
rulemaking would alio comet an arror

In tha final rulemaking published In the

Federal Regular on July XX 1002. when
•ectlon lhat wa« intended for removal
wai Inadvertently retained.

date Comment! ihould be submitted
by |anuary 4, IMS. Comment*
poitmarked or received after the above,

date may not be considered la the

decisionmaking prami on lha isauanc*
of a final rulemaking.

AOCMU*: Commonis ihould be ml to:

Director (140), Bureau of Load
Management. 1U0O C Street. NW,
Waihinalon. D.C 20240.

Common t> will So oval labia for public
rsvitw m Room S5U of tha above
addreo* during regular business boon
(7:45 o m io 4:19 p.m.). Monday through

Friday.

poet nasimm wiw.—i« i iij«i MMTMBR
Tom W.lker. (2021 343-4*36,

Dan Dick. (202) 343-3537.

UWunDTTAirr ii'Oeeaumoac Tali
propoied rulemaldng would partially

implement For recommendationi of the

Comraiaelon on Pair Market Value
Policy For Federal Coal Leasing. These
reeoramendatiou* and tha Changs* that

would be mad* In th* regulation* for

Imp iom«n tlnn them ore discussed
eparawly below.

Thia propoaad roiemakin*; waa tent to

State Governor* and major Inlerast

group* and organization! ai thair

raqueat In July UH Following thU
diatributJon. theaa groupi aakad tha

Deportment of the Interior to hold

Informational briefing* oo th* propoaed
rulemaking. Th* britnngi took piece In

Denver. Colorado, on [uly 23 and 24.

1984. Written comment* received aa a

reault of tha dlitributlon and brtefingi

on the proposal have bean made partof
the cuminr.nl docket. I! will all other

lubraltled commenti. and are available

(or public review.

Subpart 3420—Competitive LaaalDf

In Recommendation ID-i, tha

Commiiiion on Fair Market Value
Policy itated that tha United Statea

thould establith and announce a coal
leaalng achadula to promote
predictability and liability, Al tha lama
lima, tha Conuniaalon dated that It

believed lhat tha Department of the

Interior thould have tha flexibility to

change tha riming of coal leate talet

and the quantity of coal offered baaed

To Implement thia recommends Uon,
the Secretary of tha Interior propoaed
teveral action* In bit reeponaa Io the
report of the Commiatlon on Fair Market
Value Policy. One of those proposal*
waa not to identify a particular
combination of tracts at the "preferred
alternative" prior to lha Secretary'!
decision pn whether or not to bold a
lease iale. Tbia propoaed rdemaJcmg
would delate tha reference io a
"preferred alternative" from the existing
Federal coal leaaing regulations and
would replace; It with a requirement for

identification of one combination of
tract* aa the "proposed action." Thia
action la consiiteni with Chapter SIB of
lha Department of the Interior Manual
which Implement* tha Council on
Environmental Quality i regulation* aa
contained in 40 CFR 1302.14. The
Department*] Manual, which era*
approved by the Council on
Environmental Quality, providaa that,

for internally Initialed propoaala. the
Department' t propoaed action aha!] be
identified la tha draft and final

environmental impact itatementa.

Aa provided in | J*ZU(f, of the
exulting reftuatfooa. lha r**>onal leasing
level would continue to form the baste of
the proposal itudled in the
environmental impact • Lalament. One
combination of tract! within tha leaning,

level wovld be designated a* the
propoaed action. The regional coal team
would ccotinun to aoloci on* or sore
additional er/mbuiafJona of (racti both
within and outaide lha leaalng level aa
allemativeai to the proposal

All alternative* will be analysed
equally and "-ally in the environmental
impact itatemvnt However, „y not

indicating a praferanee. the Department
of the Interior bopea to avoid the public
perception lhat a Baal brass aaJe

decision haa been made prematurely
during lha preparation of ihe
anviroamentai unpad itslament.

Th* dsdslon on iba amount of coal to

be offered for leaaing. the Ominjj and
ipeciflc tracta offered will be made by
the Secretary of the Interior after careful
review or tha final environmental Imped
italement, S la la. and regional coal team
recommendatione and other pertinent
tectori. Identification of the apedin
tract* Io be offered will be part of tha

record of dediioo. Thia approach la

continent with lha National

EnvironmentaJ Policy Act of 1S80 and
lha Council on EnvironmeataJ Quality
regulations.

Tha regional coel team will contkiM
to recommend iped/ic tracta for leate

ale and a leate iale achadult Io tha

Secretary of the Interior prior to the tale
decision (aee 43 CFR 34203-4{gj). Thl*
recommendation, along with the
Govemor't recommendation* mandated
by | 3<2a 4-3 (a) and (c). other
appropriate consultation, and analyaet
of then-current market condition*, thai!
be carefully conaEdered In tha
Secxetary't deciafoo.

Subpart 34ZZ—leeea Ssiee

In Recommendation V-\ the

,
Conuniaalon on Fair Market Value
Policy recoromendad that minimum bid*
ihould be eetabliahed on a regional
beela and tboae bid* ihould bo
eaprewed at an amouni per tna.

Currently I 3422.1(d) require* e national
mlnunum bid of SIX per acre. To
Implement lha Commiaalon't
recommendation, thl* propoaed
rulemaking would rerit* | 3422.1(cf) to
renulru eetabtlahmatn of minimum Wd*
by coal production region*, to ten the
Bmount<peT-ton aa a centt-per-ton
meaturemenl In an upcotninn coal looeci

•ale end to determine after the Met
what were tha economic effect* of the
meaiurement ehanea, if any. If lha
•nalyila provee a cantt-per-too
maaame iueu l advitabla, than Ha un*
would be continued.

Minimum bide are an aonainhrn-aHv*
meaturti intended to tcroen out bidt
which are *o low that they do not merit
further ccnoidorntloTi. Bid* may be
conaidered too low If they do not cover
Federal leaaini coati or if ibey-ar*
below the level of competitive bida
typical of the region.

Tha Department of the Interior la

ttpeclaily Internted to the pablte'e
virrwa on how minimum rvgional bid*
•bonld be derived and what thoir

•nwunta ohould be, exnrataed both at
tome dollar amount per ecu mJ o*
tome amount per 1o?l Theta cnmmanta
will be coniidarud In letting the
minimum regional bid*, which wiS be-

pubtlihed in th* Faderei Raglaaar for

public Information end iiae.

Minimum bid* ire not designed In
reflect the Department of tha Interior

1

!

animate of [air market value for lha
tract* being ofTertd for leave or to affect
lha number ot legittmala bids for thoee
tract*. They merely tot a floor under
which the Department will not conoider
bid* submitted Tor the coal tracta offered
for leate. Setting thete miwimmw bid* on
a regional batla la Intended to reflect the
economic and mourue dlQerenen
among the Federal coal pToduction
regiona.

The change* mad* by thia propoaed
rulemaking io ( 3422.1(d) will pannll the
Departmint of tha Inlarlor to taet

expretalng the minimum bid a* a con to-

per -on maaiure In an upcoming coal

leate tola. After the Initial leetlnf and
analyte*. the Department may or may
not continue the practice of expraeelng
minimum bide aa a cents-peMoa
meaeuremenL

Thli propoaed rulemaking woald alao
delete | 3422.1-1. SacUon 3422.1 waa
promulgated In July 1B02 (47 FH 37140) to
reviae and replace | 3422.1-L However,
thli section wan inadvertently retained
when the final rulemaking revrtuu]
lubpart 3422 wa* published and la no
longer needed.

Section 3422-3-2 would be amended
by thia propoaad rnlamaking to delete
tha retpiirmnent lhat the auiharuoad
offlrar providing at a.coal leate tale
amvamcat the amoonta of teeiad HdB
lubmitted at the time of bid opamfng. It

haa been the practice of the Burcee of
Land Managenient Io announca all bida
al the time they are opened. Howerar.
two of the Cammlasloo on Fair Market
Value Policy recommendadona,
Racommandatlona V-3 and V-J
addrasood tin* pneoca.

In Racoraxuandatjoo V-3. the
Commit*!on on Fair Market Value
Policy cooduded that Intartract bidding
In appropriate caee* waa 1 daalrable
nwthod for ktaalng Fedaral coal The
Saeretary of the Inlarior'i roanonae to
tha Cccnanltaion report propoaed lhat. aa
part of the tntertract bidding procedures.
only the bida on thooe tracta which will

be leaaod ihould be made public.
Announcement of thete bida would
occur after tha iale and after poattala
anajyaaa had been condndad. [Ujectloo
of bid* tabtninad for tracta offered, fhr
toes* for cool involved m intern-act tale*

does not Bwreiiartry meaa that iboae
bida did not coratdhrta fan- aaariun vahta
for tboae tract*. In thoee caeea whan

.

the refected bids did, according to the
Dencrunanr'a analyses, meet the fair

market vefua test *•—<~<~g thehtds
cooid cccaprcaaise the oomnarJee'
mutmal raeouroe aad vaJrarettbSaUee of
the aubtact tracts. The United States
would etlil bevo the Emaacisf data for

u*e In other prasale end pcoiiakt

analyses.

CooimltsJoa oo Pair Market VaJuw
Policy coccra-nod the aa* of oorncedtivo
bid* on tract* aa en epprt

of data for poetsak bid a
rejection rtowrlriona. The C

lusseated that pot tnala apereaaaia could
be Influenced by knowledjie of tha bids
tubmllted el the leaaa aaJas. The
CornnuarioD baUeved that the amounts
of the bids nbmntad for rh^a-~bid
tracts ecwukf be wlfataeid •rom tha

appraisal La, evehaetkoni hnMareaiBl
too pawttoJe-apwieBaals Ba'ra beau
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The poittela eppralMlt for tingle bid
tracta will ba based on the reiult* of

bidding an Iht mulliple-bid tracta.

Wilhholdjna the amount* o( th* bida for

ungje-bid tracu from the evaluation
learn would avoid my potential biai in

Ihe evaluallon of then tracts and might
boltier public confidence in the
Dcpirtmonfi fair market value
procedure a.

The Secretary of the Interior adopted
recommendation V-7 of the Commltaloa
on Fair Market Value Policy and will

announce the bid* on tingle-bid tract*

onlv after the evaluation teams have
completed the poitsele appraisals.

Therefore, the Department is oring thl*

proposed mlamaking at a vehicle to

obtain public comment on this change In

the lease sal* procedures.

The principal author of thia propoaad
rulemaking is Carole Smith. Division of
Solid Mineral Leasing, Bureau of Land
Management asiitled by th* itaff of the

Office of Legiilation and Regulatory
Management. Bureau of Land
Managemoot.

It I* hereby determined lhat thli

rulemaking does not constitute a major
Federal action ngniBcanllr affecting th*

quality of the human environment and
that no detail italement pursuant to

taction 10212)(C) of lha National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (C
U S.C 4332121(C)) li required.

The Department of the Interior hai
determined that thia document ii not a

major rule under Executive Order 122H1
and that ll will not have a iignincanl

economic effect on a lubiiantial number
of traoll entitle* under the Regulatory

Flexibility Act (S U-S-G SOI it aeq,).

The changes thst would be made by
thli printed rulemaking tbould not

affect the number of aenoui bids or the

mount of coai leatrng revenue received

nd diltribuied to the Slates, lha Land
and Water Reclamation Fund or th*

gentral revenue*.

Small hutineii tat Hide tract* will

continue Io be delineated and imdied In

environmental Impact ttaiementt. and
the Secretary of the Interior will

continue Io consider deilgniHng a

rtatonabl* number of such tracit 11

imall buaineta leating opportuniliei.

The minimum bid will continue to be

required from imall busmen
participanlt. Because the intent of tha

minimum bid it to eliminate only

unreaiiitically low bids, no imall

buiinesaet in terious competition for

tmtll butlnen lei-aiide tract! thould be
aflecled by th* change to 1 regionil

minimum bid mat would be made by tha

peoooied rulemaking.

Delaying or withholding

announcement of lha bida received for

certain tract* should iinularly nol affect

tmel] business leating opportunities.

There are no additional information
collection requirement! In ihi* proposed
rulemaking requiring the ipproval of the

Office of the Management and Budget
under *4 U.S.C 3507.

lial of Subject* In 43 CFR Part 3423

AdrnlniitraUve practice and
procedure. CoaL Envtronmantal
prolectSon. lntergoVEmmantal relations,

Minn >. Public land1—funeral reeource*.

PAfTT 3430—(AJIEHOCD!

Under the authority of the Mineral
Leaalng Act. aa amended and
upplametited (30 U.S.C 181 at saq.L the

Mineral Leasing Act For Acquired Lands,

a* amended (30 U.S.C 3ai-3»L the

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1070 [u U-SjC inn el aeq-L the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977 (30 U.S.C 1201 at ten.L the

Multiple Mineral Davs^opnient Act (M
U.S.C S21-531). the Federal Coal
Lasting Amendments Act of lSTS. aa

amended (00 Stat. 1083-1002) and the

Act of October 30, 1C7B (B2 StaL 2073-
2073). It I* proposed to amend Subparts
3420 and 3432. Pari 3420, Croup 3400.

Subchapter C Chapter D of Title 43 of
th* Code of Federal Regulationa aa let

forth below:

MM • ' '

(2] Minimum bide thai) be tel on a

regional bail* and thall be axpresaad
either In dollars per acre or eenta per

t 34311-1

3, Section 342Z1-1 I

entirety,

f34xt>-l (a,

4. Section 3422J-2fa)[l) li amended
by removing the last tenlence theraot

I.SearasCriUa.

A cung AtMittmt Sacrttaqr of We /nWeror.

September 17. 1PM.

1. Section 3420-3-4(010) U *mended
by Inserting after the Brit sentence of

the lection the sentence "One
combination of tracts within the regional
laaiing levaf ahol] be Identified ai the

propoaed action for ihidf in Ihe

environmental italement" and by
removing from lha second sentence iht

phrase "and thai! Identify the praferrad
alternative in the environmental Impact
tatemeiit".

2. Section 3422.i[c|(2) I* reviled to

read;

1*431.1
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PROPOSED COAL PROGRAM CHANGES

3420.34(651)

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
FOR PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT

RULES AND PROCEDURES
AND DECISION DOCUMENT

The attached environmental assessment has been prepared In accordance with
40 CFTt Parts 1500-1508. The purpose of this assessment Is to determine
whether the proposed revisions in the rules and procedures under which the
Federal coal management program operates represent a major Federal action chat
significantly affects the quality of the human environment. The assessment
examines the environmental effects directly and Indirectly attributable to Che
proposed changes. Regional and/or site-specif lc environmental documents will
continue to be prepared for all coal-related leasing activities as set forth
in the existing regulations.

As a result of this analysis, the Department of the Interior has determined
that there are no significant environmental Impacts attributable to these
proposed revisions because theBe revisions would not result in any significant
changes In the level or types of impacts of the existing program as determined
in the Final Environmental Statement : Federal Coal Management Program (INT
79-19), April 1979. Therefore, the Department determines that these revisions
do not constitute a major Federal action significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment and that no detailed statement pursuant to section
1Q2(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.
4332(2)(C)) Is required.

The proposals described in Tables 1-7 of this environmental assessment are
adopted to the extent that rulemaking Is not required. The Bureau of Land
Management shall develop specific details to Implement these proposals. For
those proposals that require rulemaking, proposed rules shall be developed and
published for public comment

.

3420.34 (651)

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
FOR

PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT
RULES AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

The
the
79-
ata

por

Env

potential impacts of the Federal coal management program were analyzed in
F *"al Environmental Statement : Federa l Coal Management Program (INT FES

19, hereafter called the Programmatic EIS), dated April 1979. That final
Hit forms the basis for this environmental assessment (EA) and is incor-

ated by reference. Thi B assessment also incorporates by reference the
Ironmental As sessmen t for Revisions to the FederaJ_ Coal Management Rules

Rev

and

:sment for
3 CFR 3400 and 30 CFR 211 , dated MayTgfil,
'^i ™ Co Che. federal Coal Management Rules"- 43 CFR 3461".'h!r) , Hay 1983
the Environmental Assessment for Proposed Revisions to the Federal Coal

agemenC Rules and Procedures , June 1984. This new assessment""'"
identify and analyze the additional potential
m the proposed changes in rules and
possls are still under
ments and internal rev

. n t en d e d

ipacts, if any, resulting
>cedures described below. These

isideration and may be revised, based on public
In that event, this environmental assessment

will be revised if necessary

Because of Che many revisions already made to the original coal program rules
and procedures, and because market conditions which determined the assumptions
in the analysis of the Programmatic EIS may have changed, the Department is
currently preparing a supplement to that EIS. The draft is expected to be
available in February 1985. The proposed action in this supplement is to
continue the program as revised by the proposals made in response to the
Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (the Linowes
Commiasion)

,
analyzed in the June 1984 EA, and the proposals analyzed in this

EA.

DEC 2 6 1984

Deputyyl^ is ant Secretary - Land

Snerals Management

I . Purpose and Need

In July 1963, Congress directed the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) to
provide a study of the Federal Coal Management Program. Because an advisory
commission was to study fair market value for Federal coal leasing, (the
Linowes Commission) this OTA study was to be limited to environmental issues.
The OTA report, with its findings and recommendations, was released in Hay
1984. The Secretary has independently reviewed the Department's past policies
and procedures and has made a number of proposals in response to the OTA
report. These proposals were presented in Review of Planning Considerat ions
in Federal Coal Leasing (July 9, 1984).

The purpose of these proposals is to improve overall procedures and operationa
of the Federal coal leasing program. The Department's objectives are:

o increase public participation in Che land use planning and activity
planning processes,

o enhance the role of the regional coal teams and provide them with
better facilities for decisionmaking,

o protect the environment to the fullest extent possible while
promoting the Nation's interest and reducing our foreign energy
dependence

.

The procedures for implementing these proposals are being prepared for public
review and comment prior to the Secretary's final decision in 1985. Draft
rulemaking is scheduled for publication in April 1985. Proposed changes
through instruction memorandums are expected to be published in the Federal
Register for comment in early 1985.

II. Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives

The proposed action is to implement the several proposals made in response to
the OTA recommendations. These are summarized in Tables 1-7. The alternative
of not making these changes is the No Action Alternative.

A. Froposed Action

OTA identified ten options for the Secretary's consideration:

o Reduce lease rates
o Decentralize decisionmaking authority
o Improve the effectiveness of public participation
o Ensure comprehensive area planning is completed before « lease

offering
o Develop a means of improving the data base and access to it
o Provide meaningful guidelines and standards for assessing the adequacy

of the data base
o Incorporate cumulative impact assessments in pre-iale planning

o Establish policies and procedures for environmental lease exchanges
o Evaluate policies and procedures for leasing on split estate and

checkerboard lands
o Establish uniform procedures for environmental evaluation of PRLAs

The Secretary of the Interior proposes several revisions in the rules and
procedures, through modifications to 43 CFR 3400, Manuals, and instruction
memorandums, in response to these options. TheBe revisions are summarized in
Tables 1-7 and explained briefly below. Specific details of how each would be
implemented will be described in Federal Register notices.

1. Land Use Planning. One proposal would supplement a recommendation on
long-range schedules made in response to the Linowes Commission report bvhaving the RCTa consider time and other constraints in developing region,
schedules. These schedules, while specific for the coal program aredependent upon the completion of land use planning. Proposals would also
commit the Department to completing resource management plans before begiinew coal activity planning. Activity planning already started (Fort Unio,
Green River - Hams Fork II, Powder River II, San Juan River I Uinta -
Southwestern Utah II, and Southern Appalachian (Alabama ID) would not be
affected. In areas outside coal production regions and where existing retmay be abolished, leasing by application could use amendments to managemer
framework plans where no RMP has been completed. Procedures for applying
four coal screens would be refined to be more efficient and meaningful to
public.

tht

the

At the beginning of land use planning, BLM calls for coal resource informa-
tion. A proposal would add noncoal resource information to this call and thepublic would be invited to participate. Information gathering as a result ofthis call would be used along with other information available to BLM to
eliminate lands from further consideration from leasing if they have a larzenumber of resource conflicts and limited data for use in resolving the
conflicts and little potential for development because of little
limited coal resource. This call would improve the cu
resource conflicts may not be known until substantial amounts of t

been analyzed, and the subsequent use of the results of the call would allow
BLM to concentrate on areas with B greater likelihood for leaae sale. It alsoincreases the poss ibi 1 icy of acquiring information needed to resolve resource
conflicts earlier in the planning stage than under current procedures.
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2
- Activity Planning. Program-specific Bteps following the completion of

land use planning are generally termed "activity planning" in the Burea
Land Management (BLM) and in this sense would include lease by application
well as regional leasing. In this document, however,
response to OTA, "activity planning" refers only to r
defined in 43 CFR 34Z0.

of

the Secretary's
1 leasing as

One proposal would have activity planning begin only after an RCT meeting toreview a market analysia (as proposed in response to the Linowes Commission

I^Tr^^ "] t0 deterffl i Re ^he need for a new round of leasing, and asummary of land use planning data and decisions. This summary would be a
single document containing a summary of the data and decisions in all the land
UA« plans rn be used as a basis for that round of coal l Pn ,fn tt . Th i . prnpn.al
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prior to the meeting. This would clarify that those reports which will be the

subject of major discussion (i.e., agenda items) by the RCT will be

to the public for sufficient time for review before the RCT meeting.

As part of the proposal to review a summary of land use planning, the

Department also proposes that RCTs will use these land use plans to identify

issues which were not resolved during land use planning and to identify data

which will be needed to evaluate tract areas during activity planning. This

step would necessarily be part of the first RCT meeting in order to precede
tract delineation, which immediately follows the completion of the call for

expressions of interest, which currently is the first Btep in activity
planning.

Several other data review procedures would be added throughout activity

planning. Tract profiles would include an assessment of the available data

for the coal and noncoal resources as well as an assessment of data needs, if

any, for an adequate evaluation of the tract. This would make data needs more

explicit in the early environmental analyses. Any additional inventories or

surveys to correct data inadequacies would be site-specific on tracts already

delineated, rather than on the entire land use planning area, and would be

completed before the preparation of the final regional E1S. As a specific

data analysis step, the RCTs would review data in the tract profiles and rank

any tract as less desirable if it haa large amounts of data to be collected or

drop the tract completely from any further consideration for leasing in that

round.

In preparing the cumulative analysis in the regional coal leasing EIS, the

RCTs would consider any threshold analysis performed during land ubc

planning. It may be appropriate to expand the land use planning threshold

analysis to include the entire region. While thresholds have been implicitly

part of the cumulative analysis in the regional EISs, this would explicitly
tie any such analysis to that of the land use planning document. Another

proposal would have the experimental use of science advisors to assist the RCT

in evaluating data, discussed further in the section on RCT structure.

Another proposal would require certain elements to be included in decision

documents used for coal leasing decisions , specifically , the decision itself,

rjie factors used in making the decision, and the information on which the

decision was based. BLM has not had a standard format for decision documents

on RCT recommendations through the Director to the Secretary, and this

proposal would standardize such documents and make the RCT recommendations

more understandable to the public and to the Department. Along with thia is

another proposal to have the RCTs identify in their final recommendations for

lease sale those tracts the RCT is not recommending because of data

inadequacies. This would be coal and noncoal resource data needed to

adequately assess the tract and would exclude data normally not acquired until
the mine permitting stage. 'These omissions of tracts in the RCT

recommendations would be made regardless of the alternative in which the

tracts were analyzed in the -regional EIS and regardless of the leasing level
used as the proposed action.

The proposal that the Department would accept RCT recommendations unless a

clear reason exists for not doing so and to explain such reason in writing has
been implemented through the revised charter for the Federal-State Coal
Advisory Board. This group consists of the members of all RCTs and is chaired
by the BLH Director. It is chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act

and makes recommendations to the Secretary through the BLH Director.

3. BLH Procedures Review . These proposals call for a review of BLH's
experience with the changes in the process of applying the 20 unsuitability
criteria (43 CFR 3461), using input from interested parties. This review
would also include a report on whether revisions are needed in the process.
Other proposals call for a review of the BLH Land Exchange Manual sections
dealing with land and lease exchanges and for steps to ensure better
coordination with the Forest Service. This would affect those regions in

which coal to be considered for leasing is within the National Forest Syatem.
A proposal also provides that BLM would work with other agencies to refine the

threshold concept. Any changes or detailed guidelines that might be prepared

for the field would be available first for public comment. A propoaal calls
for the preparation of supplemental program guidance to assist the field in

understanding requirements of the coal program in land use planning.

4. Structure of Regional Coal Teams . Regional activity planning is conducted
under the direction of a regional coal team, comprised of the Governors of the

States in the region (or their representatives) and the BLM State Directors of

these States. It has been chaired by a BLM State Director from a State
outside the region (except the Alabama RCT, which was chaired by a BLM
Washington Office official). One proposal in this group is to have it chaired

by the BLM State Director in the State primarily involved. This State
Director would then appoint another BLH official to represent his state as a

voting member. This change has already been implemented through the revised

charter for the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board, referred to above. Another
proposal to use three science advisors (specialists in renewable resources, in

mineral resources, and in reclamation and mitigation techniques) to advise the

RCT on data problems would be tried on a test basis. Another proposal would
have the RCTb use working groups made up of members of all segments in the

community, to advise the RCT or develop information as needed.

5. Data Adequacy . This group of proposals would call for the BLM to review
the data sources already available to it and refine and integrate the several

computerized data sources and data handling systems in BLM automated data
systems currently used for various projects (the acronyms used in Table 5 are

defined in the list following the text of this document). They also call for

the review of potential new sources of data. These proposals would provide

standards and guidelinea for data adequacy, prepared in consultation with

other agencies affected by or involved in the coal program. Another proposal

calls for the involvement of the Office of Surface Mining and Reclamation

(OSM) in reviewing tract data, to asaure that data are sufficient to determine

that tracts offered and leased have a reasonable chance of meeting SMCRA

requirements in subsequent "mine plans. The use of a joint BLM-OSH working

group to develop ways of utilizing mine plan data and the investigation of new

data sources such as coal exploration licensees for hydrology or soils data

are also proposed.

6. Miscellaneous . These proposala would provide by regulation a minimum time

period of 30 days for public review of any document used for land uae or

activity planning decisions, a reinstatement of thresholds in the coal

regulations, and monthly reports on the PRLAs. A proposal that the status of

PRLAs be considered by the RCTs in developing leasing level recommendations

was also part of the Department's response to the Linowea Commission

recommendations.

7. Proposala Not Analyzed in this EA . Generally, these proposala are a

restatement of certain actions also proposed in response to recotnuiendat ions

made by the Linowes Commission. This group also includes those proposals that

the Department is leaving to CongresB, namely the issues of split estate and

general lease exchange authority.

B. Mo Action

The Federal coal management regulations and procedures would not be revised by

the proposals described above.

C. Alternatives Not Considered

Several alternatives which include some but not all of the proposals could be

developed. The Department felt, however, that there is conaiderable overlap

of proposals so that deleting some would diminish the ef f ectiveneas of those

proposed in Buch an alternative. No alternative including any combination

other than the entire group was considered for this EA.

III. Affected Environment

The phyoical and human environment ultimately affected by changes in the coal

program rules and regulations was described in the Programmatic EIS.

IV. Environmental Consequence

s

A. Proposed Action

Under these proposals, procedures for public involvement, resource management

decisions, and activity planning procedurea would be standardized throughout

the BLM. Some offices would be required to initiate new procedures, but OttlK

offices already using those procedures would not be affected. No significant

environmental impacts would be expected from this change.

Where areas are identified at the onset of activity planning as having

significant data gaps, the choices will be 1) to drop the area from the lands

to be considered further in activity planning, 2) to gather the data during a

normal activity planning schedule, or 3) if the time period allowed for

activity planning is too short for the data to be obtained for analysis in the

final regional EIS, to extend the schedule fcr activity planning so that

missing data can be obtained and the area evaluated along with the rest of the

tracts before activity planning is completed. In the first choice, some

intra-regional shifts may occur as a result of dropping specific areas from

further consideration, but these areas cannot be identified at this time. The

impacts of this are not expected to be significant and will, in any event, be

analyzed in the regional EIS.

Currently, when data are incomplete for a tract to be offered for sale, the

resource is protected through a stipulation requiring the lessee to conduct a

survey and consider the results in the proposed mine plan. The proposed

action would move data-gathering to the pre-lease stage but would not preclude

a requirement for post-lease surveys for information appropriate for the mine

permitting process. While some additional surface disturbance may be

encountered if surveys are carried out both before and after leasing, no

significant environmental impacts are anticipated. In any event, this would

be analyzed in the site-specif ic tract profiles and regional EIS.

These inventories or surveys for site-specific data would supplement the

screen by which tracts which have inadequate data for assessment are

identified, now in the Secretary's decision at the end of activity planning,

with RCT review at the onset of activity planning and in the preparation of

the regional EIS.

If implemented, the proposals to increase opportunities for public

participation could provide for earlier resolution of conflicts. The

procedures would result in a better-informed public and a better-informed

Department, through the mutual exchange of information and concerns. This is

not expected to have significant potential impacts on the environment.

These proposals would all

concerns early in the acl

expand the time given to

eliminate some sreas froi

process

.

enhance the Department's sensitivity to State

ivity planning process. Many of the proposals could

analyze the tracts, improve the focus of study, and

further consideration for leasing earlier in the
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Ultimately, the final decision on which tract* would be offered for sale and

leased and approval of a mine plan granted would not be affected. Hone of

these proposal! would change the annual production rate or the way in which

coal would be mined. The basic framework in which noncoal resource* are

considered in the pre-lease planning processes would be strengthened but not

altered. No inter-regional shift! in coal leasing and production are

expected. There may be intra-regional readjustments, but those cannot be

identified until the specific land areas are identified. Through the

Department's tiering process, any intra-regional shifts would be analyzed in *

specific regional coal leasing EIS.

B. Ho Action

The impacts of the program if not changed by thene proposals are described in

the documents referenced above.

V. Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

None can be anticipated from either alternative.

VI. Relationship Between Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity

No significant change in land use patterns on a national scale can be

expected. If there are any intra-regional shifts, they will be identified and

analyzed in the appropriate regional EIS.

VII. Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

No significant commitments can be identified for either alternative.

VIII. Agencies Consulted

The Department has coordinated with the Forest Service in the preparation of

this assessment.

Table of Acronyms

1. ALMRS - Automated Land and Minerals Record System: an automated
system ior recording, maintaining and retrieving lond
and mineral information*

2. BLH - Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of the

Interior.

3. ESIS - Ecological Site Inventory System: an automated system
that provides soils and vegetative inventories and

identifies potential, based upon plant succession to s

climax stage.

4. CIS - Geographic Information System: an automated information
system in which spatial data are stored, retrieved,
displayed, and analyzed.

5. IHICS - Integrated Habitat Inventory and Classification System;

an automated system that delineates wildlife habitat
areas and provides for storage, retrieval, and analysis
of wildlife resource data.

6. KFP - Management Framework Plan: a comprehensive land use plan
to be replaced by a Resource Management Plan.

7. OSM - Office of Surface Mining, U.S. Department of the Interior.

8. OTA - Office of Technology Assessment.

9. PRLA - Preference Right Leaae Application: an application for a

non-competitive lease.

10. RCT - Regional Coal Team: a panel of BLM and State

representatives that guides the regional activity planning

proeess.

11. RMP - Resource Management Plan: a comprehensive land use plan

prepared pursuant to the Federal Land Policy and Management

Act of 1976.

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977.

Table 1. Land Use Planning Table 1. Land Use Planning (cont.)

Option Summary of Proposal Opti'

RCTs will consider available
resources and magnitude of data
gathering and analysis needed

to resolve issues when develop-

ing long-range schedules.

BLM will expeditiously complete

RMFs snd initiate new coal

activity planning only in areas

where RMPs have been completed.

For areas outside coal produc-

tion regions, and where regions

are abolished, KFP coal amend-
ments may be used for coal leas-

ing decisions where no RMP is

completed.

A summary of the decisions made

in each MFP will be avail-

able.

BLM will develop and release

land use planning and activity

planning calendars, identifying
points for public involvement.

At the beginning of land use

planning, BLM will include a

call for other resource in-

formation, to aid in evaluating
lands for possible lease sale.

The public will be invited to

participate in the call for

coal and other resource infor-

mation at the onset of land

use planning.

Long-range schedules would reflect
realistic workloads snd public
and State concerns.

This would provide a uniform
sttndsrd for initiating future

coal activity planning and also
provide a priority for the

scheduling of RMPs in each State-

Final land use planning decisions
would be more accessible to the

public.

This would give advance notice to

the public to better anticipate
when and how they may partici-
pate.

More data on noncoal resources
would be available for resource
management decisions.

More data would be available to

the Department for early resource
management decisions.

Summary of Proposal Result

Information from the call for

resource information, along with

BLM data bases, will be used to

eliminate lands of little inter-
est for development or that have
limited coal resource but appear

to have a large number of resource

conflicts and limited data to re-

solve them.

BLM will apply the four coal

screens sequentially from the

top down, except where it ap-

pears to be more efficient to

apply them in another order.

This would avoid the possibility

of unnecessarily considering
tracts with substantial resource

conflicts and low coal priority.

Public comments on the applica-
tion of unsuitability criteria

will be specifically solicited.

Availability of maps and other
information describing the ap-

plication of the unsuitability

criteria will be announced -

to the public.

Applying the screens in sequence

would be understandable to the

public. The flexibility to apply

a screen out of sequence would

eliminate the unnecessary
application of some screens to

land which would be eliminated by

a later screen.

This would remove the misperception

that the Department does not allow

comment on the application of the

unsuitability criteria.

Maps effectively illustrate the

results of applying the unsuit-

ability criteria. Advertising

their availability would result

in a better-informed public.
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Table 2. Activity Planning

Option Summary of Proposal

3

Result

Table 2. Activity Planning (cont.)

Activity planning will begin vith Initial direction for activity

an RCT meeting to review a market planning would come from the RCT.

analysis and the summary of the

land use planning data and

decisions

.

Option Summary of Proposals

A single summary of all land use

plans to be used in a round of

regional coal activity planning

will be prepared for the initial

RCT meeting and be available to

the public before the meeting.

The notice for the first RCT

meeting in activity planning will

also announce the availability

of the market analysis report
and summary information at least

45 days before the RCT meeting.

Before tract delineation, RCTa

will use existing land use plans

as a base to identify issues to

to be addressed and data to be

gathered as part of activity

planning.

Tract profiles will include

assessments of the coal and

noncoal information and of

additional data, if any, needed

for an adequate evaluation of

the tract.

RCTs will use the data assess-

ments in the Tract Profiles in

ranking tracts prior to their

selection for the regional
coal leasing EIS. Tracts lack-

ing large amounts of data will

be ranked as less desirable and

may be dropped altogether.

This would tie together all the

planning decisions in the region

and serve as s bridge between
land use planning and activity
planning.

Thia would' provide explicit notice

to the public and allow enough time

to review the balance between plan-

ning issues and market analysis
before the meeting.

Issues which were unresolved during
land' use planning, as well as areas

where data could be a problem,

would be noted. Only those areas

where missing data could be ob-

tained before the final regional

EIS for that round would be con-
sidered for tract delineation.

This would give BLM an early
warning to plan efforts to acquire

the data before the end of activity

planning.

Potential problems due to dsta

inadequacies would be placed in

proper perspective. Tracts with

good coal resource data but poor

data on noncoal resourcea would

not be ranked high. Thia would
avoid the needless consider-
ation of tracts with data

problems which cannot be re-

solved in a timely manner.

In their review of cumulative
impacts of coal development,
the RCTs will consider any
threshold analysis performed
during land use planning and
will expand this analysis,
where appropriate, to the

broader area.

In their final recommendations,
RCTs will separately identify
any tracts not recommended
because data were insufficient
to adequately assess the tract
(except data normally acquired
at the mine permitting stage).

RCTs will identify tracts with
data problems without consider-
ation of the EIS alternative(s)
in which the tract was analyzed
or of the effect its deletion
would have on the recommended
leasing level.

The Department will accept
RCT recommendations unless a

clear reason exists not to do
so, and will explain this

reason in writing.

All decision documents will

specify the nature of the

decision, the key factors

leading to it, supporting in-

formation (or a reference to

the document containing it),

and an easily understood sum-
mary.

This would explicitly link

pertinent thresholds, if any,
in the land use plans with
activity planning and related
environmental analysis

.

This would avoid the possibility
of offering a tract without
sufficient data to evaluate it.

The choice of tracts would be
determined by the availability
of data needed to make a respon-
sible resource management decision,
rather than by the leasing level,
which was established as a guide
for the EIS.

This would enhance the role of the
RCTs. Decisions would reflect
more regional interests and
concerns.

This would make decision infor-
mation more accessible to the
public and make RCT recommenda-
tions more understandable to

the Department.

Table 3. BLM Procedures Review

Option Summary of Propoaal Result

BLM will prepare supplemental

program guidance to clarify
program-specific resource
management planning require-

ments -

BLM will review its experience
with the changes in the process
of applying unsuitability crit-
eria, asking interested parties

for their concerns and for in-
formation of the effects of the

changes, and report on the need

for revisions.

BLM will work with other organi-
zations to refine the threshold

concept and make any proposed

guidance available for public

comment

.

The Department will direct a

thorough review of the BLM

Land Exchange Manual and, if

necessary, provide more detailed
guidelines on the process of land
and lease exchanges.

BLM will take the necessary

steps to ensure better coor-
dination with the Forest

This would provide the broad
framework of BLM policy and

the role of the coal program
in land use planning.

This would provide a thorough

study of past problems, if any,
and propose action to correct

the problems.

This would clarify the concept
and provide an opportunity for

the public to help define the

way it can be used

.

Thia would standardize the
treatment of exchanges in

all BLM offices.

This would help assure that

resource decisions are made with
consideration of all cumula-
tive effects considered on all

Federal coal in the region, and
the effects considered on both
the environment and the market.

Option

Table U . RCT Structure and Organization

Summary of Proposal Result

The RCT Chairman will be the

BLM State Director from the

State primarily involved.

RCTs will use representative

working groups, including all

segments of the community, to

develop information for RCT

consideration.

Three science advisors will be

appointed by the RCT Chairman,

after consulting the other

members, to serve as ex officio

members on a test basis, to

assist the RCT in evaluating

data.

This would increase sensitivity

to the concerns of the State

most heavily involved in coal

activity for that round.

Thia would involve the public

more directly in coal activity

planning.

Thia would provide explicit
advice from specialists in

the resources of major concern

in that region.
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Table 6. Miscellaneous

Optio

Table 5. Data Adequacy

Sum iar£ of Propoaal Result

BLM will prepare, in consulta-

tion with other agencies, data

adequacy standards and guide-

lines .

This would provide BLH field staff

with more specific guidance on the

nature and level of data needed for

coal leasing decisions.

BLH will investigate new sources This would provide more site-

of data, such as exploration specific data in a more timely

licensees for hydrologic and manner,

soils data.

A BLM/DSM working group will

suggest ways to search, ex-

tract, and apply mine plan

data.

BLH will refine and integrate

various systems (such as

ALHRS, GIS, ESIS, IHICS) to

increase their availability and

accessibility.

OSH will assist BLM in evaluating

data, to assure that tracts

leased will have a high proba-

bility of meeting SHCRA re-

quirements .

This would allow a more extensive

use of existing data.

This would facilitate the use

of existing data.

This would provide for decisions

made on resource data and provide

the potential lessees a better

assurance that the tracts offered

have no serious obstacles to

development

Option Summary of Proposals

3 BLM Manuals and regulations wi

specify minimum timeframes for

public comments, which will be

no less than 30 days for a Ian-

use planning or activity plan-

ning document.

7 BLM will reinstate the consid-

eration of threshold analysis

in the coal management regu-

lations.

BLH will prepare monthly
reports to document the

statue of each PRLA.

This would provide an explicit

standard for public review
periods

.

This would reinforce the provi-

sion found in the Planning regu-

lations and Manual and remove the

misperception that BLM is not con-

sidering thresholds in the land use

planning process for coal.

This would provide a tracking

system for the RCTb, the

Department and the public.

Table 7. Proposals Not Analyzed in This EA

Option ary of Proposal

Decisions on leasing levels and

final sale offerings will be
based on a variety of factors,
including market conditions
and environmental concerns.

This was already addressed in the
response to Linowes recommendation
III-l and analyzed in that EA.

Market conditions and environ-
mental concerns are to be

weighed by the RCTs in making
recommendations to the Department.

This was already addressed in the
response to Linowes recommendation
III-l and analyzed in that EA.

Smaller and more frequent sales,
to gauge the market better and

obtain information to use in

subsequent sale decisions.

This was already addressed in the

response to Linowes recommendation
III-l and analyzed in that EA.

BLH will improve coordination
with other Federal agencies.
State and local governments
and private organisations.

This was already addressed in the

response to Linowes recommendation
III-2 and analysed in that EA.

The Department will explore,
with Congress, the .possibility
of providing the Secretary with
general lease exchange authority.

This is not being proposed
initially by the Department and
will be considered at the time
when Congress may act on this.

Review of aplit estate and

checkerboard lands issue should
be sponsored by Congrees.

This was already addressed in the

response to Linowes recommendations
in Chapter VII and was analysed in

that EA.

RCTs will receive a copy of the

PRLA monthly report and will
consider the amount of coal

in PRLAs in making regional
coal leasing recommendatioha.

This was already addressed in the
response to Linowes recommendation
III-6 and analyzed in that EA.
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REGIONAL COAL LEASING LEVEL

The development of a regional leasing level for coal production region is

accomplished during the coal activity planning process. The process for

establishing s leasing level is initiated immediately following the call for
expressions of interest. To properly orchestrate the setting of the leasing
level approximately -five to six months are required. Once the leasing level
is established, the tract selection process and formulation of alternatives
for the EIS may proceed. The proposed action of the regional CIS must be a

combination of tracts which falls within the range established by the leasing

level.

Proceas and Responsibilities

The lead Bureau of Land Management (BLM) State Direc:or, as the regional coal
team (RCT) Chairperson, shall have the primary responsibility for establishing
broadly stated ranges of leasing level options for the region. The BLM will
evaluate land use planning data, regional market information (see Appendis A),
coal resource information, and consult with the State Governor's representa-
tives in formulating the initial ranges. The initial ranges are not recom-
mendations by the BLM but a technical interpretation of the information
available.

Following the public meeting the £ead State Director will be responsible for
adding the RCT's recommendation on the range for the proposed leasing level,
any dissenting recommendations, and any additional comments to the package
report.

The chairperson Bhall transmit the final package to the Secretary through the
BLM Director. All comments and recommendations shall be transmitted, without
change, as a part of the RCT package. The Director may make recommendations,
but only through separate documentation.

The Director then forwards to the Secretary the final package on the proposed
leasing level. The Secretary, upon receipt of the RCT's transmittal, Bhall
initiate formal consultation, in writing, with the Secretary of Energy, the
Attorney General, and affected Indian Tribes. The Secretary shall consult
with the governors of the affected States prior to the leasing level decision
being made. Following formal consultation, the Secretary shall establish a

leasing level range based on the factors listed in Section 3420.2(e) and any
other relevant information available at that time. The decision is then made
public through the appropriate forum.

Following approval by the lead State Director, the initial ranges are

transmitted in draft form to the RCT members for their review. At this time,
the forthcoming RCT meeting is accounced in the Federal Register (FR) and

copies of the initial ranges are made available for public review. The public
is allowed a 60-day period to review and comment on the initial ranges.

Following the public review the lead State Director shall assemble a package
report containing the initial ranges, associated analysis, and RCT member's
and piblic'a comments. The BLM shall: (1) ensure that the recommendations are
in ch<- appropriate format; (2) add any additional information that is needed;
(3) aoirtss questions and clarify issues raised by the members; and (4)

outline any additional alternative ranges. Following approval by the lead
State Director, the package report is transmitted to the RCT members, BLM
Directorate and the appointed science advisors, Jfo less than 15 dayB prior to
the announced public meeting.

At the public meeting the RCT may make a consent is recommendation on the range
for the leasing level for the proposed action in the forthcoming regional
EIS. Any dissenting recommendations should be indicated.

APPENDIX A

Regional Market Analysis

INTRODUCTION

ThUis appendix provides the step-by-step instructions for performing various
uuthematicaL calculations to assess the demand for Federal coal leases and for

analyzing other available data. The results of this analysis are to be used

as one input in formulating the technical report to the RCT for use in

formulating the proposed leasing level.

The projections section of this appendix deals with estimating the projected

productive capacity, production forecasts, and identifying a target year.
These estimates are used in several of the methodologies discussed in the

algorithms sections.

The algorithms section presents fix methodologies for making mathematical

calculations to determine appropriate levels of coal Leasing to meet certain

objectives. These objectives include providing leasing opportunities,
promoting more economically and envir"imentally desirable patterns of

development, promoting -*• a stable and rational market participation by the

Government and promoting competition within the coal industry. These and

other objectives are not totally captured in the six methodologies of the

regional market analysis. For example, the promotion of optimal patterns of

coal development cannot be captured in <i mathematical algorithm but depends on

the BLM's and RCT's knowledge of the region.

Three objectives that are well defined by the six methodologies are providing

leasing opportunities, promoting competition within the industry and promoting

a stable and rational market participation by the Government. The six
methodologies are: (1) minimum leasing; (2) past sales; (3) contracting

rate; (4) strategic supply; (5) production needs; and (6) expressions of

interest.

The first two methods primarily provide proxies for the objective of being a

stable market participant. The minimum leasing algorithm, aa the name

implies, sets a lower limit on the leasing options. Where the information is

available the analysis provides a leasing option that meets the leasing needs

for the continued operation of existing mines and allows for leasing to avoid
bypass situations on Federal coal resources. The past sales analysis looks at

the current market and the price trends being established. This past sales
analysis does not result in a numerical leasing option but allows for further

insight into the market. As a stabelizing force in the market, the decision
based on this method would tend towards a leasing option that "leans into the

wind". Based on this methodolo?;, a leasing option would dictate offering more
coal for lease when a trend of higher prices is observed snd offering less

when a lower price trend is observed.

Promoting competition within the coal industry is a key objectives of the

Federal coal management program. The contracting rate algorithm provides

leasing option that allows growth in the level of competition for future

utility coal contracts. The contracting rate method assesses the drawdown

rate of reserves being committed under long-term coal contracts

are utilised to estimate a leasing opti

a competitive level.

The results

cesaary to keep the coal market at

The last three methods provide leasing options to meet alternative

interpretation of the market's needs and demands for Federal coal leases. The

atrategic supply and production needs algorithms manipulate the productive

capacity andn production forecasts to provide information on the coal

production needs and the demand for a strategic coal supply. The strategic

supply method sets a leasing option that allows companies the opportunity to

satisfy the market demand for insitu coal. The production needs algorithm

establishes a leasing option to meet the estimated production needs for the

target year. The analyfiB of the expressions of leasing interest relies

heavily on the coal indt-atry's perceived needs. This method uses expressions

of interest from industry to analyze and address the individual company's

desire for insitu coal.

Any two methods will probably result in different numerical results. The

difference should be questioned and understood, but any difference in the

resulting computations should not be viewed as a dilemma. All relevant

algorithms should be utilized to provide as much information as is possible to

the RCT members. The procedurej laid out in this paper may be modified or

additional information gathering tools may be added by the RCT members. Data

inputs may be' presented as ranges, a single estimate, or high, medium and lew

estimates, whatever is most useful to the RCT members. As algorithms and

input data are improved, dropped and added by the BLM or RCT members this

paper will be revised to reflect those changes.

The information derived from these algorithms is te be evaluated in

conjunction with other factors and objectives that must be considered. The

intention is not for one methodology or all methods to be the sole factor used

in making the proposed leasing level recommendation. Past effi

the appropriate level of coal leasing to be analyzed in the re

relied solely on the results of a single computer model. The dangers of that

approach are avoided by using multiple sources of information. The intent of

these analysis is to derive reasonable proxies for the leasing options that

fulfills the various objectives thar face the RCT.

Past efforts focused on the coal resources needed to meet the production needs

for the region. The social costs of underleasing and the anti-competitive

nature of looking to fulfill only the production needs objective are avoided

by instead addressing multiple objectives. The concept of estimating current

market demand, in addition to future production needs, moves the Federal coal

leasing program more in line as a participant in the market place, responding

to market signals.

ts to determine
nal EIS
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PROPOSED COAL PROGRAM CHANGES
PROJECTIONS

A. Target Year

The target year ia Che best estimate of when significant quantities
of coal will be produced from the leases to be offered for sale,
assuming a market is available for that coal. The target year is
ueed in several of the algorithms. "

For the regions in the Western United States, this relevant
timeframe may be as much as 10 to 13 yeara in the future. This
allows up to 3 years for the administrative time needed for activity
planning and issuance of the leaseCs) and 7 to 10 years to market
and develop the coal tract(s). The 10 years also usee the full
amount of time allowed the company to meet the diligent development
requirements. Where a significant number of the offered tracts are
expectcJ to be producing sooner than the 10 to 13 years, an earlier
targef year should be used.

For the ease of data collection and analysis, it is recommended that
the target )«H be set at a 5 or 10 year increment (i.e., 1990,
1995, 2000, etc..) since most existing data projections are more
readily available for these years.

Productive Capacity

The productive capacity reflects the coal that is available for
production from Federal leases, PRLA's, and private reserves within
the region for the target year without further Federal coal
leasing. Due to unknowns in deriving this estimate, the RCT may
wish the productive capacity Htated ec a range or as high, medium,
and low estimates.

Limiting factors that would reduce the productive capacity below the
region's total capacity include: (1) coal that is of unmarketable
quality; (2) Federal leases and private reserves with location and
transportation problems; and (3) PRLA's with issuance problems.
Unmarketable coal would include coal that is of such poor quality
that it is not likely to be produced at a reasonable cost. Also,
Federal leasee and private coal holdings located in areas that lack
adequate transportation facilities may not be producing by the
target year- Not all PRLA's are expected to be approved or are not
expected to be approved in the relevant timeframe; these PRLA's
would not be included in the productive capacity estimates. The RCT
should also be alert to other limiting factors.

The productive capacity, however, would not be reduced due to a lack
of expected demand for coal. The effect the demand for coal has on
the coal market is captured in the production forecast (see the
following section for the discussion on the production forecast).

Information regarding annua
limitations are to be colle

or property-by-property ) au
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Several methods for estimating leasing options require the use of
forecasts of the production and/or consumption of coal in the

future. Users of these forecasts should be aware of the strengths
and weaknesses of this type of forecasting, the models involved, and
the data inputs that are required.

Ther'i are a variety of long range forecasts of coal production and
consumption. The National Coal Asaociation and the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) regularly issue forecasts. Private companies and

State agencies occasionally publish studies including coal
forecasts. Most of these forecasts do not provide the regional
detail required for use in estimating regional leasing levels, but
their results can be used in judging the reasonableness of the more
disaggregated forecasts.

One model that provides sufficient detail is the National Coal Model
(NCM). The BLM, in cooperation with the DOE, has developed a

modified version of the NCM utilizing dual supply curves in areas
with substantial Federal ownership of coal resources. One supply
curve with Federal coal reserves and the other for the non-Fedeval
coal supply.

Forecasts using the results of these models are published
periodically. The algorithms section describes methods of utilizing
these forecasts to derive leasing ranges. For the most recent NCM
results, additional documentation, or any other questions concerning
'tie NCM, contact the Washingoon Office, Policy Analysis and Program
Coordination (501), 343-4780. If additional information is desired,
the NCM can be run under alternative assumptions of costs, supplies
of coal, demand for coal, or leasing scenarios-

Ill. ALGORITHMS

A. Minimum Leasing

This method of assessing a minimum leasing option draws directly
from the objective of the Government being a stable and non-
disruptive participant in the market. Where the information is

available, the BLM evaluates the tracts that industry expressed
interest in and/or have been delineated. The evaluation includes an

identification of which tracts are considered maintenance, bypaBa,
expansion, and new production tracts.

A minimum coal leasing option can then be determined by summing the
recoverable reserves from the reasonable maintenance and bypass
tracts. The BLM and RCT may also want to include in the calculation

of the level a minimal amount of coal reserves available for

expansion and new production opportunities. This would provide some

opportunity for new entries into the region, competition between
coal companies, growth of existing operations and allow for the

testing of the market.

Thia approach simply identifies a level of Federal coal leasing that

does not negatively impact existing operations by denying coal
needed for continued operations and avoids situations where Federal
coal will be bypassed without leasing.

Dsta availability can hamper this approach's reliability. Tract

delineation is normally carried out simultaneously with the

procedures for setting the proposed leasing option. The delineation
reports are generally the best information on what types of tracts

will be available- However, these reports are not always completed
and available for consultation at the time that the intial leasing
ranges are being formulated. The other source of information
available is the expressions of interest submitted by industry. As

is rioted in the discussion of the expressions of interest methodo-
logy, this source of information can be extremely unreliable.
Further evaluation will be required if the expressions are the only
information source. Tracts may be identified by companies as

maintanence or expansion tracts simply to obtain control of tn»
resource while avoiding competition for those new resources.

Past Sales

In a true competitive marker; situation, no one consumer or producer
can greatly al'ter the market price by its individual buying or

selling decision. The coal market is not, however, in a competitive
market situation. The Federal Government controls a substantial

portion of the coal reserves, especially in the West. The level of

Federal coal leasing can greatly influence the supply of coal

reserves being offered for sale and thus influence the market price
for those reserves. This not only affects the Federal coal market
and the revenues raised by Federal leasing, but also impacts the

private coal market-

A relatively stable coal market is necessary for the efficient
operation of the coal industry. Likewise, leaning decisions that do
not take into account the effect on the price of coal reserves may
be adversely impacting the entire market. This past sales algorithm
addresses this issue by monitoring past coal lease sale results. A
numerical leasing option is not derived through this analysis.
However, it gives the decisionmaker a better understanding of the

current market demand for coal. This is done by observing
indicators of market trends.

One obvious factor to monitor is trends in the bonus bids received
in both Federal and private transactions. The levels of competition'
has tremendous influence on the bids received and therefore should
also be monitored. Indicators for assessing competition are number
of bidders and bids received. No absolute number of bidders or bids
is established as a competitive level; however, there is a positive
correlation between the number of bidders and bids, and the bonus
bids received.

There are a number of ways of assessing bonus bids. A few of the

more common units of measure are dollars per acre, cents per ton,
cents per million BTU's, and a percentage of the mine-mouth selling
price of the coal. A per acre measure has the obvious disadvantage
of being a measure of the surface acreage with little relationship
to the coal that lies beneath. Analysing the price on a per ton
basis is a somewhat better measure. Coal is, however, not a

homogeneous commodity. The most significant difference is the
energy value (BTU) of the coal. Commonly leased Federal coal ranges
from a low of 7,000 BTU's per pound in the Fort Union Coal Region to

over 14,000 BTU's per pound in the Uinta-Southwestern Utah Coal
Region. An analysis baaed on cents per million BTU's captures this

difference but does not address many of the other significant
differences.

sure for capturing all these differences is the pr

lace that the coal itself brings. For example, co

tively high BTU and low sulfur content will gen
gher price in the market place than coal that has
ow BTU and high sulfur content. The mai*.»t price
one time, all the characteristics that aud to or

m the value of the coal. Trends in the bids recei
analyzed by observing the average high bonu9 bid

percentage of the mine-mouth Belling price of
For the Green River-Hams Fork and Powder River R
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APPENDIX 6

and fewer bidders is observed. The important thing to remember is

to observe trends and not focus on an individual tract. It lb also
critical that the types of tracts are noted. Maintenance and bypass
tracts will tend to have only one bidder due to the often captive
nature of the tracts.

Past sale information, including those items mentioned above, are
available through the Washington Office, Policy Analysis and Program
Coordination (501) (343-4780).

C. Contracting Rate

The contract approach presented in this section relies on an
observation of the rate at which contracts are being let for
development of leased coal in relation to the total amount of
leased-but-not-yet-developed coal in the region. The objective
being to insure a minimum level of available coal in the region to

promote competition within the coal industry.

The basic idea is that the Federal Government would establish in

each region an inventory of leased Federal coal, spread across many
companies, at a level sufficient to provide full competition tor
contracts to deliver coal to consumers (in most cases electric
utilities). Once a regional coal inventory is established, coal
leasing would reflect the actual drawdown of this inventory. As

coal leases moved from the inventory to the contracted-for-
development mode, a new lease would-be issued to keep the coal

inventory up to the desired level.

The five basic steps in this approach are:

Estimate the residual productive capacity of the region.

Establish a range of the minimum inventory level for the region.

Estimate the annual rate at which coal is being contracted for

development in the region.

Calculate the full inventory level that would provide full
competition among coal companies for new contracts to deliver
coal to consumers.

Finally, the coal inventory level is reduced by the residual
capacity leaving the annual shortfall. The leasing option is

then calculated from the annual shortfall.

The residual capacity is simply the region's projected productive
capacity minus that portion of the capacity already under coal

contract for the target year.

Next, a range of new contracting in the region (state
production) and an average large new contract in th 1

in annual production) for the target year ia projecte
data for the region is one input to these estimates,
assuming a continuation of past trends, the average
contracting rate and the average size of a large cont
estimated. The production forecasts can also be used
new contracting in the region based on model outputs
year that reflects the expected changes in regional c

from historical trends. By using both data sources
presented for the annual production from new contract
cases, a range will not be needed for the estimate of
large contract. The annual size of an average
likely to change significantly within the timeframe o
projections. Other sources, include the electric
major contractors for western coal), and relevant pub
should be consulted.
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The estimated annual range of new contracting is multipled by the
number of years between Federal coal lease sales to calculate
estimates of the quantity of coal that is expected to come under
contract between sales (new contracting).

The expected annual production from an average large contract is
multiplied by a competition factor and a strategic supply factor to
calculate the minimum inventory level for the region. The
competition factor ia simply the average number of coal companies
that is desired to compete for a utility's coal contract. Thia
factor ia up to the discretion of the RCT. The resulting leasing
option from thia method embodies the objective of promoting industry
competition. Thus it may be desirable to test various values for a

competition factor.

A strategic supply factor is the quantity of coal reserves that an
average coal company will hold in a non-production status. Aa with
the competition factor the value of tbu strategic supply factor ia
left to the discretion of the RCT. The RCT may wish to use the same
factor(s) used in the strategic supplj algorithm (see discussion of
next methodology). The RCT may deBire to test various values for
this factor alio.

The minimum inventory plus the new contracting estimate gives a

range of figure* for the region's full inventory requirement. The
full inventory eetimates minus the residual capacity leaves a range
of annual shortfall estimates within the region for the target
year. To translate these annual estimates into a leasing range, the
annual shortfall estimates are multiplied by the average mine life
and the percent of Federal coal ownership to calculate a leasing
option, stated in Federal recoverable reserves.

The algorithm for the contract rate method is:

Projected Productive Capacity - Contracted Coal - Residual
Capacity

Annual New Contracting (Years between Sales) - New Contracting

Average Large Contract (Competition Factor (Strategic Supply
Factor)) • Minimum Inventory

Minimum Inventory + New Contracting - Pull Inventory

Full Inventory - Residual Capacity Annual Shortfall

Annual Shortfall (Average Mine Life (Percent Federal)) -

Competition Option.

D. Strategic Supply

This algorithm incorporates industry's practice of holding an
inventory of nonproducing factors of production into a calculation
for a leasing option. This practice of holding a strategic supply
of coal is done to add flexibility and a margin of security for a
company's dealing with its unknown future resource demands. This
algorithm allows the Government to calculate a proxy for industry's
demand for a strategic supply of coal and provide a leasing option
that satisfies that objective.

Holding a strategic supply of coal reserves has both direct and
opportunity costs to the company. Each company assesses its own
costs and benefits of holding a resource, then acquiries the
appropriate quantity of resoorces to be held in inventory. The
Federal Government is, however, essentially a monopoly supplier of
western coal reserves and, in such a position, directly affects the
holding and acquisition coats through the quantity of coal reserves
offered for lease. To avoid the problem of undersupplying or over-
supplying coal reserves, the '.easing option would reflect what the
coal industry would hold unde- normal market conditions.

This methodology has two basic steps.

The production forecast is multiplied by a strategic supply
factor to yield an inventory requirement.

The inventory requirement in reduced by the productive capacity
leaving the annual shortfall. The leasing option is then
calculated from the annual shortfall.

Using the procedures spelled out in the projections section, the
production forecasts and productive capacity are estimated.

10

The strategic supply factor is established by the RCT. The
objective of the method is to approximate industry's demand for an
inventory of insitu coal. The RCT may find it desirable to test
various values for a strategic supply factor. One of the strategic
supply factors tested should approximate the average inventory held
by the coal industry in that region. The BLM in coordination with
the RCT should conduct a survey of the active coal companies within
the region to estimate an industry average. The survey will not
only look at what coal inventories are actually being held but also
what individual companies feel is their optimal level of inventory.
Past surveys and analysis have generated strategic supply factors
ranging from 1.7 to 2.4. However, the requirement of every company
is different and the strategic supply factor for each region would
also be different.

Once a strategic Bupply factor (or factore) is chosen, the
production forecast is multiplied by the factor, the results being
the inventory requirement. The productive capacity is then
subtracted from the inventory requirement leaving the annual
shortfall. The annual shortfall is multiplied by the average mine
life and the percent of the coal reserves that are federally owned
to derive the leaning option (stated in Federal recoverable
reserves).

The algorithm for the strategic supply method is as follows;

Strategic Supply factor ( s ) (Production Forecast) - Inventory
Requirement.

Inventory Requirement - Productive Capacity - Annual Shortfall

Annual Shortfall (Average Hine Life (Percent Federal)) -

Strategic SupplyOp+loN.

E. Production Needs

This method for estima '.ng the quantity of coal needed for leasing
identifies the minimum nuantity needed to meet estimated future
production. This methoc differs dramatically from the previous
methods presented in that it does not teke into account industry's
need to hold coal in a inventory status, the need to maintain
competition within the coal industry or the need for the Government
to be a stable market participant. The objective in this method is
to provide leasing opportunities at a level that will balance the
production needs with, the available supply.

The method simply subtracts the region's productive capacity from
the region's production forecast leaving the annual shortfall. The
annual shortfall is multiplied by the average mine life and the
percent o* the coal reserves that are federally owned, thus deriving
the amount of leasing needed to meet production needs, stated in
Federal recoverable reserves.
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The algorithm for the production needs method is as folio

Production Forecast - Productive Capacity al Shortfall

Annual Shortfall (Average Hine Life (Percent Federal)) -

Production Needs Option.

F. Expressions of Interest

The uae of expressions of interest to determine the appropriate coal

leasing option mimics the market place in that it allows each

company to assess its own needs for the resource. However, not all

expressions of interest can be taken at face value as representing

market demand for coal.

In the market place,

that company can and

An expression of int

have a zero price as

a company's needs and wants are ignored unless

will pay the market price for the r^ou>-ceB

.

rest, as used for Federal coal leas ins- ca n

ociated with it. Thus, the simple sum of a 1 !

expressions of interest may be nothing more tha: wish list.

The difference between "need" and "demand" must be understood. That

difference is basically that demand entails a willingness to pay at

the market rate to fulfill the need. Also, the quantity of coal

wanted, as expressed in the former expression of interest, may

represent an engineering answer to an optimal size mine, not an

expression of market demand for the insitu coal.

The objective in this methodology is to calculate a leasing option
that satisfies the calculated market demand. Since there is no

market price on an expression of interest the resulting calculation

in most cases will exceed the market demand.

An additional shortcoming with using thorough expressions of

interest to estimate demand comes with the assumption that only the

companies that participated in the expressions process are the

interested parties and that the company that identifies a particular

parcel is Che r> ly party interested in those reserves. In reality,

there is a "free rider" problem where a company can avoid the cost

of submitting an expression of interest and instead rely on other

companieo to bear the cost of researching the reserves and other

costs associated with providing an expression of interest.

This valuable source of information, however, should not be ignored

due to these shortfalls. As has been the practice in the past, an

effort should be made to determine which expressions of interest are

"thorough." A thorough expression of interest can beat be

summarized as an expression in which the company has done extensive
work in defining the resource in which it expresses interest.

12

This could include specific location information on the tract and

quality and quantity information on the coal resource. Also, if a

company has taken upon itself the expense of exploring the resource,
it is probably demonstrating more than just a wishful interest.
Companies that submit expressions that detail specific needs, such
as tonnage, BTU and sulfur ranges, have probably identified
potential customers for the coal. Also, the characteristics of the
company, including its technical knowledge associated with coal
development, are important. A company's track record on past coal
production may help in evaluating the expressions. This information
and analysis does not, however, establish expressions as being valid
or invalid.

Each expression of interest should be evaluated to determine the
thoroughness of an expression. Moat of the information can be
identified in the formal expression of interest submitted by the
company. Other information, such as exploration licenses and
individual company's past production from Federal leases, are kept
on the BLM records. These records include case files k>;pt in the
State and District Offices and in the BLM Solid Leaa.ble Minerals
Systems

.

Once the expressions have been evaluated for thoroughness, a list of
those deemed thorough can be compiled. This wi1 L require a certain
amount of professional judgement as there are no set standards on
what is a thorough expression. Duplicate expressions tor the same
tract are then accounted for. To ensure consistency with the other
methodologies, the tonnages nominated should be stated in Federal
recoverable reserves. Although this algorithm is not sophisticated
it will give a better estimate of the demand for insitu coal than
the simple sura of all expressions of interest.

IV. STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLE

In order to impart a better understanding of the six approaches presented, the
following numerical examples are provided. To aid in the example, the
following estimates and assumptions are given:

Target Year (TY)
Productive Capacity for TY
Production Forecasts for TY

Coal Under Contract for TY
Average Mine Life
Percent Federal Ownership

Years to Next Federal Coal
Regional Sale

- 1995
- 70 million
- 49 million
- 55 million
- 64 million
- 46 million
- 30 years
- 75 percent
- 4 years

tom/jeit
tons/year (low)
tons/year (medium)
tons/year (high

)

tons/year

Strategic Supply Factor
Competition Factor
Annual Production from Hew

Contracting

Annual Production from an
Average Large Contract

Formal Industry Expressions
of Interest

"Thorough" Expressions of
Interest

Duplicate Expressions
Maintenance Tracts
Bypass Tracts

Expansion Tracts
One Large Hew Production

Tract

A. Minimum Leasing Example

This method does not lend itself easily to an example. The
evaluation of the expressions and/or tracts is assumed to have been
completed. As given in the assumptions the sum of maintenance and
bypass tonnage is 100 million tons Federal recoverable reserves. If
a minimal amount of expansion and new production opportunities is
included, one large new production tract of 100 million tons and 200
million tons for expansion tracts could be added leaving 400 million
tons Federal recoverable reserves.
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- 2, 1.5
- 5

- 2.0 million tons/year (low)
- 2.5 million tons/year (medium)
- 3.0 million tons/year (high)
- 2.0 million tons/years

- 1-5 billion tons

- 1.0 billion tons

- .3 billion tons
- 100 million tons
- none
- 200 million tons
- 100 million tons

Annual Hew Contracting (Years between Sales) - New Contractin

2.0 (4) - 8

2.5 (4) - 10

3-0 (4) - 12

Average Large Contract (Strategic Supply Factor (Competition
Factor)) Minimum Inventory

2-0 (2(5)) - 20

2.0 (1.5(5)) - 15

Minimum Inventory + Hew Contracting Full Inventory

8 - 28

* 10 - 300
* 12 - 32

8 - 23

10 - 25

Full Inventory - Residual Capacity - Annual Shortfall

28-24 - 4

30-24 - 6

32-24 - 8

Minimum leasing opti

reserves.
100 to 400 million tons Fedflial recoverable

B. Past Sale Examples

This methodology also doea not lend itself to an example form. The
evaluation of the data in assumed to have been done by the BLM S^ate
Office staff with assistance from the Washington Office, Policy
Analysis and Program Coordination (501).

Average Bonus Bids (I of FOB Mine Selling Price)

1984 - .010
1983 - .004
1982 - .007
1981 - .002

Past Sale Option - Ho Significant Trend Observed

0. Contracting Rate Example

Production Capacity - Contracted Coal - Residual Capacity

70 - 46 - 24

Annual Shortfall (Average Mine Lif« (Percent Federal)) - Competiti

Option.

4 (30 (-75)) • 90 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
6 (30 (.75)) 135 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
8 (30 (.75)) 180 million tons Federal recoverable reserves

(30 (.75)) million tons Federal recoverable reserves
1 (30 (.75)) - 22.5 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
3 (30 (.75)) 67.5 million tons Federal recoverable reserves

D. Strategic Supply Example

Strategic Supply Factor (Production Forecasts) - Inventory
Requirement

2 (49) - 98

2 (55) - 110

2 (64) - 128
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1.5 (49) - 73.5
1.5 (55) - 82.5
1.5 (64) - 96.0

Annual Requirement - Productive Capacity Annual Shortfall

98 - 70 - 28
110 - 70 40
128 - 70 - SI

73.5 - 70 - 3.

82.5 - 70 - 12 5

96.0 - 70 26

Annual Shortfall (Average Mine Life (Percent Federal)) Demand
Option.

28 (30 (.75)) - 630 million tone Federal recoverable reserves
40 (30 (.75)) - 900 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
58 (30 (.75)) - 1,305 million tons Federal recoverable reserves

3.5 (30 (.75)) - 78.75 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
12.5 (30 (.75))- 281.25 million tons Federal recoverable reserves
26.0 (30 (.75))- 585-0 million tona Federal recoverable reserves

Production Needs Example

Production Forecast - Productive Capacity - Annual Shortfall

49 - 70 - -21

55 - 70 - -15

64 - 70 - - 6

Annual Shortfall (Average Mine Life (Percent Federal)) Production

Needs Option.

(30 (.75)) million tons Federal recoverable reserves

Expressions of Interest Example

For the sake of the examples , it ia assumed that the BLM has already
evaluated the 1.5 billion tons for which expressions of interest
have been required and determined that 1.0 billion tons are
considered thorough. The BLM haB also calculated the 0-3 billion
tons are duplicate expressions. The thorough expressions minus
duplications leaves the ^mand estimate.

Expression Option - 1.0 - 0.3 0.7 billion tons Federal
recoverable reserves

G. Synopsis of Example

Without considering other information not analyzed in these
algorithms, the following may be the conclusion reached (ranges

resulting from the various algorithms).

1. Minimum Leasing - 100 to 400 million tons Federal recoverable
reserves

2. Past Sales - continue past rate of leasing

3. Contracting Rate - to 67.5 million tons Federal recoverable
reserves

90 to 180 million tons Federal recoverable
reaerves

4. Strategic Supply - 78-75 to 585 million tons Federal recoverable

reserves
6^0 to 1,305 million tons Federal recoverable

reserves

5. Production Needs - million tons Federal
reserves

erable

6. Expressions of Interest - 700 million tons Federal recoverable
reserves

Since the results were spread over a broad range and the lead State

Director is to make initial presentation as broadly stated ranges,

initial Leasing option ranges of to 200, 200 to 600 and 600 to

1,300 million tona Federal recoverable reserves may be desired.
Again, this is based on these algorithms which address three

objectives. stable market participation, promoting competition, and

providing leasing opportunities, and is only one of a number of
factors that must be considered.

The technical paper must also consider and report on land use

planning data, coal resource information, environments! issues,

concerns raised by the Governors, and other pertinent information.

The result from the algorithms are only one input into the

technical report, the RCT's recommendation, and eventually the

Secretary's decision on the leasing level.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

43 CFR Part 3410

Request for Public Comment on
Experimental Auction Techniques for

Federal Coal Lease Sales

AQENCV: Bureau of Land Management.

Interior.

action: Request for communis.

summary: The Commission on Fair

Markel Value Policy for Federal Coal

Leasing [the Commission] recommended

lhal "to promols more competitive

bidding, the Government should test the

feasibility of and experiment with u

variety of auction techniques."

[Recommendation V-», page 224 of the

Commission's report of February 198-1.

1

On March 19. 19S4. the Secretary of the

Interior's Review of Federal Coal

Leasing formally adopted this

recommendation. Accordingly, the

Department Is seeking public comment

on several auction techniques it may
wish lo consider for experimentation nl

Federal coal lease sales.

Copies of this proposal were sent lo

Western Slate Governors and major

inlerest groups and organizations at

their request in July 1904. Following this

distribution, ihese groups asked the

Department of the Interior to hold

informational briefings, The meeting*

took plaoe in Denver, Colorado on |uly

23 and 24. 19SH In response to the July

1984 distribution, a mining company and

two industry associations submitted one

individual end one joint set of written

comments. These comments are on file

al the address listed below. Both

responset expressed a preference for a

particular auction procedure: oral

bidding with reservation prices

announced by the Department in

advance of the lease sale-

Another comment stressed that

maximizing return to the U.S. Treasury

should no! be the sole objective guiding

the Department in choosing a coal lease

auction technique. Since Ihe Departmenl

is seeking broad public comment on

elements and criteria defining both the

conceplual and practical aspects of coal

lease auction design, these commenlB

provide no basis for a sustentive

revision in the proposal al this time.

DATES: Written comments will be

received on or before November 30.

1964.

ADDRESS: Send to Director [640), Bureau

of Land Management, 18th and C
Streets, NW.. Washington, D.C. 20240.

FOB FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Andrew Strasfogel, Resource Evaluation

and Program Development Sluff, Bureau

of Lund Management, lfith and C
Streets, NW.. Washington. D.C- 20240.

telephone [202] 343-47B8.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Introduction

The responsibility for designing sale

procedures for offering Federal coal

lease tracts rests with the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM). Decisions on

which specific melhod is applied at a

particular lease sale had been made by

Bl.M Stale Director until regulations and

policies limiting such discretion were
adopted in 1982 and 1983. Under current

regulolion and policy, coal lease tracts

can only be offered using sealed bidding

with an undisclosed estimate of tract

value. The minimum bid required is

order to participate in the sole li S10O

per acre-

The Commission examined a number
of alternative bidding systems lhal

could be used to set Ihe price for Federal

coal leases. II considered profit sharing,

sliding scale royalty bidding, and

variable bonus/fixed royally systems.

The Commission concluded that bonus

bidding wilh fixed royallies "was a

reasonable compromise between

efficiency and equity goals" and that ""in

the conducl of lease sales the

Government should conllnue lo rely on

bonus bidding." [Recommendation V-2.

page 218 of Ihe Commission's report.)

The Secretary adopted recommendation

V-2 of the report and the Department

will not propose any change froca the

bonus bidding/fixed royalty system for

offering Federal coal leases.

An interdisciplinary task force in the

Department has conducted a

preliminary analysis of possible auction

techniques that could be used in offering

Fedora! coal leases. The objective of the

analysis haB been lo design systems that

elicit bids that represent fair market

value !FMV1 for Federal coal leases,

particularly for tracts that receive oely

one bid. This study has included an
examination of the literature on the

subject of auctions and bidding

behavior. A bibliography of articles on

the subject of auctions and a summary
of these articles may be obtained by

writing to the address in the beginning

of this notice.

The BLM requests comment on

preliminary findings of the task force

concerning how the theory of bidding

behavior and auctions can be applied to

the unique circumstances representative

of Federal coal lease sales. Following

receipt of commenls. the Department

will decide what experimental auction

techniques to test, if any, and will

propose appropriate revisions to the

coal management rules and procedures

lo carry these out. Recommendations

from State Governors and from Regioruil

Coal Teams will be considered in this

decisionmaking process.

This notice consists of the following

sections:

—A brief hislory of lease sale and

auclion techniques used by Ihe

Department in leasing coal

competitively since passage of the

Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920

[MLLA).
—A summary of competition for Federal

coal leases in the past decade.

—A section on design criteria

[objectives) the Government might

consider important in structuring

auctions for Federal coal leases, and

the tradeoffs among these criteria.

—A listing of design elements of bonus

bid auctions setting forth the

procedures that can be varied.

—four examples groupings of various

design elements chosen to illustrate

how Federal coal lease auctions could

be tailored to obtain a different

balance in achieving Ihe design

I. Coal Lease Sale Procedures: 1920-1083

Section 2 of the Mineral Leasing Act

of 1920 authorized the Secretary to

"divide any of the coal lands and

deposits of coal . . . into leasing

tracts. . - and at his discretion, upon

the request of any qualified applicant or

on his own motion . . offer such lands

or deposits for coal leasing, and award

leases ... by competitive bidding or

by such other methods as he by general

regulation adopts to any qualified

applicant."

Leasing in Ihe 1920-1940 period was

rather restrictive. Leases were generally

sold based on the inilative of the coal

developer but with the requirement thai

the prospective leases show a need for a

new sources of supply.

This requirement was intended to

protect operating mines during the

Depression years, when producing

mines were operating on a part-tme

basis.

The rationale suggested that new
mines should not be opened when
existing mines were only working part-

time or were closing.

This requirement was relaxed

somewhat during World War II but was

generally reimposett at the close of the

War and through the 1950s, All coal

leases have been sold competitively

except those preference right leases

issued as a result of prospecting permits.

Most "competitive" leases were sold by

sealed bids where the applicant was the

sole bidder. A minimum bid of Si per

acre was usually specified. As a matter

of policy, however, seuled bidding
followed by oral bidding was inslituled

when the Department determined that

adjacent land holders or mine operators
could have an interest in ihe land under
application. Underlying this policy was
the rationale that a second party that

might have an interest in the land under
application should be allowed to protect
that interest through the mechanism of
an oral auction.

Table 1 on page 153 of the report of

the Commission on Fair Markel Value
Policy for Federal Coal Leasing
subslanliates the low competitive
interest in Federal coal leases between
1920 and 1960. In thai lime interval, 71.9

percent or 103 of the 146 tracts offered

and leased received one bid or no bids.

Of these 103. 8.7 percent or 9 were
issued upon application only: the parcel
was offered for competitive bid, but if

no bidders came forth, the applicant
was awarded ihe lease without payment
of cash bonus. The application

contained either Ihe applicant's
proposed rental or "bonus" amount and
other parties could offer a greater

amount than listed in Ihe application.

Prior io1970. Interior paid little

attention to selling a minimum value for

coal leases. Sume parties in the IBM s

were expressing concerns about value.

Participants in inter-bureau meetings
within the Department discussed a

policy of increasing royally payments
from Ihe 15 to 20 cents per ton of coal
sold to 3 percent to 5 percent of the

value of the coal al the mine. In 1971. Ihe

Conservation Division of the U.S.
Geological Survey (now part of the

BLM) adopted an empirical formula for

appraising coal lease tracts. This
formula was used for valuing few leases

because in 1971 the Department began
an informal coal leasing moratorium lo

prevenl speculation in Federal coal

leases. By 1978. discounted cash flow
analysis similar to that used in

evaluations of Outer Continental Shelf
oil and gas lease tracts became the

accepted melhod of valuing coal lease
tracts. The desirability of comparable
sales analysis was also widely
recognized, but the needed markel data
were largely not collected and utilized

until 1981.

The Department's informal 1971 coal
leasing moratorium was followed in

1973 by a formal moratorium on leasing,
except for short-term leases meeting
specific criteria. Between 1973 and 1975
short-term Federal coal tracts were
offered for lease with no indication of
ihe Department's pre-saie estimate of

value. High bids failing to meet the

unannounced estimate of value were
rejecied. This procedure resulled in ihe

rejection of bids for several production

maintenance.and bypass tracts:

however, the emergency conditions
remained afier the bid rejections. Most
were reoffared immediately and the

second, higher bid accepted. The
Departm nil's estimate of value

remained undisclosed.

Passage of Ihe Federal Coal Leasing

Amendments Act of 1978 raised the

royalty rate for surface-mined coal from
new Federal leases to 12'/j percent of

ihe selling price of the coal. Beginning in

1977, the Department decided to disclose

its estimate of lease value when offering

tracts. This took several forms between
1977 and 1980. including advertising

,

leases for sale a! elevated royalty rates

reflecting ihe pre-sale estimate of value
with a minimum fixed cash bonus bid of

S25 per acre: regulatory minimum
royally rales and a minimum dollar par

acre cash bonus bid reflecting the pre-

sale estimate of value; and offering ihe

bidders a choice between the two
payment methods.

In June 1979, Ihe Secretary of the

Interior convened a fair market value
(FMV) task force lo develop options for

FMV and sale notice minimum bid

policy and criteria. A report was issued

in December 1979 and a Secretarial

issue document was signed on May 28.

1980, The Secretary decided to rely on
cash bonus bidding rather than royally

rate bidding.

Leasing olhcr lhan short-term leasing

resumed with the initiation of regional

coal leasing in January 1981 following a

10-year moratorium. Leases were sold

initially using a sealed bidding

procedure with the sale notice

containing the Department's pre-sale

estimates of truct value. Formal
determination of FMV was always made
after the sale was completed. The use of
an oral auction in case more than one
sealed bid was submitted for a tract was
reintroduced for non-emergency criteiia

lease sales in Western States starting in

February 1981.

At a February 1982 lease sale in the

Uinta-Southwestern Utah Coal Region,
three of the four offered tracts received
no bids. The pre-sale estimates had
been published prior lo the dale of sule.

and il was felt in the Department that

the three tracts that received no bids
might have been valued too high. A
decision was made to modify FMV
procedures to allow the market to

participate through competitive bidding
in selling lease prices, and to lessen

reliance on Government estimates.

For the Powder River Regional lease

sale of April 28, 1982, new experimental
procedures were tested. It was decided
lo continue to make Ihe final FMV

determination ufler all scaled and oral

bids had been submitted and analyzed

but not to publish the pre-sale estimales

of value before the sale. Entry level bids

bated on cents per ton of recoverable

coal were published in the Notice of

Lease Sale except for one tract category

of $25 per acre. Bids had to equal or

exceed ihe entry level in order for

bidders lo participate in Ihe oral

auction.

Since the April 1982 Powder River

regional coal lease sale, a number of

actions have been taken by the

Department lo modify and improve coal

lease sale procedures. In July 1982, Ihe

Department adopted Federal coal

management regulations thnt prescribed

leaning by sealed bidding only and
raised lo $100 per acre the minimum bid

required for lease tracts. On July 28,

1983, lease sule procedures were further

modified, after public notice and
comment, in a decision memorandum
specifying the role of competition in

delennining acceptance levels for bids

submitted for Federal cosl lease tracts

and requiring lhal all such tracts be
evaluated prior lo a lease sale but

offered only al ihe $100 per acre

regulatory minimum bid. Pre-sale

estimates were not lo be disclosed

unless the high bid on any iract was
shown in the Department's post-sale

analysis to have passed ihe lest far

FMV. Guidelines were also established

setting a minimum time period of one
year between reoffarings for most tracts

thai did nol receive acceptable FMV
bids. In determining whether to accept a

high bid among two or more serious bids

for the same Iract. the decision called

for averaging the bids with [he

Department's pre-sale estimate. This

"average evalualion of Iracl" value

determined the post-sale acceptance

price.

The rationale for adopting as policy

Ihe Ihree main components of the July

1983 cnal lease sale procedures decision

was as follows:

• No oral auction (sealed bidding

only)—Sealed bidding was though! lo

force bidders to submit bids closer to

their own estimates of value. Without
ihe op purl unity for an oral auction, each
bidder would have only one opportunity

lo bid on a tract, and would have to

"compete" againal the Department's
undisclosed pre-sale value estimale

even if no other firms competed for ihe

• Undisclosed reservation price—By
not announcing ihe Government's
estimale of value, the Department
sought lo compel bidders lo calculate

and use their values ralher lhan trying

to see haw close to the Department's
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estimales they could come. This

uncertainly would leave open the

possibility of bids substantially above

ihe Government's estimated value. On
the oiher band, nol disclosing the pre-

sale estimates exposed the risk that bids

might fall below these estimates.

• Delayed reoffering strategy-

Extending to 1 year the minimum time

before most tracts could be reoffered

penalized bidders whose bids failed to

meet the Department's FMV criteria. I!

was intended to encourage bidders lo

submit serious bids if they desired lo

obtain a lease on a timely basis.

II. Compatitioo for Federal Leases Since

1973

Of ihe 133 Federal coal lease tracls

offered since 1973. 31 [23.3 percent)

received two or more bids,

The sub-totals for each Western Slate

ranged from percent of ihe tracts

offered [North Dakota) lo 30 percent

(Utah). The Commission theorized thai

the higher degree of competition for

tracls leased in Utah appesred to reflect

Federal Government ownership of both

surface and coal rights in lhal region,

reasonable access lo the tracts, the

modest Iract acreage needed lo form a

viable mining unit, and ihe relatively

small sizes of Federal coal tracls

previously leased. Given the existing

land ownership patterns, access

problems, and split ownership of

mineral and surface rights in ihe other

Western States, however. Ihe

Commission fell the Departmenl should

vary its auction procedures lo foster a

more competitive environment for

Federal coal lease sales.

III. Design Criteria for Experimental

Auclion Techniques

The task force studying coal lease

auctions has identified 10 criteria for

rating the auction process. These criteria

represenl objectives, from Ihe point of

view of the seller, in designing an

auclion process. In particular, 'hey serve

as a basis for evaluating alternative

methods of offering Federal coal at lease

The Department requests comment on

whether any other criteria should be

considered. Because no auction syslem

can fully achieve all criteria, tradeoffs

are necessary, for example, between the

desire to obtain high bids (Criterion z)

and the wish lo sell a lease quickly

[Criterion 9).

Criterion I—Increases Bidding

Competition

An essentia! means of achieving

acceptable bid levels is to enhance or

increase ihe effective degree of bidding

competition in the sale. Increased

bidding competition allows the Federal

Government lo be more confident lhal il

will receive higher bids, and that FMV
will be obtained. This can be

accomplished by selecting an auction

design that:

—Reduces bidder apathy, the tendency

for weaker competitors nol lo bid

when they must face a known.

stronger competitor in open bidding

competition;

—Puts weaker bidders on a more equal

footing with stronger bidders, in

general;

—Hides from bidders Ihe fact that ihey

face few or no other competitors.

when such situations exist;

—Reveals to bidden the fact that they

face other competitors, when such

—Discourages the anti-competitive

practice of collusion among potential

bidders', and makes punitive bidding,

aimed at driving competitors out of

Ihe sale, difficult lo undertake.

Criterion 2—Results in High Bids

The ullimale objective of a good

auction design is lo bring forth a price

thai is as close as possible lo the full

value of the item lo the bidder who
values the item the highest, It can be

direcl objective by selecting an auction

design which:

—Make* strategic bidding, aimed at

obtaining Ihe item for less than il is

valued, difficult to carry out: and
—Dots not tip off 10 the bidder who

values the item the highest the fact

that no other bidder values the item

nearly as high.

Criterion 3—Raises Total Receipts

Some items sold, such an mineral

leases, impose rental and royalty

payment obligations on the purchaser. In

such sales, it is important lo choose an

auction design that nol only results in

high bids but also leads lo higher lotsl

receipts [see Criteria B and 10).

Criterion 4—Increases the Value of the

item to the Buyer

Sume sale processes effect the value

of the ilem being sold from the buyers'

point of view. It is desirable lo select an
auction design which has a positive

effect on value, because this can lead lo

higher offered prices. In particular, it iB

desirable lo select an auclion design

—Lowers Ihe bidders' costs of

participating in the sale process:

—Reduce bidders' uncertainly about the

value of ihe Hem being sold, in order

lo reduce the discount made to Iheir

bids lo account for this uncertainly:

and

-Allows bidders to make full use of ihe

fundi they have available, in order to

reduce any discount or limitation

made on their bids.

It is. in general, desirable to select an

auction design wilh low administrative

costs because, all else equal, this

increases the net return lo the seller

from the sale.

Criterion 6— Works Well in a Wide
Variety of Circumstances

Some auclion designs work very well

in specific sale situations, for example,

where there are many competitors, but

do very poorly otherwise. Other auction

designs tend to work at least adequately

well in almost all sale situations, but

perhaps not as well as where the design

has been specifically matched to the

exact sale situation, Such "robust"

auction designs have several

advantages over more situation-specific

designs, as follows:

—The administrative tasks of

determining ihe exact sale

circumstances and ihen prescribing a

specific auction design for these

circumstances would not have to be

—Where circumstances are uncertain,

major losses caused by an accidental

mismatch of auction design to sale

circumstances would be avoided: and

—The seller would nol rip off to buyers

Ihose sale situations in which the

seller expects weak (or strong)

bidding competition.

administrative error by ihe seller. One
that is easy to understand will tend to

bring in more bidders, allhough a

complex system might occasionally

bring in higher bids due lo bidder errors

in the face of complexity.

Criterion S—Aids Bid Acceptance/

Rejection Decisions

In some auclion markets, the seller

plays an active role in the sale process.

One way In which the seller may
participate is by deciding to accept or

reject ihe high bid offered for the ilem

for sale, as does the Federal

Government in evaluating bids for coal

lease tracts. Accordingly, it is desirable

lo select an auction design thai reveals

as much information to ihe seller as

possible about the number and quality

of competitors for Ihe item and the

-alues these competitors plat (I the

Criterion 9—Sells the item Rapidly

Some auction procedures are more
likely than others to result in a

completed sale, In general, failure to

complete a sale imposes a cost on Lhe
seller, if only the administrative cosl of
later reordering the item, Where the item
is a mineral lease, the loss may be
greater because of a delay in. or
ultimate loss of. royalty paymenls due lo
the seller upon development of the

Some auclion designs are more likely
than others to sell the item lo the party
who values it the highest, If another
party instead obtains the item, this party
may then resell the ilem to the party
who values it highest. It is possible lhat
the original seller could have obtained a
higher price by selling it directly to lhe
highest and best user. Furthermore, if

the item is a mineral lease, the delay or
failure to place the lease in the hands of
the highest and best user may cause a
delay or loss of royalty payments to Ihe
seller.

The task force studying auction
techniques identified 12 basic elements
or coniponenls of a bonus bid auclion
process. These elements define lhe
framework for the experimental auction
techniques described in the nexl section
of ihis notice. The Department requests
comments regarding their completeness
and whether Ihey have been adequately

Element I—Method of Bid Entry

Bids may be accepted in a number of
ways. Common approaches include
sealed bidding, oral bidding, and the
Dutch auction where the seller's asking
price gradually descends umil a bid is

offered at thai price, which ends lhe
sale. A combination of methods, such as
sealed followed by oral bidding, is also
possible, Current Federal coal
management regulations prescribe the
use of sealed bidding only.

Element 2~Price the High Bidder Must
Pay

The high bidder wins the auction and
commonly pays the high bid offered to
oblain the item for sule, si is the case in

a Federal coal lease sale. In some
auctions, however, the high bidder pays
a different, lower price for the ilem, I.e..

the second highest sealed bid [lhe

highest losing bid) offered. In sales of

multiple identical items, prices paid are
commonly lhe highest set of sealed bids
lhat exhaust lhe number of items for

sale; but sometimes a single price is paid
for the items, set just equal to lhe
hiahest bid nol in lhe above winning set

of bids [the highest losing bid).

Element 3—Duration of Offering

The amount of lime given lo potential
bidders to become aware of lhe offering,

to gaiher information about the value of

the item, and lo prepare a bid can
significanlly affect lhe bids offered.

Currendy, bidders are notified 30 to 45
days prior to a Federal coal lease sale,

although lhe planning framework for

most sales is known up to 18 monihs in

In some auction designs, a puymenl is

made to ihe losing bidder or bidders to

encourage bidders lo participate. In

others, all bidders are charged a fee to

discourage what is perceived to be an
overly large number of participants.

There is currenlly no fee or paymenl
associated with participation in a

Federal coal lease auction, allhough the
minimum bid lhal will be considered for

a lease is set by regulation at $100 per
acre. The minimum bid is best viewed
as "good faith" money rather lhan a irue
charge to participants.

Element S—Bidder Qualifications

In some auclions, participation la

limited to ihose who meet certain

qualifications. For example, only small
businesses are allowed to bid for tracls
designated as small business set-asides
in Federal coal leane sales. In ihe past,
one qualification lo bid in an emergency
Federal coal lease sale was the ability to

develop the trad being offered. This

order lo promote greater bidding
competition: however, all bidders must
"qualify" through payment of the

minimum bid and meel certain statutory
citizenship and other requirements listed

in the coal management regulations.

Element S—Limitations Placed by
Bidders on Winnings or Expenditures

In some sales of multiple Items,

bidders are allowed to specifly a limit

either on the number of items they wish
lo win or on the total amount they wish
to spend at the sale. This limit is

submitted along with the sealed bids
offered for the items in the sale. Where
a limit is allowed, the bids are opened
for one ilem al a time in an order
specified by lhe seller before the sale.

Once a bidder wins enough items to

reach this winnings or expenditure limit.

his or her bids on remaining items in the

sale are cancelled. No such procedure is

currently followed by the Department in

ils cnal lease offerings.

Element 7—limitation Placed by Seller

an Number of Items Sold

In some sales of multiple ilems, the

seller may decide Id set a limit on the

number of ilems thai will be sold, at a

level below lhe number offered. This
limit may be decided by lhe seller

before or afier the sale and, if set

presulc. may or may nol be announced
pre-sale. Although such a limitation has
nol been used in Federal coal lease
idlttt, a form of this approach, called

interrracl bidding, is being considered
by lhe Departmenl for future sales.

Guidelines explaining how this

procedure would be used will be
lented for public comment in a

lepaTfi

In a

nolle

:tion, ilems are put up for

saie one at rime. The order in which
the items are offered can influence
which items get sold and what prices

are obtained. In a sealed bid auclion.

bids are usually taken for all ilem*

simultaneously and the order In which
the bids for (he ilems are opened does

'

not mailer. This is the current procedure
for Federal coal lease sales. Sealed bids

could, however, be taken for each item

one al a time and then opened, much
like an oral bidding auclion. In such a

case, the order in which Ihe items were
offered would matter just as il would in

an oral auction. Also, if bidders were
ullowed to sel a limit on expenditures in

the sale, the order in which lhe items'

bids would be opened would need lo be
specified by the seller in advance of the

Element 9— Whether and //oiv the
Seller Uses Own Et-aluatian or Data To
Influence the price

In some auctions, the seller merely
accepts Ihe price which results from lhe

auction. In other auctions, the seller

allempts to influence or doublecheck the

auction price based on his or her own
informalion uboul the value of lhe item
for sale. The seller may provide data or

an estimate of the value of the item lo

polenlial bidders before the sale and
may also decide on s price below whir.h

he or she will not sell the ilem. The
seller might or might nol announce this

"reservation" price to bidders before the

sule. The seller's reservation pnre might
change after the sale based on
Information lhal the seller obtains from
lhe sale. If lhe bid price is deemed too
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low. the seller may actually engage in

bidding at the sale. While the

Department does not play an active role

in its coal lease auctions, it dues

estimate lease value before such sales,

and formally determines a reservation

price for each tract after the lease sale

based on its pre-salc estimate and new
information provided by competitive

bidding at the lease sale, the pre-sale

estimates ore not announced prior to the

sale, however.

Element 10—Method of Payment

The seller may require the high bid to

he paid as a single lump sum or may
allow a series of smaller payments over

time. Federal coal lease tracts ore

generally offered with deferred bonus
bidding—20 par cant of the bonus must

be paid hi the time of the sale and 20 per

cent at each of the first four anniversary

dates of the lease.

Element 11—Information ProviJed by
Seller After Sale

Certain information, if disclosed by

the seller after the sale, could affect the

bidding in future sales and thus is a

design element. This information

includes the names of the bidders, the

bids tendered, and the seller's

evaluation and reservation price (if any)

for the items offered. In Federal coal

lease sales, all of the above information

is available except for the Government's
evaluations and reservation prices for

tract)) not receiving bids that have heen

Element 22— Timing of Reoffering

Bidders' expectations about when
items not sold in the auction would be

reoffered for sale affect how they will

bid. The seller might announce before

the sale that items not sold would not be

reoffered again for a specified period of

time. The seller might require that, in

order to have a reoffering. a suitable

level of demand must be exhibited in the

initial offering. Under current policy,

Federal coal lease tracts would
generally not be reoffered in less than 1

year, unless bypass of the Federal coal

could occur within that interval.

V. Proposed Experimental Auction
Techniques

The Department task force has
examined past coal lease sales, the

available literature on auctions, and the

design elements and criteria used to

define and measure the effectiveness of

various lease offering methods. While
manipulation of the 12 identified auction

elements could result in a very large

number of experimental procedures, the

task force developed four hypothetical

examples that demonstrate means nf

achieving different balances among
design criteria. Each example

emphasizes different objectives in the

auction process. The Department

welcomes suggestions of additional

examples that might weigh other

important design criteria differently, as

well as comments on the examples

themselves.

The Commission noted the lack of

homogeneity among Federal coal tracts

offered at tease auctions. Depending on

tract size and amount of coal reserves,

configuration, and urgency of need.

(reels are categorized as meeting

requirements (or new production.

of coal bypass. Each of these tract

categories is further modified by

consideration of whether a tract is

captive to a single dominant bidder or

non-captive. CommentB on how the

Department's experimental auction

techniques should lake these factors

into account are also encouraged. For

example, should the Department adopt a

different auction procedure for bypass

tracts than for new production tracts?

In selecting examples of experimental

auction techniques, the task force did

not alter several of the design elements

used in current Department procedures.

While this decision was partly

motivated by the observation that

certain alternative procedures may be

inappropriate for auctions of Federal

coal lease tracts, commenters may wish

to suggest appropriate variations of any
element. Those design elements not

changed include elements 2. 3. 4. 5, 7, 10

and 11. The rationale is as follows:

Element 2 will not be altered from the

current procedure thai the winning

bidder pays the highest bid offered In

highly competitive auctions, there may
be an advantage to allowing the high

bidder to pay the second highest sealed

bid offered. This option would not prove

beneficial in the sale of Federal coal

UruHKK because most tracts receive only

one bid.

Element 3 is not specifically proposed

for experimentation because procedures

were developed in July 1983. after public

comment, to permit lease sale notices to

be posted from between 30 and 45 days

in advance of the sale.

Element 4 will not be changed to

permit a payment or charge to

participants. Such a procedure would be

inconsistent with competitive offerings

of all other solid and fluid mineral

leases.

Element 5 will not be altered either to

increase or decrease the qualifications

of bidders from those contained in

existing coal management regulations at

43 CFR Part 3472.

Element 7 is addressed separately in

the Department's proposal to implement

adopt intertract bidding in appropriate

circumstances,

Element 10, concerning the method of

payment, will not be changed. Federal

coal leaBe tracts would still be sold on a

deferred bonus bidding basis for at least

half of all acreage offered for lease in

Hny year. This is a requirement of the

Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act

of 1976.

Element 11. concerning information

provided after the sale, will continue to

follow current guidelines permitting the

release of final tract appraisal values for

high bids that meet the criteria for bid

acceptance.

The four examples are listed

according to degree of bidder

uncertainty and penalties for

underbidding. The first example

generally follows the thrust of current

Department action procedures, which is

to seek to elicit bids close to a bidder's

own appraisal of tract value (Criterion

2). This is accomplished by maximizing

bidder uncertainty regarding

Government reservation prices and
penalizing underdidding through

delayed tract reofferings. At the other

end of the spectrum, example 4 features

an oral auction procedure prior to which

Government values are disclosed in the

Notice of Lease Sale. This approach is

designed to increase the probability that

a sale will be successful (Criterion 9). In

between are gradations with some
variations to test specific design

elements. Comments are requested on

any particular design element that could

be varied to produce desirable results.

An asterisk (") signifies that the design

element is the same as the procedure

currently utilized by the Department.

Example 7—Sealed Bidding with

Optional Expenditure Limitation

'Method of bid entry: Sealed bidding;

all bids submitted prior to lease sale.

Limitation placed by bidders on

winnings or expenditures: Bidders may
indicate a maximum spending limit or

tract winnings limit when sealed bids

are submitted. Variation. An option is to

have sequential bidding at the sale, with

bids submitted for one tract at a time.

Order of offering tracts: Order of bid

opening will be specified in Notice of

Lease Sales. Bids on bypass tracts end

tracts with highest values per ton to be

opened first, followed by bids on all

remaining tracts.

'Whether and how the Deportment

influences the price: Department will

perform pre-sale estimates and post-sale

appraisals to determine FMV. Pre-sale

estimates will not be announced prior to

or at time of bid opening. Variation: The
Department will not release its

preliminary or final appraisals Tor any
tracts, even if the high bid meets
acceptance criteria.

Timing of reoffering: New productiun
tracts could be reoffered no sooner lhan
1 year and production maintenance
tracts no sooner than 8 months after the

previous offering. Bypass tracts could be
renffered without restrictions. Tracts
may be reoffered a maximum of three

Discussion: Example 1 is based on the

assumption that sealed bidding
potentially increases the revenue to the
seller in a market with few bidders.
Potential misallocation is increased In

sealed bidding. In a single bidder
market, however, the allocation problem
is primarily between the buyer and the
seller, due to an undisclosed reservation
price. In the few coses where
misallocation may occur, there exists an
after market where the buyer can assign
Ihe lease to another party. Sealed
bidding also mokes it harder for parties
to collude.

Allowing bidders a limit on capital

expenditures or number of tracts won
makes the market stronger nnd more
homogeneous. With a limit, each firm

can bid without fear uf exceeding its

financial resources. By removing that

risk the Government may elicit bids that

are higher. The option of sequencing Ihe

bidding with bids submitted for gni
tract a! a time has a similar effect as an
expenditure or winnings limit: the

bidder is able to concentrate the firm's

financial resources on one tract at a
time. By the Department's offering the

highest vulue-per-ton tracts first.

revenue from the sale may be higher. By
ol jo offering bypass tracts first, the risk

lo the Guvemmenl uf having a bypass
tract go unleased is also reduced. The
variation from current procedures to

withhold pre- and post-sole

Government appraisals may result in

higher bids for future sales by further

increasing bidder uncertainty.

The more information tvatlllblfl nil the
tract lo be offered for lease, ihe less (he
risk and the higher the bids. However,
the more information available on the

number of competitors for the sale. Ihe
less Ihe risk from competition and the
lower the bids. By not disclosing a

reservation price (pre-sale estimate), the

Government effectively becomes
another bidder. The disadvantage is also
present, however, of potential

misallocation where the high bid is

rejected and the tract does nol go to the
firm (hat has the highest and best use for

the tract.

This misallocation problem is

circumvented by using the

Government's own after market:
reoffering the tract. Reoffering is ihe

Government's way to correct

misallocation. The misallocation

potential of a new production tract is

very slight. New produclion tracts are

needed for development up to 10 years
in Ihe future, leaving ample time to

reoffer and lease the trad. Maintenance
tracts generally have a shorter time
horizon, while bypass tracts may have
an extremely short lime bfflrison to

correct any misallocation problem.
Reoffering can be abused, however, if

firms lake advantage by narrowing in on
Ihe Government's reservation price.

Thus, a limit to reofferings makes firms

tend to bid closer to their estimate of

what tracts are worth.

"Method of bid entry: Sealed bids

submitted prior to lease sale,

'Limitation placed by bidders on
winnings or expenditures: None
Order of offering (racis: Ordering

specified in Notice of Lease Sale Bids
on bypass tracts and tracts wilh highest

value per ton to be opened first,

followed by all other tracts.

Whether and how Department uses its

own evaluation or data to influence the

price: Pre-sale estimates of tract value
are not announced in Notice of Lease
Sale. After bids are opened for a tract,

Dupurtmeot identifies the bid(s) that are
at least 25 percent of the Department's
pre-sale estimate, unless the high bid
exceeds this estimate. The bidder(s)
with bids falling below the pre-sale
estimate but at least 25 percent of the

estimate may submit a second sealed
hid wiihin an appropriate time interval

(5-30 minutes). No second chance
permitted if any initially submitted bid
exceeds the pre-sale estimate.

"Timing of reoffering: No leas than 1

year from lease, sale, except for bypass

Discussion: Example 2 capitalizes on
the advantages of sealed bidding
discussed in example 1. but by having a

second chance feature it helps mitigate

ihe potential misallocation problem
associated with sealed bidding. As the

name implies, it gives the buyer a

second chance, which is in some
respects equivalent to an immediate
reoffer. It also provides a form of

negotiation to allow participants to raise

their bids to an acceptable level, thus

reducing administrative costs in

reoffering tracts,

Wilh the second chance feature the

ordering of the tracts being offered
becomes important. By nffering the

'best" and the bypass tracts first, for

those tracts where a second chance is

allowed the overall revenues of the sale

are potentially higher and the risk of

bypass tracts going unsold is reduced
(criterion 9). In the case of production
mainlenance tracts, frequent reoffering

becomes less critical due lo the second
chance feature,

The information disclosed and the

associated advantages are the same os

in example 1, except where a second
chance is permitted. If this occurs no
additional information is divulged

except to indicate the bids Tell short of

the pre-sale estimate by no more than 75

percent.

Method of bid entry: Sealed bids. Oral

auction if two or more participants

submit bids of at least 25 percent of the

Department's pre-sale estimate of tract

value. All bids submitted at the lease

'Limitation placed by bidders on
expenditures: None
Order of offering or opening of bids:

Tracts would be offered in sequence
According lo an ordering announced in

the Notice of Lease Sale. Sealed bida

would be collected far each tract as il is

Offered.

Whether and how die Department
uses its own evaluation or data to

influence the price: Tracts would be
offered in Notice of Lease Sale without
an indication of Department estimate

of tract value. Bid acceptance or

rejection would be determined by
comparing the Department's final post-

sale tract appraisal with the high bid

Variation: The Department would
announce in the Notice of Lease Sale its

reservation price for tracts thai would
be mined within 2 years of the lease

offering.

'Timing of reoffering—Same as

example 2.

Discussion: The main difference

between example 3 and the current

system for auctioning coal lease tracts is

Ihe use of a two stage auction process.

By utilizing oral bidding, this example
avoids the potential misallocation

problem of using sealed bidding only. By
not disclosing the Department's pre-sale

reservation price, the proposal would
tend to elicit bids that more accurately

reflect firms' estimates of value. The
competition by a bidder against Ihe

Government's reservation price would
be augmented by oral bidding

competition against any other firm or

firms,

The use of oral bidding allows market
forces to allocate the lease to its highest
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and best user Requiring a 25 percent

floor lo qualify for the oral auction is a

means of encouraging the submission of

serious bids, although it could be used

by bidders to narrow in on the

Department's pre-sale reservation price.

In an oral auction, expenditure or

winnings limits are nol needed. Since

tracts are bid on sequentially, the bidder

will simply not bid on any additional

tracts when his or her limit is reached.

With sealed bids submitted at the

lease sale as each tract is offered,

followed by an oral auction, the need for

rapid reoffering for production

maintenance or bypass tracts is less

critical. If the option to publish the

emergency leases pre-sale is utilized,

then Ihe need for reofferings in those
cases is even more greatly reduced.

Method of bid entry: Oral bidding.

"limitation placed by bidders on

expenditures: None.
Order of offering tracls: Order

specified in Notice of Leaae Sale. Bypass

tracls and tracts wilh the highesi per ton

value will be offered first, followed by
all other tracls. As the auction for each
tract is announced, oral bids may be

submitted at appropriate value

increments and time intervals.

Whether and how (he Department
uses its own evaluation or data to

influence the price: Department would
announce ils pre-salc reservation price

in the Notice of Lease Sale.

"Timing of reoffering: Same as

example 2 and 3. Reoffering needed only
when tracts receive no bids.

Discussion: This example provides a

large degree of openness and eliminates

misallocation problems. It also

represents an extreme example of

lowering buyer uncertainty by

announcing Government esiimatcs in

advance of the lease sale.

Due to Ihe use of oral bidding with an

announced reservations price, however.
competition may suffer where bidders

are not homogeneous; collusion would
also be harder to control. Weaker
bidders may become apathetic and
strong bidders would become aware of

situations where they face no
competition (criterion 1).

Since a majority of tracts appeal to a

single dominant bidder, average bids

under this r-x>rr,p l i-.*4iLBp
i
rfoach the

Government's reservation prices, and
nol necessarily reflect firms' values of

tracls. Example 4 might work best under
a situation of intense competition or

where the cost of misallocation is great.

With disclosed reservation prices,

tracls will have the greatest opportunity

to sell rapidly (criterion 9) and ihere v

be little need for reofferings, In most

cases tracts will be acquired by the

buyers who value them the highest.

List of Subjects in 43 CFR Part 3410

Administrative practice and
procedure, coal, mines. Public lands-
mineral resources. Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements. Surety

bonds.

Dated: October 20, IBM,

]amoi M Parker,

43 CFR Pari 3410

Public Comment on Collection and
Sharing of Coal Exploratory DrllHng

Data

agency: Bureau of Land Management.

action: Request for comments.

SUMMARY: Two recenl reports on the

Federal Coal Management Program have

contained recommendations about the

collection and sharing of data gathered

under a Federal coal exploration license.

Specifically, (he Commission on Fair

Market Value Policy for Federal Coal

Leasing (hereafter called the

Commission) in their report of February

1964 has recommended thai any firm be

allowed to purchase daia from a

licensee even after exploratory drilling

has been concluded. The Office of

Technology Assessment (OTA) report

[May 1984) suggested that the licensee

be required to collect hydrologic and
soil profile data in addition to coal

resource dala. The Department would
like information on the probable effects

and merits of these proposals.

A proposed version of this notice was
sent to Western Slate Governors and
major interest groups and organizations

at their request in July 1934. Following

this distribution, those groups asked the

Department of the Interior to hold

informational briefings. Meetings took

place in Denver on July 23 and 24, 19S4.

Written comments received as a result

of this distribution are on file at ihe

address specified below.
^

'MO-fOlMiMU were received from

State governments or environmental

groups. Commenls were received from

four industry organizations Three of

these expressed stronn concerns thai

requiring sharing of drilling data would
be counterproductive and reduce

incentive for expoloration drilling- One
deferred cumment on the merits of the

proposal, bul suggested two systems of

sharing.

The substance uf this proposal was

not modified bul a paragraph has been

added to solicit specific information

concerning the effectiveness of current

regulations in fostering participation by

all interested parties.

patb: comments should be received on

or before November 30, 1984.

adorchs; Bureau of Land Management

(540), Boom 5940, 1800 C Street. NW.,

Washington. D.C. 20240.

The comments will be available for

public review in Room 5840 at the above

address during normal business hours

(7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.).

FOR FURTHCH INFORMATION CONTACT:

Ron Smith. (202) 343-4799.

buprumentarv information: Under

the coal program regulations,

exploration licenses may be issued to

allow private parties, singularly or

jointly, to explore coal deposits to

obtain geological, environmental, and

other pertinent data concerning ihe coal

deposits. Licensees may be required to

collect ground and surface water data

from the area being explored.

The regulations |43 CFR 3410.2-l[c]|

require dial a prospective licensee make
public its inient to conduct exploratory

drilling in order to provide an

opportunity for other parlies to

parlicpate in exploration under the

license on a pro rata cost sharing basis.

Those parties interested in participating

in the drilling project must indicate (heir

intention within 30 days after

publication of the "Notice of Invitation;"

otherwise, they lose their right to

participate in the drilling project.

However, drilling information may be

obtained from the licensee, provided Ihe

licensee is willing to sell the

information. Copies uf all data gathered

by the licensee must be submitted to the

Government and il shall be considered

confidential until the area has been

leased or until il is determined that

public access to the dala would not

damage the competitive position of the

licensee, whichever cumes first.

Recently, however, two studies of the

coal program have recommended
changes in certain provisions of the

exploralion license program. The
ContuJaaiei: ;e..umx.-nded fhdt ihv

Department consider changing its

regulations [43 CFR 34l0.2-l[c)| to

require that licensees allow any person

(o purchase information on h pro-rata

basis even after the drilling has been

completed.

The proposed change would require

this sale to other interested parlies with

a late participation penally fee, ss well

as the original share cost, any lime after
Ihe 30 day partiupaiinn period has
passed |4J CFR 3410.2-1 |c)|2Jj. Tha
amounl of Ihe premium or fee to be paid.
as well as ihe amounl of the original
share cost, is to be deiermined. The
change may increase the number of
bidders for the leases because it would
make il easier for them to obtain
information. It also may decrease
environmental impacts by limiting

exploratory drilling in a particular area
to one company or group of companies.
Although the Department would not

be involved in administering any
contracu that may result from the
proposed change, there is concern about
the potential effect of forcing privute
firms to share exploratory drilling

results. Even with compensation the
change may reduce the incentive for

companies to conduct exploratory
drilling, thus reducing the amount of
coal data submitted by industry to the
Government. Il may benefit (hose
companies lhat let others take the risk of
exploratory drilling while penalizing
those (hat are willing to take this risk.

The Department requests public
it on the merits of changing the

present arrangement to one requiring the

sale of data to any interested parly, nnd
also on the advisability of accepting I his

recommendation on an experiment.il

basis to assess its actual effect. In

addition, comments are needed on how
to calculate the orginul share cost and
what would be a reasonable penalty fee

as a percentage of the original share
cost, such as 10. 50 or 100 percent. The
Depai tmen( also seeks public comments
on ways to insure that the

confidentiality of the drilling

information will be preserved under this

In addition to ihe change
recommended by (he Commission, (he

OTA report suggested that licensees be
required lo collect hydrologic and soil

profile data as well as coal resource
data. This proposal was put forth by
OTA as a means of improving the

collection of information and upgrading
the quality of data available for cool
leasing decisions. The expense of
collecting the information would be
bome by the companies that wish (0

lease the resource and thus be a prime
beneficiary of the information.

However, the Department is

concerned that additional requirements

imposed on the licensee could increase

expenses and reduce the amount of

exploratory drilling undertaken.

Therefore, the Department is seeking
commenls on the likely effects of

imposing this requirement.

In addition, the Department is seeking

commenls lo determine if any interested

party has ever been denied particpation
in an exploration license, or denied the

opportunity to purhcase data after

exploration from a licensee, or refused

previous drilling on a tract.

List of Subjects In 43 CFR Par* 3410

Administrative practice and
procedure. Coal, Mines, Public lands-
mineral resources, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements. Surety

DaleJ: October TO. 1984.

lime* M. Parkar,

A ding Director
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Bureau of Land Maniflssrlsrst

Request for Comment* on Propoaed
Guideline* for Intertract Bidding for

Federal Coal Lum
agency: Bureau of Land Management.

action: Notice.

summary: The Deportment of the

Interior (the Department) is seeking

comment on alternative guideline* it

may adopt concerning the use of an

inlertracl bidding procedure for

suctioning Federal cost leases.

Publication of the guideline* in this

notice is the first public step in fulfilling

a commitment hy the Secretary of the

Interior to adopt Recommendation V-3

m the February 1984 report of the

Commission on Fair Market Value

Federal Register / Vol. 49, No. 212 / Wednesday, October 31, 1984 / Notices

DEPARTMENT WTHE INTERIOR ADOBK8S: Send comments to Director tracts and of presenting enhanced lease

sale opportunity.

The Department formally introduced

th* concept of intertrsct bidding for

Federal coal leases In its July 1U73 final

rulemaking for the Federal coal

management program. The mien

specified that Intertract bidding would

be used when and if the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) and the Geological

Survey [GS), in consultation with the

Department of Energy (DOE),

determined that the use of intertract

bidding would be in the public interest

A provision in the 197fl proposed ruins

requiring the use of tntextract bidding for

tracts covered by nontransferable

surface owner consents predating the

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation

Act of 1977 was dropped because of

possible overlap with DOE regulatory

authority. This provision was retained

by the Department as a matter of policy,

however, in 1D81, full authority to

promulgate rules governing bidding

syHtems was returned to the

Department. In early February 1982, the

Department amended the policy

concerning nontransferable consent

tracts to permit such tracts lo be offered

in single tract sale procedures as well as

by intertract bidding.

The first proposal to use intertract

bidding in a Federal coal lease sale was

made in late 1981 and early 1982 while

the Secretary was considering a lease

sale in the Powder River region of

Wyoming and Montana. The Powder

River Regional Coal Team (RCT) hod

delineated four lease tracts In the

vicinity of Ashland. Montana; however,

the State of Montana requested that

only two of the tracts be leased in order

to avoid overtaxing the local

socioeconomic infrastructure. The BLM
Montana State Director, actign as a

member fo the RCT. proposed that all

four tracts be offered for sale by

intertract bidding and the two tracts

receiving the highest bids in cenlB per

ton of coal reserves be leaned, In mid-

February 19BZ, the Secretary agreed lo

this proposal.

The Department's presale evaluations

of the four tracts ranged from .03 cent

per ton of coal reserves to 10-3 cents per

ton; however, all four tracts were

assigned an entry level minimum bid of

2.5 cents per ton lo permit the bidding to

begin on an equal footing.

The surface on the four tract*

included in the intertract sale was held

wholly or in part by qualified surface

owners. Since the required written

evidence of consent by surface owners

to allow coal mining on three of the

tracts in (he intertract sale was not

received by the staled deadline, the
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"intertract bidding in appropriate case*

is a desirable method for leasing Federal

cuul." The intent of this notice is to offer

For comment the Department's proposed

9uid*lifl«* for "appropriate cases" in

which to use an intertract approach.

Inlertracl bidding will be considered as

an option for leasing coal tracts only

after the Department receives the advice

of the Regional Coal Teams and the

affected Slate Governor*.

A copy of this proposal was sent to

Western State Governors and major

interest groups and organizations at

their request in July 1984, Following this

distribution, those groups asked the

Department of the Interior to hold

informational briefings. Meetings took

place in Denver on July 23 and 24, 1984.

A mining company, en energy

company, and three industry

associations submitted comments in

response to the July 1984 distribution of

this proposal. These comments are on
file at the address specified below. Most

of ihe comments expressed strong

opposition to the intertract bidding

concept without addressing the

guidelines proposed by the Department

to define circumstances in which it

would consider using some form of

intertract bidding. Because of the

general nature of the comments
received, there is no basis for revision of

the proposal at this point. The
Department hopes that publication of

this notice results in specific comments
on the alternative guidelines for

intertract bidding rather loan general

Etatements of approval or disapproval.

DATt Written comments will be

received on or before 30 calendar days

of publication of this notice,

ADDRESS: Send comments lo Director

(tJ4fl). Bureau of Land Management, 18th

and C Street*. NW„ Washington, D.C.

20240.

FOR FUBTwHI MFOMMTION CONTACT:

Andrew Strasfogel, Resource Evaluation

and Program Development Staff. Bureau

of Land Management [841). 18tfa and C
Street*. NW„ Washington. D.C. 2024a
telephone (202) 343-1786.

SWVUMCNTAMY INFORMATION:

Introduclion

In an intertract lease sale, the

Department would offer a greater

tonnage of coal than it intended lo leu»e.

Prior lo the lease sale, procedure will

be developed to determine a milking

priority or mechanism for leasing

preference. Only tract* with high bid*

that meet or exceed the Department's

post-sale standard* for fair market value

(FMV) would be considered for leasing.

If the aggregate tonnage in tracts with

acceptable FMV bids i* greater than the

targeted leasing tonnage, the ranking

priority or mechanism will be utilized in

making the final decision a* to what
tracts are actually leased.

Historically, one problem in the

Federal conl leasing process has been

that bidding competition for Federal

coal lease tracts has been weak. On
average, only about 3 tracts in 10 can be

expected to receive more than one bid.

The chief cause of this lack of bidding

competition is that, for most tracts, one

firm lendB to have a major informational

and developmental advantage, either

through ownership of coal reserves

adjacent to the Federal lease tract or

through control of access rights or

surface ownership.

An additional weakness has been that

purchauers have been offered only a

limited selection of lease tracts because

offerings were constrained by the total

tonnage reserve contained in the

Secretary's final tract selection and

scheduling decision. That is. a large

array of tracts could not be offered out

of concern that the decided-upon sale

tonnage limit might be exceeded.

This process of administrative tract

selection has tended to place some firms

in a position where they have virtually

no competition for the coal they desire

to lease. This process may also have led

the Department to withhold tracts that

are of interest to other potential bidders

for fear of leasing too much coal. The
administrative tract selection system
now used may therefore discourage

competition of lease sale opportunity for

individual tracts. The Department
believes that intertract bidding presents

an approach that should be tested as a

means of genertiling competition among

BLM was farced to withdraw those
tracts and cancel the intertract sale.

Evidence of consents was obtained for

the fourth tract (Cook Mountain) and It

was offered and sold by single tract sale

procedures in effect at that time. No
intertract coal lease sales have been
proposed since, so that the Department
has yet to held such a sale.

Intertract in the Context of Federal Coal
Management

The BLM processes for tract

delineation, tract ranking, tract

selection, and tract sale provide a highly
specialized environment in which any
intertract system would need to

function. As explained below, tract

selection Is designed to provide ihe

tracts deemed necessary for new coal

mine development and expansion or

continuation of existing mines. Tract
selection currently is not designed to

provide for the offering of an excess
amount of coal that could he reduced
through intertract bidding. InlertrHct

bidding may therefore be viewed as a

useful procedure to permit market
forces, rather than government tract

selection, a greater voice In deciding
which tracts should be leased, In

addition to its role as a means of

generating bids that are more
"competitive" for single bid tracts.

Preparation for a coal lease sale

begins several years before the actual
sale. Regional Coal Teams (RCTs)
obtain expressions of leasing interest;

delineate specific tracts based on these
expressions and on geologic,

engineering, economic, and
environmental characteristics; and then
rank the delineated tracts based on such
factors. At the same time, the RCTs
assess the expressions of leasing

interest, projected regional capacities
and plana, market surveys, and a variety
of national and regional coal production
scenarios. This information forms the

basis for choosing the leasing level

range, that is, the amount of coal the

Department might need to lease in order
to meet a variety of objectives. The
leasing level range covers a possible
sale—or—sales -to be held over one or

more years.

Tract ranking Is used to form
alternative groupings of tracts for

analysis in a regional sale

environmental impact statement (EIS)

which assesses environmental and
socioeconomic effects likely to result

from alternative levels of coal
development. The alternatives analyzed
fall above, within, and below the leasing
level range, and usually overstate

impacts of lease offerings since ihe

Department rarely leases all tracts It

offers and because all tracts leased may
not necessarily be developed.
Upon the completion of the EIS

process, the RCT resurveys Interest in

Ihe region, considers regional and
national short end long term markets
and environmental impacts, and
recommends to the Secretary a group of

regional tracts lo be offered for sale.

These may be offered in a single sale or
in a phased sale spread over a year or

more. The Secretary makes the final

traci selection and lease sale scheduling
decision.

The RCT also categorizes lease tracts

aa captive or non-captive, although there

are gradations in between. Captive
tracts include those adjacent to or

surrounded by existing or planned
mining operations or in such a

configuration as to limit bids on the

Federal coal to a single firm or

individual.

Conversely, non-captive tracts would
be those lacking one dominant potential

bidder. Tracts are further classified

according to whether they represent

new production, production
maintenance, or bypass situations. In

addition, tracts can be categorized by
geographical area or other criteria, such
as small business or public body set-

asides. The Secretary uses the

information provided by the RCT to

decide the selection and timing of tracts

to offer in one or more lease sales. If

sales are to be phased, the Secretary
could offer first those tracts of greatest

apparent economic interest. The results

from this sale could then be used lo

gauge if and when further phases of the

sale are needed,
Implicit in this process is the

assumption that the Secretary's final

decision only includes tracts thai the

Government wishes to lease at the time,

provided the high bid on each tract

meets the lest for fair market value
(FMV). Because of the absence of
surface owner consents, however, eome
tracts selected may not actually be
offered and some of those offered may
not receive acceptable (or any) bids and
thus would not be leased. As a rule,

therefore, the Department is uncertain
prior to the sale what amount of coal
will be leased. Almost invariably, the

Department will lease fewer coal tracts

than are approved by the Secretary In

the final iracl selection end scheduling
decision.

Possible Benefits of Intertract Bidding

The main thrust of intertract bidding
is lo offer more tracts for sale than the

Department is willing to sell, and to

award leases in such a manner that

lower-bid tracts are less likely to be
among those actually sold. A somewhat

analogous system Is used at times in

Treasury bill auctions where bidders

compete against each oiher on the basis

of bid yield offers to determine the

successful purchaser of the Treasury

bills. In this case, the Treasury

Department ranks ihe bid yield offers in

ascending order and awards bills based

on this ascending order only up to the

goal of meeting its fixed gross borrowing
target in dollars.

Intertract bidding for coal lease tracts,

as il has been proposed, is designed lo

allow competition among bidders for

alternative tracts to supplement
competition among bidders for ihe same
tract. An additional reason for

proposing Intertract bidding for coal

leuses is that a value per ton ranking
forma an efficient allocation

mechanisms consistent with economic
theory to selecl the best and lowest-coat

tracla for development. Still another
advantage Is lhat this process is though!

to provide a neutral mechanism that

eliminates any appearance of favoritism

in final tract selection: lhat is, many of

ihe tracts in which there has been an
expressed interest can be offered and
the actual selection made by the market
place, Instead of by the Government.

There are several other possible

benefits to be considered with regard lo

intertract. One important advantage is

thai some tonnage limit on sales can be
set, which can assure RCT i that no
matter how many tracts are offered the

limit will not be exceeded. This may
allow the Department to be much more
flexible in which tracts to offer. In the

case of a lease sale held in several

phases, Inlertracl can provide the RCTs
and the Department with important
Information about the value of the tracts

remaining to be leased. This can
improve planning for further phases of

the sale,

The above benefits accrue to differing

degrees for the four intertract bid

ranking mechanisms in the proposed
guidelines. Some intertract ranking

mechanisms provide much better

competitive or allocative effects while

others provide improved administrative

control over the order in which tracts

are leased. The circumstances to which
these ranking mechanisms would best

apply differ, and are discussed in the

Concerns Associated with Intertnicl

Bidding

A number of concerns wilh intertract

bidding hove been raised over the past

few years in comments by industry and
through Inlernal Departmental review,

These concerns are with the

administrative cosl of the process; wiih
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loss of Departmental control over the

order in which Iracts are eased; with the

potential tea the proces* to be used

inappropriately to restrict coal supply;

with the co*l of the process to bidders;

with the possibility that the process will

result Id prices well above FMV; and
lhat Ihe process may unfairly expose

private firms' bidding strategies.

Departmental Study of inlertracl bidding

suggests that these concerns, while real,

may be overcome if intertract bidding is

used in a flexible manner in specific

situations- These concerns are

addressed in turn.

1, Intertract Bidding May Result in

Higher Administrative Cost to the

Government Due to a Need To Delineate

and Screen More Tracts Than the

Government Wisiwt to Leases

The Commission on Fair Markel

Value Policy for Federal Coal Leaning

found that current admin istra rive

processes are already providing an

abundance of tracts for leasing.

Furthermore, future sales will be held

using a phased approach. Thus, a

sufficient number of tracts may cow be

available in most regions to hold

intertract sales. It is not clear, however,

thai significantly enhanced tract

competition wiD result from Ming an

inlertrect approach even if a surplus of

tracts are available. This is because

some offered tracts do not receive bids

in a conventional lease sale, even at

refc-ulatory minimum bid levels.

2. Intertract Bidding Implies a Loss of
Administrative Control Over the Order

in Which Tracts Are Leased

It is possible that the least

environmentally desirable tracts of a sel

of tracts may receive the highest bids in

an intertract sale and thus be leased

instead of the more environmentally

desirable tracts. Under the Department',

r.urrent tract selection procedures, few

Iracts wilh poor environmental ratings

e offered for lease.

Inc of

antral ov&r the order of

leasing may not be as serious problem.

Of the tracts that were to be offered in

the 1962 Ashland. Montana, intertract

bidding Experiment, all four were given

equal ranking on environmental and

socioeconomic factors by the RCT.

Because of this, the RCT was willing lo

permit the market to make the tract

selection decision. Furthermore. Ihe

development have, to a large extant.

been internalized by surface mining

laws and other environmental prelection

measures; thus, sites with environmental

problems tend to Have higher mining
- = nd will tend to do poorly in

intertract sales as compared to

environmentally superior sites, all else

If additional administrative control is

Btill felt to be needed, it could be

provided In an intertract sale by
upplying weights to bids on different

tracts to equalize the tracts

environmentally, or a preferred order for

acci-plnnce of high bide in an intertract

sale conld be specified administratively

before the sale- [See the discussion of

alternative ranking rules which appears

later in this notice.) Such a ranking

Bcheme could, however, vitiate the

economic benefits of using intern-act to

a significant degree.

3. Intertract Bidding has Been
Questionedfor Providing an A venue,

and an Incentive, for Placing an

Artificial Limit OB Coo! Lease Supply

and Capturing the Resulting Monopoly
Profits That Result

Although it is Department policy not

to net a* s monopolist m its leasing of

western coal, intertract could

conceivably lead to supply restrictions ! t

improperly administered. To avoid this

potential problem, the Department's

guidelines would allow for follow-up

soleB in Ihe event that intertract cuts off

leasing in ihe face of strong demand for

Federal coal tracts.

4, Industry Representatives Have
Complained That Intertract Bidding

Would Pose Additional, Unduly High

Costa of Participating in Federal Coal

Lease Sales

In particular, firms have argued that

they would have lo evaluate all of the

oiher iracts in the sale, besides the

tract[s) in which they were interested, in

order to know how much to bid.

The appropriate bidding strategy for a

company bidding in a sealed-bid

intertract sale would indeed be complex.

Information on how other firms will bid

on other tracts in the sale would, in fact,

be useful to the firm, but not necessarily

essential. What is essential to a firm is

to know how much il is willing to pay

for the tract it wishes to obtain. Bidding

theory suggests that it is often in the

seller's interest to make it difficult for

buyers to find out the degree of

competition they are facing end the

prices their competitors are willing to

offer for the properties being sold. II was
primarily for this reason that the

Department switched lo sealed bidding

in it* coal lease sales. Intertract bidding

would further enhance this aspect of

sealed bidding. Given the near

Impossibility of evaluating all other

tracts in ihe sale and Ihe likely bidding

strategies of Ihe other bidders in the

sale, it is hoped that bidders will not

even attempt to undertake such an effort

and, instead, will simply bid what they

believed was a fair price for the tract

they wished to obtain. Still, the

Department recognizes that oral bidding

might b* preferable from the bidder's

viewpoint as a device to assure the

opportunity for bidding high enough lo

qualify for a lease, and seeks comment

on this option.

5. Intertract bidding May Force Coal

Lease Prices Too High in Situations

Where a Firm Is Under Some Duress To

Buy the Lease

For example, a firm that seek*

reserves on one tract to continue its

exisling mining operations may be

placed in competition with s company
that is seeking reserves on another tract

to open a new mine. The existing

operator may feel greater pressure 10

obtain the coal and be willing to accept

a lower rate of return on development of

the cool in order to offer a higher price.

Aggravating this problem is a situation

in which the existing operation is

committed to an f.o.b. contract price

lower than prevailing f.o.b. prices for

new mines. Value per ton bid* may nol

provide a fair ordering of the leases in

such cases. A cure for ihia problem

would be to use different ranking

method or to offer such tracts separalely

in a non-rntertract sale.

6. Confidential Evaluations of Lease

Value Will Be Revealed on Tracts That

Are Not Leased

This is not a now concern. Firm* have

raised this issue with regard to the bids

on tract:i whose high bids are rejected

for FMV reasons in both Outer

Continental Shelf (OCSJ oil and gos

lease sales and coal lease sales.

Department policy has been that all bidH

will be announced In bolh OCS and coal

lease sales In order to provide an open

sale process and to maintain public

confidence. Furthermore, in coal lease

sales, it is unclear how release of an

unsuccessful high bid ie of harm to a

coal company given that most firms do

not face any real competition for their

"captive" tracts. However, the

Department has taken a tentative

position that in intertract soles only Ihe

bids on tracts leased will be made
public. It Is interested in public

comments on Ihe merits of this policy in

comparison to the policy of public

disclosure of all bids received.

Because problems could arise if*

single, rigidly specified form of intertract

bidding were uned for all coal lease

sales, the proposed guidelines allow for

flexibility in the specification of ihe

particular form of Intertract bidding to

be used in a sale, so that its particular
characteristics, such ni the ranking
method, can be best matched lo the
characteristics of the tracts being
leased. This approach is designed to

provide maximum possible net benefits

from the Intertract bidding procedure.

Proposal! Guidelines for Use of
Intertract Bidding

In recognition of the possible merits

of, and expressed concern* with,
intertract bidding, the Department ha*
conducted preliminary analyses of those
situations in which an uitertrect

approach would be most practical and
of greatest benefit. The "appropriate"
circumstances in these guidelines have
been selected to mitigate the concerns
raised about using an Intertract

approach in Federal coal lease sales.

Other concern* are addressed in the

ranking criteria for intertract selection.

Using guidelines based on this analysis

and subsequent public comment, RCTs
can recommend various methods of

grouping and ranking tracts to further

minimize the problems associated with
their diminished administrative control

on tract selection. Also, the guidelines
would protect bidders with assurances
that the Department's intent la to let

market forces operate more directly

rather than to extract monopoly rents
for coal lease*. Comments on these

proposed guidelines are specifically

requested. Because of the untested
nature of intertract bidding, these
guidelines remain open to review.

I. Use for Subgroup* of Tracts

Only a relatively small number of
tracts In the same general area and/or
having similar characteristics would be
offered in an inlertracl oale.

An RCT would consider using this

approach at that stage of activity

planning when the tract ranking and EIS
processes showed that firms had
expressed interest In tracts the

development of which might have
unwanted cumulative socioeconomic or
environmental effects. The concerns
might be based on such consideration*
as probable hydrologic impacts, adverse
effect* on adjacent Indian reservations,

or socioeconomic stress on agriculture

communities.
Another application of this guideline

might be a desire by on RCT to group
new production lease tracts and offer

them with a set leaning limit in order to

minimize new mine development
impacts across a region. Alternatively,

several captive tracts that would each
normally be of interest lo only one
bidder could be offered using an

intertract approach, the express purpose
being to generate bids that are more

"competitive" and not necessarily to

address socioeconomic or

environmental concerns. Small captive

tracts that cannot be mined afficiently

on their own and are likely to be
bypassed in the near future if not leased,

with permanent loss of coal resources,

would not be included in such a

grouping.

This guideline, while encompassing a

potentially significant number of

circumstances in which RCTs might
conclude intertract to be an
"appropriate" approach, would, when
properly applied, avoid many of the

concerns that have been raised

regarding intertract. It would permit an
RCT to maintain administrative control
over socioeconomic and environmental
impacts without requiring the

Government to make final tract

selection decisions from among tracts

whose cumulative development
potential was perceived to be damaging
to the environment or to the

socioeconomic infrastructure. Since this

use of intertract would be applied in the

context of the department's analysis of

market conditions, it would not place an
artificial limit on coal needed to meet
market demand.

X Use on a Sole- Wide Basis

Intertract could be applied as a tool to

test the market In a phased lease sale, In
this approach, many more tractB would
be offered than would be leased In the

first phase of the sale regardleBB of tract

location, type, or ranking. Following this

initial lease sale, the bidding results

would be analyzed and decision made
as to selection and scheduling of the

reofferings.

Regional coal teams might want to

adopt this approach when market
Eiiynals forecast either an unclear or
weak demand for Federal coal leases at

Ihe time the final tract selection decision

is drawing near. For example, if 10
suitable tracts have been delineated and
ranked yet the demand appears to call

for leasing fewer than 10, all could be
offered initially with the stipulation that

no more than one-forth to one-half of the

tonnage be leased. Following the Inltal

phase of the sale, Ihe RCT would have a

clearer Idea of the demand for Federal
coal leases In formulating a

recommendation to the Secretary for the

timing and size of a second offering.

For each suggested guidelini

describing the drcunwtances In which
intertract bidding would be considered,

several mechanisms have been
identified lo select successful bids in

such a sale, Prior to the intertract sale, a

procedure would be developed to

establish a ranking priority or

acceptance mechanism for tracts with
bids meeting the postsale evaluation

criteria ior FMV. This mechanism would
be announced far enough in advance of

the sale [60-80 day B ) for bidders to

develop their bidding strategies. The bid

ranking criteria selected would dnpend
on the degree of administrative control
the RCT wishes to maintain over the

order of leasing. The criteria would also

hinge on the tradeoff the RCT wishes to

achieve between enhancing bidding
competition and leasing Iracts in order
of descending economic rolue. Different

bid ranking criteria could be selected for

differenct groups of tracts within the

same coal lease sale. A task farce In the
Department has identified the following

possible ranking criteria;

1. AcceptFMV Bids in Order of
Descending Cents per Ton Bids

This approach would be
adminisira livery Bimple and would also
select tracts of the highest eccwraic
value. The ranking criteri* would be
applied after the BLM economic
evaluation team had completed Its post

sale appraisal of all bids submitted for

the sale, If tract* differ greatly in vatiM
per ton, however, bidding competition
may not significantly improva. To deal

with the potential problem that firm*

miRht find 11 necessary to evaluate tracts

they do not intend to lease in order to be
able lo bid high enough for the tractfs)

they wish lo lease, the Department
would consider reinsliluting a regulation

permiltlng the use of oral bidding in coal

2. Accept in Order of Descending High
Bids Based on Percentage Above the

Appraisal Value for Each Tract in the

This method ha* the greatest potential

of increasing bidding competition among
bidders for different tract*. Following
completion of the poet-sale FMV
appraisal* lor all tracts receiving hid*,

the economic evaluation team would
rank each high bid according to the

percentage above the posl-sala

appraisal for every tract recaiving

acceptable FMV bid*. While this woold
encourage bidders on high-value trucls

to compete on a more equal footing with
those vying for low-value tracts, the

371
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, i
efficiency muy be poorer than

that of ranking method 1. This is

because high value tracts would bi us

likely lo receive unacceptable bids us

low-value tracts. From an administrative

standpoint, the bid evaluation process is
'

also somewhat more complicated than

ranking method 1.

3. Acie.pl in Administratively Specified

Order to Carry Oil Leasing Priorities of

RCTs

In this method, the order in which

tracts with acceptable FMV bids would

be leased, would be specified presale.

The order of preference would be bused

on economic, environmental, or olher

considerations, in particular:

• The closer to the time or lease sale

thai production on the tract is estimated

lo commence, the higher the ranking.

• High estimate economic/bonus

value,

• Low projected environment! and/

or socioeconomic impacts

The firs! consideration reflects the

fact production royalties generated

earlier mean greater revenue benefit lo

Sidles and the Federal Cuvernment.

Tracts with ncarer-lerm potential Tor

development would be assigned a higher

priority for leasing. Similarly, tracts wilh

potential for highest bonus bids could be

given a higher ranking. Tracts with ihe

smallest environmental or social

impacts also could be given a higher

preference. If this mechanism is used,

absolute size of a bid will have lulls

bearing on its acceptance, provided

olher tracts in the sale also receive hiila

above FMV

4. Accept in order of defending cents

per ion bids but with handicap fur

environmental or socioeconomic tract

differences

Whlli ii.it of

inking method 3, this approach features

a greater degree of administrative

complexity- To handicap tracts an RCT
would equalize environmental or

socioeconomic faclors by assigning a

cents per ton credit (or debil) lo each

trial prior to the sale- Following ihe

lease sale, bids thai meet the FMV
acceptance standards would he

adjusted upward or downward in

accordance with each tract's hundiuip-

Bids would than be accepted in order of

descending adjusted high bids.

Dated) October 26. 100*

]imo> M. Parker.

Acting Dmc tor.

Implementation of Unowaa
Commission; Recommendations on

Tract Delineation; Factors, Alternative

Tract Delineation; Procedures, and

Tract Definitions

AOENCV: Bureau of Land Management,

Inlerior,

action: Request fur Public Comment on

Tract Delineation Faclors. Allernalive

Tract Delineation Procedures, end Tract

Definitions.

SUUMAHV: '['his nolice provides specific

information for implementing ihe

Secretary of the Interior's March 10.

lt#W, response lo Congress concerning

Ihree recommendalions made by the

Commission on Fair Market Value

Policy for Federal Coal Leasing

[LinuwiiS Commission). The Linowes

Commission, among olher things,

recommended that:

1. The Covemment seek lo provide

diversity in quantity and quality of

Federal coal lease holdings offered Tor

sale to encourage active competition

among mining companies because of the

benefits to consumers such competition

2. Tracts be selected in such n manner

thai their characlerlNlicH will enhance

Ihe attainment of Tair market value; and

3. The Government have leaning

policies that distinguish between new

bypass tracts.

The Secretary agreed with each of these

Commission recommendations and
directed the bureau or Land
Management (BI.M) to:

1. Study and list the factors used in

delineating tracts and assess ihe degree

lo which each muy affect competition

and its potential for enhancing

competition al the tract delineation

slage;

2. Develop proposed procedures for

asMUfttfl, alternative tract

configurations lo enhance potential

competition; and

3. Formalize definitions for various

lypes of tracts.

The BLM has developed the proposed

delineation factors. Ihe alternative iracl

delineation procedures, and the

definitions as directed by the Secretary.

These materials arc published in their

entirety in supplementary

date: Written communis on the trncl

delineation factors, alternative tract

delineation procedures, and the

definitions will be accepted until

November an. 1984. Comments received

ufier thai dale may noi be raniidered it

address: Comments or questions

concerning Ihe tracl delineation factors,

ihe alternative tract delineation

procedures, or ihe definitions should be

addressed lo: Director ((HO). Bureau of

Land Management, 18th and C Streets

NW„ Washington, DC 20240.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

|ohn Carlson, (202) 343-4722.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: A cupy

of thin proposal was sent to State

Governors and major interest groups

and organizations al their requesl in July

1WM. Following lhi« distribution, these

gruups asked the Department of the

Interior to hold informational briefings

The meetings took place in Denver,

Colorado, on July 23 and 24, 1984.

Written commenls received as a result

of thiH distribution are on file in ihe

Office of ihe Assistant Director Tor Solid

Leasable Minerals ((«)). Bureau of Land

Management, 18th and C Streets NW„
Washington, DC 20240. Future

commenls filed as a result of this notice

will also be an file for public inspection

at this same location.

Several of ihe comments received as a

resull of the Denver meeting alress-id (he

importance of industry's role in

providing resource information and in

configuring tiucls lhal will ilimutais

mining and subsequent fluw of revenue

lo the Federal Covemment. Ir.dusiry-

relaled organizations lllO strongly

opposed the proposed tract delineation

procedures whjich would permit, in

some situations, ihe offering of multiple

configurations of the same parcel of

land for lease.

Public Law 98-63 [1883 Supplemental

Appropriation! Act] contained language

directing the Secretary of the Interior to

appoint a Commission lo review the

Department'! coal leasing procedures to

ensure receipt of fair market value for

Federal coal, This Commission was

chartered by the Department on August

3. 1983.

Over a period of 8 month* the

Commission reviewed the various laws,

regulations and policies and procedures

which guide the Department's coal

program. The Commission completed its

work in February 1984 with publication

of its findings and recommendations in

Ihe Report of the. Cummtssion on Fair

Market Value Policy for Federal Coal

Utaslng, Several of the Commission's

recommendations were directly related

lo the Department's policies and
procedures used in delineating and

selecting coal tracts for siudy in regional

)al«

This fl vili foes
mpact

i fee Sea

1, Commission Recommendation 111-4.

which staled that the Government
should seek to provide adequate
diversity in quantity and quality of

Federal coal lease holdings offered Tor

sale lo encourage active competition
a iiiting mining companies because of the

benefits to consumers auch competition
may produce:

2, Commission Recommenda lion IV-l,

which noted th.it tracts should be
selected in suchra manner that their

characteristics will enhance the

attainment of fair market valuc-und
3, Comniiaaian Recommendation V-t.

which staled that the Government
should have leasing policies that

distinguish between new production
tracts and maintenance and bypass

After extensive review and analysis of

Ihe Conunisaions recommendations, the

Secretary submitted his response,

"Review of Federal Coal Leasing." to

Congress on March IS, 1964. This

document contained the Secretary's

comments on the Commission's findings

and recommendations, including the

Secretary's proposals for implementing
those recommendations. With specific

regard lo the Commission's
recommendations IH-4 IV-l and V-l.
summarized above, the Secretary agreed
wilh the Commission and directed the

BI.M to:

1. Study and list the tract delineation
faclors assessing the degree of

competition hi the process of tract

delineation and tract selection. These
factors will include size, coal type,

geographic location, mining
configuration, ownership configuration a,

and bypass or captive tract situations:

2, Develop proposed procedures for

assessing alternative tract

configurations because alternative tract

configurations may enhance potential

competition and may allow the

Department to experiment with smaller
tract sizes. One procedure that is lo be
considered by the BLM is offering

alternative tract configurations using the

same parcels of land: and
3 Formalize definitions for the terms

"new production tract", "maintenance
tract", "bypass trad", and "captive or

non-captive tract."

A BLM task group comprised of

geologists, mining engineers, and
mineral economists met in Denver,
Colorado. May 2-4, 1984, to study and
develop the list of factors, procedures,
and definitions, as required by the

Secretary. These materials are as
follows.

Trad DeUnjuboe, Factors Having the

Greatest Potential for Enhancing
Competition

The BLM task group reviewed oil the

factors used by tract delineation teams
in configuring tracts for possible lease

sale. Special attention was given lo

those factors outlined by the Linowes
Commission In Chapter TV [Selecting

Tracls For Cool Leasing] of its February
1984 report to Congress. The purpose of

the review was to select those factors

which the task group considered as

having the greatest potential for

enhancing competition at the tract

delineation stage. Identification of a

special category of factors in this

manner is intended to focus the tract

delineation team's efforts to ensure that

full consideration Is being given to

enhancing competition early in the

activity planning process. No effort was
made to address the comprehensive
guidelines and procedures to be used by
the tract delineation toanu in

delineating possible lease tructa. Those
procedures and guidelines will be
addressed at e later date and will

incorporate several changes which are

being made in response to the linowes
Commission recommendations.
No effort was made to regionalize the

factors selected by the teak group as
having the greatest potential for

enhancing competition. The factors will

vary from region to region depending on
each region's unique situation.

Transportation, for example, is not a

major consideration In the Fort Union
region because the relatively low value

of Ihe lignite coal generally prohibits

long-distance transportation. Injuria of

olher regions, such as in Uinia-SW Utah
and Green River-Hams Fork, however,
transportation can be s significant

factor for enhancing competition at the

delineation stage. Similarly, split-estate

ownership patterns may play a
significant role in limiting opportunities

for enhancing competition, a

characteristic typical of the Powder
River Region. Conversely, solid-block

Federal ownership, auch as that found In

portions of the Uinta-SW Utah and
Green River-Hams Fori regions,

presents opportunities for delineating

tracts of interest to several bidders.
To reiterate, the list of factors being

published for comment is not segregated

by region: they are published from a

national perspective and will he
Integrated into the comprehensive
guidelines and procedures for tract

delineation accordingly. Each lead BLM
State Director and RCT will then have
responsibility to supplement the
national-level guidance by identifying

the factors most-applicable and

appropriate for • particular Federal coal

production region.

Finally, ihe fuclors Usted below are

segregated into four broad categories. A
brief narrative for each factor is also

provided to show how the Facte might

influence competition, Following nre (he

Tract Definaalian Factors Having Use

Greatest Potential for Enkaectog
Competition

1. Tract Configuration

a. Size/type: Very large tonnages/

annual production may limit competition

to very large producers. Configuring
tracts to more moderate sizes may
increase competition by making a tract

available to more bidden. Conversely,

smaller tracts may be less attractive lo

large companies,

b. Expressions of interval; Several

expressions, either overlapping or in

close proximity, may permit delineation

of one or more tracts of interest lo two
or more bidders.

c. Number oft/vets.- An excessive

number of tracts could dilate

competition (i.e. spreading potential

bidden among several Iractn).

d. Planning/environmental
considerations: Location of trade on the

landscape can enhance competition
without compromising sensitive

environmental values.

e. Captive/bypass: Configuration of

tracts to serre more than one potential

operator [where feasible) and avoid

future bypass situations may improve
competition.

//. Ownership Pattern/Control

a. Surfoue/suhsvrfuce (minerals):

Ownership patterns may permil

Configuring tracts which are nut captive

to one firm.

h. Access: Preservabon of alternative

access routes may increase bidder

interest; more than one entity has
readily available access.

c- Surface owner consent Delineating

Irects which avoid consent problems/
costs may Increase competitive interest,

///. Coal Resources

I. Coal data (availability/reliability/

adequacy): Large amounts of reliable

data which an available to all parties

can enhance competition. Data which
are availoble only to a single company
or entity will chill competition.

IV. Marketability

a. Minob'dity: Easily accessible, low
production cost coal may increase

interest and bidding competition
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b. Transportation; The availability

and cost of transportation systems can

influence bidder interest.

Procedures and Guidelines for

Alternative Tract Configurations

As previously indicated the

procedures and guidelines for

alternative tract configurations are but a

portion of the more comprehenaiva and
detailed procedures and guidelines for

tract delineation, which the BLM will

revise and publish next year, The
guidelines and procedures published for

public comment in this notice wen
specifically developed in response to the

Commission's recommendation, and the

Secretary's proposal to implement such

recommendation, to assure ilia 1 tracts

are selected in a manner that their

characteristics will enhance the

attainment of fair market value.

After reviewing the tract delineation

factors, the Tract Delineation Task
Croup developed a process which cnuld

be used by tract delineation teams to

identify a special category of tracts (I.e.,

"packuges" of tracts) which could be

Studied In the regional coal

environmental Impact slatemenl and
offered for lease in different ways to

enhance attainment of fair market value.

As previously noted, these proposed

procedures fostered concern that multi-

tract configuration would present

problems similar to those of intertract

bidding. One commentor. in particular,

pointed out that multi-configurations

will make bid comparison on a cents/

ton basis difficult because of the many
dissimilarities between tracts. Overall,

industry was not supportive of the multi-

configuration concept to enhance
competition.

The Department recognizes that the

multi-configuration concept would be

limited lo special circumstances.

Nevertheless, the procedure would
permil exploration of one of many
opportunities to Increase competition

through tract delineation, its use.

however, would be narrowed lo

situations where multi-con figurations

would result hi tracts having similar

physical and geological characteristics

and where comparison of tract values

would be feasible.

It should also be pointed out that the

multi-configuration concept would only

provide the Regional Coal Team (RCT)

end the Secretary with additional

flexibility in the process of selecting

tracts to be offered. The mere
delineation of multiple tracts on the

same parcel of land would not commit
ihe RCT or the Secretary to select and
offer the tracts as a package. Such a

decision would be based on the

conditions prevailing at the time of

decision: special consideration would be

given to whether or not a multi-

configuration offering would enhance

co;..petition at the lime of sale and
whether or not a multi-configuration

would make the most efficient use of the

coal resource while providing the

required environmental protection.

In view of the above clarification and

discussion, the proposed procedures and

guidelines for alternative tract

configurations are reoff'.Ted unchanged
for public comment. Thi: piotats is as

follows:

Procedures and Guidelines for

Alternative Tract Configurations

Objective—To Identify opportunities

and to delineate tracts to enhance

competition.

Responsibility

(1) Tract delineation teams are

responsible for configuring tracts to

make wise and efficient use of the coal

resource and to enhance competition.

(2) Regional coal teams (RCTa) are

responsible for ranking tracts and
selecting pooslble leasing alternatives

for study bi regional coal environmental

impact statements.

Procedures

a. The delineation team must review

available information on the area under

consideration to determine if conditions

exist which would allow alternative

tract configurations and examine:

(1) Expressions of interest to identify

overlaps or to determine If expressions

are proximate to each other, which
would allow delineation of one tract

that would satisfy two or more
expressions (condition does/does not

exist):

(2) Access to surface or coal resources

to determine If they are available to

more than one possible bidder

{condition does/does not exist):

(3) Surface and subsurface ownership

patterns to Identify areas which would
allow delineation or non-captive tracts

(condition does/does not exist):

(4) Existing/ potent in I operations to

determine if potential for delineating a

competitive tract or tracls exists

(condition does/does not exist and

(5) Geologic/ mining data to determine

if conditions allow delineation of more

than one tract (condition does/does not

exist).

b. If the delineation team decides that,

as a minimum, conditions Z. 3. and S

above do nol exist for an ares

considered for delineation, there is no
opportunity for delineating alternative

tract configurations. Single tracls would
thus be delineated using standard

delineation procedures.

c. If conditions Z, 3. and 5 under a.

above, do exist. Ihe area will be

screened more intensely for allernalive

tracl configurations. The tract

delineation team will:

(1) Examine the coal deposit to

determine If other tract configure tion(s)

will also provide maximum economic

recovery of tho coal resource.

(2) Study tract configuration options

to insure that configuration either

maintains or has the potential to

increase competition.

(3) Review adjacent and other

surrounding mining activities, planned

operations and ownership patterns to

ensure that alternative configurations

will not reoull in future bypass or

captive tract situations.

(4) Examine existing environmental

and cultural considerations to determine

if one or more tracts can be delineated,

each of which would be of interest to

two or more bidders, while retaining

protection of environmental and cultural

resources.

(5) Consider any other conditions not

covered by 1-4 above which would
allow enhancement of competition.

d. If oil of the conditions in c above.

exist, the delineation team configures a

"package" of one or more tracls for each

area(s) when alternative tracts can be

delineated (lining standard delineation

piocedures). Each "package" may
consist of a single tract that satisfies

several expressions of Interest or two or

more tracts that satisfy a single

expression or a group of expressions.

e. For each tracl in each "package" of

alternative tracts, prepare an economic

review. Tho purpose of this review Is to

analyze the marketability of each tract

and to identify obvious economic

disparities between tracts in the

"package."

(1) If this review reveals significant

economic-related differences among the

tracts in the "package" which cannot be

resolved without affecting potential

competition, then It is unlikely that

competition can be enhanced and
tracl(e) should be delineated using

standard procedures.

(2) If the review suggests

approximately equal marketability

conditions between tracts, the

"package" of tracts will be labeled using

the tract definitions in (Appendix C of

this Notice) end a tract profile prepared

for each delineated tracl In the

"package,"

f. The "packago(sl" of alternative tract

configurations will be submitted, along

with other delineated tracts, lo the RCT
for ranking and selection of leasing

alternatives.

Tract Definitions

The purpose of tract definitions is lo

permil the labeling of tracts lo

distinguish captive, single bidder tracls

from potentially competitive tracls, This
was achieved using a bifurcated system,
which firet describes the type of tract

(i.e., new production, production
maintenance or bypass) and then i la

competitive status [i.e., captive or non-
captive).

Tract labeling, using the following
definitions, will initially be
accomplished by the tract delineation
teams. First, the teams will evaluate the

tract and select the Tract Type. The
learns will then determine the

Competitive Status. For example, a

delineation team might determine thai a
tract satisfies the definition for a new
production tract but because of the

tract's location relative to adjacent or

surrounding mineral ownership, only
one bid is likely to be received. Thus,
the delineation team would label the
tracl NFC [new production tract, captive
to one firm). This label would be
submitted to the Regional Coal Team
(RCT) and would remain a pari of Ihe
tract description throughout ihe activity

planning process. unleBS changed by the
RCT as a result of additional
information.

7Vac/ Definition

Tract Type

New production tract (NP): A tracl

which contains a sufficient quantity and
quality of Federal recoverable coal,

either by itself or in combination with
surrounding non-Federal recoverable
coal, that could justify the expenditure
of money and effort to develop and
implement an entirely new mining
operation.

Production maintenance troct (PMj: A
tracl which does not contain sufficient

recoverable reserves to support an
entirely new mining operation;

recoverable reserves are present only In

sufficient quantities to extend the life of
on adjacent, existing mine of to permit
expansion of that mine's annual
production.

Bypass troct (B): A tract which
contains Federal recoverable coal,

which If not leased, would be bypanucd
In the reasonably foreseeable future.

Competitive Status

Captive tract (C): A tract containing
recoverable Federal coal adjacenl lo or
surrounded by existing or planned
mining operations or situated in a

manner which will likely limit bids on
Ihe Federal coal to a single entity.

Non-captive, limited tract (NCLI: A
tract located such that barriers will limit

the number of potential bidders lo a
relatively few companies or entities.

Non-captive, unlimited tract (NCU): A
tracl located such that there are no
barriers (e.g.. access, land ownenhip,
transportation, etc.) lhal would limit the

number of potential bidders.

The reviewer Is cautioned again that

the products published in this notice
were purposely narrowed in scope to

address specific proposals for

implementing specific Commission
recommendations. This was done to

assure that the focus of the Secretary's

proposal for Implementing a
Commission recommendation could be
accomplished within the time

constraints imposed by the Secretary.

The task group made no effort to fully

describe how the tracl delineation

factors, the alternative tract delineation

procedures, or the definitions would be
integrated into more detailed and
comprehensive procedures for

delineating coal tracts. The delineation

procedures currently In use are
described in the Minerals Management
Service's May 13, 198.2. prelease coal
program publication. These procedures
will require extensive revision to

conform to BLM format and to reflect

various program changes, many In

response to the Linowes Commission
recommendations. For example, several
work products not yel in final form
which must be considered in the

procedures include: (1) Integrating

appropriate portions of the Bureau's coal
drilling program into the tract

delineation process: (2] use of the tract

delineation factors; [3) delineating

alternative tract configurations: (4) use
of standards for determining coal data
adequacy; (5) involving the economic
evaluation team in the delineation

process to enhance its position for

subsequent fair market value appraisals;

(6) designating the tract delineation
team; and (7) using the tract definitions

for labeling tracts. The comprehensive
tract delineation procedures will also
have to be more explicit in defining and
describing the relationship between the

regional coal teams and the tract

delineation teams.

Once the products published in this

and olher notices are made final, more
detailed and comprehensive procedures
and guidelines for Iracl delineation will

be developed and issued lo field units.

Final tract delineation procedures ahoud
be available in the spring of 1965.

Therefore, reviewers are asked to focus
their comments on the materials in this

notice, which are intended to fully

implement the Linowes Commission
recommendations but which ore only
small portions of ihe much Urger tract

delineation process.

Dale: Octutier 28. 10*4

lama* M. Parker.

Acting Director. Burviiu cf Land \fa:i.:^f.?:fnt.

Notice Requesting Comments on
Conceptual Approaches To
Negotiating To Achieve Fair Market
Value for Federal Coal Leases

actio* Nolice.

summary: By this notice, the Bureau of

Land Management invites comments on
three conceptual approaches to

negotiating to achieve fair market value

for Federal coal leases when there

appears lo be only one potential bidder
for a prospective Federal coaj tract. The
Bureau requests commenls on ell

aspects of negotiated coal lease sales

but specifically requests comments as

outlined in the sections which follow.

All comments will be reviewed and
their content reported to Congress for its

use in considering whether or nol to

develop legislation in response lo the

recommendations of the Commission on
Fair Marke! Value Policy for Federal
Coal Leasing.

date: Comments should be submitted
by December 17, 1984. Comments
received or postmarked afler the above
dale may not be considered in the

preparation of the correspondence to

A copy of this notice was sent lo State

Governors and major interest groups
and organizations at Ihcir tfquetl in July

19B4. Following this distribution, these

groups asked the Department of Ihe

Interior to hold informational briefings.

The meetings took place in Denver.

Colorado, on July 23 and 24. 1984.

Written comments received as a result

of this distribution are on file in the

Office of Ihe Assistant Director for Solid
Leasable Minerals (04(1;, Bureau ofljind

Management. 18th and C Sts. NW..
Washington, DC 20240. Future

commenls filed as s result of this notice
will also be on file for public inspection
at the samn location,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Carole Smith. (202) 343-4774.

address: Comments should be sent lo:

Director (040). Bureau of Land
Management. ieth and C Sts, NW..
Washington. DC 20240.

Commenls will be available for public
review in Room 5540 of the above
address during regular business hours
(7:45 a.m. lo 4:15 p.m.), Monday through

372
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Genera] Information:

Four groups commented on ihe

conceptual approaches presented here

as a resullof the July 23 and 24

meetings. These groups represented the

energy industry, a western Slate, and an

comments provided views on Ihe

questions asked in this notice und do
not provide a basis for revisions at this

point.

The commenlers expressed support of.

opposition to. or modification of the

three approaches desuribed below.

Since we seek broad public comment on
the questions raised, the language below
has not been revised from that

presented at the Denver mealing.

The Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1979 (FCLAA)
removed the Secretary of the Interior's

general authority to issue Federal coal

leanrs without competition. At the same
lime, the FCLAA specifically requires

the Secretary of the Interior lo receive

fair market value far all Federal coal

leased.

How the Federal Government can
ensure the receipt of fair market value

for the coal that it leases has been a

subject of great interest for several

yearu. Several groups have studied the

concept of fair market value and the

ways to achieve it. The latest nuth group

is ihe Commission on Fair Market Value
Policy for Federal Coal Leasing,

In its report to Congress. Ihe

Commission made a number of

recommendations designed i ensure

that the Federal Government receives

fdir market value for all Federal coal

leased. After noting that competitive

bidding is a good way to secure ihe

receipt of fair market value, the

Commission described factors limiting

competition for Fedearl coal leases, The
Commission believed that these factors

were significant enough to support using

ftMOtittlon in some situations in place

of the competitive sales now mandated
by the FCLAA In Recommendation V-fl,

the Commission stated: "Wherever
possible, leases should be sold on a

competitive basis. However, where
reasonable efforts to obtain competitive

bids hrive failed, the Government should

have the authority lo negotiate a fair

price."

This is not ihe fir-si time lhat such a

suggestion has been made, In its report

lo Congress on the April 1982 Powder
River Coal Lease Sate (GAO/RCRD-83-
119, May 11. 1983). the General

Accounting office (GAO) recommended
lhat Congress amend the law tn allow

the Department of the Interior to

negotiate the sale of captive tracts. The

Gau believed thai authority !o

negotiate would allow ihe Department
access to better mining cost and revenue

data. At the same time, the GAO
stressed the need for adequate controls

lo ensure sufficient opportunities for

public comment and to prolecl industry

interests.

The Secretary of the Interior's

response of March IB. 1984. lo the

Commission report outlined three

conceptual approaches to conducting

negotiated sales, including the approach
described in the GAO report. His

response also included a commitment lo

work with the Congress to determine

whether a feasible approach to

negotiating a fair price for Federal coal

leases can be defined. As a preliminary

step in this process, the Secretary of the

Interior committed the Department lo

requesting public comments on possible

conceptual approaches to negotiation.

Accordingly, we request comments on
the desirability of the Secretary of the

Interior's having such negotiating

authority in the case of tracts where
reasonable efforts to obtain competition
have failed and on whal "reasonable

efforts to obtain competition" should be

based. ThiB notice should not be

construed as a proposal to implemenl
negotiated coaJ lease sales. The
comments will be used solely to assist

the Department in responding to any
legislative proposals which may be
studied by Ihe Congress.
The conceptual approaches contained

tn the Secretary's response are

discussed below. We specifically

request suggestions for improving these

approaches and for other approaches

that would meet the goals of the

Commission's recommendation.

Conceptual Approoches-

The approaches outlined below ere

presented in the order in which they
were presented in Ihe Secretary's March
1964 response to the Commission's

Approach 7

This approach is similar to the one
suggested by ihe General Accounting

Office,

1. Identify the potential single bidder

coal Iracl. The tract may be identified

during activity planning based on
mining patterns and patterns of surface

through submission of an application for

coal lease sale, (See 43 CFR 3425.1-4

and 3425.1-5.)

2. Publish in ihe Federal Register a

notice of intent lo negoliale. requesting

a response from any other companies
possibly interested in bidding.

Responses would be screened for degree

of interest. Companies with mining

operations or coal holdings in the area

or otherwise demonstrating the ability

to develop the tract would be

considered to be seriously interested.

3. [a) If no interested parties respond

to the notice, enter negotiations.

(b) IF other interested parlies respond,

publish a Federal Register notice

cancelling the intent to negotiate end
hold a competitive sale under the

provisions of 43 CFR Subpart 3422.

4. Negotiate.

(a) Analyze tract value as a range

From the lowest to the highest likely

larkel alue<

The analysis should yield an asking

price, falling within the range, to start

the negotiation.

[b] Without revealing these estimates,

solicit oiler from Ihe company, including

Ihe detailed basis for that offer.

(c) Compare company's offer with ihe

Department's entimale of tract value.

(1) if company's offer is at or above
the asking price, accept.

(2) If the company's offer is lower

than the asking price and if the

information supplied by the company
with its offer provides the basis for a

able estimate of likely

irkel v e the ti

ale and offer the company the

lease tract at the revised value.

(3) if the company's offer \b lower than

the Department's asking price and if the

information supplied by the company
with its offer provides no basis for a

more reasonable estimate of likely

market value than the existing value

estimate, give counteroffer and basis or

tract value estimate,

[d) Continue negotiation and analysis

(i) Tentative agreement is reached or

[2] Negotiation is ended in writing by
either or both parties.

5. Publish notice in Federal Register

describing tentative agreement and

requesting public comment on the

negotiated terms.

6. Accept/reject agreement. Include

public comments as part of the decision

record.

(a) If agreement is accepted, issue

lease if all other requirements are met.

(b) If agreement ia rejected, either

resume negotiation

Approach 2

1, Anulyze tract value as in Approach
1 above and also prepare presale

estimate in accordance with existing

guidelines.

2, Offer tract for coal lease sale.

(a) If competition occurs, use postsale

guidelines to determine whether the high

bid should be accepted or rejected.

(b) If there is only one bid and it

exceeds a predetermined amount,
accept. Issue lease if all other

requirements are met.

(c) If the one bid received is lower
than the predetermined amount,

negotiate.

3-5. Negotiation is carried out as in

steps 4-6 above for Approach 1,

Approach 3

1, Analyze tract value as in

Approaches 1 and 2 above.
2. Offer tract for coal lease sale.

(a) Same- as for step 2a of Approach 2

(b) If only one bid is received,

announce whether bid exceeds or is

below the predetermined acceptable

(1) If the bid exceeds ibis value,

accept. Issue lease if all other

requirements are met.

(2) If the bid is below this value, offer

bidder one opportunity to raise bid.

a. If the new bid exceeds
predetermined value, accept. Ibbuc lease

if all other requirements ara met.

b. If the new bid Is below the

predetermined value, reject. The tract

moy he reoffered at a later date In

accordance with applicable regulations,

including those at 43 CFR 3420.6.

Negotiation Issues:

These approaches make assumptions
in several areas, The Department
request comments on the areas
discussed below as they aFfect the

conduct of negotiated sales.

Negotiating agent All conceptual

approaches are silent on the issue of

who should negotiate on behalf of the

Federal Government, a Federal
employees or agent bargaining on behalf
of the Federal Government. Using a

private agent Instead oF a Federal
employee could benefit the public in

several ways: It could provide
negotiation skills, not often used in the

Department, es needed; it would provide
managers more time to meet ongoing
program objectives, such as multiple uBe
management and land use planning: and
it might distance the negotiation process
from the regular coal leasing process,

which, in recent years, has proven to be
very controversial. On the other hand,
private negotiations might be very costly

and conflict oF intereat may occur since

persons with these skills typically have
represented the coal industry in the

past. Public comments are requested on
whether or not the Federal Government
should use a private party as its ageni in

the negotiations.

Negotiation objectives. The
Department has not had any experience
In negotiating the sale of Federal coal
leases and is not certain aa to whether
or not the objectives applied to

competitive lease sales are appropriate

or sufficient for use in negotiated sale,

Therefore, we seek comments on
negotiation objectives and the rationale

for those comments, especially from
those who have experience in

negotiating the sale of private leases.

Comments are requested on what the

objectives of the Government's
negotiator should be. Concerning price,

should the negotiator be instructed to

get as much as possible for each lease

but to accept no less than the

Government's esliijiale of fair market
value? Further, should the price paid for

Ihe tract vary with the situation? For
example, a bypass siluation in which the

coal must be mined within a year or two
because of the mining sequence may call

for a different negotiation strategy than

a captive new mine situation. It may be
lo the advantage of the Government to

accept less for a bypass tract lease than
il would for a new mine tract lease.

Finally, whet should be the

measurement to indicate that the

potenlial lessee Is negotiating in good
faith?

Public participation opportunities.

The GAO stated that a primary
objective of any negotiated sale process

should be to insure adequate
opportunities for public panicipation

and at the same time to protect industry

proprietary rights. All three conceptual

approaches formally provide hearings
on the environmental documents, during
ihe comment period on request for fair

market value and maximum economic
recovery, and at regional coal team
meetings at which tract activities are

discussed.

Approaches 1 and 2 provide

additional opportunities to participate

through responding to Federal Register

notices at various steps In the

negotiation process, Approaches 2 and 3

assume that a coal lease sale will be
held, and the public may of course
attend the sales.

Comments are requested on the

adequacy of the public participation

opportunities outlined above and on any
other possible opportunities for public

participation.

Range of tract values. The
terminology describing the estimated
value of the coal lease tract for which
negolialion is being considered has been
kept vague. There may in fact be Beveral

different values which are applicable.

Concerning the term "asking price."

whal should it mean? The asking price

could mean the Government's beat

estimate of Full value lo the lessee/

developer, also known as the expected
net present worth, the economic rent, or

the value in use. It could also mean a

high estimate of fair market value based
on optimistic assumptions of

devclopmenl conditions, prices and so

Forth: some percentage, say 2D percent,

above the Government's best estimate

of foir market value, of the

Government's besl estimate of fair

market value. Comments are requested

on how to beat determine whal
constitutes ihe asking price for a lease

whose sale is to be negotiated.

Approach 1 above is the most explicit

in terms of how prices will be set. Step 4

c) assumes that the Government will

accept the bid if the price offered by the

company is at or above the asking price

baaed on the moHl realistic assumptions
of tract value. We request comments on
how to determine whether or not to

eccept prices offered for tracts.

The other approaches use the term

"predetermined amount." We request

comments on how these amounts should

be set.

sales are complex. In summary,
comments ere requested on the

following areas: Whether or not the

Secretary should be given authority to

negotiate prices for Federal coal leases

where reasonable efforts to obtain

competition have Failed: what should

constitute "reasonable efforts to obtain

competition": comments on the three

conceptual approaches presented by the

Secretary and on any other approaches
that should be considered; what the

negotiator's objectives should be: what
criteria the Government should use to

determine whether or not potential

lessees are negotiating in good faith;

what opportunities for public

participation ought lo be included in any
coal lease negotiation process; and how
the Government should determine both

the asking price and the price that it will

accept In negotiation for Federal coat

Dated: October 26,1984

Jumo» M. Parkor,

Acting Director.

Roquaot lor Comments on
Cooperative Leasing of Federal Coal
Land*
aqgmcy: Bureau of Land Management,

action: Notice.

Summary: The Commission on Fair

Market Value Policy for Federal Coal
Leasing [the Commission) recommended
thai "cooperative leasing procedures are

desirable to obtain logical mining units

that may be reasonably expected to

receive grealer-bidding competition than
fragmented coal holdings"

(recommendation IV-3 of Commision's
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February 1994 report, page 192). The
Secretary adopted this recommendation
in his March 19. 1904 Review of Federal
Coal Leasing. The purpose of this notice

is lo provide a slalus report on
cooperative leasing and to request
parties OUlSide the Government to

identify and bring forward specific

proposals for cooperative leasing of

fragmented or intermingled Federal and
non-Federal coal lands.

A copy of this proposal was si nt to

Western Stale Goiernors and major
inlerest group* a-' 5 '* organizations at

ilic-ir request. Following ihis distribution,

Ihase groups asked the Department of
the Interior to hold information

briefings The meetings look place in

Denver on July 23 and 24, 19B4. Written
comments received as a result of this

dislribuiion are on file for public
inspection at the address listed below.
As a result of a comment received, ihe

proposal has been amended to requesl
commenls concerning conditions under
which a cooperating lessor would be
allowed to bid.

DATE: Written comment!, will be
received nn or before 30 calendar days
of publication of this notice.
ADcmcss: Send comments to Director

[640], Bureau of Land Management, 18th
and C Streets. NW„ Washington. DC.
20:40. Comments will be available for

public review in Room 5640 of the above
address during regular business hours
(7:45 am. lo 4 15 p.m.). Monday ihrough
Friday.

FOB RJRTHKH INFORMATION CONTACT:
Andrew Slrasfogel. [202] M3-47B6.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In Its

February 19S4 report, the Commission
observed that ihe Government is seldom

' able to offer al! the mineral and surface

righls needed for an enlire economic
mining unit. The ability to offer such a

mining unit would guarantee to each
potential bidder nn opportunity to Invest

ability to acquire additional private

rights, and at what cost. Cooperative

sing provides a vehicle to create

who would be bound ihrough the

cooperative agreement to offer their

rights under these conditions.

Cooperative leasing has been
proposed by ihe Department twice in the

past for public comment. On December
30, I960, (45 FR B5a33) a generic

cooperative leasing proposal was
published in the Federal Register.

Commenters who favored the concept

supported it on the basis that

Cooperative leasing would promote more
competition and would permit efficient

coal development in the checkerboard.

Ill

Co 1

:«ofcr

heckerboard or fragmented Fedrru:

1 Unds.
rior lo a lease sale, the Federal

,'ernment and holders of all other

ights needed to form a siand-alone

sgreet : the l<

Thoric noppor

s for acquiring ihe. non-Federal
rights. The Federal coal would be
offered for lease with knowledge of the

coal reserves in all lands in ihe mining
unit and of ihe financial requirements to

obtain the non-Federal rights. The bonus
bid accepied for the Federal lands

would serve as the basis for determining
the bonus payment to the other coal
mineral rights owners in Ihe mining unil,

expressed concern that ihe righls of

intervening land owners might be

compromised unless the specific

proposals were strictly voluntary,

A model cooperative leasing

agreement between ihe Department and
Rockv Mountain Energy Corporation

(RME) to Offer the Red Rim tract in the

checkerboard area of southwest
Wyoming was drafted in 1961. On
November 18. 1981, this proposed
agreement was published for public

comment in the Federal Register.

Although the comments received were
largely in opposition to ihe proposal,

respondents principally expressed
concern about the issue of leasing

Federal coal lo RME, which is a

corporate affiliate of ihe Union Pacific

Railroad, rather lhan aboul cooperative
leasing perse. Commenters interpreted

the cooperative leasing agreement as an
attempt to circumvent section 2(c) of the

Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920
(MLLA) forbidding common carrier

railroads from holding Federal coal

The Department announced on
December 7. 1962, lhat H would hall

future leasing of Federal coal deposits to

energy firms which are corporate-

affiliates of common carrier railroads.

This decision came as the result of a

legal opinion isnued by the Solicitor

which modified the Department's
interpretation of section 2(c) of the

MLLA. This new position would
effectively prevent RMF. from bidding on
the Federal portions of ihe Red Rim trar.t

if lhat tract were offered for lease.

Future cooperative leasing agreements
involving railroad affiliates will provide
that the affiliate will not bid on ihe

Federal coal offered as pari of such an

In 1982, several

Wildlife protection organizations Fil«d a

petition on the Red Rim tract lo have it

declared unsuitable for mining under die

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation

Act of 1977. Because the disposition of

this petition has not been resolved, no

decision has been reached on leasing

the Red Rim tract or offering it under a

cooperative leasing arrangement.

An April 1982 report by the General

Accounting Office GAO EMD-B2-72)
concluded that cooperative leasing was
a valid concept to enhance competition

for Moral cool in checkerboard areas.

The GAO recommended that the

Department give priority tn cooperative

leasing agreements containing all the

surface and underlying coal righls.

Cooperative leasing was similarly

endorsed by the Commission in

February 1984 and the Secretory

committed the Department in March
1984 to pursue cooperative leasing

opportunities aggressively,

In order to assist the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM] in identifying

cooperative leasing opportunities in

areas of fragmented, checkerboard or

mixed coal ownership, the BLM is

soliciting comment on Bpecific lands lhat

might lend themselves to this approach.

These opportunities will be screened

and presented to the appropriate

regional coal teams [RCTs). The BLM is

also interested in comments on possible

ways lo equalize bonus payments and

advance and production royalty

revenues among the Federal government

and the private coal owners in a

cooperative leasing egreemenl.

Suggestions on accommodating qualified

surface owners in such agreements arr

also requested.

In studying the issue of repealing

section 2[c) of the MLLA. the

Commission believed that competition

for individual coal leases in railroad

checkerboard areas would not be
ificantly by repeal of

:tion 2(c). unlet . repeal linked It

a requirement for cooperative leasing of

any coal offered in Ihe checkerboard.

See page 341-343 of Commission report

The coal industry, however, has

tr.iditionully expressed concern that

railroads would have an unfair bidding

advantage for Federal coal in

checkerboard areas. The BLM
specifically requests r.nmmentB

concerning conditions under which S

cooperating lessor should be allowed to

bid.

A* a means of furlher lncreaa^g

possibilities for cooperative leasing, the

BLM is instructing its field offices to

utilize land ownership records lo

identify and contact private land owners
lo determine their inlerest in

cooperative leasing. This effort will be
undertaken at appropriate times in land

use planning und activity planning. Field

offices will advise RCTs of proposals
lhat bear further analysis and followup.

OStedi Or,lobar 2& I9*M.

lame* M. P.rker,
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APPENDIX 6

ACTION:

STAFF DF.;\FF

DEPARMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Request for Public Comment on Adequacy of Cos! Data

Bureau of Land Management, Interior.

Notice.

SUMMARY: The Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing

(hereafter called the Commission) recommended that more effort be given to the

delineation and ranking of tracts. Better tract delineations would result in

more efficient mining operations, increase competition, and increase the value

of the leases and help the government obtain fair return for the coat resource.

Adequate tract-specific data will be needed. The Commission specifically

recommended more drilling for better tract delineation. The Office of

Technology Assessment report alao stressed the importance of a good data base

for all resources, not just coal.

To meet its responsibilities the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) needs vast

amounts of reliable resource data in order to make good decisions regarding

multiple use of the lands under its jurisdiction. This notice proposes

national guidelines for adequacy of data specifically related to Federal

coal. The guidelines indicate the amount of information on the coal resource

needed for the BLM to make decisions at various times during the planning and

decision making process. Each regional coal team (RCT) will establish addi-

tional guidelines or standards for coal resource data adequacy within its area.

STAFF DRAFT

STAFF DRAFT
Even though the coal data art adequate, important decisions affecting the coal

leasing process will not be made if there are inadequate data concerning other

resources to be considered in multiple-use resource management. This notice

also contain* a brief description on hov coal data interfaces with other

resource data in the decision-process regarding coal leasing. Guidelines or

standards for data requirements are being formulated for other resources and

will be made available for review and comment.

A slightly modified, earlier draft of the proposal to establish Review Councils

for coal data adequacy was sent to Western State Governors, major interest

groups and organizations at their request in July 1984. Also sent at that

time was a short discussion on other types of data needed for FMV determina-

tions. Following this distribution, those groups asked the Depsrtment of the

Interior to hold informational briefings. Meetings took place in Denver on

July 23 and 24, 1984. Written comments received as a result of this distribu-

tion are on file at the address specified belov.

So comments were received from environmental agencies. One state and an

interatate agency commented on data adequacy. They recognised defining and

assessing data adequacy is a difficult task and want to be on the Review

Council and to be involved in setting standards. This notice emphasizes more

strongly than the original .version the need for outside members on the Review

Council. Responses were received from two industry organizations and two

mining companies. They did not want the Department of Energy to become

heavily involved in, the BLM planning process. They wanted a further

STAFF PPflFT

jSJAFE DRAFT
definition of "adequacy". It was suggested that industry, not Government,

should determine data adequacy but that if a Review Council is used to

determined data adequacy, the members should be highly qualified and a

suggestion was made for qualification.

DATE: Comments should be received by

ADDRESS: Director (641)
Bureau of Land Management

18th and C Street, N-W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

The comments will be available for public review in Room 3617 at the above

address during normal business hours (7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.).

FOB FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jules A. MacKallor (202) 343-4794.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In managing the coal resource there are three

stages in the BLM decision -making process:

1) Land use planning in which Resource Management Plans (RMPs) are

formulated for large geographic areas. Guidance and often technical assistance

are provided by the district and the State offices.

Each area manager is responsible for examining available data and winnowing

out the lands within the planning unit that does not have a reasonable

potential for coal development. The lands eliminated fall into three

categories; no coal resource, some coal resource but with too low a potential

for development and Chose lands with inadequate data. Where data are inade-

quate to support a decision regarding coal potential, BLM will decide whether

or not to obtain more data.

ct;-*7 nr f'.'

Only laoda that pass the four coal screens of 43 CFR 3420.1-4(e) can be carried

forward to the next stage, activity planning, for additional study and conside-

ration for coal leasing. The four screens are potential for coal development,

unsuitabilicy criteria, multiple-uae trade-offs and surface owner consulta-

tion. Those lands thus identified as acceptable for further consideration for

leasing will be listed in the completed land use plan.

2) Activity planning during which tracta are delineated, ranked, and

selected for possible leasing. This stage begins when the RCT receives from

the BLM State Director(s), a list of lands acceptable for further consideration

for coal leasing. The RCTs are subcommittees of the Federal-State Coal

Advisory Board. Copies of the Chapter establishing the Board and describing

the composition and functions of the Board and the RCTs are available on

request from BLM. The stage enda after the Secretary of the Interior has made

a decision regarding the timing of the coal lease sale and which tracts to

offer and the Notice of Sale has been posted in the appropriate BLM State

Office(s).

On receipt of the State Director's report designating lands suitable for

further study, the RCT will identify any deficiencies in data necessery to

make judicious tract delineations. Such deficiencies may apply to a single

small parcel or to large areas within the designated lands. To assist the

RCTs to determine data adequacy, the Chairman of each RCT in consultation with

other RCT members will appoint on a trial basis three science advisors as

ex-officio members: one with expertise in renewable resources, one with

expertise In non-renewable resources and one with expertise in reclamation snd

mitigation techniques
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PROPOSED COAL PROGRAM CHANGES

The use of science advisors is in response Co Che OTA recommendation chac more

consideration be given Co daca, or Che lack chereof, in land use planning and

activity planning. Tracts should not be delineated or selected unless there

is adequate knowledge to evaluate poCencial trade-offs. The OTA report speci-

fically mentions unsuitability criteria, coal resources, soils, wildlife,

hydrology, and cultural resources. Thus coal ia only one of many resources

that muit be considered in delineating, ranking and selecting tracts. Further-

more, the coal data requirements for delineating traces are leas than that

needed for estimation of fair market value (FMV). The Review Council,

described at the end of this Notice, is responsible for the determination of

coal data adequacy for FMV. Such a determination requires special skills and

experience. The Commission specifically recommended that coal quantity he

determined to assure Chat the Government receives a fair return.

Tract delineation will begin on those lands with adequate data only if after

reviewing a market analysis the RCT recommends that acCivity planning continue.

If afcer reviewing a market analysis, the RCT recommends chac acCivity

planning proceed, the affected State Directors will appoint Cract delineation

teams and a Review Council. There will be only one Review Council even if two

StaCes are affected. Simultaneously, sffected SCate Directors will iaaue a

call for expressions of interest in leasing. The tract delineacion team

configures and recommends specific tracta to the RCT. The RCT can formally

approve Che delineation with or wichout modif icationa of the tract boundaries.

The RCT, however, will approve a proposed trace only if adequate data are

available. Tht data adequacy standards are Che aame initially applied by the

RCT to the land* identified as suitable for further consideration but now are

applied to specific tracts.

After tracta have been delineated, tract profilee will be prepared by BLM.

The RCT Chan will rank and select the tracts according to 43 CFR 3420.3-4.

Aa soon as feasible after tracts have been delineated, the Review Council will

report to the RCT which CracCs have adequate coal data to make a reliable,

astimace of FMV and which do not. For each Cract lacking adequate data, the

Review Council muit state what additional data are needed. If the RCT

believes there is little likelihood of acquiring the needed data before Che

•cheduled acle, the trace ahould not be carried forvard. If additional data

hava been acquired on traces identified aa lacking adequate data, the Review

Council will again examine Che daCa for adequacy and report che findings

to Che RCT. If chare are sCrong indications thac adequate data will be

available before Che issuance of the sale noeiee, che RCT may recommend a

Cract to the Secretary with a notation regarding Che data.

3) Sales procedures in which tr*ce« are offered for lease and high

bide are accepted or rejected. This stage begins with the- request for comments

on fair market value and recoverable reservee and enda with high bid rejec-

tiona and Cor) the acceptance of high bids and the issuance of leases. The

procedures for conducting sales and method*" of appraisals for bid adequacy are

proposed in other notices and documents.

STAFF DRAF
STAFF DRA

lh

FIGURE 1: LAND USE PLANNING FOR COAL

The following proposed daCa adequacy guidelines, attempt to strike a balance

between two extremes: (a) depending totally on the judgement and expertise of

highly qualified professionals; and (b) a strictly cookbook numerical approach

ChaC requires little or no judgement but would always result in the same

determination. Neither extreme is acceptable. The Bureau specifically

requests comments on Che numerous suggesCed guidelines. Should chey be more

or less quantified? If quantified ouch as a required minimum distance between

data points or a minimum number of dsca poinCs per section, can more desirable

alternative numerical standards be suggested? Can any specific number be

selected and justified so as to avoid the charge of being "arbitrary and

capricious"? Can any practical statistical testa be applied? Should

guidelines or standards be set for Che accuracy of data, e.g., location and

elevation of data poinCa? If so, how?

While it not feasible or cost effective to have complete and perfectly

accurate data, BLH must have data of sufficient quantity and quality to make

reasonable and defendable decisions. To be of value, data must be interpreted

by competent and experienced professionals. It ia costly in money and time

not only to acquire but to interpret data. The law of diminishing returns

applies so that beyond the level of data adequacy, the increasing cost of

acquiring more data does not jusCify the marginally decreasing benefits.

Coal Daca Guidelines - Land Use Planning : Since Cime, money and personnel,

are limiced, ic would be impossible to obtain all desirable data for coal in

the planning unit. Therefore areas with little or no coal potential should

usually be eliminated as soon as possible so that BLM resources can be concen-

trated on more promising areas.
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APPENDIX 6

The decision Cree for land use planning of the coal resource (figure 1) shows

several decision made where coal data; must be considered. If there are any

data points, the coal resource must be considered. A coat data point is a

coal outcrop or coal intercepted by a drill hole, tunnel, cut or shaft.

Geophysical logs also may establish a coal data point. If there are any data

points, the surrounding area has some coal resource and this must be considered

in planning. If there are no coal data points, and the .geologist cannot make

a geologic inference for the occurrence of coal, the management plan need not

consider coal. To make an inference regarding the possible occurrence of coal

the geologist must consider the types of rocks and geologic history of the area

as obtained from technical reports, maps and drill holes. The data examined

should be both local and regional. If an area contains a sequence of rocks

characteristically associated with coal, the inference should be for coal

unless a substantial amount of data indicate otherwise. If geologic inference

indicates the occurrence of coal, a decision must be made whether or not

to acquire more data.

Significant expenditures normally should not be made at this time unless

there is reason to believe that if coal were discovered, it would have a

medium to high development potential, i.e., a good chance that the coal

resource could now or in the foreseeable future support a profitable nine.

The Department's proposed coal drilling program lists five conditions that

might justify some drilling for land use planning.

.. There are indirect, but strong indications that an are. has high

coal potential.

.
b. The area has n infrastructure that would aupport coal mining

(including large blocks of federally owned minerals and surface).

c. The are. ia being considered for "not-suitable for further

con.ider.tion for coal leasing" statu, becauae of convicting

land use recommendations.

d. Th. drilling .ill fill I, , „.„ Uu g„ p
.„ eht coj[ djt< baje

• .
The d.line.tiou of the bound.rie. of the co.l re.ource are) is

not .pacific enough to determine if , co.l re.ource conflict

exist,.

If . planning unit or portion thereof confine co.l resources, BLM identifies

Tee, knovn to contain , medium to high co.l resource,. Only chose .re,,

"ill be given further con.ider.tion for co.l leasing, g.ch BLM St.te Office

.ill ,.t it, », guideline, to classify the co.l ., . low, medium or high (very

•ignific.nt) re.ource. A. . national standard, before „ .re. c.n be identi-

fy ., h.ving . medium or high re.ource, there must be .t l„.t three d.t.

point, fro. . .ingle bed or co.l horizon .ith .t 1...C one of the d.t. point,

from un.e.thered co.l of marketable quality.

For an .re. to b. clarified ., h.ving . high or medium re.ource, d.t. point,

mu.t .ho. . „e..ur.ble co.l chickn,., at lea.t 100 (80 for medium) percent of

any co.l bed currently being mined i„ the planning .«. or region.

ST.'.:

Although at lea.t three coal data point. «r. required, additional at.nd.rd.

.hould be set for both a minimum end m.ximum di.t.nce bet.een d.t. points.

These requirement, .re best determined on s regionsl basis. The area .ithin

the triangle or polygon formed by the coal data points .nd some surrounding

arts ouy be considered as h.ving s medium or high resource.

80. ouch area to include beyond the data points should be made on a case by

case baai. in con.ideration of such local .nd regional factors such as geo-

logy and topography? In gener.l no l.nd .ection further from a data point

than the maximum distance bet.een any of the data point, should be included

in the area.

Some areas cannot be .horn to have a medium or high coal re.ource because data

are scanty. Other areas may almost meet the quality and co.l thickn.ss

at.nd.rd. .nd the geologist believes some tractl.) .ithin or near the area

could meet the standard,. In such case, it may be advisable to get more d.t.

by drilling.

After an area ha. been identified a. having a medium or high coal resource

it mu.t be classified ss to degree of coal development potential. Each coal

region .ill develop it, on guidelines, but Che follo.ing factors mu.t be

considered: co.l quality .nd quantity, mineability, tr.nsport.tion to market,

gener.l infrastructure, access to Che property and surface control.

Only area, that have development potenti.l .ill be evaluated to see if they

pass the remaining three screens: unsuitability ctiteria

trade-offs and surfsce owner consultations.

multiple-use

Cuidelinea for passing these screens .ill be contained in ch« Supplemental

Program Guid.nca Manuals. Only areas th.t paas .11 four screens , co.l develop-

ment potenti.l being th. fir.t, are forwarded by the State Director to cha

Regional Coal Team (RCT) • .ccepc.bl. for furth.r con.ideration for leasing.

Coal Data Guideline. - Activity Planning : The RCT .ill d.lineaco specific

tracta from l.nd. identified by BLM as being acceptable for further considera-

tion for leasing. Before • tract can be formally delineated, the RCT muat

determine thet data are adequate to support the delineation. To make thia

determination, the BCT uruat conaider the advice of three non-Bure.u science

.dvisors; one a specialist on renewable resource, one on non-renewable resource

and one on reclamation and mitigation techniques. After tracts have been

delineated, the advisors will be available for conaultacion in preparing tract

profiles and in ranking of the tracts.

At thia time there are no specific standard, for determining data adequacy for

tract delineation. Such scandarda will, however, be developed by each RCT

after Che science advisors become intimately familiar with the coal leasing

programs and offer their independent expert opiniona.

Data merely showing th.t an area contain, co.l of development potenti.l are

in.dequ.t. for tr.ct deline.cion. Co.l d.t. mu.t be .dequ.ee to determine the

oo.t likely mining method and to e.timate the recover.ble reserves within .

reasonable range. For example, it may be desirable to offer new production

tracts that would support a new mine. Therefore . reserve estimate would help

the RCT to d.lineat. • tr.ct with sufficient reserves to support . new mine

CTtfT DRAFT
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12

without excessively increasing the acreage within the tract. Estimates of

coal reserves per acre and coal quality are useful in ranking tracta. For

surface mineable coal the stripping ratio and type of overburden are extremely

important criteria for ranking tracts so that a wise choice can be made as to

which tracts should be leased.

Tracts are ranked into classes of high, medium or low desirability for coal

leasing. Three major categories of consideration must be used in tract

ranking: coal economics, impacts on the natural environment; and socioeconomic

impacts (43 CFR 3420.3-4). The relative importance of ranking factors may very

by region. Coal data, including quantity, quality and depth, are not the only

type of data that affect coal economics of the tract. Other types of data

pertain to Che factors, such as transportation, enumerated for consideration

o£ coal development potential in land use planning.

The minimum amount of coal data required for tract delineation will usually,

but not always, be enough for the RCT to rank with confidence the delineated

tracts. If there is reason to believe that with more coal data, some tract

would receive a higher ranking, an effort should be made to obtain the needed

data. Otherwise, the tract should be dropped from further consideration.

COAL DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR ESTIMAT10H OF FAIR MARKET VALUE : Estimating FMV of

a lease requires mora coal data than any other step in the leasing process.

Although the final determination or estimation is not made during activity

planning, the RCT will not recommend a tract for leasing unless data are

adequate. If, however, the RCT has reason to believe that Che needed data for

specific tractCs) will be acquired before the lease sale, the tractCs) can

be forwarded to the Secretary with a notation regarding data adequacy.

14

Hore specific guidelines and standards of data adequacy should be established

for each region to reflect local and regional conditions. Data standards and

guidelines may be established for separate fields or areas within a single coal

basin if coal-related factors are substantially different within parts of the

basin. Standards should sat the minimum amount of data necessary to make a FMV

estimate of normal reliability. For example for some regions, areas or

particular coal beds the sulfur content is fairly uniform over large areas;

one or two analyses of unweathered coal to confirm the sulfur content might be

adequate, whereas in regions where the sulfur content changes within short

distances even within a single bed, more sulfur analyses would be needed.

Likewise the number and distribution of daCa poinCs regarding coal thickness,

mineability and overburden (for Strippable) coal) will depend in large part on

the continuity and uniformity of the beds which were determined by regional

geological environment

.

In judging data adequacy standards for Specific coal regions and for specific

tracts consideration must be given to the importance of chat particular type

of data to the FMV estimaCe and the increased reliability of the estimate if

more data are obtained.

Aa an example of how specific guidelines for a particular region or coal field

mighc be established, che following suggestions were received from BLM State

Offices, One suggestions was that there should be at least one coal data

point per square mile. Another was that at least 70 percent of Che coal area

of a tract be within three-fourths of a mile of coal data point. Both sugges-

tions are reasonable in chat data musC be available throughouC the tract so

13

For the Bureau to make a reasonably reliable estimate of FMV ic is only

prudent to have at leaat as much data as the minimum requirement of industry.

Data needs are not confined to the physical properties and occurrence of coal.

For example appraiaers need data concerning expectations of future demands for

coal, transportation, financial markets and competition from other coal and

energy aourcea.

This notice is concerned primarily with FMV adequacy of coal data; quantity,

quality and mineability. The Bureau is requesting guidance in setcing national

and regional standards sad guidelines chat reflect actual field and economic

conditions. There should be with flexibility for some deviations. Any devia-

tion nuflt be documented with a rationale acceptable to the RCT. The Bureau

believes the more precise standards should be developed specifically for each

coal region or sub-region. To be adequate, tract specific data must be

sufficient in quantity and quality to determine such factors as approximate

quantity and quality of reserves, type and probable size of mine, access for an

underground mine, stripping ratio for a surface mine, and any unusual geologic

conditions that would affect mining costs and (or) recoverable reserves. In

order Co make the determinations enumerated above, a geologic model of the

tract that shows all factors chat would affect che tract value is required.

The tract modal will be based on tract specific data in context with the

regional geology. Any anomalous data should be checked for accuracy and

reliability. Then they must be explained by the tract model or che model must

be revised.

15

that tract geologic models with cross-section showing correlation between data

points can be constructed. A suggestion regarding coal quality is chat there

should be a proximate analyses of coal from a drill hole for every 2,560 acres

(4 square miles) in areas where coal quality if fairly uniform and consistent.

Many data points will be obtained from drill holes. A proposed Departmental

coal drilling program addresaea how data obtained from drilling will be

collected, standardized, stored and released.

One problem not covered in che two suggested guidelines regarding distribution

of coal data pointa io whether the same number of data points are needed on all

mineable coal bede within a tract. If not, how can specific guidelines be

developed keeping in mind che data are to b« used for estimating FMV? The

accuracy of the reserves for a Chick coal bed of high quality is more cricical

to FMV than io a bed of marginal value or a deep bed unlikely to be mined with-

in the original life of a lease (20 years). Drilling costs per fooc increase

rapidly with increasing depth. We do not want guidelines that require large

expenditures, public or private, without corresponding benefits, yet guidelines

are needed. Public comments are requested.

The determination of data adequacy for FMV analysis requires a broad knowledge

of sedimentary geology aa well as specific knowledge of the coal deposits with-

in a particular coal basin or region. Technical knowledge of mining engineer-

ing and of the problema and methods of each region or coal field, an under-

standing of appraisal principles and a knowledge of coal market also are

needed.

STAFF. DHAH
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Kven with reasonable guidelines and standards and Che availability of the

needed expertise, the determination of data adequacy, or lack thereof, requires

professional judgment. The Bureau is proposing that each RCT establish a

Review Council to judge whether coal data are adequate to support a reasonably

reliable FMV estimate. The Review Council will assure the availability of a

high level of needed professional skills to evaluate the data and will minimize

the impact of any possible bias. The Review Council is a separate entity or

group to serve a highly specialised and critical function that to a certain

extent overlaps with the much broader function of the three acience advisors,

ex-officio members of the RCT. A science advisor would not be barred from

serving as a member of the Review Council.

Coal Data Guideli Salea Procedures

:

Under normal circumstances the RCTa

will have determined that data are adequate for estimating FMV before the

sales procedures begin. In exceptional cases where data for a tract are

inadequate at that time but additional data are obtained shortly thereafter,

the Review Council must examine the new data to determine if data are now

adequate so that the tract can be offered for lease.

REVIEW COUNCILS FOR COAL DATA ADEQUACY : In order for a finding to be made

that there are adequate geologic data to offer a tract for lease, the data

oust be of sufficient quantity and quality so that it is reasonable and pru-

dent to proceed with engineering and economic evaluations. Thia requires the

construction of a geologic model or models of the tract. The engineering,

geologic and economic evaluationa along with comparable sales, supply and

demand studies and other information are then used to estimate fair market

value.

Adequacy of coat data will be judged by the collective profeaaional opinions

of a Review Council, chaired by the Deputy State Director for mining from the

aame State aa the Chairman of the Regional Coal Team. The Council will con-

sist of from 3 to 5 members, at least one of which must be a geologist with

field experience and at leaat one of which must be a mining engineer. All

embers oust have a high degree of knowledge of economic geology of coal in

th« region. One or more Council members must be from outside the Bureau of

Land Management, such aa the U.S. Geological Survey or a State Geological

or Mining Agency. The Chairman of each Regional Coal Team in consultation

with RCT members ia responsible for selectiog the Review Council.

Each member of the Council (excluding the Chairman) will examine the data and

independently decide if data are adequate to make a reasonable geologic model

of the tract in consideration of the objective of estimating FMV. Models

normally include such items as geologic, iaopachous and structure contour maps

and croas-iections. If the model for the tract deviates from the regional

geology, the deviations must be explained, posaibly by revising the model or

obtaining more data. Even though reasonable and defendable models of tracts

have been developed, that doea not necessarily assure adequacy of data. For

example if two models are equally plausible, more data may be required to sup-

port one of the models.

STAFF DRAFT,

Each Committee member will independently rate the adequacy of data on the

following four factors: statigraphy, structure, areal extent and quality of

coal. Each factor will be rated separately according to the following system:

Score of 4. Data exceed requirements.

Score of 3. Data are adequate.

Score of 2. Adequacy of data is doubtful.

Score of 1. Data are inadequate.

Adequacy will be judged by regional standards and guidelines developed for

each region or for specific coal fields. Other factors deemed applicable to

a specific tract must be considered. Some types of tracts may require more

data than that indicated by guidelines. It ia expected that the Council

members will consult with one another before making their official ratings.

The individual members' ratings must be an integer; the overall factor rating

will be the simple mean rounded to the first decimal. If any one of the four

factors receives a rating lower than 2.5, the Council's conclusion should be

that data are inadequate for that tract, otherwise the data are adequate.

Signed rating sheets will be part of the official case file. A member giving

a score of 1 or 2 must explain in detail on the rating sheet the basis of the

score and state what additional data are needed to assure data adequacy for

making a reliable estimate of FMV. A member giving a score of 4 must indicate

the extent that the available data exceed the requirement to be adequate.

Each factor has a number of elements that should be considered. Examples

fol low:

Factor: Stratigraphy

continuity of beds

pinch outs

variability in thickness

•plita and partings

channels or cut outs

Factor: Structure

faults

foldings

regions dips

Factor: Areal Extent

burn line

outcrop, subcrop

mining limit

Factor: Coal Quality

claasif ication of coal

proximate analyses: sulphur, ash, moisture

sodium analysis

BTU content

It is recognized that some of the above elements are interrelated and that a

may not apply to every tract. The above list of elements does not preclude

the consideration of other elements; the list is to use only as a guide.

378
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Comments on a rationale for scoring or rating syeteme ere solicited. The

proponed system is e compromise between those wanting « much broader range of

acoring v«. those wanting only a go-nogo (peas-fail) rating. Eventually such

a deciaion will have to be made but by having a eomewhat expanded acale for

rating each component of data adequacy, strength or weakneaaea for each factor

can be identified and a better deciaion made.

Some queetion the uae of the propoaed rating, "Data Exceeds Requirements."

It is expected that such a rating would be infrequently used. There are cir-

cumstances where it might be appropriate. For example, one or more companies

might drill holes on every quarter-section under exploration licenses. Such

data would be useful but for most areae clearly would exceed what is adequate

to estimate FMV. Likewise as the result of a research project on trace ele-

ments, detailed chemical analyaea might be available from every coal bed from

every hole and outcrop. The danger of identifying such data as merely

adequate, is that auch a large amount of tract data might become the standard

against which other tracts with truely adequate data would be compared.

Comments are required on establishing strict qualification to serve on the

Review Council. Should membership be confined to geologists and engineers or

should experienced coal appraisers and minerals economiat be eligible? Pro-

fessional geological and mining organization have requirements that members

meet minimum standards pertaining to education and experience. Many 9tates

21

also sat atandards for profeaaiona. A typical standard for geologists might

ba 5 yaara experience aa a professional geologist, with one year'a credit for

a maacera and another year'a credit for a Phd. la auch a standard reaaonable

if additional requirement regarding coal experience be added?

Direc
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APPENDIX 6

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Implementation of UHOW.. Commission
Recommendation on Regional Coal Sale

Panel Qualifications

AGENCY: Bureau of Land agement, Interior.

4-00164-1LM
3420 (651)

ACTION: Notice o, Regional Coal Sale p „Ml Qu . llflc. tlM._

^ ™ S "°"" '" Pl—
"— «-*'.— «. aM*. response to

Congreas concerning . recommendation made by the Commls.lon on ,.tl H^
Vlu. Policy for Peder.1 Coal Le..l„g (ll„m , commission). Specifically, the
Commission, among other things, recommended that the Bureau of Laud

""""' <BLM
»
" US "»"18

'
**-« «*. W - -cceptauce or reaction

recommendations, should he conatltuted ao a. to assure the presence on tho.e
P-ele of persona with the background and capabilities of ..king Judgneot „
vlth respect to appraised values (recommendation VIII-4). secretary dark
Breed .1th the Commission's recommendation snd directed the U to develop
oualiflcstlon. for panel membership, glvln g consideration to mandatory
participation by; (1) an „ officio State representative, (2) member. „ f
economic evaluation teamn fr™ »uuatiuu teamu rrom other coal reglnno. f*\ „ ~legions, (3) a Departmental
-Pre.ent.tlve from the Washington office, and (,, . „^ y „„ ^^
t« Kih.r.1.. Ihe MMI mciUmt developed ^ the ^ ^ ^^ ^

their entirety una.. »u»fi-l!rfUiU», imw ,M| „,,

region.! coal s.l.s
. Qualification, for ...b.r.hlp on coal ..1. p.Mli for

lea.e .ale. held In response to lease-bv-.pplic.tlon (LBA) procedure. .111 h.

developed .epar.tely to accommodate the apecl.l circumstances presented by

LBA.

ADDRESS. Any comment, or auction, concerning the qualification, for .ale

panel membership should be addresaed to:

Director, (640)
Bureau of Land Management
18th and C Streets, NW.
Wa.hlngton, DC 20240.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

John Carlaon
(202) 343-4772

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Public Lav 98-63 (1983 Supplemental Appropriation.

Act) contained language directing the Secretary of the Interior to appoint a

Commission to review the Department's coal leasing procedure, to ensure

receipt of fair market value for Federal coal. Thl. Comml.aloo ,.. chartered

by the Department August 3, 1983.

Over a period of 6 months, the Commission reviewed the various l.„.,

regulations and policies and procedure, which guide the Department', coal

program. The Comml.slon completed It. work In February 1984 .1th publication

DRAFT DRAFT

of Its finding, and recommendation, m -Report of the Commission, Fair Market

Value Policy for Federal Coal Lea.ing-. One of the Report', recommendation.

... that "the BLM Sale. Panel, which make bid acceptance or rejection

recommendations should be constituted in a way that ..sure, the pre.ence on

tho.e panel, of per.on. .1th the background and capability, of ..king

judgments with respect to appraised values.

-

F0llo.i„, extensive review and analysis of the Comml.sion'. recommendations,

Secretary Cl.rk submitted hi. response, -Revle. of Federal Coal Lea.ing-, to

Congress on March 19. 1984. This document cont.lned the Secretary', comments

on the Coamls.lon'a finding, and recommendations, including the Secretary'.

proposals for implementing tho.e recommendation., with specific regard to the

Commie. ion', recommendation on the BLM Sale. Panel Qualifications, the

Secretary agreed .1th the Commission and Instructed the BLM to develop qual-

ifications for sale panel membership. The.e qualification, .ere to include

full conalderation of mandatory participation by:

(1) an ex officio State representative .1th appraisal

background;

(2) a membcr(.) of an economic evaluation team from a

different region;

(3) a Departmental representative from the Washington

Office: and

MJ a Deputy (BLM) state Director for Mineral..

A eopy of this proposal ... .„, „ st,„ ,„„_ ^^ ^ ^^m organisation. „ thelr „,„.„ „ July^ ^^ ^^^
Um. group. ..Red the Department of the Interior to hold informational
>ri«.luga. The meeting, took place in _, Color„d0p ,„ Jyly 23 ^ ^
1984. No written or oral consent, .er. received on rhf.received on thl. proposal as a reault
of theae meetings.

Although thl. notice .ugge.t. that the Ml. panel qualifications are final the
Apartment 1. Inviting comment, specific to: (1) th . Ml .^
"u-liflcatioua, particularly the requirement that the mlner.l . ppCai. er ,«—... and the geologl.t com. fro. out.id. the region in .hlch the sale 1.
bel»« held and (2, the concept of implementing the requirement, on . te.t
*•!.. .ft. which the Department .11! revle. and revise the requirements, a.™ry. Any comment, received .111 be fully con.ldered before publi-can of the final ..... panel ,MlHtMtjM, ^ ^ ^^^ ^^U the Office of the A.si.t.nt Director for Solid Leasable Minerals (640,
Bureau of Land Management. 18th and c streets NV.. Washington. DC 20240.

- -if -.ft of the qu.liflc.tlon. ... .l.o forwarded to several BLM State
Director, .ho would he affected by the sal. panel guidelines. Analysis of
their comment, on the draft qualifications revealed two major area, of
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concern. First, It would be Inappropriate to apply the name guidelines and

procedures to coal sales held in response to leaee-by-application (LBA)

procedures. This type of leasing arrangement is used outside Federal coal

production regions or for emergency leasing. The LBA ealea occur more

frequently than regional coal sales, especially in the Eastern States, and

usually involve relatively snail quantities of coal which are of Interest to a

single bidder. The LBA salea usually consist of a single tract but may, in

unusual circumstances, involve two or more tracts being offered for sale.

The nature of LBA sales suggests that it would be inappropriate to require

coal sale panel qualifications and procedures identical to those used for the

large, regional coal sales. The logistics, time and expense of convening the

panel would often be dlflpproportionate to the value of the coal being

offered. Neither would it be appropriate to assemble such a large, highly-

technical panel to evaluate a single bid for small coal sales. This is not to

say that bid evaluation and review of fair market value (FMV) procedures Is

not important for small ealea. On the contrary, consistency and uniformity in

FMW determination Is important regardless of the method by which a lease is

offered for sale. For LBA sales, however, the Bureau believes the^same

results can be achieved using parallel but separate procedures. Further,

because the Linowes Commission focused its study on the regional coal sale

procedures, this notice describes sale panel qualif ieatlone which apply only

to regional coal sales. Panel qualifications for sales originating from LBA's

will be developed and laeued later aa part of the Bureau's comprehensive

procedures and guidelines for holding Federal coal sales.

The second area of concern identified by the BLH field officeB concerned the

requirement that the mineral appraiser/economist and geologist must come from

outside the region. Although this type of diversity may prove beneficial in

some areas, several State Directors commented that it was probably more

important to select panel members knowledgeable of mining, geology, coal

marketa, and related conditions within the region. As the State Directors

further pointed out, the Linowee Commission was not overly concerned with

where the panel members came from. Rather, the Commission focused its remarks

on improving the quality of the sales panel.

The State Directors' arguments for allowing greater flexibility in selecting

sale panel members have merit. Nevertheless, the Bureau le proposing to

implement, on a test basis, the more rigid requirements described in this

notice. We believe the input of mineral appraisers/economists and mining

engineers from outside a region can provide a greater diversity of expertise

and opinion and may reduce the potential for regional bias In the evaluation

process. These requirements will become standard program requirements,

provided they are found practical and uaeful during the test period.

Otherwise, the sale panel qualification requirements will be revised to permit

State Dlrectora a wider choice in selecting sale panel members.

Federal Regional Coal Sale

Panel Qualifications

tAFT
DRAFT

Sale Panel Membership

1. Regional coal sale panels shall be comprised of BLM and State

representatives. At least three but not more than five BLH members

representing all of the following positions must be on the Bale panel. 1/

a. A Deputy State Director for Minerals

b. A Washington office representative

c. A mineral appraiser/economist

d. A geologist

e. A mining engineer

2. The BLM sale panel representatives will be designated in writing by the

lead State Director.

3. The lead State Director will Invite each State Governor to provide an

ex officio panel representative.

1/ If an individual meets the qualifications in more than one of the

Bpectfled areas/expertise, he/she may represent all of those positions.

a. The State member should be knowledgeable of appraisal techniques and

methodologies

.

b. The State member(e) will participate as ex officio members in panel

proceedings. The State member's views and recommendations will be

documented and considered by the BLM sale panel members. All minority

views will be transmitted along with the panel recommendations to the

leed State Director.

BLH Member Qualifications

1. The Deputy State Director, Minerals will serve as the panel chairman.

2. The Washington Office Representative will represent the Department.

He/she must have knowledge and practical experience In appraisal methods

and techniques, preferably coal related, aa applied by the Department.

3. The Mineral Appralser/EconomiBt must have a minimum of 3 years of mineral

appraisal experience, 1 year of which must have involved substantive work

carrying out BLM mineral appraisal procedures, preferably coal-related,

including the use of discounted cash flow (DCF), economic models, and

comparable sales techniques. The Hlnersl Appralser/Economla t must be

aelected from a region other than the one in which the coal sale Is being

held.

DRAFT
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4. The Ceologl.t must have . degree In geology end a minimum of 2 years of

field experience in applying geologic principles, preferably coal-related.

He/ehe mm be .elected from . region other then the one in which the coal

sale 18 being held.

5. The Mining Engineer must h.»e a degree in .inlng or geologic engineering

and a minimum of 2 yeara of practical experience, preferably coal-related.

State Ex Officio Member Quallf icatlona

v 'th Its findings within 10 wnrkln. j _iO working days. Once . sale panel ha. been
selected, future review of jn li ...., .BLM panel member qualiflc.tlona will only be
necessary In the event of a member vacancy.

». above que,, f Ications will become a part of the BXM, M.„u.l/B.„dbook
auldellne. .„d procedure, for conducting P.der.l coal sales. », such tll . Ir- -ill be mandstory for each p.der.l region., coal leas, .... neld by t „.
Bureau.

I. State Governor, .ay appoint any stats per.onnel to repre.ent them on the

•ales panel. The Oov.rnor. ehould be encour.ged, however, to select

per.ona who have knowledge of appr.laal technique, and methodologi...

Review of DIM Panel Member Quallflcatlona

1. Except as noted in item 3 b.low, the BLM lead State Director will .ub.lt

the nj.es of proposed B1M coal .ale panel member, to the Director (500)

2 month, prior to a coal leaae .ale. Thla .ubmla.lon will Include

background and experience information about each propoaed panel member

demonatratlng hie/her qualification, for panel membership.

2. The Director (500) will review the lead State Director', propo.al, request

additional information (aa necea.ary), and provide the lead Stat. Director

Director
Bureau of Land Management

DRAFT
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[4310-84]

4-OQ164 il-H

3453 (651)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Guidance on Coal Lease Transfer

Financial Data Requirements

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management.

ACTION! Notice.

SUMMARY: By this notice the Bureau of Land Management responds to comments

and publishes in final form guidance to field offices on the types of

financial and other information that Bhould be required from those Becking

approval for acquisition of Federal coal leases by transfer from another

party. This information will be used by the Bureau to aaBlat in evaluating

coal tracts being considered for lease offering and in determining whether

blda received for those coal leases constitute fair market value. The

guidance presented here is not a rulemaking but provides policy for Bureau

field offices to use in implementing 43 CFR 3453.2-2(f) of the Federal coal

Management regulations,

DATE: This guidance becomes effective upon publication.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

GENERAL INFORMATION: A total of 17 commencers reaponded to the request for

public comment when draft guidance on this topic was published In the Federal

Register on June 15, 1984. The comtnenters represented 15 companies in the

energy industry, one industry trade association, and one public utility

group. No commenter completely endorsed the proposed guidance; all expressed

objections to varying degrees.

General comments fall into the following categories: (1) concerns about the

type of guidance; (2) the degree of applicability of lease transfer data to

determining the value of coal lease tractB being offered for competitive sale;

(3) general concerns about the reporting requirements; (4) concerns about who

should submit the financial information and when It should be submitted; and

(5) concerns about the protection given proprietary data.

Type of guidance - Six commenters believed that the proposed policy was a

proposed rulemaking. This guidance 1b not a rulemaking but 1b intended to

implement the regulation at 43 CFR 3453.2-2(f) t
which requires submission of

financial data about lease assignment transactions. Because the details of

assignments vary considerably, not all data listed will be applicable or

available for all lease transfer transactions.

DMFT DRAFT

Applicability of transfer data - There were four commentera on this topic.

The commentera pointed out the differences between lease transfers and

competitive sales might make the financial data obtained from lease transfer

transactions of limited or even no use in determining competitive coal lease

tract value.

The Bureau understands this point and agrees that transfers are not per se

equivalent to lease sales, Care must be used in applying lease transfer data

to methods for evaluating competitive leaBe values. Nevertheless, as the

Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Leasing pointed out, there

is usually a shortage of comparable sales data; lease transfer data are often

the only data available. These data must then be used in tract evaluation.

The guidance published below reflectB this point.

Reporting requirements - Nine commenterB stated concerns on this topic. Four

believed that the information required exceeded the Department's authority.

Two stated that the reporting requirements should not require lengthy

evaluations by the negotiating parties and that no Information should have to

be developed. One requested that the level of detail and the degree of

accuracy of the information should be more fully described.

Two commentera believed that the Department was legally entitled to financial

information only if an overriding royalty was being created by the

assignment. The Department doea not agree with thla position. The Mineral

DRAFT

Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, stated that no mineral lease could be

assigned or sublet without the consent of the Secretary of the Interior.

Prior to July 1979 the Secretary approved or withheld approval on coal lease

transfers based on qualifications of the prospective transferee to hold the

lease, acreage limitations, and the like. The July 1979 coal management

regulations inserted tht financial data requirements for lease transfers as a

way of acquiring data about Federal coal lease transactions. The research

done In connection with the July 1979 regulations found nothing Illegal about

the financial data requirements. Because financial data acquired from lease

transfer transactions may be useful In fair market value analysea, the

Department will retain the requirement.

We agree that no data should be created or developed in reporting the

financial details of transfer transactions. The reporting entity Bhould

report the data asked for in as much detail as possible without having to

develop or create new data. This poaitlon Is reflected in the final guidance

to the field offices.

With respect to the level of detail and degree of accuracy of the information,

the reporting entity should give the information In as much detail as

possible, together with a statement about the degree of confidence in the

data, where estimates are Involved. If one-line answers to questions

accurately convey all the Information, then these answers are sufficient.

Where, a great deal of "hard" information is available and where the reporting

entity has a high degree of confidence In the data, all of it Bhould be

reported.
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Finally, with respect to general reporting requlrementa, one commenter aaked

whether the reporting requirements applied to partial assignments and

subleases aa well as total ssslgnmente or merely applied to total assignment,

only. The reporting requirement, apply to ,11 lease tranafer actions - total

and partial assignments and sublessee.

Who should submit and when submitted - Three commenters objected to the

proapectlve transferee's having to submit the financial Information, and two

believed that the Information ehould be submitted after the transfer Is

completed.

As the commenters pointed out, some of the Information 1, known only to the

transferor prior to transfer. Therefore, the final guidance h.a been modified

to require this lnformstlon of the tranaferor, or the tranaferee, whichever

haa It. The Department retslna lte position that the information should be

provided prior to approval of the leaae transfer. The financial data required

under 43 CFR 3453.2-2(f) has heretofore been aubmltted prior to approval, and

there la no other way to assure getting the Information.

Protection o f proprietary data - Sixteen of the 17 commenters expressed

concern, about the la.t paragraph of the propoaed guidance. Thle paragraph

stated that any Information con.ldered proprietary by the aubmitter ahould be

labelled a. auch and that Information determined proprietary by the authotlted

officer will be protected fro. disclosure under the freedom of Information Act

(FOIA). The commentere believed that the submitter, not the authorized

officer, ehould judge the propriety of releasing the information and that the

aubmitter ought to be allowed to seek s court-ordered protective order to

prevent release of the information.

Nothing in the laat paragraph of the propoaed guidance was intended to

circumvent the Departments regulation on proprietary data at 43 CFR Part 2,

Subpart B, or the eubmltter'e rlghta under 43 CFR Part 2, Subpart D. Briefly,

the FOIA allowa the Federal Government to withhold certain classes of

lnformstlon submitted to it from public disclosure. In this case claaa four!

"trade aecretB and commercial or financial Information obtained from a peraon

and privileged or confidential." The courta have ruled that commercial or

financial information la confidential if disclosure is likely to (1) impair

the Governments ability to obtain necessary Information In the future and/or

(2) cauae substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom

the lnformstlon Is obtained.

The Bureau has in the paat given careful conaideration to submitters'

judgments of what they conelder to be proprietary data. The Bureau haa in the

paat and will continue to notify aubmltters when Information that they hove

lebelled aa -proprietary- has been requested. The submitter may justify the

resson thst the Information should be withheld.

The Bureau would then only releaae the Information If, in its estimation,

release would not jeoperdias the competitive position of the submitter. The

DRAFT
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submitter would be Informed prior to release of the information eo that It

could pursue Judicial remedies. If it wished.

The Bureau has followed these procedures with FOIA requests many times before

and will continue to release only Information which would not jeopardize a

company's competitive position, The last paragraph has been expanded in the

final guidance to explain the handling of proprietary information.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The proposed guidance was not clear that the

information presented was to be used by the reviewing field pereonnel In

asking for financial lease tranafer data from transferors or transferees. It

Is anticipated that for leasee nearlng production, coal quality and quantity

data (section B), and mining information (section D), will be available from

field office records or mining permit applications filed with the appropriate

regulatory authority. Information available without requesting it from the

transferor would be filled In by the reviewing officials in the field, and

only that information not available from sources outside of the transferor

would be requested.

As four commenters pointed out, the coal quantity and quality data in

section B are not aa such financial data. The quantity and quality of the

coal, however, affect the price paid for acquiring all or part intereat in a

coal lease, and so the Bureau believes that it is appropriate to ask for these

data if not readily avilsble from other sourcea. If only estimates of these

data are available, that fact should be indicated.
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Section C, Description of Transsctlon, drew by far the most comments of any

section. Ten commentere interpreted the phrsse "other-owned reserves- in

C.(l)(b) end c.(2)(b) to mesn non-Federal reserves not aBeoclated with the

leaae transfer. Seven commenters objected to sttemptlng to break out cost of

various adjustments, subsection C.3., from the total conaideration paid,

eubsection C.l.

As used In the proposed guidance, the phraae "other owned reaervea" waa

Intended to refer to transsctlons involving not just Federsl but also Stste

end fee coal leases contiguous to the Federal leases snd being tranaferred in

the aame transsctlon. It waa not Intended to refer to Stste or prlvste

trsnsfer trenssctlons unrelated to the Federal tranafer. The final guidance

haa been modified to clarify thla phraBe.

With respect to costs of sdjuBtmenta, seversl commenters pointed out thst

frequently a coal leaae will aell in the eecondary market for a fixed amount

with no apeclflc breakout of adjustments. When this is the case, applying

apeclflc dollar amounts to such things aa drilling, environmental atudles,

permits, snd surface owner arrangements would be arbitrary. Further, In some

esses, the lesseholds hsve not experienced permitting or environmental study

costs so thst sny costs provided for these sctivltles would be estimates,

aubject to entrepreneurisl Judgment.

The Bureau understsnds snd agree, with these points. There is no intent to

creste new information. If information on the total consideration paid is all
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that is available, then that ia all that should be reported. If the

transaction involves both Federal and private leases, and these costs can be

prorated, they should be. If the transaction involves Federal and non-Federal

leases, then this fact should be clearly Btated.

description entails. Because the financial details of coal lease transfer

transactions may be useful in both presale and poatsale evaluations of

competitive Federal coal lease tracts, this memorandum provides general

guidance on the types of financial and related data to be sought.

These points are made in the final guidance.

One commenter requested clarification of the meaning of the question

concerning how diligence was negotiated. If at all. Another commenter

overlooked the section on factors affecting negotiation. One other commenter

requested that the section on negotiation factors be expanded.

This section has been clarified in the final guidance to describe factors

which might affect the transaction price (pre-1976 or post-1976 diligence,

relationship of transferor/ transferee, etc.) or create a compulsion to bargain

(i.e., section 3 of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976). The

question on diligence has been clarified.

The final guidance follows below.

Subject: Coal Lease Transfer Data Requirements

The coal management regulations at 43 CFR 3453.2-2(f) require that all coal

lease transfer documents contain a description of the consideration or value

paid or promised for the transfer. The regulation does not specify what the

The information below falls Into four categories. Only category C,

Description of the Transaction, directly involves financial data. The other

categories will affect the acquisition cost to some degree and are thus

legitimately included as part of the description of the consideration paid.

Of course, not all items will apply in all cases, therefore, discretion should

be uaed In requiring data of assignors or assignees.

Several general points should be made about thie information. First, any data

which can be obtained from sources other than the transferor or transferee

ahould be obtained from those sources. Acres in the lease and total acres

held by the prospective leasee should be available from the automated coal

leasing data system. Mining information (category D) and resource data

(category B) may be available from resource recovery and protection plans or

mining permit applications, if production on the lease is occuring or will

occur soon.

Second, no data should be created or developed In reporting the transfer

details. Nevertheless, the reporting entity should report the data requested

in as much detail as possible with as many qualifying statements as necessary

to describe the degree of confidence in the data and the estimated accuracy of

the data.
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Third, these requirements cover all lease transfer actions described under

43 CFR Subpart 3453, including assignments and subleases. For partial

assignments, data concerning only the portion of the Federal leasehold

affected should be reported, If that la possible. Otherwise, Information on

the entire leasehold should be submitted.

5. Name, address, and phone number of {circle one): assignee/partial

assignee/ sublessee

6. Total current acreage of asaignees Federal coal leases.

B. Coal Quantity and Quality (describe level of confidence)

Fourth, the Information may be obtained from either the tranaferor or the

transferee, whichever organisation has it. The assignor may be In a better

position then the assignee to provide Information on, for Instance, coal

quantity and quality and on mining costs and methods.

Finally, the lists below may be uaed as a checklist, with the information

requested filled In next to the item or on a separate sheet, If the

descriptions or qualifications are lengthy. Not all Items will apply to all

transactions, and discretion should be used in determining the applicability

of data requested to individual coal lease transfer transactions.

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR COAL LEASE TRANSFERS

A. General Information

1. Lease serial number

2. Legal description - township, range, section, subdivision

3. Acres In lesse

4. Estimated number of coal acres

1. Avg. BTU/lb

2. Percent sulfur by seam

3. Percent ash by aeam

4. Percent moslture by seam

5. Percent fined carbon by seam

6. Percent volatile matter by aeam

7. Recoverable reserves (millions of tons) 1/

8. Mineral reserves 2/

9. Weighted average coal thickness (by seam)

10. Average overburden (ft) by seam

11. Weighted average interburden (ft) by Beam

C. Description of Transaction

I. Total consideration paid.

1/ Calculated according to the definition at 43 CFR 3480.0-5(a)(32)(a)

2/ Calculated according to the definition at 43 CFR 3480.0-5(23)
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(a) Here non-Federal reserves involved in the transfer?

(1) If so, consideration paid for Federal reserves only, if

known. Otherwise, consideration paid for transfer.

(b) Were only Federal reserves involved in the transfer?

(1) Consideration paid for the Federal reaerveo.

Adjustments

(a) Have environmental studies been conducted on the leasehold?

(1) If yes, cost of Btudles

Here these studies conducted in house or contracted outT

(2) If no, vaa the cost of environmental studies factored Into

the consideration paid?

Was 1c a major consideration?

(b) Rao drilling been completed on leasehold?

(1) If so, drilling coeta

(2) If not, to what extent did drilling costs affect the

consideration paid?

(c) Status of permits applied for and obtained

(1) If process complete, total cost of obtaining permits

(2) If permits are needed, how were permitting costs figured

into the transaction price?

(d) Overriding royalties, stated as percent of gross sales

value (describe payment method)

(e) Surface owner fees (describe payment method)

(f) Production payments (describe payment methods)

4, factors affecting negotiations.

(a) Was this an arms length negotiation or were the parties

involved organizationally or familialy related?

(b) Did the diligence tern in the lease affect the transaction

price? If so, did the diligence requirement increase or

reduce the transaction price?

(c) la the lessee subject to section 3 of the FCLAA? If so, did

this restriction affect the transaction price?

D. Hlning Information (If available)

1. Production data.

(a) Estimated production per year or,

(b) Estimated furture production and data of commencement

,

(c) Number of seams.

2. Bon cut data (if applicable)

(a) Depth In feet,

(b) Estimated mine life of logical mining unit,

(c) Average atripping ratio.

DRAFT

3. Tranaportation.

(a) On site use,

(b) Rail line required, DRAFT

4 . Surface Control.

(a) Acres of private,

(b) Acres of State,

(c) AcreB of Federal,

Any information considered to be proprietary by the submitter should be

clearly labelled as such. The authorized officer shall treat such data in

accordance with 43 CFR Part 2, Subpart B, and 43 CFR Part 2, Subpart D, and

shall insure that no data are released which might Jeopardize a company's

competitive position.
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HARKET ANALYSIS

A thorough market analysis will be conducted to aid in coal activity planning

at three points in the process. A long range market analysis (proposed in

1984) would be used as input to the long-range planning schedule (propoaed in

1984) recommended by the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board and alao uaed as an

input in the RCT deciaion to initiate coal activity planning. A second market

analysis, the regional market analysis, expanded in 1982, is uaed aa an input

into the leasing level decision. The leasing level becomes the basis for the

proposed action in the regional EIS. The final market demand analyais,

proposed in 1934, would be the current market and tract marketability analysis

to be provided to the RCTs before their formulation of lease sale schedule

recommendations. In establishing the lease sale sched^e, the Secretary would

also have available the information from thia current market and tract market-

ability analysis.

Long Range Harket Analyaia

Long range market analysis would be one input into the Federal-Statr Coal

Advisory Board's long range planning schedule and the RCT's decision to

initiate activity planning. The long range market analysis will mainly

consist of coal production forecasts and coal productive capacity estimates

for the regions. The purpose of this market analysis is to assess the need to

initiate activity planning, not to establish any particular level of leasing.

Regional Harket Analyaia

The regional market analysis analyzes various levels of leasing needed to meet

certain objectives. From thia analysis and other inputs, the RCTs recommend

to the Secretary a leasing level that is the basis for the proposed action in

the regional EIS. The objectives include fostering a stable market for in-

situ coal, promoting competition within the coal industry for utility

contracts, and providing the opportunity for industry to acquire Federal coal

leases as a means of dieeting the Nation's energy needs. Six mathematical

algorithms are used o* calculate a level of leasing that would satisfy an

array of objectives.

In the 1979 programmatic EIS (BLM 1979a) the key objective in establishing the

leasing target was to set a level of leasing that would satisfy the Department

of Energy production goals, which were directly linked to the coal production

forecasts from the national coal model. In 1982, the term "leasing target"

was changed to "leasing level," and the process was expanded to consider not

only forecast production needs but other objectives, including market

stability, competition, and demand.

Current Market and Tract Marketability Analyaia

Th« current market and tract marketability analyaia would provide information

about the current coal market and the demand for the available Federal coal

tracts that may be offered for lease aale. This information would be uBcd by

the RCT and the Secretary in evaluating if and when a lease sale (or salea)

ahould be held and which tracts, if any, would have the beat opportunity of

drawing an acceptable high bid. As with the use of the other market demand

analyses, the current market and tract marketability analysis would serve as

only one input into the decision on an appropriate lease sale schedule.

For lease sales to be h«ld more than 120 days after the leaee sale schedule is

established, the current market and tract marketability analyaia would be

reviewed and results provided to the Secretary, to aaaure that the inputs and

the Secretary's decision remains timely. If the results show some revision

might be needed in the expected sale, the Secretary would consult with all

affected parties.

FEDERAL COAL ACTIVITY PLANNING FEDERAL COAL LEASE SALE PROCEDURES

Steps

Market
Analysis

Steps

LONG RANGE MARKET
ANALYSIS

LONG RANGE PLASHING
SCHEDULE

BEGIN ACTIVITY PLANNING

EXPRESSION OF LEASING
INTEREST

REGIONAL MARKET
ANALYSIS

PROPOSED LEASING OPTION
OPTION (LEASINC LEVEL)

TRACT DELINEATION

Time

In

Months

Market
Analysis

Steps

LEASE SALE SCHEDULE

1 1/2

5 1/4

6 1/2

CURRENT MARKET AND TRACT
TRACT MARKETABILITY

ANALYSIS

PRE SALE EVALUATION

REVIEW OF CURRENT

MARKET AND TRACT
MARKETABILITY ANALYSIS

POST SALE EVALUATION

LEASE ISSUANCE

TRACT RANKING AND
SELECTION

REGIONAL EIS

CURRENT MARKET AND

TRACT MARKETABILITY
ANALYSIS

REPEAT STEP FOR

PHASED SALES

INCLUDING REVIEW
OF CURRENT MARKET

AND TRACT
MARKETABILITY

ANALYSIS

LEASE SALE SCHEDULE
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McNutt (501)

11/16/84

LONG RANGE MARKET AMALY9IS

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides the instructions for performing the long range market
analysis' The results of this analysis are to be used as one input by the

regional coal team (RCT) in formulating its decision on initiating activity
planning and by the Federal-State Coal Advisory Board in its review of the

long range planning schedule.

i regarding annual production capacity and development limitati

are to be collected through a case-by-case (mine-by-mine or property-by-pro-
In format

are to b

perty) survey

forecasts , coal

urpose of the

The long range market analysis consists of coal ptoductioi

productive capacity estimates and a trend analysis. The
;

analysis is to assess the need to initiate activity planning based on market
information. The purpose of this long range market analysis is not to

establish any particular level of leasing, but to provide trend information to

the decisionmakers.

The information derived from this analysis is to be evaluated in conjunction
with other factors and objectives that must be consid^ied. The RCT's decision
on initiating activity planning and the Federal-State ndvisory Board's
decision on the long range planning schedule must consider other factors
including land use planning information, resource information, and Federal,

State and public concerns.

Productive Capacity Estimates

The productive capacity reflects the coal that is available for production

from Federal leases, PRLA's, and private reserves within the region without
further Federal coal leasing. Due to unknowns in deriving this estimate, the

RCT may wish to have the productive capacity stated as a range or as high,
medium, and low estimates.

Limiting factors that would reduce the productive capacity below the region's

total capacity include; (I) coal that is of unmarketable quality; (2) Federal

leases and private reserves with location and transportation problems; and (3)

PRLA's >/ith issuance problems. Unmarketable coal would include coal that is

of such joor quality that is not likely to be produced at a reasonable cost.

Also, Federal leaseB and private coal holdings located in areas that lack

adequate transportation facilities may not be producing in the studied time

frame. Hot all PRLA's are expected to be approved or are not expected to be
approved in the relevant timeframe; these PRLA's would not be included in the

productive capacity estimates. The RCT should also be alert to other limiting
factors.

The productive capacity, however, would not be reduced due to a lack of
expected demand for coal. The effect the demand for coal has on the coal

market is captured in the production forecast (see the following section for

the discussion on the production forecast).

perty) survey. This wiLl involve investigating each lease, PRLA and mine

individually to determine this information. Companies, non-government orgain-
zations, and Federal, State and local agencies involved with coal development
within the region should be contacted. Any information on the coal production: region should be contacted. Any information on the coal productio

potential that will assist the RCT in determining the productive capacity

should be investigated.

For protections of proprietary information and ease of analysis the capacity
estimates ahould be aggregated by State and region. The studied timeframe

covered by the capacity estimates and production forecasts should be at a

minimum 15 years into the future, starting with the current capacity and

production estimates

.

Coal Production Forecasts

There are a variety of long range forecasta of coal production and consumption.

The National Coal Association and the U.S Department of Energy (DOE) regularly
issue forecaats. Private companies occasionally publish studies including
coal forecaats. Most of these forecasts do not provide the regional detail
required for use in estimating regional leasing needs, but their results can

be used in judging the reasonableness of the more disaggregated forecasts.

One model that provides sufficient detail is the National Coal Model (NCM).

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), in cooperation with the DOE, has

developed a modified version of the NCM utilizing dusl supply curves in areas

with substantial Federal ownership fo coal resources. One supply curve

contains Federal coal, the other curve contains all non-Federal coal supplies,

Forecaats using the results of these models are published periodically. For
the most recent NCM results, additional documentation, or any other questions
concerning the NCM, contact the Washington Office (MO) Policy Analysis and

Coordination Staff (501) (343-4780). If additional information is desired,

t
v
.e NCM can be run under alternative assumptions of Costs, supplies of coal,

demand for coal, or leasing scenaries. Users of these forecasts should be

a. ire to the strengths and weaknesses of this type of forecasting, the models

in'olved, and the data inputs that are required.

Trend Analysis

In analyzing the current supply and demand for coal the task is relatively
straight forward. The current level of coal production is simply the quantity
of coal produced. The current productive capacity figures generally will be

planned full production revel for the devel M ped mines in the region.

Generally the unutilized capacity (capacity minus production) will be a

relatively small figure. Due to the high costs of development, additional

capacity ia usually not developed without a significant portion of that

capacity committed to a utility contract requiring a certain level of
production.

The production forecasts are much less certain. The further into the future
the forecast is made the more unknowns there are to affect the accuracy of the
forecast. The forecasts are made under various scenarios that capture key
assumption about the future. With changes in these key assumptions high,
medium and low scenarios are modeled for the future production needs.

Likewise, the productive estimates involve a significant amount of unknowns.
The future capacity figures are dependent on the availability of marketable
quality coal and the time required to develop those coal reserved. For the
regions in the Western States, developing and marketing a coal tract can take
7 to 10 year*. Capacity estimates for 10 or more years into the future will
reflect many if not all of these yet undeveloped reserves being available for
development.

In analysing the capacity and production information the market and
development requirements of the coal reserves must be kept in mind. For
example, s direct comparison of the current productive capacity to the
productive capacity for 1995 will lead to perverse results. The 1995 capacity
figure is effectively an annual productive estimate for all available
reserves; while the current capacity figure is an annual production estimate
for only the currently developed reserves.

Example

initiating coal

Table

The following example (Table 1 and Figure 1) is used to aid in the
understanding of the type of information and analysis to be presented
1 provides the capacity and forecast information for the region.

In this example a "shortage" does not appear to be an overwhelming concern.
The growth in the regional productive capacity increases rapidly from 1983
through 1995. Market quality reserves are available and given sufficient time
to develop those reserves the region's capacity will rapidly increase. By
1995, however, virtually all market quality reserves will have been tapped.
From 1995 to 2000 the capacity will be able to increase by less than one
percent per year. At the same time the production forecasts show the
production growing at 2.7 to 3.1 percent per year from 1995 through 2000.

Except for the high capacity-high production scenario for 1990, capacity is
running 150 to 156 percent of the forecasted production for 1990 and 1995. By
the year 2000 however, capacity will be 137 to 141 percent of production. By
mixing acenarios, high capacity-low production and low capacity-high produc-
tion, more extreme results can be obtained. With a high capacity-low
production scenario for 2000 the capacity will remain over 150 percent of
production. However, with the reserve scenario, low capacity-high production,
regional capacity will drop to 120 ,-ercent of production.

No shortfall in available reserves exists, however, the supply of available
reserves will atert to rapidly diminish after 1995. To counteract this long
term trend the RCT and Federal-State Advisory Board may want to consider

activity planning in the region within the next few years.
The decisionmakers may also wish to cons'

-

simply to raise the level of available
der initiating activity planning

reserves to increase the 1995 capacity
above 150 to 155 percent of production. Th4 level of uncommitted capacity
directly effects the level of competition for utility coal contracts within
the region.

No great "shortage" or "surplus" ia identified in this example region. This
was done because in utilizing this long range market analysis seldom will the
user find a clear cut case of "shortage" or "surplus". It will almost always
be a case of identifying and interpeting long term trends.
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TABLE 1

EXAMPLE REGION

1983

1990 1995 2000
Low Hed. Hi ah Low Hed. HiRh Low Hed. High

Produce ion 19 26 28 12 32 34 37 37 39 42

Capacity 22 40 42 43 30 33 96 31 55 58

Capacity/
Production

1.15 1.33 1.30 1.34 1.36 1.55 1 .31 1.37 1.41 1.38

Capacity-
Production

3 14 14 11 18 19 19 14 16 16

FIGURE I

EXAMPLE REGION
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LEASE SALE SCHEDULE

Following the completion of the regional environmental impact statement (EIS)
and prior to holding any coal lease sale, the regional coal team (RCT) will
recommend and the Secretary shall establish a lease sale schedule- The
regional lease sale schedule shall include identification of each tract to be
offered for lease and the date when each tract has been tentatively scheduled
for lease offering.

The lead Bureau of Land Management (BLH) State Director shall have the
responsibility for providing a current analysis of the coal market. This
analysis will be used to support the RCT in formulating its recommends tions
and the Secretary'a decision on the lease sale schedule. The analyaia will
include information on the current conditions of the coal market and the
marketability of the individual Federal coal tracts being considered fo-

offering in the proposed lease sale(s).

The coal market analysis ia the responsibility of the lead State Director,
supported by BLH field, State Offices, Regional Evaluation Offices and
Washington Office staff and State personnel. This analysis will consider
relevant market conditions including:

1) current price trends of coal in the region.

2) new coal-fired power plants proposed for or under construction and
their scheduled completion dates.

3) current surveys of industry interest in the tracts.

4) variations in transportation costs and capacities.

5) the availability of coal underlying Indian trust. State and private
lands, which the owners have decided to develop.

6) any other factors affecting regional demand such aa synfuels or,slurry
pipelines capability

This market analysis (see attachment), along with any other relevant
information that vi'l aid the RCT in its decisions, should be drafted by the
BLH aa a technical report from the lead State Director to the RCT.

Following approval by the lead State Director, the technical report is

transmitted to the RCT members and made available for public review and
consent. The availability of the technical report ia announced in th' Federal
Register (FR) and the public is given 30 days to review and comment on the

In addition to soliciting comments from the general public, industry

will be requested to reaffirm any current interest in leasing specific tracts

ideration. In the same FR Notice the forthcoming RCT meeting to

The

under consideration. In the same FR Notice the forthcoming RCT meeting
formulate the recommendations on the lease sale schedule is announced,
meeting should be held no sooner than 15 days following the close of the

comment period. This will allow adequate time for the RCT member to rev

any concerns and comment presented by the public.

At the RCT meeting the general public will again be given an opportunity to

comment on the technical report and other relevant concerns. The RCT shall
then consider all inputB and recommend specific tracts to be offered for lease
and a schedule for when each tract should be offered. The RCT shall also

identify and provide rational for any tracts not recommended for lease
offering. If intertract bidding ia recommended by the RCT, the tonnage of

coal to be leased in the intertract sale(s) shall be specified.

The technical report provided by the lead State Director should be considered

as one input into the formulation of those recommendations. lor further

discussion on the RCT's recommendation( s) on lease sale scheduling, including

phased lease sale, see .

The RCT chairperson shall transmit to the Secretary through the BL>. Director

the RCT's comments and recommendations, including all supporting technical

documentation. The RCT comments and recommendations shall be transmitted

without change, as a package to the Secretary. The Director may make
recommendations, but only through separate documentation.

The Secretary, prior, to establishing the lease sale schedule, shall initiate
formal consultation, in writing, with the surface management agency for any

proposed leaae tract not under the Secretary's jurisdiction, the Attorney
General, affected Indian Tribes and the Governors of the affected States. The

Secretary shall provide 30 days in which these parties may advise the

Secretary prior to any deciaion(s).

Following consultation, the Secretary shall establish the lease ssle schedule

including identifing the specific tracts to be offered for lease and when each
tract should be offered. If intertract bidding ia adopted, the tonnage of

coal to be leased sh-Ul be specified. These decisions shall be based on the

RCT's recommendation', environmental concerns, the market analysis, the advice

and concerns of the c nsulted parties, and any other relevant information that
the Secretary may be aware of.

The Record of Decision will include the lease Bale schedule and the information

available to the Secretary including the RCT supporting technical documenta-
tion. The lease sale schedule and intertract bidding decisions are made

public in a notice in the FR. The availability of the Record rf Decision is

aIbo published in the same FR notice- In this notice any decisionCs) that

significantly deviates from the recomiaendation(s ) of the RCT must be justified.

For lease sales that are to be held more than 120 days after the lease sale

schedule is established, the current market and tract marketability analysis

will be reviewed and the results provided to the Secretary. The lead State

Director, through the RCT and BLH Director will provide this updated analysis

to the Secretary. The market analysis will be submitted to the Secretary 15

days prior to the publication of the leaae sale notice. This will aid in

assuring the Secretary's decision remains timely. If this review demonstrates

that the original decisioa on the offering is no longer appropriate, the

Department will poatpone the offering until the Secretary can consult with the

affected parties, including the RCT members. Any changes will be presented
and supported in a subsequent Record of Decision and ^R notice.

CURRENT MARKET AJiD TRACT MARKETABILITY ANALYSIS

This paper provides suggested methods and information sources to aid in an

analysis of the coal market and the marketability of the available Federal
coal tracts that may be offered for lease. These two aspects, one looking at

the coal market in general and the other addressing the marketability of the
individual tract, will require different levels of analysis.

This market analysis is significantly different from the analysis required for
the long range market analysis and regional market analysis (see and

). Thoae analyses attempt to model the market demand based on the
production needs 10 to 20 years into the future. These analyses are not a

reliable predictor of the demand for an individual leaBe sale or offered tract
at a given point in time. The market demand fluctuates with the current
business cycle, just aa the individual company's demand fluctuates with the

financial health of that company. In conducting the current market and tract
marketability analysis the attempt is to model the market demand baBed on the

current market conditions, and the current financial hpalth of the active coal

mines in the region-

The following documentation should be provided to the RCT.

1) an analysis of the current regional supply c" coal,

2) an analysis of the current and forecasted regional demand for coal,

3) an analysis of recent mine and reserve acquisition activities within
the region,

4) an assessment of any immediate changes that may occur within the

market, i.e., transportation changes , and

5) an analysis of the current market and the marketability of the
individual Federal coal tracts being considered tor lease offering.
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Much of Chin information, including an associated data base will be available
from the Washington Office Mineral Policy Analysis and Program Coordination
Staff (501). The Washington Office 501 staff will also provide assistance Co

the regional evaluation teams and State Office staff where requested. The
provided information should be the bases for the current market and tract
marketability analysis. The regional evaluation team and State Office staff
must also draw on ita own expertise and knowledge of the region in providing
the market analysis.

Supply Considerations

The market analysis should provide a tabulation of active mines in the region,
profiles of the mines and associated companies, information on production,
productive capacity, production costs and coal characteristics for each mine,
and a transportation overview for the region.

Demand Considerations

The demand considerations should include the current and forecasted demand for
coal from utility and industrial sources, contracted demand from utility
sources, and current contract and spot marktu prices for coal.

Acquisition Activities

A current list of mines and reserves within the region that were offered for

sale and for those that sold should be provided, includes the transaction
term^ where the terms can be obtained and are not considered proprietary. If

other market information ia available on acquisition activities, i.e., length
of time offered properties have been on the market, and is considered
significant this information should also be included.

Market Changes

The analysis should assess and report on any immediate changea that may occur
within the market that may affect the coal market or the marketability of
specific coal tracts for the planned lease sale. The analysis should also
assess the impact of a change and the probability of that change. This type
of information may include opening of a new railroad spur or potential closure
of a major coal or electricity consumer.

Federal Coal Tracts

This analysis requires the regional evaluation team and State Office staff to
assess the current regional market and the marketability of the individual
Federal coal tracta being considered fo : lease offering. This will primarily
require a synthesis of the supply and demand conaiderationa , and information
on mine and reserve acquisition and immediate market changes. This should be

general review of the current market for the region, then the specific
analysis for the tracts that may be offered for leaae. The tract analysis is
not necessarily an analysis of the tract's production potential, although that
is a factor, but an analysis of the tract's potential for drawing an
acceptable high bid in the planned leaae sale.

One key factor in aaaeaaing the marketability of an individual Federal coal
tract ia the tract's association to a developing or existing mine. For tracta
that are not associated with a developing or existing operation (new production
tracta) the analysis of the tract's marketability will focus on the
competitiveness of the tract and the conditiona that exist in current coal
market. For tracta that are associated with a developing or existing operation
(bypass, maintenance and expansion tracts) the analysis will focus more on the
associated operation's need and ability, to acquire additional coal reserves.

Critical factors in assessing a new production tracts include:

Tract Siie - is the tract Urge enough to support a mine?

Coal Quality - is the coal of avei age or better quality?

Production Coats - can the coal be developed at a competitive cost?

Market - is a potential market available for the coal?

Access - is rail or other competitive access available?

Surface Control - are there potential surface owner problems?

Coal Ownership - are there potential problems associated with acquiring
the rights to the non-Federal coal?

Critical factors in aasessing bypass, maintenance or expansion tracts include:

Production Plana - is an expansion, reduction or maintenance of the
current production level planned for the associated operation?

Reserve Requirements - are the current coal reserves sufficient to satisfy
those plans?

Production Costs - is the associated operation currently producing at a

competitive cost?

Production Level - is the associated operation current ly producing at the
planned full production level?

Market - is a market available to support the associated operations
current and future production plana?

Bypaas - When must the coal tract be offered for lease to avoid a bypass
situation?

The analysis (see attached example analysis) should be presented in a way that
aids the decisionmakers in first deciding if the planned coal lease sale
should be held, held as phased lease sales, or delayed. The decisionmakers
must then determine, based on this market analysis and other factors, which
tracts to offer, which tracts not to recommend and if phased leasing is called
for, when to offer the selected tracts.

The current market and tract marketability analysis is the bases for the
technical paper to be presented to the RCT. The lead State Director ia
responsible for ensuring the technical report is in an appropriate format,
delivered to the RCT in a timely manner, and address any special request made
by the RCT members. Prior to making the report available for public review or
submitting the report to the RCT the technical report shall be reviewed by the
Washington Office of Mineral Policy Analysis and Program Coordination (501).

Example Analysis

To aid to the understanding of the type of information that should be reported
on by the BLM, a hypathetical regional coal market is presented. The region
consists of four active mines, four permitted but not operating projects and
two permit application

v
(table 1). The Department is considering offering for

lease six Federal coal tracts in a planned coal lease sale(s) (table 7). For
this example, the earliest a coal lease sale could be held would be in 120
days-

Supply considerations - The four active mines within the region were reported
to have produced 16-66 million tona of coal in 1984 (96 percent of their
planned full production). According to the mine plans all four mines were
scheduled to be at full production prior to 1984.

The four operating mines and four permitted projects are all surface
operations, while the two permit applications will utilize underground mining
methods (table <}

Production costs (table 1) have been estimated for the active mines, permitted
projects and permit ;pplications using a production cost model. Of the active
mines, mine 4 is estimated to have the highest production cost at $25 to J30
per ton. Coal prices (table 3) in the region range from 49.50 to $28 per ton
(FOB mine price) for coal currently being mined.

Demand considerations - All coal currently produced in the production region
is consumed in a four State demand region (table 4). Of the 53 million tons
of coal consumed in the demand region in 1984, 31 percent came from the
example production region. For the foreseeable future, coal production from
the example region will continue to be consumed in this four State demand
region..

Consumption of coal (table 4) is expected to increase at about 4.75 percent
per annum from 1984 to 1990. From 1990 to 1995 thia rate of increase in coal
consumption ia expected to slow to under 4 percent per year. Utilities
consumption of coal will account for virtually all the expected growth in the
damend for coal through the year 2000.

expected by
acted. Must

Of the 27.9 million tons per year of additional coal consumptic
1995, 12.7 million tons per year is known to be currently Jincor

of this uncontracted demand (table 6) is associated with utilities that have
start-up-datea in the I990's.

Acquisition activities - In 1983, project 2 (table 1) was purchases by
company 1 from company 4. Details of the transaction are not available. Thia
is the only acqu : sition activity reported on for the past three years in the
region.

Market changes - Transportation is a limiting factor in a portion of the

region. Construction of a railroad spur into that portion of the region ia

being considered, but no decision has been made. Completion of the rail spur
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would not effect any of the active mined but would enhance the development
potential of three of the permitted non-operating projects (project 2, 3, and

4), one of the permit applications (applicant 1) and three of the Federal coal
tracts (tract 1, 3, and 4) being conaidered for lease offering. A decision on
developing the railroad spur is not expected for nine months.

Federal coal tracts - Two of the tracts (tract 1 and 2) are considered new
production tracts- They are not associated with any existing mines, permitted
projects or permit applications.

Tract 1 (table 7) is relatively small and would be mined using underground
methoda. There ia a low confidence in the reserve estimates for this tract

.

Development of the tract would likely depend on the development of the
proposed railroad spur. Production costa for the mining of thia tract have
been estimated at $25 to 430 per ton. The current FOB mine price for coal of
thia quality is 422 to 427 per ton. without the railroad there ia a very poor
market for thia tract. Even with development of the rail spur thia tract ia

not con»i^ered competitive.

is a relatively high BTlI

this tract have been estimated
Tract 2 is a good aize new production tract. It

surface mineable tract. Production costa for th

_

at 48 to 4l? oer ton. Coal of this quality is receiving 421 to 425 per ton
FOB. Three companies initially expressed intereat in this tract through the

expressions of interest process. This tract is considered to be the region's
best new production opportunity.

Tract 3 ia an expansion tract for an associated project (project 3). Project
3 is not expected to start up operations till 1991. Thia start up date ia

also dependent on the development of the proposed rail line. Production costs
for the associated project have been estimated at $15 to 421 per ton. Current
FOB mine prices for coal of this quality is about $9 to 416 per ton. Due to
the dependence of developing project 3 and tract 3 on the proposed rail spur
the current marketability of thia tract is poor. Following a decision on the
railroad apur the marketability will improve.

Tract 4 is a expansion tract asaociated with applicant 1. Development of
tract 4 and the associated application is dependent on the rail line
decision. The Bureau also has a low conficence in the current reserve
estimates for the tract. Production coats for the associated application arr
estimated at $25 to 430 per ton. The FOB mine price for coal of thia qua lit,
ia eatimated at 422 to 430 per ton. Due to Che number of unknowns, including
the rail line decision the current marketability of this tract is considered
poor.

Tract 5 is a maintenance tract associated with active mine 2. Mine 2 is
operating at near planning capacity and serves a mine mouth power plant.
Production is currently at 6.4 million tons per year. Marketability of this
tract is considered good.

Tract 6 is associated with permitted project 1. It is an extremely high BTU
surface mineable tract; however, reserve quality and quantity information on
the tract is considered unreliable. Following further exploration work the
marketability of the tract will improve significantly. Currently the
marketability is considered fair.

Based on the factors and analysia, presented, two tracts, tract 2, and 5, are
rated as having potential for drawing acceptable high bids and should be
considered for lease offering. With the completion of additional exploratory
work on tract 6 thia tract may be rated aa having good market potential.
Tracts 1, 3 and 4 are all dependent on the decision on the railroad spur. The
decision on the rail apur is due in 9 months. Even with a positive decision
on the railroad spur, tracta 1 and 4 will likely remain as having poor
marketing potential until additional exploratory work is completed to improve
the reliability of the reserve information.

Table 1

SUPPLY JONSIDEEAT ION? I

Primary
Market

Start up
Date

PRODUCTION

ivs

: Company Current

(HMTPY)

1990 1995 Full
Production Coat
( / ton)

i 1 Company 1

: 2 Company 2

Utility
Utility

3.1 and 5.1
3.3

1962

1962
4.S
6.4

4.5
6.8

4.5
6.8

4.5
6.8

11.05 to 19.00
9.15 to 14.15

; 3 Company 2

i 4 Company 3

Utility
Spot

5.3/Spot 1973

1976
5.5

0.26
3.2 '3.2 5.S

0.6
S.85 to 13.55

23.00 to 30.00

licted/Hot Operating

ect 1 Company 1

ect 2 Company 1

ect 3 Company 3

ect 4 Company 4

N/A
N/A
Utility
H/A

7.1 and 8.1

1984
1986
1991

1991

0.53
1.25

0.53
1.25

2.5

0.57
1.25
5.3

2.3

13.25 to 20.90
15.85 to 24.60
15.10 to 21.15

12.75 to 18.50

it Application

icant 1 Company 2

icant 2 Company 4
H/A
N/A

H/A
N/A

N/A N/A a/A 25.00 to 30.00
H/A H/A H/A 25.00 to 30.00

Table 2

SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS 2

Mine 1

Mine 2
Mine 3

Mine 4

Reserves
Tmmt}

Sean
Thicknea

N/A
H/A
H/A
1.2 Million

Permitted/Hot Operating

Project 1

Project 2

Project 3

Project 4

Permit Application

Applicant 1

Applicant 2

N/A
11"

6.13 Million 6*

1.08 Million N/A
136.6 Million N/A
N/A N/A

N/A
40 Million

N/A

9,800

8,700
10,000

13,200

9,800 to 10,200
10,100

N/A
7,850

11,400 to 14,000
13,500

Sulfur
(Percent)

"

N/A
1.0
0.9

0.48

Mining
Method Transportation

Surface/Dragline
Surface/ Drag line
Surface/Dragline
Surface

0.53 to 0.98 Surface

0.62 to 1.04 Surface/Dragline
N/A Surface/Dragline
0-60 Surface/Dragline

0.6 to 4.0
0-5

Underground
Underground

Railroad

Mine Mouth
Railroad
Truck

Truck/Rail

Planned Railroad
Planned Railroad
Planned Railroad

Planned Railroad
Truck
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Table 3

FOB MINE PRICE

BID FOB Mine Price

(Per Pound) (J/Ton)

Mine 1

Mine 2

Mine 3

Mine 4

9,800

8,700
10,000

a , 200

21.00 to 25.00

9.50 to 16.00

22.00 to 25.00
22.00 to 28.00

Permitted/Not Operating

Project 1

Project 2

Project 3

Project 4

9,800
10,100

KM
7,850

CO 10 200 22.00 to 26.00
22.00 to 26.00

N/A
5.00 to 9.00

Permit Application

11,400
13,500

to 14 000Application I

Application 2

22.00 to 30.00
22.00 to 30.00

Table 4

FOUR STATE DEMAND REGION

(MMTPY)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1995 2000

State 1

Utility
Induatry
total

15.7
2.7

18*4

17.7
2.9

20.6

17.7
2.9

20.6

19.4
3.0

22.4

19.4
3.0

22.4

19.4
3.0

22.4

19.4
3.0

22.4

21.9

3.0

24.9

23.7
3.0

26.7

State 2

Utility
Industry

Total

6.3
1.0

7.3

6.4

1.0

7.4

6.4
1.0

7.4

6.4
1.0

7.4

6.4
1.0

7.4

8.4
1.0

9.4

10.5

1.0
11.5

12.3

1.0

13.5

15.8

1.5

17.3

State 3

Utility
Indua try

Total

14.7

^5
15.2

U.7

15 .'2

14.7

_5

15.2

16.3

16.8

16.3
. £
16.8

18.1
.5

18.6

18-1
.5

18.6

22.7

23.3

24.7

25.3

State 4

Utility
Induatry

Total

11.6
.5

12.1

15.1
.5

15.6

15.1
.5

15.6

15.1
.5

15.6

15.1
.5

15.6

15.1
.5

15.6

15.1
.5

15.6

18.5

19.2

20.0
.9

20.9

Table 5

FOUR STATE UTILITY DEMAND

State/Utility MMTPY Contract Status BTU Delivered Price State/Utility MMTPY
(Per pouni) (J /Ton)

State 1

State 4
Utility 1.1 .6 Until 1984 9,500 50.05
Utility 2.1 N/A None 9,000 to 10,000 N/A 2.0
Utility 3.1 1.2 Life of Plant 9,800 22.52 2.0
Utility 4.1 1.2 N/A (Start up 1995) N/A N/A Utility 2.4 1.5
Utility 5.1 1.2 Until 2005 9,800 37.18 1.3

1.1 Until 2005 12,000 46.11 Utility 3.4 1.2
N/A None 8,800 25.27 Utility 4.4 2.0

Utility 6.1 2.4 Life of Plant 11,000 18.92 2.3
Utility 7.1 1.2

1.2
Until 1991
1991 of Life

10,000

10,000
N/A

N/A
2.0

Utility 8.1 .15

.15

Until 1991

1991 to Life
10,000

10,000
N/A
N/A

.3 N/A (Start up 1986) N/A B/A

.4 N/A (Start up 1985) N/A N/A

Table 5

TOUR STATE UTILITY DEMAND CONT'D

Contract Statua BTU
(Per Pound)

Life of Plant
1985 to Life
Life of Plant

Life of Plant
Until 1997

Until 2005
None (Start up 1990)

None (Start up 1994)

Delivered Price
(j'Ton)

8,500
8,300 to 8,500
7,900

8,600
8,100

10,600
N/A

N/A

a/A

N/A
28.47

31.14
N/A

52.19
N/A

N/A

Utility 1.2 .1

.1

Until 1986
N/A

10,800
N/A

20.50
21.30

N/A N/A N/A 24.71
Utility 2.2 .78 Until 1987 10,800 24.93

N/A
.7

Until 1993

Until 1999
10,600
10,800

31.53

38.11
Utility 3.2 1.3 Life of Project 10,400 32.24

N/A N/A 10,600 38.88
Utility 4.2 1.2 Until 2015 N/A 15.57

1.2 N/A N/A N/A
1.2 Until 2018 N/A N/A

State 3

Utility 1.3 1.7 Until 1'. 93 9,300 20.21
1.8 Until 1', n 8,300 19.18
N/A a/A 8,300 19.18

2.3 2.5 Life of Plant 8,300 18.29
2.3 Life of Plant 8,000 to 9,000 N/A
2.5 N/A (Start .up 1990) N/A N/A
2.5 None (Start up 1995) N/A N/A

Utility 3.3 2.5 Until 2005 8,800 11.37
Utility 4.3 1.0 Life of Plant N/A N/A
Utility 5.3 1.6 Until 2019 9,600 24,27
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Table 6

FOUR STATE
UHCOHTKACTED UTILITY DEMAND

State/Utility MHTPY. BTU Start Up Date

State 1

(Per Pound)

Utility 2.1
Utility 4.1

Utility 5.1
Utility 8.1

H/A
1.2

KM
.3

.4

9,000 to

H/A
8,800
H/A
N/A

10,000 1979
1995

1984
1986

1985

State 2

Utility 1.2

Utility 3.2

Utility 4.2

.1

KM
1.2

H/A
10,600

H/A
H/A
H/A

State 3

Utility 1.3
Utility 2.3

H/A
2.:

2.5

8,300
H/A

»/«

H/A
1990 .

1995

State 4

Utility 4.4 2.S
2.0

H/A
N/A

1990
1994

FEDERAL
Table 7

COAL TRACTS 1

Tract
Aaaociatioo

Pro ject Reeervea
Seam

Thickneaa BTU Sulfur

Mining

Method
(MMT) (Feet) (Per Pound) (Percent)

Tract 1 Hew Production 14* 6.7 10,989 0.65 Underground

Tract 2 Nev Production 128.6 10.5 9,467 1.05 Surface

Tract 3 Project 3 57.1 5.3 8,468 0.47 Surface

Tract 4 Applicant 1 6.7* 8.3 11,680 0.60 Underground

Tract 5 Mine 2 32.2 14.3 9,577 0.99 Surface

Tract 6 Project 1 4.3* 3 11.420 0.70 Surface

* Low confidence in the reserve estimate.

Table 8

Federal Coal Tracts 2

Company
Interest

Current
Marketability

Company 4 Poor

Company 2

Company 3

Company 5

Good

Company 3

Company 4

Poor

Company 2 Poor

Company 2 Good

Company 1 Fair

Tract 1

Tract 2

Tract 3

Tract 4

Tract 5

Tract 6
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United States Department of the Interior 3*oo (920)

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

From: State Pirectora WY, NM, CO, UT, ES and MT

Subject: Issue Paperr Future Approaches to Coal Leasing

Enclosed for your consideration Is an Issue paper titled the "Future

Approaches to Coal Leasing." The paper which was completed in draft by an

ad hoc committee and finalized recently has the agreement of all six State

Directors. It focuses on the large amounts of money and manpower being

expended in the Coal Leasing Program and provides, by region, recommendation*

which would noticeably reduce that cost.

After reviewing the paper if there are any questions, please feel free to

contact anyone of U9

.

State Director, Colorado

A

State Director, MbV^-'

/

i'tt^m)

State Director* Utah

£tate Director, Montana

Future Approaches to Coal Leasing
Issue Paper

October 1984

I, background

At the State Director's meeting in Reno, Nevada in July 1984, the coal State

Directors decided to develop an issue paper on future approaches to Federal
Coal Leasing to identify ways to reduce its high cost. Representatives from

Colorado, Eastern States, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming were named
to aerva on a committee chaired by Richard N. Wilson, New Mexico Deputy State
Director, Division of Mineral Resources. The Denver Service Center assisted

the committee with logistical and editorial support. The committee's initial

charge was to look at the current status of each of the eight Federal Coal
Production Regions to develop future leasing approaches.

The State Directors In general believe that large aaoanta of money and
manpower are being expended in the Coal Leaaing Program with a minimua of

actual coal leasing, projections la Montana and New Mexico for coal activity

planning in Fort Union and San Juan II Indicate a coat of $700,000 to

$800(000 to accomplish this work. These figures do not include the cost of

land use planning or of tract economic evaluation. Only the cost of tract

delineation, site-specific analysis, tract ranking, tract selection and

Regional EIS preparation are included.

The first Fort Union sale offered eight tracts and received acceptable bids

on four. San Juan Round II could conceivably offer as many as 25 tracts but

industry la currently maintaining an interest in only two tractB using

exploration license activity as an indicator. Given the San Juan example,

one tract may cost over $400,000 to offer. It is possible the Government

will be spending more for lease sale preparation that it receives in bonus

payments.

In contrast, the BLM Washington Office estimates in Planning and Budgeting

for the Federal Coal Management Program FY 1982-1987 , that leasing by

application costs approximately $20,000 per application. Recent experience

in the Mid-Continent Rt^lon Indicates a total expense of $31,000. The

efficiency of current regional activity planning is in question.

The committee considered developing a new Bureauwlde approach to future coal

leasing. However, a region by region approach la the better alternative due

to the variation in coal resources, development of markets, transportation,

th« variety of environmental coocema, and currant working relationships with

state governments.

II. Options for Management

In eonaidering possible changes In the way the Bureau leasee coal, top

management has three options It nay consider.

A. Retain present regional boundaries but look for efficiencies in the

lend uae end activity planning. Political preasure may force a continuation

of the current proceaa regardless of the savings made possible by a change in

the program. Development of better data bases, phased lease sales, and

better focus of specific planning efforts, (for example, early exclusion of

lew potential tracts), offer attractive possibilities for more efficient

program management.

B. Readjust regional boundaries by excluding areas of lower lntereet
which would then be subject to leasing by application, when making
readjustments BLM must maintain State and public participation. Regional
coal teams (RCTs) would retain their responsibilities for the excluded areas
and provide a forum for coal Issue discussion; state membership in the
Federal-State Coal Advisory Board would not change.

C. Cancel regions or subregions, thus removing the area from the
Bureau initiated regional sale process. However, the affected states would
retain their membership in the Federal State Advlaory Board. Since
esabllshment in 1979, one coal region end one eubregian (Denver-Raton, 1982,
and Oklahoma, 1981) have been cancelled. Others may merit the eame
consideration. Support of the etate governments la critical. Stete
government officials and the general public must be assured that our goal la

saving money, and their participation will be maintained in the proeeao.

III. Recommendation by Region

powder River Region

Round I lease sales were held on April 28 and October 15, 1982. The Round I

EIS covered 19 tracts containing 2.3 billion tons of federal coal reserves.

Fourteen tracts were offered for aale end 12 tracts (six in Wyoming and six
in Montana) containing 1.5 billion tone of coal received acceptable bida.
Leases have been issued on all but one of these tracts. The aala la

currently in litigation by the National Wildlife Federation and the Northern
Cheyenne Indian Tribe.

Activity planning for a Round II sale has progressed to the point of e Draft

EIS, which was completed in January 1984. The draft EIS covered 22
tracts (11 in Wyoming and 11 in Montana) containing 4.5 billion tons. Round

II leasing has been suspended due to coal program revisions. There are 64

outstanding PRLAs (all in Wyoming) containing 6.5 billion tons of recoverable
reserves. Additionally, three Northern Cheyenne Tribe settlement actions in

Hontana are expected to yield leasee totaling 350 million tons.

The Powder River Region has 19 active surface minea, 14 in Wyoming and five

in Montana, with 121 million tons annual production. The current coal market

has depressed production below capacity and interest in leeelng has slowed.

However, the thick, shallow, subbltuminoua coal beds can be economically

mined by surface methods and are suitable for mine mouth steam generation,

synfuels development, or transport from the region. A well developed rail

system is in place.

About 80 percent of the region's coal la in Federal ownership. The
fragmented, checkerboard ownership pattern in Mootaoa severely limits the

ability to develop competitive tracts, but the better blocked patterns in

Wyoming provide such opportunities.

Recommendations

:

The preferred option is to have the RCT consider the potential for

readjustment of regional boundaries and look fo r efficiencies in land ae and

activity planning. The quality, useability, .und land pattern o
r
: the cozi Li

auch that renewed demand can be expected with the a modest upturn in the coal

market. However, even with an upturn in the market, there is not expected to

be significant interest in Big Horn, Goshen, Natrona, Niobrara, Crook and

Weston Counties.

San Juan River Region

Planning for coal has been completed (via a 1981 MFP update) for the

Ch*co-San Juan area. The majority of the surface mineable coal is covered,

but only about 30 percent of the region's land area Is Included. The plan

doee not contain any Colorado acreage. Two draft EISs were issued snd the

final EIS was filed in April 1984.

The region has 26 outstanding PRLAo (all in Hew Mexico) with 2.1 billion tons

of mineable reserve. Round I has 39 competitive tracts with 1.94 billion

t- nnH of in-olaro demonstrated reserves. Competitive tracts in the preferred
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tone of in-place demonstrated reae

alternative contain 349 million tons.

Flrat round leasing was scheduled for February 1984 but la suspended by coal

program revisions and Departmental decisions on the PRLA-Fair Market Value

study and Indian policy questions.

There are 12 active mines in the region, 10 in New Mexico, and two in

Colorado. Both surface and Subsurface operations of subbltuminoua coal

supply mine mouth or nearby power plants. Bituminous coal production serves

industrial and domestic purposes. Current production of approximately 25

million tons per year appears adequate to satisfy marketa in the region.

Lack of rail transportation and coal composition limits export potential but

possible markets outside the region do exist, although they are not likely to

materialize in the near future. Land patterns are complex, but BLM controls

coal that would form viable competitive blocks. However, much of this coal

la contained in PRLAs.

Essentially, the disposition oi the PRLAs will determine the need for

additional leasing in the San Juan region. The location and volume of PRLA

coal gives it tremendous advantages over other Federal coal deposits in the

region.

Recommendations

:

(1) The preferred option for the region is to cancel the Region after Round

I ia completed. After cancellation, operation on lease by application basis

would be appropriate (at least until the market or other changes indicate a

renewed regional approach fits the circumstances).

(2) Given the uncertalntlea (market, PRLA", transportation. . .) ,
proceeding

with Round II activity in the San Juan region Is unjustified.



APPENDIX 6

Groen River-Mama Fork Region

Tha Strop 1qbo4i seleB of Che 1979 coal leasing program ware held In Che Greta
Bivar-Hama Forte Region ia 1981. Eleven tracts containing 537 cSiliOD tone
Hera leeeed ia the first round.

Land uee planning for Round II has been completed; the DEIS issued, and
public hearings held. Nineteen tracts including 1.9 billion tons constitute
the preferred alternative for Round II- The process has been suspended
pending revisions In the coal program. The 19 PRLAs in the region (seven in
Colorado, 12 in Wyoming) contain 1.2 billion tons of demonstrated reserves.

There ere 15 active mines in Colorado with an annual production of 11.2
million tons. Figures for Wyoming include eight mines producing 17.8 million
tons. The bituminous coal is of excellent quality, particularly in Colorado,
and the larger tracts in Round I were the subject of very competitive
bidding. Coal is burned in power plants within the, region and exported to

other areas of the states and nation. Although rail facilities are excellent

in most of the Wyoming portion and moderately good in most of Colorado,
freight raceB constrain the. regional export of coal. Economic conditions
in the coal industry have significantly impacted current production and plans

for future development in this region. Annual production has dropped about
10 million tons, over 25 percent, in the last two years.

The North Park area of Colorado (Jackson and Grand Counties) has a vary
limited potential for future coal production because of limited
transportation facilities and difficult and high cost mining opportunities.

Only one company has Interest In future Federal leasing in the area.

Similarly, Albany and Sublette Counties in Wyoming have limited potential
for future production.

Until the economic climate of the coal industry improves, there is minimal
need for additional coal leasing la the Green River-Hams Fork Region.

Production maintenance and bypass tracts should be emphasized.

Recommendation:

Readjusting the regional boundarlea to exclude Jackson and Grand Counties of

Colorado and Albany and Sublette Counties In Wyoming would increase the cost

effectiveness of the program and la recommended. Because of the very
desirable, highly competitive coals, the activity planning approach should be
retained for the bulk of this region.

Uinta-Southwestern Utah

Round I coal leasing in the region was completed in 1981, resulting in 11

tracts being offered and &even being leased. A total of 11,655 seres was
leased with 89 million tons of recoverable coal. All tracts considered in

Round I were in Utah.

Round II Activity Planning In the region was initiated in September 1981 with

calls for expression of interest. Calls for expression of interest were
issued in southern Utah, central Utah, and the North Fork Planning Unit in

Delta County, Colorado. Twenty-seven tracts with 1.9 billion tons of coal

were considered In draft and final EISs in Hay and October l9(J3- The RCT

recommended 17 tracts for leaning with an estimated 545 million tons of

recoverable coal.

„i.u*-'j>... '. "• - .....i .jj^L.ia u b««taj in tutaUiweat
Colorado, wan exempted from the congressionally imposed leasing moratorium
end was leased in early 1984. The remaining tracts are held in abeyance
pending the Secretary's review of Federal coal leasing*

There are 24 active mines in the region, n in Utah, and 11 in Western
Colorado. Mines are currently producing at an estimated 60 percent capacity,
and production in the region in 1984 is expected to be 15.5 million tons.
There has been minimal leasing Interest in the Colorado portion of the region
in both the lBt and 2nd Rounds. All coal is produced by underground mining.
Coal is high quality bituminous used for power generation, steel production,
and other industrial uses. Coal is used in the region and shipped to Western
and old-western markets.

Recommendation:

The preferred option for the region la to readjust the regional boundary to
exclude the Colorado portion while looking for additional efficiencies in
land use and activity planning in the balance of the region. Due to regional
over-production capacity, the number of tracts being considered in Round II
and the number of PRLAs potentially leasable, 12 in Utah and two in Colorado,
it la likely that future lease sale rounds will not be needed until market
conditions improve.

Alabama Subregloa

The Alabama Subregion encompasses only 70,500 acres of Federal coal rights
within an area of about 1.7 million acres. The North Central Alabama Land
Use Analysis was approved in 1979 in lieu of a land uae plan. The EIS was
accepted in January 1981, for the first round sales. Three sales were held
in June and December, 1981 and September 1982. A total of 13 tracts were
sold: four underground and nine surface tracts totaling 44.5 million tons on

10,225 acres of Federal coal rights.

The second round final EIS was accepted in November 1983. Sixteen tracts
were delineated, with 11 being recommended for sale (one underground and 10

surface) encompassing 13,321 acres with 65 million tons of recoverable

Federal coal reserves. The Secretarial Issue Document was submitted for
consideration and decision in March 1984. Further action has been suspended
pending the Secretary's review of the leasing program.

Federal coal holdings are scattered. The ownership pattern places BLH in a

reactive position rather than being able to plan via the regional sale
process to meet industry needs. The RCT, in its meeting of January II, 1984,
recommended holding a Second Round sale of 1 1 tracts and cancellation of the
Alabama Subregion in favor of industry initiated leasing by application. The

State of Alabama agrees with this approach.

Because of the moratorla that have delayed the regional sale, four emergency

lease applications are being processed. The unsettled nature of the eastern
coal industry has resulted in six default notices of current Alabana leasees
for failure to pay bonuses and rentals. Out of the six leases, one lessee

has been granted a one-year extension.

While the uncertainty of the Alabama market continues, issuing only one or
two leases per year is anticipated. With a return to normalcy, two to four
leases per year is reasonably expected. By the turn of the century all
Federal coal in this region could be leased.

Recommendations

:

The preferred alternative is to cancel the subregion . The present
recommendation of the RCT is to cease the regional coal sale process in the
Region. Lease by application in the East will better serve both the industry
and the Government. Cost effectiveness will be obtained with this system.

Fort Union Region

Planning for coal has been completed in Montana and most of North Dakota. An
EIS for Round I leasing covered 24 tractu containing 1.88 billion tons of

Federal coal. A sale was held on September 14, 1983. offering eight tracts
(seven in North Dakota and one in Montana) containing 543 million tons of

coal reserves. Bids were received on only five maintenance tracts, four of
which were accepted. A court injunction still precludes the issuance of the
leases. One of the tracts has gone to lease under emergency by-pass
procedures not precluded by the court order, but the other three await
compliance with the court ruling.

The Round II leasing effort has progressed to the point of delineating eight
new tracts, and tract profiles are nearing completion. The sale was
scheduled for June 1966, but is suspended by coal program revisions. The
region has four PRLAs containing about 300 million tons of recoverable coal.
Action on these may be completed prior to any Round II sale.

There are II active surface mines in the region (10 in North Dakota and one
in Montana) with current annual production of about 18 million tons. The
coal is lignite which essentially limits major use to mine mouth or nearby
operations. Estimated production for 1985 is 26 million tons from 34 million
tons of production capacity. With the available over-capacity, a slow coal
market and the uneconomic position of synfuel3, there is little interest in
new leasing.

The land pattern of Federal coal is unconsolidated and encompasses only 1/3
of the coal in the region. In the active mining areas only 10 to 12 percent
of the coal is Federal. Less than one percent of the ownership has both
Federal surface and Federal coal. Thus actual control of coal development
rests with private coal ownership and surface owners over Federal coal.
Current holdings by companies and speculators severely limits truly
competitive Federal coal offerings.

Recommendations

;

The preferred option la to cancel the region and move to a lease by
application basis . With the minority position of Federal coal, past
"pra-posltioning 11

by the private sector, and the lack of interest in new

leasing, cost effectiveness and efficiency would bt vastly improved.

Western Interior Coal Production Region (Oklahoma Subregion)

This Federal Production Region, along with the other Regions, was established

oa November 9, 1979- In the Initial activity planning phases it was

determined that the Oklahoma Subregion would beet be handled on a lease on

application basis. The Subregion was subsequently cancelled (FR Vol. 46 No.

157, Friday, August 14, 1981, pp. 41218 and 41219). and it was declared that

Federal coal reserves of southeast Oklahoma would be leased under 43 CFR 3425

(lease on application). Most of the coal produced in this subregion is sold

on the spot market, and due to the reletively depressed state of the current

coal economy, this situation is not likely to change in the immediate future.

Therefore, the current status of leasing in tha region should not change.

Recommendation:

It is recommended that no change be made to the existing decommissioned

status and that the lease on application procedures be continued .

Denver-Raton Mesa Region

The Denver-Raton Mesa Region haa never been active. The RCT met one time,

June 11 1981. and subsequently by recommendation of the team the region was

cancelled (FR Vol. 47, No. 64, Friday, April 2. 1982, p. 14227) due to lack

of industry interest.

The Denver Basin, east and southeast of Denver contains vast amounts of

lignite which would be of interest if coal gasification or onsite power

generation became economically feasible. The Raton Mesa portion of the

raglon contains excellent coals, including metallurgical coal. These are

recoverable primarily by underground mining in a relatively complex geologic

setting. This factor, plus a limited transportation system continue to limit

interest in the Raton Area. CFit Steel Corporation operated two coal mines

to supply its steel mill in pueblo; both mines have closed. We expect no

competitive coal leasing interest in this region in the foreseeable future.

Recommendation:

It is recommended that the

Powder River

i„«
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Green River-Hams Fork

Ulnta-Southwestem Utah

Alabama Subregion

Fort Union
Western Interior

Denver-Raton Mesa

jrrent status of Denver-Raton Mesa Region remain

Recommendation

-Have RCT consider readjustment of current

regional boundaries and look for effi-

ciencies in land use and activity planning

-Cancel region after Round I is completed

-Readjust regional boundaries to exclude

Jackson and Grand Counties of Colorado

and Albany and Sublett in Wyoming

-Readjust regional boundarlea to exclude

tha Colorado portion

-Cancel the subregion

-Cancel the subregion

-No change be made to existing

decommissioned status

-Current status remain unchanged
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DRAFT
Instruction Memorandum No. B5-

3420.7(651)

01/23/85

environmental statement (ELS). Preparation of both types of decision

documents will be the responsibility of the RCT chairman.

Recommendation Decision Documents

Expires 9/30/85

To; SDa — Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, Eastern States

From: Director

These documents present the RCT recommendations for a regional leasing level

or a final sale aehedule. Now that the Secretary will be accepting the RCT

recommendations unleaa a clear reason exiats not to do so, it is esaential

that this paper articulate the RCT views not only to the public but also to

the Director and the Secretary. The following format is to be used.

Subject: Preparation of Decision Documenta for Coal Activity Plannin

The Secretary's response to the Office of Technology Assessment report on the

Federal coal management program included a proposal that all decision

documenta will specify the nature of the decision, the Key factors leading to

it, supporting information, and an easily understood summary. Our review of

past RCT recommendation papers indicates a need to clarify our guidelines, so

that future RCT documents reflect the Secretary's proposal. This memorandum

refers to two types of decision documents: the RCT recotnoendat iona , which are

sent to the Secretary through the Director, and the other decisions made

during activity planning, such as the decision to initiate activity planning,

tract ranking and selection, and development of alternatives for the

First, the recommendation itself . What recommendation is the RCT making?

This would include either a) the leasing level range, or b) the Bale schedule

of tonnage to be offered, specific tracts to be offered, when to offer them,

and where appropriate, how to offer them (i.e., apecial leasing opportunities,

intertract bidding, phased sales, cooperative leasing).

Second, the key factors. What led the RCT to this recommendation? The RCT

will consider a variety of factors in arriving at a recommendation, including

those factors which it wants the Secretary to consider in his deliberations.

The role each factor played in the RCT recommendation should be explained.

Irrelevant factors detract from the logic of the argument and should be

avoided. For example, in making a sale schedule recommendation, the RCT will

probably conaider apecific conclusions or results of the EIS analysis (such as

socioeconomic impacts or wildlife habitat) that should be included in this

document. A mere listing of EIS alternatives, however, or a chronology of

land use planning, tract delineation and other activity planning steps tells

nothing about the factors considered by the RCT and is to be avoided.

In the leasing level recommendation, any constraints on the options should be

noted. These may include surface owner problems, lack of coal data, or lack

of other reaource information. Pursuant to 43 CFR 3461 . 3-l(b)(2 ), tracts with

data insufficient for the final application of any unsuitability criteria

(except criterion 19) will not be included in the final EIS. As a result of

the adoption of a proposal responding to the report by the Office of

Technology Assessment, tracts lacking other environmental data needed for

adequate impact analysis will also be excluded from the final EIS.

Data adequacy must also be a part of the sale schedule recommendation. The

document must identify separately any tracts which were not recommended

because data were insufficient to adequately assess the tract (except data

normally not acquired until mine plan stage). The nature of the data

inadequacy must be specified, and the RCT may identify which of these tracts,

if any, might have been recommended had the data been adequate.

Third, the supporting information . Any information which the RCT relied on in

ita recommendation should be included or referenced. For example, the

conclusions of the environmental analysis are available in che EIS and can be

referenced, except as noted in the previoua aection, and the EIS attached.

The technical paper prepared for the leasing level recommendation should be

referenced and attached, for that recommendation document.

comments. In cases where public comments were extremely lengthly, a summary

may be prepared, provided that the sense of the comments is not lost.

An easily understood summary . A summary of one to two pages should also be

prepared. This summary would serve as the executive summary and should be

clear and concise and yet also cover all parts of the paper.

Other Decision Documents

For each of the other decisions made in the activity planning process, a

decision document should be prepared. This paper need not be elaborate, but

it should include all of the sections listed for recommendation documents

above. For decisions made during an RCT meeting, the document may be part of

the minutes. Anyone who was not at the meeting or is not totally familiar

with the program should be able to read this paper and understand what the

decision was and why it was made.

The recommendation documents will be attached to the Department memorandum to

the Secretary for his leasing level or sale schedule decisions. These

decision documents - both the RCT recommendation papers and the other activity

planning decisions - should be prepared as soon as possible after the decision

and made available to the public.

Please direct any questions or comments to Catherine Roy, in the Branch of

Coal Leasing, at FTS 343-6821.

Public comments on the leasing level range or the final recommendation are

also to be attached, along with the reeponae given by the RCT to those
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APPENDIX 6

Inatruccion Memorandum No. 85-

Expires 9/30/85

To: SDs: Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming; ESD

From: Directo DRAFT

Subject: Regional Coal Team (RCT) Recommendations for Phased Coal Lease Sales

The idea of dividing scheduled regional coal lease sales into two or more

separate offerings has been recommended by the States and, indirectly, by the

Linowea Commission. In the Review of Federal Coal Leasing , the Department's

response to the Linowea Commission recommendations, the Secretary agreed to

consider, sa part of a future lease offering, the design of a test of smaller

phased sales rather than a single large regional sale. Rationale for such an

approach is that it would allow the Department to test the market, to provide

in opportunity to measure market conditions and better assure sale of

resources at market value. It is also a way of providing predictability and

stability in the Federal coal leasing program, which the Linowea Commission

recommended. Since his response to the Linowes Commission report, the

Secretary has also indicated his support of phased sales Ln his response to

the report by the Office of Technology Assessment. It should be expected,

therefore, that the Secretary's decisions on future regional coal lease sales

will include at least some phased sales.

DRAFT
The RCT'fl recommendations will be based on a number of factora, including

those which the States proposed for the Secretary's deliberations. Factors

appropriate in considering whether to recommend phased sales could include but

not be limited to:

1. Apparent industry interest or other public comment, as expressed

through the above procedure

.

When the RCT recommends phased sales in its final recommendations, its

specific rationale for recommendations on timing of the sales and tracts to be

offered in each ire to be explicitly part of the recommendations document.

Thin memorandum provides instructions on the procedures to be followed when an

RCT will make such a proposal. Instructions on the format and content on the

decision document, market analysis, which will be an important factor in Che

RCT's final recommendations , and intertract bidding guidelines will be

presented in separate memorandums.

When Che public notice is published announcing the RCT meeting for final

recommendations, it should include a request for comments, from industry and

other interested parties, on two items: their preference as Co tracts to be

offered (or not offered) and the suggested timing of my offering. The notice

should state thac these comments will be only one factor in the lease sale

decision, that there is no guarantee that any tract named' as desirable (or not

desirable) for sale would be offered Cor not offered), and that no tract would

be withheld for the sole reason chat no interest wis received. This notice

should be published 45 to 60 days before the RCT meeting and specify a cut-off

date for submittal of comments, in order to allow enough time for the RCT

staff (or BUM project manager) to tabulate these comments and present them to

the RCT for consideration,

DRAFT
maintenance, bypass, captive). Whatever factors the RCT relies on should be

developed using public comment to the fullest extent possible and identified

along with the final recommendation on the distribution of tracts among the

sales. Examples of reasons for recommendations on the distribution of tracts

among sales, which would be explained more fully in the recommendation paper,

might include (but not be limited to):

1. Offering all emergency leasing tracts in the first sale. (These

would have been identified during tract delineation and ranking,

under 3420. 3-4 (b) (2) .

)

2. Offering a mix of types of tracts in each sale.

3. Offering only one new product!

sale.

ct in the first

2. Objectives of the affected State(s) - e.g., "dispersed" leasing, a

geographic spread within each offering.

3. Status of tract, - e.g., surface owner consent (whether needed and, if

so, if on file), pending litigation, petitions, e.g., the Alton

tracts in Southern Utah, included in a suit that could affect

their value.

4. Type of sale - public body, small business (if these tracts do not

receive a qualified, acceptable bid in an early sale, they could be

reoffered for open competition in a later sale), it ia assumed that

tracts to be recommended for special leasing opportunities have been

identified earlier in the process.

In recognition that no two regions are identical, the RCT may also identify

other factors as it deems appropriate, such as the types of tracts available,

as specified in the new tract definitions (e.g., new production, production

4. Deferring (to a later sale) those tracts with special status,

i.e., tracts which, while ripe for a decision , would be affected by

the tj.ming of the sale. This does not include those with resource

conflicts for which additions! data must be acquired or tracts

without adequate coal data. These tracts are not be included in

the RCT final recommendations but are to be identified separately

aa not recommended because of data problems.

5. Offering tracts with high relative economic ;atue and competitive

interest first

.

The RCT final recommendations report, carefully documented with the above

information, will help the Department reach its objective of better

decisionmaking in the coal management program. It will also be the basis for

the Secretary's consultations with the appropriate Governors prior to his

final sale schedule decision.

For questions or further information, please call Catherine Roy,

of Coal Leasing (WC-651>, at FTS 343-6821.

the Branch
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EXECUTIVE SUMHAKY

DRAFT

Recommendation IV-2 of the Linowes Commission stated chat Che Interior
Department ahould sponsor mare drilling for use in tract delineation and
evaluation and to encourage cooperative drilling in which any additional firms
could participate by paying a pro-rated charge, even after exploratory
drilling hat been concluded. The Department concurs with the recommendation.

The Department recommends a Federal coal drilling program in order to increase
the national benefits from an improved coal leasing program. The benefits may
be both economic and aocial- The expected benefits should exceed the costs.

6. State Coordi

BLM should explore the possibility of developing cooperative plans with

the Stace agencies for the management of drilling activities on Federalthe St

land

7. Forest Service Coordination

Memorandum of Understanding will be developed at the State Office level

concerning preliminary drilling and data collection for the forest

planning units-

8. Drilling Priority

Standard means should be developed by the BLH for determining which areas

will have priority for drilling.

9. Data Adequacy Review Councils

The Department will not offer tracts for leaae until data is adequate for

FHV estimate of normal reliability. Data adequacy standards will be

followed. (See appendix 8). The Secretary will assign personnel from any

Interior agency to serve on the Review Council. The aembers of the

Council must have collective knowledge of the coal geology of the region,

coal mining conditions, and the factors influencing the determination of

FHV.

1. Purpoae of the Federal Coal Drilling Program

Federal coal drilling is necessary to provide adequate data in order to

delineate coal tracts, determine fair market value (FMV) and enhance compe-
tition. Drilling may be required to prevent waste of coal and maintain
existing operations by helping establish FMV for bypass, production
maintenance, and emergency lease tracts

.

Proposed Department Coal Drilling Program

Federal coal drilling will also be necessary when there is insufficient
data for regional coal resource planning. This planning identifies sreas

of high and moderate development potential, estimates a general coal
inventory, and facilitstes consideration of the coal resource in Reaourse

Management Plana (RMPo). In addition, drilling supports regional coal and

environmental studies.

November 2, 1984 Coordination between USGS and BLM

MOU's will coordinate the activities of the BLM and the USGS particularly

at the land use planning level. Items to be addressed are:

a. Cooperative drilling ventures between BLM and USGS.

b. The availability of USGS labs in Reston and Denver for coal sample
analysis.

c. Establishment and use of a uniform series of geophysical logs in each

area.

d. 5haring data for geos tat is tical studies to establish coal deposit
models.

e. Additional studies such as geophysical surveys and field mapping in

conjunction with the drilling projects.

3. Data Handling and Storage

The public releaae of data will be continued in the open^ file system of

USGS (See Appendix E). In addition, open file systems with the State

geological surveys ahould be initiated where appropriate.

Proprietary data is to be protected until officially released. Hard

copies of geological and geophysical logs should be atored in appropriate

BLM offices. BLM and USGS should coordinate the use and input of

electronic data files such ae NCRDS.

4. Standardisation of Data Collection

The Department's coal drilling program needs to consider development of

drilling standards, a uniform series of geophysical and geoLogic loga in

each area, consistent and standard sample collection and analysis, and

uniform procedures for data collection and storage. This will make the

data universally usable (See Section IV).

5. industry Coordination

BLM and USGS should coordinate and develop a cooperative drilling program

with industry to support tract delineation and regional coal modeling

efforts

.

10. Contract Drilling Specifications

An Instruction Memorandum will discuss control of contract drilling to

assure receipt of accurate and adequate information.

11. Release of Total Resource Figures

The nationwide adoptioo of the public release of total resource and
recoverable reaource figures would be effected through on Instruction
Memorandum sent to all BLM State Offices.
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APPENDIX 6

I. Introduce io

One of the recommendation* of the Commission on Fair Market Value Policy for

Federal Coal Leasing (hereafter known as the Commission) is for the expansion
of th« Federal Coal Drilling Program by the Department of the Interior. The
intended results of such an effort include improved estimates of fair market
value for the tracts, and increased accuracy of tract delineation to provide
resource data which will stimulate industry interest.

Obtaining drilling information for tract delineation and for a regional
understanding of the extent and quality of the coal resource should aid in
bringing more new production to the market and foster competition. This
wide-spaced drilling and additional tract-apecif ic drilling would assist the
tract selection, tract delineation, and tract appraisal procesa.

II- Previous Drilling Prograt

In the past, Departmental coal drilling activities were centered in the USGS
primarily for land claasification purposes and to examine coal on Indian
Lands. Since the late 1970's the Department's efforts have evolved from
drilling for classification to drilling in support of the Federal Coal Leaning
Program, labia 1 (from Commission Report) summarises the costs of drilling
since 1976. The large jump between 1979 and 1980 denotes the increase in

drilling in direct support of coal leasing-

Table 1

SUMMARY OP DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR COAL DRILLING
EXPENSES AMD ACTIVITIES

Fiieil

Year

Drilling
Dollar.
Spent

1976 1,300,000

1977 2,750,000

1978 2,320,000

1979 1,560,000

1980 6,890,000

1981 5,900,000

1982 7,000,000

1983 523,000

1984 85,000

Number of
Hole.

Drilled

Tot.l Rotary
and Cor.

547 269,863

1,213 475,916

630 299,963

1,476 413,125

871 302,723

861 539,101

850 K/A

63 57,739

78 26,405

The drilling program vii primarily concentrated la tho Powder Elver, Creea

liver-Ham. Fork and Uinta Coal Regions, the Commission partially attribute,

the luce... of 1980 and 1981 coal .ala. in Uinta and Green River-Ham. Fork

Coal Region, to tho adequacy and accuracy of th. data provided by this

program. Thi. view accurately reflect, the opinion, of BLM field per.onnel.

During 1982 the drilling program was nearly termineted ^due to reduced
budget., and the aucce.a of the Department', exploration licensing program, .

shown is Table. 2 and 3-

Table 2

SUMMARY OF EXPLORATION LICENSE ACTIVITY
1977 - 1983

Fl.cal
Year

Number of
Licenses Issued Acreage

1977
1978

1979

1980
1981

1982

1983

1

7

24

25

19

12
95

2,223.75
0.0

26,627.34
91,959.34
184,519.26
90,509.21
79,240.13

475,079.13

Table 3

EXPLORATION LICENSES ISSUED BY REGION
1977 - 1983

Acreage

202,672.24
58,731.26
22,579.34

69,847.73
33,338.55

87,910.01
475,079.13

During tract delineation in the San Juan Coal Region, coal data availability

became e principel issue because very little drilling data of any kind ware

available for trace delineation in several areaa of industry interest. The

coal deposits in the eree were suspected to be such that rather high level, of

Region Licenses

Creen River-Hams Fork 32

Uinta 12

San Juan S

Powder River 23

Fort Union 11

Undesignated or

Unknown 10

93

1 In Wyoming drilling continued using the Bureau's drilling equipment- UO

holes vara completed in FY 1983.

drilling information were required for accurate delineation. The Regional

Coal Team authorized tract delineation on available data and encouraged

campanies to obtain exploration licenses in some of the delineated areas. No

tracts have yet been offered in this region. Similar coal drilling needs have

been identified in other coal regiona with currently delineated tracts.

During tract delineation for Round I general coal lease sales, the data
adequacy criteria were based on demonstrated reserve a as specified in USGS

Bulletin 1450-B. For the Round II sales there were no formal requirements for

data adequacy but the tracts were delineated on available information based

upon professional geologic judgment.

III. Purpose and Description of New Drilling Program

The purposes of a Department drilling program are the evaluation of: lease
tracts, bypasa-maintenance tracts, and regional coal resources.

A Department sponsored coal drilling program should be comprised of three

types of drilling in addition to supplemental evaluation methods. Each

category will generate a different level of information intended for a

apecific uae. Each level of information will, however, pertain to and aupport

directly the long and short term coal leasing policy of the Department.

A. Types of Exploration Programs

1. Regional Coal Resource

a. Resource Management Planning

Drilling supports RMPa , provides a regional understanding of the

extent and quality of the coal resource, is used for coal
modeling, addresses the State's concerns about decentralisation of

coal development impacts, and acts ss a catalyst to Stimulate

industry nominationa (See Appendix A). By definition, this
category haa no immediate economic ( FMV ) implication and so need

not be reviewed by the Coal Data Adequacy Review Council.
Hereafter called the Council (See Section IV).

b. Supple •ntal Resource Evaluation Methoda

Supplemental studies such as geophysical and field mapping, and
remote aensing projects shall be developed during planning of the

drilling program aa joint undertakings between BLM and USGS.

2. Tract Delineatio

Area Specific: Some drilling will be necessary in areas known to

have significant coal development potential and which are likely
to be considered for leasing in the near future but are judged by
the Council to currently have inadequate data to estimate FMV.

These high potential areas are drilled first but they may not

necessarily result in delineated tracts.

b. Tract Specific: Some drilling will be necessary on tracts
currently delineated which the Council judges to have inadequate
data to estimate FMV. (See Appendix B.)

3. By pa ss -Maintenance

When bypass or maintenance tracts are identified the available data is
judged by the Council for adequacy. If the data is adequate for fair
market value determinations the tracts will be offered for lease, If
data are determined by the Council to be inadequate the party moat
desirous of the tract sale should provide the data. In the case of a
bypaas tract, this is likely to b« the government; in the case of a
maintenance trace, this is likely to be the adjacent lessee or owner.
However, Federal drilling might allow delineation of a tract or tracts
so situated that they would be of interest to more than one company
and thua increaae competitiveness.

The adequacy determination cannot be made before the identification of
a bypass or the proposal of a maintenance tract. Nevertheless, there
may be up to two years lead time to obtain further data. In addition,
under the phased sales approach, the tracts can be held until data ia
available. The process is outlined in the steps below.

a. Recognition of bypass-maintenance area
b. Data adequacy judged by Council
e. Tracts offered for leaae if data adequate
d. If data inadequate, the operator is given the opportunity to do

more drilling
e. If operator declines to do more drilling, BLM evaluates potential

consequences of a bypass
f. BLM decides to do government drilling
g. Data judged for adequacy by the Council
h. Tracta offered for leaae

Implementation

1. Normally the actual drilling is contracted to private firms. The
agency in control of the contract haa immediate supervision of the
contract activities.

2. BLM Offices having in-house drilling capabilities and/or technical
expertise should develop proposals, based on guidelines to be prepared
by BLM Washington Office, for implementation as soon as funding is

approved

•
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3. A study of the merits of cooperative drilLing by State agencies under
cooperative agreements compared to contract drilling projects run
directly by BLM should be made. Field office recommendation
summarizing the preferred alternative or alternatives will be
forwarded to Washington Office (WO).

Following WO discussion and concurrence, the BLM State Office will
write the agreements and contracts. The BLM State Office will
implement the agreements and contracts following WO review for
consistency

•

4. BLM State Offices not having in-house drilling capabilities or
technical expertise or those offices proposing programs which exceed
in-house capabilities should investigate the feasibility of
cooperative ventures with or general assistance from USGS and the
state geological surveys.

5. The BLM State Offices will study supplemental methods for data
acquisition and the recommendations will be sent to WO for review.

Forest Service Coordination

There should be cooperation between the BLM and the Forest Service to
provide adequate minerals inventory data for the forest planning units.
Supplemental agreements to the Interagency Agreement for Mineral Leasing
will be developed at the State level covering the initial exploration
stages of this effort, including government sponsored exploration drilling.

Industry Coordination

1. Encouragement of Private Drilling

a. Wide spaced government drilling stimulates industry interest. The
Government will suggest to the potential licensees where the best
areas will be for further exploration.

b. The Government will not lease tracts unless there is sufficient
data available.

c. Any requests for exploration licenses will be processed promptly
by all concerned offices.

2. Sharing of Data

It Is proposed to change the regulations to require sharing of data
(See Part III E below).

3. Cooperative Drilling

Government induatry cooperative drilling should be developed and
actively encouraged by the Department. Any drilling work plans by the
BLM or other agencies will be announced in a Federal Register notice
inviting companies to share in a drilling project.

E. Post Exploration License Data Sharing

A Federal Register notice will be published requesting public comments on
the merits and problems of requiring companies to sell drilling data to
non-license participants after drilling is complete (Appendix C.).

T. Coat Estimate

Tat coat estimates of the Department's drilling efforts in FY 1995 are in
Appendix D.

C. Priority of Drilling

The funds for drilling will be limited. A schedule of tracts listed in
order of priority will be developed in the State offices. The priority
will be dependent on time constraints. The major tract categories
include:

Id

*. Bypass
b. Regional lease sales
c. Land exchange
d. Tract delineation

e. Land use planning
f. Emergency lease sale

g. Maintenance
h. L«ase by application

The trace priority depends on the circumstances in each region. This priority
can vary depending on whether activity planning ia culminating prior to a
lease sale or whether a sale has been completed and land use planning is
beginning for the next round of lease sales. Individual tract circumstances
and competitive nature may also affect government drilling priority.

IV. Data Adequacy

The data adequacy standards for each coal region will determine the minimum
amount of data that should be collected (See Appendix B. )

.

The Coal Data Adequacy Review Council is the body that will determine whether
lease tracts have adequate data for fair market value determinations.

The three stages where data adequacy is considered are land use planning,
activity planning and lease sale procedures. For land use planning the
determination of data adequacy is the responsibility of the Deputy State
Director for Minerals and his staff. For activity planning and lease sals
procedures the determination of data adequacy for coal is the responsibility
of the Review Council, Their findings are reported to the Regional Coal Team
(RCT). A separata report on other types of data comes from the Science
Advisors.

Activity planning begins with the preparation of the preliminary market
analysis and the call for expressions of leasing interest. In the early
stages of activity planning the State Director formally designates the Review
Council and the Tract Delineation Team (TOT). The TDT prepares a preliminary
tract delineation report. After tracts are delineated the Review Council

10

judges data adequacy and reports to the RCT. If more data are needed then

that fact is advertised so that additional information can be obtained by
interested parties or by a government drilling project. When more data is

available the Review Council makes a new determination of data adequacy.
These determinations may be made up to the point where the RCT makes the final

lease tract sale recommendations, approximately three months before the lease

sale takes place.

V. Data Handling

The Department should standardize the data-gathering and data-usage procedures
in support of the Federal coal-leasing program. The principal coordination

effort should be between BLM state offices to achieve standardization of data
for regional coal leasing.

The reasons for standardizing data are: l) provide for ease in comparing data
collected over a period of time, Z) provide for ease in comparing data between

states and coal basins; 3) provide for ease in preparing new contract work
statements and diligence or compliance provisions.

The categories that should be considered are:

Drilling procedures
Geological and geophysical logging

Sample collection and analyses
Data storage, retrieval, dissemination, and manipulation
Public release

Collection - Procedures for standardising collection of hydrologic,
lithologic and geophysical data will be developed by WO with other
Department agencies and with concurrence from the field. Analyses will be
standardized with allowance made for additional non-standard work as
needed.

Storage - Proprietary and non-proprietary data shall be handled and
stored according to Bureau regulations, and the guidelines presented in

Appendix E.

Dissemination - Data shall be made public or shall remain con-
fidential according to Departmental regulations, Federal Laws, and the

guidelines in Appendix E.

Information on the coal resources collected by companies, based on a

government approved exploration plan, has been held confidential by
the government until after the affected tract is leased. Recently the

Rocky Mountain Regional Solicitor approved release of total resource
and recoverable resource figures for the purposes of tract delineation
(memorandum of February 15, 1984, Appendix F). Other than voluntary
disclosure by the licensee, the Department has not previously made
these data available. BLM intends to adopt this solicitor opinion
nationwide. All specific data will continue to be held proprietary.

Data collected by other agencies - Mineral reaource data collected by
other agencies should be made available to the Department. One or more
HOU's may be necessary with other agencies such as the US Forest Service.

VI- Specifications for Contract Drilling

The WO will review all drilling contracts. The Division of Minerals in each
State Office will recommend in writing to the WO the typo of contract that
will be let, i.e., Request for Proposal (R.F.P.) or Invitation for Bids

(I.F.B.).

A geologist should write or agree to the contract. The language ahO"ld be as

precise and as unambigious as possible. The contract should specify
completion of holes to a planned depth and payment on the basis of logged

footage. A clause should be included stating that the Government will not be

responsible for differing geologic conditions.

To assure a successful drilling project the following points need to be

considered*

1. Drilling will be conducted under the general direction of the DO

I

representative.

2. The contractor representative oust have full authority to act in

directing operetions while work ia underway.

3. Specify prompt start up of the project after contract ia awarded.

4. Specify estimated depth or horizon to be encounted.

5. Specify minimum acceptable equipment and supplies on site.

6. Specify what information ia needed, for example:

a. Logged depth
b. Cuttings log

c. Frequency of sample collection
d. Cored interval to be specified by the geologist at the site

e. Source of water
I. Access to the site

g. Hole plugging and reclamation of drilling site

The contracts with State geological surveys should be on an annual grant
basis. Contracts with the USGS should be for specific periods.

VII. Management Plan for Agency Coordination

A. Agency Roles

Departments, bureaus, and agencies which influence the assessment,

management and development of Federal coal vith respect to a coal drilling
program are:
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Department of Interior: BLM, USGS, BOM, OSH, BIA

Department of Agriculture: Forest Service,

Department of Defense

States: Geological surveys

Mining agencies
Environmental agencies

The Interior agencies that do actual coal drilling for leasing purposes
are BLM, USGS and BOM.

The BLM evaluates coal resources and administers leasing aspects of

coal exploration and mining. Leasing functions include activity
planning, final sales procedures, environmental studies and regulation
of mining operations. The BLM coal drilling program deals with tract
delineation and fair market value determinations of lease sales for

the Federal Coal Management Program. BLM has authority for management
of all minerals on Indian lands including drilling.

The USGS undertakes regional coal studies through wide-spaced drilling
for the Basin Analysis Program and the coal quality research
programs. All data generated by these National programs are entered
into NCRDS, which is a date bank for coal resource information.

The Bureau of Mines coal drilling program determines coal reserves on
Indian landa and in National Parks as part of the Mineral Land

Assessment Program-

State agencies in the past have assisted the Conservation Division of USGS
in managing drilling activities. They have used their own drilling crews,
geologists and coal chemists as well as private contractors and commercial
labs to obtain information for the Federal tracts.

Coordination should ba made with other offices and agencies to give them
the opportunity to utilise drill holes for other purposes such aa

hydrologic studies.

B. Management Action Plan

The management of a departmental drilling program will require specific
linkages, documentation, and requirements for diligence and performance to

achieve coordination and cooperation.

1. Coordination between USGS and BLM

MOU's will be required to coordinate the activities of the USGS and

BLM. Included will be the proposals for sample analyses, data storage
and handling, and for proprietary data handling.

BLM needs site specific drilling to delineate tracts for lease sales.
USGS identifies geological hazards, ground water problems, and
completes large scale (1:100,000) geological maps of coal basins-
Coordination between USGS and BLM would occur through the resource
management planning process. The regional coal assessment efforts of
USGS provides direct input into the RMP.

BLM needs proximate analyses and other analytical data for coal
quality to delineate tracts. USGS needs detailed chemistry on coal

samples. In addition to contracted private labs, the feasibility of
using USGS coal analysis labs in Reston and Denver should be
considered if the samples can be given highest priority and the cost
is competitive. Arrangements may be made to supply USGS with splitB
from cores so that they can make additional analyses for their
purposes'.

There should be a uniform suite of geophysical logs agreed upon
between USGS and BLM for interpretation of coal resources in a

particular area. However, flexibility is necessary because in some
areas, other logs may be useful in addition to the standard suite. In

addition logs should be compatable with industry.

In areas where BLM has a lot of information, there should be
cooperation on geostatis tical studies to develop and test coal deposit
models. These studies by USGS would be valuable to BLM in designing
drilling programs.

The BLM should attempt to utilize Coal Branch geologists on a

temporary basis whenever manpower shortages exist within BLM. This
effort should include but not be limited to site inspection, sampling,
field reconnaissance and geologic studies.

The BLM and USGS field offices will coordinate drilling programs with
industry exploration licensees or nearby property lessees and owners
in order CO avoid duplication of drilling efforts. The BLM should be
responsible for this level of coordination because the BLM field
offices have principal contact with surrounding land owners,
exploration licensees, and industry in general-

The Department drilling rigs (BOM, USGS and BLM) should be made
available for emergency drilling where data are needed quickly such as

for FMV determination or for a LUP decision.

2. State Cooperation

When feasible, cooperative agreements should be encouraged with the
states. Agreements have been used in the past and the Department will
need State cooperation in the future.

3. Data Adequacy Review Council

The Secretary's authority to call on personnel in any Interior agency
co serve on the Data Adequacy Review Council should be advertised and
all agencies should b« advised Chat thio function will become part of
Chair reopomsibilitas in Che future aa needed. The members of the
Data Adequacy Raviaw Council will have collective knowledge of the
coal geology of the region, coal mining conditions, and the factors
influencing determination of FHV.

APPENDS TOO

VOLUMINOUS TO

ATTACH
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STAFE DRAFT

Instruction Memorandum No.

Expirei 9/30/85

SD'a Colorado, Montana, Rev Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, Eastern States

and SCD

the reaource management plan, at required by 43 CFR 1610.2(c). For activity

planning, the initial public participation calendar will be published

simultaneous with the notice of the first regional coal team meeting for

particular round of coal leasing. Calendars will be constructed to indicate

the point at which public participation is encouraged, along with an estimated

date . Public participation schedules will be updated and republished as the

need arises.

Subject: Federal Coal Management Program Changes

For land use planning, key public involvement points are prescribed in 43 CFR

1610.2(f). Key public participation points in activity planning are as

follows:

Secretary Clark'a July 9, 1984, Review of Planning Considerations in Federal

Coal Leasing outlined the Department's propoied plans for implementing program

improvements .in light of the Office of Technology Assessments (OTA) suggest-

ions contained in Environmental Protection in the Federal Coal Leasing Program .

This Instruction Memorandum establishes the procedure! and guidelines for

implementing three of the Department's proposed program changes.

A. Public Participation Calendar : To improve the effectiveness of public

participation, the Department indicated that the BLM will develop and release

calendars clearly identifying each point at which public participation La

encouraged in both reaource management planning and activity planning. Public

participation calendars will be published at the beginning of the reaource

management planning process and activity planning. For resource management

planning, the public participation calendar will be published upon starting

1. The regional coal team (RCT) meeting on the summary of land use

plana (LUP) the decision to proceed with activity planning,

the appointment of Science Advisors, and the review of the long-range

plan and the long range market analysis;

2. The call for expressions of leasing interest;

3. The RCT meeting to review expressions of interest, the regional market

analysis, and the tract ranking factors and to recommend a leasing

ltvel;

4. The RCT meeting on ranking and selecting tracta, and developing

regional coal environmental impact statement (EIS) alternatives;

5, The public hearing on the draft regional coal EIS;

6. The RCT meeting cm thai draft EIS comments and guidance for the final

EIS;

Round II and Southern Appalachian Round II. These activity planning effort!

will be allowed to proceed without the preparation of RMPs. Activity

planning for a second round of coal leasing in the San Juan River Region and

any third round leasing efforts in all regions may not be itarted until RMP's

h.ve been completed.

7. The RCT meeting on final tract end oalc dste/proeadures

recotonendations, special leaalng opportunities , and tracts with

inadequate data;

S. Public comment on fair market value (FHV) and maximum economic

recovery (H£R) ; and

9. The RCT meeting to reviev FMV/HER, the current market end

trect marketability analyail and the recommendation to

affirm/ modify/ reverse previous sale decision.

a. Resource Management Plane : The Department and the BLM ere committed to

expeditiously completing Resource Management Plana (RMP's) in coal areas prior

to initisting new coal activity planning. Activity planning will not begin In

areas where RMP's heve not been completed. (This ectlon does not affect the

activity planning efforts for San Juan River Round I; Green River-Hems Fork.

Round II; Hints-Southwestern Utah Round II; Powder River Round II; Fort Union

This committment may require future coal activity planning in e region to be

deferred to accommodate resource management planning schedules or the icope of

activity planning will have to be limited to e smaller geogrephic ate. (i.e.,

to those ereae where RMP's can be completed timely).

In the future, the RCT's will be required to more .ystem.tic.lly u.e existing

l.nd u.e pl.n. in identifying is.ue. to be eddre.sed .nd d.t. to be g.thered

a. part of activity planning. Thi. will be accomplished by providing the

public and the RCT's with a .umm.ry of the l.nd use d.t. end ev.lu.tion. m.d.

during l.nd u.e pl.nning. This summsry will include . brief di.cu.iion of

co.l rel.ted concern, r.i.ed during the l.nd u.e pl.nning prcces. .nd
,

..

appropriate, the mean, by which the.e concern, were resolved. The .ummary

.hould highlight for the public and the RCT .ny re.idu.l que.tion. concerning

d.t. .dequ.cy, re.ource u.e .nd value. , multiple u.e tr.d.off. .nd surfsce

owner consult.tion. Thi. will enable the RCT to readily identify .pecific

area, where additional d.t. i. needed to proceed with trect deline.tion .nd/or

where there may continue to be unresolved concern.. (The RCT'. will no t

ev.lu.te the quality or technic.l .dequacy of the RMP per ,e; thi. remain, the

te.pon.ibility of the Stste Director.)
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STAFF. DRAFT

C. Application of Coal Screens : Tha 1979 Federal coal management regulatioai

(43 C7R 3420.2-3) required tha ocquential application of tha four acraaaa

during land uao planning. That ia , tha coal development potantial screen waa

appliad firit, followed by tha application of tha uneuitabiltly criteria,

multiple use assessment, and aurfaca owner eonaultetioe ncroono in that

order. The provision for sequential application of the acreena waa eliminated

by tha July 1982 rule changes to allow BLM staff greater flaxibiltiy in

applying the acreena.

The OTA, however, suggested that the 1982 rule changes may increase tha BLM

workload because screens are applied simultaneously, thus unnecessarily

expending limited fiscal resources because all screana are applied to all

lands. Under the 1979 rules, later screana would aot have to be applied to

Undo assessed as unsuitable through application of earlier screens.

Consequently, the OTA recommended that generally, but not always, the four

screens should be applied sequentially, as outlined in the 1979 rules.

leasing without expending added resources to apply the earlier screens. In

applying this policy, all deviations from the sequential applications of the

four screens must be documented in writing, including a brief rationale for

the departure. More detailed instructions on applying the four screens are

being developed in conjunction with the preparation of Supplemental Program

Guidance for Coal. These instructions will be available in the spring of 1985.

bee: 640-RF 640-HOLD 660 855

650-RF 650-CF 650-HOLD

LLM;651:JCarlson:mr:9/4/84:0092J Retyped for chenges: rk: 10/1/84

The Department agreed with the OTA's view and the BLM will restore the 1979

procedures (but not the regulations) whereby tha four screens arc applied

sequentially during resource management planning, except in caaes where there

are indications that the application of a later screen first would prove more

efficient because lands would be deleted from further consideration for coal
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December 21 , 198

DECISION OH THE SCOPE OF THE SUPPLEMENT

TO THE 1979 FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

FOR THE FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

am Clark announced Che

979 Final Environmental
Between September 4

organisations had the

the FES supplement in

mmenta. Thia request
984. During this time

er, Salt Lake City,

and additional written
ividuala and organiza-
attachmeat A for a

analyzed these comments
supplement to the 1979

On August 30, 1984, Interior Department Secretary Willi

Department's intention to prepare a supplement to the 1

Statement for the Federal Coal Management Program (FES)

and October 12, 1984, the general public and interested

opportunity to submit written comments on the scope of

response to the Department's formal request for such c

appeared in the Federal Register (FR) on September 4,

period the Department also held public meetings in Denv

Billings, Santa Fe, and Washington, D.C. to obtain oral

input to the scoping process. In all, more than 40 ind

tioos responded during the scoping comment period. See

composite summary of all comments. The Department hai

and reached a decision on the form and substance of its

FES.

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations at 40 CFR 1501.7 direct

Federal agencies to engage in s public scoping process once a decision has

been made to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS). The purpose of

this process is to "determine the scope and the significant issues to be

analysed in depth in the EIS" (40 CFR 1501.7(a)(2).) Subsequent CEQ guidance

to agency heads on July 22, 1983, further elaborated on the purpose of scoping

as envisioned under the National Environment Policy Act (HEPA):

"The purpose of this process is to determine the scope of the EIS so

that preparation of the document can be effectively managed. Scoping

is intended to ensure that problems are identified early and properly

studied, that issues of little significance do not conaume time and

effort, that the draft EIS is thorough and balanced, and that delays

occasioned by an inadequate draft EIS are avoided."

In deciding to prepare a supplement to the 1979 FES, the Department determined

a need existed to review the assumptions and data that were use*d as the basis

for the 1979 FES. In particular, since the projected demand for western coal

has changed significantly since 1979, an updated analysis of western coal

markets will be a critical factor in determining environmental impacts of

Federal coal leasing activities.

The Department also wishes to analyze the environmental impacts of a coal

management program that has evolved since its inception nearly 6 years ago.

This evolution includes a 1982 rulemaking revising the 43 CFR 3400 coal

management regulations and, more recently, a aeries of procedures, policies,

and proposed rules stemming from recommendations contained in reports by the

Commission on Fsir Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing (Linowes

Commission) and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA). The Department

believes that these changes improve and strengthen the overall Federal coal

nt program.

oper

coal
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desi

acti
nat

deve
foci
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comments received by

red a wide range of

ronmental concerns e

ations would normall

leasing proposal a

t eventually leaeed

as this supplement
gn and national' po.li

ona subsequent to

onal policies to imp

lopoent initiatives,
s on the actual issu

ew" (43 FR 55984, No

the Department on the scope of the FES supplement

ssues . It should be noted, however, that many of the

xpreeeed about unique, region-specific coal mining

y be analysed in subsequent EISs for each regional

well as the individual mine development plan for each

Under NEPA tiering guidelines, a programmatic EIS

to the 1979 FES is intended to address broad program

estiona and proposals; narrower analysis in

decision by the Secretary on which program design sad

lement will cover specific leasing and mine

tiering process reflects the CEQ'a guidance "to

es ripe for decisions at each level of environmental

29, 1978).

Several key themeB emerged from the Department's analysis of comments

concerning the scope of the FES supplement, The decision on thesre issues is

as follows:

ISSUE 1 : Interrelationships between the FES supplement and proposed

regulatory, procedural, and policy changes to the coal management

program.

A number of commenters felt that the FES supplement should serve as the NEPA

compliance document for the changes that Che Department is considering making

to the Federal coal management program. These commenters suggested that NEpA

requires the Department to integrate the development of new coal leasing rules

and other procedural and policy changes with its environmental analysis in the

FES supplement.

RESPONSE : The Department decided

programmatic FES because of changei

prepare a supplement to the 1979 coal

n coal markets and in Che coal program
jpplement is being prepared to study

whole, not the impacts of the specific
,
had occurred since 1979.

impacts of the leasing program ss

proposed changes currently under consideration. As the Secretary decides on a

program alternative in the 1985 EIS, he will also be reviewing the changes to

the coal program in response to the 1984 Linowes Commission and OTA reports,

as explained below.

When Secretary Clark decided on August 30, 1984, chat the Department would

prepare a supplement to the 1979 FES, the Department had already reviewed and

Accepted most of the recommendation contained in the Report of the Commission

on Fair Market Value for Federal Coal Leasing . In the Environmental

Assessment for the Proposed Revisions Co the Federal Coal Management Rules and

Procedures of June 29, 1984, the Department concurred with a BLM finding tha*

,do-
icedures or june /.i , i?ot, <-">= «K°" tl" 1""' -----

rne rule and procedural changes needed to adopt the Comnusaion s rec

tions did noC have a significant impact on the environment. These changes

related, for the most part, to lease sale procedures and coal lease

appraisals, and as such would not be expected to have any significant

environmental impacts.

Similarly, on July 9, 1984, the Department had accepted recommendations

contained" in the report by the OTA on Environmenta l Protection in the Federal

Coal Leasing Program . Currently, the Department is studying the changes to

the coal program needed to implement the OTA's proposals, and has provided

interested parties with a draft environmental assessment on the impacts of

these changes for their review and comment. Aa in Che proposed rule and

procedural changes Chat implement Linowes CommiBalon recommendations, the

OTA-related proposals also appear not to have any significant environmental

impacts,

As part of its plana to Btudy and implement Linowes Commission and OTA items,

the Department committed itself at the outset to obtaining full public

involvement each Step along the way toward its final decision. To that end,

the materialB under study have been circulated for public comment on the

following schedule:

wes Coi items were
June 1984 : Draft proposals to implement Lil

discributed to interested parties for comment.

July 23-2 4: Meetings were held to discuss comments on these proposals

with State Government, coal industry and environmental group representa-

tives.

October 3j : Federal Regiflter (FR) notices were published requesting

formal comment on key proposals circulated in June 1984.

November 5: Proposed rulee were published in Che FR requesting formal

comment on regulatory changes that would allow the Department to implement

several Linowes Commission items.

November 19 : An additional package of proposals relating Co recommenda-

tions in both the Linowes Commission and OTA reports waa distributed to

interested partial.

De cember 6-7 : Meetings were held with State Government and industry

representativea to diacuss the October 31 FR notices, the November 5

proposed rulemaking, and the November 19 distribution.

In September 1984, the Department printed and distributed a coal program

implementation plan, which summarized the status and decision path for all the

elements involved in the ongoing coal program review. The Department

acknowledges that thiB implementation plan may have led to a perception that

there is a causal connection between various program changes and the FES

supplement. Concerns have alBO been expressed over the effective-

ness of public comment. For example, some commenters felt their comments on

the program as described in Che draft EIS will be ineffective if the

regulatory and procedural elements that go into that program are put in place

before the final programmatic supplemental EIS is published in July 1985.

In response to these concerns over the timing of the EIS completion schedule

and its relationship to recently proposed program changes, the Department is

adopting this course of action;

First, all final regulations promulgated to implement elements of the Linowes

Commission and OTA reports will be deferred for decision until after Che final

EIS is published. This will permit the Department to obtain the benefit of

comprehensive comments on the entire program, as described in the draft EIS,

before iC makes finsl changes in those coal program rules.

Secondly, the Department is providing a two-tier public comment opportunity.

The first opportunity permit comments to be submitted on all specific

proposals. These comments will be considered by the Bureau of Land Management

in formulating its decision on whether and how each propoBal will ultimately

be implemented. The second opportunity comes when comments may be submitted

on the draft EIS. These comments may discuss, in addition to the impacts

analyzed, the interrelationship of the various components of the coal program,

including the effect of all recently proposed changes.

Finally, the Secretary shall review any non-rulemaking decision on Linowes

Commission and OTA items made at the Bureau or AssistanC Secretarial level

when he selects a coal program alternative following the July 1985 publication

of the final EIS. This review by the Secretary will, of course, have the

benefit of the programmatic impact analysis in the FES supplement.

ISSUE 2 : Scope of market analysis.

Several commenterfl urged the Department to undertake an in-depth analysis to

determine western coal supply and demand estimates-

RESPONSE : The Department agrees with this comment. A central focus of the

supplement to the 1979 FES will be an analysis of current markets for western

coal and projections of supply and demand through the year 2000. The

Department will consider in its analysis all those factors which can have a

significant impacC on the supply and demand components of future market

dynamics, including mine-specific coal capacity estimates.
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To underscore Che importance of market analysis, the Department vill highlight
it as a separate chapter in the draft EIS. A separate technical report will
also be prepared giving a detailed expoeition of the asaumptiona uaed in
obtaining coal demand forecasts from the Department of Energy's (DOE) National
Coal Model (NCM) and the sensitivities of the NCM to changes in input
variables

.

ISSUE_3: Assessment of reclamation success on surface mined western coal
lands.

Several commenters urged the Department to gather and publish information on
the environmental impacts of very large western surface coal nines and to
address in general the question of whether arid western lands are reclaim-

One commenter requested that the Department await publication of the
Off!Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) study of the reclaimabality of western
lands disturbed by surface coal mining before completing its draft EIS. This
OTA report has a tentative completion date of summer 1985.

RESPONSE : The draft EIS will include an abstract of recent reports on
reclamation studies for surface mined western coal lands, although the OTA
report itself will not be available for inclusion in the Department's draft
EIS to be published in February 1985- The Department will respond to those
portions of the OTA study relevant to its coal program activities when the OTA
has completed its project and published the results. In the interim, the
Department will monitor the progress of that study and others to a determine
what, if any, impact they have on the coal leasing program.

ISSUE 4: Impacts of the Department's policy to pursue fee coal exchanges.

Since 1979, the Department has consummated two fee coal exchanges. Three
others are under study. Several commenters felt there waa a need for an
environmental impact Statement on the Department's program to conduct fee Coal
exchanges, particularly in the checkerboard areas of the west where Federal
and land grant railroad ownerships are intermingled. While comments were
primarily directed toward fee cosl exchsnges, the Department is slao
processing several coal lease exchanges.

RESPONSE
: The Department conducts two types of exchanges that involve

transfer of coal mineral rights. Under section 206 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, the Department may exchange fee coal lands, that
is, exchange the ownership of the coal deposits, on an equal value basis. In
other instances where specifically allowed or directed by law, the Department
may award a coal lease of equal value to a Federal or Indian coal lease holder
in return for relinquishment by the lessee of an existing lease.

The BLM considers section 206 fee coal exchanges on a case by case basis in
response to proposals from private fee coal owners. There are some instances
where BLM field officials may also identify coal land areas during land use
planning an having fee coal exchange potential. The two recently completed
and three proposed fee coal exchanges were, however, undertaken at the behest
of the private fee coal owner. The environmental impacts of proposed
exchanges are studied under NEPA before any exchange is completed, and the
number of future fee coal exchanges is expected to be small. As a result,
there is no reason to study these in the FES supplement or to consider
separate programmatic EIS on fee coal exchanges.

Under special legislation, Congress has also given the Department discretion,
or hss directed the Department, to exchange specified coal leases as a means
of protecting sensitive areas or compensating lessees holding tracts incompat-
ible with interstate highway 1-90 in Wyoming. Enactment of Che Federal Coal
Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 removed the Department's general authority to
issue leases non-compet itively , a revocation that has ruled out all lease
exchanges except for those specificslly legislated by Congress. Each lease
exchange has a NEPA analysis before a decision is made.

ISSUE 5 ; Progrsmmatic alternatives the Department should analyze in its
supplement to the 1979 FES.

A variety of commenters offered advice on thia subject. One comment suggested
that the Department update the analysis for the six alternatives examined in
the 1979 FES, another provided a detailed outline for a different alternative,
and a third comment suggested thac Che 1979, 1982, and 1985 "Coal Programs"

onmental analysis.should form the framework for the envi

RESPONSE : The Department has developed four alternatives for study in the
supplemental EIS: (l) the proposed action; (2) preference right and emergency
leasing; (3) leasing by application; (4) no Federal coal leasing.

The proposed action is to continue the 1979 coal management program as it has
evolved since that time through regulatory, procedural, and policy changes.
Thia evolution includes the 1982 and 1983 rulemakings revising the 43 CFR 3400
regulations and, more recently, the series of proposed changes stemming from
recommendations of the Linowes Commission and OTA.

The next two alternatives chosen represent a tract by tract approach to
leasing (leasing by spplication) and a program that would limit the iaouance
of new leases to adjudicating and recognizing valid existing rights and
maintaining production at ongoing mines or avoid bypass of Federal coal
(preference right and emergency leasing). Under both alternatives, activity
planning on a regional basis would be eliminated.

The Department's use of a no action alternative is required by CEQ regulation!
(40 CFR 1502.14(d)). The no Federal leasing alternative is viewed as the no
action alternative pursuant to the interpretation by the Council on

F£ on March 23, 1984. 46 FR 18026- The CEQ did not address the situationwhere the agency is supplementing an existing EIS and che proposed action ismerely a continuation of the program. However, its discussion of thesituation where an agency is required by law to act is analogous: the CEQindicated a no action alternative would be required "to provide a benchmark,
enabling decisionmakers to compare the magnitude of environmental effects ofthe action alternatives," here the continuation in some form of a coal leasing
program. s

Not all of the alternatives used in the 1979 FES are now feasible or
stives to the current Proposed Action. Some of the 1979

s, but under a
tancea have changed since 1979 and these changes haverendered certain of the other alternatives unworkable. The follow

discussion will clarify" the disposition of ea

alternatives are incorporated in the present altern
different title.

1979 alternative:
wi.uk

New Federal Leasing Until at Least 19B5 : This 1979 alternative is
orporated into the No Federal Leasing Alternative.

Process and Lease Only Outstanding Preference Right Lease Appl ication*-
This alternative has been incorporated into the Preference Right and
Emergency Leasing Alternaci

?-"" Qnl r BrPaas Coat ^d Coal Needed Co Maintain Existing Operati ons
(Emergency Leasing): Thia alternacive has been incorporated into the
Preference Right and Emergency Leasing Alternative.

Lease
alten ativ

Alterna ti

Meet the Coal Indu
been incorp

.try s Indications of Need:
ated into the Leasing by Application

. Lease sales would be held in response to applications byindustry and the number of tracts and amount of coal offered at lease
sale would vary according to the number and location of applications.

Allow Stace Determinat
1979 altern,

program in the interv

of Leaaing Level : Events have made this
ation of the 1979 coal
lved extensive State

Imp 1 em
mg years has

Government participation in the determination of the amount of coal
offered for lease sale. Furthermore, changes in the Federal State
Coal Advisory Board Charter in 1984 have strengthened the role of thewestern coal States. As ststed in the Charter, the lease sale
recommendations Of the RCT will be accepted by Che Department except
tor instances of overriding national interest. As a result, there is
no need to attempt to construct a separate alternative along these
lines.

Leaaing C o Meet Department of Energy (DOE) Coal Production Goals : The
DOE no longer provides production goals, but does prepare demand
projections. This 1979 alternative is not included as a separate
alternative for environmental impact analysis because the impacts of
this type of program are treated either in the no Federal leasing
leasing alternative (on the assumption of no demand for coal), or
treated in the leasing by application alternative (on the assumption
that there is/will be demand for coal). DOE demand projection are
also taken into account in the determination of leasing levels under
the proposed action.

During scoping for this FES supplement a commenter suggested that a "Leasing
for Need" alternative be studied. This would involve an identification of
need as follows:

Assessment of need for coal production based on consumer demand,

o Assessment of likely coal production from existing and planned mines.

Both of these items are included as features of market analysis in the
Proposed Action. Furthermore, the Proposed Action calls for periodic and
topical re-evaluations of the outlook, for Federal coal and the appropriate
number of tracts to be offered in order to assure compatibility with market
conditiona. The major difference between the proposed action and the "Leaaing
for Need " slternative is that the "Leasing for Need" alternative proposes
that the Department adopt a specific fixed, discretion-limiting policy on the
setting of leasing levels. This is a question of policy related to the
implementation of a apecific program component, not a separate program design
alternative. The Proposed Action includes most of the significant points
identified in the "Leasing for Need" alternacive proposal, and the remaining
minor differences are not believed sufficient to warrant a separate
alternative in the FES supplement.

Some commenters suggested that
as one alcernative, the program
and Che program changed in 1984'

does not believe that this is m
not differ enough in their essei

regulatory standards for what k

and for decision on how much CO,

contrasting alternatives. Furtl
since 1979 have been addressed

,

none of them have been found to

recently proposed implements tioi

similarly appear to be without i

these adopted or proposed chaog
regional activity planning and

program. Therefore, the suggea
changes in 1979, 1982-1983, and
has not been accepted.

le FES supplement should hsve the 1979 program
is changed in 1982-83 as another alternative,
15 as yet another alternative. The Department
:essary or desirable since these "programs" do
:isl components (the procedural steps and the
ids of lands will be studied and delineated,
. should be leased) to constitute
irmore, all of the
id analyzed

tasonsbly
-ogram changes adopted

i environmental assessments and
have a significant environmental impact. The

n items from the Linowes and OTA reports
measurable environmental impacts. None of
es disturbed Che basic land use planning,
lease sale procedures formaC of the 1979
tion that three "programs" identified with
1984-1985 be analysed as separate alternative
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OTHER ISSUES ATTACHMENT A

Among the other issues the Department will identify in its FES supplement are
concerns of Indian Tribes regarding the efecta of Federal leasing policies on

Indian lands, and impacts to agriculture of future coal development in the
West. An update on surface mine reclaimability in the arid western States
will be part of the supplement in response to several commentera' requests
for such a discussion-

Issues that the Department believea are not germane to this supplement to the
1979 programmatic FES include a variety of environmental questions that more
properly relate to the permitting of individual surface coal mines and actions
related to the ongoing management of issued coal leases. Impacts of Federal
coal leasing polices on transportation costs and networks outside the west,
such as lock and dam construction in the midwest, are highly speculative and
therefore not part of the analysis.

Through the NEPA tiering process, the specific impacts on wildlife, air and
water quality, and archaeological sitea shall be analyzed in subsequent
environmental analyis of regional lease sale options and specific coal mine
development piano. There will, however, be generic treatment of these isauea
in the draft FES supplement.

The Department believes it has allotted sufficient time to prepare a thorough,
creditable supplement to the 1979 coal programmatic PES, and expects to
complete its analysis within the previously announced time frame. It will not
be possible, as one comment requested, to complete the FES supplement several
months ahead of schedule. The draft EIS vill be available to the general
public in the first week of February 1985.

Assistant Secretary,
Land and Minerals Management

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING WRITTEN SCOPING COMMENTS OH

SUPPLEMENT TO 1979 FEDERAL COAL MANAGEMENT PROCRAH
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Environmental Organizations

1. Sierra Club, Washington, DC
Comments delivered by Brooks Yeager at Waahington, DC Scoping Meeting

2. Sierra Club, Montana Chapter (Daryle Murphy)

3. Sierra Club, Rio Grande Chapter
Comments delivered by Jonathan Teague at Sante Fe, NM Scoping Meeting

4. Natural Resources Defense Council

5. National Wildlife Federation
Comment read by Karl Gawell at Washington, DC Scoping Meeting

6. Environmental Defense Fund, Berkeley, California

7. WeBtern Organization of Resource Councils

8. Northern Plains Resource Council, Billings Chapter

9. Northern Plains Resource Council, Sheridan, Wyoming

10. Western Organization of Resource Councils, Billings, Montana

11. Dawson Resource Council, Glendine, Montana

12. Southwest Research and Information Center, Albuquerque, NM (Allison

Monroe)

Energy Companies and Trade Associations

1. Mobil

2. Getty Mining Co.

3. Coaatal States

4. NERCO

3. National Coal Association/American Mining Congress (joint litter)

6. Western Regional Council

Federal Agencies

1. EPA (Office of External Affaris, Waahington, DC)

2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Albuquerque, HM)

Indian Tribes and Organisations

1, Navajo Nation

2. The 3 Affiliated Tribes (Fort Berthold Resv.)

State Governments

1. State of New Mexico, Energy and Minerals Department

2. DeWitt John (speaking for Colorado); Lorin Nielsen (speaking for 6

western coal-producing States)

Individuals

1. Earl Heller

2. Jennie Blackgoat, et aj^

3. Jeff Radford

4. David Masselli (as WORC attorney)

5. Lillian Tenopyr

6. John R. Swaneon

7. James Jones

Other

I. Western Network (Sante Fe, HM)

Additional oral comments were provided at the scoping meeting- by the following

individuals:

Denver. CO 9/25/64

Mrs. John E. Begaye, Montnore, HM

Carlyn Johnaon (NRDC)

Santa Fe , NM 10/9/64

Dorothy James
Hnn*lH Goo-lmsn

Santa Fe. NM 10/9/84 (cont'd)

Bert Mexcal
Joel Medlin

Bruce Stockton
Russ Butcher
Mamie Lopez
Jimmy Begay
Lenore Begay
Kathy Albrecht
Larry Frank

Billings, Montana 10/9/64

G, W. Morarek
Helen Waller

ATTENDANCE AT PUBLIC MEETINGS

Salt Lake City, Utah

Billinga, Montana

Santa Fe, NW

Denver, CO

Washington, DC

INDUSTRY

AGRICUL/
ENVIRON.
GROUPS

GENERAL
PUBLIC

FEDERAL
GOV'T

LOCAL/
STATE
GOV'T

5 1 1 1

2 6 3 2 2

3 5 23 2 2

25 1 6 11 5

2 S S S
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Be general and specific enough to analyse with accuracy

Do not analyze regional issues

lll'all
"U Chan%" in Pro*™ ' tnce fi«* analyzed, then analyse only those

Add and analyze any newly possible alternatives

Present worst and best cases in all alternatives

Consider impact of delays in leasing federal coal

Analyze on a programmatic level by region

Analyse how responsive the coal program is within the EIS

EIS should include new analysis to determine whether or not further leasing ofcoal is necessary • *•* ui

Scope should include all presently proposed coal leasing

SLUE C°^tl
°i

I
!
M,ded

'
Che O0Bt 8ultflble region for such productionshould be determined on aggregate environmental impacts, resiliency of various

demand"
environmen ':,,

•
^lability °* Ufraatructure, and location of projected

Needs analysis must consider:

- Current and projected markets for federal coal and coal reserves

- Availability of state, private, and Indian coal

- Development prospects of existing federal leaseholds

- Estimates of the amount of coal which will be transferred for development
*• Preference Right Leases

Fent

- Forecasts of oational and regional demand for new coal production from
the public lands

- Impacts of various programmatic alternatives which seek to meet any
projects need for new coal from federal lands, as opposed to accelerated
development of state, private, or Indian coal in the aame region

Comment (cont'd)

EIS should also analyze the proposed changes to the guidance for market
analysis, and the new procedure for setting leasing levels

EIS should analyze the conaequences of the major decisions on the program
rather than have them be made prior to completion of the EIS

EIS is expected to deal with the transition from the EIS and new Federal Coal
Management Program to activity planning for future coal sales if needed

EIS should consider all alternatives considered in the 1979 EIS

Analyze Ho Action Alternative

Include alternative of leasing for need only

Analyze alternative of conservation and electrical alternatives to coal leasing

EIS should contain 4 alternatives; Ho Action, 1979 Program, 19S2 Watt Program,
and Currently Designed Coal Program

Give due consideration to using different preferred alternatives in different
regions

Give specific data to support calculationa for future coal demand

The Heed section should include:

- updated national coal model forecast! for all alternatives mentioned above

The Heed section should include:

- How much coal is available for development now under state, federal and
private lands

- What is current potential production capacity of existing mines and what
percentage of potential are they operating at

- Bow many coal mines outside the Powder River Basin have closed since 1979

- How is the soft coal market being accounted for in new leasing projections

- Consider realistic demand, not demand for for industry reserves

Address alternativee due diligence criteria and the resultant impacts

BLM should develop a tax revenue sharing ayatem to help alleviate impacts

EIS should include an assessment of how effective various techniques for
socioeconomic mitigation have been, particularly lease stipulations

Comment (cont'd)

Address level of production for each leasing alternative

EIS should analyze in detail off site impacts of population increase

MlaSSlf
flddre" "aUatic Probabilities and length, of time necessary forreclamation success rather than assuming successful reveget.tion wll occurjust because the law require, it. Provide hard data on r'evege^t Un effort.

tainty about the long-range viability of current reclamation attempts

iSSHa^ ?*i *!"!" ° f CH< CU"€nt °TA 8tud7 on reclamation potential of

wa'ter'rLhl^hT
1 '"! 1¥ ' i, -billt* ° f "«« ** efficient quality, and legalwater rights that are free to be directed to reclamation, coal procea.ln* andtransport, and related use.. Include impact, of displacing othlr «« of w.ter

Address disposal of weatee

Diacuee proposed Mat proceeaing technologic, envi.ioned and th.it impacts

An.ly.e coal transportation demand., impact., and di.eu.. mitigation

Addreea iasu. of violation of «ir quality lava

Addreaa impacta to air quality

Address impacts of preference right lease npplicationa

""pRI^.'""""''
° f

"0I """•'"•"''" '"" «'«"• «"»« cona.nt doe. not apply

Jlr.T/'"
1" ° f TV"1 •"•l*»»' ° f «" dieted document.. Propo.e newdata adequacy atsndarda for analyais and review

"°pos« new

Addreas impacts of using esi.ting HFP,, amendment, and RKPa aa a basis for

SlolJId'fS 7 5
Pl"°" i

!' ! '"* ""«'••« «» tn-itment to high l.a.ing level,reaulted in inadequate land use planning
"

Evaluate effect, of the change, made to the un.uit.bilit, criteria in 1982.effect, on utea already held, pending ..lea and other land us. plan, beingCompleted •

.KK5 ^"ic'lmpact.''*"'^ "' " '""" "^^
ZT" ZuZltlL"

1
' " "' B*"°"' 1 "" "•"' Hrttal-H '-rea.ln,

Comnent (cont'd)

Addres. current emergency coal leasing procedure, and impact.

Focus scope on updating .here necessary the demand/production a..umption.contained in the 1979 BIS
'""'

Examine only thoae recommendation, of the Linowee CommL.ion of OTA »hlch .ill
have a aignificant envirnnraental con.equenct

leep in mind the value of coal production via-.-vi. environmental protectionduring preparation of the EIS

Addre.a aurface ovnera righta in PRLAa

Include coo.ider.tion of tribal role in ...i.ting in planning and aetting lea,,

Addrea, concern, of impact, to Indiana living within coal region, to boththeir .ocioeconomic and value atructure.. Incorporate their concern, fro.
meetings, hearing. , etc, (to be addressed in Regional.)

EIS ahould establish a method to evaluate reclamation potential in the SanJusn River Coal Region

EIS ahould addre.. the re.ulta of failure to adequately acreen tract, which
have low reclamation potential and the results of failure to adequately
reclaim aress initially cooaidercd reclaimable

EIS ahould recognise difference, between attempts at federal coal leasing inSan Juan R.gioo compared to relatively greater opportunitiea in other Federal
coal regions

Addrea. impacts which could result if exieting federal laws are not effec-
tively enforced

Consider in EIS programmatic alternatives such aa: reinatatement of 1979 coal
program emergency and/or bypass l.ssing only outstanding PRLA's, only leasing
to meet DOE production goala, no additional leaaing

EIS ahould analyse individually—propoaala for changea in rule, and procedurea
resulting from Lioowea Comnia.ion report, CAO report, and OTA report. Examplea
include tract delineation, methoda and aequence of review of environmental data
and the letting of leaaing levele

Cooaider global and broad regional environmental impacta of coal mining and
u.e in EIS

Do a cost/benefit analyaia of the effecta on climate from continuing ot
expanding the combuation of coaatal area, to human .ettlement due to global
warming and raiaed aea level.. Take greenhouaa effect predlctiona aerlou.ly
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nt (cont'd)

Analyse the now widely accepted effect! of acid rain pracipitiou. Dee research
uch ai that conducted by the National Science Foundation and National Accadeay
of Sciences, EPA, CEQ, and Dept. of State. Deal with international relatione
likely to ensue with Canada and Europe if present treoda {including continued
or expanded coal leasing) in the generation of acid-forming pollutanta are not
curbed

Address pollution of aquifers by mining sctivitles

Due to increasing concern with acid depoaition from coal fired industry,
western coal may become more attractive. Analyze potential and factora into
revised leasing/production levels

Address the prospect for using or the demand for the low grade bituminous coal
and lignite in the San Juan Basin

Address the socioeconomic impacts to the Native Americans and others living on
lands which could be leased under the various alternatives

The EIS should address alternative public participation programs which would
promote dialogue among parties

Analyte major fish and wildlife resources including threatened and endangered
species,, migratory birds, aquatic and wetlands, rivers and streams, riparian
woodlands, intermittent aquatic habitat, big game habitat, and state game
agency apecies of concern

Provide for protection and reclamation of these habitats

Address direct and indirect impacts to the above habitats and wildlife species

Address in the EIS the application of the "unsultability criteria" during
issuance of PRLAs emergency leases, and leaseback applications

If lease by application ia an alternative for the San Juan Basin Region,
address procedures for scat* input and public participation in the EIS

On a PRLA alternative, develop specific lease stipulations for the San Juan
region

Address assessment and collection of fair market value on PRLAo in EIS

Acquire all data available and utilise it to the fullest extent possible in
the EIS

Analyte environmental differences among regions and how differeneta can ba
incorporated into leasing practices (e.g., native amer. occuppylng surface in

San Juan, 5 Rational Parka surrounding 8 Dtah coal lands

Comment (cont'd)

Identify in EIS additional areas which are unsuitable for coal leasing by

taking advantage of new archaeological data, coal reserve data, paleontologi-

cal research and wildlife surveys, etc.

Examine in EIS the principle which guides the parameter! used to determine

leasing levels

The authors who set the levels of production should document and explain any

differences with the findings of the 1981 OTA study on production potential of

western coal leases & the coal market study of 1 984 (Linowes)

EIS needs a very clear discussion of what the proposed action is including

draft regulations This should include what role of regional coal teams will

be, how public participation changes if any are going to be made, how the

adequacy of environmental data will he assessed, whether new land lease plans

complying with equipment are going to be vrittea for areas like the San Juan

Basin and the San Augustine area, how tracts are going to be changed, how

checkerboard areas will be delt with, whether by exchanges or cooperative

leasing or by what have you, and whether surface consultation will be done

again in the San Juan Basin and its results adhered to.

Address impacts to archaeological and paleontologicial reaourcea

Consider 100X cultural surveys prior to leasing in known high density areas,

consider acquiring ethnographic inquiry into sacred sites

Address wilderness preservation

Address legality of JRUs

Draft site specific lease stipulations in PR*#g# are recommended to be leased

in the EIS

Address the threat to the tourist industry associated with Chaco Canyon, etc.

Address indirect effects to the state tourist industry and economy (attracting

new businesses) from air pollution

Use in this EIS the new data from both RMPs and Coal Regional EISs

Explain the role of the various documents, RMPs, regional EISs, etc. in future

management of coal leasing. Include discussion of suitability requirements

and criteria for each stage.

EIS should discuss the impacts of exchanging existing nonproducing leases for

those which are economically and environmentally more desirable.

Clarify in EIS when and how cumulative impact analyses are conducted in the

program and the role which threshold analyses will play.
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APPENDIX 6
4310-84
4-00164 IL-M

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management
43 CFR Parts 3400, 3420, 3460

COAL MANAGEMENT - GENERAL: COMPETITIVE LEASING:
AND ENVIRONMENT

Amendments to Coal Management Program Regulations

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management

ACTIONS: Proposed Rulemaking

SUMMARY: The proposed rulemaking would implement by regulation certain

responses by the Secretary of the Interior to the Office of Technology

Assessment's Environmental Protection in the Federal Coal Leasing Program .

The OTA identified 10 options in areas of environmental concern to reduce the

public perception that coal leasing was taking place in an atmosphere where

the environmental effects of mining were not throughly enough considered. The

Secretary'a July 9, 1984, response to the report contained a series of

proposals for procedural changes. This proposed rulemaking represents those

changes which the Secretary proposed to implement through rulemaking.

DATE: Comments should be submitted by 1985. Comments

postmarked or received after the above date may not be considered in the

decisionmaking process on the issuance of a final rulemaking.
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ADDRESS: Comments should be sent to:

Director (140)
Bureau of Land Management
1800 C Street NW

Washington, DC 20240

Commments will be available for public review in Room 5555 of the above

address during regular business hours (7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.), Monday through

Friday.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Carole Smith

(202) 343-4774
or

Robert C. Bruce
(202) 343-8735

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As part of the Department of the Interior FY 1984

appropriations oct. Public Law 98-63, the Congress directed the Office of

Technology Assessment to assess whether the Federal coal management program

ensures the development of coal leases in an environmentally compatible

manner. The resulting report. Environmental Protection in :he Federal Coal

Leasing Program , was provided to the Department on May 24, 1984, and contained

recommendations in 10 areas of environmental concern.

The Department responded to the report by proposing a number of procedural

changes in the policy goal/option areas identified by OTA. The policy

goal/option areas in which regulatory changes would be required are: to

improve the effectiveness of public participation (option 3), to provide

meaningful guidelines and standards for assessing the adequacy of the data

base (option 6), and to incorporate cumulative impact assessments in pre-aale

planning decisions (Option 7).

The proposed regulations would be revised in the following subparts: 3400 -

Coal Management - General; 3420 - Competitive Leasing; and 3461 -

Environment. The proposed revisions are described below by subpart.

Coal Management - General .

As part of his response to Option 3 the Secretary proposed to identify minimum

time periods for public comments in the regulations and BLM manuals. To

implement this proposal, a new section, 43 CFR 3400.6, would be added to state

that the minimum public comment period would be 30 days.

The threshold concept also appears at 43 CFR Group 1600, the Bureau of

Land Management planning regulations, and has been used by the Bureau

to assess impact thresholds for potential coal lease decisionmaking.

Although the concept's appearance in two section of BLM's regulations may

be duplicative, elimination of it from the July 1982 regulations apparently

caused confusion and apparently alao fueled the perception by certain groups

that the Department was not living up to its responsibilities under the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act and the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969. Therefore, at OTA's suggestion, thresholds are being reinstated

in the Federal coal management rules.

Competitive Leasing .

In response to Option 6 the Secretary proposed to combine the call for coal

resource information, made st the beginning of the land use plannning process,

with a call for other resource information relevant to evaluating lands for

potential coal lease offering. The language at 43 CFR 3420.1-2(o) has been

expanded to include a call for all resource information.

In response to Option 3, the Secretary proposed to revise the regulations

begin activity planning with an RCT meeting to review land-use data and

decisions and the market analysis. A new paragraph (b) would be added to

43 CFR 3420.1-8 to accomplish this proposal.

In response to Option 7 the Secretary proposed to reinstote the threshold

concept in the coal management regulationa. A new paragraph (f) has been

added to 43 CFR 3420.1-4 to reinstate this concept in accordance with the

Secretary's intent.

DRAFT
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c.nv i ronmetit. .

In response to Option 3, the Secretary proposed to reinstate the public

comment period on the application of the unsuitabili ty criteria in land-us

planning. New language would be added at the end of 43 CFR 3461.3-l(a) to

accomplish this proposst.

The regulations at 43 CFR Group 3400 are changed as follows:
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PROPOSED COAL PROGRAM CHANGES

13410,1-1 Call for coal Informa-

tions. A cor] production region may be
changed or Its boundaries altered by
publication of a notice of change In
the Ptdcbal Rmisttr. Coal produc-
tion regions shall be used (or estab-
lishing regional leasing levels under
] 3420.2 of this title. CoaJ production
regions shall be used to establish areas
In which leasing shall be conducted
under | 3430.3 of this title and for
other purposes of the coal manage-
ment program.

E41 FR 3313B. July 30, UBi;

PAKT 3410—EXPLORATION UCCNSM

Sec.
3410.0-1 Purpose.
3410.0-2 Objective.
3410.0-3 Authority.
3410.1 Exploration lie*™™—OencrallT.
3410.1-1 Linda aubfeet to exploration II-

3410.1-a When an exploration license Is re-

3410.3 Prtllcenslns; procedures,
3410. 3-1 Application lor an exploration II-

3410.3-3 Environmental analyst*
3410.3-3 Surface management agency.
3410.3 Exploration licenses.

3410,3-1 Issuance and termination at an

3410.3-3 Limitations on exploration li-

censes.

3410.1-1 Operatlni regulations.
3410.1-t Bonds.
3410.4 Collection and submission of data,

3410.6 Use of surfs/*.

AutHObItt: 30 U.A.C. 1B1 ct sea.

Bounce 44 PR 4MI3, July ID. 1979, unless

Subpart 5410—Exploration Ucantos

1 3410.0-1 Purpoae.

This subpart provides for the Issu-

ance of licenses to explore for coal de-

posits subject to disposal under Group
3400.

13410.0-1 Objt«tl*«-

The objective of this subpart Is to

allow private parties singularly or
Jointly to explore coal deposits to

obtain geological, environmental, and
other pertinent data concerning the
coal deposits.

3A00.6 Mil 1mum comment periods

Unleea otherwise noted, a minimum time period
of 30 days wilt be allowed for public review and
comment: where such review la specified for
Federal coal management program activities under
43 CFR Group 3400.
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(at Prior to or as port of the Initi-

ation or update of a land use plan or
land use analysis, a Call for -Sort Re-
source Information shall be nude to
formally solicit Indications of Interest
and Information on coaJV'esoureede-

™

veloprnent potential for*ninds In the
planning unit. Industry, State and
locsJ governments and the general
public may submit Information on

lands that should be considered fo

coal leasing, Including statements de

icrlblng why the lands should be con
aidi-r fii for leasing.

<bi Proprietary data marked as con
fldcntlal may be submitted In respons.

to the Call for Coal Resource^ I orTrlH

tlon. however, all such proprletar:

data shall be submitted to the Mlnet
sis Management Service only. Dati

marked as confidential shall be treat

ed In accordance with the laws am
regulations governing the confidential

Ry of such Information,

(c) The Call for CoajjResource Infot

matlon may be combined with th

notice of intent to conduct lend us

planning published In accordance will

t 1801.3(g) or this title or with th

Issue Identification process In accorc

ance with Part 1600 of this title. If th

agency conducting land use plannin

Is other than the Bureau of Lan
Management, that agency may con-

bine the Call for Coal Resource Infoi

matlon with Its land use plannin

process at the appropriate step.

Ml FR3313S, JUly 30, 10S3]

I 3420.1-3 Special leasing opportunities.

lal The Secretary shall, under th

procedures established In this subpar
lncludlng | 3420.3 of this title, reserv

and offer a reasonable number of lens

tracts through competitive lease salt

open only to a restricted class of pc

tentlal bidders. Except for the limlU

tlon on bidding contained In pan
graph (b) of this section, all requln
ments In this subpart apply equally t

special leasing opportunities, Includln

the requirement that coal be leased i

Its fair market value.

tb> Special leasing opportunist
shall be provided for two classes of p.

tentlal lessees;

(I) Public bodies. (!) Only publ

bodies with a definite plan for produ<

Ing energy for their own use or ft

their members or customers shall bl

for leases designated as special leasIn

opportunities for public bodies. 1
qualify U a definite plan, a plan mu
clearly state the Intended use of It

coal and have been approved by tr

governing board of the public bod
submitting the plan. In the event a

electric generating station which wl

produce energy for the public body

'*Vii o-tKp-f
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"» Pl.iT "«"*"»«• '« I..* other agency to obtain Its recommen-
dations as to the acceptability for fur-
ther consideration for leasing of the
land the other agency administers.

devd pmem bv ^ llon °n '^ fo

be coSred Sfe 11
!™ »

eoruldem,™ ,Jf£5"'&J 1™"
mem by other th.n T^a develop
"lane, I,

[„"' *™
'
?"derjround lech

"«lve «,tuf.vS.M «C«"»W« dtR
«1«M1 iS,"™"? 1"' " ""« m» re

c°™de^oX"™1
uV'°

m '"1""

toraideratlo™
"
IrS,.", '" '""'"'

"re o„™„ h™,r ,^n

"'"
l f,

UCh ""'
"It ror mch minli, or n."''",

""'
erred omeriWp to imlialmj™"''tare ouners: and

"""fanned sur

eo'rdl'nS'
'"" "** """ to ""'nd,d ac.

l« m (Ins. ju„ ,, „ —
and .mended .[ 47™ ,,,,? R'dri,(n. [KiFR 33|3fl. July so, ugjj

In their review of cumulative i.pacte
1 development, the RCTb will con .- threshold ao.lyala performed— «e planning and will expand

e appropriate, to the

(f)

if coa
sider

luri:

:his analysis

Before adopting a comprehensive
land use plan or land use analysis that
makes an assessment of lands accept-
able for further consideration for leas-
ing, the Bureau Of Land Management
or other surface management agency
shall consult with the state Governor
and the state agency charged with the
responsibility for maintaining the
state's unsultabillty program (43 CFR
3481,4-1). Where a tribal government
administers areas within or near the
boundaries of a comprehensive land
use plan or land use analysis being
prepared by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, the Bureau shall consult
with the tribal government,

ralloc

/ identification oi lands as acceptable
for further cons IderotIon for leasing
will be made In the adoption of a com-
prehensive land use plan or land use
analysts. Any lands identified as ac-

ceptable may be further considered
for leasing under I 3420.3 of this title.

14' FR <

I 3410.1 Regional leasing iMlH.

This section sets out the process to

be followed In establishing regional

leasing levels. Regional leasing levels

shall be established by the Secretary.

The Secretary shall particularly rely

upon the advice and assistance of af-

fected State Oovemors In ensuring
that leasing levels have properly con-

sidered social, environmental and eco-

nomic Impacts and constraints.

(a) The regional coal teams shall be

the forum through which Initial leas-

ing level recommendations arc trans-

mitted to the Secretary. Initial leasing

~Xa)

(b) Activity planning will begin with
RCT meeting to review market analyses
land use planning summaries. The

narket analysis and land use planning
iriea will be available at least 45

lays prior to the meeting.
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APPENDIX 6

Mid J-l Anwaamcnt and land mm pta.

'*i' I J Each of the uiuuIUblllty crite-

ria thall be applied to all coal lands
*nh development potential Identified
in the comprehensive land use plan or
land use analysis. For areas where 1 or
•nirp iinaultAhim.v condltloni are

found and for which the authorised
officer of the surface management
agency could otherwise regard coal
mining as a likely use, the exceptions
and exemptions for each criterion may
be applied.
i*l The authorized "of flcef fir in* BUT-

face management agency shall de-
scribe In the comprehensive land use
plan or land use analysis the results of
the application of each unsultablllty
criterion, exception and exemption.
The authorized officer of the surface
management agency shall state In the
plan or analysis those areas which
could be leased only subject to condi-
tions or stipulations to conform to the
application of the criteria or excep-
tions. Such areas may ultimately be
leased provided that these conditions
or stipulations are contained in the
lease. _____^^___—

(b>(l) The authorised officer shall
make his assessment on the best avail-

able data that can be obtained given
the time and resources available to
prepare the plan. The comprehensive
land use plan or land use analysis
shall Include an Indication of the ade-
quacy and reliability of the data In-

volved. Where either a criterion or ex-
ception (when under paragraph (a) of
this section the authorised officer de-
cides that application of an exception
Is appropriate) cannot be applied
during the land use planning process
because of Inadequate or unreliable
data, the plan or analysis shall discuss
the reasons therefor and disclose

when activity planning, or. In the case

of criterion 19. prior to approval of a
permit, the data needed to make an as-

sessment with reasonable certainty
would be generated. The authorised
officer shall make every effort within
the time and resources available to

collect adequate and reliable data
which would permit the application of

criterion ID In the land use or activity

planning process. When those data are
obtained, the authorised officer shall

make public his assessment on the ap-

plication of the criterion or, if appro-
priate, the exception and the reasons
therefor and allow opportunity for

public comment.
(2) No lease tract shall be analysed

In a final regional lease sale environ-

mental Impact statement prepared

republic comments on the application of the

unsuitabllity criteria will be solicited by

Eederal Register notice. This call for comments

may be part of the public comment period on the

draft land-use plan or land-uae analysis. This

notice will announce the availability of maps and

other information describing the results of the

application and the application process used.
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PROPOSED COAL PROGRAM CHANGES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Implementation of Office of

Technology Assessment Policy

Option C6 on Evaluation of

Data Adequacy foe Coal Tract Delineation

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, Interior.

ACTION: Request for Public Comment on Guidelines for Evaluating Data and Data

Adequacy for use in Delineating Federal Coal Tracts.

soundness of the leasing program. Policy Option 6, In particular, emphasized

a need to provide meaningful guideline! and standard! for assessing the

adequacy of the data resource base.

The Department concurs with OTA's view embodied In Policy Option *6 that

meaningful guidelines and standards are needed to assess the adequacy of the

data baae. Thus, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has been directed to

implement several proposed changes to the Federal coal management program.

Among these changes are:

SUMMARY: Thia notice provides Information for Implementing several proposed

changes to the Federal coal program directed by the Secretary of the

Interior. The Secretary's changes are in response to recommendations made by

the Office of Technology Assessment [OTA) In Ita report of May 1984 entitled

Environmental protection in the Federal Coal Leasing Program.

1, The Chairperaon of each Regional Coal Team (RCT), In conaultatlon

with other team members, is to appoint (on a test basis) three

science advisors as ex officio members to assist the RCT in

evaluating the adequacy of the data available to it and the

analysis of that data.

The OTA's May 1984 report contained ten Policy Options to help ensure

environmental protection and compliance with existing statutory mandates,

reduce the environmental risk of leasing decisions, maintain a predictable and

stable leasing process, and restore public confidence In the environmental

The BLM will expand tract profiles to include assessments of the

coal and other resource data available on each tract and of the

additional data, if any, needed for an adequate evaluation of the

tract. This information will be used by the RCTs in ranking of

potential tracts for inclusion in the (regional coal) environmental

Impact statement.

DRAFT
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3. When the RCTs forward final tract selection recommendations to the

Department, they will separately identify any tracts that were not

recommended because the information necessary for adequately assessing

the tract was unavailable.

The draft procedures and guidelines for implementing the above program changes

required by the Department ar« outlined In the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

section of this notice,

DATE: Written commentB on the proposed guidelines and procedures contained In

to this notice will be accepted until (30 days from date of publication).

Comments received after that date may not be considered.

ADDRESS: Comments or questions concerning the proposed procedures and

guidelines should be addressed to:

Director (640)
Bureau of Land Hanagemen
18th and C Streets, N.U.
Washington, D.C. 20240.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

John Carlson

(202) 343-4772

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : Since publication of the Federal Coal Management

Program in 1979, the Department has made several program changes which have

resulted in considerable controversy . In particular, some groupB have

charged that program changes have resulted in the Federal Government receiving

less than fair market value for some Federal coal leases. Additionally, these

groups also believe that some environmental protection provisions of the

leasing program have been softened and are not being Implemented fully or

would not be followed when the coal is developed.

In aid to late 1983, Congress took two separate but related actions In

response to these public concerns. First, Congress included language In the

1983 Supplemental Appropriations Act (P.L. 98-63) which directed the Secretary

of the Interior to appoint s Commission (Advisory Commission on Fair Market

Value for Federal Coal Leasing) to review the Departments policies,

procedures, and guidelines for determining fair market value for Federal coal

leases. This Commission, which consisted of five members, completed an

exhaustive review of the Department's coal leasing program and published Its

findings and recommendations in the Report of the Commission on Fair Market

Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing . The report was submitted to Congress

in February 1984.

A second Congressional action came in the fall of 1983 following continued

controversy that Federal leaaing was being conducted without adequate

environmental safeguards. As part of the FY 1984 Interior and Related Federal

Agencies Appropriations Bill, Congress adopted the Conference Committee Report

on that bill which specified that:

DRAFT
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APPENDIX 6

... the managers will direct the Office of Technology Assessment

(OTA) to provide the Congress with an assessment of the Federal

coal leasing program's ability to ensure the development of coal

leases in an environmentally compatible manner.

The OTA, after extensive interviews, preparation of background papers, and

workshop discussions on Che environmental aspects of the Federal coal leasing

program, Bubmitted a final report to Congress and the Department of the

Interior in May 1984. This report, though distinctly separate from the

Commission's report on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing , is a

companion document which often presents overlapping views and recommendations,

Thus, both documents must be reviewed to fully understand the extent and

nature of the coal program and the recommendation* for resolving program

Issues

.

statutory mandates, reduce the environmental risk of leasing decisions,

maintain a predictable and stable leasing process, and reBtore public

confidence in the environmental soundness of the leasing program.

In particular, Policy Option #6 of the OTA report emphasizes the need for the

Department to provide meaningful guidelines and standards for assessing the

adequacy of the resource data base. The OTA believes that Buch standards

and guidelines would provide better guidance to Departmental employees and

would enhance the ability of the public to comment on coal leasing issues.

The Department agrees with the OTA that Implementation of Policy Option #6

would strengthen the coal program. Consequently, the HLM has been directed to

revise several areas of the coal program. Among those proposed changes for

Implementing Policy Option #6 which will be addressed In this notice are:

Reference to the report on Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing

is for information only. Mention of thia document Is intended to make the

public aware of ita existence and Its general relationship to the OTA's

document, Environmental Protection In the Federal Coal Leasing Program . The

remainder of this notice will focus on the OTA report.

The OTA report outlines 10 Policy Options which the OTA believes. If adopted,

will help to ensure environmental protection and compliance with the existing

1. The chairperson of each RCT, in consultation with other team members

will appoint three science advisors as ex officio members of the RCT.

2. The BLM will expand tract profiles to Include assessments of the

coal and other data available on each tract and of additional data,

if any, needed to determine environmental impacts and the fair market

value of the tract. This information will then be used by the RCTs

in ranking of potential tracts for Inclusion In the EIS.

DRAFT

3. When the RCT's forward final tract selection recommendations to the

Department, they will separately identify any tracts that were not

recommended because the information necessary for adequately

determining environmental impacts and fair market value was

unavailable.

Following are the proposed guidelines and procedures to implement the above

changes:

Change 1

Science Advisors

A. Appointment of Science Advisors

1. A Science Advisory Group, consisting of three individuals, will be

selected by the RCT chairperson on an experimental basis to assist

the RCT in reviewing the adequacy of data and the analysis of that

data for use In delineating coal tracts and preparation of the

regional coal F.IS. Use of the Science Advisory Group may continue

Indefinitely If they prove useful to the RCT.

2. The RCT chairperson will screen possible Science Advisors

prior to the first RCT meeting for a particular round of coal

leasing. Screening must allow sufficient time to consult with and

receive the views of other RCT members.

3. Official appointment of the Science AdvisorB shall be made by the RCT

chairperson at the first RCT meeting. Appointments shall be noted

In the official minutes of the meeting, along with objections to the

appointment, If any, and reasons therefor.

B. Qualifications of Science Advisors

1. Science Advisora will be selected to represent three general areas;

a. One Advisor must have broad, extensive knowledge and expertise

in the management and use of renewable resources;

b. A Becond Advisor muBt have thorough knowledge Bnd expertise In

the management and development of non-renewable resources, and

c. The third Advisor must be a recognized expert In the

reclamation of mined lands and mitigation of mining Impacts .

2. Science Advisors may be selected from within or from outside the

Federal Government, except that BLM personnel may not serve as

DRAFT
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science adviaora. Further, the reclamation and mitigation

techniques Advisor, oust be from the Office of Surface

Mining or from a State agency which has primary reeponsibiltiy for

reviewing and approving coal mining permits.

Adviaora will be at the discretion and under the guidance of the

RCT. Thia procedure will remain in effect until formal procedures

and guidelines for reviewing data and determining data adequacy are

developed and Implemented by BLM.

C. Functions of Science Adviaora

1. The Science Adviaora will assist the RCT In Its review of resource

data to determine if the available data la adequate

tot

a. delineate possible lease tracts;

b. determine tract value; and

c. identify and evaluate individual and cumulative effects of

leasing and mining on the environment.

2. The Science Adviaors will review the quantity and quality of

available reaource data, using their professional judgment, other

criteria they may establish, or both, and rate the sdequacy of the

data. Data adequacy reviewa by the Science Advisors may occur, as

neceaaary, at varloua atagea in the activity planning process,

beginning with a review of the land uee planning summary and ending

with the FCTa final recommendatione; review of data by the Science

3. The Science Advisors will provide the RCT with its findings in

writing 45 days prior to the RCT meeting for which the Science

Advisor's findlngB have been requested. These findings will be

made available for public review at leaBt 30 days prior to

the RCT meeting on tract ranking and selection. These findings

muat clearly indicate the adequacy of the data examined along with

the Science Adviaors recommendations, as appropriate, for:

a. proceeding with activity planning, along with any limitations

thereon;

b. proceeding with additional tract delineation, identifying

tracts that have adequate data;

c. resolving data needs; and

d. proceeding with evaluation of a tract which has been delineated

but for which there is Inadequate data.

DRAFT
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Tract Profilea/Tract Ranking

A. Tract Prof ilea will be prepared only where the Science Advisors and the

Review Council 1/ have found that available data la adequate to permit

the tract delineation team to identfy and configure a tract which can be

economically developed. This means that tracts may be delineated in the

face of data deficiencies which would permit determination of fair

market value and for assessing specific environmental impacts. If,

however, coal and geologic data cannot be obtained prior to fair market

value determination, a tract cannot be delineated. Likewise, If data on

other resources cannot be obtained prior to preparing the final regional

coal EIS, a tract cannot be delineated.

1/ A Review Council was proposed In response to the Llnowes Commission

recommendation. The Review Council determines data adequacy for coal and

geologic data using standards and guidelines eeparste from this notice.

DRAFT

1. Each Tract Profile will include a summary rating provided by the

Science Advisors which reflects the overall quantity and quality of

available tract data (coal and others).

2. Summary rstingB will be as follows;

a. Excellent - The overall quantity and quality of available coal

and other resource data permits reasonable projection of

Impacts, development of specific protective measures, snd

estimate of tract value.

h. Good - Overall quantity and quality of available coal and other

"resource data exceeds minimum standards of data adequacy-

Estimates of environmental impacts and tract values are

defineable but do not permit the preclsenesa of definition where

the adequacy of Information is considered excellent.

c. Fair - Overall quantity and quality of available coal and other

resource data meets minimum data adequacy standards.

B. Tract Ranking

Data adequacy summary ratings will be considered by the RCT In ranking

and selecting tracts for the environmental impact statement alternatives.

An "Excellent" or "Good" rating, for example, could have the effect of

raising a tract's overall rank. Conversely a "Good" or "Fair" rating

could diminish the ranking value of an otherwise highly ranked tract.
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Chang* 3

Tract Selection Recommendations

The Department haa adopted a policy (Llnowea IV-2 ) which does not permit the

Bureau to delineate tracts unlesa the Government hae or la able to acquire

adequate knowledge to evaluate potential trade-offa prior to preparing the

final regional coal EIS. Circumstances may evolve, however, which will

prevent the Bureau froa acquiring the data or a new laaue may Burfsce after a

tract haa been delineated. In the latter case, resolution of the Issue may

require a redetermination of data adequacy. In the event additional data Is

needed to resolve the question the HCT may elect not to acquire the data.

In any caae, the RCT will Identify all delineated tract(B) for which data

deficiencies remain to the Department along with its final recommendations.

Ho tract will be Included aa part of the final recommendation if additional

data Is required for that tract.

Director, Bureau of Land Management

DRAFT
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DRAFT
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Notice of Availability of Report
Concerning The Application of Coal

UnBuitability Criteria

(4310-85)
4-00164-ILM
3461 (641)

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, Interior

ACTION: Notice of Availability of Report Concerning the Application of Coal
Unsuitability Criteria

SUMMARY: This report implements Secretary Clark's July 9, 1984 response to
Congress concerning recommendations made by the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) in its study entitled Environmental
Protection in the Federal Coal Leasing Program, May 1984.
Specifically, among other things, the OTA noted concern regarding
changes in the details of the application of the unsuitability
criteria screen. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has evaluated
its experience with these changes and is reporting on the need for
revisions. Furthermore, this report proposes guidelines and
procedures for applying the unsuitability criteria and assessing
the adequacy of the data for these criteria. The evaluation
included opportunities for interested parties to express their
concerns with the 1982-83 changes in the unsuitability criteria and
to submit information on the effects of those changes by means of a
series of meetings. An interdisciplinary team consisting of
professional staff and managers from the BLM, the Office of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM), the Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) and the Forest Service (FS) prepared this report.
The draft of this report will be distributed for public review in
March 1985. Copies will automatically be sent to everyone who
receives a copy of the supplemental draft environmental impact
statement (EIS) for the federal coal program; in addition, the
report will be available by request. Following a 30-day comment
period and the analysis of the comments, a final report will be
prepared and published as an appendix to the final EIS.
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ADDRESS: Copies of this report may be obtained by writing to:

Director (640)

Bureau of Land Management
18th and C Streets, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20240

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Michael Giblin
(202) 343-4790

Douglas Blankinship
(202) 343-2091

Director
Bureau of Land Management

Date

641-HOLD 641-RF 500-HOLD
650-RF 650-CF

LLM: 641: M. Giblin:mr :343-4790
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GLOSSARY

ACCELERATED EROSION: Soil loss more rapid than normal, natural, or geologic
erosion, mainly as a result of the influence of human activities or in some
cases of animals or natural catastrophies that expose bare surfaces.

ACID MINE DRAINAGE: Drainage, discharged from an active, inactive, or
abandoned mine and containing free sulfuric acid, mainly due to the weathering
of iron pyrites.

ACID RAIN (ACID PRECIPITATION): airborne contaminants, particularly
nitrogen oxides, hydrogen sulfides, and sulfur dioxide, when converted to acid
sulfates and nitrates and removed from the atmosphere by precipitation.

ACRE-FOOT: The volume of water that would cover 1 acre to a depth of 1

foot, equal to 325,853 gallons.

ACTIVITY PLAN: A more detailed and specific plan for managing a single
resource program or plan element undertaken to implement more general land use
plan decisions. An activity plan is prepared for specific areas to reach
specific resource management objectives within stated timeframes. An activity
plan describes schedules and details management actions, including projects,
treatments, and other on-the-ground activities.

ACTIVITY PLANNING: The process in federal coal leasing between land use
planning and the Secretary of the Interior's final regional lease sale
decision. Activity planning includes tract delineation, ranking, and
selecting of tracts for further consideration; EIS preparation, final
recommendation of the regional coal team; and secretarial consultations with
the Department of Justice, Department of Energy, Indian tribes, governors, and
other agencies.

AIR QUALITY CLASS I, II, AND III AREAS: Regions in attainment areas where
maintenance of existing good air quality is of high priority. In Class I

areas, maintaining air quality has the highest priority with respect to other
values; in Class III areas, air quality has lower priority than it does in the
other areas. At first, all attainment areas except mandatory Class I areas
were designated Class II.

AIR QUALITY STANDARDS: The concentrations of pollution and lengths of
exposure at which specified adverse effects to health and welfare occur.

AIR QUALITY MODEL: A mathematical representation of the behavior of air
pollutants or their effects on air quality related values.

AIR QUALITY RELATED VALUE: Resources identified by federal land managers as
being susceptible to degradation of air quality, such as visibility, odor,
plants, animals, cultural resources, geologic features, and climate. Soil and

water quality are values that could be affected by acid rain.

AIRSHED: The air encompassing a specific geographic region.
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ALGORITHMS: Step-by- step procedures for solving problems.

ALKALINITY: A measure of water's potential as a base to neutralize acids.

ALLUVIAL FAN: A sloping, fan- shaped mass of sediment deposited by a stream
or drainageway where it emerges onto a plain.

ALLUVIAL VALLEY FLOOR EXCHANGE: A provision of the Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act that allows coal companies with existing federal leases in

areas determined to be alluvial valley floors to exchange these leases for

federal leases in areas outside alluvial valley floors.

ALLUVIAL VALLEY FLOOR FEE COAL EXCHANGE: An exchange of title to private
coal for title to federal coal where private coal has been determined to lie

beneath an alluvial valley floor on which raining is prohibited under Section
510(b)(5) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act.

ALLUVIUM: Clay, silt, sand, gravel, or other loose stream- deposited
material.

AMBIENT AIR: The air around us.

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY: Concentration levels in the surrounding air for a

specified pollutant and a specified averaging time within a geographic region.

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARD: Established by federal or state agencies, the
level of ambient air quality to be achieved and maintained. Primary standards
are those judged to be needed, with an adequate margin of safety, to protect
the public health. Secondary standards are those judged to be needed to

protect the public welfare from any known or expected adverse effects of a

pollutant. Ambient standards are given in micrograms per cubic meter
(ug/m3 )

.

ANASAZI CULTURE: The most extensive prehistoric culture of the southwest
United States, best known to the public by the spectacular cliff dwellings or
large pueblos at such locations as Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon, and Canyon de

Chelly. Artifacts of this culture are distributed throughout southwest
Colorado, southeast Utah, northeast Arizona, and northwest New Mexico.
Although the best known pueblos represent the classic bloom of Anasazi
society, the culture originated from the Desert (Archaic) culture beginning an

evolution as Basketmakers about AD 1-500 and ultimately resulting in the
pueblo societies of today.

ANIMAL UNIT MONTH (AUM) : The amount of forage a cow and a calf (6 months of
age or under) consume in 1 month. This unit is used to calculate livestock
carrying capacities and serves as a basis for grazing fees.

ANTHRACITE: A hard black lustrous coal containing fixed carbon of 85
percent or more.

AQUIFER: A water-bearing bed or layer of permeable rock, sand, or gravel,
capable of yielding water.
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ARCHAIC PERIOD/TRADITION: A culture period of hunting and gathering
subsistence patterns; the development of barbed and stemmed projectile points
for use as spears, grinding and milling stones for food preparation, and
ground and polished stone tools for everyday use; and the adoption of a
seasonally migratory life style. Sites of this period usually date from
7500-1500 before the present.

AREA OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (ACEC) : A public land area where
special management attention is required to protect life from natural hazards
or to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural,
or scenic values or to fish, wildlife, or natural systems or processes.

ASPECT: The direction that a slope faces.

ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION MODEL: A mathematical simulation of the atmospheric
transport and dispersion of pollutants used to predict pollutant
concentrations

.

ATTAINMENT AREA: An area where the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
are not violated.

AUTHORIZED OFFICER: Any employee of the Bureau of Land Management delegated
the authority to perform specified duties.

BART - BEST AVAILABLE RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY: A requirement under Section 169A
of the Clean Air Act to remedy existing visibility impairment in Federal Class
I areas. This requirement applies to major stationary sources less than 15
years old.

BACT - BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY: A standard of emission control
required of all new sources of pollution in attainment areas. In setting this
standard, the Environmental Protection Agency may consider soical, economic,
and other costs.

BASELINE: In this supplemental EIS, projected conditions expected to exist
in the areas of influence under the No New Federal Leasing (no action)
Alternative

.

BEARING STRENGTH: The amount of force overburden can receive without being
crushed, including the weight of buildings, roads, or shallow spoils on top of
deeper spoils.

BENEFICIATION: The dressing or processing of coal or ores for the purpose
of (1) regulating the size of a desired product, (2) removing unwanted
constituents, and (3) improving the quality, purity, or grade of a product.

BIOME: A major assemblage of all the plants and animals living in a
prescribed area or physical habitat, including the area's successional
stages. A biome is usually named for its characteristic vegetation.

BITUMINOUS: A rank of coal that is above subbituminous and below anthracite
in degree of coalif ication and has a heat value exceeding 10,500 British
thermal units per pound.
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BONUS BID: The dollar amount offered by a potential lessee as consideration

for receiving a lease. Under existing regulations, the bonus bid must exceed

full market value to be accepted by the Department of the Interior.

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (Btu) : The amount of heat needed to raise the

temperature of 1 pound of water 1 degree Fahrenheit.

BYPASS TRACT: A tract that contains federal recoverable coal, which if not

leased, would be bypassed in the reasonably foreseeable future.

CAPACITY: See COAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY.

CARBON MONOXIDE (CO): A colorless, odorless, toxic gas produced by the

incomplete combustion of carbon-containing substances. One of the major air

pollutants, CO is emitted in large amounts in the exhaust of gasoline-powered

vehicles

.

CARRYING CAPACITY: See LIVESTOCK CARRYING CAPACITY and WILDLIFE CARRYING

CAPACITY.

CHACOAN: Pertaining to the prehistoric Anasazi Indian culture that

dominated the Chaco Canyon area in northwestern New Mexico during the 11 and

early 12 centuries A.D. In this narrow canyon, twelve great pueblo cities

were built and tied together by a network of wide trails. Together with

smaller groups of dwelling rising on the mesas above the canyon and along the

foot of the canyon walls, a population of about 7,000 resided during the boom

years in the late 11th century. The population concentration in Chaco Canyon

was the direct result of the Chacoans' high efficiency in agriculture and

ability to store massive food surpluses.

CHECKERBOARD AREAS: Geographic areas where the Federal Government owns

alternate sections of land, giving the land ownership pattern a checkerboard

appearance

.

CHINOOK: A warm dry wind that descends the eastern slopes of the Rocky

Mountains.

CLAYEY SOIL: A fine-grained soil that has high plasticity and contains more

than 35 percent clay by weight. Clayey soil includes mainly clay loams, clays,

sandy clay loams, and sandy clays.

CLIMATE: The average cause or condition of the weather at a place over a

period of years

.

CLIMATOLOGY: The study of the statistical collection of weather conditions

during a specified interval time (usually several decades) in a specified

area. The study of the long-term manifestations of weather.

COAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY: The amount of coal that could be mined if the

demand for it existed.

COAL-RELATED: In this supplemental EIS, coal-related pertains to the

effects of coal mining, benef iciation, and transportation but not to the

effects of coal conversion and use.
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COAL SLURRY: A fine coal emmersed in a fluid (such as water or liquid
carbon dioxide) and carried through a pipeline.

COAL TRACT: A defined area that forms a logical mining unit, has had the
land use planning screens applied, and is proposed for leasing as a single
lease offering. Coal tracts may include areas of state and private coal
ownership, but only the federally owned coal is offered for lease under the
federal coal management program.

COLLUVIAL: Pertaining to rock debris and soil that has accumulated at the
foot of a slope.

CONTINENTAL CLIMATE: The climate of the interior of a continent, which is

marked by large annual, daily, and day-to-day temperature ranges, low relative
humidity, and generally moderate or small and irregular rainfall. The annual
extremes of temperature occur soon after the solstices. In its extreme form,
a continental climate gives rise to deserts.

CONTINENTAL DEPOSIT: A sedimentary deposit laid down within a general land
area in lakes or streams or the wind, in contrast to marine deposits, laid
down in the sea.

COOPERATIVE DRILLING: An arrangement that allows other parties to
participate and share in the benefits of exploring federal coal lands under an
exploration license on a pro rata , cost-sharing basis.

COOPERATIVE LEASING: An agreement between BLM and another party that allows
for the offering of both federal and private (or state) coal under a leasing
arrangement in which both parties receive their share of revenues as described
in the agreement.

COW-CALF LIVESTOCK OPERATION: A livestock operation in which a base
breeding herd of mother cows and bulls is maintained. The cows produce a calf
crop each year, and the operation keeps some heifer calves from each calf crop
for breeding herd replacements. The operation sells the rest of the calf crop
between the ages of 6 and 12 months along with old or nonproductive cows and
bulls.

COW-CALF-YEARLING LIVESTOCK OPERATION: A cow- calf operation that, instead
of selling its calves between the ages of 6 to 12 months, sells them after
they are 12 months old.

CRETACEOUS: Of, relating to, or being the last period of the Mesozoic era
(from 136 to 63 million years ago) or the corresponding system of rocks.

CRUCIAL AREA: An area of habitat that is essential to the survival of any
wildlife species sometime during its life cycle.

CULTURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY CLASSES:
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Class I - Existing data inventory: an inventory study of a defined, area

designed (1) to provide a narrative overview (cultural resource overview)

derived from existing cultural resource information and (2) to provide a

compilation of existing cultural resource site record data on which to

base the development of the BLM's site record system.

Class II - a sample-oriented field inventory designed to locate and record

from surface and exposed profile indications all cultural resource sites

within a portion of a defined area to allow an objective estimate of the

nature and distribution of cultural resources in the entire defined area.

The Class II inventory is a tool for use in management and planning as an

accurate predictor of cultural resources in the area of consideration.

The primary area of consideration for implementing a Class II inventory is

a planning unit. The secondary area is a specific project in which an

intensive field inventory (Class III) is neither practical nor necessary.

Class III - an intensive field inventory designed to locate and record

from surface and exposed profile indications all cultural resource sites

within a specified area. After Class III inventories are completed in an

area, no further cultural resource inventory work is normally needed. A

Class III inventory is appropriate on small project areas, all areas to be

disturbed, and primary cultural resource areas.

CULTURAL RESOURCES: Remains of human activity, occupation, or endeavor,

reflected in districts, sites, structures, buildings, objects, artifacts,

ruins, works of art, architecture, and natural features that were of

importance in past human events. These resources consist of (1) physical

remains, (2) areas where significant human events occurred, even though

evidence of the event no longer remains, and (3) the environment immediately

surrounding the actual resource.

DENDRITIC DRAINAGE (PATTERN): A drainage pattern with tributaries branching
like a tree's boughs.

DILIGENCE: Compliance with the term of a federal coal lease requiring
production in commercial amounts of recoverable coal reserves to achieve

diligent development (after August 4, 1976, a 10-year period beginning on the

date of lease issuance, readjustment, or modification if acreage or reserves

are added) and to maintain continued operation (production of not less than

commercial amounts in the first 2 years after achieving diligent development

and an average of not less than commercial amounts on a 3-year basis

thereafter)

.

DIP: Angle at which a stratum or any plainar feature is inclined from the

horizontal.

DRAWDOWN: The lowering of the water table by pumping or creating conditions

that allow water to flow downward.

DRAGLINE: A type of excavating equipment that casts a rope hung bucket a

great distance; collects the dug material by pulling the bucket toward itself

on the ground with a second rope; elevates the bucket; and dumps the material
on a spoil bank, in a hopper, or on a pile.
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EMERGENCY LEASING: The leasing of federal coal needed by an existing mine
for one of the following two reasons: (1) coal is needed within 3 years of
the date of the lease application (a) to maintain a mine at its current
average annual level of production or (b) to supply coal for contracts signed
before July 19, 1979; or (2) without the emergency lease, federal coal would
be bypassed by mining. An emergency lease can be issued for no more than 8

years of recoverable coal reserves, and to be issued an emeregency lease, a

mine's need for the coal deposit must result from reasonably unforeseen
circumstances

.

EMINENT DOMAIN: The right of government to take private property for public
use.

EMISSION: Effluent discharge into the atmosphere, usually specified by mass
per unit time.

EMISSION INVENTORY: A set of emission source information, usually applied
in an air quality simulation model; a list of air pollutants emitted into a

community's atmosphere in amounts (commonly tons) per day by type of source.

EMISSIONS RATE: The amount of an air pollutant emitted into the atmosphere
from a pollution source over a defined period of time.

ENDANGERED SPECIES: Any animal or plant species in danger of extinction
throughout all or a significant portion of its range as designated by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service under provisions of the Endangered Species Act. See
THREATENED SPECIES.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: A concise public document for which a federal
agency is responsible that serves to (1) briefly provide enough evidence and
analysis for determining whether to prepare an environmental impact statement
(EIS) or a finding of no significant impact; (2) aid an agency's compliance
with the the National Environmental Policy Act when no EIS is needed; and (3)

facilitate preparation of an EIS when one is needed.

EPHEMERAL STREAM: A stream that flows only as a result of precipitation.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION: The loss of water by transpiration from plants and
evaporation from the soil.

EXCHANGE: A trading of public lands (surface, subsurface, or both) for
lands in other ownerships, see FEE COAL EXCHANGE, FEE MINERAL EXCHANGE, and
FEE TITLE EXCHANGE.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST: A written submission describing an area of federal
coal that a party is interested in leasing.

FAIR MARKET VALUE: The amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent to
cash, for which in all probability the coal deposit would be sold or leased by
a knowledgeable owner willing but not obligated to sell or lease to a

knowledgeable purchaser who desires but is not obligated to buy or lease.

FAULT: A fracture in rock or strata along which two sides have been
displaced relative to one another parallel to the fracture.
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FEDERAL COAL LEASING AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1976 (FCLAA) : The federal law that

amends the coal leasing provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. Among

other things, FCLAA requires receipt of fair market value for federal coal

leases, competitive lease sales, consideration of special leasing

opportunities for public bodies, comprehensive land use planning for lands

offered in a coal lease sale, and production within 10 years of lease issuance

(diligent development).

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1976 (FLPMA): The Bureau of Land

Management's organic act, which sets out standards for managing the public

lands, including land use planning, sales, withdrawals, acquisitions and

exchanges; authorizes the establishing of local advisory councils representing

major citizens group interests in land use planning and management;

establishes the size and deadlines for review of proposed wilderness areas;

and provides guidelines for other aspects of public land management, such as

grazing.

FEDERAL LAND SYSTEM: The network of land, surface, and minerals, owned by

the United States, without regard to how the United States acquired ownership,

and administered by various federal agencies.

FEE COAL EXCHANGE: A fee mineral exchange involving coal.

FEE MINERAL EXCHANGE: An exchange that involves subsurface (mineral) rights
only.

FEE TITLE EXCHANGE: An exchange that involves surface and subsurface lands.

FINES: Very small material produced in breaking up large lumps or coal or

ore.

FLYWAY: A specific corridor of both land and air space within which
migratory birds travel and feed during seasonal migrations.

FOLD: The structure of rocks or strata that has been bent into a dome,

basin, terrace, or a roll.

FOOD CHAIN: A series of plant or animal species in a community, each of

which is related to the next as a source of food.

FORAGE: All browse and herbaceous foods available to grazing animals, which
may be grazed or harvested for feeding.

FORB: A low-growing, herbaceous plant that is not a grass, sedge, or rush.

FOSSIL: Any remains, trace, or imprint of a plant or animal that has been

preserved by natural processes in the Earth's crust since some past geologic
time

.

FRACTURE: A break in the continuity of a body of rock not accompanied by a

movement on one side or the other and not oriented in a regular system.
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FREMONT CULTURE: A stage of civilization that evolved after AD 900, whose
people are known for their sheephide moccasins, elaborate clay figurines, rock
paintings of Kachinas (supernatural beings), and raised or appliqued ornaments
with punched designs. Evidence of this culture has been found mainly along
the Fremont River in central Utah and in southeast Nevada.

FUGITIVE DUST: Airborne particles emitted from any source other than
through a stack.

GENERIC IMPACT: A type of impact that would normally be expected to occur.
Impacts are described in generic fashion in the text when specific
measurements of their magnitude do not exist.

GIGAWATT: One billion watts.

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP): the monetary value of the total output of
goods and services within a country during a given time, usually a year. GNP
does not include allowances for depreciation or the consumption of captal
goods

.

GROUND WATER DISCHARGE: The process of depleting ground water from an
aquifer.

GROUND WATER, PERCHED: Ground water separated from the underlying water
table by a zone of impervious or relativelly impervious material.

GROUND WATER RECHARGE: The process of replenishing ground water into an
aquifer.

HABITAT: A specific set of physical conditions that surround the single
species, a group of species, or a large community. In wildlife management,
the major components of habitat are considered to be food, water, cover, and
living space.

HYDROCARBONS: Any of a vast family of compounds containing carbon and
hydrogen in various combinations, found especially in fossil fuels.
Hydrocarbons in the atmosphere resulting from incomplete combustions are a
major source of air pollution.

INCREMENTS (Air Quality): Maximum allowable increases over baseline
concentrations of pollutants covered by the PSD provisions in Class I, II, and
III areas.

INFRASTRUCTURE: The set of systems and facilities that support a region or
community's social and economic structures. Examples of such systems include
transportation, education, medical service, communication, and fire and police
protection.

IN SITU COAL: Coal in its natural or original position.

INTERMITTENT STREAM: A stream that flows part of the time, as after a
rainstorm, during a wet weather period, or during part of the year.
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INTERTRACT BIDDING: A bidding system in which more coal lease tracts are

offered for sale than are to be leased; only those tracts receiving the

highest fair market value bids-per-unit or otherwise meeting predetermined

ranking criteria are actually leased.

INVERSION: A departure from the usual decrease in temperature with altitude

occurring when a warm layer of air overlies a cooler layer.

INVERTEBRATE: Any animal that lacks a backbone. See VERTEBRATE.

LAND USE PLAN: A plan that identifies and establishes land uses and

restrictions for a given area.

LATE PREHISTORIC CULTURE: The final stage of the recognized development of

northwestern plains archaeology preceded by the Early and Middle Prehistoric

Periods. From around AD 600 to 1800, the northwest plains (Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Montana, and northern Wyoming) were inhabited by nomadic bands

of bison-hunting Indians. These Indians lived in conical skin tipis, used

bows and arrows, and, before the introduction of horses, employed dog sledges

for carrying their goods. The main archaeological characteristics of the

period were distinctive projectile points, buffalo jumps, tipi rings, rock

piles, rock configurations, rock art, and three pottery traditions.

LEACHING: The separating or dissolving of soluble constituents from a rock

or ore by chemical solutions or water.

LEASE MAINTENANCE: The activities of Federal Government agencies associated

with a coal lease after the issuance of the lease. This maintenance includes

monitoring of mining, reclamation, royalty accounting, and readjustment of

lease conditions after the initial lease term.

LIGNITE: A soft brownish black coal that lies between peat and

subbituminous coal in degree of coalif ication and has a heat value less than

8,300 British thermal units per pound.

LIVESTOCK CARRYING CAPACITY: The most livestock that can graze an area

without damaging vegetation or related resources. The carrying capacity can

vary from year to year, depending on the range's forage production.

LOGICAL MINING UNIT (LMU) : An area of land in which recoverable coal

reserves can be developed in an efficient, economical, and orderly manner as a

unit with due regard for to conservation of recoverable coal reserves and

other resources.

MAINTENANCE TRACT: A tract that lacks the recoverable reserves to support

an entirely new mining operation, on which recoverable reserves are large

enough only to extend the life of an adjacent, existing mine or to permit

expanding that mine's annual production.

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN (MFP) : BLM land use plan developed before the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. Most MFPs require an

amendment to include the four screens required for coal leasing.
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MANDATORY CLASS I AREA (AIR QUALITY): Areas given a Class I air quality

designation by the Clean Air Act of 1977, which include existing (1977)

international parks; national wilderness areas or national memorial parks

larger than 5,000 acres; and national parks larger than 6,000 acres. States

may not reclassify mandatory Class I areas.

MARINE DEPOSIT: A sedimentary deposit laid down by the sea as contrasted
with continental deposits, laid down under inland conditions.

MICROCLIMATE: Climatic conditions of a small area. Microclimates are

influenced by local geography and vegetation and may greatly differ from
regional climate in temperature, wind, length of growing season, or

precipitation patterns.

MILIGRAMS PER LITER: A unit of measure expressing weight of a constituent

per unit volume of water.

MINE-MOUTH FACILITIES: Facilities such as processing and generating plants

that are placed at a mine site under the premise that shipping upgraded

products or electricity is cheaper than shipping raw coal.

MINERAL LEASING ACT OF 1920 (MLA) : The federal law that establishes the

procedures for the disposal of certain federally owned mineral deposits

(including coal) on public domain lands of the United States.

MINERAL LEASING ACT FOR ACQUIRED LANDS: The federal law that provides for

the disposal of certain federally owned mineral deposits (including coal) on

acquired lands of the United States under the procedures of the Mineral

Leasing Act of 1920.

MINIMUM BONUS BID: The least amount that must be bid at a federal coal

lease sale, as stated in the notice of sale, to qualify a bid for

consideration; the minimum bonus bid is not necessarily fair market value.

MISSISSIPPIAN CULTURE: A cultural development existing between AD 500 and

1650 in the southeastern and midwestern United States, which was the dominant

American culture north of Mexico. This culture is characterized by crushed

shell- tempered pottery, tiny, triangular arrowheads, and the truncated
pyramidal mound. The culture was elaborate and complex and had spectacular

artistic and architectural accomplishments.

MITIGATION: The abatement or reduction of an impact to the environment by

(1) avoiding a certain action or parts of an action, (2) employing certain

construction measures to limit the degree of impact, (3) restoring an area to

preconstruction conditions, (4) preserving or maintaining an area throughout

the life of a project, or (5) replacing or providing substitute resources to

the environment.

MIXING HEIGHT: The height of the layer of air where well-mixed conditions

exist, usually the height of the first significant inversion above the surface.
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MULTIPLIER: A number that is multiplied by one or more other numbers to
produce estimates of impacts. Each multiplier used for impact analysis in
this supplemental EIS is based on a numerical relationship between coal
production and a type of impact.

NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS (NAAQS): The allowable
concentrations of air pollutants in the air specified by the Federal
Government in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50. The air quality
standards are divided into (1) primary standards (based on the air quality
criteria and allowing an adequate margin of safety requisite to protect public
health) and (2) secondary standards (based on the air quality criteria and
allowing an adequate margin of safety requisite to protect the public welfare
from any unknown or expected adverse effects of air pollutants). Welfare
includes effects on soils, water, crops, vegetation, manufactured materials,
animals, wildlife, weather, visibility and climate, damage to and
deterioration of property, and hazards to transportation, as well as effects
on economic values and on personal comfort and well being.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA) : The federal law, going into
effect on January 1, 1970, that (1) established a national policy for the
environment, (2) requires federal agencies to become aware of the
environmental ramifications of their proposed actions, (3) requires full
disclosure to the public of proposed federal actions and a mechanism for
public input into the federal decisionmaking process, and (4) requires federal
agencies to prepare an environmental impact statement for every major action
that would significantly affect the quality of the human environment.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: The official list, established by the
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, of the nation's cultural resources worthy
of preservation.

NEW PRODUCTION TRACT: A coal tract that contains enough federal recoverable
coal and of high enough quality, either by itself or in combination with
surrounding nonfederal recoverable coal, to justify spending money and the
effort to develop and implement new mining operations.

NITROGEN OXIDES (N0X ) : Compounds produced by combustion, particularly
when there is an excess of air or when combustion temperatures are very high.
Nitrogen oxides are primary air pollutants.

NON-ATTAINMENT AREA: A geographic area where the quality of the air is
worse than federal ambient air quality standards.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE (ORV) : A vehicle (including four-wheel drive, trail bikes,
and snowmobiles but excluding helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, and boats)
capable of traveling offroad over land, water, ice, snow, sand, marshes, and
other terrain.

OVERBURDEN: All the earth and other materials that overlie a natural
mineral deposit.

OVERSTORY: The upper canopy or canopies of plants, usually trees, tall
shrubs, and vines.
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OVERTHRUST BELT: An extensive zone in western North America (believed to

extend from Canada to Mexico) where an overthrust fault has forced older rocks

on top of younger rocks. The discovery of oil and gas in the younger rock
layers has aroused much interest in exploration throughout this belt.

OZONE: A pungent, colorless, toxic gas. As a product of the photochemical
process, it is a major air pollutant.

PALEO-INDIAN: Earliest documented hunting and gathering groups in North
America, dating from 12,000 to 6,000 years ago.

PALEONTOLOGY: A science dealing with the life of past geological periods as

known from fossils.

PARTICULATE: A particle of solid or liquid matter: soot, dust, aerosols,
fumes, and mist.

PEAT: A yellowish brown to brownish black fibrous material, formed by
decomposition of plants in water, relatively low in carbon, and containing
moisture exceeding 75 percent.

PEDIMENT: A broad, gently sloping bedrock surface at the base of a steeper
slope, which is usually thinly covered with alluvial gravel and sand.

PENNSYLVANIAN : A time period in geologic history between 270 million and
300 million years ago.

PERCHED GROUND WATER: See GROUND WATER, PERCHED.

PERENNIAL STREAM: A stream that flows throughout the entire year and
receives water from surface and underground sources .

pH: A numeric value that gives the relative acidity or alkalinity of a

substance on a to 14 scale with the neutral point at 7.0. Values lower than

7.0 show the presence of acids, and values greater than 7.0 show the presence
of alkalis.

PHASED SALES: Lease sales that are spaced over a period of time after the

amount of coal to be leased is determined. Such sales provide for the review
of the initial decision after any particular sale.

PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS: Pollutants in the air (nitrogen dioxide, ozone)
that are formed in areas of intense sunlight and result in extremely reactive
chemical substances that damage plants and materials and cause health problems.

PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESS: The chemical changes brought about by the radiant
energy of the sun acting upon polluting substances. The products are known as

photochemical smog.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCE: An extensive portion of the landscape normally
encompassing hundreds of square miles, portrayed by similar qualities of soil,

rock, slope, vegetation, and climate of the same geomorphic origin.
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PLUME: The volume of air space containing substances emitted from a source
characteristically shaped stream of materials of heated gasses entering the
atmosphere from a localized source such as a stack. A plume may be visible
(smoke, water droplets) or invisible (heated air).

POLLUTANT (AIR QUALITY): Any substance discharged into the ambient air that
tends to create a harmful effect upon humans, property, convenience, or
happiness or that causes contamination in ambient air to exceed legal limits.

PREFERENCE RIGHT LEASE APPLICATION (PRLA) : An application for a
non-competitive federal coal lease for lands in which the applicant has shown
the probable existence of commercial amounts of coal according to the terms of
a prospecting permit issued under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. Authority
for issuing prospecting permits was repealed by the Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1976.

PREVAILING WIND: The most frequent compass direction from which the wind
blows

.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD): A regulatory program based
not on the absolute levels of pollution allowable in the atmosphere but on the
amount by which present air quality will be allowed to deteriorate in a given
area. Under this program, geographic areas are divided into three classes,
each allowing different increases in increments of total suspended
particulates and sulfur dioxide concentrations.

CLASS I - minimal additional deterioration in air quality (certain
national wilderness areas).

Class II - moderate additional deterioration in air quality (most lands).

Class 111 -- greater deterioration for planned maximum growth (industrial
areas)

.

PRIMARY (DIRECT) EMPLOYMENT: Employment in economic activities that earns
money from outside the area being studied. In this document, primary
employment is employment in coal mine construction or operation. See
SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT.

PRIME AGRICULTURAL LAND (PRIME FARMLAND): Land that is best suited for
producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops. The inventory of
prime agricultural land is maintained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service.

PUBLIC BODY LEASING: A procedure that limits bidding for a specific federal
coal lease exclusively to federal and state agencies; political subdivisions
of a state, including counties and municipalities; rural electric cooperatives
and similar organizations; and nonprofit corporations controlled by any such
entities .

PUBLIC LAND: Federal land administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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QUEUING: The forming of a line of vehicles delayed at a railroad crossing

by the passing of a coal train.

RAILROAD SYSTEM CAPACITY: The volume of traffic that can be moved by rail

without undue delay because of traffic congestion.

RAPTOR: A bird of prey, such as an eagle, hawk, or owl.

RECLAMATION: The process of converting disturbed land to its former use or

other productive uses.

REGIONAL COAL TEAM (RCT) : A body, consisting of BLM state directors and

state governors or their representatives, that guides coal activity planning

within a federal coal production region and that makes leasing level and lease

sale recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior.

RECOVERABLE COAL RESERVES: The minable coal reserve base excluding all coal

that will be left unmined, such as pillars, fenders, and property barriers.

RIPARIAN LAND: Land along the edge of a stream or other body of water.

ROAD SEGMENTS: Designated segments of roads for which specific traffic data

is collected.

ROYALTY: The amount established in a lease that the lessee must pay the

lessor as part of the consideration for the right to remove coal for sale or

use. Under the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976, royalty is

expressed as a percent of the value of the coal. In older leases, royalty was

expressed as a fixed amount per ton.

RUNOFF: The portion of the precipitation on a drainage area that is

discharged from the area in stream channels.

SALE PANEL: A group appointed by the BLM state director to review lease

sale results and the fair market value analysis and prepare a report

recommending acceptance or rejection of bids. For regional coal sales, the

sale panel consists of a BLM geologist, mining engineer, mineral

economist/appraiser, and the deputy state director, minerals.

SCOPING: An early and open process for determining the scope of issues to

be addressed in an EIS and for identifying the significant issues related to a

proposed action. Scoping may involve public meetings, field interviews with

representatives of agencies and interest groups, discussions with resource

specialists and managers, and written comments in response to news releases,

direct mailings, and articles about the proposed action and scoping meetings.

SCRUBBERS: Equipment used to remove pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide or

particulates, from stack gas emissions.

SECONDARY (INDIRECT) EMPLOYMENT: Employment in economic activities that

earns money from within the area being studied. Examples are employment in

stores, laundries, and other local services and local government. See PRIMARY

EMPLOYMENT

.
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SEDIMENTARY ROCK: Rock formed from accumulations of sediment, which may
consist of rock, fragments of various sizes, the remains of animals or plants,
the product or chemical action or of evaporation, or mixtures of the above.

SEVERANCE TAX: A tax paid generally to states upon mining of coal. The
severance tax may be a fixed amount per unit of coal, or it may be a

percentage of the value of the coal.

SOIL PRODUCTIVITY: The capacity of a soil to produce a plant or sequence of
plants under a system of management.

SOIL PROFILE: A vertical section of soil that shows all horizons and parent
material.

SOIL RECONSTRUCTION: On drastically disturbed areas, such as where surface
mining has occurred, the process of replacing layers of soil material,
unconsolidated geologic material, or both in a vertical sequence of such
quality and thickness that they provide a favorable medium for plant growth.

SPLIT ESTATE: Land whose surface rights and mineral rights are owned by
different entities. Such a conditiion commonly occurs when the surface is
privately owned but the mineral rights are owned by the Federal Government.

SPOIL: Earth and rocks excavated or dredged.

STRATIGRAPHY: Relating to the formation, composition, sequence, and
correlation of the rock deposits of the earth's crust.

STRIP MINING: The surface mining of coal as distinguished from the surface
mining of metalliferous ores, which is commonly called open pit mining.

SUBBITUMINOUS COAL: A rank of coal that is above lignite and below
bituminous in degree of coalif ication and has a heat value ranging from
8,300-13,000 British thermal units.

SULFUR OXIDES: Pungent, colorless gases formed mainly by the combustion of
fossil fuels. Considered major air pollutants, sulfur oxides may harm the
human respiratory tract as well as damage vegetation.

SURFACE MINING CONTROL AND RECLAMATION ACT OF 1977 (SMCRA) : A federal act
that sets rules for surface mining and reclamation of mined lands, providing
for transfer of much authority to states with approved programs.

TERTIARY: A time period in geologic history between 2 million and 63
million years ago.

THREATENED SPECIES: Any plant or animal species likely to become endangered
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a part of its range as
designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species
Act. See ENDANGERED SPECIES.
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TIERING: Discussing general matters in broader EISs (such as national

program or policy EISs) while discussing more specific matters (such as

regional, basinwide, or site- specif ic issues) in narrower EISs or

environmental assessments that incorporate by reference the general

discussions and concentrate solely on specific issues.

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (TDS) : An aggregate of carbonates, bicarbonates

,

chlorides, sulfates, phosphates, and nitrates of calcium, magnesium,

manganese, sodium, potassium, and other cations that form salts. High TDS

solutions can change the chemical nature of water, exert varying degrees of

osmotic pressures, and often become lethal to life in an aquatic environment.

TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATE (TSP) MASS: A pollutant measured as the mass of

all particles in the atmosphere without regard to size or chemical composition.

TRACT: See COAL TRACT.

TRACT DELINEATION TEAM: A group of BLM geologists, mining engineers,

mineral appraisers/economists and others who evaluate coal, geologic, and

other resource data and configure an area of federal coal for potential lease.

TRACT PROFILE: A document containing a summary of the information used to

delineate a federal coal tract and a site-specific environmental inventory and

preliminary analysis of the possible effects of mining the tract.

TRACT PROFILE REPORT: Prepared after land use planning and before the

regional EIS, an environmental assessment that considers the impact of leasing

an individual coal tract independently of other coal tracts within the region.

TRAFFIC: The flow of vehicles along a roadway.

TRAILHEAD: The terminus of a hiking or horse trail, accessible by motor

vehicle and sometimes having parking, signs, a visitor register, and camping

and sanitary facilities.

UNCLASSIFIED AREAS (Air Quality): Areas that are classed as neither

attainment nor non-attainment because of insufficient information.

UNDERSTORY VEGETATION: Plants growing beneath the canopy of other plants,

usually grasses, forbs, and low shrubs.

UNIT TRAIN: A train whose entire cargo (coal) is loaded from one source and

delivered to only one location or customer.

VALLEY WINDS: Winds that ascend a mountain valley during the day.

VEGETATION TYPE: A plant community with distinguishable characteristics
described by the dominant vegetation present.

VERTEBRATE: Animals that have backbones. See INVERTEBRATE.

VISIBILITY: A measurement of the maximum distance from which large objects

may be viewed. Fixed reference objects such as mountains, hills, towers, or

buildings are normally used to estimate visibility.
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VISUAL INTRUSION: A feature (land, vegetation, structure) that is generally
considered out of context with the characteristic landscape.

VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (VRM) : The planning, design, and implementation
of management objectives to provide acceptable levels of visual impacts for
all resource management activities.

WATER TABLE: The upper limit of the portion of the ground that is wholly
saturated with water.

WATER YIELD: The total volume of water that passes through a stream.

WILDERNESS: An uncultivated, uninhabited, and usually roadless area set
aside by Congress for preserving natural conditions.

WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA) : A roadless area that has been inventoried and
found to have wilderness characteristics as described in Section 603 of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and Section 2(c) of the
Wilderness Act of 1964.

WILDLIFE CARRYING CAPACITY: The greatest number of animals an area can
support during a given period.
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are frequently used in this supplemental EIS. For
the definition of terms, see the Glossary at the end of this volume.

ACHP: Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
ACQS: air quality control region
AUM: animal unit month
AVF: alluvial valley floor

BLM: Bureau of Land Management

CEQ: Council on Environmental Quality
CFR: Code of Federal Regulations

DOE: U.S. Department of Energy
DOE/EIA: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration
D&RGW: Denver and Rio Grande Western

EIS: environmental impact statement
EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

FCLAA: Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976
FLPMA: Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
FS: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service
FSCAB: Federal-State Coal Advisory Board

GAO: U.S. Government Accounting Office

LRR: land resource region

MLA: Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
MLRA: major land resource area
MMS: U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Service

NAAQS: National Ambient Air Quality Standards
NCM: National Coal Model
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act
NF: National Forest
1979 FES: Final Environmental Statement—Federal Coal Management Program

OSM: U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement

OTA: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment

PRLA: preference right lease application
PSD: Prevention of Significant Deterioration

RCT: regional coal team

SHPO: State Historic Preservation Officer
SMCRA: Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act

TSP: total suspended particulates

USDI: U.S. Department of the Interior
USGS: U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
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